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You will find a host of letters and parts of letters that you have never seen before.

See the end of the file for a classified list of sources with full bibliographical data.
Do not trust this file for documenting a book or article; go to the source.

No key term in boldface is given for Dan H. Laurence’s four-volume edition of the
Collected Letters. Each volume designates a section of the chronology: I: 1874-97, II:
1898-1910, III: 1911-25, and IV: 1926-50. A letter with pages given but no key term
(like those given in the alphabetical list below) will be in this source.

About 50 entries derive from sources that are not repeated more than twice. For the
convenience of users who would like to track these sources through the file, they are
designated “IPS” for IndePendent Source at the beginning of the entry.

For convenience throughout I have ignored paragraph divisions in the letters and
employed ellipses at will; since spacing the ellipses will often break them into two lines, I
have typed them unspaced. Undated letters have “c.” preceding a date which represents a
reasonable guess to which the letter has been assigned.
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Frequent recipients of Shaw letters have their names truncated after first appearances—
males their last names (except for Sidney Webb), females their first. The male names are
easy to recognize, but some of the female names are not: Beatrice Webb, Charlotte
Shaw, Eleanor Robson, Elizabeth Robins, Ellen Terry, Erica Cotterill, Florence Farr,
Janet Achurch, Lillah McCarthy, Molly Tompkins, Nancy Astor, Pat Campbell,
Margaret Wheeler.

Alphabetical List of Sources not in Lawrence and not IDP’s (80 on 7-7-14)
Note: This list is designed to give you references adequate to search in libraries for the
book or article involved. Since you will be quoting from the source, never from this
chronology, you should need no further data. However, that data is given at the end of the
file in classified, then chronological order, not alphabetical.
(In the text these sources are designated as follows: ‘in Archer:’ ‘in Astor:’ etc.)

Archer: Archer, Charles. William Archer: Life, Work, and Friendships. 1931
Astor: Bernard Shaw and Nancy Astor. Ed. J. P. Wearing. 2005
Barker: Bernard Shaw’s Letters to Granville Barker. Ed. C. B. Purdom. 1956
Barnes: Barnes, Kenneth R. Welcome, Good Friends: The Autobiography of Kenneth R.
Barnes. 1958
Bax: Bax, Clifford, ed. Florence Farr, Bernard Shaw, W.B. Yeats: Letters. 1942
Beaumont: Huggett, Richard. Binkie Beaumont: Eminence Grise of the West End
Theatre 1933-1973. 1989
Bright: Bright, Reginald Golding. Advice to a Young Critic, and Other Letters. Ed. E. J.
West. 1955
Brockway: Brockway, Fenner. Outside the Right: A Sequel to Inside the Left, with a
Lost Play by G. Bernard Shaw. 1963
Caine: Allen, Vivian. Hall Caine: Portrait of a Victorian Romancer. 1997
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Calvert: Calvert, Adelaide Helen. Sixty-Eight Years on the Stage. 1911
Campbell: Bernard Shaw and Mrs. Patrick Campbell: Their Correspondence. 1952
Chappelow: Chappelow, Allan. Shaw the Villager and Human Being: A Biographical
Symposium. 1962.
Cockerell: Cockerell, Sydney Carlyle. The Best of Friends: Further Letters to Sydney
Carlyle Cockerell. Ed. Viola Meynell. 1956
Cohen: Cohen, Harriet. A Bundle of Time: The Memoirs of Harriet Cohen. 1969
Conolly: Conolly, L. W. Bernard Shaw and the BBC. 2009
Cornwallis-West: Quelch, Eileen. Perfect Darling: The Life and Times of George
Cornwallis-West. 1972
Devlin: Devlin, Diana. A Speaking Part: Lewis Casson and the Theatre of His Time.
1982
Dickens: Laurence, Dan H., and Martin Quinn, eds. Shaw on Dickens. 1985
Douglas: Bernard Shaw and Alfred Douglas: A Correspondence. Ed. Mary Hyde. 1982
Dunbar: Dunbar, Janet. Mrs. G.B.S.: A Portrait. 1963
Egerton: Egerton, George. A Leaf from The Yellow Book. 1958
Elgar: Elgar, Edward. Letters of a Lifetime. Ed. Jerrold Northrop Moore. 1990
Elliot: Elliot, Vivian, ed. Dear Mr Shaw: Selections from Bernard Shaw’s Postbag.
1987
Ervine: Ervine, St. John. Bernard Shaw: His Life, Work and Friends. 1956
Evans: Forbes, Bryan. Ned’s Girl: The Authorized Biography of Dame Edith Evans.
1977
Farleigh: Farleigh, John. Graven Image: An Autobiographical Textbook. 1940
Gregory: Gregory, Lady Augusta. Shaw, Lady Gregory and the Abbey: A
Correspondence and a Record. Ed. Dan H. Laurence and Nicholas Grene. 1993
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Hamon: George Bernard Shaw et Augustin Hamon: les premiers temps d’une
correspondance (1893-1913). Ed. Patrick Galliou. 4 vols. 1998
Hardwicke: Hardwicke, Cedric. A Victorian in Orbit: The Irreverent Memoirs of Sir
Cedric Hardwicke. 1961
Harris: The Playwright and the Pirate: Bernard Shaw and Frank Harris: A
Correspondence. Ed. Stanley Weintraub. 1982
Henderson 1: Henderson, Archibald. Bernard Shaw: Playboy and Prophet. 1932
Henderson 2: Henderson, Archibald. George Bernard Shaw: Man of the Century. 1956
Holroyd: Holroyd, Michael. Bernard Shaw. 4 vols. 1988-92
Hurd: Hurd, Michael. Immortal Hour: The Life and Period of Rutland Boughton. 1962
Jackson: Bernard Shaw and Barry Jackson. Ed. Leonard W. Conolly. 2002
Jones: Jones, Doris Arthur. Taking the Curtain Call: The Life and Letters of Henry
Arthur Jones. 1930
Ker: Ker, Ian. G. K. Chesterton: A Biography. 2011
Lane: Hare, Steve, ed. Penguin Portrait: Allen Lane and the Penguin Editors, 19351970. 1995
Lawrence 1: Lawrence, Thomas Edward. Letters to T. E. Lawrence. Ed. A. W.
Lawrence. 1962
Lawrence 2: Lawrence, Thomas Edward. Correspondence with Bernard and Charlotte
Shaw 1922-1926. Ed. Jeremy and Nicole Wilson. 2000
Loraine: Loraine, Winifred. Robert Loraine: Soldier, Actor, Airman. 1938
McCarthy: McCarthy, Lillah. Myself and My Friends. 1933
McLachlan: Benedictines of Stanbrook. In a Great Tradition: Tribute to Dame
Laurentia McLachlan, Abbess of Stanbrook. 1956
McNulty: McNulty, Edward. Memoirs of G.B.S. Ed. Dan H. Lawrence. SHAW 12
(1992): 5-46
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Meisel: Meisel, Martin. Shaw and the Nineteenth-Century Theater. 1963
Moore: Moore, Helen M. “George Bernard Shaw and the Bishop’s Daughter.” Carnegie
Magazine 59 iv (1988): 22-29
Murray: Bernard Shaw and Gilbert Murray. Ed. Charles A. Carpenter. 2012
(forthcoming; dates of letters included with selected text)
O’Casey 1: O’Casey, Sean. The Letters of Sean O’Casey 1910-41, vol. I. Ed. David
Krause. 1975
O’Casey 2: O’Casey, Eileen. Cheerio, Titan: The Friendship Between George Bernard
Shaw and Eileen and Sean O’Casey. 1989
Page: Page, Will A. Beyond the Curtains of the Broadway Beauty Trust. 1927
Park: Park, Julian, ed. “Some Unpublished Letters by George Bernard Shaw.”
University of Buffalo Studies, 1939
Pascal: Bernard Shaw and Gabriel Pascal. Ed. Bernard F. Dukore. 1996
Pearson: Pearson, Hesketh. Bernard Shaw: His Life and Personality. 1963
Peters 1: Peters, Margot. Bernard Shaw and the Actresses. 1980
Peters 2: Peters, Margot, ed. Shaw on Women. 1992
Pharand: Pharand, Michel W. Bernard Shaw and the French. 2000
Publishers: Bernard Shaw and His Publishers. Ed. Michel W. Pharand. 2009
Rhys: Rhys, Ernest. Letters from Limbo. 1936
Richards: Grant Richards. Author Hunting. 1934
Robson: Belmont, Eleanor Robson. The Fabric of Memory. 1957
Russell: Russell, Bertrand. The Autobiography of Bertrand Russell, 1914-1944. 1968
Samuel: Laurence, Dan H. “Katie Samuel: Shaw’s Flameless ‘Old Flame.’” SHAW 15
(1995): 3-19
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Soboleva: Soboleva, Olga, and Angus Wrenn. The Only Hope of the World: George
Bernard Shaw and Russia. 2012
Somerville: Rauchbauer, Otto. The Edith Œnone Somerville Archive in Drishane. 1995
Terry: Ellen Terry and Bernard Shaw: A Correspondence. Ed. Christopher St. John.
1931
Theatrics: Theatrics. Ed. Dan H. Laurence. 1995
Thompson: E. P. Thompson. William Morris, Romantic to Revolutionary. 2nd ed. 1977
Tompkins: To a Young Actress: The Letters of Bernard Shaw to Molly Tompkins. Ed.
Peter Tompkins. 1961
Trebitsch 1: Bernard Shaw’s Letters to Siegfried Trebitsch. Ed. Samuel A. Weiss. 1986
Trebitsch 2: “Bernard Shaw’s Further Letters to Siegfried Trebitsch.” Ed. Samuel A.
Weiss. SHAW 20 (2000): 220-44
Tunney: Tunney, Jay R. The Prizefighter and the Playwright: Gene Tunney and
Bernard Shaw. 2011
Ward: Ward, Maisie. Gilbert Keith Chesterton. 1943
Watson: Watson, Malcolm. ‘Collection of Letters to Malcolm Watson, Theatre Critic for
The Daily Telegraph, 1899-1926.’ Thomas A. Goldwasser Rare Books (San Francisco);
printed in The Daily Telegraph
Webbs: Webb, Stanley and Beatrice. Bernard Shaw and the Webbs. Ed. Alex C.
Michalos and Deborah C. Poff. 2002
Wells: Bernard Shaw and H. G. Wells. Ed. J. Percy Smith. 1995
Wheeler: Wheeler, Margaret. Letters from Margaret: Correspondence Between Bernard
Shaw and Margaret Wheeler 1944-1950. 1992
Williams: Williams, Harcourt. Four Years at the Old Vic, 1929-1933. 1935
Winsten: Winsten, Stephen. Jesting Apostle: The Private Life of Bernard Shaw. 1957
Wisenthal: Wisenthal, J. L. Shaw’s Sense of History. 1988
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Laurence, Vol. 1
March 4 1874, to his older sister Lucinda Frances Shaw, 7-8: The earliest Shaw letter on
record, when Shaw was eighteen, begins: ‘I am sorry to say that I have read your letter’;
adds a moment later ‘Your remarks are most offensive’; and continues elsewhere in this
adolescently snide vein. But his next letter to her, Feb 24 1875, looks forward to My Dear
Dorothea (1878), at one point declaring ‘The sum of my advice to you is, to cultivate of
all things, serene philosophy. Never under any circumstances lose temper, and never let
yourself be put out’ (9).
Feb 24 1875, to Lucinda, who, using the stage name Lucy Carr Shaw, had been asked to
repeat her role in Bellini’s La Sonnambula with Vandaleur Lee conducting, 9-11: ‘As to
Lee, I would decline to listen to him. We all know what his tirades are worth, and I think
his coming to Victoria Grove and launching out at you as he did, simply outrageous. The
sum of my advice to you is, to cultivate serene philosophy. Never under any
circumstances lose temper, and never let yourself be put out. If you are, don’t shew it....
Now, you know what is right, just as well as I do. If you keep to that, declining to
recognise any petty bits of expediency, or to humour anybody’s wrongheadedness, you
are quite safe. You are quite clear as to what you are doing, you know why you are doing
it and so you have only to be immoveable, polite, generally amiable, and adamant.... If
Mamma argues, call things by their proper names, be excessively polite to her, and she
will at last see that there is not the smallest use in it’ (9). ‘Now, as far as the above takes
the shape of “advice,” I give it principally because you ask me for it. It is superfluous for
two reasons. Firstly, because nobody ever takes advice. Secondly, because I have quite as
much faith in your instinct as in my own. and because a man’s instinct does not always
fall in exactly with a woman’s. As the case stands, I really don’t see any difficulty at all.
Why refuse the Sonnambula point blank? If it is ever done, of course you will do it....
Your position is, “I decline to be worried, fight away among yourselves. If you ever bring
the thing to a producible state, here I am, if not, it’s your own fault, only if you take the
initiative and begin to worry, I withdraw”’ (10). ‘Are you going to get married? In love
with anyone? I fell wildly, madly, suicidally in love with the New Magdalen, Miss Ada
Cavendish. I had up the most exquisite imitation of her in the part, and also of her
“Charge of the Light Brigade,” which was the most bewitchingly abominable recitation I
ever heard’ (11).
Feb 24 1875, to his mother Lucinda Elizabeth Shaw, 11: ‘I write to tell you that you may
as well drop all your dignity with Lucy. You are basely betrayed. Stunned by the torrent
of deprecation weekly hurled at me by the governor, I wrote to Lucy to tell me all about
it. I told her everything you said about her. I told her … all! All! ALL! I trust you may
not catch it on her return to the maternal bosom…. Permit me to suggest that in future
you should adopt a more honest line of policy with respect to her, and tell her whatever
you have to say plainly and in the first instance directly to her instead of taking refuge in
a system of worry and indirect knagging [sic] which would infuriate Job.’
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Feb 29 1876, to C. Uniacke Townshend, Shaw’s Dublin employer, 14: ‘I beg to give you
notice that at the end of the month, I shall leave your office. My reason is, that I object to
receive a salary for which I give no adequate value. Not having enough to do, it follows
that the little I have is not well done. When I ceased to act as Cashier I anticipated this,
and have since become satisfied that I am right.’
June 3 1876, to Matthew Edward McNulty, a boyhood friend, 19: ‘I did not burn my
boats for the sake of a flame. My prospects in Dublin were stupendous. The employer’s
daughter would have been mine for the asking and partnership in the firm assured. The
only obstacle to the fortune was that I cared neither for the post nor for the daughter, not
insuperable, I admit. I was full of politics and religion and these were, as you know,
forbidden. Here am I, in London, without the credentials of a peasant immigrant and I
still bear traces of the Shaw snobbery which considers manual work contemptible, and on
no account will I enter an office again. You are the only person in the world to whom I
am a person with an identity and a soul. That is why I cling to you. Strangely enough I
am not in the least depressed, but elated, if anything, because it had to be. I have a notion
hazy that mother thinks me crazy and Lucy thinks me lazy.’
Sept 18 1879, to G. R. Sims, editor of the periodical One and All, who had accepted an
article of Shaw’s which will appear next month, 21: ‘I am much gratified by your
acceptance of my article “Christian Names.” At the same time, as I am not an amateur,
may I ask whether, in the event of my sending you any further contributions, it will be
worth your while to remunerate me for them?’
Oct 5 1879, to Arnold White, manager of the Edison Telephone Company of London, 2224: Applying for a job, Shaw composes a letter with a distinctly late Shavian quality.
Recounting his work with a landagents’ firm in Dublin, he says that as a junior clerk he
‘sulkily distinguished himself’ so notably that he was promoted to general clerk—‘that is
to say, I had nothing to do, and drew an increased salary for doing it’ (22). After moving
to London, he spent two years ‘in that active, but unproductive vein in which an
immature man wanders about London at night, plans extravagant social reforms, reads
Shelley, and so forth.’ (He also wrote articles and a novel.) ‘My only reason for seeking
commercial employment is a pecuniary one. I know how to wait for success in literature,
but I do not know how to live on air in the interim’ (23). Near the end he justifies the
letter’s inordinate length by declaring: ‘I understood that you desired to get some idea of
my character, and this I could not have given you by confining myself to facts which
would not distinguish me from the next fifty clerks who might apply to you’ (24). Shaw
got the position and stayed in it for seven months. A virtual sequel to this is his letter of
Feb 9 1888 to T.P. O’Connor.
Oct 25 1879, to Kingston Barton, a medical friend, on his father’s drinking, I:31 in
Holroyd: ‘In society he drank porter, champagne, whisky, anything he could get,
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sometimes swallowing stout enough to make him sick. Subsequently, when he had no
opportunity of drinking except in taverns, he only took brandy. He smoked regularly and
moderately. His appetite was good; but he suffered from diarrhea at intervals. Although
he was never sober, he was seldom utterly drunk. He made efforts to reform himself, and
on one occasion succeeded in abstaining for sixteen months; but these efforts always
ended in a relapse. On one or two occasions he disappeared for a few days and returned
with his watch broken, clothes damaged and every symptom of uncontrolled excess; but
ordinarily he came home in the evening fuddled, eat [sic] his dinner, had a nap, and then
kept going out for drams until he went to bed. He never drank or kept drink in the house.’
Jan 16 1880 [misplaced past the next entry in CL], to Elizabeth Lawson, who invited
Shaw to a dance, 29: ‘I am certainly the most unfortunate of men, for I shall be engaged
on Tuesday evening in a sordid matter of business, which will not be put off. What is
worse, even if I were free, I should be afraid to accept your invitation; as I do not know
how to dance, and am a more dispiriting object in a drawing room than I am—as you
know—at a supper table; I could unquestionably eat if I liked, whereas I could not
accomplish a waltz for the sake of the most attractive partner you could offer me, and
this, for one who has the privilege of knowing the resources you have at hand, is saying
everything. I should be an envious and gloomy wallflower, and in your house an unhappy
guest would be an anomaly.’
Feb 1 1880, to Macmillan & Co., who had returned Shaw’s novel Immaturity, 3-4 in
Publishers: ‘My MS has arrived safely with a very kind letter from you, and a critical
description of my book which could not, I believe, be more accurate. The flatness of the
novel was so involved by its design, that in writing it, I did not propose to myself to save
it from appearing dull to a reader who should seek for excitement in it. This design was,
to write a novel scrupulously true to nature, with no incident in it to which everyday
experience might not afford a parallel, and yet which should constantly provoke in [a]
reader full of the emotional ethics of the conventional novel, a sense of oddity and
unexpectedness. In short, not to be ironic, but to deal with those ordinary experiences
which are a constant irony on sentimentalism, at which the whole work is mainly
directed.... I also cut out pages of analysis of character, because I think the dramatic
method of exhibiting character the true one, and that analysis has been carried so far ...
that future advances will discard it rather than develop it. The result is a panorama
without a descriptive lecture. Now, if, in order to stamp the book as a meditation on life, I
insert a lecture, I violate my own crotchets as to art workmanship. On the other hand, if I
heighten the interest by unusual and exciting incidents, I abandon my design and spoil
my moral.... I confess that I am utterly at a loss when I attempt to plan such a recasting of
the book as you suggest. I would give up the idea of publishing it altogether, but that
there are portions of it (small ones, unfortunately) which I have not the heart to consign
to oblivion without making some sort of plea for, particularly since your critic has
relieved me of some of my worst doubts concerning them.’
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March 5 1880, to George Bentley, who had rejected Shaw’s story “The Brand of Cain”
and offered several critical comments, 30: ‘The intemperance of the descriptive passages
... arises from this peculiar difficulty—that the situations appear, not as they are, but as
the photographer, who has vulgar ideas of effect, describes them. The description is put
in his mouth in order the more easily to produce the necessary confusion in the reader’s
mind as to whether the incidents really happened to the photographer, whether he
hysterically exaggerated fragments of fact, or whether he is simply an outrageous liar,
practising on the complacent and twaddling hypochondriac who has set him talking.
Hence, too, the provoking barrenness of the conclusion.’
June 13 1880, to John Morley, who invited Shaw to submit articles to the Pall Mall
Gazette, 31: ‘In the very limited time which my present occupation leaves at my disposal,
I have only been able to produce the enclosed article on “Exhausted Arts,” which I am
afraid you will find rather indigestible. I send also a paper on the Merchant of Venice,
which I of course do not expect you to read through; but a glance into it will give you an
idea of what (—besides the usual “shop”)—I can do as a dramatic critic. I should prefer
writing on theatrical or musical events to manufacturing random articles, which is to me
much the same thing as making bricks without straw.’ Two days later Morley deemed the
articles ‘not quite suitable for this paper’ and urged Shaw to get out of journalism
(headnote).
July 22 1880, to Messrs R. F. White & Son, who advertised for a young man ‘who
desires out-of-door occupation,’ 33: ‘With reference to an advertisement appearing in the
“Times” of this date, I should be glad to learn the nature of the employment referred to. I
am 25 years of age, and have some experience in literature, in landagency (Irish), and in
the establishment of the telephone system in London. I shall, no doubt, be able to satisfy
you on the other points mentioned, but I cannot command private influence likely to
further any business entrusted to me.’
Sept 22 1880, to W. Blackwood & Sons, 34: ‘On the 24th of last March, I submitted to
you, by your permission, an MS novel entitled “Immaturity.” If you have had leisure to
examine it, I should feel obliged by your communicating the result.’ (A rejection arrived
on the 28th.)
Oct 24 1880, to J. M. Fells, secretary of the Zetetical Society, 35: ‘My friend Mr James
Lecky has requested me to communicate with you respecting a Debating Society which I
wish to join, and for which, he informs me, you act as secretary. Will you kindly acquaint
me with the necessary preliminaries to membership.’ Oct 25, 35: ‘I shall gratefully avail
myself of your offer to second my nomination by Mr Lecky for the Zetetical Socy. I have
written to him, and may now, I perceive, leave the matter in your care.’
Nov 29 1880, to Dr J. Kingston Barton, from whom Shaw was seeking advice for his new
novel The Irrational Knot, 36: ‘I am in need of the following professional information….
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[A sample of the seven questions:] Can a female dipsomaniac, after a two years course of
champagne, bring herself to the final starvation stage in so short a time as four months,
on unlimited brandy? … Is it right for her to complain of hunger, thirst, and internal
pains, and to make desperate attempts to drink; to talk rationally, to know she is going to
die, and to be able to walk across a room…. Is a woman who has fainted, usually able to
talk sensibly and remember what happened immediately before her faint as soon as she
comes to? If not, how soon?’
Aug 23 1881, to Fells, 40: ‘I shall be delighted to give the society a discourse on “The
Sacredness of Human Life.” I know you do not approve of this title, but I promise you
that you will admit that it was unavoidable when you hear the paper, which will start a
discussion on Capital Punishment, and perhaps on the Population Question too.’
Sept 25 1881, to Pattie Moye, a Zetetical Society member who nominated Shaw for
membership in the Dialectical Society, 41: ‘I have just received and forwarded the
Dialectical papers. Many thanks for your nomination of me…. I look forward to the
October meeting.’
Nov 26 1881, to Remington & Co., who had accepted Shaw’s offer to pay for the
publication of Immaturity, 43: ‘I have received your proposal to publish my novel
“Immaturity,” and, as far as I can judge at present, it is less advantageous than an offer
made me by another firm for the same book…. I should like to have an exact basis for
calculation, because, as I do not possess £95 (or, indeed, 95/-) I must endeavour to
borrow the money on the security of the novel—not a very tempting speculation for a
man of business. I may say at once, however, that your proposal is not an encouraging
one. I am told that £95 will practically secure you against loss. If that is so, what
consideration do you offer for the share of 1/3 which you require? If I am to be a
capitalist as well as artist, might I not as well publish on commission and retain my
copyright entire?’ Nov 30, 44: ‘Many thanks for particulars.... I shall bear your offer in
mind if I am still disposed to publish “Immaturity” when I have the means to do so. Pray
do not imagine that I question the fairness of your proposal.... I am merely trying who
will make the best bargain with me.’
Dec 18 1881, to Pattie Moye concerning Shaw’s impending talk on Capital Punishment,
44-46: ‘I will suppose, then, that you have read the paper, and that you have fairly
recovered from any shock which its suggestions may have caused you. You are now in a
position to argue that the alleged irrevocability of the death penalty is an objection which
applies equally to the shortest term of imprisonment. Also that perpetual imprisonment
involves much more suffering to the criminal and cost to the community than capital
punishment. But you must, as you will presently see, paradoxically maintain, side by side
with this, that death, owing to the operation of The Reluctance to be Killed, remains the
extreme penalty; for, as a matter of fact, the criminal always prefers perpetual
imprisonment. This is the chief and exquisite recommendation of capital punishment over
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penal servitude for life. It is cheaper, more humane, more final in its efficacy to remove a
source of danger to the community, & yet more terrible to the evildoer. Society is never
so respectable as when it is double faced. Here are two faces for it, a face of reason to
prove to the philanthropist that on the scaffold benevolence and self defence are
reconciled as far as, in their opposed natures, they possibly can be reconciled; and a face
of superstitious terror to make the criminal believe in spite of reason that death is the
worst of evils for him. Society, in short, inflicts the maximum of pain with the minimum
of remorse. Reverting for the moment to the question of irrevocability, it would be well
to be ready with the remark that Human Justice must act in an assumption of its own
infallibility. Nothing less will justify it in acting to the detriment of a sentient being at
all.... We must have an extreme penalty, strictly limited to an extreme crime, if we wish
to give the criminally disposed an interest in refraining from extreme crimes. Now,
murder has this peculiarity. It is a means of escape from the consequences of all other
crimes’ (44-45). ‘the function of criminal law is to protect society, and not to revenge
outraged morality; ... on abstract grounds there is no justification for punishment at all.
But so long as society deliberately makes criminal classes, (which is exactly what it does
now) it cannot do better than kill them as fast as possible’ (46). However, by Jan 30 1882
he tells another member that he cannot ‘face the task of remodelling and enlarging’ his
paper, ‘which I find to be unpresentable and idiotic at present’ (47).
Feb 11 1882, to McNulty, 30 in McNulty: ‘If there is anything I hate in this world it is
shorthand. It is very amusing to find you advising me to practice. What time have I got to
practice in? Be a little reasonable. Considering all the leisure you have had over the last 6
(six) years your technical education has been very slow. You make a great boast as to
your novelistic abilities. I am of the opinion that you are more a delineator of manners
than men. If conceit made a great novelist you would be at the head of your ambition. I
cannot avoid this remark. I never get a letter from you which does not exasperate me. A
more overbearing dog exists not. You never grow sick of lecturing me; you delight in it;
you revel in it; you …’
31 July 1882, to Ethel Southam, an aspiring novelist, 50-52: ‘It’s too soon to revise your
book as yet. A revision made piecemeal, without any knowledge of what is to happen in
the 3rd vol., would be of little value’ (50). ‘Do not be too much afraid of tautology. The
work of a novice often owes much of its awkwardness to efforts to avoid repeating the
same word twice on a page. This is especially the case in dialogue. For instance, if you
invent a conversation between Mrs Smith and Mrs Jones, you need not study such
alternatives to “said Mrs S” as “replied Mrs Jones,” “observed Mrs Smith,” “rejoined,”
“remarked,” “answered,” and so on…. The tendency to do these things is stronger than
your good taste will let you suppose at present. Try to make the dialogue describe itself.
For instance: “The church seems such an odd profession for Harry to choose,” said Mrs
Smith. Mrs Jones started and looked incredulously at her visitor, as she said, “I thought
he was going into the army.” This is very bad. I would correct it as follows: “The church
seems an odd profession for Harry to choose.” “The church! I thought he was going into
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the army”’ (51). ‘In good dialogue, such as you will find in great perfection in Shakspere
[sic] and Molière, each speech provokes the one which follows, so that instead of a series
of statements or a mere catechism, you have the play of one person’s mind on another’s,
expressing a state of feeling [which is] sprung, coaxed or startled into existence by the
other’ (52).
Jan 7 1883, to Francis Hueffer, musical editor of The Times, 55-56: ‘My friend Mr
Vandeleur Lee informs me that I may offer my services to you as a writer on musical
subjects. Any work of the kind, large or small, would be very acceptable to me at present.
I have not yet seen the Musical Review, and therefore do not know whether it is
conservative or liberal…. if you can imagine a modern musician very fond of “Der Ring”
and not fiercely contemptuous of Il Trovatore, who is at the same time not simply an
easy-going optimist, perhaps you know as much of my tastes as I can tell you in a letter
without making it intolerably long…. My artistic culture is not exclusively musical. I
know enough to see all the arts with a good many of the sidelights which they throw on
each other. Nor is my knowledge of music merely musical. I know something of the
wants of singers, orchestral players and conductors, and of the differences which crop up
between them. I have sufficient technical knowledge to call things by their right names,
and to arrive at some conclusions as to the merits of a work from the score when I am out
of reach of a performance.’ Jan 17, 57: ‘I have re-read and re-thought my article on music
for the people, and I am incorrigible—I wont modify a word of it, and would submit
every statement in it to the most exhaustive controversy ...’ The editor eventually
accepted the article.
May 31 1883, to Richard Bentley & Son, who had returned Cashel Byron’s Profession,
60: ‘You are quite right as to the horrible blackguardism of the book, but pray remember
that I have tried science and the finer arts as subjects in vain, and that the lower I go, the
better I seem to please.’
Sept 9 1883, to Alice Lockett (hereafter Alice), 64: ‘Forgive me.... in playing on my own
thoughts for the entertainment of the most charming of companions last night, I
unskilfully struck a note that pained her—unless she greatly deceived me. I have felt
remorseful ever since, and she has been reproaching herself all day for wilfully missing a
train. Heavens! to regret having dared at last to be frank and kind! Did you not see at that
moment a set of leading strings fall from you and hang themselves upon me in the form
of golden chains? The heart of any other man would have stopped during those seconds
after you had slowly turned your back upon the barrier and yet were still in doubt. Mine
is a machine and did not stop; but it did something strange. It put me in suspense, which
is the essence of woman’s power over man, and which you had never made me feel
before—and I was always certain of what you would do until that question of the train
arose. And I repaid you for the luxury by paining you. I did not intend to do so any more
than you intended to please me, so forgive forgive forgive forgive forgive forgive me.’
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Shaw’s finale: ‘I shall be angry with myself tomorrow for sending you this.... Farewell,
dear Alice. There! is it not outrageous? Burn it. Do not read it. Alas! it is too late: you
have read it.’ Sept 11, 66: ‘Do you not see the trick of my swordplay and lovemaking
combined.’ Oct 8, 68: ‘has anyone been more serious with you than I? If you have made
me feel, have I not made you think?’; Nov 23, 74: ‘I believe I will never talk of love to
you again, except when you are cross and I sarcastic. I grow too fond of you for such
profane stuff.’
Sept 11 1883, to Alice, 65-66: Shaw diagnoses the two sides of her personality, ‘the Miss
Lockett vein that is the weak one, and the Alice vein that is the strong one,’ then reveals
his own ‘dual self’: ‘What is the saying ... “Unless you become as a little child.” Yet you
have the greatest dread of becoming as a little child: you strive to be an unapproachable
grown up person, of the world, worldly. It is that grown up person, Miss Lockett to wit,
who reproaches me for my weakness, fearing the weakness instinctively because it is my
strength. Well, let Miss Lockett beware, for she is the dragon that preys upon Alice, and I
will rescue Alice from her. I hate her with a mortal hatred. Already I have shaken her.... I
will shew Alice what she is, and Alice will abandon her for ever.... I know half a dozen
Miss Locketts. They all toss their heads in the same way, ... and all say the very same
forced and false things to me.... But there is only one Alice, and her sayings are her own,
and therefore memorable. She is the sweetest of companions, and for her sake I have
sworn war against foolish Miss Lockett, who is ashamed of her and suppresses and snubs
her as the false and artificial always suppresses, snubs, and is ashamed of the natural,
simple, humble, and truthful. But Miss Lockett, proud as she is of her strength, is a
weakling; and her complaints, her pains, her bitter letters ... are the throes of her
dissolution. She has no patience and no faith: I, her enemy, have patience and knowledge,
and care nothing for her opinion, knowing that I must win that of Alice. I hear Miss
Lockett protest: she is always ready to answer for Alice. But I know better. Have I not
also a dual self—an enemy within my gates—as egotistical George Shaw upon whose
neck I have to keep a grinding foot—a first cousin of Miss Lockett? And such a model of
a righteous man as that George Shaw was in the days of his dominion! How resolved he
was to be an example to others, to tread the path of duty, to respect himself, to walk with
the ears of his conscience strained on the alert, to do everything as perfectly as it could be
done, and—oh—monstrous!—to improve all those with whom he came in contact. Here
was a castle of strength and rectitude for you! And here was a foundation of measureless
ignorance, conceit, and weakness! Verily, until he became as a little child again and was
not ashamed to fall in love with Alice (then greatly under the thumb of Miss Lockett,
who was, however, much flattered by the attention of a person of superior talent) he was
in a bad way. Do you not see the trick of my swordplay and lovemaking combined. Why
do I please—delight you at one moment, and stab and mortify you at the next? Simply by
planting an envenomed sting in one of Miss Lockett’s foibles, and then telling Alice that I
am fond of her.... PS If this letter should accidentally fall into the hands of Miss Lockett,
she is bidden to bear in mind that it is written for Alice alone.’
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Oct 8 1883. to Alice, 67-68: ‘It is better to complain that I will not be serious with you
than to pretend to be perfectly indifferent. I remember a silly, prettyish Miss Lockett who
would have scorned to care whether I was serious or not. Let us see whether we cannot
make a wise and noble Alice out of her. I think there has been some change, although you
have not yet become as a little child, and still have much of that determination to save
your life which ends in losing it. When I first met you, you were a typical atheist. Last
night I heard a clergyman say of Mr Bradlaugh, “He’s a sceptic! Not a bit of it: he is the
most cocksure man in England.” I immediately thought of you, the most (to adopt the
parson’s vernacular) cocksure woman in Walthamstow, teaching your Sunday school
class the right and wrong of everything, and explaining the acts and mission of the
apostles with the complacency of a thorough-going Pharisee. When you go to your class
to seek what they can teach you, you will perhaps be in a fair way to teach them
something. But until then, she that will save her life shall &c &c &c. I am sorry that I
offend you by not being serious. I am sorrier that I please you still less when I am
serious.... do you not think yourself an ungrateful wretch to accuse me of want of
seriousness? Granted that I am a buffoon—one whose profession is it to bribe people, to
listen to me by literary antics such as silly tales of lovemaking and so forth. But has
anyone been more serious with you than I? If you have made me feel, have I not made
you think?’
Nov 26 1883, to George Bentley, 74: ‘In last June I had an interview with you concerning
a novel of mine called “Cashel Byron’s Profession” of which you had received an
unfavourable report from two of your readers. You nevertheless expressed your
willingness to read the book and judge for yourself. If you still care to do so, will you
allow me to send you the MS, which I have at last succeeded in getting into my hands
again. I am anxious, whether you publish it or not, that you should derive your opinion of
me as a writer from my work, and not from reports, however able. In doubtful cases like
mine, they lean too much on the safe side.’
Nov 29 1883, to Alice, 75-76: ‘I think our acquaintance had better cease at once, and for
ever. I will not go into particulars, as I have no desire to wound your feelings, which I
have always scrupulously respected. I will merely say that though I despise falsehood and
treachery, yet I wish you well and forgive you. When we next meet, let it be as
strangers…. I relinquish our acquaintance which was never more than the amusement of
an idle hour, without regret, save for having ever formed it. Yours truly Whom? Not I,
on my soul, oh tyrannical but irresistible Alice…. I snap your chains like Samson’ (75).
‘my heart is as sound as a brass kettle. So is yours. We are too cautious, too calculating,
too selfish, too heartless, to venture head over heels in love. And yet there is something—
Oh, this is an intolerable letter, an intolerable mood to write in, … and—I was going to
add an intolerable coquette to write to, but it is false. If you were only that I cannot think
I would ever have thrown away two words on you, much less spent hours with you.
Pleasant and ever-to-be-remembered hours too! Adieu, dear Alice’ (76).
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Feb 27 1884, to Dolly Radford, I:84 in Holroyd: ‘I am a species of savage and cannot be
entertained like a civilized man. In short, I am a vegetarian.’
April 15 1884, to McNulty, who had responded to Shaw’s letter in the Socialist journal
Justice entitled ‘Who Is the Thief?,’ 81-87: Shaw begins: ‘There is no fallacy in my
letter, except the assumption that my statement of the truth is a reductio ad absurdum….
Society shares the swag with the capitalist. When you buy a pair of trousers for fifteen
shillings you probably get a larger share of the surplus value extorted from the worker
than either the sweater, the merchant tailor, or even the merchant taylor’s landlord.’ His
finale to the long argument betrays his partial alignment with the Marxist Social
Democratic Federation: ‘It is in this way that the capitalist system has evolved from its
own essential principle of competition the instrument of its own destruction’ (86). He
adds to his friend: ‘This is a tedious thing to explain, and I wish you would tell me
whether you can make anything of my explanation. Do not destroy this letter, but send it
back to me, as it has just occurred to me that it might be made the nucleus of a
contribution for Justice or the C[hristian] S[ocialist], for which I have been asked’ (87).
Shaw later noted on his copy of the letter that it ‘dates the beginning of my lecturing &
shews the economic muddle I was in then’ (headnote, 81).
May 3 1884, to Katie Samuel, with whom Shaw had formed a mutual attraction ‘for a
week or so,’ 7-8 in Samuel: ‘Forgetting to give you your book was perhaps the least of
the many stupidities which I committed last night. Worse than that, in trying to open the
leaves without a paper knife, I tore your copy inexcusably. I beg your pardon on all
accounts. I have a vague impression, such as a drunkard might have on the morrow of an
orgie, that I chattered insincerely and at random on topics thoughtlessly suggested by
Monty. I even awoke this morning with a fancy that I sang an air from Rossini’s Stabat
Mater as a species of rare treat for you. That, thank God, must have been a dream.’ (From
an autograph copy that differs from a shorthand draft used in CL and dated c. May 30.)
May 5 1884, to Dykes Campbell, secretary of the Browning Society, 87-88: ‘I send you a
report of my speech from memory. The notes you sent made my blood run cold until I
came to a few blunders which convinced me that I had not really talked such nonsense,
but that your stenographer, instead of reporting me verbatim, had made a few inaccurate
notes of my speech in shorthand, and transcribed them wrongly…. I should have sent you
the report sooner, but had not time to prepare it…. I am not sure that the parentheses in
my report describe accurately what took place. The fact is that I am always so nervous
when I speak, that I stand in a sort of trance, and have only a very confused notion of the
interruptions with which I am often favored.’
May 25 1884, to Katie Samuel, whose letter to Shaw featured yellow primroses and green
leaves and a stamped message, ‘THE TIME WILL COME WHEN YOU WILL HEAR
ME,’ 9-10 in Samuel: ‘You once honored me by asking me to dedicate something to you.
You then wrote me a kind note, but thoughtlessly sent it on paper inscribed with a
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rhythmical phrase which instantly started off ringle-jingle through my brain and
tormented me ceaselessly until I wore it out by tagging on other lines to it. If you knew
what it is to have a fancy of this kind attack you when you are too tired to think sensibly
and too excited to sleep, you would feel some remorse for what you have made me suffer
by your motto. As a warning to you I have strung together the very few lines which make
sense to anyone except myself, and enclose them with the desired dedication.’ Shaw then
scolds Katie for missing an appointment with him and appends a two-page poetic
dialogue entitled ‘The Singing Witch wrestling with a Devil for Her Lover’s Soul.’
June 4 1884, to Katie, after she had deplored how Shaw had criticized the quality of her
voice, thus depriving her of ‘peace of mind,’ 13-14 in Samuel: ‘No doubt you did speak
very rudely to me—from the point of view of your informant. As you do not remember it;
and as I do not remember it; as you are very proud; and I very arrogant; we are only
making sport for the gods by exchanging apologies. I can be hurt by a frown upon your
face—not by a wrinkle in your veil. Do not be anxious about losing your voice. You have
never found it. But you seem to be on the way to it at last. You may regard your
nervousness as a first instalment of the price of a very expensive article. You surely do
not like cheap things. If you do, pursue commonplace ideas with all the intensity of
which you are capable, and you will reap instant and plentiful applause. Strive to be
original, and as everyone has the same pitiful ambition, and set about it in the same way,
you will succeed in becoming perfectly commonplace, and therefore perfectly popular
until someone else comes to clothe the hackneyed soul with a new face and a fresh voice.
Success in a fine art is a trifle that is to be picked up by the way as you go in search of
your real self. It is never found in those who make it their sole object. Like happiness, it
eludes direct search and drops into the hands of the careless passer by. Avoid the worship
of Art as you would avoid opium.’
June 26 1884, to Alice, 89: ‘Come at six, and have tea, saith Mrs Carr Shaw. My train
was late on Tuesday: it did not leave Hoe St until past twelve. Did I leave you abruptly,
or did my power of dissembling carry me safely off? After begging you to stay a moment
with the most selfish coolness I suddenly caught fire; my self command wavered, and I
fled. Wretch that I am, or that you are! I do not know which. It does not matter—our
longest walk was also my pleasantest…. I have the honor to remain, honored Madam,
and dearest ennobler and consoler of my idlest, and (without you) darkest hours, yours
most respectfully, George Mister Shaw PS Nothing. I have waited for five minutes for
some sentence to come, in vain. Come, sir; be sensible: shut up your letter and dont make
a fool of yourself. The young lady knows when she is to come, and that is enough for her.
True, and enough for me, too.’
July 1 1884, to Alexander Smith, secretary of the Hunterian Club, who, with the
Shakespearean scholar F. J. Furnivall, had enlisted Shaw to compile an index and
glossary for a new edition of Thomas Lodge’s works for a fee of five guineas (headnote,
79), 89-90: ‘The Lodge Index has proved a far longer job than I anticipated; and I have
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had to put it aside several times to make room for other work. It is still far from
completion. I have read the whole reprint through closely, and have finished all the work
which did not require any exceptionally long research. The Index which required further
consideration I put aside, and the glosses, which promise to be the most troublesome, are
still before me. I am very anxious to get it over and off my mind.’ Shaw will finally beg
off the project on c. July 4 1885 (135).
July 9 1884, to Alice, 91: ‘Enough, dearest Alice: you are only a child, and I am a fool to
quarrel with you. But you are very unreasonable. Must I break my neck, or lose my sight,
before you will sympathize with me? You infinitely silly one, it is my small troubles that
I go to you with—what do you know of my larger needs, or how you could sympathize
with them? I have spoken of them to you once or twice just to try you, and you never
suspected that there was anything serious in question…. Now let me reproach you with a
real fault. Of all the vile handwritings and the pretty women in existence, Alice is the
prettiest and her handwriting the vilest.’
Aug 12 1884, to Alice, 93: ‘I have lived a bachelor life this past fortnight, rising early,
working reasonably well, and not regretting my follies. Now that you come unasked with
your flowers [meant for his mother], I am not to be blamed for turning for a few moments
toward you, and saying a few words to an imaginary Alice for whose accommodation I
have borrowed a face and figure from Miss Lockett of Walthamstow.... This reminds me
of our last walk together, and how vilely you disenchanted me afterwards. My heart
hardens—I will solace myself with my ferns and their associations with the days when I
had a fool’s heart (what there is of it).... Farewell, and thanks for the ferns. You did not
intend them; but I will set them off against many small wounds that you did intend, and
would repeat if I had let you see me wince.... As for you, when you return I will make
you fall in love with me merely to shew you how clever I am.’
Aug 19 1884, to Alice, 95: ‘For the last fourteen years I have been writing letters—some
thousands of them—a couple of hundred perhaps to women—and what has come of it
all? Only that is growing harder and harder to write, easier and easier to be written to.
You are a novice at letter writing, I an expert. I am a novice at love making, you an
expert. Let us then improve ourselves by practice. Write to me, and I will make love to
you.’ The letter is about a page long. Shaw’s PS: ‘How long do you suppose it has taken
me to write this little letter?’
Oct 24 1884, to H. M. Hyndman, editor of Justice, 100: ‘As a Social Democrat, I call
upon you to remove from the title page of the 41st number of Justice the words “Organ of
the Social Democracy.” In that number, speaking presumably on behalf of the Social
Democratic Federation, you say “If we win, we shall live to see Lord Dudley mining coal
in his own pits at his own prices, and his wife making nails at ninepence a day.” Here you
distinctly promise that, if you win, exploitation of labour in its most brutal form shall
continue exactly as before; your former opponents being the exploited. If the Federation
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council do not at its next meeting expressly disclaim or retract this abominable
declaration, neither the body which it represents, nor your paper, can escape repudiation
by all real Social Democrats under whose notice your most deplorable expression of bad
feeling may happen to fall.’
Oct 26 1884, to Andreas Scheu, 332-33, 347 in Thompson: ‘The Fabians are a body of
middle-class philanthropists who believe themselves to be Socialists. I took advantage of
this erroneous impression to induce them to adopt and print my manifesto.... It is, of
course, meant for distribution among the middle-class. I do not see why the tail of the
middle-class, which constitutes a numerous and partly educated proletariat, should not be
worked a little.... What we have got at Palace Chambers now is a great deal of agitating,
very little organizing (if any), no educating, and vague speculation as to the world turning
upside down in the course of a fortnight or so. Aveling ... is on for educating, but he is
hard up, heavily handicapped by his old associations and his defiance of Mrs Grundy in
the matter of Eleanor Marx, personally not a favourite with the world at large, and quite
excluded from all influence in the management of Justice.’
Nov 1 1884, to Henry Hyde Champion, secretary of the Social Democratic Federation
and editor of To-Day, who invited Shaw to edit Laurence Gronlund’s The Co-operative
Commonwealth for the sum of £5 ‘if the book ever produces anything over the costs &
advts’ (headnote), 101: ‘You are a most bloodthirsty exploiter of labor. You must give
me much more than £5. How long do you think £5 would last me?—About two hours….
Take two hypothetical results, and see how generous I am. If the book only pays its
expenses, you lose nothing, and I lose my time and labor. If it produces a profit of £1000,
you will pocket 98% of surplus value out of my labor—if £2000, 99%—and so on. The
more successful the book is, the greater is your profit and the heavier my exploitation.’
(Shaw eventually did the job, but Gronlund repudiated his edition.)
Jan 5 1885 (misdated 1884), to Henry Seymour, editor of The Anarchist, the first issue of
which printed an article by Shaw intended as a ‘guide’ to anarchism, but taken by
Seymour’s allies as a serious argument for it, 109-10: ‘The article you refer to was
written more to shew Mrs [Charlotte] Wilson my idea of the line an anarchist paper
should take in England than as an expression of my own convictions. Anarchist is an
extremely elastic term, and I have not the remotest idea of what line your paper will take,
or of what other writers I should find myself in company with in the event of my signing
[it]: both of which one likes to know particularly well before letting one’s name appear in
a first number. As far as I remember what I wrote ... there is nothing in it that I object to
commit myself publicly to; but if it is to be taken with a context of unirrigated
McCullochism on the one hand, or advocates of the “rush on the shops” on the other I do
not care enough about the article to expose myself to misconstruction by signing it. I
should also object to my signature appearing unless the other articles were signed with
real names—unless it was the practice of the paper, in short. If you can satisfy me on
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these points, I see no reason for withholding my name if you really think its publication
would be of the smallest use to you.’
Jan 14 1885, to Macmillan & Co., 8 in Pharand: ‘Many thanks for reading An Unsocial
Socialist. Your demand for “something more substantial” takes my breath away. Your
reader, I fear, thought the book not serious—perhaps because it was not dull. If so, he
was an Englishman. I have only met one reviewer [John M. Robertson] and one oral
critic [Willam Archer] who really took the book in. They were both Scotchmen. You
must admit that when one deals with two large questions in a novel, and throws in an
epitome of modern German socialism as set forth by Marx as a makeweight, it is rather
startling to be met with an implied accusation of triviality.’
Jan 19 1885, to John M. Robertson, Annie Besant’s protégé and assistant on Our Corner,
113: ‘Mrs Besant writes to say that “Mr Robertson fancies that the Irrational Knot is the
least likely of your” (my) “novels to suit us.” Now I write to say that you have not read
the Irrational Knot, that you ought to know better at your age [same as Shaw’s] than to
dogmatise about novels that you haven’t read, and that, by the Lord! you shant have the
other one that you want. What do the readers of Our Corner care about the life of a
musician? they dont know Wagner’s Tristan from “Pop goes the weasel.” The Irrational
Knot is very long, and highly moral, and deeply interesting. A child can understand it,
and a stern man can weep over it (if he likes). I am not going to be insulted before my
time by being told at this stage of the proceedings that it wont suit. Run it through Our
Cormer, and when it is finished (in four years or so) perhaps you may get the other to
follow it if you behave yourself in the meantime and refrain from telling Mrs Besant that
my books are immoral and dull.’
Jan 22 1885, to Macmillan & Co., 9 in Pharand: ‘Many thanks for your letter. I forgive
your critic, although the book is perfectly serious—which is precisely why people take it
as a joke. Its impossibilities are the commonplace occurrences of life. All my readers ...
tell me that although they relish it they dont think the general public would. Which is the
more discouraging, as this tendency of each man to consider himself unique is one of the
main themes of the novel. Surely out of thirty millions of copyright persons (so to speak)
there must be a few thousand who would keep me in bread and cheese for the sake of my
story-telling, if you would only let me get at them.’
Feb 23 1885, to Swan Sonnenschein, 117: Shaw’s novel An Unsocial Socialist was
accepted for publication by Sonnenschein. When Shaw discovered that the copyright
would have to be assigned to the publisher indefinitely, he refused two days later,
establishing a principle from which he never departed: ‘I can by no means persuade
myself to let the copyright of “An Unsocial Socialist” pass away from me for ever.... I am
willing that you shall have the exclusive right to publish the book for five years on the
conditions named. But the copyright must remain my property, and the book come under
my control again to alter, withdraw, or do what I please with’ (117). He followed up on
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March 16, 124-25: ‘I want more than 10% for a fifteen years lease of “An Unsocial
Socialist.” As offers go, and as trade stands at present, I am aware that the offer is a
reasonable one. If I thought that the relations of authors, publishers, and booksellers
would not alter for fifteen years, I should accept it. But I believe that within that time
machinery will so diminish the cost of printing that the value of copyrights which are
genuine monopolies will be greatly increased. At the same time the compositors will be
ruined; and the profits of bookselling and publishing matter which is subject to
competition will be so reduced that only the very large capitals will be able to stand it.
Specialization in ordinary copyrights will not be worth attempting; and even the old
fashioned publishers will begin to find that publishing on commission is the safest and
the most lucrative.... On the whole I had rather wait a year or so than close with you for
ten per cent.’ Shaw letter of March 24, 128: By 21 March the publisher had capitulated
by offering a seven years’ lease at 10% royalty, renewable for the same period at their
option at 20% royalty (headnote). Shaw accepts the proposal with certain conditions: ‘do
not limit me in the matter of proof corrections to £5. The cost of revision has already
been borne by the printers of To-Day, and I had not anticipated having to do much more
work upon the novel after its set up, but I know by experience that there will be
compositors’ errors to correct, for most of which I will be held responsible. If you can
impress on your printers that I do my own punctuation, and that I expect them to set me
up as faithfully when they consider me wrong as when they approve of my method, the
bill for composition will be very small as far as it depends on me.’
March 16 1885, to the drama critic William Archer, 126-27: Shaw informs him that he
has written Sonnenschein ‘giving him a concise sketch of publishing in England from
1885 to 1900, shewing the great increase in value of good copyrights that must take
place, and declining a 15 year lease at 10%’ (127). He also notes to his friend, ‘the
decadence of the stage is awful. We have our work cut out for us, I can tell you’ (126).
April 13 1885, to J. L. Mahon, a well-known Socialist agitator in London, 131-32: ‘The
informal consent on my part to speak at an anti-Soudanese-War meeting ... was
conditional.... the Socialist League have circulated a handbill containing two resolutions
which I never saw, with a statement that they will be supported by “Comrade Shaw.”
Now, as I hate all fraternity mongering just as any other variety of cant, and as I
expressly protested against and repudiated it at a former meeting of the League, I
consider the action of the League in announcing me as “Comrade,” as immoral.... I am G.
Bernard Shaw of the Fabian Society, member of an individualist state, and therefore
nobody’s comrade.... As for Resolution I, you can hardly expect me to second or support
a statement that the war is, after all, “only the necessary outcome of the system of
commercial exploitation.” The meeting will probably ask ironically “Oh, indeed! Is that
all? Only the necessary outcome, forsooth.” ... The Socialist League have unfortunately
an official explanation for all wars; and they have forced it upon this Egyptian affair with
the result of considerably extenuating its wickedness. On the whole I think I had better
not speak. My position in the matter of the war is that the Ex Khedive was a profligate,
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the bond-holders his pandars and procuresses, the British army a catspaw, the British
nation a fool, and the whole transaction an instructive epitome of human nature. I leave
your denunciations, your sympathizings, your dauntless resistances, your curses, your
glaring outgrowths, your victims planted in the soil, and your commercial patriotism to
be supported by Comrades Pecksniff, Chadband, and Joseph Surface. Damn your
sentiments. Doubly damn your mixed metaphors.’
June 4 1885, to F. Keddell, I:168 in Holroyd: Shaw informs a fellow Fabian that he and
Webb have proposed Annie Besant for membership, and urges him to remonstrate with
‘any person so steeped in bigotry as to object’ to her election; otherwise ‘I shall finally
leave the socialist party and run as a conservative candidate.’
Aug 1 1885, to Jenny Patterson, during the first week of their affair, I:164-65 in Holroyd:
‘Be happy, for I have not the fortitude enough to bear your misfortunes. Be noble hearted
& generous; for all your sins will humiliate me except those which I share.’
Sept 22 1885, to Mrs Packenham Beatty, who is worried about her husband (‘Paquito’),
140-41: ‘All I can do is to tell you the story of last night. Paquito, Stepniak, Champion,
and I dined at the Criterion. Champion brought word that Morris had been arrested. We
agreed to go after dinner to the Socialist League Hall in Farringdon Road and hear the
news. Accordingly we walked thence from the Criterion, Champion and I leading, P and
Stepniak behind.... We could hear them most of the time above the din of the traffic,
shouting one another down.... Opposite Furnivall’s Inn, we crossed the roadway, and
when we looked about for the poet and the Nihilist, they were invisible, nor were their
voices audible in the land. We waited and looked about for a while; but they had given us
the slip. Stepniak, however, knows the Socialist League premises, and we concluded that
he would turn up there, so we went on, and were soon in the thick of an excited meeting,
at which I was relieved to see Morris, and delighted to see Her [his future wife May].... I,
between following the proceedings and watching the divine profile of the most beautiful
of women, soon became utterly indifferent to everything else. Neither Stepniak nor
Paquito ever appeared.... Whither they went, and what they did, is best known by
themselves.... You have of course learnt the particulars of Morris’ arrest from the papers.
I am in a state of terror about this east end business; for I have pledged myself to speak
next Sunday, to get arrested, to refuse to pay the fine, and to do the month. The prospect
is anything but agreeable, I assure you.’
Oct 1 1885, to Mrs Beatty, 142: Shaw unleashes a startling early (exaggerated) statement
on killing: ‘If any man hates you, assassinate him. Hatred is mortal: it kills at ten miles—
at ten thousand miles. All the people I ever hated died. A deadly and horrible emanation
comes from a hater to his victim, and slays.’
Oct 8 1885, to Alice, who wants to see Shaw, 142-43: ‘No, not for the smallest fraction
of a second. My season is commencing: my nights are filling up one by one: I am booked
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for half a dozen lectures within the next month.... My DR [Dramatic Review] copy must
be done today, tomorrow an article is due for the Magazine of Music. On Saturday my
contribution to Our Corner must be written. On Sunday there is a lecture ..., not one idea
for which have I yet arranged. Meanwhile, To-Day is howling for more copy. See you
this week! Avaunt, sorceress: not this month—not until next July. Not, in any case, until I
am again in the detestable humour which is the only one to which you minister.
Remember: I am not always a savage. My pleasures are music, conversation, the grapple
of my intelligence with fresher ones. All this I can sweeten with a kiss; but I cannot
saturate and spoil it with fifty thousand. Love making grows tedious to me—the emotion
has evaporated from it. This is your fault: since your return I have seen you twice, and
both times you have been lazy and unintelligibly luxurious. I will not spend such
evenings except when I am for a moment tired and brutish. Even then I will turn with
relief and gratitude from moral death with you to moral life and activity with other
women—with men—with the Fabians even—with my work—anywhere where all my
faculties and sympathies are awake and active. I only value friends for what they can give
me: if you can give me one thing, I shall value you only for that.... Beware. When all the
love has gone out of me, I am remorseless: I hurl the truth about like destroying
lightning.’
Dec 12 and 14th 1885, to Archer, who had been helped by Shaw to formulate his opinion
on recent gallery shows for an article in The World and then offered Shaw money for his
help, 145: The nub of Shaw’s response: ‘My moral ground is this. If you are a competent
critic, you do not need my assistance. If you are not competent, you are imposing on
Yates [the journal’s editor], and I cannot share the proceeds of a fraud. This, I hope, is
conclusive.’ To Archer it was not, and he returned the cheque. Shaw re-returned it on the
14th, declaring ‘No man has a right of property in the ideas of which he is the
mouthpiece’—and then explained this principle at length (146).
March 10 1886, to Jenny Patterson, which Laurence thought (in the early sixties) was the
only surviving Shaw letter to his first seducer, 152: Packenham Beatty had been intruding
on Jenny and Shaw’s sister Lucy. ‘As to Beatty, do as you please. Only remember that—
[four things to remember follow] There are more considerate ways of getting rid of a man
than shutting the door in his face. If a man’s acquaintance has been accepted by a woman,
and he has not behaved improperly, he has a right to be dealt with in the most considerate
way. You and Lucy have about as much reason to be frightened as a pair of vigorous and
experienced cats have to recoil before an exceptionally nervous mouse. And (general
aphorism) people always act cruelly and stupidly under the influence of unreasonable
fear.’
April 16 1886, to Archer, who had sent proofs of his book About the Theatre to Shaw,
153-54: ‘All the points about the actor are wrong. As you recapitulate them on Slip 57
they conflict with the following facts. 1. Acting destroys morbid self consciousness by
making the actor a master of the science of appearances. Just as the man is less morbidly
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self conscious than the youth, so is the actor than the man. 2. Amounts only to the fact
that the actor must be particularly careful not to make an ass of himself. Expectation of
applause is not constantly present to a good actor, because such a one puts a lot of work
into his acting, and this work keeps his attention fully occupied. You cannot do two
things at once. If you are thinking of the applause you are either not acting, or acting
mechanically.... No 3 is not a bit more true of acting than of painting, poetry,
composition, or anything else. The same remark applies to No 4. An unappreciated actor
can persist in taking theatres and offering himself to the public just as I used to persist in
writing novels and offering them to the publishers. It is true that unless he can educate the
public to accept him within fifteen years, his chance will be gone for ever; but as a matter
of fact every man of genius gains his verdict within that time unless his views are so
exceptional as to make him hopelessly dependent on posterity in which case he is a
monstrous premature birth.’
May 9 1886, to Jenny Patterson, after a ‘violent scene,’ I:165 in Holroyd: ‘I see plainly
that I have played a very poor part for some time past, in fact have done you the only bad
turn—& that the worst—that was within my power—I have sacrificed you and am so far
the better for it—but you are the worse.... I had nothing to lose—but I had something to
gain and therein lies the rascality of it.’ ... ‘My thoughts about you are remorseful and
anxious at bottom though I am reckless too at times.... I do not mean to abandon or desert
you—I will not change—but in one thing. All shall be as before—but that [sex].’ (From a
letter of May 28 that Jenny wrote to him quoting what he had written. The uncharacterisic
plethora of dashes was almost surely hers.)
Aug 19 1886, to Alice, 157-58: ‘I swear by the spirit of Nature’s author, which is in the
hills, which is in our hearts, which is in the innocent nibbling rabbits that sit among the
fallen fir cones at the base of the obelisk hill in the autumn evening, which is in the
gentlemen who shoot the rabbits for sport and the weasels that suck their blood for food
[and on and on until:] I swear by it that you write the very worst hand—the absolutely
wrongest and most immoral and inartistic hand ever written by woman.’
Feb 7 1887, to J. R. Osgood, who had urged Shaw to re-publish Cashel Byron’s
Profession because the Modern Press had done a bad job, 162: ‘The difficulty about a
duplicate set of plates is that the American printer, with the innate weakness of his trade,
has taken upon himself the repunctuation of “Cashel Byron”; and as in every alteration he
is flagrantly wrong and I classically right—as, furthermore, a wrong stop is quite as
painful to me as any other grammatical error, I cannot make up my mind to sanction the
havoc by adopting his setting. Further, the villain has actually bowdlerised the text by
substituting “—” for “damn,” with the effect—upon anyone familiar with the language of
the British pugilist—of suggesting something much worse. The moral injury to me from
the language I have used over these unprovoked assaults on my literary offspring far
outweighs that saved to the American nation by the omission of my hero’s harmless
expletives.’
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Feb 8 1887, to Mrs Beatty, 163: ‘Dont talk to me of romances: I was sent into the world
expressly to dance on them with thick boots—to shatter, stab, and murder them. I defy
you to be romantic about me ... and if you attempt it, I will go straight to Paquito [her
husband Packenham]; tell him that you are being drawn into the whirlpool of fascination
which has engulfed all the brunettes I know....’
Feb 9 1887, to Henry A. Barker of the Socialist League, 164-65: ‘As a Socialist, I believe
that it is time for us to abandon the principle of Individualism, and to substitute that of
Socialism, on pain of national decay. Holding this, I am bound to maintain it in open
debate against anyone who disputes it and whose opinion to the contrary is of weight
with the public. Therefore, though for personal reasons I am anxious to avoid any course
that may strain the friendly relations which Mr Bradlaugh’s services to the public have
established between him and my colleagues as well as myself, I cannot refuse to accept
the duty of debating with him if it be allotted to me by either of the bodies challenged by
him. Only let it be understood that I am not the challenger, and that I did not volunteer for
the defence.’
Feb 15 1887, to Edith Nesbit Bland, who had invited Shaw over after he and his mother
had learned that they must find new lodgings, I:191 in Holroyd: ‘I can say nothing about
Saturday. If we can find new rooms we must turn out of this on that day or on Friday. If
on Saturday, I shall be working like a Billingsgate porter until ten at night. If on Friday, I
shall flee from the sordid disorder of our flitting like an angel winging its way from a
slum to heaven. But I dont know whether we shall be able to get rooms. I am in mere
confusion.’
May 2 1887, to Swan Sonnenschein, 167: ‘There is a novel of mine, “Cashel Byron’s
Profession,” which, after many queer adventures, got out last year in the most beastly
shilling form, printed from stereos taken from a monthly mag with a page of impossible
size. It got well reviewed; but Champion, the publisher, was unable to take advantage of
this, as he was not in a position to push the book with the trade. It was too ugly, and too
long; and only 500-odd copies went off. I quite expected this; but the book served my
turn as an advertisement; and I left it with Champion.... Now, however, I have ascertained
that the sale has practically ceased; and he says he will not feel aggrieved if I take it out
of his hands.... it occurs to me that you might be able to do something with it. It is not
nearly so good as An Unsocial Socialist; but it is generally considered better, is a faster
seller, and has been gorgeously reviewed.... What do you think? It would have to be
advertised to give it a fresh start, as of course it is a dead horse as far as reviewing is
concerned.’ May 3: The publisher showed interest, but wanted to consider it in autumn,
168: ‘Cashel will keep very well until the autumn: in fact, I never thought of anything
being done with it sooner.’
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May 17 1887, to Edward Aveling, after Shaw had attacked the Marxian theories of H. M.
Hyndman and he had replied, 168-69: ‘I am greatly relieved at receiving a friendly letter
from you whilst the world is yet reeling from the shock of my blasphemy.... before I
come to business, let me implore you to go slow. Remember that Newton was wrong
about light—that Goethe was wrong about colors—that Darwin clearly overstressed
natural selection, and then ask yourself whether it isnt at least possible that Marx was
wrong about value. Even I have erred in my time. Now—remembering above all things to
go slow—hear the truth. I believe the value theory to be wrong—wrong, my dear fellow,
not a doubt of it—bad as [J. R.] McCulloch. What is more, everybody knows the trick of
it now. [W. H.] Mallock and the rest of them are going to kick it all about the place,
identifying it with Socialism—in order to dignify them as savers of society. I foresee this
because I have done more up and down fighting for Marx than any other socialist in the
country. After pointing out a fatal flaw in his derivation of surplus value in Justice ..., I
nevertheless defended him tooth and nail against stupid critics ... [but] when I saw the
storm coming I knew that the theory must be thrown overboard. I did it as gently as
possible. I did not say it was wrong. I only said that socialism was not based on it, and
that its refutation had been anticipated by the socialists themselves. Then comes
Hyndman, in hopeless confusion of thought, and gives me the chance I have been waiting
for of publicly repudiating him as a representative English socialist. I have replied to his
last letter and will keep it up as long as the editor will let me; for your notion that he is
getting the best is a Marxian illusion. If my last letter goes in, I shall have repeated 3
times that socialism does not stand or fall by the Value Theory; I shall have brought the
Fabian (which has all the real guts of English Socialism in it) before the public as the
socialist antidote to Hyndmanism. The mob, remember, know nothing of the great Shaw
joke, and take me quite seriously—or properly; however, to let you into a secret, not one
of you have the least idea of what being in earnest really means.’
May 27 1887, to Beatty, 170: ‘Hear the counsel of the wise man—the friend of the
people—the disdainer of Codlin Leagues and Short Federations alike. Instead of wasting
thirty guineas a year on sixth rate talent, spend one single guinea on the Fabian, which
has been doing the work whilst the others have been snatching the credit of it with
discordant chin music. I send you a couple of pamphlets as specimens of solid
propagandist literature. The Fabians are not the property of a single rich man, like the
[Socialist] League; and they never get into trouble by disorderly behaviour or require
defence funds. The statements put forward by the Fabians have never been denied or
refuted. They have never lied about their own strength. When any difficult work has been
on hand—when a 70 guinea conference with the radicals and secularists has been
needed—when an opponent for Bradlaugh has been desiderated—when answers to really
scientific champions have been required by the Commonweal—when, in short, sensible
and educated workers who mean business, either as lecturers or writers, have been
indispensable—then have the braggarts turned to the Fabians for help, and have gotten it
in a noble oblivion of insult and disparagement. The Fabian lectures are famous
throughout the world. Their women are beautiful; their men brave. Their executive
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council challenges the universe for quality.... Join the Fabian, and you will find its name a
puissant protector. Say to the horseleech, “I have joined the Fabian,” and he will drop off
as though you have overwhelmed him with salt.’
June 8 1887, to William T. Stead, editor of the Pall Mall Gazette, 172-73: ‘I venture to
predict that the future is to the journal which, having gained a wide hearing, will dare to
tell polite society that it lives by the robbery and murder of the poor, and to ask pardon of
the poor for its tacit approval of such robbery and murder in the past. The denial of this is
the great lie that is rotting our national life. Every recommendation to the poor to be more
industrious, more thrifty, and more temperate, implies the falsehood that the poor are
poor because they are idle, improvident, and drunken, and the rich rich because they are
the reverse. Every homily to the workers on the importance of our industrial capital is
intended to convey the falsehood that that capital was created by the present holders of it.
The air is thick with lying on this vital question. It is useless to challenge discussion, to
point to the children of the poor dying in heaps before our eyes because the fruit of their
parents’ excessive toil is being consumed by useless idlers, or to prove to the hilt from
the most eminent “orthodox” statisticians and economists that their science neither
explains it away, excuses it, nor proves it to be inevitable. Society will not listen; it does
not mean to be ill-natured; but ... it must have its unearned income; and if the people will
not pay, the police and the military must make them: and that is all. And, so far, the Pall
Mall Gazette does not seem to object.’
Oct 4 1887, to Archer, on their prospective dramatic collaboration, 175-76: ‘I have left
the first two acts of the Rheingold at John St, in longhand. They are not supposed to be
complete; but they present a series of consecutive dialogues in which your idea is
prepared and developed. The central notion is quite perfect; but the hallucinations with
which you surrounded it are absent: you will have to put them in yourself. The bathing
place is impossible; and I dont see how the long lost old woman is to be introduced
without destroying the realism and freshness of the play: she would simply turn the thing
into a plot, and ruin it. I think the story would bear four acts; but I have no idea of how it
is to proceed. The peculiarity so far is that there is only one female character; and her
social isolation is essential to the situation. Will you proceed either to chuck in the
remaining acts, or provide me with a skeleton for them? You will perceive that my genius
has brought the romantic notion which possessed you, into vivid contact with real life….
What is your opinion? I think, by the bye, that the title Rheingold ought to be saved for a
romantic play. This is realism.’
Nov 14 1887, to E. T. Cook of the Pall Mall Gazette, on the day after the ‘Bloody
Sunday’ demonstration to secure free speech, I:186 in Holroyd: ‘I am an ordinary
coward myself; but the cowardice of the people was stupendous. Nobody asked them to
stand the charges—only to run away down the side streets and get to the square one by
one how they could. But ninety percent of them simply turned tail and fled to the
extremity of the four mile radius at the first sight of opposition. There was practically
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nobody in the square when I got there except sightseers [and] the few hundreds of us who
had carried out the plan and come on.’
Nov 22 1887, reminiscing to William Morris about the ‘Bloody Sunday’ demonstration
nine days before, 177-78: When the police charged us, ‘Running hardly expresses our
collective action. We skedaddled, and never drew rein until we were safe on Hampstead
Heath.... On the whole, I think it was the most abjectly disgraceful defeat ever suffered by
a band of heroes outnumbering their foes a thousand to one’ (177). [Inserted from the
British Museum ms., 500 in Thompson: ‘I object to a defiant policy altogether at present.
If we persist in it, we shall be eaten bit by bit like an artichoke. They will provoke; we
will defy; they will punish. I do not see the wisdom of that until we are at least strong
enough to resist 20 policemen with the help of Heaven and Mrs Taylor.’] ‘I wish
generally that our journals would keep their tempers. If Stead had not forced us to march
on the Square a week too soon by his “Not one Sunday must be allowed to pass”
nonsense, we should have been there now. It all comes from people trying to live down to
fiction instead of up to facts’ (178).
Dec 31 1887, to William Swan Sonnenschein, who is deciding how to publish An
Unsocial Socialist, 180: ‘Hi! Stop! Murder! Thieves! Fire! What are you dreaming
about? If Trefusis’s letter is put before the story I swear I will set fire to Paternoster
Square. It would be utterly unintelligible to anyone who had not learnt all about the book.
It would discount the story, destroy the illusion, and drive one mad. Give it to a reader,
and observe his lively interest, his tears, his cheers, his irrepressible laughter. No: it must
come at the end.... Ugh! you have made my blood run cold.’
Feb 9 1888, to the editor of The Star T. P. O’Connor, whose assistant H. W. Massingham
had hired him as a political writer, which led to frequent clashes with O’Connor, 183:
‘Dear Chief[:] This is my resignation. I am not worth my salt to the Star; and you will be
more at your ease without having constantly to suppress my articles. Sooner than trample
on my feelings by telling me so, you would probably allow the paper to pay me £10,000 a
year for doing nothing. So I must give myself the sack; though what is to become of you
... when you have no one to guide you through the mists of sentimental Utopianism is
more than I can foresee. The special Providence that protects children be your safeguard!’
Still, Shaw was hired as musical critic in February 1889, which began the classic series of
‘Corno di Bassetto’ articles.
Feb 24 1888, to Alma Murray (Mrs A. W. Forman) recounting his attempt to follow
Archer’s advice and write a play, 188: ‘I wish I could write you a real play myself; but
unfortunately I have not the faculty. I once wrote two acts of a spendid play, and read
them to an eminent dramatic critic [Archer]. He laughed the first to scorn, and went
asleep in the middle of the second; so I made him a present of the MS (to his intense
indignation) and set to work to destroy the society that makes bad plays possible.’
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May 17 1888, to Mrs T. P. O’Connor (an American), 188-89: ‘Decidedly the American
woman is the woman of the future, but how the American woman contrives to get on
with the Irishman of the present, without driving him out of his senses by franknesses
which strike me as appalling indiscretion, was the second thought which occurred to me
when I met you at “The Star” sanctum, the first thought being, of course, the realization
of the American woman herself personally. It is the Irishman’s charm and defect that he
never loses his naïveté as to woman, he never ventures to think that she is human; and
consequently he is eternally chivalrous, which is convenient at times, but which on the
whole makes him desperately conventional on the woman question, and inclined to think
that her place, after she has seen to his dinner and his buttons, is a glass case, and her
chief duty to hold her tongue. I cannot help intrusively surmising that the unfortunate T.
P. is having the remnants of this superstition ruthlessly extirpated by the aforesaid
American woman of the future. I am enviously sorry for him.... As to the vegetarian
meal, I positively refuse. I have had considerable experience of the danger of associating
myself with experiments of that kind. When the victim is a man he forgives me after a
time but women are not so magnanimous; besides, your suggestion—the most
extraordinary ever made by woman—that the reformed diet might have the effect of
assimilating your personal appearance to mine, chills me to the soul. Imagine your
becoming fair, not to say green! No, thank you! If all the women were made fair
tomorrow I should retire to a monastery the day after. The fact is these bean-pies and so
on are not the proper things to eat, though they are better than cow. The correct thing is
good bread and good fruit and nothing else. At present it is impossible to get either
except at odd times.’
Aug 11 1888, to an unidentified correspondent, on An Unsocial Socialist, I:117 in
Holroyd: ‘I can only say that Trefusis was none of my making. He came out of me a liar,
just as I came out of the womb of Nature what I am and not otherwise: I assure you his
actions raise the whole insoluble problem (or unsolved problem, let us say) of free will as
formidably as any actual deed of my own.... Trefusis is only a liar as the novelist or the
comedian is a liar. His bad side is the side on which he is an incorrigible mountebank; but
his burlesques are burlesques of shams, intentionally satirical and destructive—
burlesques of the sham laborer and the sham lover of middle class romance. Have you
noted, too, that it is always his terrible truth telling, and never his lying, that gets him into
trouble. As to making my hero repellent, that was inevitable. Our social conditions do not
produce attractive characters in the fighting ranks of the great class war. Injustice and
scorn in one camp; degredation and ignorance in the other; cupidity, fear and mistrust in
both: the struggle with these leaves its mark on all who engage in it—and indeed the
qualities that enable a man to engage in it are not exclusively the amiable qualities. There
are splendid compensations for the fighter on the right side; but the evil remains.’
Aug 21 1888, to Havelock Ellis, who was editing a series of books, I:197 in Holroyd: ‘It
is quite possible to get into a volume of 200 pages an adequate and bright explanation of
the law of rent and the law of value, which really covers the laws of production and of
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exchange, and so, in a fair sense, cover the whole field of economics.... I think that the
book, if a success, would be worth more than £40, which is somewhat less than the “rent
of my ability.” Feb 6 1889, I:197: ‘I never face facts or obtrude them on others sooner
than I possibly help; but the time has come for me to confess that I see about as much
prospect of having “Production & Exchange” ready by June as of establishing the
millenium.... I have to keep up my lectures (five this week); and I have to keep myself
alive by journalism all the time. This is Production with a vengeance; but it is not
“Production and Exchange”. There is no use in my pretending to go on at this rate.’
Aug 24 1888, to Ellis, on Graham Wallas and Olivier as Fabians, I:176 in Holroyd:
Wallas had ‘the requisite power of attacking blue books, following up newspaper files
and worrying out every scrap of information about the historical periods on which he
writes and lectures.’ In this way he had acquired ‘a considerable knowledge of
Chartism—he probably knows more about it than any man in England.’ Sidney Olivier
‘was handsome and strongly sexed, looking like a Spanish grandee in any sort of clothes,
however unconventional.... I believe he could have carried a cottage piano upstairs; but it
would have cracked in his grip.... I have enjoyed (or suffered) much more celebrity, or as
they call it now, publicity, than this old Fabian colleague of mine, though as a man of
action I was not qualified to tie his shoestrings.’
Sept 16 1888, to Mrs T. P. O’Connor, 196: The two had contemplated going to the Italian
Exhibition: ‘Do you know what the Italian Exhibition costs? Our tickets, third class,
including admission, half-a-crown if they would cost a penny. One programme between
us, a penny. The Blue Grotto, three-pence (for you—I should wait outside as I have seen
the imposture already); sixpenny seats at the Coliseum—one shilling; threepenny seats at
the Mandolinists—sixpence; shilling seats at the Marionettes—two shillings; Switchback
Railway, one turn—sixpence. Refreshments, say fourpence, as we could be scrupulously
economical. Loss of time, reckoned at “Star” rates of payment—half-a-crown apiece.
Total, twelve shillings and twopence!... to gratify the whim of a giddy young woman who
proposes (monstrous conceit) to take my education in hand! My education! You a baby,
still looking with wide-open delighted eyes at the glitter of West European whitewash
and advising maids, wives, and widows with the artless wisdom of an incomparable and
unique naïveté—educate me! Stupendous project! No, I learn from everybody, and what I
learn I teach, but I am nobody’s pupil, though I should be glad indeed to meet my master.
You will find very few people in London who know anything, but those who do have
learnt it all from me!... Meanwhile, I hope you are well, as this leaves me at present—
thank God! (if there were one) for it. This is the Irish formula, and faultless in its way.’
Nov 19 1888, to T. Fisher Unwin, 201-02: ‘No thank you: no more novels for me. Five
failures are enough to satisty my appetite for enterprise in fiction.... Seriously, I have no
longer either time or inclination for tomfooling over novels. And your repudiation of
“Cashel Byron” is a positive relief to me; for I hate the book from my soul.’
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c. late 1888-early 1889, to a reader of the Star who railed at Shaw, 80-81 in Winsten:
‘Sir Isaac Newton confessed himself an ignorant man; and though I know everything that
he knew, and a good deal more besides, yet relatively (relatively mind) I am almost as
ignorant as he. The term ASS I take to be a compliment. Modesty, hard work,
contentment with plain fare, development of ear, underestimation by the public: all these
are the lot of the ass and the last of the Bassettos.’
IPS c. 1889, to Beatrice Potter (hereafter Beatrice), who is inviting young Fabians to visit
her, 119 in Kitty Muggeridge and Ruth Adam, Beatrice Webb: A Life, 1858-1945
(London: Secker & Warburg, 1967): ‘This is the most unreasonable thing I ever heard....
You may reduce the rest of the Fabians to slavery—but if I am to go through my amusing
controversial performances for you, you must come up to town; this lion is untameable....
To think that I should have lived to be so misled—to be inspected by daylight by a
fastidious young lady in search of an eligible socialist society to join!’
Feb 6 1889, to Ellis, on Shaw trying to learn Danish from H. L. Braekstad, I:275-76 in
Holroyd: He found it ‘very slow and difficult work’ and, after he once ‘clean forgot
Braekstad,’ he apparently abandoned the attempt. ‘Braekstad has temporarily
relinquished Peer Gynt in order to concentrate all his energies on the family cultivation of
measles. That enterprise therefore is indefinitely postponed.’
June 11 1889, to Archer, after a performance of Ibsen’s A Doll’s House, starring Janet
Achurch (hereafter Janet), 214: ‘I noticed a good many shortcomings tonight that escaped
me before, & that ought to be remedied somehow…. [The actors] are all relapsing into
their ordinary stage tricks now that they are at their ease & the strains of the first night
off. Miss A actually bowed to the applause on her entrance, a proceeding which so ruined
the illusion—she was the only one who did it—that I have resorted to the “last device of
a coward,” an anonymous letter, begging her not to do it again. If she shews it to you—
mum!’
June 21, 1889, to Janet, Charrington’s wife, 3-4 in Theatrics: ‘The world has vanished:
the gardens of heaven surround me. I thought I was old—that youth was gone—that I
should never be in love again in the starry ways of the days before the great Disillusion:
and lo! it is all back again, with the added wisdom to know my own happiness. I desire
nothing: I hope for nothing: I covet nothing: I possess, enjoy, exult: the coward rejoices
and is brave: the egotist loves and is not jealous.... All this is by kind permission of
Charles Charrington Esquire, the burden bearer and harvest reaper.... I should have
answered your letter last night; but I was afraid of writing extravagantly; so I slept over
it. In proof of my sobriety, here are two pieces of advice which proclaim the inflexible
intelligence behind the intoxicated, enamoured will. 1. There are certain very natural and
expressive facial tricks which involve a slight, whimsical screwing of the mouth on one
side. You tried one of them last night in the 1st act. Avoid them as you would the
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plague…. 2. Keep your chin loose. Never let emotion concentrate itself in your lower
jaw…. No power and beauty of touch and tone can come from between jaws that are set.’
Aug 31 1889, to Tighe Hopkins, 221-22: ‘Some time ago I tried novelizing again, ... but I
could not stand the form: it is too clumsy and unreal. Sometimes in spare moments I
write dialogues; and these are all working up to a certain end (a sermon, of course) my
imagination playing the usual tricks meanwhile of creating visionary persons &c. When I
have a few hundred of these dialogues worked up and interlocked, then a drama will be
the result—a moral, instructive, suggestive comedy of modern society, guaranteed correct
in philosophic & economic detail, and unactably independent of theatrical considerations.
Meanwhile, I live. Point out to me any “brilliant” person who can say as much. I
repudiate brilliant promise, fiction & political economy as ends. My business is to
incarnate the Zeitgeist, whereby I experience its impulse and universality, and it
experiences the personal raptures of music [and copulation]’ (last phrase in Cornell ms is
crossed out; thus not in CL).
Sept 2 1889, to Hopkins, 5 in Theatrics: ‘Never fear: my comedy will not be unactable
when the time comes for it to be acted.... I have the instinct of an artist; and the
impracticable is loathsome to me. But not only has the comedy to be made, but the actors,
the manager, the theatre & the audience. Somebody must do these things—somebody
whose prodigious conceit towers over all ordinary notions of success— ... some colossal
egotist, in short, like
yrs in hot haste, GBS’
Nov 18 1889, to Hubert Bland, 228: ‘What I said was that before a man gets to a
consciousness of his spiritual self he has to pay a certain price. Of course such language
is damnably unscientific; but then as we have not yet discovered the phraseology of the
spirit of will, the thing cannot be put scientifically. The ordinary man, leading the
ordinary life, never becomes conscious of the will or impulse in him that sets his brain to
work at devising ways and reasons.... If such a man is to attain consciousness of himself
as a vessel of the Zeitgeist or will or whatever it may be, he must pay the price of turning
his back on the loaves and fishes, the duties, the ready-made logic, the systems and the
creeds. He must do what he likes instead of doing what, on secondhand principles, he
ought. And of course, there is a devil of a fight to acquire the power to do what you like
and to get fed and clothed for doing it.’
Jan 28 1890, to Charrington, 238-41: Archer had panned The Doll’s House in the Pall
Mall Gazette, and Shaw roundly retorted: ‘it seemed important to me that the public mind
should … be relieved. I therefore proceeded to souffler Walkley, the dramatic critic of the
Star, who duly announced in his next feuilleton that the accounts published had been
misleading, and that the Doll’s House was, in Australia, a greater success than it had been
in London. I then attacked Archer privately; but he shook his head and declared that he
had noticed that actors were no judges of the success of a piece…. I found that he had
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gradually convinced himself that the play ran [in Australia] for about three nights amid a
hail of dead cats, … brickbats & gingerbeer bottles, and that on the fourth night there was
no audience. The climax was his telling me that my own judgment was of no value, partly
because I am a lunatic, but chiefly because my head was turned by my first conversation
with a pretty actress. In transports of rage at this, I replied in unmitigated terms;
compared him to Helmer; and finally, grown quite reckless, taunted him with having sent
to the pretty actress the notice which he had promised his wife to throw into the
wastepaper basket’ (238-39). ‘“Cashel Byron” was reported a failure in October last…. I
cannot do novels now: I have grown out of it. My next effort in fiction—if I ever have
time to make one—will be a play’ (241).
Aug 12 1890, to Isabel Sandham, a recently recruited Fabian, 254: ‘I suppose Wallas …
has told you something of my famous Fabian paper on Ibsen. In a year or so I shall have
all the world, socialist and individualist, against me. My expositions of Ricardo’s law of
rent were applauded enough; but now that I have opened fire from the depths of my
innermost soul against their confounded ideals of Truth, Duty, Self-Sacrifice, Virtue,
Reason and so on, they fall off from me.’
Aug 17 1890, to Archer, translator and friend of Ibsen, 255-59: After a critical dissection
of a conventional performance of the ‘Passion Play’ (255), Shaw attacks a British paper’s
‘sensational extracts’ from his long lecture on Ibsen, supplied by the paper’s Munich
correspondent. He had gone to Ibsen (who was living there) ‘and told him that the
London Social Democrats had been claiming him as one of themselves, and exploiting
his reputation to bolster up their theories. Naturally Henrik was infuriated, and declared
that he had nothing to do with the dogmas of the Social Democrats.’ Shaw explains that
socialists like himself are fully aware of ‘the appalling adaptability of Socialism to
idealist purposes,’ and are trying to ‘rid socialism of the dogmatism, sectarianism, and
absolutism’ of which Ibsen complains. He asks Archer to explain this to Ibsen (258).
Sept 3 1890, to W. H. Dirks, who had published a cheap edition of Fabian Essays in
Socialism, 259-60: ‘Tell the London house finally to go to blazes. If people want a copy
of the Essays in cloth, tell them to send Pease four and sixpence, and they shall have one
by return of post.... when you propose a perfectly new arrangement as if it were a mere
incident of the old one—when furthermore, it is an arrangement which we dont desire
and never contemplated—when it is expressly devised to kill the edition which we
reserved our right to run for ourselves, then you get to the end of the Fabian patience, and
we refuse with objurgations.... Personally, I have lost all faith in you because I believe the
artistic sense to be the true basis of moral rectitude; and a more horrible offence against
Art than what you have put above [Walter] Crane’s design on the cover of the Essays, has
never been perpetrated even in Newcastle. I reject your handbill with disdain, with rage,
with contumelious epithets.’
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Sept 26 1890, to E. D. Girdlestone, Fabian and author of Christian Socialism versus
Present-Day Unsocialism, 266: ‘If I had time and energy enough now ... I would defend
my moral position to the death. Virtue, morals, ethics, are all a noxious product of private
property. Our enemy is not essentially the landlord or capitalist: these are but accidental
forms of the true enemy—the Good Man. Virtue is only a mask for the revolting features
of Unhappiness. Let us be religious, if you will, but not virtuous, not moral, not good—
anything but that. My only boast is that in these days when it is so easy & cheap to be a
Christ, I have ventured to follow the poor, despised, but always right Devil.’ (He found
time to defend his position ‘to the death’ in a long letter of 13 Oct, 268-70.)
Oct 1 1890, to R. B. Cunninghame Graham, I:270 in Holroyd: Shaw calls for ‘a vigorous
campaign’ of Fabian permeation: ‘There is no doubt that the moment has come for
forming bodies in all the big provincial centres to play the same game as the Fabian plays
in London.’
Oct 6 1890, to Beatrice Potter (who will marry Sidney Webb in 1892), 267: ‘This is the
most unreasonable thing I ever heard of.... I dare not think on what I have spent since the
end of July without earning anything to make up for it. And now you, with the
insouciance of a millionaire, calmly order me down to tell you about Lancashire.
Never—by Heaven, never will I suffer any created woman to lead me about in this
fashion. No: you may reduce the rest of the Fabian to slavery—they prattle from morning
to night about Beatrice Potter in a way I despise—but if I am to go through my amusing
conversational performances for you, you must come up to town: this lion is
untameable.... To think that I should have lived to be sampled—to be sent down on
approval or return—to be inspected by daylight by a fastidious young lady in search of an
eligible Socialist Society to join! No: if you are not satisfied with the palm test, you must
take your chance with me as a colleague.’
Nov 16 1890, to the author Ernest Rhys, who had requested a photograph, 270: ‘I have
tried all my photographs on the papers for processing purposes with disastrous results
except the enclosed, which, though not a desirable album ornament, is the only one that
presents a few characteristic black and white lines in combination with an unmistakeable
Shaw hat. The only other one I have to spare is a good photo; but the results of
processing it the other day in a Northumberland paper were unspeakable.... The more I
learn about other men’s methods, the more I perceive that nobody except myself ever
dreams of taking the trouble to attain really exhaustive literary expression. In fact, I am
quite the most extraordinary man in London; and you are quite welcome to give this fact
on my own authority.’
Nov 24 1890, to John Burns, on a collaborative ‘novel’ to which Shaw had contributed
sections on Socialism, 271: ‘The Christmas number of The World is out. Dont buy it, as
it contains nothing to enliven its doglike trash except a description of you, the value of
which you may judge from such touches as “the harsh Scotch intonation” of your voice.
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As my name has been mentioned by the press as one of the authors, and as I did actually
write about three pages of it (the only three readable ones in it) you may as well know
that when the rough plan of the thing was submitted to me I told the author (Major Arthur
Griffiths) that it was ignorant rubbish; that I would not have helped at all had it not been
better to rescue at least a couple of pages … than to let them have it entirely to
themselves; and that I have refused to be paid for the work or to touch the unclean profits
of the thing in any way.’
Nov 25 1890, to Alma Murray, 272: ‘A rumor has reached me about your Ibsenite plans
which suggests to me that you may be a little in the dark as to activity in other quarters:
They tell me that you have designs on Rosmersholm. Well, Miss Florence Farr … is
going to do Rosmersholm with [Herbert] Waring as Rosmer; and I am the person who
persuaded her thereto…. [I] induced her to read Parker’s translation of R., which
immediately finished her conversion…. Now Parker’s version, praiseworthy as it is, is
out of the question for stage use: it contains line after line that no audience would listen
gravely to. William Archer, however, came to the rescue with his brother’s translation,
revised by himself; and this he has placed at Miss Farr’s disposal for the occasion…. If
you wish to do Rebecca, that is the translation you must use, as Archer practically cannot
be touched as the Ibsen translator par excellence. But since Miss Achurch has “created”
Nora, and Miss Farr will “create” Rebecca, why do you not set to at once to get up a
performance of The Lady from the Sea, and “create” Ellida?’
Dec 16 1890, to his French friend Jules Magny, 277-79: After his lecture that became The
Quintessence of Ibsenism: ‘I really hardly know how to describe my position intelligibly
in a few words. I attack the current morality because it has come to mean a system of
strict observance of certain fixed rules of conduct. Thus, a “moral” man is one who keeps
the ten commandments; and an “immoral” man is one who breaks them. Among the more
thoughtful classes this evil (for such as I hold it to be) is intensified by the addition of the
ten commandments of sentimental obligations to act up to ideal standards of heroism.
Now what Ibsen has done is to call attention to the fact that the moment we begin to
worship these commandments and ideals for their own sakes, we actually place them in
opposition to the very purpose they were instituted to serve, i.e. human happiness. His
plays are simply dramatic illustrations of the terrible mischief and misery made every
day, not by scoundrels, but by moral people and idealists in their inexorable devotion to
what they call their “duty.” The merit of my Ibsen paper lies in its discovery of this clue
to Ibsen’s meaning, and in an analysis of the plots of the plays so conducted as to bring
this meaning out in a striking way. Following up this line of argument on my own
account I have protested against the “moral” bourgeois who is brought up to believe that
it does not matter how much harm he does provided he does it according to rule, and that
it is wrong to violate the rule in order to do good. I contend that the question which the
recording angel will ask is not “Were you chaste?” “Were you truthful?” “Did you
respect the sacredness of property?” “Did you keep the commandments?”, but simply,
“Did you prevent any happiness that you might have caused, or cause any suffering that
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you might have prevented?” On this ground a strictly truthful Russian nihilist who had
thought it better to send all his comrades to Siberia than to tell the police a lie, would
assuredly be damned, whilst one who had deceived the police by a string of falsehoods
would be hailed as a saint. This is what my bourgeois critics call paradoxical: of course it
is nothing but the plainest common sense. My conclusion is that you cannot be moral by
rule of thumb, that the search for golden rules of conduct and fixed modes of duty is as
chimerical as the search for the philosopher’s stone, and that we must always act under
the full responsibility put upon us by the knowledge that if our “morality” causes evil, it
is no more to be excused for its own sake than “immorality.” As to “les séductions de la
femme,” I believe opinion is divided between the people who regard me as a saint or a
statue, and those who suspect me of being an Irish Don Juan who will eventually
compromise Socialism by some outrageous scandal of the Parnell sort. Both opinions are
equally romantic. I strenuously object to the marriage laws as they stand today, and am
for granting divorce where both parties consent to it, on sufficient guarantees being given
as to the children &c. I also object to the family as a legal institution on the ground that
the equality of the wife and child is destroyed by making the husband the unit of the
State, with powers over them which are often greatly abused. These views get
stigmatized as mere libertinage; and my free expression of them does not improve my
private character in the eyes of those who take the Don Juan view of me. The truth about
my private character is this. I have an Irishman’s habit of treating women with a certain
gallantry which implies that I am respectfully submissive to their irresistible charms, and
this national habit, which an Irishwoman understands perfectly, and takes for what it is
worth, is rather apt to be taken seriously in matter-of-fact British circles. In fact, in this as
in many other ways, I am as much a foreigner here as you are. Like most lovers of art, I
am fond of women; but I never bought one on the street for my pleasure. When I was
young, I was so poor and so shy that I had to give up all idea of marriage or of going into
society and seducing duchesses. When you are unknown, and shabby, and penniless, and
awkward, and at the same time fastidious and proud, you shrink from attempting a role
which requires at least some pocket money and a presentable hat. I preserved my
virginity by mere force of circumstances until I was nearer thirty than twenty, which is
enough to give a man a saintly air for the rest of his life. Since then I confess there has
always been somebody; but my affairs of that sort have been neither numerous nor
heartless: I am too busy and preoccupied to make opportunities for myself; and when
Providence makes them for me, it is not always possible to take advantage of them.
Society, after all, only facilitates the relations it sanctions by marriage; and unless a man
is a rascal who seduces his friends’ wives and is prepared to practise on the credulity of
innocent young enthusiasts who take every socialist for a saint, he cannot lead a very wild
career.’ Dec 18, 279-80: ‘The passages about self sacrifice represent me correctly.
However, I have been led to discuss it publicly by the stress laid by conventional idealists
like [W. T.] Stead on the beauty of self sacrifice in Woman. He declares that a true
woman finds in self sacrifice “the supreme satsifaction of her soul.” In my Ibsen paper
occurs the following—“Of all the idealist abominations that make society pestiferous, I
doubt if there any so mean as that of forcing self sacrifice on a woman and then
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pretending that she likes it; and if she ventures to contradict the pretence, declaring her no
true woman.” I have also protested against the practice of making saints of people who,
like myself, abstain from the ordinary pleasures of society because they have no taste for
them…. I claim to be a voluptuary rather than an ascetic: I do without beefsteak because I
hate it; but never deny myself a Beethoven symphony performance if I can help it.’
Jan 6 1891, to Janet, 71-72 in Peters 1: Having received Janet’s photograph, Shaw spent
most of a day writing to her: ‘the cunning [Beatrice] Cameron has just caught your
profile so as to give that noble and beautiful outline of your brow which I can never
remember without imagining myself lost at sea in the night, and turning for refuge toward
a distant lighthouse, which, somehow, is you. Why a man of my years and sense should
thus worship at the temple of Perversity I do not know; but it is so, all the same…. The
nibblings at Ibsen are becoming more and more frequent here,’ but Rosmersholm was
hung up, ‘not for want of Janet (for I have some hopes of the magnetic Miss Farr, whose
conceptions of life I am kindling for the purpose by every wile in the Shaw repertory) but
for want of Charrington, who seems to be irreplaceable…. Happily for her [Farr], she has
Mephistopheles Shaw at her elbow, and manages him perfectly…. All the frostbound
seeds in him have been germinating like mad ever since your sun shone into your soul.’
[20f in Wisenthal:] ‘I wish for the sake of Ibsen that I could get a turn at dramatic
criticism, as I have already left all the foes of musical light as dead as a pen can kill
them.’ [72 in Peters:] ‘Political drudgery has swamped my literary career altogether.
Still, as all the follies of love and ambition fall off from me, my soul burns with a brighter
flame; and I grow more impenetrably conceited…. I want the noblest poetic beauty in
sights, sounds, relations…. Not that I will not face the inevitable squalor as hardily as
ever; but I will not be reconciled to it. Consequently, my last word tonight shall be said to
you, with whom I have no ignoble or unlovely associations. But indeed I have nothing to
say: it is only to look at you. And I see you quite distinctly—on the stage of the Novelty,
not as Nora, but as Janet Achurch, acknowledging the demonstrations of kind friends in
front at the end of the play. This is unusual; for I never think of you with such mildewy
surroundings, … but always in a vast desert, or walking on the waters of a great sea, at a
great distance from me, but the only other person there besides myself. Take courage,
then; for if you can cast these magic spells on a man thousands of miles away, after
years—centuries—of absence, what can you not do to those only separated from you by a
row of footlights, with Ibsen to help you?’
Jan 6 1891, to Janet, I:329 in Holroyd: ‘I wish for the sake of Ibsen that I could get a turn
at dramatic criticism, as I have already left all the foes of musical light as dead as a pen
can kill them.’
March 30 1891, to Charrington, on the reception of plays by Ibsen, 287-90: Shaw briefly
reviews inadequate performances of The Doll’s House (largely ‘quite hopeless’),
Rosmersholm (starring his latest love, Florence Farr, who ‘got through by dint of brains
and a certain fascination and dimly visible originality’ [287]), and Ghosts, ‘a most
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terrible success. After the first act the applause was immense. After the second, a third of
the applauders were startled into silence. After the third four fifths of them were awestruck…. Next day there was the devil to pay in the papers. [Clement] Scott … went
stark raving mad, and produced not only a column of criticism but a leading article … in
which he compared an Ibsen play to “a dirty act done publicly,” “an open drain,” and so
on, demanding that the Independent Theatre should be prosecuted, suppressed, fined, and
deuce knows what not. Most of the other papers followed suit; and now the Royalty
people are afraid to let Grein have the theatre again’ (288). ‘I am now giving up my
Easter holiday in order to prepare for the press my Ibsen essay, which will, I hope, do
something to revive the discussion just when it will be dropping off, and which will
certainly give Scott food for reflection, as I have made his article partly the text of my
discourse…. in short, the idea is in the air that there is money in Ibsen.’ He then promotes
the term ‘The Ibsen boom’ by using it twice (289).
April 30 1891, to the American actress Elizabeth Robins (hereafter Elizabeth), 6 in
Theatrics: Shaw criticizes a performance of Ibsen’s Hedda Gabler with Elizabeth as
Hedda, which draws the most scorn: ‘I have infinite fault to find. I declare before high
heaven that you are guilty in the blackest degree of playing more and more up to the
conventional villainess conception of Hedda. The first act today was perfect Richard III
all through.’
May 1 1891, to Florence Farr (hereafter Florence), 296-97: ‘Now it is all over and utterly
dead, as if it had never been…. And so we are FREE—to begin it all over again…. I am
again an unscrupulous egotist with a remorseless will; and again shall I be moralized and
have my backbone sweetly stolen away. We shall even have Rosmersholm again—but
that reminds me of another matter. There is nothing that drives me to such utter despair as
when I make some blundering and unsuccessful attempt to make you see some technical
point that my mother can teach to any idiot in a few lessons; and you shrink as if I were
disparaging your artistic gifts. You do not know the importance of some of these tricks as
regards health, economy of physical force, self-containedness and the like. If I break in
on your artistic vein to urge them, it is because I have an extraordinary desire to make the
most of you—to make effective & visible all your artistic potentialities—not seven eights
or nine tenths, but all. And not, observe, merely as an actress, but as a woman. Your
ability to act must only be a mere consequence of your ability to live. You are so real to
me as a woman that I cannot think of acting being to you anything more than a technical
accomplishment which I want to see carried to a high degree of perfection. For the born
artist I have a certain contempt: for the woman who is a consummate artist I have a deep
fellow-feeling. The one is a sham: the other a reality completely expressed. There is thus
a certain sense in which I would have you despise acting as a “vocation.” It is the work
that comes to your hand, and you must do it as well as it can be done; but you must
always be the mistress of your art & not the slave of its intoxications and excitements. In
my own art I am ready, if only time be given me, to answer for the workmanship to the
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last comma; and now, if “inspiration” comes, it does not half escape me: I know how to
seize it and knead it so as to exhaust all the nutriment in it.’
May 4 1891, to Florence, 298: ‘Miserable, ill starred woman, what have you done? When
my need was as its highest, my weariness at its uttermost, my love at its holiest, I found
darkness, emptiness, void…. This was to have been the happiest of all my great
happinesses, the deepest and restfullest of all my tranquillities, the very inmost of all my
loves. And I was robbed of it in the moment of embracing it by your caprice—you told
me you had nothing to do. And I contrived so ingeniously, so patiently; sent my mother
to the opera; induced a colleague to break an engagement I was bound to keep with him;
left one meeting early and gave another the slip; and for what? Wretch! Selfish,
indifferent, heartless wretch! A million reproaches on you for ever and ever.’ (But see his
letters to her of Oct 7 1891 and Jan 28 1892.)
July 30 1891, to Percy Bunting, editor of the Contemporary Review, 304-05: ‘Does the
Contemporary ever meddle with music? My reason for asking you is that ever since I
found that all the Bayreuth tickets were gone, I have felt that I must go there at all
hazards. Parsifal Van Dyck [tenor, singing Parsifal] engages to find seats for me. I now
want an excuse in the shape of a magazine article for spending the money, which I cannot
afford, as I stand committed to a trip to Venice as well. However, I would rather stay at
home than repeat the usual Bayreuth article, with illustrations, portraits, etc. What I want
to do is deal at large with the lesson of Bayreuth for England, to compare Covent Garden
etc. If I find that I have anything of this sort to say when I come back, would you care to
have an article?’ His proposal did not bear fruit, and he did not even manage to get a seat.
Aug 4 1891, to Florence, 306: Shaw had been tutoring her how to speak onstage: ‘Prithee
persevere with the speaking: I found with unspeakable delight last time that you were
beginning to do it quite beautifully. There is much more to be done, of course, but
success is now certain. You have reached the stage of the Idiotically Beautiful. There
remain the stages of the Intelligently Beautiful & finally of the Powerfully Beautiful; &
until you have attained the last you will never be able to compel me to recognize the
substance of that soul of which I was shown a brief image by Nature for her own
purposes.’
c. Sept 1891, to Stanley Unwin, on the verge of the publication of The Quintessence of
Ibsenism, 175 in Unwin, The Truth about a Publisher: An Autobiographical Record
(London: Allen & Unwin, 1960): ‘I cannot imagine [why] people who want to know
what I have to say to them should ask a policeman instead of coming direct to me.
However as I have written a Quintessence of Ibsenism I suppose I cannot complain of
someone else writing a Quintessence of Shavianism.... if you care to send me a set of
proofs to this address (I shall be here until the 20th) I may be able to glance through them
and correct one or two of the more outrageous errors in matters of fact which most of my
commentators fall into.’
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Sept 1 1891, to Sidney, writing from a stop on his speaking tour in the provinces, 307-08:
‘You ought to do a trip to Oxford & get Hines to drive you about the villages
speechifying. On a fine day it is very pleasant; and it is a capital way of getting quietly
into the way of talking to the agricultural laborer in the open.... Walsall was an utter
failure. It rained so hard that the meeting was out of the question. I could only get up on a
chair in the street with umbrella & macintosh, & ask a few people who stopped to stare,
to come to the club & listen to me. About 15 came. The whole game is spoiled by this
club calling itself The Anarchist-Communist Club. They mean absolutely nothing by it;
but of course it isolates them & breaks their back just as completely as if they did. In
Reading I stood in the street & jawed for an hour & a half’ (307). ‘Wolverhampton
tonight. I have just ascertained that the meeting has been planned with a view to police
interference & the offering me up as a victim in the cause of free speech. Pleasant
prospect this’ (308).
Sept 23 1891, to William Morris, after an Art Workers’ Guild tour, 309-12: ‘I must work
off my growing irritation and escape for a moment from the fearful solitude created by
these 27 men, most of whom have taken up art as the last refuge of general
incompetence.... about 20 out of the 27 seem to me to be capable of admiring everything
except beauty. They will admire a thing because it is early Gothic, because it is
Rennisongce, because it is by someone they have read about’ (309).... ‘As to my own
impressions, I can only say, so far, that Italian architecture appears to me to be inferior to
northern architecture. It is wonderfully spontaneous and happy; but it is not organic: it is
flagrantly architecture for the sake of ornamentality’ (310). ‘I do not believe that a
permanent, living art can ever come out of the conditions of Venetian splendour, even at
its greatest time. The best art of all will come when we are rid of splendor and everything
in the glorious line’ (312). (A small part of a huge letter.)
Oct 7 1891, to Florence, 313: ‘This is to certify that you are my best and dearest love, the
regenerator of my heart, the holiest joy of my soul, my treasure, my salvation, my rest,
my reward, my darling youngest child, my secret glimpse of heaven, my angel of the
Annunciation, not yet herself awake, but rousing me from a long sleep with the beat of
her unconscious wings, and shining upon me with her beautiful eyes that are still blind.
Also to observe incidentally that Wednesday is the nearest evening that shews blank in
my diary.’
Oct 25 1891, to Archer, who had written an ‘open letter’ on The Quintessence of
Ibsenism for the November New Review, 315-17: ‘On reading it over I have formed a
strong opinion that you ought without further ado to burn it. Everybody will expect
something specially good from you on the subject; and this is quite exceptionally bad. Its
badness is twofold. In the first place it entirely omits the really serious question of the
review—that is to say, whether my interpretation of Ibsen is right or wrong, or how much
right and how much wrong, and if wholly wrong what Ibsen’s meaning actually is. As to
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this there is nothing in the letter, absolutely nothing. You must have something at the
bottom of Walden Pond, if you ask the public to dive into it. Either the language of The
Wild Duck means something or nothing. If something, is it something particular, or is it
the ordinary meaning…. If the latter, why has it puzzled and revolted Clemmy [Scott]? If
the former, am I right or wrong; and if wrong, put your finger on the error…. Instead of
doing it, you have written a criticism of me, leaving it to be inferred that you do not
demur to the identity between Ibsen’s philosophy and what you call mine, and that you
dismiss them both as worthless…. You see an attack on Reason; and you immediately go
ahead to shew how impossible it is to do without reason…. When you have once thought
out the position that the real end and of course eternally indispensable function of Reason
is to devise the means for the satisfaction of the will, whereas the essence of Rationalism
is to set it up as being the prime motor of human action—the steam instead of the
engine—you will then find not only that the book is precise on the point, but that it
contains the most emphatic and explicit warning against the error you have fallen into….
As to Schopenhauer, you have seized only the vaguest generalization of his synthesis—so
vague that it seems identical with your equally vague generalization of mine. In vain I
have warned you in the book itself against confusing his metaphysics with his
philosophy. I have taken the distinction between the intellect and the will, a natural fact
which has always been preached … in one form or another, but which he undoubtedly
brought clearly into the light of modern thought. This does not make me a
Schopenhaurist, or Ibsen one. His pessimism, and his conviction that the will was the
devil and the intellect the divine saviour, marks him off from me and from Ibsen in the
clearest and most fundamental way.’
Nov 7 1891, to Archer, after his article in the Fortnightly Review, 320-21: ‘When I see
you posing as the incorruptible Archer, assuring the public with an air of primeval
simplicity that you would not know how to set about getting half a crown for a notice if
you wanted to, and that no monk knows less of teas with pretty actresses than William
the Anchorite, I really feel a moral revulsion. How if I were to tell the world that I have
hardly once dropped in on you unexpectedly at Queen Square without disturbing a tete-atete between you and some pretty actress or another; so that your stock excuse became
that I did it on purpose, having got wind of the appointment? Marion [Lea] la bionda
today: Elizabeth [Robins] la bruna tomorrow. Have you forgotten Hampstead Heath and
Mary Anderson? do the photographs of the fascinating Janet [Achurch] no longer plaster
your walls? is your table already cleared of the gift books of the irresistible [Ada] Rehan,
the reward of your shameless recantation? … The amazing, staggering, breath bereaving
part of it is that I actually believe that you thought you were perfectly sincere in what you
wrote. Why, man alive, there is not an ambitious actress in London whose first move is
not to get at William Archer…. I have just received the New Review article. The oftener I
read it, the more flagrantly does it proclaim itself pure Clement Scott. Its hideous
superficiality has destroyed my faith in your intellectual solidity as completely as the
Fortnightly has destroyed my belief—what was left of it—in your moral integrity…. If
you would like to print the first part of this letter in the next Fortnightly as a reply to your
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article, I have no objection whatever. In fact, I think it ought to be done in the public
interest.’ After an even longer letter on the tenth (324-27), on the 13th Shaw attempted a
degree of reonciliation (328-29): ‘Do not suppose that when I insist on my view of a
question that I am reproaching you for not being a Shaw. The notion of two Shaws
corresponding with one another is one which staggers even me. Your pugnacity, wit,
knowledge &c are undoubtedly mixed in different proportions to mine, and the result is
both quantitatively and chemically different. I sometimes, when a good side of you
comes out by chance against a bad side of me, feel apologetic for the difference; but as
we clearly could not stand one another if the difference were abolished, whether by the
Archerization of Shaw … or the Shawation of Archer, let us rejoice that it exists. But as
to putting our brains to as good a use as they are capable of, it is as plain as a pikestaff to
me that our environment is too many for us in several ways, including some that are
pernicious both to ourselves and our neighbors. But I grant you that what we come in
conflict with is not opposing faiths in art or religion. It is simply proprietary interests, all
powerful, and vested in the darkness of mind of the people.’
Nov 10 1891, to Elizabeth Robins (hereafter Elizabeth), who had commanded Shaw not
to contact her, 87 in Peters 1: ‘I did not mean that you deliberately went on the warpath
and took [Archer’s] scalp. But I assure you the scalp went, all the same—walked
spontaneously off his head and hung itself to your belt without the least help from you or
consciousness on his part. And that is the way these things really happen. The reason I
laugh at Archer is because he tells the public so solemnly that they never do happen—
that criticism is unbiassed, incorruptible…. How is it possible for you to call on Archer
and talk to him for half an hour without biassing him—“getting at him,” to use his own
phrase? … His implied declaration that his criticism of Hedda Gabler would have been
word for word the same if he had never seen you before you stepped on the stage in the
first act, is a piece of self-deception…. Do not mind my touch of coarseness more than
you can help; I am an Irishman, and can understand a woman’s delicacy without having a
trace of it myself.’
Jan 28 1892, to Florence, 332: ‘Now listen to me, will-less girl. When you tell me that I
best know what I am, I assent, not with humility, but with towering head striking against
every star and raising great bumps on them; so that astronomers reel amazed from their
telescopes. Cubits high and fathoms deep am I the noblest creature you have yet met in
this wood of monkeys where I found you straying.... There are two sorts of genius in this
world. One is produced by the breed throwing forward to the godlike man, exactly as it
sometimes throws backward to the apelike. The other is the mere monster produced by an
accidental excess of some faculty—musical, muscular, sexual even.... Now the second
order of genius requires no education: he (or she) does at once and without effort his feat,
whatever it may be, and scoffs at laborious practice. The first order finds it far otherwise.
It is immature at thirty, and though desperately in need of education (being less a child of
Nature by so much more as it is advanced in evolution) can find nothing but misleading
until it laboriously teaches itself. I am a genius of the first order; and so are you; but I
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know my order and the price I must pay for excellence, whereas you are always
appealing to the experience of the second order to justify your own self-neglect.’
March 8 1892, to Evacustus Phipson Jr., after the censor had refused to license Shelley’s
Cenci, II:224 in Holroyd: ‘I advocate the abolition of the censorship [because] the effect
of the Censor’s interference is to make the stage worse instead of better than it would be
without him. People are not prevented from appearing naked in Regent St by compelling
everyone to obtain a license from a censor before going out for a walk. If people abuse
free institutions, prosecute them; but dont deny them freedom on the assumption that they
will abuse it.’
April 21 1892, to Janet on her quality as Nora in A Doll’s House, 338: ‘My lacerated
heart accuses you of first shewing that you could, if you pleased, make every tone a
caress or an inspiration, and then squawking—positively squawking: of first moving like
an angel and then tightening your chin, your wrists and your ankles in order to achieve a
stupendous bounce out of mere cruelty to me. These things will drive me mad someday.’
June 24 1892, to Ellen Terry (hereafter Ellen), 344-45: ‘I went to the Lyric Club today,
and listened to your young Italian friend. The only thing I can do is to give you my exact
opinion, which you can take for what it is worth…. To begin with, you know that you do
not hold your present position because you possess this, that, and the other personal
attractions, but because you have made yourself one of the six best actresses in the …
world. And you therefore know that nothing short of being one of the six best singers in
the world would enable your novice to get praised as you get praised. At the concert, for
instance, although I was morbidly alive to every weakness in [Monk] Lewis’s poem,
guessing all the bads and sads beforehand …, yet you brought tears to my eyes, not, you
will understand, by the imaginary sorrows of the lunatic … but by doing the thing
beautifully. My whole claim to be a critic of art is that I can be touched in that way. Now
your friend did not touch me in the least. I liked her at once: she is very amiable, very
clever, and very good-looking. But—and now the murder is coming out—she is not
interesting as an artist.’
c. July 1892, to Margaret Cole, on Beatrice Potter (soon Mrs Webb), I:265-66 in
Holroyd: She had begun, Shaw said, with ‘an intense contempt’ for the Fabians as ‘a
rabble of silly suburban faddists’ (266), but soon changed radically: ‘She quite
deliberately sampled the Fabians as possible husbands by inviting them down to
Gloucester for weekends one after another. I refused, alleging facetiously that I could not
afford the journey, really because I discovered that Sidney was in love with her and
would not take a chance of cutting him out. After that she thoroughly disliked me’ (265).
July 1 1892, to Ellen, who had called his previous letter ‘stiff and prim’ (headnote), 347:
‘I really did not mean to be stiff. Consider my awful situation. I had no right to go an inch
beyond the business on which Yates wrote to me. I was presuming on the chance of your
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never having heard of me; but I was also running a considerable risk of your writing
something of this kind to Yates:—“Sir: I wrote to you to ask you a trifling favor. In
return, you have exposed to me a communication from the vilest of mankind, an enemy
of religion and society, a shameless spouter of sedition in the streets, a wretch whose
opinions about the womanliness which is the glory of my sex have made hardened
profligates blush, a champion of the monster Ibsen, and one whom, to crown all, Mr
Irving held up to public execration at a banquet in Liverpool for calling me an ignoramus.
Henceforth, Mr Yates, we are strangers….” Lots of people take that view of me, and go
out of their way to print it. And from their point of view, it is perfectly true, all except the
calling [me—CL has ‘you’] an ignoramus, a calumny for which I will one day be even
with Irving, who had better never have been born than quote my books without reading
them.’
July 5 1892, to Ellen, 348-49: Shaw gives a lesson for Ellen, who had played in a
conventional one-act by Charles Reade: ‘One day I went into an afternoon performance,
and found a poor ungifted, dowdy, charmless young woman struggling pathetically with
Ibsen’s Lady from the Sea. She was doing her best; and I thanked my stars I was not a
dramatic critic, and had not to go home and tell her that after all her study and toil she
had done more harm than good. That was the first act of my little experience. Act 2 was
another visit to another theatre. There I found the woman who OUGHT to have played
the Lady from the Sea—the woman with all the nameless charm, all the skill, all the
force, in a word, all the genius—playing—guess what? Why, a charade the whole artistic
weight of which would not have taxed the strength of the top joint of her little finger....
So I sat helpless, and went off in impotent rage.’ The beginning of this letter is, in
retrospect, sheer ironic comedy: ‘One letter more—positively the last, as writing to you is
only a form of self-indulgence.’
Aug 12 1892, to Sidney Webb, 359-60: ‘La Justice, Clemenceau’s paper … has sent me
28 printed questions which it is addressing to the leaders of mankind on the subject of
Socialism. They undertake to publish the answers; and I have accordingly embodied the
Fabian policy in a set of answers which will certainly gain me the next vacant fauteuil at
the Academie. I have also, in the letter accompanying the answers, complained of the
ignorance of the English movement among foreigners, smacking Bebel & Singer in the
eye for their dénigrement of our programme’ (359). ‘I am seriously of opinion that what
is wanted here is a salon for the social cultivation of the Socialist party in parliament.
Will Madame Potter-Webb undertake it? Now that we are not at hand to cut out the work,
the whole affair in parliament is getting into a most ghastly mess. Besides, we must all go
into the House in a body next time; and the sooner we form a secret society with that aim,
& select our constituency, the better.... I have preached an open air sermon & an indoors
one—the former in heavy rain—at the Labor Church, Manchester. [Rev. John] Trevor
says that he could not help starting the Independent Labor Party there—that the workers
are Tories to such an extent that the permeation racket cannot be worked there.... Keir
Hardie’s game is sheer Unionism. My estimate of K.H. is that he is a Scotchman with
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alternate intervals of second sight (during which he does not see anything, but is suffused
with afflatus) and common incapacity’ (360).
Aug 22 1892, to Sidney, 362: ‘My own Chronicle letter re Morley has the disadvantage
that everybody is interested in suppressing it—Morleyites, Ralli-ites, Independents,
Irishmen and all. And yet, since all the waverers are Ishmaelites, the letter would not
have gained them over on any other terms. I have therefore written to the Newcastle
Fabian suggesting that they should reprint it & circulate it among the Elswick men &c.
Forgie, the secretary, had pleaded to Utley that if they took any definite action it would
split them; but I have told him to split away, and thank his Maker for so good an
opportunity of getting rid of the non-Fabian socialists in his society, also of planting the
Fabians as the sane socialists of Newcastle.’
Aug 25 1892, to Sidney, 364-65: ‘If [John] Morley gets in, well & good, he gets in after a
sufficiently undignified hustling; and our influence with the Irish party & the Radicals is
greatly increased. If he is beaten, will you instantly write a letter to the P.M.G. [Pall Mall
Gazette] drawing the moral. Point out that the utmost the Labor leaders can do is
powerless, even when fortified by the opposition of known Tory wirepullers, to overcome
the feeling of the new electorate against reaction in industrial questions. Show that
Morley has a splendid democratic program, a great reputation, a special claim as the
messenger of peace to Ireland, and that he was backed by the old Labor leaders.’
Sept 20 1892, to Wallas, 367: ‘Bland is quite right about the need for making up our
minds about the N.I. [National Independent] Labor Party, which is nothing but a new
S.D.F. with Champion instead of Hyndman.... That University Extension Fabian scheme
of yours is really a most outrageous one. My toleration is large; but the action of the
intelligent & aspiring young working man being led by the Fabian to the shrine of
History, with Miss Lacy [Mary Lacey] as pythoness, is too much even for me. It is the
most complete case of Satan finding mischief still for busy hands to do that ever I heard
of.’
Dec 14 1892, to Charles Charrington, after Widowers’ Houses had been first performed,
372: ‘I have proved myself a man to be reckoned with. I have got the blue book across
the footlights.... I have established the fact that Moy Thomas is the greatest drama critic
of the age, and that Archer & Walkley are a pair of idiots. I have appeared before the
curtain amid transcendant hooting & retired amid cheers. And I have spent so much time
at rehearsal that I am stark ruined....’ The same day he read Archer’s review and
responded, in part, 373: ‘Here I am, who have collected slum rents weekly with these
hands, & for 4½ years been behind the scenes of the middle class landowner—who have
philandered with women of all sorts & sizes—and I am told gravely to go to nature &
give up aprioritizing about such matters by you, you sentimental Sweet Lavendery
recluse.’
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Jan 11 1893, to Edward R. Pease, 377: ‘My present intention is to go uncompromisingly
for Permeation, for non-centralized local organization of the Labor Party, and for the
bringing up the country to the London mark by the supplanting of Liberalism by
Progressivism. I feel like forcing the fighting as extravagantly as possible; so as to make
it clear to all the new men that the Fabian is the lead for them to follow.’
Feb 5 1893, to Elizabeth, 379-81: ‘Will you just look at this rough sketch of the interview
you were good enough to give me on Saturday, and say what you think of it.’ (He then
invites her to fill in text for four ‘sensational headings’: ‘Lustrous eyes,’ ‘Ibsen’s
masterpiece,’ ‘If you do, I will shoot you,’ and ‘The revolver is there.’) ‘Never in my life
have I had such a professional success. You were clay in the hands of the potter. I have
interviewed beautiful women before; but none of them were ever so noble as to threaten
to shoot me. It would make any ordinary man’s fortune. And I am going, for your sake, to
sacrifice it all—or at least to reserve it for my autobiography.’ To prepare her for future
interviews, he gives her eleven points of advice, from ‘Never let an interviewer put you
on your guard’ to ‘the chiefest’: ‘Always interview yourself if you can.’ Grand finale: ‘I
could never have convinced you of the impolicy of your frightful and quite undeserved
mistrust of me except by mystifying you as I have done.’
Feb 28 1893, to Oscar Wilde, 8-9 in Theatrics: ‘I have always said that the one way of
abolishing the Censor is to abolish the Monarchy of which he is an appendage. But the
brute could be lamed if only the critics and authors would make real war on him. The
reason they wont is that they are all Puritans at heart.... I hope soon to send you my play
“Widowers’ Houses,” which you will find tolerably amusing, considering that it is a
farcical comedy. Unfortunately I have no power of producing beauty: my genius is the
genius of intellect, and my farce its derisive brutality. Salomé’s purple garment would
make Widowers’ Houses ridiculous; but you are precisely the man to appreciate it on that
account.’
April 6 1893, to Charrington, on The Philanderer, I:288 in Holroyd: Shaw says that he
wanted to include ‘everything that is supposed to be hopelessly undramatic, and make
them the most amusing part of the piece. It will be unspeakably improper: so I expect it
will only see the light at the Independent Theatre. Grein is after it eagerly.’ But Grein
rejected the play.
April 27 1893, to Florence, who had played a role in Scribe’s Adrienne Lecouvreur, 39192: ‘The unspeakable absurdity of that performance is only surpassed by the unparalleled
blastedness of the play (391)… In the first scene you are insufferable. You wave your
arms about like a fairy in a transformation scene, obviously pretending to make an
impossible toilet. You must invent something real to do…. As a grande dame you should
never be at a loss and never in a hurry. You should speak a little at least with your lips,
and not say “supposeitisnotformebutforanother” so as to strike the house dumb with its
utter want of any intention or meaning…. In the passages of action you manage to make a
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sort of success. So could anybody, I conclude…. You should insult Adrienne by not
attending to her, turning your face to the audience, playing with your face as you feel that
she is approaching you, but not looking at her until she has finished the last line she hurls
at you, when you should spring up & face her for the first time’ (392).
May 4 1893, to Lady Colin Campbell, 10 in Theatrics: ‘You are wrong to rail thus at
Oscar. One of the first lessons that Socialism has to teach you is always to play up for
your own side. There are only two literary schools in England today: the Norwegian
school and the Irish school. Our school is the Irish school; and Wilde is doing us good
service in teaching the theatrical public that “a play” may be a playing with ideas instead
of a feast of sham emotions compounded from dog’s eared prescriptions. Compare his
epigrams with the platitudes of the rest—and this is taking him beyond all bounds in his
praise.’
June 20 1893, to Karl Pearson, on his unfinished Passion Play, I:71 in Holroyd: ‘I havent
burnt it ... and should perhaps have finished & published it if I had not been too poor to
dream of such luxuries.’ I: 274: ‘I go through the world on Mr Winkle’s skates, always
ridiculously learning. Widowers’ Houses seemed to me better worth printing than
burning; and I have not altered my opinion of it. It is better than “Love’s Labour Lost” in
all the qualities which are common to both plays. I am not burning it: I am just finishing
another play, with which I shall make an ass of myself at the Independent Theatre. Then I
shall write another; and I have no doubt that when I have written ten or eleven more or
less simple and crude plays I shall be able to write a complex and powerful one.’
c. late June-early Feb 1893, to Janet, who had scorned The Philanderer when Shaw read
it, 85 in Winsten: ‘Never was there anything so heartless. I will complain of you to
Charrington. I will have satisfaction, I will tear up by the roots all the fibres you have
stirred in me, I will throw away my heart and soul and have my inside fitted with brass
machinery and millstones.’
Sept 4 1893, to Janet, on his progress writing Mrs Warren’s Profession, 404: ‘The play
progresses bravely; but it has left the original lines. I have made the daughter the heroine,
and the mother a most deplorable old rip (saving your presence). The great scene will be
the crushing of the mother by the daughter. I retain the old roué, but keep him restrained
by a continual doubt as to whether the heroine may be his daughter. The young lover’s
father, an outrageous clergyman, is in the same perplexity, he also being an old flame of
the mother’s. The lover is an agreeable young spark, wholly good-for-nothing. The girl is
a quite original character. The mother, uncertain who the girl’s father is, keeps all the old
men at bay by telling each one that he is the parent. The second act is half finished and
wholly planned.’
Sept 8 1893, to Wallas, 404-05: ‘I have no fear of the mutiny re the Joint Committee:
they said the same thing about our withdrawal from the Unemployed affair. If there is
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anything said at the next Exec. about a private meeting to discuss the affair & move a
vote of censure, play up for it as hard as you can. Say that it is important that we should
have the sanction of the Society for our action in order to shut up the S.D.F.’s twaddle
about our not representing the Fabians. We can dispense with the complete number of
signatures if necessary, and offer them battle. Then, if they come on, we must go down
and strew their mutilated corpses on the blast. If we shew a moment’s hesitation we are
done for: if we rush yelling and exulting on the enemy they will not stir again for the
whole session. The alternative before the Society will be either to acquiesce in our
withdrawal, or else to be represented on the commitee by five Hyndmanites. I wont serve,
you wont serve, Webb wont serve, and Bland wont serve; and we can give a private
meeting three such powerful speeches explaining why not, and what the consequences of
leaving Hyndman without the check of our presence would be, that we could certainly
sweep a decent meeting if we were commonly tactful. We must, however, satisfy the
legitimate aspirations of the ardent spirits by getting out a furious attack on the
Government, rallying labor to put third candidates in the field. Get this about if you can
among the irreconcilables; for they know that if we do the hitting it will be much harder
than anyone else’s & will be so persuaded to wait for what will happen.’
Oct 30 1893, to Elizabeth, 120 in Peters 1: Exhausted from work on a Fabian manifesto
and vainly searching for someone to play Mrs Warren, Shaw met Elizabeth and
apologized: ‘I was in quite a childish state when you arrived and magnetised me as usual;
and if you had petted me, bought me some candy, and wheeled me home in a
perambulator, I should have considered it as most kind and appropriate to my condition.
As it was, you were an ineffable consolation to me—it was black ingratitude to try to let
you in for this villainous play, which is quite unworthy of you.’
Nov 14 1893, to Elizabeth, 10-11 in Theatrics: ‘I am at my wit’s end about this unlucky
play of mine [Mrs Warren’s Profession]. Oh, if you were only fifteen years older: I
would have you in the part in spite of General Gabler’s pistol. I read the great scene to
[Mrs Theodore] Wright; and she rose up; declared that not even in her own room could
she speak the part to herself, much less in public to a younger woman; delivered a
magnificent impromptu tirade which I will certainly dramatise some day; rushed out of
the room in disorder; and came back in ten minutes to hear the rest of the play.... Grein is
bent on having a play by me; and I really haven’t time to write a third one this season....
the play is not an immoral one, and the right woman ought to have the courage for it. You
must think of someone: otherwise you will simply have to make up middle-aged and do it
for me yourself.’
Nov 21 1893, to a young man who wants to live in a shepherd’s hut, 337 in Elliot:
‘Obviously I can give you no advice at all. Your notion that living in a shepherd’s hut
without having any business there was a less artificial mode of living than going through
with the Aberdeen curriculum, was quite the most artificial idea you could possibly have
got into your head. The fact that you acted upon it instead of merely thinking about it
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shews that you are an exceptional man, but whether you are exceptional by excess of
qualities or by defect is more than the incident proves. To tell the truth, I have rather a
low opinion of you for taking to a shepherd’s life and leaving out the sheep.’
Dec12 1893, to J. T. Grein, anticipating a performance of Mrs Warren’s Profession at the
Independent Theatre, 412: The most important of the six characters, ‘and in fact the
leading part in the play, is Mrs Warren, Vivie’s mother, old enough to have a daughter of
twenty-three or thereabouts, a woman of bad character, proprietress of two maisons
tolérées in Brussels, and of similar establishments in other continental cities. She must be
an actress of considerable power, and of some humour.’ She is. of course, the play’s
‘great difficulty.... I should be content, myself, with Mrs Patrick Campbell. The part is a
vulgar one; but unless the vulgarity is the artistic vulgarity of a refined actress, just as the
immorality must be the artistic immorality of a woman whom the audience respects, the
part will be unendurable…. There is a reputation to be got out of the part…. I do not
think there is the least chance of the play being licensed.’
March 21 1894, to Charrington, who had discussed Arms and the Man with Shaw, 11-12
in Theatrics: Shaw discusses financial intricacies with the experienced actor-manager,
and then reveals a major development in the play’s revision: ‘When I had altered the third
act after our late discussion of it, I read it to [the Russian nihilist] Stepniak, who greatly
terrified me by inviting the admiral of the Bulgarian fleet to assist. I fully expected to get
my throat cut, but he fortunately turned out to be a Russian. The play proved impossible
from beginning to end. I have had to shift the scene from Servia to Bulgaria, and to make
the most absurd alterations in detail for the sake of local color, which, however, is
amusing & will intensify the extravagance of the play & give it realism at the same time.’
March 29 1894, misdated in Peters as Jan 9 1893, to Elizabeth, on Florence Farr playing
the lead in John Todhunter’s A Comedy of Sighs, 126 in Peters 1: ‘Oh my Saint
Elizabeth, holy and consoling, have you ever seen so horrible a portent on the stage as
this transformation of an amiable, clever sort of woman into a nightmare, a Medusa, a
cold, loathly, terrifying, grey, callous, sexless devil? What madman led Todhunter to
write her a part like that?—what idiocy has led me to do virtually the same thing in the
play which I have written to help her in this hellish enterprise? Did you hear those damns
and devils, meant to be pretty—did they not sound like the blasphemes of a fiend? Had
she been able to give full effect to herself, the audience would have torn her to pieces. I
lay under harrows of red hot steel; and I waited afterwards because I knew by instinct that
you would come and be kind to me. For that divine comfort I kiss your beautiful hands
and your healing eyes: you are my wonderful good fortune, my treasure, my one utterly
fulfilled desire, my ennobler and my darling. I ask nothing more: it is enough: now let the
world work me like a dog until it wears me out: I have had my pay and am content.
Forgive me—I shall be sensible & brutal and cynical again in the morning. I have so little
heart that when it kindles for ten minutes once a year I hasten to cry out what I feel, lest I
should die without having once done anything to save life from emptiness.’
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April 23 1894, to Archer, trying to get him to modify his review of Arms and the Man,
427-28: ‘I must really clear that Gilbert notion out of your head before you disgrace
yourself over Arms & the Man. You have a perfect rag shop of old ideas in your head
which prevent your getting a step ahead.... Gilbert is simply a paradoxically humorous
cynic. He accepts the conventional ideals implicitly, but observes that people do not
really live up to them. This he regards as a failure on their part at which he mocks
bitterly. This ... is a perfectly barren position: nothing comes of it but cynicism,
pessimism, & irony. I do not accept the conventional ideals. To them I oppose in the play
the practical life & morals of the efficient, realistic man, unaffectedly ready to face what
risks must be faced, considerate but not chivalrous, patient and practical.... You will not
find a trace of this in Gilbert.... My whole secret is that I have got clean through the old
categories of good & evil, and no longer use them for dramatic effect.... As Gilbert sees,
[the ideals] dont work; but what Gilbert does not see is that here is a completely
satisfactory asylum for the affections. It is this positive element in my philosophy that
makes Arms & the Man a perfectly genuine play about real people, with a happy ending
and hope & life in it.... If you could only rid yourself of the intense unreality of your own
preconceptions, and of your obsession by the ideals which you grow pessimistic over,
you would not find that an effect due to the ridiculous obviousness and common sense of
realism breaking through the mist & glamor of idealism, was a mere mechanical
topsyturveyism.’ Later in the day Shaw has received an advance proof of Archer’s
review, and writes him again: ‘Come, what did I tell you? Your first column, in which
you describe things sanely and objectively, is capital. Then you strike on “the seamy
side,” the good old seamy side, and immediately the whole notice goes to pieces…. Do
you think war is any the less terrible & heroic in its reality—on its seamy side, as you
would say—than it is in the visions of Raina … ? And so on as regards the whole
material of the play. Your “transfer of Raina’s affection” is a masterpiece of obtuseness. I
offer to submit the point to your wife as arbitrator. The reference is to be “Did Raina love
Sergius & then transfer that love to Bluntschli; or did she, after imaginatively living up to
an ideal relation with Sergius, and conceiving a sub-conscious dislike for him under the
strain, fall in love for the first time with Bluntschli?” Mrs Archer will tell you straight off
that the latter is the true solution, and that it is written large on the play, staring your
amblyopia out of countenance…. Poor Sergius, struggling with your idiotic view of the
seamy side, and heroically marrying Louka because he will not be a coward and a trifler
(as per that idiotic view) is patent even to a man’s understanding, if the man’s eyes are
open. You ought to be ashamed of yourself for applying such a word as “bloodless” to a
man who is bleeding from fifty wounds to his spirit—a perfect Banquo’s ghost’ (429).
April 23 1894, to Walkley, I:305 in Holroyd: Sergius is sincere in his devotion to heroic
ideals, ‘But being keen enough, and with a strong sense of ironic humor, he has glimpses
of the fact that the world is not built to fit the chivalric ideal. He feels more or less
consciously that his own conformity to that ideal is forced; and he finds himself dropping
into games that are quite incompatible with it. He is conscious of a lack of integrity: he is
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a hero certainly: the cavalry charge and his scrupulously high minded relations with
Raina prove that; but what about the fellow who flirts with Louka behind Raina’s back,
who says bitter things of other men because he is not promoted, who exclaims “No, No”
by irresistible impulse when Raina asks him has he been flirting, though the truth is “Yes,
Yes”.... He is full of doubts about himself; and when Louka’s taunt gets home he cries
“Damnation! Oh Damnation!! Mockery, mockery everywhere!—everything that I think is
mocked by everything that I do” (which is really an injustice to himself). The end is
tragic; for when the chivalric ideal proves quite impracticable he takes the Gilbertian,
Larouchefoucaldian line & denounces life as a farce. He does not see that the error lies in
the falsehood of the ideal: he thinks it arises from the inadequacy ... of human nature.
And he dies in the breach, so to speak, marrying Louka sooner than withdraw.’
April 24, 1894, to Janet, unpublished letter in Gibbs, 157, with an insert from Peters,
137: ‘I have two sorts of feeling for you, one valuable to you and the other worthless. The
worthless one is an ordinary man-and-woman hankering after you—the word is not a nice
one; but I do not want to give the feeling any fine airs just now. As you know, you are
very handsome and clever, and rich in a fine sort of passionate ardor which I enjoy, in an
entirely selfish way, like any other man. [When the play was over the other night, and the
strain suddenly removed … I wanted to rest myself with you, simply as the most
luxurious piece of spiritual upholstery at hand.] But I have another feeling for you. As an
artist and trained critic, I have a very strong sense of artistic faculty and its value. I have,
as you know, a high opinion of your power as an actress; and just as I want to have my
own powers in action and to preserve them from waste or coarsening, so I have
sympathetically a strong desire to see your powers in action, and a dislike to see them
wasted or coarsened.’ Holroyd (I:314) supplies more of this letter: ‘You dont believe in
yourself enough. You are not yet good enough for your own destiny. You will never
convince the world except in masterpieces; and you lack severity of taste and thought for
them as yet.’ Gibbs next quotes a letter in CL, 430, telling her to put this letter ‘in the
fire.’
April 30 1894, to R. Golding Bright, aspiring drama critic, 433-34: ‘There is no way of
becoming a drama critic. It happens by accident. For instance, I have never been offered a
post of this kind, though I should have been willing to take it at any time these last
eighteen years. But when the accident happens, it happens to a journalist. It is to men
who are already in the profession, and known as men who can write and who know the
ways of papers, that editors turn when a vacancy occurs…. Remember, to be a critic, you
must be not only a bit of an expert in your subject, but you must also have literary skill,
and trained critical skill too—the power of analysis, comparison &c. I have had to go
through years of work as a reviewer of books, a critic of pictures, a writer on political &
social questions, and a musical critic, in order to qualify for the post I now hold on the
staff of The World. In London all beginners are forty, with twenty years of obscure hard
work behind them’ (433). ‘All the views which you attribute to me concerning Mr Irving
and Mr Tree and the “new school” have ... been put into your mind by newspaper
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paragraphs written by people who have not the slightest knowledge of me or my views.
There is nothing that annoys me more than all this nonsense about new schools & the
new drama & the rest of it. I suffer from it considerably, as it leads people to construe
purely dramatic passages in my plays as interpolations of what are supposed to be my
political views. But even if the play did contain any such interpolation, I should not admit
your right to make a disturbance on the head of it’ (434).
June 9 1894, to Richard Mansfield, who planned to play Bluntschli rather than Sergius
against Shaw’s wishes, 442: ‘I again want to impress you on the fact that the novel flavor
of Arms and the Man involves a certain struggle with the public. Unless you play in it, it
will be just what it has been here: that is, a notable artistic success costing the
management between three and four thousand pounds…. All that is wanted is an actor
with a strong personal following in a theatre with an established clientèle. Producing the
play “under the personal superintendence of Mr Richard Mansfield” will only emphasize
the fact that you are not going to play in it. Even playing Bluntschli is not much use,
since he will be safe in weaker hands: what is wanted is a man who will take over the
piece with a sure grip when the Swiss drops out in the second act, and who will play up to
the height of the expectations created in the first act—a man who will strike the
imagination of the house at once, and lift that flirtation scene with Louka into one of the
hits of the play. From his first entrance to the end, Sergius is practically never off the
stage except during the one comedy scene between Raina and Bluntschli in the third act.
All Sergius’s scenes are horribly unsafe in second rate hands, whereas Bluntschli and
Raina cannot fail, though they can of course be played more or less well.’
June 11 1894, to Henry Arthur Jones, 443-44: ‘This is about as near return of post as I
can get to acknowledge the copy of The Masqueraders you sent me. I am rather curious
to see it on the boards, as there is a certain fanciful quality in it that attracts me; and I
want to see how much of it they succeed in getting across the footlights. I like the fairy
tale in the bar of a country hotel, the fantastic woman, the star-gazer, and the vaporous
brother. The comedy is of course first rate: you have never appreciated yourself fully in
that department, or you would have given us more in the way of unmixed thoroughpaced
comedy. The rest I forgive you for, though I believe you faked up that atrocious nurse for
the express purpose of infuriating me. And there is such a lot to be done on the stage with
the real hospital nurse. My real soldier in Arms and the Man would not have been in it if
you had risen to the occasion. Every one of that woman’s allusions to duty elicited a howl
of rage from me. She morally outrages my tenderest sensibilities’ (443). ‘By the way, …
how frightfully pessimistic your play is! Hang it all, Regent’s Park, with all its
drawbacks, is better than Andromeda. Why dont you chuck up these idiotic moral
systems according to which human nature comes out base and filthy? It’s the systems that
are wrong and not we’ (444).
July 2 1894, to McNulty, whose daughter had been vaccinated and whose novel Misther
O’Ryan had been published, 447-48: ‘It was weighing on my mind rather that I ought to
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take some steps to put the National Observer, the Pall Mall &c &c, on to your book, as I
saw that they would play up for you handsomely. I am relieved to find that they have
discovered you unprompted…. On what terms have you published your novel? I suppose
you wont get anything out of it; but that is all the more reason for you to stick to your
copyright. I never let a thing go for more than five years. I had forgotten the crime of
Vera’s baptism, which seems a trifle compared to the outrage of vaccination. Why on
earth didnt you rejoice in the failure of the first attempt? The whole business is a
peculiarly filthy piece of witchcraft, which will probably be exploded even in parliament
soon in view of the last report of the Commission. Good Heavens! how much oftener
would you have poisoned the child if this dose had failed?’
July 4 and 8 1894, to William T. Stead, urging him to take tickets he has to attend
Bayreuth, ‘the most serious attempt yet made to treat the theatre as a temple,’ 448-50:
After Stead said yes, Shaw sent a detailed letter of information about what to read ahead
of time, how to secure lodgings, the seating in the theatre, and why he will be a listener
whom Wagner would welcome: ‘Your being “an utter barbarian” is a great advantage
because of his appeal to “the folks”—that is, to the unsophisticatedly receptive natural
man.’
July 12 1894, to T.H. Helmsley, manager of the Avenue Theatre, where Arms and the
Man is to be performed, 451: ‘When you take a theatre of your own, just bring me pen
and ink, a ream of paper, a bottle of ginger-beer, and a few beans, and you shall have the
most brilliant play of the century to open with.’
July 20 1894, to Beatrice, from Bayreuth for a Wagner Festival, 453: ‘Being for the
moment rather bored … ; being, furthermore, a wanderer far from home, I find my
thoughts turning, not to Fitzroy Square, but to Thee, if you will allow me that expression,
in which, not to be invidious, I will include your satellite Wallas and your sun Webb, I
being a mere comet and—confound this sentence, I cannot get out of it: it is like a
peroration.’
Aug 14 1894, to Margaret Mackail, I:61 in Holroyd: ‘I am afraid you will find London a
drearily slow place to make a beginning in. Every opening is an accident; and waiting for
accidents is rather discouraging.’
Oct 24 1894, to C. M. S. McLellan, I:304 in Holroyd: The contrast between Sergius and
Bluntschli in Arms and the Man, Shaw explains, derives from ‘the uncompromising
Impossibilist and Revolutionary Socialist Cunninghame Graham’ and the ‘cool, practical,
efficient Fabian Socialist Sidney Webb.... The scene in which Bluntschli knows all about
the forage difficulty, and sets down and settles the business of the regiments off hand, is
Sidney Webb to the life.’
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Nov 19 1894, to Jones, whose play Judah had just been published, 459: ‘Judah amused
me. It consists of clever preliminaries; and when the real play begins with the
matrimonial experiment of Judah and Vashti, down comes the curtain as usual. Come: I
will write plays for the next ten years at £150 apiece …; and then the public will be ready
to hear the solution of the problems you so fancifully pose it. You will find me making a
terrible pace for you in a few years, if you dont run away from Townshend House and
take to vegetarianism, sandals, and the pilgrim’s bowl.’
Nov 19 1894, to Bright, 460-61: ‘My separation from The World is permanent. I made up
my mind to take the opportunity of Edmund Yates’s death to escape from musical
criticism, which is not so amusing to the writer who has written a long article on the
subject for seven years as it is to his readers…. You must give up detesting everything
appertaining to Oscar Wilde or to anyone else. The critic’s first duty is to admit, with
absolute respect, the right of every man to his own style. Wilde’s wit and his fine literary
workmanship are points of great value. There is always a vulgar cry both for and against
every man or woman of any distinction; and from such cries you cannot keep your mind
too clear if you wish to attain distinction yourself. You know the sort of thing I mean:
you have heard it about Whistler, Sarah Grand, Ibsen, Wagner—everybody who has a
touch of genius. Excuse this scrap of sermon: I would not intrude it upon you if I did not
know by experience the great difficulty of forming and holding to a genuine original
opinion of public men on their own merits when so many fools are chattering about them
in all directions.’
Nov 27 1894, to Janet, on Olivier as a Fabian, I:176-77 in Holroyd: Shaw describes him
as a man of great distinction who (unlike himself) had not ‘suffered the degradation of
being generally appreciated. He has an awkward combination of an exceedingly nervous
temperament and fine sensibility with a certain stark, stiff strength, the remains of a
mastiff-like country-family breed. He writes fine verses occasionally. His fault is a
tendency to overelaborate his point in the Meredithian fashion.... Altogether a very
interesting man, whose powers will become effective as he grows older.’
Dec 2 1894, to Jones, misdated; see Dec 24
Dec 2 1894, to Bright, who had reviewed Sardou’s Odette, 464-66: Shaw gives further
lessons to his journalism student: ‘Always find out rigidly and exactly what you mean,
and never strike an attitude, whether national or moral or critical or anything else…. Get
your facts right first: that is the foundation of all style, because style is the expression of
yourself; and you cannot express yourself genuinely except on a basis of precise reality’
(464). Then he imparts advice, drawn from his own history: ‘You say you are scarcely
competent to write books just yet. That is just why I recommend you to learn. If I advised
you to learn to skate, you would not reply that your balance was scarcely good enough
yet. A man learns to skate by staggering about and making a fool of himself. Indeed he
progresses in all things by resolutely making a fool of himself…. Be a teetotaller; dont
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gamble; dont lend; dont borrow; dont for your life get married; make the attainment of
EFFICIENCY your sole object for the next fifteen years…. Finally, since I have given
you all this advice, I add this crowning precept, the most valuable of all. NEVER TAKE
ANYBODY’S ADVICE’ (465). He caps the long letter with a personal update,
summarizing his dramatic output so far and noting that he has nearly finished Candida
amid a raft of commitments: ‘I have managed to get through the present play within three
months, during which I have had to take part in the Schoolboard and Vestry elections, to
keep up my work in the Fabian Society, to deliver nearly two dozen lectures in London
and the provinces, and to fire off various articles and criticisms’ (466). Shaw follows up
with more advice in two letters: one of Dec 14, 470-71, which also treats a friend’s recent
crisis with the prejudiced censor of a stage play; and one of Jan 11 1895, 475-77, which
begins by speculating how an independent journalist might survive, then grants that his
mentee’s review of a Grundy play ‘is fairer than mine, as you take the thing on its merits,
whereas I am partly fighting against the leading of the drama further in a direction which
I believe to be, for the present, the wrong direction’ (476).
Dec 4 1894, to Charrington, after Janet had received an invitation to tour in Australia,
138 in Peters 1: ‘Damn Australia! How is it possible to look on such an offer otherwise
than in fury and despair? Janet will be bored out of her senses: she will quarrel with the
management; she will drink; she will inject morphia with a garden syringe; she will ruin
her style flinging melodrama at the colonials; she will come back in a week.’ However,
Shaw realized, the trip would pay off her creditors. ‘Therefore my advice is dont let the
Australian engagement slip by making your conclusion a sine qua non. This need not
prevent your going with her if nothing turns up to keep you here. Mine is the only heart
that need be broken.’
Dec 10 1894, to Janet, I:286 in Holroyd: ‘I am struggling with an almost overpowering
temptation to burn The Philanderer.... Cancel all the foregoing.’
Dec 24 1894, to Jones, 461-64 (mistakenly dated Dec 2 in CL): ‘All that you say is quite
true statically. Dynamically, it is of no virtue whatever. Like you, I write plays because I
like it, and because I cannot remember any period in my life when I could help inventing
people and scenes. I am not a storyteller: things occur to me as scenes, with action and
dialogue—as moments, developing themselves out of their own vitality. I believe you
will see as I go on that the conception of me as a doctrinaire ... is a wrong one. On the
contrary, my quarrel with the conventional drama is that it is doctrinaire to the uttermost
extreme of dogmatism—that the dramatist is so strait-jacketed in theories of conduct that
he cannot even state his conventional solution clearly, but leaves it to be vaguely
understood, and so for the life of him cannot write a decent last act. I find that when I
present a drama of pure feeling, wittily expressed, the effect when read by me to a picked
audience of people in a room is excellent. But in a theatre, the mass of the people, too
stupid to relish the wit, and too convention-ridden to sympathise with real as distinct
from theatrical feeling, simply cannot see any drama or fun there at all; whilst the clever
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people feel the discrepancy between the real and theatrical feeling only as a Gilbertian
satire on the latter, and, appreciating the wit well enough, are eager to shew their
cleverness by proclaiming me as a monstrously clever sparkler in the cynical line.... Now
here you will at once detect an enormous assumption on my part that I am a man of
genius. But what can I do—on what other assumption am I to proceed if I am to write
plays at all? You will detect the further assumption that the public, which will still be the
public twenty years hence, will nevertheless see feeling and reality where they see
nothing now but mere intellectual swordplay and satire. But that is what always
happens.... Consequently I am absolutely confident that if my work is good (the only
assumption on which I can go on with it) all the miracles will happen.... And now as to
the barrenness of politics. What conviction can you really have as to their barrenness
unless you have fallen in love with them and found that no child came of their
embraces?—or unless you have actually worked in the arena with politicians all through
their apprenticeship. You have to swallow all the formulas if you are to know what they
really taste like and what effect they have on the constitution. Politics are just as much a
part of life as gambling or poetry; and it is extremely instructive to see how impotent the
political opinions which men think, are to produce action, and how potent the political
prejudices which men feel, are to produce it. I am a politician because life only realises
itself by functioning energetically in all directions; and I find on the platform and in
council opportunities for functioning away like mad with faculties that would otherwise
be atrophied from disuse. My passion, like that of all artists, is for efficiency, which
means intensity of life and breadth and variety of experience; and I already find, as a
dramatist, that I can go at one stroke to the centre of matters that reduce the purely
literary man to colorless platitudes. Do you now begin to understand, oh Henry Arthur
Jones, that you have to deal with a man who habitually thinks of himself as one of the
great geniuses of all time?—just as you necessarily do yourself. We may be deceiving
ourselves; but why add to the heavy chances of that the absolute certainty of such a
deception as would be involved in the notion that we thought ourselves common fellows
with a bit of talent. Have you ever considered the case of Dickens carefully? Don’t you
think that his last (and greatest) works would have been much greater if he had had
something of the systematic philosophical, historical, economic, and above all, artistic
training of Goethe? I grant you it is a difficult question; but surely so fine a spirit could
have been rescued from the reproach of being a Philistine, a guzzler, and an ignorantly
contemptuous reporter-politician?’
Dec 27 1894, to Janet, I:329 in Holroyd: ‘The cardinal guarantee for a critic’s integrity is
simply the force of the critical instinct itself. To try to prevent me from from criticizing
by pointing out to me the superior pecuniary advantages of puffing is like trying to keep a
young Irving from going on the stage by pointing out the pecuniary advantages of
stockbroking. If my own father were an actor manager, and his life depended on his
getting favorable notices of his performance, I should orphan myself without a moment’s
hesitation if he acted badly.... Those who think the things I say severe, or even malicious,
should just see the things I do not say. I do my best to be partial, to hit out at remediable
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abuses rather than at accidental shortcomings, and at strong and responsible people rather
than weak and helpless ones. And yet all my efforts do not alter the result very much. So
stubborn is the critic within me, that with every disposition to be as goodnatured and as
popular an authority as the worst enemy of art could desire, I am to all intents and
purposes incorruptible.’
c. 1894-95, to Elisabeth Marbury, an American agent who was handling Shaw’s royalty
payments, 484 (headnote): ‘Rapacious Elizabeth Marbury, What do you want me to make
a fortune for? Don’t you know that the draft you sent me will permit me to live and
preach Socialism for six months? The next time you have so large an amount to remit,
please send it to me by instalments, or you will put me to the inconvenience of having a
bank account. What do you mean by giving me advice about writing a play with a view to
the box office receipts? I shall continue writing just as I do now for the next ten years.
After that we can wallow in the gold poured at our feet by a dramatically regenerated
public.’
c. 1895, to an unidentified American woman who had read The Quintessence of Ibsenism,
474-75: ‘It is always interesting to have a woman’s opinion of anything written about
women, when she can be persuaded to express it sincerely. It may perhaps interest you to
know that one of my latest works is a play asserting the full strength of the domestic
position for women [Candida]. You call yourself an undomestic woman; but I suggest to
you that a lack of aptitude for household management is too negative a qualification to
take an effective stand upon.... The really hard position for the moment is that of the
domestic woman, whose enormously valuable services, both to society and to her own
household are accepted and even exacted as a matter of course, as if they were the least
she could do in return for the privilege of being fed and clothed and housed and
protected.’
Jan 3 1895, to Janet, who was misbehaving at rehearsals of Candida, I:320 in Holroyd:
Shaw berates her for being ‘reckless and invertebrate, out of sorts, sloppy, abandoned in
your carriage, quite incapable of exercising any control over yourself.’ He warns her:
‘You will grow fatter; and your flesh instead of being braced and healthy will be slack
and open to chills; and you will have heavy sensual eyelids and swimming eyes instead
of a clear, open, divine brow; and you will be demonstrative and mendacious and selfindulgent and everything that is damnable. I give you up, indignant with myself for
letting my imagination cheat me for the thousandth time with mere germs and
potentialities in you which have not the brute moral strength to realize.... The fact is, the
whole world is incurably addicted to drink.’
Jan 8 1895, to Janet, 142 in Peters 1: Having castigated Janet for misbehavior at his first
assignment as a drama critic on Jan 3, Shaw turned her angry reply into a sermon on
health: ‘I really meant that letter to hurt you, Heaven forgive me. I am not afraid of all the
lions in your path; but I am mortally afraid of this one pitfall. Your illness is an excuse
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for it; your inaction is an excuse for it; and when you get an engagement then comes in
Charrington’s fatal theory that it is a necessary condition of acting, so that health and
good fortune are made a better excuse than ever.’ He then recounts his early years of hard
luck in London—‘years of unbroken failure and rebuff’—but he ‘weathered it all safely
and boldly and happily enough, penniless, loveless, and hard as nails.’ He details his
regimen of self-denial, especially his vegetarian and teetotaling habits. ‘To the routine
worker—that is, to the immense majority, a little alcohol makes makes no difference,’ but
‘we who are artists are rallied on a narrow ledge about the millionth of an inch broad,
which yet makes all the difference between us and the others…. I want you to swear off
altogether, absolutely and unconditionally. You promised to do it; the doctor told you to
do it; you know yourself you ought to do it; … you will go downhill all the rest of your
life if you dont do it; and worst of all, you will reduce me to your mere private
temperance lecturer if you dont do it.’ The letter is continued on I:321 in Holroyd: ‘you
will never learn anything from me. In future you may drink and do just as you like: I shall
say nothing. When I am really disgusted—genuinely, healthily savage with you—I only
annoy you without doing you any good; and when I am not, my remonstrances in spite of
myself, are only a long string of flatteries in disguise, the temptation to please you and
make you like me being overpowering. You must save yourself: there is no other
salvation. And so I step down from the pulpit.... Forgive this last echo of the for-everended sermon.’ Omitted segments of the letter are recorded in Gibbs’s Chronology, 119:
Janet hurled a bus conductor ‘from his perch into the mud, beating him with [her] gloves,
jumping on him, and leaving him for dead because the fare had been raised’; and in his
biography (157 in Gibbs), when Shaw describes her likely progression: ‘1, boredom,
leading to morphia; 2, whisky, leading to maudlin hysteria; 3; maudlin hysteria, leading
to morphia; 4, morphia, leading to vulgar abuse from me.’
Jan 30 1895, to Bright, 479-80: Before he gets to his mentorial advice—how to live on
£50 a year—Shaw addresses a familial problem that has arisen: ‘This is just the sort of
case in which children are atrociously cruel to their parents. The first thing to do is to
clear your mind of all protest against the position of your father’s wife. No matter who or
what she is or was, or whether you and your brothers and sisters like or dislike her, your
father’s claim to be happy with the woman he prefers and to marry her and put her
interests before those of everyone else is indisputable. Of course it is a very disagreeable
turn of events for the family; but it is not a grievance. If you take it in bad part, you will
do pure, unmitigated, useless harm, since the marriage cannot be undone (even if it were
reasonable to demand that it should); and besides, by making your father’s relation with
his children resentful and miserable, you will throw him more helplessly than ever on the
sympathy of his wife, and almost drive him to make an unfair division of his property in
her favor when he dies.’ Shaw follows this up briefly in a letter of April 22 (524-25): ‘I
am later than I intended to be in congratulating you on having so promptly and
energetically faced and dealt with the situation created by your father’s action…. though
it seems a simple matter enough, yet with a great many men—especially men of the
artistic and literary temperament—a call for action ends like the first scene of the third
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act of Peer Gynt, where Peer sees the man chop his finger off to escape from military
service…. I congratulate you especially on the fact that all your friends and relations
regard you as a madman.’
Feb 9 1895, to Charrington, on Janet playing for Pinero, 144-45 in Peters 1: ‘He wanted
her to play Ellean in The Second Mrs Tanqueray, seduced, no doubt, by the thought of
how she would look. Alexander, not unnaturally, thought he meant her to play Paula; and
Pinero nearly dropped senseless when he heard of the awful mistake. Poor Alexander had
to get out of it as best he could by raising some unreal difficulty or another. That’s the
true story of that business, which was communicated to me under awful pledges of
secrecy; so dont tell anybody that you know. The fact is, Pinero has a very fine sense of
the people he wants for his particular style of work; and Janet has not [an] adequate idea
of how completely she belongs to another epoch. Mrs Pat is exactly the woman for him.
He is in the position to have exactly what he likes; and naturally he is not content with
mere acting, which is all that Janet could bring to a Pinero part: he wants being; and she
isnt.’
Feb 22 1895, to Mansfield, 485-86: Shaw strongly argues that Miss Marbury is exactly
what he wants for an agent, and shifts to the topic of Mansfield playing Marchbanks in
Candida. ‘Now let me ask you whether you can play a boy of eighteen—a strange
creature—a poet—a bundle of nerves—a genius—and a rattling good part.... The play ...
is the most fascinating work in the world—my latest—in three acts, one cheap scene, and
with six characters. The woman’s part divides the interest and the necessary genius with
the poet’s. There are only two people in the world possible for it: Janet Achurch, for
whom it was written, and Mrs Kendal.’ Then he assures Mansfield that he will send him
The Philanderer to read, and calls it ‘a dangerous play with a clever but ignominious
leading part. The leading woman [Julia], also ignominious, must be beautiful, passionate,
and a perfect terror in the way of temper. Unless there has been plenty of chatter in New
York about Ibsen, “the new woman” &c, the play, which is highly topical on these points,
won’t do there. In any case I gravely doubt whether it will be of any use to you.’
Feb 27 1895, to Mansfield, 487-88: Shaw has sent him the prompt copy of The
Philanderer. ‘I have gone through it, and corrected it. You will find the stage business
sufficiently full to enable you to get into order at the first rehearsal—it always saves fully
three wasted rehearsals to have a fully worked out plan to begin from, whether it is
adhered to in every detail subsequently or not. If you dont like the play, wire me at once
the single word “declined” so that I may be saved the trouble of the copyrighting
performance here. I am relying on your date of Easter Monday as the first American
performance. The company must be very metropolitan and presentable if the play is to
succeed. And the play is the doubtful point: if it succeeds, the parts can’t fail. The man
who plays Craven must be a handsome, genial old boy of whom the public are thoroughly
fond. Julia must be full of passion & beauty. Paramore must be rather rigid and well
conducted—a model conventional leading man. Cuthbertson is a caricature of Clement
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Scott, whose double you must have somewhere on the New York press. Charteris must be
played by you—by YOU, Richard Mansfield, not Lancelot nor another—else the
contract’s off. The atmosphere must be well dressed, easy, refined: you must pamper the
company and not bully them.’
March 1 1895, to Charrington, 489-93: ‘I have not often formulated the lessons of my
apprenticeship as a writer; but I did once write down in a notebook something like this:
You cannot be an artist until you have contracted yourself within the limits of your art.
Now the effect the artist produces on others is that of unlimitedness; and it is this great
mystery and infinitude which attracts us all to art at first in these days’ (490). ‘You have
no idea, I believe, of the limitations under which I write, the constant search for the right
sort of distinction, whether of style, or thought, or humor, or vulgarity—how very nicely
I have to ascertain the truth in order that I may find the true error with such precision as
to make it appear that it was the first thing that came into the head of the character into
whose mouth I put it’ (492-93).
March 9 1895, to Janet, on playing Candida for Mansfield, 148 in Peters 1: ‘You would
have to keep yourself in the most perfect and exquisite physical condition—plain living
and high thinking, distilled water, oatmeal bannocks, honey and peaches, no cigarettes,
no ignoble preoccupations about the size of the type in which your name is announced,
none of your numerous methods of breaking my heart.’
March 9 1895, to Mansfield, on two of the minor roles in Candida, 494: ‘One of them is
an old man, vulgar, ... only not a drunken waster, but a comfortably well off vestryman
who has made money in trade. He must be a genuinely funny low comedian, able to talk
vulgar English—drop his Hs and so forth. And he must be really a middleaged or elderly
man and not a young man made up old, which is one of the most depressing things
known to the stage. Then there is a young woman of the standing of a female clerk, rather
a little spitfire, a bit common, but with some comic force and a touch of feeling when
needed. She must not be slowtongued: the part requires smart, pert utterance.’
March 20 1895; March 23 & 30; April 3, 5, 13, & 19, to Janet, 502-07, 510-19, 520-22:
Shaw is infatuated with her (wife of Charrington), but gradually becomes aware that she
is losing her struggle with alcohol and morphine addiction.
April 13 1895, to Janet, 519: ‘At Beachy Head I have been trying to learn the bicycle;
and after a desperate struggle, renewed on two successive days, I will do twenty yards
and a destructive fall against any professional in England. My God, the stiffness, the
blisters, the bruises, the pains in every twisted muscle, the crashes against the chalk road
that I have endured—and at my age too. But I shall come like gold from the furnace: I
will not be beaten by that hellish machine. When you return, you will be proud of my
ability to sit gracefully on a wheel; and you need not trouble about my health.’ Oct 5
1895, to Mrs Mallet, I:267 in Holroyd: ‘Yes: bicycling’s a capital thing for a literary
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man.... Unless I seize every opportunity of bicycling off into the country, if only for a
couple of hours, I get beaten by the evil atmosphere on which I have to pass so much of
my time.’
April 19 1895, to Charrington, I:298 in Holroyd: ‘now that the hour of vengeance is
come, I feel myself in perfect goodhumor, and can do nothing but laugh. I have not the
slightest respect for you; and your acquaintance with my future plays will be acquired in
the course of your visits to other people’s theatres; but my personal liking for you
remains unchanged.’
April 22 1895, to Bright, 526-27: ‘Your defence of Paula [Tanqueray] will not, I think,
hold water…. You say, “She was, so far as study and observation can teach me, … the
daughter of a well-to-do, respectable man, probably a dignitary of the church. Chance
threw her into the company of a fast set; and moral ruin followed slowly but surely”….
But why did she join the fast set? We are all thrown into the company of fast sets. We are
all thrown into the company of slow sets too, and of religious sets, and political sets, and
artistic sets, and fashionable sets, and sporting sets, and gambling sets, and hideously
debauched sets. But none of them rush at us and enlist us by a pressgang. We have to
seek them out, to shew our sympathy with them, to make ourselves genial company for
them, before we can get into them. If Paula was the daughter of a dignitary of the church,
it must have been far easier for her to become … half a dozen other respectable things
than a prostitute. Why then did she become a prostitute? Because she was built that way,
and for no other reason…. It is true that the whole female sex is driven towards
prostitution or towards marriage for money (which is the same thing) by economic
pressure which, in the case of very poor women, is almost irresistible; but that does not
account for the difference between one woman and another in such matters, though it
accounts for some of the difference between a man and a woman.’
April 23 1895, to Janet, 527-30: ‘Charrington has just been here, with the dire news that
you want to lecture on Ibsen.... dont let yourself be put into position of a professional
lecturer for a moment. There must be no money in the transaction. Suppose, then, that
you are in for a speech, what had you better do? To begin with, dont write your speech. If
you attempt to read a lecture on Ibsen, you will embarrass yourself and bore your
audience to distraction. If you havent sufficient courage and simplicity of character to
chatter away pleasantly to an audience from a few notes and your own experience, then
let the platform alone. You can, without much preparation, get a very entertaining turn on
some such lines as the following. First, you hope nobody expects that you are going to
deliver a lecture. For that, it is necessary to be a critic, an essayist, a student of literature,
like the clever gentlemen who write about the drama for the New York papers. Besides,
you are not conscious of your art as these gentlemen are. You took to the stage as a duck
takes to water’ (527). ‘The subject that you are really going to talk about is yourself—a
favourite subject of yours. Perhaps they (the audience) think that an impertinence ... But
you have a justification ready. The justification is that the actress really does take a very
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important part in the history and development of the drama. The drama progresses by a
series of experiments made on the public by actors and actresses with new plays. The
public may determine the result of the experiment; but the public never makes the
experiment.’ Shaw then takes the role of Janet speaking, stressing ‘the contingencies
involved in making an experiment a success’ (528). He continues: ‘Now here I (G.B.S.)
must leave you (Janet) to make up the real stuff of the speech for yourself. The idea is to
quote the sham womanly stuff from The Lady of Lyons, Adrienne, and so on, and
contrast it with passages from Ibsen’s plays.... Then give them the sharp, businesslike
death scene at the end of Hedda Gabler’ (529). ‘You might then, very carefully and slyly,
point out ... how the men on the stage dislike the plays in which the women’s parts are
real parts, and how women are being driven into management by this, with the likelihood
that we shall presently have half the theatres managed by actor-managers, with no chance
of a good woman’s play being produced, and the other half managed by actressmanageresses, with the men at the same disadvantage, and the drama thus worse off than
ever. The moral ought to be the desirability of management with artistic aims, the object
being the production of the best plays and not the exhibition of this or that performer.
And be sure to disclaim, in as amusing way as possible, any pretence on your own part to
be fit to be trusted with management on those lines’ (530).
July 1 1895, to Beatrice, 31-33 in Webbs: Long indirect arguments between Webb and
Shaw about how the Henry H. Hutchinson bequest to finance the London School of
Economics should be managed. Webb favored a Socialist slant but a broad humanist
curriculum; Shaw was sure that anything but a Collectivist bias would violate the terms
of the bequest. ‘At the last executive discussion of it Webb quite terrified me by shewing
an appalling want of sense of the situation.... he hinted that the bequest had been left to
him to dispose of as he thought fit, and that the executive had nothing to do with it. The
general impression left was that the Hutchinson trustees are prepared to bribe the Fabian
by subsidies for country lectures and the like to allow them to commit an atrocious
malversation of the rest of the bequest.... That wont do. First, Hewins [the prospective
director] must be told flatly that he must ... speak as a Collectivist, and make it clear that
the School of Economics will have a Collectivist bias.... You see we must be in a position
at any moment to shew that faith has been kept with Hutchinson.... If [Webb] is even
suspected of having tampered with a trust of ten thousand pounds from a private
benefactor, then we shall lose our character for being straight in money matters; and none
of us can afford to do that.... All that is necessary is to avoid shocking the common sense
of the public and the I.L.P. or Fabian critic by talking about academic abstraction and
impartiality. Even if such a thing were possible, its foundation out of Hutchinson’s
money’ would be a flagrant breach of trust, ‘since it was expressly left to endow
Socialism’ (31-32). ‘My dismay when Webb did not even understand why the subject had
been put on the agenda paper was acute. Please shew him this letter and allow it to
rankle’ (33).
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July 8 1895, to Janet, 539: ‘I want to see whether I can write a good curtain raiser.... It is
a perfectly idiotic play’ [Man of Destiny]; further to Janet: Aug 16, 545: ‘My little
Napoleon play progresses very slowly, and grows more ridiculous from page to page.
The fun of it to me is that the character is not Napoleon at all, but Mansfield’; and Aug
24, 546-47: ‘I have just finished the first draft of “The Man of Destiny” .... It is not
exactly a burlesque: it is more of a harlequinade, in which Napoleon and a strange lady
play harlequin & columbine, and a chuckle headed, asinine young sub lieutenant ... and
an innkeeper ... play clown and pantomime. The dialogue is all pure Shaw—nothing
Candidesque or human—neither of you will like a line of it.’
Oct 30 1895, to Janet, on playing Candida, I:370 in Holroyd: Shaw urges her to
remember that ‘I will set you right on Saturday ... and by all that’s unmerciful I’ll set the
others right too. Sit tight, dear Janet; and I will answer for the result.’
Nov 1 1895, to Ellen, 565: ‘To my great exasperation I hear that you are going to play
Madame Sans Gene. And I have just finished a beautiful little one act play for Napoleon
and a strange lady—a strange lady who will be murdered by someone else whilst you are
nonsensically pretending to play a washerwoman. It is too bad—I tell you you cant play a
washerwoman. Besides, your place is not after Rejane. I was asked to do an English
Madame Sans Gene as an opera, for Florence St John. That was suitable enough: I said
I’d do it if I had time, which I never had (time meaning will). If they had asked me to do
it for Ellen Terry, I would have obliterated them from the surface of the globe. Will your
tomb in Westminster Abbey have nothing but reproaches for an epitaph?’
Nov 4 1895, to Bright, on Mrs Warren’s Profession, 566-67: ‘The play is a cold
bloodedly appalling one; but not in the least a prurient one. Mrs Warren is much worse
than a prostitute—a woman who owns & manages brothels in every big city in Europe &
is proud of it. With her gains she has had her daughter highly educated and respectably
brought up in complete ignorance of the source of her mother’s income. The drama, of
course, lies in the discovery and its consequences. These consequences, though cruel
enough, are all quite sensible & sober, no suicide nor sensational tragedy of any sort.
Nobody’s conscience is smitten except, I hope, the conscience of the audience. My
intention is that they shall go home thoroughly uncomfortable.’ He then describes Vivie
in detail.
Nov 11 1895, to Bright, 570: ‘As to what to read, read anything you feel curious about.
It’s quite possible that your real interest may not lie in the theatre at all. But in any case,
read dramatic literature, not histories or criticisms of it. Read three or four of the most
famous plays of Molière & Victor Hugo; and sample Beaumarchais, Voltaire, De Musset,
Augier, & Dumas fils, until you know their styles. Read all of Goethe’s plays & a lot of
Schiller’s. Read a rhymed play of Dryden’s, a play of Wycherley’s, some of Congreve’s,
several of Sheridan, a Boucicault & a Robertson. Read Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides
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& Aristophanes…. Read Ibsen all through. Also Cibber’s apology & any memoirs of
actors that you can unearth. That will do for a beginning.’
Nov 28 1895, to Ellen, 572: ‘Very well: here is The Strange Lady for you, by book post.
It is of no use now that it is written, because nobody can act it…. This is not one of my
great plays, you must know: it is only a display of my knowledge of stage tricks—a
commercial traveller’s sample. You would like my “Candida” much better; but I never let
people read that: I always read it to them—they can be heard sobbing three streets off.’
Dec 13 1895, to Amy C. Morant, organiser for the Woman’s Liberation Federation, who
had challenged ‘our friend, the enemy, G. Bernard Shaw, Fabian,’ to a public debate on
‘The Place of Woman in the Community,’ 575: ‘As for the challenge, ... it is so
unprovoked, so irrelevant, so utterly senseless, motiveless, whimsical, bravadoesque, and
Miss Morantish in the craziest sense that I flatly decline to be drawn by it.... Challenge
some fresher or foolisher man if you like, but be sensible with me, or I will avoid you like
the plague.’
Dec 17 1895, to Hall Caine, whose dramatic version of his novel The Manxman had been
staged; Shaw had panned it, and Caine protested, 236 in Caine: ‘A play which you have
not repudiated, and of which you have had nearly all the credit if you had succeeded, has
been put forward at a London theatre as a dramatization of a well-known novel of yours.
In my notice of it I said that it was the worst play ever written—the worst that could be
written—the worst that could even be conceived as unwritten. I cut that out for your
sake…. And in observance of my own point of honor as a critic, expressed what I did not
cut out in such a way as to shew the temper in which I was writing. I did not pretend to be
impartial or to have read your book. I said what I thought of it; and I exulted openly, in
another article entitled “Told You So,” when the play met the fate it deserved.’
Dec 23 1895, to Janet, 581-84: If it turns out to be unfeasible to stage You Never Can
Tell, Shaw says, ‘then I will do what I am often tempted to do—publish my plays and
appeal to the imaginations of those who are capable of reading them without wasting
myself on trying to have them performed without utter profanation’ (583) ‘I cannot lock
up the brandy—but I can poison it. You must stop now: the change in your appearance
shews that you are just at the point where that accursed stimulating diet must be dropped
at all hazards.... You cant drink brandy with wholesome food; and if you take exercise
you wont want so much morphia. Eat stewed fruit and hovis’ (583-84).
Jan 14 1896, to Janet, 585: ‘A most fearful tragedy has happened to me.... Today I went
to get my hair cut. The man asked whether I wanted it short. I said “Yes,” and was about
to add certain reservations when he suddenly produced an instrument like a lawnmower,
and in an instant my golden locks fell like withered grass to the floor and left my head
like the back of a Japanese pug dog. Nothing escaped except a little wiglike oasis on the
top.’
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Feb 11 1896, to T. Fisher Unwin, 595: ‘The only play of mine which has been performed
in England and America is “Arms & the Man.” It would not make much of a book; but
with a preface by the brilliant author, and a reprint of my article in the New Review (on
the military question raised) by way of appendix, it would make a respectable Cameo.’
Feb 24, 607: ‘If I ever publish “Arms & the Man” I shall treat it to not only an
introduction, but probably to an appendix as well. The American copyright is, if
anything, more important than the English, as the play has been much more widely made
known there, and the Americans rather fancy me.’
Feb 11 1896, to Percy Bunting, 596: ‘Bless my soul, you will have to pay me a lot more
than that unless you will accept the article [“Socialism for Millionaires”] as a gratuitous
contribution [to the Contemporary Review]. The article is seven thousand words long. At
eleven guineas, that is £1.13s. per thousand, which is what an ordinary journalist gets
from a London daily for unsigned review work of the rapidest kind. I am expected to do
this frightfully laborious, slow work, in which solid disquisitions on the heaviest subjects,
from political economy to classical music, come out as if they were the airiest jeux
d’esprit; and I assure you that after twenty years hammering at it, I cannot make £500 a
year. At £1.13s. a thousand I should not make £250. My regular terms for newspaper
work are £3 per thousand words, with a minimum of £5. The Chronicle pays me that with
melancholy resignation; the American and Australian papers pay it eagerly, with a liberal
interpretation. If you feel incredulous when I sat that it is the hardest earned money on
the press at present, all I can say is, try to produce the same effect yourself, and see what
it will cost you in mere labor, even to produce a middling specimen like “Socialism for
Millionaires.” As it is altogether my fault for not warning you that my terms were above
the average, I should very willingly take your cheque and say nothing if it were not that I
have found out that the one thing I must not do is to make differential rates in favor of
any particular paper or magazine. Editors who want me to write for them, and who know
what I get from the Saturday Review (£312 for nine months work) positively count the
words in my longer articles and prove to me that I am taking less from the Saturday than
they are offering me. On the other hand I do not like to ask you to pay £21 when you
calculated on £11 through my omission to settle terms beforehand, especially as a review
of the standing of the Contemporary is probably worth much more to me than I am worth
to it. I really do not care a rap about the money, and make this remonstrance very much
against the grain; only there is something fundamentally unfriendly in having a grievance
and not outing with it.’
March 9 1896, to Ellen, who was to play a role by a little-known playwright in America,
609-10: ‘Ellen Terry: what do you mean by this? Have you no respect for my years, my
talent, my reputation, my feelings, that you play these games on me? Here is a newspaper
… containing a monstrous statement that you insist on playing the part of a—a—no: I
cannot write it, speak it, think it. Far be all such horrors from you for ever and ever and
ever!.... How could you have the heart to threaten me with such a thing? Do you want me
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to go out from your presence also white as snow, blanched by a tormented, wounded
heart? Wretch! perverse, aluminium-hearted wretch! I do not know any other way of
expressing the lightness, the hardness, the radiance of that centre of your being. Ugh! It is
not an idea, but a pain too deep for surgery.’ Out of mistrust for Irving’s typical
machinations, he then appeals to her: ‘Will you therefore befriend me to the extent of
letting me know seriously whether H.I. wishes me to hold the play for him, as its
production by him would of course be quite the best thing that could happen to it.’ He
explains the complications arising from his position as a drama critic, along with
confessing that discussing business with her ‘will be an excuse for more flattery—
because I can gratify my desire to talk nonsense to you under cover of filling my pockets.
I must attach myself to you somehow: let me therefore do it as a matter of business. Gold,
be thou my idol henceforth!’
March 16 1896, to Charrington, on Candida, 611-14: ‘Before you go committing yourself
to Morell, I want to put before you the case on the other side—the case which has always
prevented me from looking to you for Morell as I look to Janet for Candida. Imprimus,
you are only attracted by the universal human element in the man, and not by his specific
individuality. That’s very dangerous to begin with; and I am by no means sure that you
would not overcome the obvious misfit of Eugene’s age and build more successfully than
that of Morell’s character & temperament. Morell is a very glib, sanguine, cocksure,
popular sort of man. His utter want of shyness; his readiness to boss people spiritually;
his certainty that his own ideas, being the right ideas, must be good for them: all this
belongs to the vulgarity which makes him laugh at Eugene’s revelation, and talk of “calf
love.” It is nothing to the point that he is also goodnatured, frank, sympathetic, and
capable of admitting that Candida’s position finally when it is presented to his feeling, in
spite of the fact that he would have disputed it hotly had it been presented to him as a
purely intellectual position. That rescues him from the odium which would otherwise
attach him as, intellectually and normally, a clerical bounder; but it does not assimilate
him in any way to the parts which lie nearest to you.’ Shaw follows with a series of
alternative identities which he cannot visualize Charrington being able to assume (611).
‘The Doll’s House was all right when you played Rank the Unfortunate. It was all wrong
when you played Helmer the Smug & Self Satisfied. Now Morell is really nothing but
Helmer getting fair play’ (612).
March 26 1896, to Ellen, who had informed him that The Man of Destiny could not be
performed for two years, 616-17: ‘Next year, when you look at my script, you will ask
yourself with a sinking of the heart, whether that flimsy stuff is what you thought a part
worth playing, and H.I. will ask you what you meant by committing himself to such
tomfoolery. I myself will writhe at the thought of an exposure of my folly on the stage….
I hate the play already now that my Strange Lady has faded away into the unreal Future.
There is no Future: there is only the Present’ (616). William Terriss, manager of the
Adelphi Theatre, known as the home of melodrama, had confronted Shaw with an
unlikely proposition: ‘Terriss (this is a secret) wants me to collaborate with him in a play
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the scenario of which includes every situation in the Lyceum repertory or the Adelphi
record…. I seriously think I shall write a play for him. A good melodrama is a more
difficult thing to write than all this clever-clever comedy: one must go straight to the core
of humanity to get it, and if it is only good enough, why, there you have Lear or
Macbeth.’
April 6 1896, to Ellen, 622-23: ‘Who has told you that Mrs Pat Cat is to have my Strange
Lady? He lies in his throat, whoever he is. And yet I suspect Henry Irving—oh, I suspect
him. Why, you ask, should everybody think everybody else is corruptible? Because
everybody is corruptible: is not that simple? … I do not know whether women ever love.
I rather doubt it: they pity a man, mother him, delight in making him love them; but I
always suspect that their tenderness is deepened by their remorse for being unable to love
him. Man’s one gift is that at his best he can love—not constantly, nor faithfully, not
often, not for long,—but for a moment—a few minutes perhaps out of years…. You boast
that you are a fool—it is at bottom, oh, such a tremendous boast (do you know that in
Wagner’s last drama, “Parsifal,” the redeemer is “der reine Thor,” “the pure fool”?) but
you have the wisdom of the heart, which makes it possible to say deep things to you….
one does not get rid of adoring the Virgin Mother. Bless me! you will say, the man is a
Roman Catholic. Not at all: the man is the author of Candida: and Candida, between you
and me, is the Virgin Mother and nobody else. And my present difficulty is that I want to
reincarnate her—to write another Candida play for YOU. Only, it wont come. Candida
came easily enough; but after her came the atrocious “Man of Destiny,” a mere stage
brutality, and my present play brings life and art together and strikes showers of sparks
from them as if they were a knife and a grindstone. Heaven knows how many plays I
shall have to write before I earn one that belongs of divine right to you.’ Some time in
late August, Shaw embellished his mother theme for Ellen: ‘It is all very well for you to
say that you want a Mother Play; but why didnt you tell me that in time? I have written
THE Mother Play—“Candida”—and I cannot repeat a masterpiece’ (641-42).
May 22 1896, to Jim Connell, a journalist for the Labour Leader who had asked for
advice on other places he might publish, 629: His finale of this two-page letter: ‘You will
observe that I have not lost my old talent for writing long letters that come to exactly
nothing; but it is more friendly to do that than not to write at all.’
June 10 1896, to Bright, 630-33: ‘Considering that my plays are difficult, that nobody
believes there is much money in them, that even their commonplaces … strike our
managers as curiously novel and advanced, and that all managers like to be courted a
little and are perhaps offended by the reticence which my position as critic imposes upon
me in this respect—not to mention the infuriating effect of my criticisms occasionally:
taking all this into account, I have nothing to complain of; indeed the wonder is that they
are so attentive and so interested in my attempts’ (630). ‘The news about “Mrs Warren’s
Profession” is no longer true. There is no question of its immediate or remote production.
The facts are rather funny, in a way. My first three plays … were what people call
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realistic. They were dramatic pictures of middle class society from the point of view of a
Socialist who regards the basis of that society as thoroughly rotten economically and
morally…. All three plays were criticisms of a special phase, the capitalist phase, of
modern social organization, and their purpose was to make people thoroughly
uncomfortable whilst entertaining them artistically. But my four subsequent plays … and
the unnamed four-act comedy just finished, are not “realistic” plays. They deal with life
at large, with human nature as it presents itself through all economic & social phases….
Now for the funny part of it. These later plays are of course infinitely more pleasing,
more charming, more popular than the earlier three. And of course the I[ndependent]
T[heatre] now wants one of these pleasant plays to make a popular success with, instead
of sticking to its own special business & venturing on the realistic ones…. You must
understand, however, that we are all on the friendliest terms, and that I am rather flattered
than otherwise at the preference of my friends for those plays of mine which have no
purpose except the purpose of all poets & dramatists as against those which are exposures
of the bad side of our social system’ (632-33).
June 29 1896, to John Lane, who wants to republish Shaw’s journalism, 35 in Publishers:
‘How is it possible for me to hand you over the manuscript of a book in August at this
rate? You think the job of arranging it a short one; but that is because you dont know my
style of working. The thing will take a lot of thought and contriving and altering and
shaping. From the purely business point of view, there is nothing in the project for me—I
forewarned you that there wouldnt be.’
July 12 1896, to Henry Irving, 13-15 in Theatrics: At Ellen Terry’s urging, Shaw spells
out a proposed contract for Irving to produce The Man of Destiny. The most obvious
condition is that he must play Napoleon and Ellen the Strange Lady. He begins his last
paragraph: ‘I am heartily sorry that the play is so trivial an affair; but when I wrote it I
had no idea it would be so fortunate. Even now I am not quite persuaded that it is more
than a fancy of Miss Terry’s.’ A letter of July 17, written after Irving had replied, details
contractual provisions which conflicted with his own that Irving had brought up (16-17).
Aug 22 1896, to Charrington, 18-19 in Theatrics: Shaw sorts out the actresses available
for roles in You Never Can Tell, separating the ones best for popular, undemanding roles
and emphasizing how well Elizabeth Robins would be for Gloria: ‘Elizabeth is supposed
to be an entirely unsympathetic actress, playing from her head alone; and she would
develop the proud, opinionated, unpopular side of Gloria—in fact, she would be
Gloria…. On the other hand it is essential that that Dolly should be thoroughly popular,
which Winifred [Emery] is.’
Aug 28 1896, to the head of a group of investors in stage productions, 20 in Theatrics:
Shaw spells out the complicated bargaining and needed expenses that would have to be
involved ‘because the peculiar nature of theatrical business makes it necessary to provide
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against contingencies which are contrary to the very nature of ordinary commercial
business.’
Aug 28 1896, to Ellen, 643-46: ‘We may all admire one another, enjoy one another, love
one another, enter into all sorts of charming relations with one another; but all this is the
mere luxury of human intercourse: behind it all, if it is to be really worth anything, there
must be a certain deep and sacred respect for one another that we are free neither to give
nor to withhold. It stands as an inexorable condition that we must not violate. It does not
vary according to brains or beauty or artistic talent or rank or age or education; and the
difference between the wise of heart and the fool is nothing but the difference between
the person who feels it & acknowledges it and the person who doesnt. It is the primal
republican stuff out of which all true society is made. (The lecturer here took a glass of
water, and moistened his tonsils amid applause)’ (643). ‘I have had a shock down here. In
the evenings they make me read plays to them; and the other night I had to fall back on
my Opus 2, a comedy called “The Philanderer,” now some years old. It turned out to be a
combination of mechanical farce with realistic filth which quite disgusted me; and I felt
that if my plays get stale at that rate, I cannot afford to postpone their production longer
than I can help’ (644). ‘Curiously—in view of “Candida”—you and Janet are the only
women I ever met whose ideal of voluptuous delight was that life should be one long
confinement after another from the cradle to the grave.... I dont hate successful people:
just the contrary. But I dread success. To have succeeded is to have finished one’s
business on earth.... I like a state of continual becoming, with a goal in front and not
behind. Then, too, I like fighting successful people; attacking them; rousing them; trying
their mettle; kicking down their sand castles so as to make them build stone ones, and so
on. It develops one’s muscles. Besides, one learns from it: a man never tells you anything
until you contradict him.... we have been joined by an Irish millionairess who has had
cleverness and character enough to decline the station of life—“great catch for
somebody”—to which it pleased God to call her, and whom we have incorporated into
our Fabian family with great success. I am going to refresh my heart by falling in love
with her—I love falling in love—but, mind, only with her, not with the million’ (645-46).
Sept 6 1896, to Ellen, who will be playing Imogen in Shakespeare’s Cymbeline, 646-50:
Detailed advice on playing the role and tolerating what Shaw considers the author’s
conventionality, clumsiness, and occasional absurdity in this play (‘Oh what a DAMNED
fool Shakspere was!’—647). Also wordiness, compared to his own severe leanness: ‘So
you see I have no objection whatever to an intelligent cutting out of the dead & false bits
of Shakspere. But when you propose to cut me, I am paralysed at your sacrilegious
audacity. I always cut myself to the bone, reading the thing over and over until I have
discovered the bits that cant be made to playact anyhow. All of Napoleon can be done, if
only the right touch is found. If a single comma is omitted, that will be because the actor
has been beaten by the author. And I always like to beat the actor, and to beat the public,
a little: it is the only way to keep screwing up the standard’ (650). He follows up his
analysis two days later (651-53), and on Sept 16 (655-56) prepares her for the premiere:
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‘Take your own Imogen as if it were the Imogen, and play it for all you are worth; and
dont relax your determination or look back disconcertedly on a misfire in this or that line
until the last word is out of your mouth and the curtain down…. Dont deceive yourself:
what you have to do on Tuesday is to be a mother to Shakspere—to cover his
foolishnesses and barrennesses, and to make the most of his little scattered glimpses of
divinity. If you cannot believe in the greatness of your own age & time & inheritance,
you will fall into the most horrible confusion of mind and contrariety of spirit, like a
noble little child looking up to foolish, mean & selfish parents.’ See also his letters of
Sept 22 (661-62) and 23 (665-66).
Sept 22 1896, to Bright, 663-64: ‘The new play … is entitled “You Never Can Tell.” …
The play is still in my hands; and you may safely conclude that it will remain there until
it leaves them for production. The decision of the Haymarket management to produce a
romantic play of the Zenda type seems to indicate that they have reconsidered any notion
they may have had of a new departure in drama. At any rate, there is one person who will
not be surprised if “You Never Can Tell” is produced elsewhere; and that person is the
author’ (663). Shaw then encourages his student to become involved in political
activities, including organizations and speechmaking. Moreover, ‘You ought to join the
political association, Liberal or Conservative, according to your opinions; but you had
much better begin as a Socialist and have a good generous revolutionary time before
settling down’ (664).
Sept 25 1896, to Ellen, 667-69: ‘Now this is positively my last letter—the thing is getting
ridiculous’ (667). ‘Very well, you shant meet me in the flesh if you’d rather not. There is
something deeply touching in that—did you never meet a man who would bear meeting
and knowing? Perhaps you’re right: Oscar Wilde said of me “An excellent man: he has
no enemies; and none of his friends like him.” And that’s quite true: they dont like me;
but they are my friends, and some of them love me. If you value a man’s regard, strive
with him’ (668).
Oct 2 1896, to Ellen, 671-72: ‘This is a nice way to behave. You coax everything you
want out of me—my notions about Imogen, my play, and a beautiful notice in the
Saturday, and then instantly turn on your heel and leave me there cursing the perfidy of
your sex. However, it opened my eyes to the abject condition I was drifting into. I
positively missed your letters—I, I, Bernard Shaw, MISSED the letters of a mere mortal
woman. But I pulled myself together. I will not be the slave of a designing female…. Oh
my dear blessed Ellen, let me stop talking nonsense for a moment. The play of mine
which the Haymarket people want to do—“You Never Can Tell” (what do you think of
that name, you who are so clever?)—contains parts for two twins, a boy & girl of
seventeen or eighteen. The boy must be attractive, with a smart diction, an inimitable self
possession, a refined gravity when mocking his elders, and an exquisite impudence. The
other twin is Winifred Emery, who is youth personified (having no soul) and will hit off
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the callous prettiness of the sister to perfection. She does not want to play the heroine….
Suggests Mrs Pat for it.’
Oct 12 1896, to Florence, 674-75: ‘I can wait no longer for you: onward I must go…. My
road is the highroad; your bypaths and shortcuts only lead backward. I have often looked
down them & sometimes laughed, sometimes warned you vainly. Now a great horror &
weariness comes on me. I cannot help anyone except by taking help from them; and you
cannot help me…. I have the greatest regard for you; but now to be with you is hell: you
make me frightfully unhappy…. Forgive me; but you have driven me to utter desperation:
I can no longer be satisfied to suffer & shake my fist at the stars.’ Brief notes after replies
from her continue his pained berating (678, 679), the second one including a sum-up: ‘I
renounce spiritual intercourse with you.’
Oct 12 1896, to Ellen, 676-78: Leading up to a long account of his love affairs, Shaw
begins by philosophizing about his relationship with Ellen and women in general: ‘Mind,
I am not to be your lover, nor your friend; for a day of reckoning comes for both love and
friendship. You would soon feel like the Wandering Jew: you would know that you must
get up and move on. You must enter enter into an inexorably interested relation with me.
I must be used, built into the solid fabric of your life as far as there is any usable brick in
me, and thrown aside when I am used up. It is only when I am being used that I can feel
my own existence, enjoy my own life. All my love affairs end tragically because the
women cant use me. They lie low and let me imagine things about them; but in the end a
frightful unhappiness, an unspeakable weariness comes; and the Wandering Jew must go
in search of someone who can use him to the utmost of his capacity. Everything real in
life is based on need: just so far as you need me I have you tightly in my arms; beyond
that I am only a luxury, and, for luxuries, love and hate are the same passion…. And now
as to all my love affairs.’ He briefly describes Florence, Charlotte, and Janet (676); ‘And
then there are others whom I cannot recollect just at present, or whom you dont know
anything about. And finally there is Ellen, to whom I vow that I will try hard not to spoil
my high regard, my worthy respect, my deep tenderness, by any of those philandering
follies which make me so ridiculous, so troublesome, so vulgar with women. I swear it.
Only, do as you have hitherto done with so wise an instinct: keep out of my reach’ (677).
Oct 16 1896, to Ellen, as his portrait is being painted, 681: ‘I am really sorry about the
ears. They are a Shaw specialty. They stick straight out like the doors of a tryptich; and I
was born with them full size, so that on windy days my nurse had to hold me by my
waistband to prevent my being blown away when the wind caught them.’
Oct 27 1896, to Charlotte Payne-Townshend (hereafter Charlotte), who was away at a
conference, 686: ‘I’m unspeakably hurried and worried—oh for ten minutes peace in the
moonlight at Stratford! Keep me advised of your address; keep me deep in your heart;
write me two lines whenever you love me; and be happy and blessed and out of pain for
my sake. I’m glad you’re gone: London, & the cessation of our open air life and our
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bicycling was making you wretched. I had rather you were well a thousand miles away
than ill in my wretched arms.’
Nov 1 1896, to Charlotte, 688: ‘How much longer do you intend to stay away? It is about
three weeks since I heard anything of you…. I write dozens of loveletters now by using
up all the things that came into my head to say to you at Stratford. Unfortunately this,
though an enormous success with all the others, is not available for letters to you…. I’m
going to Bradford tomorrow to speak for Keir Hardie. If I dont get a letter from you to
read in the train I shall blight the election.’
Nov 2 1896, to Charlotte, with Shaw writing on a train, 690-61: ‘Only for Ellen Terry,
who is quite angelically consolatory, and Nellie Heath, who is painting my portrait, &
Sattie Fairchild, who makes me read my plays to her, and Ailsa Craig, who chaperones
Sattie, I should be utterly lonely without you. Janet carries out your worst theories of
maternity: all her animal forces are thrown into a sort of liquid suffusion & eruption, &
she’s stark mad. The other day she got hold of Bertha [Newcomb] & simply tortured
her—telling her that we (you & I) were engaged, & that it was an excellent thing for me,
& that she would much rather see me married to you than any other woman &c &c &c,
whereupon the distracted Bertha wrote me such a letter that confirmed the news, gave her
the date & full particulars as to the huge sums you were settling on me, our arrangements,
the house we had taken & the deuce knows what else. Whereupon Bertha came & bullied
me personally; declaimed against the perfidy of Janet & of Beatrice; said it was so
disgusting that I, of all persons, should stoop to think about money & so on. All this,
mind, though she knew it was all nonsense. It irritates me, this way of regarding you as
an excellent settlement for me, as if you were a house, or a sinecure. I revenge myself by
giving the most Monte-Christian accounts of your wealth & gravely admitting that it
would be certainly an excellent chance for me. They dont understand that I have come
into a fortune you have brought me already—£50,000 a week for 6 weeks at Stratford.
You can give all the other currency to whom you please, & make me pay into the
bargain’ (690). ‘I shall also abandon myself to my thoughts—since you wont come &
keep me company. After all, I dont care: your letter is a happy one. Be happy: if they love
you at Mitchelstown; so do I also here in this deplorable train. A thousand blessings grow
up about you & rain down on you’ (691). Two days later, with Charlotte now in Ireland,
691-92: ‘Now was there ever so sentimental a woman as this! You quote [Joseph
Sheridan] Lefanu on the miseries of your country and then send me photographs of the
palatial splendors in which you weep. This, too, is the way you care for me—as an
imaginative luxury. No matter: I wish I were with you among those hills: there are two
laps in which I could rest this fagged head of mine now—Nature’s and yours’ (691).
‘Imagine! past forty and still going on like this. I hope when I am past sixty I shall be
going on like it, and for you, even though you have been a thousand times faithless and
have forgotten me with a nice husband in a first rate position in the county. But you may
pretend as you please: you will find him very stupid after me’ (692).
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Nov 4 1896, to Ellen, concerning her daughter Edith Craig and then Charlotte, 693: ‘Tell
Edy that the two things that worthless people sacrifice everything for are happiness and
freedom, and that their punishment is that they get both, only to find that they have no
capacity for the happiness and no use for the freedom. You have a ready example to point
this piece of maternal wisdom. You are not in the least free: you are tied neck, wrists &
ankles to your profession and your domestic arrangements, and your happiness has been
picked up in casual scraps on your way to your work. Yet who would choose her life
instead of yours? Tell her to go and seek activity, struggle, bonds, responsibilities,
terrors—in a word, life; but dont mention me as the prompter of this highly edifying
lecture…. Well, shall I marry my Irish millionairess? She, like Edy, believes in freedom,
and not in marriage; but I think I could prevail on her; and then I should have ever so
many hundreds a month for nothing. Would you ever in your secret soul forgive me, even
though I am really fond of her and she of me? No you wouldnt. Good: then you love me
better than you love Ted.’
Nov 7 1896, to Charlotte, who finally said that she missed him, 697: ‘No: you dont love
me one little bit. All this is nature, instinct, sex: it proves nothing beyond itself. Dont fall
in love: be your own, not mine or anyone else’s. From the moment that you cant do
without me, you’re lost, like Bertha. Never fear: if we want one another we shall find it
out. All I know is that you made the autumn very happy, and that I shall always be fond
of you for that. About the future I do not concern myself: let us do what lies to our hands
& wait for events. My dearest!’
Nov 8 1896, to Grant Richards, 698: ‘As far as I have been able to ascertain—and I found
my opinion on what I have been told by Heinemann, Lane & Walter Scott of their
experience with dramatic works by Pinero, Wilde, George Moore, &c—the public does
not read plays, or at least did not a very few years ago. Have you any reason to suppose
that it has changed its habits?’ He then briefly describes the seven plays he has written in
the categories he used in his June 10 1896 letter to Golding Bright.
Nov 9 1896, to Charlotte, who was returning from Ireland on the 10th, 699: Shaw tells
her he must finish a review by tomorrow; ‘But I will contrive to see you somehow, at all
hazards: I must; and that “must,” which “rather alarms” you, TERRIFIES me. If it were
possible to run away—if it would do any good—I’d do it; so mortally afraid am I that my
trifling & lying and ingrained treachery and levity with women are going to make you
miserable when my whole sane desire is to make you hap—I mean strong and self
possessed and tranquil…. I’ve had my hair clipped as close as a horse’s; so prepare for a
revolting shock.’ Nov 10, 700: ‘Forgive me this one night of selfish blessedness. I really
was happy. You always surpass my expectations…. But I wish there was nothing to look
forward to, nothing to covet, nothing to gain. I am satisfied, satisfied, satisfied deep in my
heart. The rest is mere greediness.’
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Nov 16 1896, to Ellen, 701-02: ‘What is Henry Irving thinking of, and what are you
thinking of, that you are going to waste the precious remaining years of your careers on
“Madame Sans Gêne” and baby comediettas like “The Man of Destiny”? However, if you
wont do it, you wont. Only, it will be done, if I have to play it myself. Considering that
anybody can get a reputation by playing Ibsen nowadays, whereas Duse herself cannot
make Shakespear interest anybody above the level of a curate—but what is the use of
saying all this to the one person who doesnt believe it. And by believing it, I dont mean
merely holding up your hand and saying “Credo” (always an interesting attitude): I mean
acting on the assumption that it is true.’
Nov 30 1896, to Ellen, on the day he finished The Devil’s Disciple, 705-06: ‘Three acts,
six scenes, a masterpiece, all completed in a few weeks, with a trip to Paris and those
Ibsen articles thrown in…. I am the centre of a boiling whirlpool of furious enquiries
from insulted editors, indignant secretaries of public bodies (wanting orations) all over
the country, the management of the Haymarket, & innumerable private persons, who
have written me letters upon letters, enclosing stamped envelopes, reply paid telegram
forms, and every other engine for extracting instant replies in desperate emergencies. For
months I havent answered one of them…. I have written to [William] Terris to tell him
that I have kept my promise to him & have “a strong drama” with a part for him; but I
want your opinion; for I have never tried melodrama before; and this thing, with its
heroic sacrifice, its impossible court martial, its execution (imagine W.T. hanged before
the eyes of the Adelphi!), its sobbings & speeches & declamations, may possibly be the
most monstrous piece of farcical absurdity that ever made an audience shriek with
laughter. And yet I have honestly tried for dramatic effect. I think you could give me a
really dry opinion on it; for it will not tickle you, like “Arms & the Man” & “You Never
Can Tell,” nor get at your sympathetic side, like Candida (the heroine is not the hero of
the piece this time); and you will have to drudge conscientiously through it like a stage
carpenter & tell me whether it is a burlesque or not…. What shall I write next?—comic
opera?’
Dec 1 1896, to Janet, while vacationing in Sussex, 187-88 in Peters 1: ‘I am up to my
neck in infidelities and villainies of all kinds. If the walls of this simpleminded rectory
could only describe the games they have witnessed, the parson would move,
horrorstricken, to another house. The nucleus of the party is Webb, Beatrice, myself and
Miss Payne-Townshend, an Irishwoman with an income of above £5000 a year (as I
guess), who has been, so far, able to take care of it and herself, to see the world, to shun
matrimony, and finally to get herself attached, as munificent patroness, to the London
School of Economics, on the upper floors of which she will reside when she returns to
London…. Life here is a perfect routine. Breakfast at half past eight; work until half past
one (lunch); repair punctures or chat … until afternoon tea; bicycle until half past seven
(dinner); sit round the fire talking or reading plays … until ten; and then to bed. The only
variations are that Miss P.T. and I are impatient of wasting the early afternoon, and dont
care about tea; so we have made many bicycling expeditions together à deux. Also,
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instead of going to bed at ten, we go out and stroll among the trees for a while. She, being
also Irish, does not succumb to my arts as the unsuspecting and literal Englishwoman
does; but we get on together all the better, repairing bicycles, talking philosophy and
religion or Shaw table talk, or, when we are in a mischievous or sentimental humor,
philandering shamelessly and outrageously.’
Dec 5 1896, to Ellen, 709: ‘Very well: I’ll come on Thursday to see Imogen. The
difficulty is that you wont see Miss T. unless she shews herself to you. She is, normally, a
ladylike person at whom nobody would ever look twice, so perfectly does she fit in her
place. Age certainly not less than 37, & looks 40. Perfectly placid and proper and
pleasant—does not condescend to be anything more. And takes it all off like a mask
when she selects you for that intimacy, which she does in the most coldblooded way. She
is not cheap enough to be brought round to your room and shewn to you; she isnt an
appendage, this green eyed one, but an individual. No prejudices—has too much respect
for you to put up with anything less from you.’
Dec 7 1896, to Ellen, who had said that The Philanderer is ‘perfectly wonderful,’ 711: ‘I
cannot make up my mind about “The Philanderer.” Sometimes I loathe it, and let all my
friends persuade me—Janet & Archer being the most vehement—that it is vulgar, dull, &
worthless. Sometimes I think it is worth playing. Now I say that if it is good enough for
you it is good enough for the rest of the world.’
Jan 8 1897, to Beatrice Mansfield (Richard’s wife), 717-18: ‘I have arrived at the end of
the year with a frightful debt of correspondence against me.... Every letter that could wait
for a moment of happy leisure—and some that couldn’t—has waited, and waited in vain.
But then I have written much more than 100,000 words to everybody in the Saturday
Review; and I’ve written two plays, not to mention various articles. At this moment I am
simply beaten by three weeks continuous work—you can see it in my handwriting. I
crawl to you for sympathy. My last completed play (Op. 8) is called “The Devil’s
Disciple,” and is just the play for America, as it occurs as an incident in the War of
Independence. It is exactly the play for Richard—a splendid leading part, powerful life
and death situations, any amount of singularity and individuality, simple enough for a
village, and subtle enough for New York. Need I add that he is just the last person in the
world to whom it would be of any use offering it? Besides the hero there is an older
man—a Presbyterian minister of 50 who holds his own with the hero all through—and a
very clever and effective part (General Burgoyne) in the last act. In both, the actors
would make successes; and Richard would object to that.... He couldn’t be Richard
Mansfield acting: he would have to be my man living. In short, he would have to be born
over again; and though that may conceivably happen to him someday, just at present he
would treat “The Devil’s Disciple” exactly as he treated “Candida.” ... “The D’s D’s”
predecessor, “You Never Can Tell,” is a four act comedy, and is tout ce qu’il y a de plus
Shawesque. It requires a brilliant company—eight parts, all immense, the leading man a
fine comedian.’
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Jan 11 1897, to Charlotte, 719: ‘Not a poodle, I implore you. If the instinct to have
something to pet is uncontrollable, have (or hire) a baby, not a dog. I half expected to be
received on my return with a letter announcing a prolongation of your visit; but this is
more horrible than anything I could have imagined. To take a dog from a country house
and pen it up at the top of a house in London, thereby condemning it to disease and
everybody else to a life of preoccupation about taking the beast out, is positive imbecility,
monstrosity, idiocy, wanton perversion & waste of life and feeling. I implore you, pause
and reflect. If I am to have a rival, let him be at least human. Good God, what an idea! D
O N’ T.’
Jan 27 1897, to Ellen, 722: ‘In this world you must know all the points of view, and take
One, and stick to it. In taking your side, dont trouble about its being the right side—north
is no righter or wronger than south—but be sure that it is really yours, and then back it
for all you are worth. And never stagnate. Life is a constant becoming: all stages lead to
the beginning of others. The Lyceum business, on its present plane, cannot be carried any
further than it has been carried…. The theatre is my battering ram as much as the
platform or the press; and that is why I want to drag it to the front. My capers are part of a
bigger design than you think: Shakspere, for instance, is to me one of the towers of the
Bastille, and down he must come.’
Jan 31 1897, to Ellen after her performance in an old play, 23 in Theatrics: ‘Beautiful,
beautiful—I cried like mad.... Oh my heart! you and I were children again. And this time
with the child’s heart that real children—the little animals!—never have.’ His finale, a
PS: ‘After the play I wrote you a note begging you to let me come round and kiss you
just once; but Stoker, whom I asked to deliver it, said that he had sworn to H[enry]
I[rving] to prevent my communicating with you in any way if he could, and that the note
should only reach you over his dead body. So I tore it up and crept weeping home.’
c. March 1 1897, to Ellen, who had enclosed a letter from a man in ill-health begging for
£10 from her, 728: ‘Of course you know my advice beforehand—DONT. The gentleman
is not slimy like the usual begging letter writer: his frank opening “I wish you would lend
(“lend” mark you!) me £10” is so good that I am half disposed to advise you to send him
five shillings as a tribute to his cheek, and tell him why. But he betrays himself later
on…. No, dear Ellen: if you want to spend £10, get ten sovereigns and skid them out
from the beach into the sea: they will do no harm then, and they will twinkle prettily in
the sun if you make them ricochet successfully. Or if you want to “do good” with them,
send them to one of the heaps of people who are disinterestedly in that business, and
know how to do it. But never give it to a beggar who begs well (practice being the secret
of excellence in that as in other departments of acting). You need have no remorse in this
instance: the gentleman’s cant is unmistakable: he wont starve and he wont die; and I
dont mind wagering that he wont work either. As to his sanity, I guarantee it.’
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March 3 1897, to Ellen, 729: ‘I cant write. I am full of vague apprehensions—at least I
should be if I ate meat or drank tea or did any of the usual foolish things (except loving
you). The odd thing about being a vegetarian is, not that the things that happen to other
people dont happen to me—they all do—but that they happen differently: pain is
different, pleasure different, fever different, cold different, even love different.’
March 5 1897, to Ellen, 730-31: ‘I have been clearing up my table—two long days’
work; but the green cloth has been reached at last. Even my bedroom table is clear.
Whilst I am dressing & undressing I do all my reading. The book lies open on the table. I
never shut it, but put the next book on top of it long before it’s finished. After some
months there is a mountain of buried books, all wide open; so that all my library is
distinguished by a page with the stain of a quarter’s dust & soot in it. The blacks are
dreadful; for my window is always wide open, winter and summer. The work of cleaning
up rests my mind, tires my back, & begrimes my face and hands. And now I begin to
recuperate like mad.’
March 8 1897, to Ellen, after finishing The Devil’s Disciple, 733: ‘Get anyone but me to
read that play to you if you dare. What do they know about it? I dont believe all the brutal
environment of that little story is real to you; but it is to me. Ted [he meant Terriss] isnt
brutal enough for Richard’s outbursts of savagery…. The woman’s part is not so difficult
where she has anything to say, but the listening to the court martial—the holding on to
the horror through all the laughing—that will be the difficulty. No: I wont rewrite that
last act unless you tell me exactly how: I’d rather write you another play.’
March 13, 1897, to Ellen, 734: ‘And so you dont know what a gentleman is. Oh my third
act, my third act! Ellen: Burgoyne is a gentleman; and that is the whole meaning of that
part of the play. It is not enough, for the instruction of this generation, that Richard
should be superior to religion & morality as typified by his mother and his home, or to
love as typified by Judith. He must also be superior to gentility—that is, to the whole
ideal of modern society…. Burgoyne pleads all through for softening and easing the trial
by reciprocal politeness and consideration between all the parties, and for ignoring the
villainy of his gallows, the unworthiness of his cause, and the murderousness of his
profession. The picture is completed by the band playing Handel’s music, and the
Christian clergyman reading the Bible to give the strangling an air of being an impressive
ceremony. Oh, cant I make you understand, you who are a woman in excelsis, and—here!
listen to this. My dear Miss Terry, to me “LADY” has always meant the highest and best.
As the most perfect lady in England, you must ever command my respect and devotion.
That sounds nice and cordial, doesnt it? How am I to make you fully conscious of
yourself? … Bless your dearest eyes, my secret is that I learn from what you do, knowing
that that is the reality of you. The dear silly old fashioned things that you think you think:
at these I laugh, though never at you…. My only chance is to awaken your wisdom,
which is still asleep, and so stops at the end of my second acts. But indeed I think I shall
die lonely, as far as my third acts are concerned.’
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March 27 1897, to Richards, 740: ‘It is my private belief that half the bookselling trade in
London consists in the sale of unauthorized Cashel Byrons. However, I presume Scott
has some copies of the stock left. I shall ask him how many presently. I suppose the thing
may as well be republished. I read the copy you sent me. The comedy in it amused me;
but the fundamental folly of the thing sickened me. I’ll bring round “The Philanderer” on
Monday. I wish we could get six plays in one volume. I propose to call the issue “Plays,
Pleasant & Unpleasant.” Volume I. Unpleasant, 3/6, Vol. II, Pleasant, 5/-. Both together,
half a crown. If we could get all six into one volume, I should have the unpleasant ones
printed on light brown paper (Egyptian mummy color) in an ugly style of printing, and
the pleasant ones on white paper (machine hand made) in the best Kelmscott style.
Nobody has ever done a piebald volume before; and the thing would make a sensation.’
March 27, 1897, to Charlotte, 739: ‘Ten thousand million devils! I have made a horrible
mistake: the accursed sons of hell have sent me the second ticket for Tuesday night. It has
only just flashed on me that they have played me this dog’s trick, and on looking at the
miserable thing I find it is only too hideously true. Oh, if I only knew some person
subject to homicidal mania: he (or she) should have that ticket. However, if I stop to
curse, you may upset all your Monday arrangements for nothing. I am too furious to be
sorry, yet. I hope the performance will be a bad one, and the play [Pinero’s The Princess
and the Butterfly] worse; for then—then—THEN—THEN we shall see whose God is the
Lord. Will you go on Tuesday? DAMN!’
April 17 1897, to Ellen, 747: ‘I have just received from Stoker a cool official intimation
that Sir H.I. has changed his mind about producing “A Man of Destiny.” My answer goes
by the same post as this card. I am in ecstasies: I have been spoiling for a row; and now I
have Mansfield to fight with one hand and H.I. with the other. Hooray! Kiss me good
speed; and I’ll toss them all about the stage as Cinquevalli tosses oranges and dinner
plates.’
April 21 1897, to Ellen, 748-49: ‘This is at heart a tragic business, Ellen; but we cannot
help it. My only anxiety is lest you should become involved in it. Of course I knew all
about it: a good surgeon knows when his knife touches a nerve; and a good critic knows
the same with his pen. There was a terrible thing in that “Olivia” notice ... that it was a
relief to get rid of him for a moment at the Lyceum.... So be kind to him, and if he is
clever enough to tell you ... that he is giving up the play because he is jealous of me about
you, take his part and console him: it is when a man is too much hurt to do the perfectly
magnanimous thing that he most needs standing by. As for me I promise not to quarrel:
I’ll fight if I have to; but that is quite a different thing: it makes no bad blood—clears it
away, in fact.’
April 29 1897, to Sir Henry Irving, after Shaw learned that a Saturday Review notice of
Richard III contained ‘a thinly veiled accusation of drunkenness’ which Irving deplored
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(note, 747), 751: ‘The murder is out: they tell me that you consider that my criticism of
“Richard III” implied about you what it said about Kean. I reply flatly that it didnt: if I
had thought so, I’d have said so bluntly or else said nothing at all. Such a construction
never occurred to me.... I am sorry that the article should have caused you any
uneasiness; but my vanity as a critic is severely wounded by your very cheap estimate of
the sort of work I do.’ Shaw sends Irving another letter about the issue on May 10.
May 7 1897, to Bright, 753-4: ‘I had better let you into all the mysteries of my plays. The
fact is, nothing of mine is going to be produced at all.’ As for You Never Can Tell, ‘the
truth is that two of the leading parts proved too much for the resources of the
Haymarket.’ And as for The Man of Destiny, Henry Irving has decided, on questionable
grounds, not to produce the play (753). Shaw informs Bright that he has been elected a
member of the St Pancras Vestry, not because he won at the General Election, ‘my
sympathy with Labor being considered disreputable by the workmen of St Pancras,’ but
because ‘the Conservatives and Unionists and Moderates and other respectables of the
parish have returned me unopposed in spite of my vehement protests that I have no time
for such work. I recognize, however, that there is better work to be done in the Vestry
than in the theatre, and have submitted to take my turn.’ The most significant news: ‘I
have resolved to accept an offer made me by Mr Grant Richards for the publication of my
plays. I am not a disappointed dramatist, as the curiosity and interest shewn in my plays
by managers, and their friendliness & accessibility for me, have exceeded anything I had
any right to expect. But in the present condition of the theatre it is evident that a dramatist
like Ibsen, who absolutely disregards the conditions which managers are subject to, and
throws himself on the reading public, is taking the only course in which any serious
advance is possible, especially if his dramas demand much technical skill from the actors.
So I have made up my mind to put my plays into print and trouble the theatre no further
with them’ (754). ‘I decline to say anything more about Sir Henry Irving and “The Man
of Destiny” except that the story, when I tell it—and I shall probably tell it very soon—
will be quite as amusing as a Lyceum performance of the play would have been. None of
the paragraphs in circulation convey the remotest approximation to the truth; and the
statement that Sir Henry has returned the MS “with a handsome compliment and a
present” is a particularly audacious invention’ (755).
May 13 1897, to Ellen, after Shaw had written an interview with himself that included
references to Henry Irving, 762: ‘You will find nothing quarrelsome in the interview: we
all come out of it with halos of glory round our heads. The management of it being in my
hands I of course play H. off the stage; but I dress him well and allow him to make a
point or two…. But that shall not save him: no, by all that is Inevitable, he shall lag
superfluous and perish miserably from the profession he has disgraced…. Your career
has been sacrificed to the egotism of nearly twenty of your priceless years; and now they
will flame up, scorch his eyes, burn off his rum bathed hair, and finally consume him.’
On May 16 (763-74) he amplifies his assault, and drops the revelation that in 1862 (age
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6!), when Ellen was the star of a play by Tom Taylor (which premiered in 1869!), he ‘fell
in love with Lilian Vavasour at the old Court’ (764).
May 28 1897, to Ellen, referring to Mrs Warren’s Profession, 770: ‘It’s much my best
play; but it makes my blood run cold: I can hardly bear the most appalling bits of it. Ah,
when I wrote that, I had some nerve.’ (It also refers to a prostitute from the past of
Frank’s father, ‘Miss Vavasour’—Mrs Warren’s chosen name at the time.)
May 29 1897, to Janet, 771: ‘Thank Heaven, I am going to publish—to renounce the
theatre and all its works.’
June 11 1897, to Ellen, 773: ‘The first moral lesson I can remember as a tiny child was
the lesson of teetotalism, instilled by my father, a futile person you would have thought
him. One night, when I was about as tall as his boots, he took me out for a walk. In the
course of it I conceived a monstrous, incredible suspicion. When I got home I stole to my
mother and in an awestruck whisper said to her, “Mamma, I think Papa’s drunk.” She
turned away with impatient disgust and said “When is he ever anything else?” I have
never believed in anything since: then the scoffer began: then was sown the seed which
so annoys Henry [Irving] when it comes up in my articles. Oh, a devil of a childhood,
Ellen, rich only in dreams, frightful and loveless in realities.’
June 14-15 1897, to Ellen, 775: ‘You were right about my letters: only it is not boredom,
but exhaustion. That is the worst about letters: I must say something: I cant in pen and ink
rest these bruised brains in your lap & unburden my heart with inarticulate cries. When I
can think, when I can write, then my ideas fly like stones: you can never be sure that one
of them will not hurt you—my very love gets knit into an infernal intellectual fabric that
wounds when I mean it to caress; and when I am tired & foolish I am flat & apparently
bored.... When you complain, I am terrified another way, thinking that the end has
come—for I have only one thing to say to you, and it must get tedious sooner or later. I
am particularly tedious at present in this midnight solitary journey, wanting to sleep, and
yet to sleep with you. Only, do you know what the consequences would be? Well, about
tomorrow at noon when the sun would be warm & the birds in full song, you would feel
an irresistible impulse to fly into the woods. And there, to your great astonishment &
scandal, you would be confined of a baby that would immediately spread a pair of wings
and fly, and before you could rise to catch it it would be followed by another & another
and another—hundreds of them, and they would finally catch you up & fly away with
you to some heavenly country where they would grow into strong sweetheart sons with
whom, in defiance of the prayerbook, you would found a divine race. Would you not like
to be the mother of your own grandchildren?’
c. July 1897, to Ellen, 777: ‘What will happen about marriage is probably this. As soon as
it is realized that people are learning how to do without it, it will be considerably
modified, as in America, by a great extension of divorce. The English will never abolish
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marriage. They never abolish things; but they circumvent them more unscrupulously than
any other nation. At present it is far better for two people who do not mean to devote
themselves to a regular domestic, nursery career to maintain a clandestine connection
than to run the risks of marriage. But if the divorce laws were so extended that a marriage
could be dissolved as easily as a business partnership, then everybody would marry even
if they only contemplated a year’s association: in fact most marriages would be “only for
a year, mind,” and would last a lifetime. In that way we shall have more marriages than
ever through the virtual abolition of marriage by divorce. Divorce is the Achilles heel of
marriage. But at present the old system has the support of women because they are not
economically independent of men. If you earned your living by keeping a man’s house
for him and bearing and bringing up his children you would feel strongly the life-anddeath importance to you of an iron law and a fierce public opinion to guarantee you
against being dropped and turned out of doors when he was tired of you personally.
Marriage is not the man’s hold on the woman, but the woman’s on the man, and she will
hold onto it like grim death until, like you, she gets paid for her work. At present she’s an
amateur, and does everything as badly as most amateurs.’
July 4 1897, to Ellen, 778-81: Shaw has observed a performance of The Man of Destiny
at Croyden, and reports on its quality: ‘Picture to yourself the worst you ever feared for
it; raise that worst to nightmare absurdity and horror; multiply it by ten; and then imagine
even that result ruined by an attack of utter panic on the part of the company in which
each made the other’s speeches when he (or she) could think of anything to say at all….
An agonizing experience for the author, Ellen; but an intensely interesting one for the
critic’ (778-79). Then he contrasts the virtues of her acting with the vices of Irving’s
(780).
July 16, 1897 (typo in Terry: 1894), to Ellen, 785: ‘P.S. Dont tire yourself by trying to
write to me—at least not more than five or six pages.’
July 20 1897, to Ellen, on her daughter Edith Craig playing Prossy in Candida, 785-76:
‘The only difficulty about Prossy will be the usual difficulty—want of execution in the
enunciation of the words…. For want of this athleticism, people get driven to slow
intonings, and woolly execution. Now for Prossy I want extreme snap in the execution:
every consonant should have a ten pound gun hammer spring in it, also great rapidity &
certainty of articulation.’ In a July 27 letter to Ellen he goes into more detail about Edy’s
promise and needed preparation (789-90).
Aug 5 1897, to Ellen, Shaw vacationing with the Webbs and Charlotte (‘Miss P.T.’), 79293 (the sections not printed in Terry), 792-93: ‘What are you wondering about us? She is
getting used to me now, I think. Down at Dorking there was a sort of earthquake, because
she had been cherishing a charming project of at last making me a very generous &
romantic proposal—saving it up as a sort of climax to the proofs she was giving me every
day of her regard for me. When I received that golden moment with shuddering horror &
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wildly asked the fare to Australia, she was inexpressibly taken aback, and her pride,
which is considerable, was much startled’ (792). ‘Just imagine this fifty pound business
[Janet had borrowed it from Charlotte]. Can you imagine a more morally thriftless thing
to do than to take advantage of a rich woman being fond of me and of a play of mine
being in the repertory to extract money, knowing all the time what she must think of the
transaction and what I must feel about it. We had a council of the family over it here
when the fatal telegram arrived, Mrs Webb being absent (she has not come down yet).
Webb was goodnatured & sensible—said “Yes: that’s about what it was bound to cost
you if you wish to be friendly. I’d give a fiver myself under the circumstances, which is
about the equivalent out of my income of £50 out of yours.” But I obstinately refused to
consent not to withdraw “Candida” unless she [Charlotte] pledged herself to accept
repayment from me out of my future profits (if any) as dramatic author; and I wrote to J.
to explain to her that she had sold her monopoly for £50, as I should now have no right to
allow any personal considerations to stand between that debt & its repayment, and will
accept the first good offer I get for its production in London whether she is in the cast or
not. On receiving this terrible intimation, Janet will weep, attempt suicide, write me an
abusive letter, declare herself a wretch unworthy to live, and telegraph for £10 more to
meet a pressing engagement. Is it not amazing—that histrionic character (or want of
character) that appreciates every sort of heroism and nobility in the most exalted and
affectionate spirit, and that cannot in its own proper person resist a five pound note any
more than a cat can resist a penn’orth of fried fish’ (793).
Aug 10 1897, to Ellen, 795: ‘You are wrong, believe me, about the long speeches. The
easiest thing to do in public is a monologue. It is sheer want of practice that makes actors
self-mistrustful when they are asked to deliver a speech or tell a story on the stage instead
of asking or answering questions, or throwing sentences at one another’s heads. Why
does nobody ever fail as Hamlet? Because he has long speeches. Remember, the nation is
trained to hear sermons.... Of course, a flimsy, unreal subject wont stand long speeches;
but if you have the right stuff, the speeches cant be too long.’
Aug 26 1897, to Richards, 798: Shaw describes himself as ‘an exhausted wretch who,
after a crushing season, has slaved these four weeks for four hours a day at your
confounded enterprise. I have sent three plays to the printer, transmogrified beyond
description, made more thrilling than any novel; and he has only sent me proofs of one,
of which it has cost me endless letters & revises to get the page right, to teach him how to
space letters for emphasis, and how to realize that I mean my punctuation to be followed.
I had no idea of the magnitude of the job. Anything like a holiday is out of the question
for me. Must I endure in addition the insults of a publisher for whom I am preparing, with
unheard-of toil, a gigantic triumph? Read “Mrs Warren”; and then blush for your
impatience if you can.’
Sept 8 1897, to Ellen, actually sent on Sept 14; see below
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Sept 8 1897, to Florence, 799: ‘I have not drawn rein for a day; and yet “You Never Can
Tell” is not ready for the printer. It is the dullest trash I ever revised: “Widowers’
Houses” is worth fifty such.’
Sept 8 1897, to Mansfield, 24-26 in Theatrics: Shaw informs him that Plays Pleasant and
Unpleasant will soon be published, and he predicts that ‘your reputation will not survive
the discovery of your monstrous error and sin in letting [Candida] slip through your
fingers.’ He recommends staging The Devil’s Disciple since ‘the book may boom me a
little’; but he counsels that it will probably fail if the ending ‘is not played with perfect
conviction’ (24). Later he adds: ‘I was much hurt by your contemptuous refusal of The
Man of Destiny, not because I think it one of my masterpieces, but because Napoleon is
nobody else but Richard Mansfield himself’ (25). The long postscript to this letter is
printed in CL, 803-04. An excerpt: ‘The moral of the figures is that you should break the
back of this provincial sharing business by building a theatre for yourself, and pay me
15% instead of 10. It is no use trying to beat down authors: the managers can only do that
by a solemn covenant they would break next day.’
Sept 14 1897, to Ellen, 801: ‘Oh, Ellen, Ellen, did you really read “You Never Can Tell”?
Could anyone read it? It maddens me. I’ll have my revenge in the preface by offering it
as a frightful example of the result of trying to write for the theatre de nos jours…. It is
not the small things that women miss in me, but the big things. My pockets are always
full of the small change of lovemaking; but it is magic money, not real money. Mrs
Webb, who is a remarkably shrewd woman, explains her freedom from the fascination to
which she sees all the others succumb, by saying “You cannot fall in love with a sprite;
and Shaw is a sprite in such matters, not a real person.” Perhaps you can divine the truth
in this: I am too lazy to explain it now, even if I understood it. It is certainly true: I am
fond of women (or one in a thousand, say); but I am in earnest about quite other things.
To most women one man and one lifetime make a world. I require whole populations and
historical epochs to engage my interests seriously and make the writing machine (for that
is what G.B.S. is) work at full speed and pressure: love is only diversion and recreation to
me.’
Oct 12 1897, to Jones, 812-13: ‘Will you look at the enclosed letter from the Society of
Authors? I see that you are chairman of the dramatic sub-committee; and it seems to me
that we ought to try to work up some sort of an organization with a view to getting a
minimum price established for plays, and putting a stop to the ridiculous jobbing of
“rights” that goes on at present through the silliness and ignorance of the authors.... The
difficulty is, of course, to find time for Trade Union work; but one feels that it ought to be
done. It is all very well for you or me to pit our individual wit and strength against Irving
and Wyndham and the rest; but the small fry are bound to crumple up without an
organization behind them. We also want to fight the system of forcing collaboration on
authors, whereby some fool of an actor-manager spoils a man’s play in order that he may
collar half the percentage.’
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Dec 3 1897, to Charlotte, who wanted Shaw to go on a trip to Dieppe with herself and
Mrs Phillimore, 826: ‘Certainly the proposed treat is a rare one. I am to embark in a
piercing wind, with lifeboats capsizing and ships foundering in all directions; to go to a
watering place in the depth of winter with nothing to do and nowhere to go; I am to be
chaperoned by two women, each determined that the other shall seduce me and each
determined that I shall not seduce her; I am to sleep in a foreign hotel with the window
open and no bedclothes—perhaps not even a lock to the door to protect me; and next day
I am to embark again for four hours more of seasickness. No, thank you. I am
comfortable as I am.’ Charlotte embarked two days later without telling Shaw, who
waited four days for her before responding, 826-27: ‘What do you mean by this
inconceivable conduct? Do you forsake all your duties—even those of secretary? Is it not
enough that I have returned without a complaint to my stark and joyless life? … I send
you instructions to arrive at eleven; and wait for you instead of beginning by myself, so
perfect is my faith in your arrival…. Go, then, ungrateful wretch: have your heart’s
desire: find a Master—one who will spend your money, and rule in your house, and order
your servants about, … and consummate his marriage in the church lest the housemaid
should regard his proceedings as clandestine. Protect yourself for ever from freedom,
independence, love, unfettered communion with the choice spirits of your day, … and all
the other blessings which 999 women cry for and the thousandth cries to get away from.
But at least tell me when youre not coming; and say whether I am to get a new secretary
or not.’
Dec 9 1897, to Janet, 828: ‘When you came in tonight you were Janet, desirable and
adorable. After dinner you were a rowdy, unpresentable wretch. Finally you were
inarticulate—nearly as inarticulate as the time before…. You talk of women suffering.
When you see me like that, you will—if you ever cared for what I am—know what
suffering is for the first time in your life. When I was a child of less than Nora’s age, I
saw the process in my father; and I have never felt anything since. I learnt soon to laugh
at it; and I have laughed at everything since. Presently, no doubt, I shall learn to laugh at
you. What else can I do? No use, dear Janet: I cant be your taskmaster and schoolmaster
any longer. If I could expend fifty pounds a week in keeping you luxuriously dulled and
disciplined, … I might be of some use. But as it is, I can only make myself uselessly
disagreeable and load my heart with a crown of sword points. Let us drop the subject and
say goodbye whilst there is still some Janet left to say goodbye to. The only service a
friend can really render is to keep up your courage by holding up to you a mirror in which
you can see a noble image of yourself. The moment the image loses its elevation, then
away with that friend: however remorseful he may be, he has become a malignant
influence on your life. I held up the mirror in which Janet was beautiful as long as I
could, in private and in print: now I’ve held it up with Janet inarticulate and rowdy.
Avoid me now as you would the devil; for from this time I will destroy your self respect
if you let me near you. Restore the image, and look at it in a new, clean mirror—the
archangel’s with purple wings, perhaps: mine is spoiled and done for. I am growing old
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and cowardly and selfish: it’s sufficient that I loved you when I was young. Now I can do
nothing but harm unless I say farewell, farewell, farewell, farewell, farewell, farewell,
farewell, farewell.’
Dec 10 1897, to Beatrice Mansfield, who was playing Judith in The Devil’s Disciple,
829-30: Shaw deplores the fact that ‘Anderson, who should gain strong sympathy from
his first word onward, is introduced as a canting snuffling burlesque Plymouth Brother in
the beginning’ (829). ‘If the end of the second act produces the right effect, the sympathy
goes from the woman for her mistake about Anderson: whenever I have read it here the
women have always disgusted at her little faith. It is extremely difficult to hold up the
horror of the court-martial scene against Burgoyne & the rest, and to be made the butt of
such a cruel effect as his “that will do very nicely” when she takes refuge in agonized
prayer under the gallows’ (830).
Dec 24 1897, to Ellen, 830-31: ‘if you get very tired of the Lyceum, and the Savoy, you
can go round to 10 Adelphi Terrace … and get a cup of tea & an hour’s rest on pretence
of calling about a reputed version of the Spring Morning’s Dream. Miss P.T. is a restful
person, plain, greeneyed, very ladylike, completely demoralized by contact with my
ideas, forty, with nice rooms on a solid basis of £4000 a year, independent &
unencumbered, and not so very plain either when you are in her confidence. So whenever
you want to run away and hide, probably the last place you will be sought for is the
London School of Economics & Political Science. She will be pretty curious about you,
not only on the usual grounds of your celebrity, but because she has discovered that
“work” & “important business” on my part sometimes means writing long letters to you.’
Dec 31 1897, to Ellen, 839-40: ‘Yes: the curse of London is its dirt. Also its lack of
light…. My much ridiculed Jaegerism is an attempt at cleanliness & porousness: I want
my body to breathe. I have long resigned myself to dust & dirt & squalor in external
matters: if seven maids with seven mops swept my den for half a century they would
make no impression on it; but I always have the window wide open night & day; I shun
cotton & linen & all fibrous fabrics that collect odors, as far as my person is concerned;
and I never eat dead—oh, I forgot: you do. Now I must get back to my work.’
Laurence, Vol. 2
Jan 1 1898, to Beatrice Mansfield, 29-30 in Theatrics: ‘What am I to do?—I must abuse
him [Mansfield] to somebody, or I shall burst; and you dont want me to abuse him to
other people, do you? If you hadnt married him I shouldnt have breathed a word of my
sentiments to you; but you did marry him, and now you must take the consequences. The
situation is made very difficult for me by the fact that Mr Mansfield ... hasnt a theatre of
his own, and does not get the full value of his engagements in the way of sharing. He
drives me out of my senses by referring me to Mr A.M. Palmer.... I know all about his
acting, and his imagination & genius myself; and I know how much and how little they
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mean. But I will not hear of peace & goodwill as long as I hear of other people’s business
being spoiled. I’m not satisfied—not a bit in the world. I quite understand that the last
scene is so arranged that nobody watches Judith, & that the spectacle of Richard
Dudgeon making Sydney Carton faces keeps the theatre palpitatingly indifferent to
everything else. And that’s just what I object to: it’s all wrong: the audience ought to see
everything—the frightful flying away of the minutes in conflict with the equally
frightening deliberation of Burgoyne & the soldierlike smartness of the executioner: they
ought to long for a delay instead of their silly eagerness to see whether the hanging will
really come off or not & so on. No: I wont see the other side of it: I’ll fight & complain &
extort royalties and be a perfect demon until the parts are all successes.’
Jan 5 1898, to Ellen, 7-8: ‘Shut up your purse, tight, or else give me all your money to
keep for you. No secrecy is necessary with regard to Edward Aveling. His exploits as a
borrower have grown into a Homeric legend. He has his good points ...: for instance, he
does not deny his faiths, and will nail his atheism & socialism to the masthead
incorruptibly enough. But he is incorrigible when women or money or the fulfilment of
his engagements (especially prepaid ones) are in question.... The book of plays [Plays
Pleasant and Unpleasant] still creeps through the press. Oh those proofs, those proofs!
Imagine going through a play again & again, scanning the commas, & sticking in words
to make the printing look decent—to get the rivers of white out of it! I never stop
working now. I get no exercise. My digestion is beginning simply to stop. Oh, when you
see me at last, you will be sorry that you did not bite me off and swallow me when I was
young and beautiful.’
March 14 1898, to Charlotte, 15: ‘Renew the struggle with my letters. Censor writes
refusing to expurgate Mrs Warren—says I can do it myself if I want to & offers to
consider any licensable play submitted to him, obliterating the other from his mind. This
means another two guineas—black mail. Thirst for his blood. Go to vestry after lunch—
widows begging off their rates &c…. Ratepayers’ Association in the evening…. I leave
at 10 & before going to bed make a new version of “Mrs Warren,” omitting the second
act & making Mrs W a pickpocket who trains young girls to steal. Despatch it with a
cheque for £2.20 & my curse. Quite desperate for lack of exercise…. Relieve my feelings
by abusive letter. Bed.’ March 15, 15-16: ‘Article. Miserably inconvenient having to
write it myself…. Get my hair cut—amazing rejuvenation in appearance as a result—
look barely 55. At 5 go off on the bike…. Total distance 25 miles, about 16 of it uphill.
Enjoy unspeakable luxury of being physically tired. Do not get back until 8.30…. Fearful
contretemps omitted from yesterday’s record. When I got back from Ratepayers’
Association, I was walking into the next room when I saw—BILLY [nickname for Jenny,
whom he had not since 1893], audaciously sitting with my mother. I dived in here [the
study] like a rabbit; and she presently fled.’
March 16 1898, to Charlotte, 16: ‘Unexpected appearance during breakfast of Mrs [Kate]
Salt…. She then wants to know about the secretaryship. I am cross and discommoded to
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the last degree by having to adapt myself to changed circumstances; but finally I set her
to finish the article from my dictation…. For three sentences, I feel resentful,
uncomfortable, and quite put out. At the fourth the switch operates and I am on to the
new line as if I had never dictated to anybody else. Such is manly fidelity…. I enjoin her
strictly to come tomorrow.’ March 18, 17: ‘More letter writing. Immense progress….
This is indeed a secretary…. she eats her bananas between the sentences, and sits here
until five, copying out the letters fairly, so that they are ready for me to sign when I
return…. there is clearly no future for you as a secretary…. Olivier looks in at the
Executive, and … requests five minutes conversation with me. In this we settle, as
between man & man, that the romantic arrangements made by Mrs Salt & Mrs Olivier are
not to be carried out, though appearances are to be kept up so as to secure us against all
suspicion of being too conventional to be worthy of the New Age & the New Light. Thus
are women deceived: thus do men stand by one another in the war of the sexes.’
IPS March 17 1898, to H. J. Tozer, read at a public meeting of the Ratepayers of St
Pancras, 71 in Roger Boxill, Shaw and the Doctors (New York: Basic Books, 1969): ‘a
really efficient sanitation of the parish is economically impossible under existing
circumstances. It would cost a great deal of money; that money would have to be raised
by increasing the rates, which are already beyond the endurance of all but the relatively
rich dwellers in the squares of the south division and the villas of the north; and finally
the whole increased value given to the premises would be pocketed by the ground
landlords. How can poor men be expected to vote for sanitation under such iniquitous
conditions? The last Government gave us Death Duties to relieve taxation. If the present
Government would only give us some Life Duties to relieve the rates ... it would win
every seat in London at the next election.’
March 19 1898, to Beatrice Mansfield, on her husband playing Dick Dudgeon, I:453 in
Holroyd: After having told Richard that the play ‘will probably fail ... but no matter,’ he
quips to Beatrice, ‘I have great faith in Richard’s personal fascination ... in a part which
gives him no opportunity of acting, but allows him to be himself to the last inch.’
March 30 1898, to Charlotte (two months before they were married), 24-25: ‘You count
that I have lost only one Charlotte; but I have lost two; and one of the losses is a
prodigious relief. I may miss “die schöne grünen Augen” [beautiful green eyes]
occasionally, though the very privation throws me back, brutally great, to my natural
dreamland; but then think of the other Charlotte, the terrible Charlotte, the lier-in-wait,
the soul hypochondriac, always watching and dragging me into bondage, always planning
nice sensible, comfortable, selfish destruction for me, wincing at every accent of freedom
in my voice, so that at last I get the trick of hiding myself from her, hating me & longing
for me with the absorbing passion of the spider for the fly. Now that she is gone, I realize
for the first time the infernal tyranny of the past year, which left me the license of a rebel,
not the freedom of the man who stands alone’ (24) After long digressions, the letter ends:
‘I hope this letter will make the other Charlotte YELL with anguish—little enough to
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expiate my centuries of slavery & misery’ (25). [Note the next day:] ‘Temper somewhat
relieved by the extreme ferocity of yesterday’s correspondence’ (25) [Note three days
later: ] ‘Write innumerable letters, finishing with yours’ (26).
April 4 1898, to Charlotte, 26-27: ‘Do you realize from “The Irrational Knot” how far
I’ve come—eighteen years from that time, when I wrote five books like that, and, without
turning a hair, listened in vain for the faintest response to them. When they first shewed
me the last scene in “A Doll’s House,” I said: “Oh, I did that long ago.” And they
laughed. Do you wonder at my being as hard as nails, except in so far as I am old &
breaking up’ (26). ‘Curse this cycling and country air: it revives my brute strength &
brings unrest. I want a woman & a sound sleep. I am never happy except when I am
working to desperation in London & can eat only a little. I may be frantic, desperate,
piteous with arrears & burdens; but I am never unhappy. Fragility is the only endurable
condition’ (27). April 5, 27: ‘Wrote article. No secretary. Weary at the end. Slamming the
typewriter is furious nervous work. No exercise. No digestion. All my body in active
preservation below the waistband and above the diaphragm; but the intermediate zone
weak—wont digest, wont carry me about. Neuralgic still rather. Lonely—no, by God,
never—not lonely, but detestably deserted.’ April 8, 28: ‘All this time, no letter from
Rome. Some Italian doctor, no doubt, at the bottom of it. Well, I shall not be for ever
snivelling to be petted. In this grim solitude I shall recuperate: the steel armor will harden
again, with a fresh deposit of adamant all over it.’ [Headnote: the ‘Italian doctor’ he
refers to is Dr Axel Munthe, who captivated Charlotte in early April 1894, leading to an
emotional crisis.]
April 11 1898, to Sidney, 29: ‘Meanwhile the Devil’s Disciple royalties are now well into
the third thousand, whilst the English rights are still untouched. In view of this, and of the
fact that “Arms & the Man,” though counting as a failure, brought me in 2½ yrs Saturday
salary from first to last (£829-11-9), I have concluded that to hold on to £312 a year for
criticism is cowardly, and a fraud on the younger generation. I have therefore given the
Saturday notice that I shall drop them at the end of the season. The plunge was inevitable
sooner or later.’
April 14 1898, to Charlotte, 31-32: ‘Headache in full force. Lounge about, reading
Kipling. Take the inevitable stroll to Wallas’s cottage. Sit on stile talking to Lion [Mrs
Phillimore]. She coolly ascribes my prostration to years of debauchery. My ashes glow
into mighty coals at the insult; but I lie low. In the afternoon I go back to town. The
headache dwindles: my spirits rise: my strength returns. At the theatre I am in immense
form. When I return, I triumph: the vindictive Irishwoman has written at last. Ha! ha! If
only I had her here in these arms: all her ribs would crack.’
April 19 1898, to Charlotte, 32: ‘In the evening I ride off to Ealing to see the Beattys….
When I get to Ealing I find my left foot unaccountably sore & have to take off my shoe.
Not easy to get it on again. Ride home. On taking off the shoe again my foot expands to
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the size of a leg of mutton. Dont understand it, as there is nothing to account for it but the
fact that a week or so ago I laced my shoe too tight & pinched my instep a little.’ April
21, 32-33: ‘Locomotion now very excruciating. Can it be gout? Looks awful. Have to
lunch at home & not stir until the theatre in the evening. Spite of cabs, the theatre makes
it decidedly worse. Foot now as large as the Albert Hall. I spend most of the morning
dictating a fatherly letter to Archer about his Chronicle criticisms. Am a fearful wreck.’
April 22, 35: ‘No further difficulty about locomotion, as now I simply hop, my left foot
being no longer of any use. Dictate a heap of letters. Do not suffer so much from want of
exercise as might be expected, as the hopping up & down stairs is very arduous &
violent, and shakes up my liver with salutary vehemence.’ He chronicles his hop-hop
progress to a debate and back. ‘By the way, you have been elected to the Fabian
Executive…. I half expected to see you at the meeting tonight: you missed the insane
spectacle of my entry on one leg.’
April 21 1898, to Archer, on Candida, 33-34: ‘When Eugene, with his apprehensive
faculty raised to the highest sensitiveness by his emotional state, hears that long speech of
Candida’s about the household, he takes the whole thing in, grasps for the first time what
it really means, what the conditions of such love are, and how it is essentially the creature
of limitations which are far transcended in his own nature. He sees at once that no such
life and no such love are possible to him, and instantly leaves them all far behind him….
He looks at the comfort and sweetness and happiness that has just been placed before him
at its best, and turns away from it, explaining with absolute conviction, “Life is nobler
than that.” Thus Candida’s sympathy with his supposed sorrow is entirely thrown
away…. When he says “Out into the night with me,” he does not mean the night of
despair and darkness, but the free air and holy starlight which is so much more natural an
atmosphere to him than this stuffy fireside warmth of mothers and sisters and wives and
so on. It may be that this exposition may seem to you to destroy all the pathos and sanity
of the scene; but from no other point of view could it have been written. A perfect
dramatic command, either of character or situation, can only be obtained from some point
of view that transcends both. The absolute fitness which is the secret of the effectiveness
of the ending of “Candida,” would be a mere sham if it meant nothing more than a
success for Morell at the cost of a privation for Eugene. Further, any such privation
would take all the point from Candida’s sub-consciousness of the real state of affairs; for
you will observe that Candida knows all along perfectly well that she is no mate for
Eugene, and instinctively relies on that solid fact to pull him through when he is going
off, as she thinks, broken-hearted. The final touch of comedy is the femininely practical
reason that she gives for their incompatibility.’ April 26 1898, to Archer, 241 in Archer:
‘I wrote you a long letter about your Chronicle review, but on looking it over I see
nothing in it that would interest you except the postscript, which contains simple
information, and an explanation of “the poet’s secret” in “Candida,” which will dry your
tears…. You really are the very blamedest dunderhead—explaining all the most exciting
social phenomena of your time as mere aberrations of Shaw. I have just begun a new
play—“Cæsar & Cleopatra.” The Queen’s bodyguard, discoursing in the first act in the
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manner of Sardou’s butler and housemaid, have already given the most unexpected
touches of local color to the scene.’
April 22 1898, to Charlotte, 35: ‘No further difficulty about locomotion, as I now simply
hop, my left foot being no longer of any use. Dictate a heap of letters. Do not suffer so
much from want of exercise as might be expected, as the hopping up & down stairs is
very arduous & violent, and shakes up my liver with salutary vehemence.... By the way,
you have been elected to the Fabian Executive.... I half expected to see you at the meeting
tonight: you missed the insane spectacle of my entry on one leg.’
April 23 1898, to Charlotte, 35-36: ‘Snatch up my note book & make a start at last on
“Cæsar & Cleopatra.” Lifelike scene in the courtyard of the palace at Alexandria among
the bodyguard of Cleopatra. Screamingly amusing—will kill the seriousness of the whole
play. The enforced inaction is going to save my life: I can actually be lighthearted again.
After posthour the doctor comes. My medical skill is completely vindicated: I have been
doing exactly the right thing. He opines that the long bicycle ride after the period of
inaction & the tight shoe made the two toe joints slip over one another & inflame.
Remedy, hot water and the minimum of use for the foot. He suggests 3 hours hot water in
the morning & 1½ in the evening. Thank you—amputation sooner.’ April 26, 37:
‘Finished whole scene of Cleopatra—Sc. 2 of the 1st act—quintessence of everything
that has most revolted the chivalrous critics. Ha! ha! Julius Cæsar as the psychological
woman tamer. Ho! ho! … I will try to find out when your train is due on Sunday night;
and if the hour is not absolutely scandalous I shall present myself at the Terrace & crush
in all your ribs with an embrace that has been accumulating for 2 months.’
April 27 1898, to Charlotte, 37-38: ‘Fearful trials at Vestry…. One particularly fearful
business over a resolution to stop free accommodation for women in sanitary
conveniences. I move amendment. Dixon, a pillar of the Church, rises in saintly majesty,
and says my remarks are disgusting. Then says Mrs Phillimore has behaved indecently in
seconding me. Chairman, much ashamed, rebukes him & he collapses. Lion indifferent to
the personality, but furious & frantic about the resolution. I am too lame to take anything
excitedly; so I sit amiably & feel that I must soon unmask my guns & begin to fight the
vestry. In the evening—theatre. Play with a baby in it. Might have been written by one.’
May 1 1898, to Charlotte, whose maid is Martha, 38: ‘At last. Charlotte due at 19½ at
Victoria…. After 20, I limp down to Tottenham Court Road, my troubles all over at last. I
descend at Charing Cross, & limp slowly, slowly, slowly, to Adelphi Terrace. With a
long gasp of relief, I lay my two-months burden down & ring the bell. Martha’s footsteps
on the stairs. Well, I AM damned! Wretch, devil, fiend! The train has arrived, & you are
not in it? Stopped in Paris, to see Cyrano again, perhaps. No: Satan’s own daughter
would have telegraphed…. I limp back to my bus, & here I am.’ (Charlotte apologized
abjectly for not telegraphing, and they were reunited the next morning.)
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May 2 1898, to Archer, 242-43 in Archer: ‘Well I am DAMNED! Your analysis of my
limitations! Why, you stupendous ass, you draw a line through my plays which represents
your own limitations in your most fatuaously lazy mood; and you then proceed to explain
that everything outside that line is mere Shawism (which doesnt in the least account for
it), and everything inside it is heaven-born genius. You are getting a great deal worse
than Clement Scott: everything that is not a stagily sentimental coup de théâtre makes
you simply petulant…. I have just begun Cæsar & Cleopatra. The psychological womantamer, at 50, operating on an Egyptian girl of 16, will require at least 30 columns of the
Chronicle for adequate denunciation.’
May 7 1898, to Beatrice, first part of letter 366-67 in Henderson 2 (Note: the
transcription of this on 146-47 in Dunbar is riddled with errors.) ‘Your departure has had
the most disastrous consequences for me, especially in view of other defections. Cut off
at once from domesticity and gallantry, I had nothing to do but work, which I did straight
on until Easter week, when I collapsed so pitiably that the Phillimores bore me off to
Radlett in the condition of a mouse in the abject shape of delirium tremens. Having got
me down there, they promptly proceeded to lecture me for my folly in not marrying
Charlotte; to explain to me the delights of married life (chief among these being the
escape from the pre-nuptial obligation to be constantly paying amorous attention to one
another) and to point out to me the numerous grave defects of my own character…. Now
something still more awful has happened. I pinched my left foot a little with a tight shoe.
About a week after I went for a bicycle ride. Next day my foot swelled up to the size of
your largest cat at Grosvenor Road; and since then (three weeks ago) I have been
practically confined to the house and hopping up and down steps on one leg, with
occasional visits to the Vestry and theatres in cabs. The other day it was going so well
that I went out and limped for about a quarter of a mile. Result—a relapse; and here I am
as bad as ever. All this anguish would have been averted if you had stayed at home to
take care of your family.’ Remainder of letter, to Webb, CL 40-41: ‘Charlotte came back
five days ago with a gigantic collection of documents concerning the Roman
municipality. She found her position usurped by Mrs Salt, who suits me very well, as I
can bully her unlimitedly, because she has no idea how effective she is. Charlotte
demanded her post back again; I insisted on her setting to work at once on the Roman
report. She declined. So Mrs Salt went off to Kew Gardens for a holiday; and Charlotte
had one delirious day of being dictated to. Then, as usual, Reason resumed her sway. Mrs
Salt came back; and the Roman book is supposed to be under weigh…. Charlotte sees
dimly that the accomplishment of such a magnum opus would be indeed the conquest of
a profession for herself, and consequent salvation; but she has got no further at present
than arranging her materials. By the way, she got in, at the Executive election, with 200
votes, which was handsome’ (40). ‘My confinement to the house is not altogether bad for
work, and even the absolute cessation of gadding about except in cabs is turning out to be
rather good physical economy. I am working at Cæsar & Cleopatra, which will throw a
new light on history, and an explanatory pamphlet, to be published by Grant Richards, on
Der Ring des Nibelungen, jam full of Socialism in the manner of Ruskin…. The
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reviewing of my Plays has been going on with immense vigour; but I am absorbed in
struggles with the Vestry, which has become so recalcitrant that I have at last thrown off
the mask and attacked it in print, to its collective indignation and individual exultation.
The thing goes on like this. Cunningham Graham writes a letter to the Chronicle raising
the question whether, as a dramatist, I am a pupil of Ibsen or De Maupassant. I reply with
a long letter, shewing that the real force which influences me is the attitude of the St.
Pancras Vestry on the question of providing free sanitary accommodation for women.
This gives considerable piquancy to the correspondence, and has a most subduing effect
on the Vestry’ (41).
May 11 1898, to Janet, 42: Friends expressed their concerns when Shaw was about to
have an operation on his foot: ‘They were all frightened out of their wits by the doctor,
who wants to cure me of my vegetarian follies & says that I am in a critical condition—
he says from undernourishment, I say from overwork. Anyhow, when he got down to the
bone it was carious, which certainly shews that I have been overdoing the superhuman,
and turning everything that should have been shared with my bones into Saturday
Reviewing energy.’
May 17 1898, to Max Beerbohm, 43: ‘As you will have seen by the Saturday [Review], I
am stranded here with a bad foot, & with no immediate prospect of getting back to my
critical duties.... Do you feel disposed to go to Camberwell and inaugurate your reign as
dramatic critic of the Saturday this week? ... I have read your article on my plays with
some anxiety for your salvation. You must go on a vestry at the first opportunity. You
have been badly brought up, & can only taste life when it is fried in fine art. Follow my
glorious example, & go into the Park every Sunday morning with a kitchen chair & a red
flag. That is all your genius needs to sun away the north light of the studio.’
May 20 1898, to Jones, 44: ‘One thing I quite forgot to say yesterday in writing about
“Grace Mary.” Have you read Tolstoi’s “What is Art?” It is beyond all comparison the
best treatise on art that has been done by a literary man (I bar Wagner) in these times. His
theory is right all through, his examples the silliest obsolete nonsense. Among other
things he is very strong on the Universality of good art, and the classiness of bad art—
that good art is as intelligible to a peasant as to a gentleman &c. If there were any chance
of his being able to wrestle with the Cornish lingo I should send him “Grace Mary” as a
striking specimen of the universal play…. By the way, would you advise me to get
married?’ (Reply: ‘Yes, I would get married if I were you. But read the chapters in
Rabelais and the advice that was given to Panurge on the subject.’)
May 23 1898, to Richards, 116 in Richards: ‘This upset of mine has knocked the
Wagner pamphlet out of time. I have written a lot of it; but the operation stopped me
dead; I was forced to lie there and feed myself back to life.... I have chucked the Saturday
and am spoiling to get on with the pamphlet; but I have given up all hope of being in time
for the [Wagner] cycles at Covent Garden. I have written 12,000 words; so I have no
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doubt the total will be at least 20,000, if not more.... What on earth do you want to get
married for, at your age? As a matter of fact I am going to get married myself as soon as I
can get round to the workhouse (where the registrar officiates); but then I am 42. Keep
this dark until I have done it. I only tell you to keep you in countenance.’
May 26 1898, to Graham Wallas, 45-46: ‘My disabled condition has driven Miss Payne
Townshend into the most humiliating experiences. I sent in for the man next door to
marry us; but he said he only did births and deaths. Miss Payne Townshend then found a
place in Henrietta Street, where she had to explain to a boy that she wanted to get
married. The boy sent the news up a tube through which shrieks of merriment were
exchanged, culminating in an order to shew the lady up. Upstairs she found a man who
became greatly excited when he learnt the names of the parties, and offered to do the job
any time after today (Thursday) for £2 17 11. She felt that it was extremely conscientious
of him not to ask £2 18, and forked out. He implored her not to make it Friday unless she
could come before 11 o’clock, as he would be off duty after that hour, and would lose the
only chance of immortality his office had brought him. Miss Payne Townshend then had
to suffer the final humiliation of buying a ring. The difficulty was to find a West End
jeweller’s in which she had never been before, but at last she succeeded, and returned
with the symbol of slavery.
Note: June 1 1898: Shaw and Charlotte were married. Archibald Henderson, unable to
recall the source of what soon became a famous Shavian scenario of the marriage
ceremony—he says that it was given to him ‘somewhere’—describes it this way: ‘I was
very ill when I was married, altogether a wreck on crutches and in an old jacket which the
crutches had worn to rags. I had asked my friends, Mr. Graham Wallas ... and Mr. Henry
Salt ... to act as witnesses, and, of course, in honour of the occasion they were dressed in
their best clothes. The registrar never imagined I could possibly be the bridegroom; he
took me for the inevitable beggar who completes all wedding processions. Wallas, who is
considerably over six feet high, seemed to him to be the hero of the occasion, and he was
proceeding to marry him calmly to my betrothed, when Wallas, thinking the formula
rather strong for a mere witness, hesitated at the last moment and left the prize to me’
(418).
June 1 1898, to Lena Ashwell, 150-51 in Dunbar: ‘This morning I hopped into a
registrar’s office and got married, and then hopped back again and found your letter. If it
had only come a post earlier, I think I should have waited on the chance of something
fatal happening to Mr Playfair [her husband] in the course of the next forty years or so. I
have given up writing about the theatre because I have said all I have to say about it…. I
am completely tired out and run down; but I shall break out again presently in some
direction or other as soon as I have had a few months in the country.’
June 5 1898, to Pease, 47-48: ‘As to the Executive, I am quite impenitent. I have always
repudiated the theory that man and wife on the Executive means two votes for the man
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(or woman). If I thought that Mrs Shaw would vote against her view of the interest of the
society out of duty to me, I should institute divorce proceedings forthwith. I often urged
Mrs Bland to come on the executive when she was an active member; and I am strongly
of opinion that Mrs Webb would, at a later period, have been extremely useful on the
committee. I therefore flatly refuse to resign; and unless I offer myself along with my
wife as a sacrifice to superstition the executive cannot in decency accept her
resignation—should she fancy herself bound to resign. I am open to argument on the
subject; but that is my view at present.’
June 19 1898, to Richards, 48: ‘My wife has been having such a delightful honeymoon!
First my foot had to be nursed and the day before yesterday, just as it was getting pretty
well, I fell downstairs and broke my arm close to the wrist. I am afraid this will make a
hopeless mess of the Wagner book. I had got to work fiercely again when it occurred, and
had actually carried the exposition to within one act of the end of the Ring; but in my
present smashed condition I daren’t attempt to work against time. I am very sorry, as I
had hoped to complete the MS. next week.’
June 20 1898, to Charrington, with Shaw recovering in Pitfold, 49: ‘I should like to see
you down here; BUT I rather suspect the thing will require some stage management; for
Mrs S[haw] has a way of admitting that Mrs C [Janet] has “genius” which does not
absolutely convince me of her intention of joining our confederacy, which, after all, is a
confederacy of three geniuses of a sort not largely represented in my wife’s previous state
of existence. You see I am beginning already to assimilate other people’s ideas to the
extent of admitting that marriage creates a situation that cannot be rushed as I used to
rush all personal situations…. for the moment my instinct warns me to avoid any
appearance of being able to exist without seeing Janet, Not, observe, that she is jealous of
Janet, but that she sees herself on the verge of being hooked on to this confounded
confederacy in which she has naturally neither part nor lot, and being compelled to act a
theatrically effusive friendship with Janet, she acting badly and with scruple, & Janet
acting floridly and with the greatest relish, the whole situation being quite revolting to her
reserved habit. I am not equal in my present condition to working this out to an exact
manual of conduct for all parties; but for the moment I shall go slow in arranging a joyful
meeting. I must coach Janet not to be magnanimous, not to be soulful, not to magnify the
duty of being civil to Shaw’s wife into an obligation to take that wife to her bosom like a
radiant modern Mrs Crummles. If she does, there will be hell, Charles Charrington—
HELL.’
June 21 1898, to Beatrice, 50-53: Shaw describes his sore foot and its treatment in detail
(see also April 19), then recounts what led to the marriage: ‘Meanwhile Charlotte had
returned from Rome & was on the scene. It was now plain that I must go away to the
country the moment I could be moved, & that somebody must seriously take in hand the
job of looking after me. Equally plain, of course, that Charlotte was the inevitable &
predestined agent appointed by Destiny. To have let her do this in any other character
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than that of my wife would (in the absence of your chaperonage) have involved our
whole circle and its interests in a senseless scandal. You may wonder why I did not find
that out long ago, instead of exploiting the chaperonage with complete selfishness. I can
only say that I dont know—that the situation was changed by a change in my own
consciousness. I found that my own objection to my own marriage had ceased with my
objection to my own death. This was the main change: there were of course many other
considerations which we shall probably discuss at some future time. Possibly one of them
was that the relation between us had never until then completely lost its inevitable
preliminary character of a love affair. She had at last got beyond that corrupt personal
interest in me, just as “The Devil’s Disciple” had relieved me of the appearance of a
pecuniary interest (more than was reasonable) in her. The thing being cleared thus of all
such illusions as love interest, happiness interest, & all the rest of the vulgarities of
marriage, I changed right about face on the subject and hopped down to the Registrar,
who married me to her on one leg, after beginning the ceremony with Wallas, who had a
new coat on. The papers noticed the event as eagerly as the death of Gladstone. Mrs
Chumley (I forget the full length spelling) wrote to Charlotte, “Do not ask me to meet
This Man. And as a last kindness to me, & for my sake, I ask you to secure your money.”
At last, after much nursing, we secured this house, on the south slope of Hindhead, until
October. I came down on crutches. The air was so fine that our troubles seemed to be
over; but they had only just begun. The moment I began to get strong, I recklessly
returned to work on a Quintessence of Wagner which I had begun earlier; and in a few
days I was at it as savagely as ever…. I found out, after dictating Wagner criticism one
morning for half an hour, that I was myself conscious that all the strain was on again. I
called a halt, and went upstairs on the crutches (a foolish feat) to get something from my
bedroom. Coming down again, the crutches got planted behind my centre of gravity &
shot me into the air. I snatched at a bannister on the landing above, and caught it in my
right hand; but it snapped like an Argoed tree; and I was precipitated fifty fathom or
thereabout into the hall, with my left arm doubled up in ruin under me…. Imagine poor
Charlotte’s feelings! She got a pair of butter pats & made splints of them. The local
doctor, who did not come for half an hour, during which I lay in the hall with all the
strain gone, perfectly relieved and happy, was fortunately a capable man; and the setting
was a success…. Heaven knows what will happen to Charlotte when the anxiety about
me is over. Last night a cat, shut up accidentally in the pantry, simulated a burglar so
successfully that I sallied out, walking recklessly on the bad foot, at three in the morning,
& thereby did myself as much harm as possible. I no longer feel any confidence in my
ultimate recovery: it seems certain to me that I shall presently break all my other limbs as
well.’
June 23 1898, to Charrington, 53-54: ‘How on earth can I lend you £50? What’s the good
of lending you £50? What have your creditors ever done for me that I should present
them with £50? I will see them damned first. Please observe my present position. I have
married without a settlement, and have no more money than I had before, though I have
the run of a house & servants, board &c. I have two ghastly & ruinous doctor’s bills to
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meet. Furthermore, my wife loses some of her income through her marriage, because her
valuable founder’s bank shares cannot be held by a married woman & must be sold out
without the possibility of equivalent reinvestment.... I really wish there were any effective
& possible way of extricating you; but you know well enough that there is no sort of
sense in lending you £50 of Charlotte’s money—for that is what it comes to.... A worse
evil than even broken bones & abcesses has overtaken me—nettle rash. Frightful! I
scratch myself in torment all night & am half driven to tear off the splints & scratch
there.’ Oct 13 1898, 64-65: ‘My difficulty as to producing a hundred [£] is a very simple
one: I can’t afford it. I have received nothing since my illness began, not even the money
due me by the Saturday Review since February.... Meanwhile, my reserves have been
flying’ (64). ‘I should have written sooner but for a fresh accident—a sprained ankle,
which in point of anguish has beaten all the rest of the calamities. I tried to get up on a
new bicycle & my long disused foot turned on the step with a brute of a twist & floored
me’ (65).
June 25 1898, to Jones, 166-67 in Jones: ‘We are having SUCH a honeymoon of it. A
couple of days ago I fell downstairs and broke my left arm; so here I am disabled hand
and foot, helpless as a baby. I am only able to scrawl postcards. The lady I talked to so
much at the Lyceum—the one on my left—was Mrs. Perugini—the one on my right is
now Mrs Shaw, with her nice new husband all broken and damaged.’ June 28 1898, 167:
‘As we are both going to Romeo and Juliet for our sins, why not lunch with us tomorrow (Monday) at 1:30? If you will come, ring up 14615 Central and say that Mr
Henry Arthur Jones is coming to lunch; so that my cook may do her morning’s marketing
with a carnivorous guest in view. Otherwise there will be nothing but plain living and
high thinking.’
July 4 1898, to Karl Pearson, I:454 in Holroyd: Though plagued by headaches, they
didn’t affect his public performances: ‘I got into a sort of superhuman trance in which I
made astonishing displays of professional & oratorical brilliancy.’ I:455-56: Shaw added,
his current feeling about getting married was that he was ‘as firmly set against such a step
as ever I was in my most inveterate youth and bachelordom.’
July 4 1898, to Pearson, I:461 in Holroyd: Before his operation, which might have
proved fatal, Shaw said that it was almost ‘too tempting’ to contemplate: ‘I found myself
without the slightest objection to death, and stranger still, with the smallest objection to
marriage.’ He would purge himself of any ‘corrupt interest in the transaction, either of
love or money or happiness or any of the romantic considerations.... My inner religious
sense was revolted by the general assumption that I was making a bid for happiness. I
wasnt: I was signalizing my final redemption from the last taint of that lust. And now the
question is: was I mad as a result of my abnormal state of health; and will I, when I have
completely recovered, revert to my old state of mind & bachelor existence ...?’ I:463
(same letter): with the success of The Devil’s Disciple in America, since there was no
question of his being ‘driven into the matrimonial port by the stress of expense, it
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appeared to my ordinary prosaically sympathetic sense of economy that she could not do
more conveniently than to marry me.’
July 8 1898, to Henry S. Salt, 55: ‘I find that it will be necessary in the Wagner pamphlet
to point out that Shelley anticipated The Ring by Prometheus Unbound.... It seems to me
that the H[umanitarian] League ought to make a howling protest against this war,
especially after the impassioned confession of faith by Commander Schley after the
roasting of the Spanish sailors (vide yesterday’s Chronicle). Why not address a letter to
the Chronicle protesting against our embracing America on the occasion of her
deliberately declaring war without a clear case of necessity, and calling for a combination
of the other powers in the name of civilization to force the combatants to cease these
atrocities & submit their dispute to international arbitration. I think it might do some
good, if only in reminding the papers that some cant of humanity would become them.’
July 8 1898, to Richards, 117-18 in Richards: ‘The Wagner book is progressing: in fact
half of it is already revised and the other half ready in the rough; but I think I will get a
fair copy typewritten and go over it all again so as to reduce the corrections in proof as
far as is possible.’
July 13 1898, to Charlotte, 125 in Dunbar: ‘I have an iron ring round my chest which
tightens and grips my heart when I remember that you are still tormented. Loosen it, oh
ever dear to me, by a word to say that you slept well and have never been better than
today. Or else lend me my fare to Australia, to Siberia, to the mountains of the moon, to
any place where I can torment nobody but myself. I am sorry—not vainly sorry, for I
have done a good morning’s work, but painfully, wistfully, affectionately sorry that you
were hurt; but if you had seen my mind you would not have been hurt. I am so certain of
that that I am in violently, brutally high spirits in spite of that iron ring. Write me
something happy, but only a few words; and dont sit down to think over them. What you
think is all wrong…. Oh, the ring, the ring: hasten to ease it a little: it clutched me bitterly
just then.’
July 19 1898, to Arnold Dolmetsch, 55: ‘I have just heard that you are going into the
hands of the surgeons. As I have been in those hands myself for a couple of months, I
know what that means—among other things, a lot of expense.... Now as you are not an
opera singer, but an artist the value of whose work is necessarily only understood by a
very few people, I know, being an artist myself, that it is just as likely as not that all this
expense is coming on you at just the most inconvenient moment. Consequently you may
as well know that I am rather in luck myself, as my last play has been very successful in
America, and I have more money lying unused at the bank than I shall want this year. I
pledge you my word that it will make absolutely no difference to me if I transfer £50 to
your credit until you sell a harpsichord to get in your next season’s harvest.’
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July 28 1898, to Salt, 56: ‘Yesterday I inaugurated my 43rd year with a second operation
on a grand scale. There were four doctors, including the eminent operator. There were
two things to be done: one, to gouge a pound or two of bone out of my instep; the other to
get the broken arm (now mended but stiffish) into working order. They forgot the arm. I
am so unspeakably tickled by this triumph over the profession that I cannot resist the
temptation to impart it to you. Dont publish it, though.’
c. August 1898, to Henry Seymour, editor of The Adult, 57: ‘The prosecution of Mr.
Havelock’s book [The Psychology of Sex] is a masterpiece of police stupidity and
magisterial ignorance. I have read the book carefully; and I have no hesitation in saying
that its publication was more urgently needed in England than any other recent treatise
with which I am acquainted. Until it appeared there was no authoritative scientific book
on its subject within reach of Englishmen and Englishwomen who cannot read French or
German. At the same time Englishmen and Englishwomen are paying rates and taxes for
the enforcement of the most abominably superstitious penal laws directed against the
morbid idiosyncrasy with which the book deals. It is almost invariably assumed by
ignorant people that this idiosyncrasy is necessarily associated with the most atrocious
depravity of character; and this notion, for which there appears to be absolutely no
foundation, is held to justify the infliction of penalties compared to which the punishment
of a man who batters his wife almost to death is a trifle.’
Aug 20 1898, to Richards, 58: ‘I send you herewith, by parcels post, the complete MS of
the Wagner book. I compute it roughly at 35,000 words. This, in the type of the preface
to the plays, would make 100 pages. I think, however, that it should be got up as a book
of devotion for pocket use, and not bulked out as a treatise.... I have not made up my
mind about the title. The Perfect Wagnerite seems to me the best. It might be announced
as : “The P.W.; or the New Protestantism.” Quintessence won’t do: it would be a weak
repetition, and would suggest an explanation of all Wagner’s works, whereas I have dealt
with The Ring only. A sensible title would be “Wagner’s Ring: What it Means”; but
nobody would read a book with a sensible title; and quite right too.’ Aug 25, 118 in
Richards: ‘Who on earth is your tailor? He must have a mania for making large
pockets.... What I mean by a pocket volume is a little Imitation of Christ affair about as
large, at most, as the envelope of this letter.’ Aug 28, 119: ‘It is quite plain that this book,
if turned out in the plain style of the plays, would not look worth three and six. My “book
of devotion” conception involved gilt edges, leather binding, clasps, and a bookmarker of
perforated card with a text worked on it in wool. An edition de luxe in mother-of-pearl, in
Russia leather case £2.2.0. I think that the right notion.’ Sept 4, 120: ‘Of the two, there
can be no hesitation in choosing the smaller type, No. 2. It looks very well now with the
margins right, though so far from the page being at all “squat,” the line would bear
another m if we want to economise in the number of pages, which of course we don’t....
you will soon know exactly what to order—but you must experiment. Why publish my
books if you don’t mean to learn from them? You don’t expect to make profits on ’em, do
you?’ Sept 9, 49 in Publishers: ‘We have now got the two speciments right, one being as
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good as the other, in its own way; the question remains, which will we choose.... Oddly
enough, the larger type is the harder to read, partly because the line is too long to be taken
in at an eyeful, partly because its size and clearness are positively dazzling.... If you
choose the big type (as I anticipate from your letter you are likely to) then you must
impress upon Clark that every defect in the printing will be ten times more glaring with
the larger than with the smaller. There must be no holes and rivers of white patching the
page. As a first step to attain this, the huge gaps left at the beginnings of each sentence on
the sample page must be vehemently forbidden. The spaces between the words must be
kept as narrow and even as possible: it is better to divide words at the end of the line with
hyphens than to spoil the line by excessive spacing merely to “justify” without dividing,
as some printers make a point of doing. There should be no greater space between the
point at the end of a sentence and the capital, than between the last letter of one word and
the first of the next within the sentence. In short, the color of the block of printing should
be as even as possible. The printing of the sample couldn’t possibly be worse in this
respect.’ Dec 5, 51 in Publishers: ‘The binding exhibits a hellish misconception of my
suggestion.’
Sept 1 1898, to Lady Mary Murray, 59-61: ‘I regard the allusions to me in your recent
letter to my wife as a direct challenge to me on the Drink Question. Let me therefore
scribble a word or two ... The Drink Question is the question of supplying the people with
drink in the best way. The ordinary workman requires a certain quantity of beer to keep
him amiable and happy. If he does not get it, he sulks, mopes, beats his wife and children,
envies his neighbor, and gets into a state in which it is impossible for him to say a civil
word to anyone about him. It is a bad thing to be the wife of a drunkard; but it is ten times
worse to be the wife of a man who wants drink and cannot get it. A friend of mine drank
himself mad twice. In my innocence I wanted him to become a teetotaller. Finally I
discovered that the chief obstacle was his unfortunate wife. The house was so miserable,
and her children so wretched, when he was abstaining, that the evil of his periodically
drinking too much was less than the continuous evil of his not drinking at all. If you dont
understand this—if you imagine that everybody is strong enough to endure life without
an anæsthetic, you dont understand the Drink Question a bit. Lest you should suppose
that I make too light of the other side of the case I may tell you that my father drank, and
that it is not a year since my mother and I had to pension off and get rid of a relative of
hers—a woman who was an incorrigible drunkard, and who had for years been an
unspeakable affliction to us. I know as much about drink as anybody outside a hospital of
inebriates; and I am myself a teetotaller. The misery of the working man’s wife in this
matter is that her husband cannot get his drink except in a public house, and that the
publican’s interest is to make him drink more than he ought and to give him adulterated
liquor. It is not the publican’s interest—at least in a village—to make him a drunkard and
ruin him; for it is no man’s to ruin his customers; but it is his interest to make him spend
rather more on drink & less on other things than is sufficient to keep him in
goodhumor.... The Teetotal question is quite another business. I happen to believe that the
effect of alcohol on men is to lower their standard, and to enable them to put up with
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evils which, with their standard at full pitch, they could remove’ (59-60). ‘Now the object
of this long discourse is not to induce you to take shares in the Grayshott public house....
But I put it in as a plea for the relaxation of your moral attitude—moral attitudes being
themselves more potent than alcohol as generators of madness, ruin & despair.... I throw
myself on the Professor for support. Moral attitudes on your part will draw lines in his
countenance—lines of care—just as they have drawn Mephistopholean ones in mine. I
pledge you my word that Local Option is immoral, that Liberalism is immoral. For the
last 20 years Liberalism has done nothing but make Liberals unhappy, whilst Fabianism
has been spreading joy and insufferable self conceit on all its votaries. Don’t be Liberal, I
implore you. Ask Lady Carlisle whether, if she were beginning life like you, she could
begin it with Liberalism. Never have an Ism: never be an Ist’ (61-62).
Sept 9 1898, to Richards, 49 in Publishers: Detailed argument on size and spacing; Jan
23 1901, to same, 61: Shaw offers reasons why ‘The covers are most filthy and damnable
and wont do at all.’
Sept 19 1898, to Gilbert Murray, 62: ‘The point on which the facts strike me quite
differently to you, is your estimate of the political force of Teetotalism—or let us say
Local Optionism. At the last general election the Liberal party, which had survived Home
Rule, was practically wiped out by Local Option. The result was quite unprecedented:
nothing worse could have happened to a government which had lost a Sedan. Since then,
I have never dreamt of counting Local Option as a live political factor. It seemed obvious
that the Liberals must drop Local Option, and that they must drop the Drink Question
altogether unless they could hit on some acceptable form of Drink Legislation. I confess I
am altogether taken aback by your contention that Local Option must be accepted
because the voters are determined to have it, rightly or wrongly. My view of the situation
is that it must be abandoned because the voters are determined to have none of it,
wrongly or rightly, and have, in fact, already voted in that sense, with unparrallelled
(never could spell it) unanimity. This leaves us staring at one another, wondering which
of us is politically blind. And there, for the present, I stick.’
IPS Oct 3 1898, to Richards, on proofreading The Perfect Wagnerite, 131 in R. F.
Rattray, Bernard Shaw: A Chronicle (London: Leagrave Press, 1951): ‘I am sorry to
delay the proofs so long, but my ill-luck is not yet exhausted. I sprained my ankle the
other day and find it worse than ten operations or two broken arms.’ IPS Oct 5, 131-32:
‘I enclose the third sheet. It would be well to mention to Clark that I have made the
corrections with the greatest care so as to take out of a line no more and no less than I put
in, or, where that is impossible, to readjust the correction within a line or two. Some
compositors, when they see a correction, will knock a whole paragraph to pieces and
spoil the symmetry of the first setting quite needlessly, though the author may have
racked his brains for ten minutes to save overrunning.’
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Oct 18 1898, to Sidney, 66-68: ‘You and I have been confronted often enough with the
follies of current political science. May you never be confronted with the ten times
deeper follies & ignorances of medical science! It is not that what they do they do
badly—on the contrary, but their reasons for doing it—oh Lord! The worst of it is that in
my case there is a ready excuse for not thinking—the vegetarianism. That accounts for
everything. If an operation fails, vegetarianism! If I have a bad night, vegetarianism! If I
die, vegetarianism!... Of course the real question is whether I have worn myself out or
not. I am not at all convinced that I have; but I have been overdrawing my account for a
long time; and it will take more than the digging out of a bone by a sporting specialist to
make me quite solvent again. However it may turn out, I do not greatly care: I am
satisfied that, on the whole, I have used myself economically and fired my whole
broadside.... But the inconvenience of being married is that one’s wife sets up an interest
in one’s life. I have always been a patient, obstinate beast; and the more they threaten me
with death (which they all consider it their duty to do at every turn) the more they clear
my mind as to the worthlessness of living in obedience to such threats & terrors. But
Charlotte has none of my convictions; and she is a worrier of the very first order, with an
amazing power of mistrusting the wisdom of everything & everybody’ (66-67). ‘Fabian
Essays is very much on my conscience: I think we ought to bring it up to date to the
extent at least of adding to any part of it in which we now see errors an explanatory
confession of them.... Besides, it seems to me that it is more effective to first gain the
sympathy of the natural born Socialist by making his mistakes & then shewing what is
wrong with them, than to be right from the first with the certainty that the correctness will
not attract him’ (67-68).
Oct 23 1898, to Charrington, 69-70: ‘Your letter is an exasperating production. As usual,
you begin cleverly enough; but you always end in the same way by flourishing your
blessed Janet round, and calling on the world to accept appreciation of her lustrous
qualities as the universal touchstone of human worth’ (69). ‘Cæsar & Cleopatra is no use.
I can only spin out the same silly stuff: there is no drama in it. Hamlet in the second &
third act, and Macbeth apostrophising sleep: that is me just at present. I picked up the
book of Job today by chance & found my own history there, precisely. Farewell. When I
am in good spirits I neglect my correspondence & write fresh jokes for Cæsar and his
British islander slave’ (70).
Nov 2 1898, to Philip Wicksteed, I:461 in Holroyd: ‘death did not come; but something
which I had always objected to far worse: to wit, Marriage did. I faced it with the calm
intrepidity of a man who has left the world behind him, and for a reason I had never
anticipated: namely, that I cared more for my wife than for myself.’ I:463 (same letter):
‘My wife seems to have a lot of money—how much I dont know, probably not much
according to Vanderbillionic notions, but to poor people like you and me, a fortune.’
c. Nov 12 1898, to McNulty, after Shaw flew off his bike on a hill and later fell down a
flight of stairs, 70: ‘Still invalided, and clamoring to have my toe taken off. Eminent
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specialist says try letting it alone a bit first. This experiment in Christian Science seems
rather successful so far; but I still cherish the idea of amputation—an unnatural state of
mind which speaks for itself as to the giving out of my patience.’
Dec 2 1898, to Jones, about his 1893 verse tragedy The Tempter, 121-22 in Jones: After
consulting a doctor, who simply recommended a further period of disuse for his injured
leg, Shaw wrote that this was rest ‘brought to the verge of killing the patient with
inaction.’ He then horrified Charlotte by saying that he would have his toe amputated,
and returned to the doctor. Result: ‘He declares that my health is improving visibly; that I
am pulling up from a breakdown.... So I am waiting’ (121). ‘I must write a screed about
The Tempter, which is a most amazing freak of yours. The blank verse is a model of
speakability; and it’s curious how its compliance with this condition forces it into
relationship with Elizabethan blank verse, though you, Heaven be praised, are no
Elizabethan. Altogether a rum business, which I would applaud as a tour-de-force and a
lesson to the accursed literary amateur, if it were not that you say you gave a year and a
half to it—which was a most prodigal sin…. This place [Blen Cathra] beats Pitfold all to
fits I am a new man since I came here: the air would make a dramatist of—who shall we
say? ... The missus thinks you vastly inferior to me as a dramatist (Shakespear also); but
she appreciates you as a man.’
Dec 30 1898, to Ellen, 71: ‘I have finished “Cæsar & Cleopatra”; and Cæsar is a fine
part, whilst Cleopatra will pass. I hope to have prompt copies ready in a week or two. I
wish you’d read it & tell me whether it is improvable or not technically. Besides, you
always read my plays; & I generally get something out of you that is useful.’
Jan 2 1899, to Beatrice Mansfield, 471-72 in Henderson 2: ‘Richard must have been
frightfully tired of “The Devil’s Disciple” by the time the Webbs arrived: Mrs Webb said
it was over in ten minutes; that the last act was a farce; and that all my beautiful and
impressive passages were cut out. Also that Richard, after a diabolical display of
cleverness to show what he could do if he liked, hurried to the end like a man who could
hardly stand any more of it. Now it is quite clear that this is not what happened in New
York when you were in the cast.’
Jan 8 1899, to Jones, 71-72: ‘It is all very well to swim about in Wagner, without
bothering as to his meaning; but the best established truth in the world is that no man
produces a work of art of the very first order except under the pressure of strong
conviction & definite meaning as to the constitution of the world. Dante, Goethe &
Bunyan could not possibly have produced their masterpieces if they had been mere artvoluptuaries. It may be that the artistic by-product is more valuable than the doctrine; but
there is no other way of getting the by-product than by the effort & penetrating force that
doctrine braces a man to. Go straight for the by-product and you get Gounod instead of
Wagner…. I have pointed out in the book that this is the only way in which an allegory
can become a drama. It is odd that you do not find in your own experience the clue to
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Wagner’s way of working. What makes you the only considerable dramatist now in
vogue in England is precisely because you are the only one who ever drives at any
purpose with sufficient concern for extra theatrical concerns to make his art a by-product.
In your plays you make the audience feel the world behind the scrap of it represented on
the stage, just as Wagner does.’ He then asserts that Jones’s ‘amazing theology’ is an
obstacle to his comprehending Wagner, along with his inability to grasp ‘the secret of
musical technique.’ Finally, Shaw justifies his innovation of using ample stage directions
in his published plays.
Jan 24 1899, to Arthur Conan Doyle, before a “Peace Crusade” meeting about the
Disarmament Conference in which Shaw was to speak, 73: ‘Hadn’t we better come to
some agreement about the resolutions to be moved on Saturday? If we don’t, we shall
find ourselves landed with a string of rubbish about disarmament, truces of God, and the
like, devised by Stead, and profoundly disbelieved in by all of us.... I strongly object to
making Queensbury rules for war: what I do believe in is a combination of the leading
powers to police the world and put down international war just as private war is put
down.... It is no use having the meeting at all unless it is sensible and unanimous.’
Jan 30 1899, to James Welch, actor producing You Never Can Tell, 74: After advising
him that he should play the Waiter: although the play as a whole is ‘absolutely actorproof,’ it has a ten-minute episode ‘during which it is the most difficult comedy in the
Irish language’: the scene between Valentine and Gloria at the end of Act II. ‘If that
scene fails, the play fails. And nobody but a comedian of the very first forty-pound-aweek order can touch that scene. It is not that a lesser man can only do it badly: it is that
he cant do it at all.... Can you get Hawtrey, or Wyndham, or John Drew, or Bourchier?’
(Yorke Stephens finally played the role.)
Feb 7 1899, to Malcolm Watson, no paging: ‘I shall of course be only too glad to
advertise myself in your column. But you know what theatrical business is—all project
and very little come-off. ‘Caesar & Cleopatra’ is an accomplished fact. The play is
written and ready; and if you will find a theatre and ten thousand pounds for Forbes
Robertson you may announce its production for next winter. But a magnificent
spectacular historical play takes some backing: it cannot, as you may guess, be done on
the profits of Macbeth.’ Shaw points out a few more contingencies surrounding the
production and goes on to say ‘if one cannot publicly print sense about it, one can print
nonsense. For example, you could say that the play has been written to redeem English
dramatic literature from the reproach of having no better portrait of Julius Caesar than the
wretched abortion produced by Shakespeare. His Cleopatra.does not touch on the only
really interesting event in her career, her meeting with Caesar.’
Feb 13 1899, to Elizabeth, whom Shaw had just learned was writing novels, 76-77: ‘Now
that the murder is out, and that I have just read “An Open Question,” I think you owe me
an apology, though I do not think you will make it. For years, by a remorseless fraud, you
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have been discrediting my original estimate of you and discouraging the instinct on
which that estimate was founded by pretending to be everything that I most deplore—an
actress neglecting that everyday work at her profession which is the real foundation of all
real character and power’ (76). ‘You are, as an authoress, more exactly like George Eliot
than any two original novelists have hitherto been like another. Do not let the warning—
for it is a warning as well as a recognition—be lost on you. You have the gift that enabled
her to create Maggie Tulliver and to make her pictures of English life in the Midlands,
just as she had the gift that has enabled you to create Val and make your pictures of
American life. But she got her gift paralyzed by the fatalism which was the intellectually&-morally-snobbishly-correct thing among advanced people in her day. None of her
people have any power of moulding their own destiny: they drift along helpless in the
clutch of heredity and environment—just like your Ganos. George Eliot was like the
released Bastille prisoners: she was rescued from the chains of Evangelical religion &
immediately became lost, numbed & hypnotized by “Science.” Again, Shakespeare had
the golden gift too. But he also lost his religion & his vulgar Jingo patriotism; and the
result was that the moment he met with ill-health & disappointment, and realized death,
he fell, nerveless & paralyzed, under its shadow, and spent the rest of his life cowering
and demanding what was the use of it all since it must end in Alexander’s clay & the rest
of it. Consequently there is no hero in any one of his plays: he never trod the plains of
heaven with Bunyan [etc.]. It is the grossest of mistakes to suppose that this mood is
possible only to men who expect happiness in another world. No person worth a rap
makes happiness, or love, or money, or anything but thoroughness of life itself, the
criterion of life’s value’ (77).
April 12 1899, to Mrs Patrick Campbell (hereafter Pat), the first extant letter, 85: ‘Why
not play the first act of “C & C” as a curtain raiser? The public can have the rest of it
when I publish it…. The vegetables have triumphed over their traducers. I was told that
my diet was so poor that I could not repair the bones that were broken & operated on. So
I have just had an Xradiograph taken; and lo! perfectly mended solid bone so beautifully
white that I have left instructions that, if I die, a glove stretcher is to be made out of them
and sent to you as a souvenir…. Why not bring Cæsar down to lunch: it would do him
good, and dispel all remnants of your influenza.’
April 17 1899, to Jones, 140 in Jones: ‘I forgot to acknowledge The Triumph of the
Philistines. My wife is much delighted with it—thinks it no end of a play. I am inclined
to agree with her. You should have got me to write the preface: I’d have said why it came
to nothing at the St James’s straight enough.... What is Carlyon Sahib like—is it a
disgraceful old potboiler, or another victim of the incompetence of the profession, or a
success?’
April 27 1899, to Charrington, II:7 in Holroyd: Shaw reports that he has ‘surpassed all
my previous achievements by alighting from a high framed bicycle on the bad foot with a
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crash that made it collapse like a leg of mutton which had been stabbed with an area
railing.’
May 3 1899, to Beatrice Mansfield, 89-90: ‘you may NOT say that you like the Devil’s
Disciple better than “C & C.” The D’s D is a melodrama, made up of all the stale Adelphi
tricks—the reading of the will, the heroic sacrifice, the court martial, the execution, the
reprieve at the last moment. Anybody could make a play that way. But “C & C” is the
first & only adequate dramatization of the greatest man that ever lived. I want to revive,
in a modern way and with modern refinement, the sort of thing that Booth did the last of
in America: the projection on the stage of the hero in the big sense of the word. Whoever
plays Cæsar successfully will pass hors concours at once—get the sort of position
Garrick, Kemble & Macready held, and that Irving holds here now without having ever
quite achieved a heroic impersonation. Cleopatra is not a difficult part: Cæsar is: whoever
can play the fourth act of it can play anything.’
July 7 1899, to Ellen, on Captain Brassbound’s Conversion, presently entitled The Witch
of Atlas, 92: ‘Finished, finished, dear Ellen, and on the whole not so bad as I feared. And
yet, alas! not finished; for now I have to go over it to get the business right, which will
take many grievous brainracking days…. It is a shocking leading lady business, after all;
but then, such a leading lady! All the other characters are the merest doormats for her.
The wretched leading man has nothing in the last act but ignominious dumbness &
ridicule until the final scene, in which he gets a consolation prize…. I think you will have
to christen the play yourself: I haven’t yet invented a name for it.’
July 19 1899, to Cunninghame Graham, II:28 in Holroyd: Shaw tells the author of
Magreb-el-Acksa that he was so delighted by the book that he found himself ‘unable to
resist stealing the mise-en-scène’ for Captain Brassbound’s Conversion.
July 27 1899, to Archer, 93-94: ‘The bacillus has turned up in Charlotte’s throat, which
was a little sore & is now perfectly well. I cannot make the doctor see that this is
checkmate to his bacteriological theories…. The defects of “C & C” seem to be inherent
in the genre Chronicle Play. I tried cutting & compression; but when I came to read the
play to people I found myself forced to restore the cuts—even the most apparently
harmless ones…. Finally I concluded that only one cut was possible—the omission of the
third act chock-a-block. The first act could be played by itself almost: it is very effective;
but, as in “Arms & the Man,” one must pay the penalty of a good dramatic first act by a
comparatively expository second one. The chronicle ties you to the exposition of Cæsar’s
position at Alexandria; and there is no drama in it because Cæsar was so completely
superior to his adversaries that there was virtually no conflict, only a few adventures,
chiefly the hairbreath escape when he jumped into the harbor. I was desperate about the
business until … I solved the problem by making Cleopatra commit a murder. Of course
the main feat to be performed was to do what Wully Shakspere didnt (his object being to
heroify Brutus): that is, present Cæsar as a great man with a genuine differentiation of
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character & view in the greater direction…. This is the best explanation I can give of the
scatteriness of the play. I cling rather to the hope that some of the bits that seem second
rate or superfluous have their function. At least … I found that I couldnt make the play
fully intelligible & effective without them.’
Aug 1 1899, to Ellen, 95-99: Shaw expounds at length on Captain Brassbound’s
Conversion: ‘After much title-searching, I have resolved to give that play … by [sic] the
ugly but arresting name “Captain Brassbound’s Conversion.” I did my best to make Lady
Cicely a “title part,” but could find nothing better than “The Angel in the Atlas” or some
such silliness. Besides, when I publish my next volume, which will contain The Devil’s
Disciple, Cæsar and Cleopatra, & Captain B, I will call it “Three Plays for Puritans.”
“Captain B’s Conversion” has a blatant Puritan sound in it’ (93). ‘However, there’s your
play—Ellen’s play. My conscience was so burdened with the infamy of having written
plays for Pat-Cats and other people about whom I dont care a straw … and made no play
for you, that it had to be done…. And now no more plays—at least no more practicable
ones. None at all, indeed, for some time to come: it is time to do something more in
Shaw-philosophy, in politics & sociology. Your author, dear Ellen, must be more than a
common dramatist’ (96). Reacting to Ellen’s negative reaction three days later (‘More
fitted for the closet than the stage,’ headnote, 96), Shaw declares that ‘there is an
impassable gulf between my drama and your drama,’ and vows to ‘educate a new
generation with my pen’ (97).
Aug 8 1899, to Ellen, 98-99: Shaw implores Ellen to learn the background to the play and
relate it to the events depicted in it. ‘Listen to me, woman with no religion. Send to your
library for two books of travel: one Miss Kingsley’s … and the other H.M. Stanley’s.
Compare the brave woman, with her commonsense and good will, with the wild-beast
man, with his elephant rifle, and his atmosphere of dread and murder, breaking his way
by mad selfish assassination out of the difficulties created by his own cowardice. Think
of all that has been rising up under your eyes in Europe for years past, Bismarck worship,
Stanley worship, Dr Jim worship, and now at last Kitchener worship with dead enemies
dug up and mutilated. Think also on the law—the gallows, penal servitude, hysterical
clamoring for the lash, mere cowardice masquerading as “resolute government,” “law
and order” and the like. Well, how have you felt about these things?.... Have you found in
your own life and your own small affairs no better way, no more instructive heart
wisdom, no warrant for trusting to the good side of people instead of terrorizing the bad
side of them. I—poor idiot!—thought the distinction of Ellen Terry was that she had this
heart wisdom…. I accordingly give you a play in which you stand in the very place
where Imperialism is most believed to be necessary…. I try to shew you fearing nobody
and managing them all as Daniel managed the lions, not by cunning—above all, not by
even a momentary appeal to Cleopatra’s stand-by, their passions, but by simple moral
superiority…. Here you get far beyond Candida, with her boy & her parson, and her
suspicion of trading a little on the softness of her contours—and you want to get back to
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Cleopatra! Here is a part which dominates a play because the character it represents
dominates the world.’
Aug 14 1899, to Grant Allen, II:7-8 in Holroyd: ‘It is a blasted, poisonous year:
everybody is ill.... Our patients’ nurses report that there is a scarcity of disinfected sisters:
they have to rush from one case to another. My own belief is that there is a specific
venom in the air of Hindhead. However our withdrawal will raise the average quota of
health available for the rest of the community.’
Aug 20 1899, to Ellen, 251-53 in Terry: Two days previously Ellen had proposed
offering ‘her’ play to an American audience with herself in the starring role, leaving
Irving’s involvement to be resolved. Shaw goes over the alternatives of such a series of
performances, casting doubt that Irving would allow it to transpire, but he does map out a
possible plan of attack. He continues in this vein in a letter of Sept 13 (255-57; 101-02 in
CL).
Aug 23 1899, to Jones, 170-71 in Jones: ‘My health holds up; and I bathe twice a day
with excellent effect on my muscles. Swimming is the only exercise I have ever taken for
its own sake. I swim now for the most part under water, as my wife learns the art by
using me as a life preserver. You Never Can Tell is a whited sepulchre. It looks as if a
play with that waiter and those twins couldnt fail; but that ten minutes at the end of the
second act requires a double-first comedian; and where is he to be found? Mrs Clandon
too! who is to play her? Kate Terry, perhaps.’
Oct 3 1899, to Ellen, whose letter of the day before (261 in Terry) declared: ‘I’ve studied
Lady C. now, and am transported. The tragic end I go over and over again and just——
——see it. A triumph for us both. I love the whole thing and am certain I could do it.’
Shaw’s letter of the 3rd, 261-64 in Terry, shows no evidence that this news had reached
him yet. He ruminates once more about Irving, financing alternatives, and the irresistible
Socialist aspect of the situation: ‘Every farthing that is made out of Captain Brassbound
will be made by a fresh stroke of labor on your part. You may be tired; you may be ill;
you may be prostrated by grief; the play may become detestable to you by repetition. No
matter: you will have to turn out and go through your part every time. Meanwhile I lie on
my back and do nothing but tax the fruits of your hard work…. It is the old Socialistic
difficulty, you see. An author, once he has hammered out a play, treats it as a landlord
treats his land or a capitalist his investment: he lends it out as usury, and sweats the actual
worker’ (263).
Oct 17 1899, to Sydney Cockerell, 113: ‘I have been to Granada and seen the Alhambra,
which is undeniably a very neat specimen of the perforated card style of prettiness.’
Oct 21 1899, to Beatrice Mansfield, 32-34 in Theatrics: Shaw describes Captain
Brassbound’s Conversion and You Never Can Tell in some detail as prospects for staging
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in America. The former, he notes, ‘is tied up for the present,’ since he ‘wrote it to fulfill a
promise to Ellen Terry.’ He adds: ‘There is only one woman in it ... a part for a brilliant
and tender comedian. Captain [Brass]bound is rather of the Devil’s Disciple order; but
without [the] humor & penetration & rightmindedness.... the play is full of everything
that is de plus Shaw in his geniallest vein.’ The only difficulty about You Never Can Tell,
Shaw says, is ‘the difficulty of getting it acted. The end of the second act requires a
consummate comedian; and that comedian has never been available.... We have left
Hindhead, as I am now practically well again, or was until I was dragged on the
conventional voyage to restore me completely. Anything better calculated to destroy me,
body & soul, than a Mediterranean cruise in a pleasure steamer in October & Sept. (the
sirocco months) it would be hard to devise.... Never before have I felt so keenly the force
of the saying that life would be tolerable but for its pleasures.’
Oct 30 1899, to Pease, 115: ‘All those documents about the Transvaal are rather
alarming. Dont let us, after all these years, split the society by declaring ourselves on a
non-socialist point of policy. To wreck ourselves on the Transvaal after weathering Home
Rule would be too silly. Our sole business is to work out a practical scheme for securing
the mines when we “resume” the Transvaal.’
Nov 14 1899, to Jones, 171-72 in Jones: ‘The circumstances seem to point to your
escaping the infliction of a performance of You Never Can Tell. I heartily and sincerely
envy you. If I had the management of the affair, we should have a performance all to
ourselves, like Wagner and the King of Bavaria. Need I say that I am carefully avoiding
any responsibility? They may arrange it how they please. I am up to my neck in
vestrydom and in a book on Fabianism, miles aloof from the theatre’ (171). ‘The D’s D
must have been all wrong: they clearly made mere farce of the 3rd act. Burgoyne should
have been grim and spartan—a ruined man playing it out to the end.’
Nov 30 1899, to Ramsay MacDonald, II:40-41 in Holroyd: Shaw explains Fabian policy:
‘Radicalism we found to be sentiment without administration, and we opposed to it
administration without sentiment. Now, if you can draft a resolution that will combine the
two, let us have it by all means. I have done my best to avert the fight for which the
democratic spirit and the large grasp of human ideas is always spoiling, and for which the
jingo spirit is no doubt equally ready. If you wont take my way, and wont find a better
way, then punch one another’s heads and be damned.’
Dec 14 1899, to Edward Rose, 119: ‘You had better stick to the Fabian. You will find
that there is no such thing in the world as a society that will or can entirely discharge your
soul’s message for you. At times, through the operation of Ibsen’s Law of Change, you
will get very tired of the Fabian and its old municipal tramway. At such moments you can
subscribe without frequenting it or reading Fabian News. But just at present it looks as if
we were at last being forced to a new birth pang with a foreign policy. The affair the
other night shewed that in the absence of any alternative the Fabians fall back on
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Cobdenism, recruited by pure Humanitarianism, both based on a morality which ... is
obviously perfectly useless for the criticism of cosmic forces.’ Shaw made a further
attempt to mend fences in a letter of March 13 1900, but to no avail.
c. Dec 23-24 1899, to George Samuel, who styled himself a ‘Marxian’ Fabian, 121-23:
Shaw hammers his view of the second Boer War: ‘Two hordes of predatory animals are
fighting, after their manner, for the possession of South Africa, where neither of them
has, or ever had, any business to be from the abstract-moral, the virtuously indignant
Radical, or (probably) the native point of view. Each of them, for party purposes, is
trying to play-off this point of view against the other’ (122). In another undated letter to
Samuel, he tries to argue him out of taking the Afrikaner side in the war (125).
Dec 24 1899, to Richards, 127 in Richards: ‘Stuart Glennie ... tells me he is sending you
his essay on the New Drama. He is a disciple of Buckle, and a Philosophy of History
man, strong on the Conflict of Races.... As you ought to have a learned man in your
menagerie of authors, he may suit you. I suggest that as he is a good pamphleteer, he
might apply his Conflict of Races theory to the South African war to the extent of doing
you a saleable firework on the subject.... he has been so suppressed all his life because of
the heterodoxy of his science that he does not realise how freely he can speak out now on
questions of marriage, religion, etc. He wants to found a “Kosminian Brotherhood” of
man who look at the world from the high scientific and philosophical point of view. If
you tell him that you are game to publish anything that is at once respectably learned and
breath-bereavingly scandalous, urging him to go ahead to the utmost length of his tether,
he might give you something that would be as much of a success in its way as Kidd’s
Social Evolution in its way.’
Dec 30 1899, to Bland, 126-27: after sorting out the various members on the Executive
Committee of the Fabians, Shaw wryly concludes: ‘I have destroyed your letter: it is my
general rule. Never keep a letter, and never write one that is fit for publication.’
c. Jan 1900, to J. S. Stuart-Glennie, Greek professor and radical folklorist, 128: ‘The right
to live is a Natural Right: that is to say it must be dogmatically postulated before any
political constitution is possible. All argument on the matter leads irresistibly to
Nowana—to universal suicide; and this must be rejected as a reductio-ad-absurdum, and
a purely dogmatic Will to Live accepted as the basis from which all social order must
start. It need not, however, be accepted quite unconditionally, though I think it should as
against all such survivals of the expiation superstition as our criminal law presents. I
should make each citizen appear before a Board once in seven years, and defend his
claim to live. If he could not, then he should be put into a lethal chamber.’
IPS Jan 6 1900, to H. J. Haskell, a young Kansas City newspaperman, 13f. in Charles
Lloyd Holt, ‘Candida: The Music of Ideas,’ Shaw Review, 9, i (1966): 2-14: ‘In Candida
the poet begins by pursuing happiness with a beloved woman as the object of his life.
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When at last, under stress of a most moving situation, she paints for him a convincing
picture of what that happiness is, he sees at once that such happiness could never fulfill
his destiny. “I no longer desire happiness ... life is nobler than that ... Out, then, into the
night with me.” That is, out of this stuffy little nest of happiness and sentiment into the
grandeur, the majesty, the holiness that night means to me, the poet.” Candida and Morell
do not understand this. Neither did you, eh?’
Jan 7 1900, to Beatrice Mansfield, who had given Shaw a Roycroft book, 129-33: Shaw
derides Roycroft as one who ‘does not know the ABC of good printing’ (129-31). He
then gives reasons why Richard shouldnt come to England. His finale: ‘Forgive this
hasty, grumpy, prolix letter.... I am in despair at the backwardness of my literary work—
one book to write, another to edit [the Morris lectures], and a third to write prefaces &
see through the press before I can begin another play. But it doesnt matter: I shall write
no more practicable plays—no more Devil’s Disciples & Cæsars & Captain Brassbounds.
The contemporary playgoer doesnt want me, and I dont want him (or her); and there are
terrible things still to be said. My next play will be a horror—and a masterpiece’ (133).
Jan 7 1900, to Pakenham Beatty’s 17-year-old daughter Edith (whose education Shaw
was partly funding), 133-34: ‘I have just been studying your school report, and find it a
most disheartening document’ (133) ‘It is plain to me that this High School is teaching
you nothing except how to become a High School mistress when you are too big to be a
High School pupil. That is a miserable business unless you become a head mistress, and
not a very delightful one even then…. You may ask me how you are to educate yourself.
Well, chiefly by beginning to choose how and where you shall be taught what you want
to know, instead of letting yourself be sent to school like a little lamb. You have at your
disposal at present £100 a year … to educate yourself with…. The burthen of absolute
selfishness being thus laid on you, it behooves you to consider how to get the best value
for that money’ (134). Shaw counsels travelling to foreign countries, then concludes:
‘Think it over: keep always thinking it over. The High School business is only Irish
snobbery…. Remember that all the advice given by grown up people to young people has
interested motives, and that the world belongs to the rebellious’ (135).
Jan 24 1900, to Archer, who urged Shaw to submit either Candida or Captain
Brassbound’s Conversion for productions at the New Century Theatre, with the proviso
that Elizabeth Robins would be the leading actress, 136-39: ‘As luck will have it I have
just consented to allow the Stage Society to do Candida.... I dont know what to do for you
now. Cleopatra would hardly do for Miss Robins; and Captain Brassbound could only be
done by arrangement with Ellen Terry, who would certainly not let anyone else play
Lady Cicely. Of course I could write another play for you; but ... you probably wouldnt
play it.... unfortunately Miss Robins’judgment is disabled in precisely the same way as
yours; and I cant make an American George Eliot understand the twentieth century. With
you she gets on reasonably, because her American scheme of ethics exactly fits your Sir
Walter Scottish social consciousness, and your stupendous ignorance of English life and
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character. But with me she is a perverse devil, because it is quite impossible to her to
conceive my anti-gentlemanly, anti-literary, anti-ethical, anti-virtuous view of life as
anything else but mere blackguardism.... there is not the least likelihood of my writing
any more plays which will be not only acceptable to you both, but will also be
uncommercial enough to be the business of the N.C.T.’ (136-37). ‘In the Philanderer I
have shewn you the real Don Juan, the man whose blood has gone to his head, and left
him with nothing but an appetite which entangles him ridiculously with a woman who is
still very violently in the “flesh and blood” stage. You are just like all the managers: you
want my talent and even my subjects with the ungentlemanly consequences left out. You
will take Mrs Warren on condition that I leave in the prostitution, hot and strong, but
leave out the inevitable complication that the prostitute’s child never knows its brothers
and sisters, and is dramatically certain to find them turning up unexpectedly in the third
act’ (138).
Jan 27 1900, to Archer, 141-44: Archer’s reply is quoted at length in the headnote to this
letter (140). Shaw argues at length about the gulf between conventional playwriting and
his own plays: ‘This being so, it’s not possible for you to like my plays.... You simply
feel “I wish Shaw wouldnt go on like that” (142). Having formed a strong opinion that
he himself was not a playwright, he ‘formed an equally strong opinion that I was not a
playwright.... As a matter of fact I am by a very great deal the best English-language
playwright since Shakespear, and considerably his superior on a good many points.’ A
footnote that follows quotes a Feb 1 ‘last word’ from Archer: ‘As the man says in
Stevenson, “Golly, what a letter!”’
Feb 7 1900, to R. Ellis Roberts, a socialist devotee of Tolstoy, 145-46: ‘I remember
recommending a friend of mine, who was very full of the Socialism of the early eighties,
to set to work & qualify himself in medicine & surgery. He replied that he had thought of
it, but as the period of qualification was four years, and he was convinced that “the
revolution” would come within eighteen months, he had given up the idea as
impracticable. When I pointed out to him that even under Socialism we should still need
surgeons, he was taken aback, post-revolutionary Socialism having presented itself to his
imagination as a condition in which no more needs or difficulties would exist—in short, a
heavenly condition. Are you sure you are not making the same mistake with regard to
Tolstoyism? Even if we all embrace it, we cannot live for ever afterwards on one
another’s charity. We may simplify our lives and become vegetarians; but even the
minimum of material life will involve the industrial problem of its production &
distribution, and will defy Anarchism.... Man may have his opinion as to the relative
importance of feeding his body and nourishing his soul, but he is allowed by Nature to
have no opinion whatever as to the need for feeding the body before the soul can think of
anything but the body’s hunger. That need is a fact beyond all opinion. Nothing is less
Tolstoyian than to refuse to deal with facts. Tolstoy has just described Ibsen as a delirious
dreamer, mainly because Ibsen has got too far away from the realities of bread and
butter.’
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Feb 9 1900, to Ellen, 147-48: ‘Very well, dear Ellen: we cry off Brassbound. I have
always foreseen, and foretold to you, that when it came to the point, you would find it
practically impossible to detach yourself from the Lyceum. And apart from business
reasons, the breaking up of an old partnership like yours and H.I.’s is not a thing to be
done except on extreme occasion…. I wrote Brassbound for you merely for the sake of
writing it for you, without any faith in your ever being able to produce it, knowing that
the existence of the play would strengthen your hold of H.I…. obviously if he really
wants you to stay, stay you must. Consequently I am in no way disappointed or surprised:
destiny has fulfilled itself exactly as I foresaw it would if affairs took their normal
course…. Only, I want you to face the fact that this means that you are not going to do
Brassbound at all—never, world without end’ (147). ‘The Stage Society, a sort of Sunday
night Independent theatre started by an energetic Fabian, did You Never Can Tell the
other day. Performance might have been worse—at any rate we shall hear no more now
about its being a bad stage play. I was ashamed of its tricks and laughs and popularities’
(148).
Feb 21 1900, to Archer, 265 in Archer: ‘Some of your American book [America Today]
is very good—I mean supergood enough to leave a mark, especially the North and South
article. I begin to have hopes that you will do me credit yet. By the way, the Ibsen play
[When We Dead Awaken] is powerful, and frightfully moral…. It must be played.’
c. Feb 25 1900, to George Alexander, prominent actor-manager, 38-39 in Theatrics:
Shaw calls Alexander’s attention to the statutes of the new London University, one of
which specifies a concentration on music. ‘Now observe. Music, in the Platonic sense
proper for University use, means physical training, declamation, elocution, dancing …
and a great deal more besides—enough to completely cover a School of Dramatic Art….
if you could call a meeting of the leading managers, appeal for endowments, hunt up
titled patrons, start a library, knock up a handsome building somewhere, and so get into
existence an imposing school of Physical & Artistic Cultivation … you could finally get
it admitted as a School of the University of London under the Faculty of Music. The
result would be that the graduates of the University in the faculty would become the
actors of the future; and acting would then at last be a learned profession.’ Shaw’s
conception became the germ of the Royal Academy of Dramatic Art.
March 12 1900, to Henry Salt, on the Boer War, 152: ‘The Humane Review is rather on
my conscience because of our Imperialism controversy. I am afraid of your putting in
some article not only against war as a method of settling international disputes, but
against the war as a stroke of Government policy. This, believe me, will destroy the
Review by making it at once a political organ—a Liberal one. On the other hand, if you
avoid the subject altogether, it will be such bad journalism that nobody will but the
Review. I therefore adjure you to write the article yourself, stripping the bunkum off both
sides impartially without betraying the least political sympathy.... As for me, I delight in
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the war more & more. It has waked up the country out of its filthy wallowing in money
(blood is a far superior bath); and it has put a fourpence on the Income Tax which will
never come off it if the Fabian can help it; so that Old Age Pensions will be within reach
at the end of the ten years repayment period, if not sooner.... Charrington calls me a Tory
because I declare for Imperialism as our social theory.’
March 22 1900, to Walter Crane, on issues relating to the Boer War, I:41-42 in Holroyd:
‘I am a revolutionist in ethics as much as in economics; and the moment you demand
virtuous indignation from me, I give you up... I have done my best to keep the peace... the
Fabian ought to be warproof; and yet Capitalism has only to fire a gun, and split a great
shaving off us.... We have never thrashed this matter out because we were too lazy, or
had other things to occupy us (other aspects of the movement, I mean) or, alas! found the
ethics too handy a stick to beat “the capitalist” with to be conveniently disowned. We
have been morally rotten from the beginning with this hypocrisy of trying to put the
blame of our civilization on some villain in the human melodrama at whose expense we
could shew off our own virtue. And now, having been virtuous all these years at the
expense of our political opponents, we feel bound to be virtuous at the expense of one
another.’
April 28 1900, to H. M. Hyndman, 161-63: A ‘classic’ letter which dubs Hyndman ‘a
moralist,’ seeing the world ‘in terms of guilt and innocence, virtue and vice,’ compared to
himself, ‘a pure natural-history student’ who feels ‘no more indignation against
Rockefeller or Rhodes than I do against a dog following a fox’ (161). Near the finale
(163): ‘The truth is that you are an economic revolutionary on a medieval moral basis of
pure chivalry—Bayard educated by Marx. I am a moral revolutionary, interested, not in
the class war, but in the struggle between human vitality and the artificial system of
morality, and distinguishing, not between capitalist & proletarian, but between moralist
and natural historian.’
May 2 1900, to Bright, 114-15 in Bright: ‘The Three Plays for Puritans will be published
next autumn. There will be quite a collection of prefaces, chief among them a tremendous
sermon entitled “Why for Puritans.” In it I give, with exceeding frankness, an account of
the London Theatres as I found them during my critical campaign on the Saturday
Review from 1895 to 1898, when I collapsed and nearly died of pure inanity and
emptiness adminstered by the managers in large weekly doses. I appeal, of course, for the
Puritans to come to the rescue of the stage; and to shew that this is no mere personal
eccentricity of mine—no hackneyed Shawism—I find, whilst my preface is still in MS,
William Archer in the Morning Leader, crying out for a new Collier to write a new
treatise on “the profaneness & immorality &c,” and Massingham immediately afterwards
hotly defending George Moore against Walkley from the Puritan point of view. In a
second preface I attack the current critical chatter about the so-called originality of my
plays, shewing that the peculiar Diabolonian creed of the Devil’s Disciple is as old as
William Blake, and … that the contrast between mere knighthood and military capacity
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which is the theme of Arms & the Man was elaborated years ago in Mommsen’s History
of Rome…. in short, it is only the criticism that reads nothing, remembers nothing, and
knows nothing, that is astonished and bewildered by my sallies.’
May 8 1900, to Richards, 129 in Richards (opening paragraph omitted in CL and
Publishers): ‘Glennie told with great gusto, in his highest register, the tale of your candid
statement of the financial result of your proposal. But what I want to convince you of is
that you shouldnt have made it. If he were rich, it would be an absurd bargain for him,
since he could publish on commission; if he were poor, it would be an absurd one for
you, since he could not buy the remainder. Of course, you have wasted good time in the
matter. Also his. Also mine. You should never make a bad bargain with a man except
under very special circumstances; and you should never under any circumstances let a
man make a bad bargain with you. In this instance you would probably have done both
but for my interference.’ 163-64 in CL: ‘And now, what about Three Plays for Puritans?
It is going to involve a lot of composition, and at least three plates, at the old price. You
have not done so amazingly well with Plays P. and Unpl. (an edition of 1200 in two
years) as to feel certain that this book is going to be a treasure. I offer to pay you for it
(instead of Clark), and hold you harmless. The public and the press won’t know. You do
not deign to reply on the point, possibly because your feelings are hurt.... I want to know
definitely and at once.... If you won’t be businesslike with other people, you shall with
me: I’ll make you, if only for the sake of your education. Do wake up.’
May 24 1900, to G. F. McCleary, 168-69: ‘I have always said that the name Imperialism
is a piece of theatrical claptrap, and that the slightest show of imperiousness on the part
of England would be like shaking a tree loaded with ripe apples. But we have to take
names as they catch on; and they generally catch on wrongly, from the etymological
point of view, when the right handling of them requires classical scholarship. My one
offense in the matter has been that I am an old Socialist, inveterately anti-Liberal, antiIndividualistic, anti-Jehovistic, anti-Independence-Liberty-Nationality and all the rest of
it, and above all, boilingly contemptuous of the common English plan of dealing with
social evils by catching a scapegoat, overwhelming him with virtuous indignation, and
calling that politics’ (168). ‘If there were no such institution as war, no Socialist would be
on the side of the Boers in this question any more than he would be on the side of
Rhodes. I do not see then why we should take sides now that there is war. I am sorry they
fight just as I am sorry they course hares and shoot pheasants and eat meat and believe in
witch-inoculations as a charm against enteric fever. But why that should make me a proBoer when the Boer is just as bloodguilty as the Briton, and when I dont believe anything
that the Boer believes, and dont believe that his pet institutions can ever produce anything
but sorded misery for the mass of mankind, is a question which I leave you to answer.
The fact is, every Englishman makes a fool of himself over this war on one side or the
other. I, not being an Englishman, have kept my head; and there is the head and front of
my offending’ (169).
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May 31 1900, to Richards, 57 in Publishers: ‘I shall do just as much proof correction on
this volume as on the last one—probably more. My corrections were in no way
extravagant; and the few trial pages we had when I was doing your work of inventing a
presentable format after the blighting failure of your own perfunctory attempt, cost you a
few shillings and me many days in which I might have earned guineas. The extra proofs
for the copyrighting performance I was perfectly willing to pay for with 150% profit for
you. The price I did pay would have provided me with complete volumes on Japanese
paper. Anyhow, this time I shall need no such copies; and I shall spare no expense (to
you) in achieving the utmost accuracy and elegance of composition from Clark & Co. If
you demur to the tiniest comma, I shall instantly offer to take over the whole cost of
manufacture and revert to a commission basis. If at the last moment I think I can rewrite
all the plays with advantage I shall do so on the proofs without a throb of remorse. So
there!’
June 6 1900, to Charrington, who had recommended Harley Granville Barker for Eugene
in Candida, 170: ‘I have often seen Granville Barker act, and as I cannot remember him
in the least, and can remember [Henry V.] Esmond, I conclude that Esmond is the better
man. I am prepared for a struggle on your part and Janet’s to induce me to consent to
everything most ruinous to both of us. But I WONT. Unless I can get a Eugene of
Esmond’s standing, the play shall not be done. You can put up Widowers’ Houses
instead.’ June 7, 170: ‘Esmond will play Eugene: I have it on Janet’s own authority. And
he shall play it. No doubt he’s too old. So is Janet. So are you. It will be a sere and
yellow, bouncing and matronly business. But it will help the S.S. and help you and help
me to have an actor of Esmond’s standing in the cast: others will follow his lead who
would certainly not follow G.B’s. You will be jealous, of course, on J’s account; but I
dont care: if Eugene plays Morell & Candida off the stage, he will exactly fulfil my
intention.’ June 11, 172: ‘I withdraw my observations concerning G.B., whom I certainly
never saw before. He is too clever to be so really boyish as E; but if E. fails us, he will be
an excellent and rather more interesting substitute.’
June 12 1900, to Beatrice Mansfield, 173-74: ‘Ellen Terry shewed my last play “Captain
Brassbound’s Conversion” to Mrs [Minnie Maddern] Fiske. Mrs Fiske told Mr Fiske to
get it for her. Mr Fiske instructed Miss Alice Kauser to negotiate with me. Alice went to
Langdon Mitchell for an introduction to me. Then began a comedy of errors. Miss Kauser
mistook my address and her first letters miscarried. The others were consequently
unintelligible. I was bewildered, Mrs Minnie Maddern grew impatient, Mitchell wrote,
Alice cabled, Fiske cabled; and I could not make out who was who nor which was what.
In desperation I referred them all to Miss Marbury. Fiske cabled that he would not
negotiate with an emissary of the accursed Trust. I thought this was from Alice, and
exploded with the most destructive violence. Alarums and excursions ensued; and finally
Fiske wrote to say that my proposals and terms were perfectly satisfactory, but that he
would die sooner than enter into a contract with a truculent scoundrel (ME) whose evil
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reputation in America was only too well deserved.... My next play will be a Don Juan—
an immense play, but not for the stage of this generation.’
July 8 1900, 175-76: ‘the poet—Granville Barker—was the success of the piece. It was
an astonishing piece of luck to hit on him. He is a very clever fellow—very young, but
very expert—began with his mother (elocutionizing) at six, and has been on the stage 9
years.’
July 9 1900, to Archer, who had reacted to Shaw’s article, “A Conflict Between Science
and Common Sense,” 176-78: ‘To resume—the object of the Humane Review article was
to call attention to the fact that we have slipped into a doctrine of Omniscience &
Infallibility as regards Science, of precisely the same kind as the old doctrine as to
Religion. Also to shew that the parrallel [sic] (or rather the identity) is so complete, that
even the people who imagine themselves in a critical attitude towards Science, are
shocked when anybody jokes about it.... I have succeeded with ludicrous exactness. Even
“Personal Rights,” which has been denouncing “the medical priesthood” for years, and is
edited by a man who poked fun at the Bible every week in the National Reformer,
protests with horror against my “clowning” in the presence of this ineffably serious &
sacred subject. And I observe, with a chuckle, that even you, in the matter of the fireproof
floor, are so absolutely convinced of the validity of the strain calculating system that you
assume that the engineer made “a mistake in his calculation,” of which there is not the
smallest evidence, the plain fact being that the moment a floor was introduced which was
heavier than the old floors, the house came down and proved, as the bicycle and a
hundred other things have proved, that in mechanics as in art, theory comes after practice,
and is mostly a pure figment’ (176-77). ‘Your article on Ibsen & the Pinero-Jones dukes
has given unqualified delight to all & sundry. I have been reading Sutro’s Cave of
Illusion. When will people realize that of all undramatic and stupid no-thoroughfares of
subjects adultery is quite the worst? Sutro could write quite a decent play if he could only
get away from it. I pant to redress the moral balance by beginning my Don Juan’ (178).
July 20 1900, to Richards, 132-33 in Richards: ‘H.H.C. [Champion, the socialist] is
undoubtedly (or at all events was) a remarkably clever, resourceful, plausible, smart man,
excellent company and authentically wellbred style.... What about [Emery] Walker and
[Sydney] Cockerell? I saw Walker the other day. He undertakes to do the work no better
than the Swan, and to charge quite as much; but the real point is that he told me straight
off about the authentic busts of Caesar, the one in the Museum being doubtful, and the
accepted ones being in Egypt and Berlin. He will also hunt down Burgoyne for me,
which will be a bit of a business. I am now writing a series of remarkable historical
essays to follow the plays under the pretext of Notes. The setting up of that book will
absorb your entire capital.’
July 28 1900, to Gilbert Murray, 180: Murray had read and critiqued Cæsar and
Cleopatra at Shaw’s request, and Shaw responded (in part): ‘I have carefully considered
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your comments on my history, and have modified accordingly. I am not quite convinced
that I have overdone Cleopatra’s ferocity. If she had been an educated lady of the time I
should have made her quite respectable & civilized.... I also demur to your dictum that
we have enough information about the ancient Britons to shew that they were not like
Britannicus. In every line that I have come across concerning them I see Mr Podsnap....
Further, I suggest that in the Gallic Wars, the style is not the man—at least, not the whole
man.... Now the style-man of the Gallic Wars is not a comedian; but neither is he a
dandy; and Cæsar was a dandy. And I cannot conceive a great man as a grave man: to
lack humor is to lack the universal solvent. If my Cæsar can be guyed, he is a failure. But
I believe him to be authentic to the last comma.’
Aug 31 1900, to H. T. Muggeridge, 182: ‘I have just finished drafting an Election
Manifesto for the Fabian. It is a masterpiece, enormously long (a regular volume), and so
extra-ultra-hyper-imperialist that you will turn the color of this paper [green] and fall
down in convulsions when you read it. Nevertheless I hope for your vote for it. I am
convinced that the Liberal agitation against the Government is greatly strengthening it,
because nobody will dare to vote for a merely negative and impossibilist policy in the
middle of a war.... We have got to teach both Kruger & Chamberlain that countries are
not bits of private property to be fought for by dynasties, or races, or nations. You must
have some International Socialism hammered into that obstinate head of yours: that’s MY
imperialism.’
Aug 31, 1900, to Richards, on what became Fabianism and the Empire, 357 in Ervine: ‘I
have just drafted an Election Manifesto for the Fabian Society. It is still far from
complete; yet it runs to 11,600 words.... It is full of ideas about the Empire, China, etc.
Whether the Society will swallow it or not I cannot say; certainly not without a struggle.
But if they will not have it, I can still publish it on my own account as a personal election
manifesto, I being a party of one. Are you disposed to speculate in this ...?’ Note:
continuation is clearer and more complete in Richards, 135: ‘I am suggesting this on my
own responsibility, and cannot answer for what they may order. Even the Executive
cannot answer for the Society; but at worst the stuff belongs to me and can be published
as my own. In that case I should suggest your making it as cheap as you presentably can,
and calculating how many copies, without royalties, would give you a fair profit on the
enterprise. I should licence you to sell that many; and if any more were wanted you could
pay me an exorbitant royalty. If you publish it for the Society, they may want a royalty all
through, or they may consent to the plan I propose for myself.... There is not time to be
lost. The election may not be until February or March; but it may and very likely will be
in October. In any case the public will proceed on the assumption that it will come
promptly.’ Sept 2 1900, 135-36: ‘Sixpence, probably, is the price most to be considered;
but I did not contemplate anything below that. And since sixpence is beyond the reach of
the penny public, and the main thing is to get the thing reviewed and quoted and
discussed promptly, you had better make it a shilling if you cannot command the
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sixpenny organization.... The thing is to get it at the newsagents, if it is to be sixpence and
a big circulation.’
Sept 4 1900, to J. M. Strudwick, 183-84: ‘So far, the Manifesto prospers, as both Webb
and S.G. Hobson approve of it. Hobson thinks that even Hyndman might sign it! You will
find your point that we are not going to nationalize the mines, and have gone to war, so
far, simply to make them the private property of the cosmopolitan capitalists who have
hitherto had to pay royalties to Kruger, abundantly and vigorously expressed. But I go a
step further. I dont think gold reefs should be nationalized. Imagine Ireland with a gold
reef, or Poland with a gold reef, or “gallant little Wales” with a gold reef, that is, with
unlimited Mausers, Long Toms and Lyddite! We should have ten years of fierce patriotic,
heroic, melodramatic wars. Such formidable agencies should be internationalized; and by
far the nearest thing we have to an international organization is now the Great Power—
British Commonwealth for choice, because England means a good deal of Europe, Asia,
Africa, America and Australia. But America, France (with Algeria and the Western
Soudan), Germany, and Russia are all big enough to have a mortal dread of war and a
great deal to lose by it; whereas a tiny little oligarchy of pious frontiersmen like the
Boers, once flooded with gold, will instantly start building itself up as a military power
merely for self-defence, a policy which will finally force it to conquer territory and make
itself as much of an “Empire” as it can. That is the view—the International Socialist
view—that I could not get the Fabians to take last November; and it is from that point of
view only that we can influence the course of events, or expose the utter lack of
statesmanship in vulgar Imperialism. Mere virtuous indignation against Rhodes and
Chamberlain is worth no more than it is against Kruger and Steyn; and Boer patriotic
nationalism is just the same article as British patriotic nationalism. Both are as remote
from Socialism as Transubstantiation is’ (183). ‘Of course Bland started as a Tory; and
devilish useful it made him as a colleague of men who started as Whigs—an equally
disgraceful origin. But it is not the original Toryism or Whiggery of the old gang that is
making trouble now, but the confounded obsolete Reynold’s Newspaper Radicalism of
the younger men and of the S.D.F.’
Sept 13 1900, to Richards, 57-58 in Publishers: ‘There is no time to waste on preliminary
proof corrections of that Manifesto. The Chiswick people must take the most violent
measures to get 800 proofs delivered at the Fabian Office at the earliest possible
moment—say Monday midday at [the] latest. The form of these proofs is most important:
They ought to be galley proofs, so that they may not be available afterwards instead of a
copy of the book. This can be managed by printing them in long format & cutting them
galleywise. Margins should be wide enough for corrections. Further—and this is also
vital—there must be no page heading or galley slip heading to betray what the document
is or where it comes from. Each slip should be headed “Copyright matter. Strictly private
and confidential. All rights reserved.” This, I think, will prevent any editor into whose
hands a copy may fall, from making free with it. The proofs should not be leaded. It will
save paper and bulk to print them solid & insert the leads (if any) afterwards.’
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Sept 21 1900, to Richards, 185: ‘Will you get the enclosed corrections made.... I also
enclose a preface, which will, I hope, help to get over some of the objections which are
pouring in, to my utter and distracting confusion & overwork. Of this preface a couple of
hundred proofs will be wanted for distribution at the meeting.... I cant tell you how sick
& brainblasted I am with the accursed thing.’
Sept 26 1900, to Richards, 185: ‘Observe the hour: the early village cock hath thrice done
salutation to the morn. Shakespear. The Manifesto has passed: all is well save its
shattered author. I enclose proofs which, though not absolutely final, are nearly so
enough to justify you in paging & preparing for press.’ Oct 2, 138 in Richards: ‘The
Chiswick Press sent me six advance copies of the Manifesto on Saturday. I used them to
secure good notices, concentrating myself chiefly on the Morning Post, which has
promised a column notice and a leaderette. This cost me two copies. I planted the rest on
the Star, Leader, and Westminster Gazette: the other papers must take their chance in the
ordinary course.’
Oct 28 1900, to Ellen, 188: ‘A play of mine entitled Captain Brassbound’s Conversion is
to be performed privately by the Stage Society, probably under the new title Ellen
Brassheart’s Obduracy. It was written for a deserving actress employed in a subordinate
capacity by an Ogre at one of our leading theatres. Neither my personal advances nor my
play, however, made any impression on the insensible female; and now the question is,
who is to play the part?’
Nov 3 1900, to Ellen, who had proposed Saturday performances of ‘her’ play on tour
because she can devise nothing else that ‘H. I.’ might agree to, 192: ‘The Saturday
arrangement as to Brassbound would not work, even if it were a reasonable proposal in
other respects. The play, treated that way, would fail, probably. If it is produced on his
tour, he must play in it himself; and he must bind himself to produce it in London the
next time he plays there. It must become the most important work he has in hand. I confer
an enormous and undeserved favor on him by letting “the concern” have it for your sake.
But this is all hopeless and useless. I told you you would have to choose between Lady
Cicely and Henry; and I foresaw that when it came to the point you would have no real
choice in the matter…. Oh, let us have done with it & never mention it again.’
Nov 4 1900, to Harris, whose play Mr and Mrs Daventry—a scenario of Oscar Wilde’s
which Harris had adapted—had just been performed, 193-95: ‘The play is good, and
successful (which is not always the same thing) in exact proportion as it is Frank
Harris…. you have undoubtedly amused yourself by writing some imaginary
conversations on Wilde’s lines…. Here I think you should not encourage yourself,
because it is not natural to you to play with an idea in Wilde’s way, and make people
laugh by showing its absurdity…. The fact is, life does not amuse you as it amuses the
humorist. You perceive its ironies with a mordant sensation about the corners of your
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mouth that may feel like laughter; but when your teeth snap, they close, not on the irony,
not even on the unfortunate mortal who is the subject of it, but on the spectator whom
you are getting at. Please observe that this is a perfectly legitimate comedic operation
when it is done in your own manner. But when it is done by one of the impossible
drawingroom epigrammatists of the Wilde theatre, one feels at once that the fun is not
real fun—it hurts; and that the epigrammarian ladies are figments…. Fortunately for you,
the play is a real beginning. You have hardly dug a foot into the vein as yet. The
husband’s suicide is all my eye. What you must do now is to begin a sequel to the play as
follows:’ (193-94). Shaw proceeds to propose one in some detail. ‘On this basis you get
your drama, ending either in redivorce and remarriage (which would be my ending) or a
ménage a trois…. Moral: the one woman who should be sacred to a man is his wife. That
is the true reductio ad absurdum of marriage. If you go and sit out the play again you will
find that the husband is the interesting person in it, and that it is strong whilst he is on a
positive basis and weak whilst he is on an apologetic basis. As a rascal redeemed by an
act of self-sacrifice he is not worth halfprice at nine o’clock. As a moralist claiming a real
basis for morals, he is worth all the money and more. It is his instructive clutches at the
positive position that gives the play its drive…. Only make good your footing on the new
moral ground and you will spout enthralling plays as profusely as Calderon for the next
twenty years. You have swallowed more life than a thousand ordinary playwrights: what
you want is a new philosophic digestion that will make bone and muscle of the realities
which the old drama excreted, and excrete the sentimentalities which the old drama
assimilated’ (195).
c. Dec 1900, to Eva Christy, 203: ‘When Candida describes to the poet what her life and
Morell’s really is, he sees at once that it is no life for him. When he says “Out, then, into
the night with me,” Morell thinks that “the night” means darkness, despair & suicide—an
essentially prosaic notion. To the poet the night means the transfiguration of the sordid
noonday world by veiling shadows & magical starlight into a poet’s world, in which
Victoria Park sentimentality & domesticity have no part. On the whole, you have made a
fairly close guess; only Eugene has realized, not, as you put it, that there is “another kind
of happiness” but that life at its noblest leaves mere happiness far behind; and indeed
cannot endure it. And you must never say that “the knowledge of how to live without
happiness is happiness.” A teetotaller might as well preach that the knowledge of how to
practise total abstinence is the truest drunkenness. Happiness is not the object of life; life
has no object: it is an end in itself; and courage consists in the readiness to sacrifice
happiness for an intenser quality of life.’
Dec 6 1900, to Barker, who was rehearsing to play Captain Kearney in Captain
Brassbound’s Conversion, 204: ‘Unless you can make the acquaintance of a real
American & live with him night & day for the next week, that part will ruin you. It’s not
a question of acting: its a question of intonation. Where are we to get a captain if you
give it up Heaven only knows; but I had rather have the play postponed than let you,
unwarned, miss fire after your previous bullseyes. It’s most extraordinarily wrong…. You
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have the intonation of an English gentleman, and rather smart and snappy at that; and the
lines wont go to it: they are pure Chicagoan, not Piccadilly. For Redbrook it would be
perfection; and you are much more likely to get bread & butter engagements in the
Redbrook tone than in the captain’s tone, which any old actor who is a good mimic & has
heard enough of Chicagoan could hit off…. Couldnt you join an American club for a
week? It’s really serious; for that last act as it goes now is ruinous…. Why dont you play
Drinkwater?—if you scorn Redbrook.’ Dec 7, 7-8 in Barker: ‘I believe you must play
that fatheaded captain after all; but by the Lord it will be a disgraceful outrage on
nature…. Your divine gifts of youth, delicacy and distinction will be murdered; and so
will the part. However, I cant write in another Eugene for you; and you will have to do
the captain with your head.’
Dec 12 1900, to Reginald Golding Bright, 119-20 in Bright: ‘In St Pancras we prosecute
disorderly houses with great assiduity; and I have handed your letter to our leading Purity
man to stimulate him to further exertions. But what is the use of all that, except to make
brothels less noisy and policemen more heavily tipped? … Suppose you were a young
woman and had to choose between … starvation for honest work and picking up a
shilling in Alfred Place or five in the Euston Road, how would you feel towards people
who were quite satisfied to sweat you for twelve hours for a shilling, but would not hear
of their sons being “solicited”? Read “Mrs Warren’s Profession” again. Everybody
should read it carefully through once a month. If they did, we should get something better
than righteous indignation brought to bear on the subject.’
Dec 25 1900, to Janet, who played Lady Cicely in Captain Brassbound’s Conversion,
206-08: Shaw begins by scolding Janet for deliberately provoking laughs, and prompts
her to note that ‘the comedy tissue is shot with reality and tragedy.... Before you can play
Lady Cicely perfectly, you will have to do what the author did, and do it much more
minutely and personally than he: that is, make a careful study of the English lady. Mind: I
dont mean the English bourgeoise, nor the English artist-Bohemian; I mean the great
lady’ (206-07). ‘She would hardly ever shew real excitement, or lose her distinction and
immense self conceit & habit of patronage’ (207). ‘It is not that ladylikeness is difficult,
but it is antipathetic: the essence of it is flunkeyism, upper servantism; and you will have
to become as heartless as I am before you can study it quite dispassionately and put it on
quite cynically. But it is worth doing, as it involves a good deal of technical refinement
along with its moral repulsiveness’ (208).
Dec 26 1900, to Laurence Irving, who was playing Brassbound, 209-10: ‘the critic in me
still works automatically from long habit; and I can tell you lots of unpleasant things
about yourself. You are at present like a soldier who can do nothing but win the Victoria
Cross.... You began the first act in the middle of the second, to the intense astonishment
of the spectators. I am far from grudging Brassbound a certain sense of injury even in the
first act; but you were a volcano smouldering with unutterable wrongs from your first
step on the stage. When the right moment for the eruption came, the audience had
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acquired a Neapolitan indifference to lava, because there was such a lot of it about from
the commencement that they became used to it. Further, the captain became entirely onesided, like the Flying Dutchman, who is so full of his doom that he is never allowed to
talk or think about anything else’ (209). ‘I think the difficulty can be got over with your
present resources if you can induce yourself to take sufficient interest in life as a whole to
seek the power of artistic expression for all its phases as you have already sought for it
for its romantic & poetic phases.... You see, Brassbound is really a very difficult part’
(210).
Dec 30 1900, to Max Beerbohm, 213-15: ‘This article of yours about Brassbound in the
Saturday is not good enough for me.... Here is the rotten spot in your article. “He does
quite honestly believe that logic, not passion, is the pivot on which the world goes
round.” Now I will spare you a recital of the names of the donkeys who have said that
before you; for the consciousness of such company would die your cheeks a permanent
beet.... It is what every man with a pound of brain says of a man with a pound and a half’
(213). ‘In the vulgar form, the passionate man, ashamed to avow his naked appetite, and
conscious that it will not influence other people, desperately casts round for a reason for
the gratification of his passion, and snatches up the first excuse that presents itself, which
excuse presents itself to himself & those who share his passion as an argument of
overwhelming conclusiveness.... Now all comedy consists in the deft exposure of this
logic by the ironic contrast between its conclusions and reality.... The comedian ... does
not arrive at his reductio-ad-absurdum by the Euclidian method: he has, as his specific
gift, a sense of human nature, or “sense of character” which provides him with the
permanent background of reality in his own mind against which the “reasonings” of men
shew up as artificial at once, without any logical testing. Anybody can see the artificiality
against this background. Therefore your Molière’s task as a comedist is simply to present
this background to the audience (who haven’t got it by nature as he has) and make the
conventional, factitious, ratiocinated motives & conclusions of his characters play against
it, when their factitiousness instantly becomes ludicrously obvious to people who, when
they leave the theatre, and lose the background, are completely taken in by them. Now if
you have followed this, you will see that any dramatist who has ever entertained you in
the comedic way, cannot possibly be one who believes “that logic, not passion, is the
pivot on which the world goes round.” Nay, if you are agile enough for a bit of a jump,
you will suddenly see that what produces the impression of want of humanity in the high
comedist, is precisely his freedom from this all but universal, and therefore ultra-human
illusion’ (214-15).
Jan 6 1901, to Frederick Kerr, aspiring actor-manager, 42 in Theatrics: Shaw sums up his
failed attempts through the nineties to get his plays produced: ‘In short, for the last eight
or nine years, I have written a play whenever anyone asked me to—ten in all. Not one of
these plays has been produced by the people for whom they were written: in fact, except
for a few scratch matinees, a provincial tour which had to take a play of mine because it
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could get nothing else, a flutter at a suburban theatre, and the shows of forlorn hopes like
the Independent Theatre &c &c, they have not been produced at all’ (42).
Feb 18 1901, to Archer, 217-18: ‘Have you got that letter of Stevenson’s about Cashel
Byron’s Profession ...? I want to print the omitted uncomplimentary part in the preface to
a new edition of the book, which will consist of a Preface (as usual), the novel, an essay
on prizefighting, another preface, and a play in blank verse in the style of Marlow,
entitled The Admirable Bashville, or Constancy Unrewarded. This latter masterpiece has
been forced on me by the necessity for keeping the American adaptations off the English
stage. I had to make an adaptation of my own in a hurry; and as I, or any fool, can write
blank verse as fast as the pen will travel (this is the real secret of Shakespear’s big output)
I plunged into that medium, which proved very effective in bringing out the dramatic
qualities of the tale’ (217). ‘By the way, if you want to understand why Brassbound was
written at such a moment, read Stanley’s African expeditions & then Miss Kingsley’s.
You will then begin to see dimly how I get my Brassbounds & Cicelys and why they
appear so unnatural & unreal in that blessed old pays de Cocagne in which you have sat
(in a stall) for 20 years’ (218).
Feb 22 1901, to Archer, 218-19: Shaw reviews the English stage history of ‘The typical
poetically voluptuous play’ with ‘love the sole motive.’ It began with the Lyceum’s
‘Herodifying Shakespear—getting the brains & realism out & the Belsize Park suburban
Jewish glamor in.... On the grosser plane you have [Potter’s] The Conquerors, with the
rape on the stage, and the woman, when she recovers from the faint which saves public
decency at the last moment, falling in love with the hero because she believes that the
rape was consummated during her swoon. Then you have Carton’s Tree of Knowledge,
with the strangling match (same two performers) substituted for the rape.... Then came
[Jones’s] Michael & His Lost Angel, still under the influence of the overpowering odor
di femmina from Mrs P[at] C[ampbell]. The same moral: the parson’s social & religious
work an unreal thing: love sweeping it away as the only real thing in the world. Then
Pinero again ...: the horror of passing 40 & being shelved sexually.... in the main you are
a lost man, and, with that other disgraceful old father of a family A.B.W[alkley], have
complained that my erotics are “bloodless” and clamored at me for reality, flesh & blood
&c, meaning the aforesaid lovely Lily and the oder. I blush for you.’
Feb 24 1901, to Murray, after his translation of Andromache had been performed by the
Stage Society, in Murray (forthcoming): ‘I really did not believe that play could have
drawn as much blood as it did with Andromache inarticulate and all the other
drawbacks.... Charrington made his part intelligible, and kept in the right key and died in
it—died rather well ... , though I do not approve of his falling down three or four flights
of stairs instead of unaffectedly flopping. Tomorrow afternoon I should give Janet a dose
of bromide in a tumbler of laudanum to get her down to French pitch. Andromache is
hopeless—a mere æsthetic illusion, unintelligible and not really intelligent. But the whole
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thing was impossibly ugly. One perceives the need of a noble form, a very highly bred
convention, for art on that plane.’
March 15 1901, to Murray, after his Andromache had been performed by the Stage
Society, 221-23: ‘Certain wars & rumors of wars at the Stage Society move me to warn
you to waterproof yourself against all tales of intrigue & villainy which may reach you.
The great object of the contending forces is to get an author as King’s Evidence: the wise
author preserves a bland neutrality.... The fact is, the Stage Society is not a very eligible
opening for professional ambition. It cant afford to pay its performers or to have scenic
rehearsals. It begins rehearsing after a fortnight of applications & refusals, with an
incomplete cast, and with performers of whom some, as the old hands pretty surely guess,
wont go through with it when they find what a rough & tumble affair it is going to be….
‘Andromache’, which I saw twice (an unprecedented honor) was necessarily a failure in
point of execution—a failure that illustrated our difficulties very perspicuously. The play
requires an artistic form for its representation—a convention of fastidious beauty &
dignity delicately impressed with sincere & natural acting. You want people trained to
speak & move handsomely, and to strike the chords of the human heart feelingly enough
to touch Mr Guppy. Instead of which you get your milk & water in separate cans. You
get two artist’s models who look feebly graceful in the manner of a Leighton picture, and
who are unintelligible & (in one case) inarticulate. And you get two realistic Ibsen people
who drive the meaning of their parts home with instruments of torture. The boy was the
sole success: his youth was classic, his feeling was touching. I blame you to some extent
for not forcing Janet to contract herself into the limits of her duty. I grant you it would
have required either a serpent’s tongue or a kitchen poker; but it could have been done.
Two things you should have said & stuck to. I. Miss Achurch: you will please be content
to see the Furies, not to act them. 2. Miss Achurch: you will please avoid using that part
of your voice (the upper register) which was intended by Nature for use in a saw mill.
Janet is magnificent when she is bullied into reason & moderation; but when she is not
brutally tamed she smashes everything to pieces…. Of course she should have played
Andromache; and you should have hammered at her with an extra large poker until she
was right; but she could have been made much less destructive as Hermione. An actress
of genius is an incarnation of all the devils in hell: that is why it is such a fearful &
perilous joy to have one to rehearse.’
March 24 1901, to Samuel Butler, who had sent Shaw the ms. of Erewhon Revisited,
partly because Longmans had rejected it on moral grounds, 224: ‘It is almost incredible
that Longmans should be such a stupendous ass. But I should think you could have any of
the younger publishers for the asking.’ Shaw then recommends Grant Richards and
arranges a meeting. Richards eventually published most of Butler’s works.
April 6 1901, to Bright, 121-22 in Bright: ‘Here is what you want about Carnegie.
All I can say is that if Mr Carnegie proposes to be guided by a committee of critics,
actors, actresses, managers, and students of the stage, the sooner he is made a ward in
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Chancery and strictly looked after, the better. Probably what Mr Carnegie really said was
that the committee should not include any [of these]…. I refer him more particularly to
the preface to Volume II, “Pleasant Plays,” in which I shew how a preliminary
experiment can be tried in a businesslike way by inviting a manager of established
competence to undertake a series of performances of selected plays with a guarantee to
protect him against pecuniary loss. This would provide the first thing wanted: a repertory,
and a company…. For permanent endowment, I should [propose] a school of physical
expression and rhetoric attached to the London University, and available for the personal
training of clergymen, barristers, naval and military officers, and all persons who have to
speak or command in public, including, of course, actors, but no more specialized for
actors than for theologians or jurists.’
June 6 1901, to Archer, on The Admirable Bashville, 267 in Archer: ‘Bashville is
certainly a masterpiece. Henry Arthur [Jones] implores me to pursue this wonderful vein
and recognize that my true genius lies in burlesque. Unfortunately, as I have to write the
works I burlesque, I should have to spend the latter half of my life caricaturing the former
half, which I am likely enough to do without any prompting and with the most serious
intentions.’
July 24 1901, to Beatrice, with Shaw on vacation at Corfe Castle, 230 (headnote): ‘I think
it was a stroke almost of genius on Rosebery’s part to queer Asquith’s pitch by cutting in
with a really rattling speech at afternoon tea before the great dinner. Our policy is clearly
to back him for all we are worth: I think Webb might do worse than write a magazine
article about it. I would in his place: now is the psychological moment to commit himself,
especially as it will commit him to nothing. I would do it myself if my reputation were of
a nature to help R. But it isnt; and Webb’s is.’ II:61 in Holroyd: ‘This is a very
enchanting place—to look at. It also has the curious property of reviving every malady,
every cramp, every pain, every bone fracture even, from which one has ever suffered.
And I have nearly slit my big toe into two symmetrical halves by stepping on a sharp flint
whilst bathing.’
July 26 1901, to Sidney, 230-32: ‘Your remark about Rosebery is a most alarming one: it
shews middle aged dry rot of the most horrible English kind. If it goes on, I shall have to
go & live with you for 3 months to correct your perspective & restore your tone. The
situation is exactly the reverse of your putting of it. Your advantage is that you are the
free-est man in England. I should be equally free if it were not for the division of my
energies & the destruction of my singleness of purpose by my accursed talent for pure
literature.’ Shaw draws upon Ibsen’s Pillars of Society for a key point: ‘the explanation
of the cornered hero “We pillars of society are only the tools of society.” Now Rosebery,
being a peer & a political pillar, is necessarily a political tool.... Your strength has always
lain in your willingness & your capacity to be the tool-wielder’ (230). ‘If you once
succumb to the fatal English weakness of worshiping the idol you have yourself
fashioned, ... you are lost.’ Shaw discusses ‘the real political history of the Newcastle
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Program period’ and Rosebery’s reaction to it, then poses the crucial question: ‘is he
really converted to Collectivism, or does he still think that the Newcastle Program was a
mistake, & that the business of the next Heaven-born steersman of the Liberal party is to
complete the backing out of it’ (231-32).
June 28 1901, to Charrington, after a meeting of the Stage Society, 228-29: ‘As to the
artistic policy, I am quite convinced that an art manager is all my eye. They wouldnt
appoint one; and if they did it would be only to make him the scapegoat for all the
inevitable shortcomings.... However, this is all mere argument: I’ll tell you now the real
cause of all the trouble. You are a very tolerable manager, even to the extent of a bit of a
genius, when you are doing work that you like. But with regard to people and plays that
you dont like, you are a rogue-elephant of the most impossible kind. When you read a
play and like it and see it and want it—the Wild Duck or the Weavers or something of
that sort—then you go down to rehearsal helpful, authoritative, all there. But when
revolutionary realism is not on hand, when literary elegance, wit, fancy, classicism turns
up, then you wont even read the play. You postpone the disagreeable ordeal to the last
moment; you go down to the rehearsals without having made up your mind about a single
entrance; you exasperate the author, infuriate the actors, and hurl at my devoted head a
crowd of people asking me where your vaunted ability as a manager comes in’ (228).
‘Now the moral of this is perfectly clear and irresistible. A stage manager is an artist like
all the other artists concerned; and to have the same stage manager for every class of play
is just as absurd as to have the same actor for every class of part. The committee have
been driven by mere force of circumstances to the right conclusion—different managers
for different plays’ (229).
July 26 1901, to Sidney, after his article on Lord Rosebury appeared, 231: ‘I suggested a
magazine article because there is a rather complex situation to be analyzed; & this can
only be done by somebody who knows the real political history of the Newcastle
Program period. Rosebury missed his chance when he was Prime Minister not only
because, as he alleges, the time was not ripe for his Imperialism, but also because he
himself was not ripe for the Collectivism which was the true economic substance of that
Imperialism. And the thing to be rubbed into him now is that his speeches convey no sort
of assurance that he has matured on this side. To be imaginative & up to date on the
Imperialist side without also being imaginative & up to date on the Industrial side, is to
be simply a second hand Bismarck; & this popular leading part is already filled by
Chamberlain.’
July 30 1901, to Beatrice, 232-34: ‘If Webb has started the article, I think I shall turn lazy
& look on at him working. However, your letter suggests one thing to me. We shall have
to be extremely careful to avoid any appearance of going back on our Socialism. Nothing
is more unpopular in England than hauling down a flag, even if it has become a flagrantly
impossible flag.... Politically ... we are committed for life to Socialism; & any appearance
of backing out of it would leave us less influence than Hyndman or Keir Hardie....
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[Webb] must therefore speak ostentatiously from the Socialist platform: in fact, that is the
only way in which he can force the press to discuss what he says instead of merely letting
it alone with a few complimentary phrases. The substance of the article is quite another
matter. I suggest that an effective line to take would be to hold up Socialism to Rosebery
& the Imperialists as a lesson & a warning, as follows. Take, roughly speaking, Socialism
as the political boom of the decade 1885-95. Take Imperialism as the political boom of
95-05. Point out that both began with the most complete conviction on the part of their
disciples that they constituted a new party which marked them off definitely, decisively,
& irrevocably from the old Whig & Tory divisions. Then show how completely this
conviction was exploded in the case of Socialism by subsequent events. Show that at no
moment during the whole boom of Socialism was it possible to infer from the fact of a
man being a Socialist how he would vote in any Parliamentary division; that when
Socialists got into Parliament, ... not only was there no concert between them, but they
entirely failed to impress the public with the slightest consciousness that they had any
unusual Parliamentary creed, or that any new element had been introduced into the
House. Point out, in short, that the description of a man as a Socialist, conveys just as
much Parliamentary information about him, no less & no more, than the statement that he
is a Christian.’ Much more of relevance follows.
Aug 9 1901, to Salt, 236: After Robert Anderson, Assistant Commissioner of Police for
London, had published “An Absurd System of Punishing Crime,” Shaw commented:
‘The man I want to lecture on is Anderson, with whose view of criminals & the law I
enthusiastically agree. He is the first practical man who has really succeeded in shaking
the idea of punishment in his own mind; and as the humanitarians, whose notions of
mercy & forgiveness are only vengeance and expiation turned inside out, are just as
likely to attack him ... as to hail him as a deliverer, I should enjoy developing his thesis &
clearing it from its Andersonian crust of police prejudice.’
Sept 14 1901, to Rev. Ensor Walters, chairman of the Health Committee of the St Pancras
Vestry, 237-38: ‘I see 8 more cases of smallpox today. This means that we must act. You
must demand what will amount to a credit of £1000 from the Council to meet the
emergency by at once jamming on 4 temporary inspectors for house to house inspection
& measuring up of registered tenements exclusively. Sykes [Medical Officer of Housing]
must declare that the situation demands this—that everything points to a devastating
epidemic next spring if things are left as they are. It is better to frighten London now than
to bury it next year.’ Sept 16, 239: ‘As to the illegally occupied rooms, they must be
cleared. We should have done it long ago. Nothing will be done until we put the screw
on. If we dont the smallpox will relieve the pressure in an unpleasantly decisive way.’
Nov 22 1901, to Pat, 240-41: ‘Long ago, when everybody was maudlin about your
loveliness, I snapped my fingers—admired nothing but your deft fingers & toes. Now I
admire you ENORMOUSLY. You have picked the work of Nature to pieces & remade it
whole heavens finer. It is the power to do that that is the real gift. I am in hideous straits
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about the Stage Society’s performance of a play of mine called “Mrs Warren’s
Profession,” which Mr Redford wouldnt license. We had it all arranged beautifully—
Fanny Brough for Mrs Warren—when the theatre was withdrawn lest the Reader of Plays
should revenge himself by suspending its license.’
Nov 30 1901, to Bright, 242: ‘It is quite true that Miss Fanny Brough, on learning the
nature of Mrs Warren’s Profession, revoked her consent to play. But it is also true that on
Miss Fanny Brough’s proceeding to read the so-called wicked play, she energetically and
enthusiastically withdrew her objection, resumed the part, and will, I guarantee, very
considerably astonish two classes of people in it: namely, those who are now scribbling
about the play without having read it, and those (mostly managers) who are under the
impression that Miss Brough is only a comic actress. The truth is, there has been a rally
round the play which has astonished me. I opposed its production by the Stage Society on
the ground that it might expose the manager of the theatre to the resentment of the
Censor, who has unhappily committed himself to the old censorial position that illicit
sexual relations must not be mentioned on stage unless … the heroines of them are made
extremely attractive, so as to offer the largest possible inducements to poor girls in the
gallery to follow their example…. I urged the Society to let it alone, and suggested the
substitution of my fully authorized and licensed play, The Philanderer. But the Society
strongly objected to the morals and tone of the Philanderer, and overbore me as to Mrs
Warren. They would have it; and the cast would have it; and, in short, I had to withdraw
my prudent objections in some disgrace, which served me right.’
Dec 12 1901, to Wells, 245-46: Shaw tackles Wells’s concept of ‘the New Republic’:
‘What needs rubbing in now is that English prosperity has hitherto depended on her
contiguous heaps of coal and iron: that is, on her early exploitation of these stores of
energy. We are now getting cut out because other nations are developing not only their
coal and iron stores, but their waterfalls. Now we cant develop anything. Nature has
given us tides which exist hardly anywhere else in the world, and has provided a current
in the Pentland Firth which would, if used, mop up Niagara. But we sit staring at the tides
and sketching them in water colors. If [Arthur C.] Dobbs will only hammer away at that,
using his currency suggestion merely as an illustration to bring out how poorer we shall
be than the energy-exploiting nations even when the country is covered with American
millionaires paying a vast Income Tax, he will do some good.... but keep him off the
notion that currency reform is any use by itself, or that the exploitation of Pentland Firth
will be of no use without currency reform. That way madness lies, and exasperation on
the part of the readers, and a premature end in bathostic ridicule for the New Republic’
(245). ‘I have been reading [C. Archdall] Reid on Alcoholism. But though he thinks with
a certain vigour, science has induced in him an abject credulity which makes one despair
of any good coming out of it at all. The step from a mild belief in the efficacy of baptism
to a frantic and persecuting conviction of the absolute necessity of Vaccination is so
appallingly retrograde, and so characteristic of the whole scientific movement, that it
indicates a decay of the human intellect. Besides, this turning from the simple truth of
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Lamarckism to the mechanical rationalism of Natural Selection is very unpromising. A
man who cannot see that the fundamental way for a camelopard to lengthen his neck is to
want it longer, and to want it hard enough, and who explains the camelopard by a
farfetched fiction of an accidentally longnecked Romeo of the herd meeting an
accidentally longnecked Juliet, and browsing on foliage which the other Montagues and
Capulets could not reach, ought really to be locked up! Tell Reid to read Samuel Butler’s
Luck or Cunning, and to bear in mind that the difference, so far, between the Pentateuch
and the scriptures of the scientific materialism of the sixties, is the difference between
shrewd nonsense and DAMNED nonsense’ (246). Jan 26 1902, 10 in Wells: ‘Samuel
Butler was here on Friday. He declared with great energy that Darwin had banished mind
from the universe.... Reid has an article in the Monthly Review which certainly proves
that Darwin had banished mind from him.... These doctors all think that science is
knowledge, instead of being the very opposite of knowledge: to wit, speculation.’ Wells’s
reply in a PS the following day, 10: ‘Science is neither knowledge nor speculation. It is
criticism ending in Wisdom.’ His signature and ‘Wisdom’ are circled, with a line drawn
between them.
Dec 17 1901, to Osman Edwards, I:316 in Holroyd: Shaw admits that the impulse to
write Candida was a ‘presentiment’ by a ‘blind instinct.’ His meaning was ‘no better than
anyone else’s. A man may hit out things in fiction that he is not intellectually conscious
of and that ... it may turn out to be something that he himself would have repudiated—
also, of course, that his own explanations, if he has offered any, were gross mistakes.’
Dec 31 1901, to Barker, who was playing Frank in Mrs Warren’s Profession, 249-50:
‘You are losing sight in the last act of the new attitude of Vivie, hard as nails, and fiercely
intolerant of any approach to poetry. Being of a poetic turn yourself, you have a constant
tendency to modulate into E flat minor (which is short for Eugene flat minor) which is
steadily lowering the tone of Frank, until he seems fairly likely to end as Hamlet. Instead
of being incorrigibly good-for-nothing, you are incorrigibly the other thing’ (249). ‘There
is one passage which is particularly dreadful because it has absolutely no sense unless its
mood is perfectly conveyed. “What do YOU say, govnor, eh?” You express neither
curiosity nor amusement here; and far from singing “good Old Crofts” like a lark in the
heavens, you convey the impression that you know the man well and habitually talk of
him and to him in that way. In short, you need not be afraid of overdoing the part: the real
danger is underdoing it. You have a frightful air of a youth in love.’
c. Jan 1902, to T.H.S. Escott, political writer, 253: Shaw explains ‘the Fabian method’ of
permeation in action, the specific strategy employed by the Fabians in two successes:
getting the Newcastle Program adopted and ‘inventing’ the Municipal Progressive Party.
c. Jan 1902, to Clement Scott, 259-60: ‘Your Islander correspondent thinks that because
women can be counted separately from men in the matter of sex, they can be counted
separately in every other matter too. Now as a matter of fact there are dozens of subjects
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on which women think and feel exactly as men do; and as far as my experience goes, war
is one of them. There are plenty of women who have made their views of the present war
known; but none of these can be distinguished from the ordinary male Imperials or ProBoer, as the case may be. Like most of the men, most of the women echo their leaders
and their party newspapers’ (259). ‘In short, there is no feminine view of war; and if a
referendum were made to the whole adult population tomorrow on the alternatives of
Stop the War and Fight it Out, the proportion of war votes to peace votes would be much
the same among the women as among the men.... No fascinating woman ever wants to
emancipate her sex: her object is to gather power into the hands of Man, because she
knows that she can govern him. She is no more jealous of his nominal supremacy than he
himself is jealous of the strength and speed of his horse’ (260).
c. Jan 1902, to F. D. Del Marmol, who intends to start a Socialist paper called Le Petit
Sou, 257: ‘If the paper is to be a Socialist paper, it must have a Socialist policy.... In my
opinion the time has come for International Socialism to affirm that the age of the Powers
has come, and that the traditionary association of revolutionary nationalism, Irish, Polish,
Boer &c, with Socialism must be dissolved. France is no longer France, but a vast Empire
with provinces in Europe, Asia & Africa. The business of Socialism is not to defend petty
States against inclusion in that or any other great Empire, but to turn the Empires into
true Commonwealths.’
Jan 1 1902, to Peter Kropotkin, 30 in Soboleva: ‘I know that you are ill. People who use
their head as their instrument should stay in bed for six months once every twelve
years.... Can I help you in any way? ... If we had more opportunities to meet I wouldn’t
be put in a position to speak about this, but perhaps you have already forgotten about my
existence. I would like to remind you of myself; in spite of my blasphemies against
science and my view of the war as a crusade against the Old Testament, I still claim the
privilege of a comrade.’ Shaw repeated his offer of help in a letter of Feb 1905.
Jan 4 1902, to Scott, 251: ‘I want you to see Fanny Brough’s Mrs Warren. To the
dunderheads Fanny means simply comic relief, whilst the clever brigade is sometimes not
too clever about acting, and is given to writing rot about Bernard Shaw when it should be
giving due credit to his cast. And so I am afraid that between the two sections she may
not get all that she deserves. Of course you know as well as I do that the comic relief stuff
is all rubbish; and that Mrs Warren, which is comedy & tragedy & character all in one, is
just the chance she wants. But the Stage Society & its guests means 8 or 9 hundred
people at most to see her; but if you describe her performance that means a huge
extension of her range.’
Jan 22 1902, to Murray, 261: ‘I have serious thoughts of beginning my lecture: “Ladies &
Gentlemen: I need hardly say that the English Drama to which the title of my lecture
refers is the sensational tragedy now being enacted on the veldt &c &c.” I have not had
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time to think about it, as I have been writing a terrific preface to Mrs Warren’s Profession
for its republication separately from the other plays.’
Feb 20 1902, to Jones, 178 in Jones: ‘If there is an occasion on which I loathe a theatre
more than ever, it is on a first night. And when the business in hand is the murder of one
of your plays, I feel that my attendance is about as friendly an act as a seat in the front
row at your execution. If you love me, send me a copy of the book; and then, when I have
had my first impression from you, I will slip in some night with my wife and see what
they are doing with it.... How do you get on with Granville Barker? Do you realise that he
is a great poet and dramatist who feels towards us as we feel towards Sheridan Knowles?
His The Marrying of Ann Leete is really an exquisite play. I truckle to G. B. in order to
conciliate him when he is forty. He regards me as a vulgar old buffer who did my best in
my day to play up for better things—his things, for example. In revenge I call him
“serious relief,” etc. But he is always useful when a touch of poetry and refinement is
needed: he lifts a whole cast when his part gives him a chance, even when he lets the part
down and makes the author swear. He rebukes me for wanting my parts to be
“caricatured.”
March 1 & 2 1902, to Archer, 264: In Feb 1900 Shaw had floated the idea of a school of
dramatic arts at London University; this is an evolution of that idea. ‘My idea is this.
Acting cannot be taught.... but men can be physically trained for public life.... Now what
I want to agitate for is the addition of a Physical School of the Arts in Public Life to the
schools of the London University, giving courses of instruction and training in platform
accomplishments.’ Followup letter, March 4, 269: ‘Above all, do not call these things a
“Dramatic School.” ... The theatre must not have any taint of the school about it.’
March 3 1902, to Millicent Murby, who produced an amateur perrformance of Candida,
268: ‘an irresponsive Morell makes matters very difficult for Candida. Indeed the part
needs a brilliant actor. The other parts, if played with sincerity, rather gain than lose by
lack of stage accomplishment; but Morell is supposed to be himself a pulpit orator with
all the tricks of an actor at his fingers’ ends. He should at least make “Prossy’s
complaint” intelligible. When you next try the play, make Morell, if you can, take
particular care of the line “Do you mean ME, Candida?” in the last act. The effect should
be to take off the whole strain of the scene with a quite ludicrous awakening. It cannot
possibly be overdone; and if it makes the audience laugh, so much the better. If it is
underdone—if it does not make a sufficient break to rearrange the whole situation on a
new footing—Candida’s invitation to the others to sit down and begin talking all over
again just at the moment when the audience is expecting to be released by the curtain will
inevitably produce an unhappy effect.’ See also the letter of Feb 8 1905, below.
March 22 1902, to Jones, 178-80 in Jones: ‘I have read The Princess’s Nose and I am
shocked—profoundly shocked…. You will lose your public if you do not reform at once.
Fast, pray, forswear meat and alcohol, turn your back for ever on Monte Carlo, or you are
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lost. None of the criticisms I have read have really touched the black spot in this most
turpitudinous play. I have often said, when Socialists talk Free Love, that Marriage is
invincible as men are at present, because it is the most licentious of all human
institutions; and I shall perhaps yet write a play to illustrate that fact. I quite admit that
the proposition of your infamous old raisonneur, that a man’s wife is simply his whore,
and must compete with all the other whores if she is to retain her hold of him, is as a
matter of fact true of a considerable number of marriages, especially those to be observed
at Monte Carlo. But that you of all men should embrace this position and make comedy
capital out of it, as if it were an entirely satisfactory and sensible one, and exhibits the old
scoundrel, who deliberately preaches it to the young wife, as virtuously horsewhipping
the infinitely less repulsive artistic ass who makes love to her, is utterly unendurable….
The dialogue writer is still there; but the dramatist’s soul is gone; and the public is chilled
and horrified without knowing why. These characters are the ghosts of old successes—I
except from this the Prince, who is delicately done, and only needs to be placed in his
proper moral bearings to be a fine piece of work. The Princess is interesting too, until she
turns whore and does a seduction scene which puts her far below the other woman—
flogged into theatrical activity by mere brutalities, poultices, and horsewhips and
cantharidean négligées and so on…. this thing will damage you more than a thousand
murdered Michaels; it piles moral bankruptcy on top of pecuniary bankruptcy—adds Hell
to Kentish Town, so to speak. By this I mean that you will have to live in Kentish Town
and in Hell hereafter if you do not make your peace with outraged British morality. If you
do it again, you are done for.’
March 23 1902, to Murray, in Murray (forthcoming): ‘I have for a long time been much
concerned about those translations which you are nursing to perfection in the manner
characteristic of university professors. Now let me tell you that every university professor
is an ass, and that you, like any common man, are subject to this inexorable law. You
think that because Gilbert Murray the poet is not an ass, Professor Murray cannot be one
.... I have never known a university don who was not going to produce a great book ... as
soon as he had brought his materials to completion, his judgment to absolute impartiality,
and his style to perfection. The impression of underbred illiteracy I produce on such a
person by telling him that the way to write one good book is to write nineteen bad ones
first, cannot be conveyed by mere words. And when I go on to point out that the world
would be better off during the period of gestation with a slightly imperfect book than
with no book at all ... I seem to be bringing the coarsest commercial instincts into the
Groves of Academe. Nevertheless to you I will go further still, and unfeelingly say that
the Euripidean poesy is not the sort of thing that a man can alter for the better as he
becomes more middleaged.’
April 3 1902, to Ellen, 272:
‘Mr Bernard Shaw’s compliments to Miss Ellen Terry.
Mr Bernard Shaw has been approached by Mrs Langtry with a view to the immediate
and splendid production of “Captain Brassbound’s Conversion” at the Imperial Theatre.
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Mr Bernard Shaw, with the last flash of a trampled out love, has repulsed Mrs Langtry
with a petulance bordering on brutality.
Mr Bernard Shaw has been actuated in this ungentlemanly and unbusinesslike course
by an angry desire to seize Miss Ellen Terry by the hair and make her play Lady Cicely.
Mr Bernard Shaw would be glad to know whether Miss Ellen Terry wishes to play
Martha at the Lyceum instead….
Mr Bernard Shaw lives in daily fear of Mrs Langtry recovering sufficiently from her
natural resentment of his ill manners to reopen the subject.
Mr Bernard Shaw begs Miss Ellen Terry to answer this letter….
Mr Bernard Shaw craves for the sight of Miss Ellen Terry’s once familiar handwriting.’
May 20 1902, to Charrington, 273: ‘Janet seems to be having a streak of genius just now.
The Lady from the Sea was immense. I was terrified at first when she began to prattle
like an artless young thing & seemed resolved to make that comb the chief feature in the
production; but the moment she got to business she left everybody miles behind. The
lucidity of her acting in difficult plays is extraordinary: I have serious thoughts of
refusing to let anybody else touch my plays, although she is too fat for Cleopatra.... The
Stage Society Committee is howling over the expenses as usual.’
June 4 1902, to Joseph H. Levy, I: 96-97 in Holroyd: ‘A man has his beliefs: his
arguments are only his excuses for them. Granted that we both want to get to Waterloo
Station: the question whether we shall drive across Westminster Bridge or Waterloo, or
whether we shall walk the Hungerford foot bridge, is a matter for our logic; but the
destination is dogmatic. The province of reason is the discovery of the means to fulfil our
wills; but our wills are beyond reason: we all will to live.... we only see what we look at:
our attention to our temperamental convictions produces complete oversight as to all the
facts that tell against us.’
June 20 1902, to Archer, who had reviewed Mrs Warren’s Profession, 276-77: ‘I dont
approve of your Morning Leader article: you should push your attack home & see what
comes of it. The wallowing in pitch phrase was a capital one: I seized on it because it
exactly & forcibly expressed the effect produced by the play. What is more, it is
justifiable in all the implications from which you shrink out of your reluctance to say
anything that sounds personally nasty. A dramatist must wallow: the moment he ceases to
wallow he ceases to be dramatic.... I believe that to people with no sense of humor &
strong & refined conscientiousness, there must be something hideous in the derision of
“the comic spirit.” When I wallow in that serious point of view I feel that horror myself.
So stick to your guns as to the wallowing: it may be the biggest part of your critical
function to challenge the lawfulness of the ecstasy of derisory blackguardism which
makes comedy so enormously amusing’ (276). ‘But the odd thing to me is that you
should so dislike the Frank & Vivie courtship ... and overlook the episode between Mrs
Warren & Frank, which is to me the most exquisitely atrocious passage in the play.... you
will see that the way in which Mrs Warren is enveloped in a web of possibilities of incest,
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Mrs Warren narrowly escaping an affair with the son of her old associate, Crofts wanting
to have the daughter as her mother’s successor even with the possibility of the daughter
being his own, & Frank & Vivie making love to one another, is part of the situation. You
really have not sounded the depths of the pitch or appreciated its blackness or you would
not dwell on the comparatively rose-watery part of it’ (277).
June 26 1902, to Trebitsch, 278: ‘You must tell the Volkstheater people ... that unless
they will perform the play exactly as it is written, the negotiation must drop at once.... I
wont have the last two acts run into one. I wont have a line omitted or a comma altered....
Tell them ... that I know my business and theirs as well, that I am quite independent of
tantièmes and do not care a snap of my fingers whether they produce my plays or not; ...
in short, that I am a pigheaded, arrogant, obstinate, domineering man of genius, deaf to
reason, and invincibly determined to have my own way about my own works.’ Followup
comment on Dec 10, 1902, 293: ‘Madman: all actors are idiots: all directors are
impostors.’ In a letter 8 days later (294-96), he instructs Trebitsch how to graciously
maneuver actors and directors to comply with the text. On Jan 15 1903 (304), Shaw says:
‘How can you possibly conclude that “in some things I am wrong.” My dear Trebitsch, I
am never wrong.’ He inadvertently amended this eleven days later: do not neglect your
work to grieve over your mistakes. Even I—I, Bernard Shaw—make mistakes
sometimes’ (307).
July 1 1902, to Trebitsch, 18 in Trebitsch 1: Shaw offers information about himself for
Hermann Bahr, a German theatre critic, including: ‘Early in the eighteen-eighties there
was a revival of Socialism in England. I plunged into the movement, having been greatly
impressed by Das Kapital…. However, I soon challenged the soundness of Marx’s
economics, and threw over the traditions of the revolutionary party of 1848-71. The
English Social-Democrats were as much horrified at my heresy against Marx as the
German Social-Democrats now are at the similar heresies of [Eduard] Bernstein…. I still
call myself a pupil of Mozart in comedy much more than any of the English literary
dramatists. Later on I criticised the theatre, and fought for Ibsen as I had already fought
for Wagner.’
July 7 1902, to Will A. Page, manager of a little theatre in Baltimore, Md., 214-16 in
Page: ‘Your letter of June 17 has just reached me. I confess I wish you had enclosed a
certificate of your sanity; but I will give you the benefit of the doubt whether your head is
longer or shorter than the others.’ Shaw describes contractual complications that might
well ensue, including one in which ‘Your expenditure and initiative would benefit me and
the star wihout benefitting yourself’…. I would certainly not begin with “Mrs Warren’s
Profession.” It would stamp the whole enterprise as unsuitable for family patronage. You
should make yourself safe with “Cæsar,” “You Never Can Tell,” “Captain Brassbound”
and “Candida,” before touching the “unpleasant” plays; and then you should make it
perfectly clear to the public that they had better see “Mrs Warren” for themselves before
they bring their boys and girls to it.’ He recommends avoiding Widowers’ Houses (‘the
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people in it are very English and very un-American’) and notes that The Devil’s Disciple
has been ‘squeezed to death’ by Mansfield.
Aug 13 1902, to Page, 220-21 in Page: ‘I confess I am beginning to revert to my original
suspicions of your sanity. Surely you do not expect me to make a contract with you
without giving me one single reference as to your standing and financial capacity. You
wrote to me on the paper of the George Fawcett company, with your name printed as
business manager. I made inquiries as to the position of Mr George Fawcett and his
company. The replies were satisfactory, and I drafted a contract accordingly. Now you
tell me that Mr George Fawcett has nothing to do with it—that you wrote to me on your
own account. This alters the whole case’ (220). ‘You strike me dumb by thanking me for
my unwarranted confidence in you. Now I protest I havent any confidence in you’ (221).
Sept 16, 225: ‘Twenty-five! That explains it. And now the only question is, who is to take
care of you until you are thirty-five and are beginning to have some sense?’ After a few
more paragraphs of business education, Shaw concludes: ‘And now, as I have wasted
much more time on you than I can spare, I give you my blessing, and invite you to reopen
the negotiations, if you feel still inclined, not sooner than 1912 and not later than 1917.’
Aug 31 1902, to Jones, 186 in Jones: ‘the theatre only exasperates when I care about the
play. I have almost come to the conclusion that actual performance is only advisable as
the last resource of a thoroughly undramatic bungle. After all, one cant help planning the
effect for people who know worse than if the author had written for a child for children.’
Nov 11 1902, to Emily Guest, of a local Board of Guardians, 285-86: ‘You must ...
understand that the policy of all Guardians towards paupers who are ablebodied is one of
persecution pure and simple. As the law stands the guardians must, whether they like it or
not, relieve everyone who claims relief as a destitute person. A certain number of men
and women, knowing this, systematically take advantage of it to live at the expense of the
ratepayers. The problem always before the Guardians is how to make the workhouse
intolerable for these people without making it also intolerable for those who are fairly
past work or incapable of it. Disagreeable food, disagreeable work, disagreeable
regulations, contemptuous and unsympathetic treatment, are all tried to the utmost; and
yet, so miserable is the lot of the laborer outside that there are always plenty of
ablebodied paupers to be dealt with.... Please remember that these are not my opinions.
You appealed to me through Mr Russell, and I simply tell you the facts—facts which you
must bear in mind and reckon with if you wish to do any good to the paupers in whom
you are interested.’
Nov 12 1902, to Max Beerbohm, on The Playgoers’ Club, 287: ‘The bonds of friendship
are now bursten. The cord is loosed, the grasshopper is become a burden. Damn the
Playgoers! To the blackest pit with their lectures: they have too long profaned the
Sabbath. Their laughter is as of crackling of thorns under a pot; and it generally comes in
the wrong place. I have found some ray of grace in even the most degraded of other
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societies; but in this none—absolutely none. The club is, and always has been, an eighth
circle of hell, in which the male and female damned sit in rows and make one long for
even devils from the higher seventh circle to bring into the stale atmosphere some
breathable ether, were it only brimstone fumes. I have never been lured among them
without longing to spring up and say “Do you know what is the matter with you? YOU!”
and stalk out. I do not believe that you are the President. I deny it, contradict it, repudiate
it. The thing is eternally impossible. It may be that some fiend sits there in your
semblance and invites me to lecture in your handwriting. But the lures of Satan are vain.
Vade retro. You must come to lunch some day and be exorcised. I’ll fix a date for the
ceremony presently.’
Nov 18 1902, to Trebitsch, ‘something of a hypochondriac’ (headnote, 287), 288:
‘If your nerves are overtaxed, go to bed for a fortnight, and read nothing but the silliest
stories you can find. Never eat meat or drink tea, coffee, or wine again as long as you
live. Dont take any exercise; and do exactly the opposite of what the doctor advises. If
you are very bad, hire yourself out as a laborer and live on your wages for a month or so.
If you are very very very bad, become religious, and go every day three times to the
nearest Roman Catholic Church. Go round all the Stations of the Cross on your knees,
and pray incessantly. When you begin to feel sceptical you will be getting well.... Instead
of belonging to a literary club I belong to a municipal council. Instead of drinking and
discussing authors and reviews, I sit on committees with capable practical greengrocers
and bootmakers ... and administer the collection of dust, the electric lighting of the
streets, and the enforcement of the sanitary laws. You must do the same. Keep away from
books and from men who get their ideas from books; and your own books will always be
fresh. I notice in Genesung that you are genuinely concerned about the political and
philosophical bearing of people’s lives, and are much more than a mere romancer.’
Dec 10 1902, to Trebitsch, 292-93: ‘Now as to your translations. You are thinking about
nothing but the artistic side of the business. About that I never concern myself: it is in the
hands of Providence. As a work of art, your translations seem to me better than the
originals in several ways, and to have a certain charm of style and character that cannot
be purchased for money or contrived by corrections & the like. But all this we may leave
to the critics & the public. There is a mechanical side to the business that can be mastered
only by experience and by drudgery. Now there is no need for doing that drudgery twice
over. I know ten times as much about all those dramatis personae as you do, or as you
ever will. I could write you the whole history of Richard Dudgeon from his boyhood. I
know all about Burgoyne, all about the war, all about Anderson’s position & salary and
religion. I remember every word they say, and keep alluding to these sayings pages after
you have forgotten them. My stage effects are based on that’ (292). ‘Now you must make
up your mind to undergo a most tedious and miserable apprenticeship to the stage over
my plays. You are a sensitive & fastidious young poet: I am a sordid and disillusioned
old charlatan. But I have built up these plays out of atoms of dust bit by bit, and planned
them for the stage and corrected them for the press and rehearsed them for performance;
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and the result is that I can see at a glance these little oversights that seem trifles to you.
Siegfried Trebitsch: I tell you it is the trifles that matter when you are a man of genius.
You go right by instinct when you are on the top of the mountain; the avalanches that
scare smaller men away have no terrors for you; but when you get back safe and
triumphant to your hotel you trip over the umbrella stand and break your nose’ (293).
Dec 18 1902, to Trebitsch, 294-96: Strictures on the ‘general philosophy’ of textual
changes, preparing for rehearsals, and convincing actors how they should act; followup
on Dec 26, 297, stressing the need to avoid varying repeated words and phrases, the
‘crimes’ of ‘a classically educated Viennese litterateur.’
Dec 30 1902, to Pharall Smith, II:104 in Holroyd: ‘One never really makes portraits of
people in fiction.... what happens is that certain people inspire one to invent fictitious
characters for them, which is quite another matter.’
Jan 3 1903, to Richards, 66 in Publishers: ‘Since I saw you I went carefully through the
accounts; and they were beyond all reason. Plays for Puritans has been a failure even in
comparison with the very moderate standard fixed by Plays P & UnP. And yet no volume
was ever so beparagraphed. It only needed that advertisement that I urged upon you
often—the names of the three plays under the general title—to reap the harvest of all
those paragraphs and performances. The Mrs Warren preface was even worse: it fell so
flat into the void of your silence that even the members of the Stage Society have no idea
that it exists.’
Jan 7 1903, to Trebitsch, 32-34 in Trebitsch 1: Shaw points out crucial errors in his
translator’s versions of Candida and Arms and the Man. What he calls ‘the stupid
mistake’ in the former ‘is your making Eugene revile Morell as heftig and unmännlich
[violent and unmanly]…. Now the whole point of the play is the revelation of the
weakness of this strong and manly man, and the terrible strength of the febrile and
effeminate one…. Morell thinks that he must be strong & manly to be worthy of
Candida’s respect, and, what is more, he is strong & manly, and is worthy of her respect.
Eugene never denies this, never disparages it, never belittles it; but he throws into the
scale against it his weakness, his “horror,” his loneliness, his Herzensnot [heart’s need].
Morell cannot understand why Eugene is so determined that he shall tell Candida how
strong & manly he [Morell] was, and how weak & helpless he [Eugene] was. And you,
unhappy Siegfried, did not understand it either…. The fact is, you are young and still
sentimental…. Now if you are to translate me you must give up this bourgeois craving for
happiness & love and all the rest of the petty consolations of the people who do routine
work in the world…. You can never dramatize anything until you get above it.’ The
crucial error in the latter play is his insistence that Raina could not say ‘Das arme Ding’
[‘poor thing’] to Bluntschli ‘because that was only said to children…. Why, that is
exactly why I chose it. It is just the same in English. The moment a woman applies to a
man a word that fits a child, it is all over: she is in love with him…. Every experienced
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man & woman in the theatre knows what has happened…. She has adopted Bluntschli as
her baby; and that settles the matter.’
Jan 10 1903, to Trebitsch, with strictures for the actor playing Richard in The Devil’s
Disciple, 299-300: ‘I know exactly & precisely what he wants to do; and if he does it our
ruin is certain. Good God! imagine the idiot whispering & crying out and “springing
about,” with the sergeant & the soldiers & the woman standing round admiring him like a
Donizettian opera chorus! Tell him with my compliments that he is a Schufkopf. Also
that the principal people in the scene are the woman & the sergeant, upon whom he is to
play, and that all he has to do is just what he is told.... Tell him, in particular, that from
the moment the sergeant arrests Richard a deadly suspense and silence must fall on that
little room.... On that silence Richard’s words must fall with frightful quiet distinctness:
everyone of them must strike on Judith’s heart with a pang of terror. The sergeant stands
with his back turned & his head bent down as if at church; and at a certain point he must
raise his head; at another point later on he must turn his head; and when Richard turns
away, he must find himself confronted with a face full of suspicion. And then must come
the great effect of Richard getting the quaint notion of removing the sergeant’s suspicion
by making Judith kiss him. All that will be utterly ruined if the damned scoundrel acts.
He will want to act—to agonize, to make convulsive movements & play tricks with his
voice. Dont let him. Tell him I say that he shall not act. He may pray and fast and weep
and go to confession; but act, by God, he shall not. I will have no monkey tricks in my
play.’
Jan 12 1903, to Archer, 301-03: ‘though it all may come to nothing, it is worth pointing
out that our London system does cut off masterpieces which are eagerly sought after from
Aberdeen to Cracow (my present limits) in the old world. Given theatres of the German
type in England and my difficulties would be over at once. The managers are not hostile:
they cant afford to be hostile. The interests at stake are too pressing to allow of much
indulgence of personal feeling’ (301). ‘ [George] Brandes is of course quite right about
my genius for differentiating nations. You do not appreciate my extraordinarily happy
command of classes & grades of civilization. You think Brandes has been taken in by a
mirage. You are wrong; no doubt the thing is a mirage in the sense in which every
picture, play or statue is a mirage; but if you consider that the one overwhelming
characteristic of my plays is the friction between people on different planes of thought, of
character, of civilization & of class prejudice ..., you will see—or you would if you
would take the trouble to criticize literature instead of amusing yourself with it—that
these contrasts of which Brandes speaks are just the ones that interest me and are handled
by me with the greatest care’ (303).
Jan 19 1903, to Trebitsch, on Man and Superman, 37 in Trebitsch 1: ‘I agree as to the
advisability of not glutting the market with translations of my stage plays. My new
volume, however, is rather an exceptional one. Although the play which forms a small
part of it is technically a stage play, and could be actually performed, yet nothing of the
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kind is likely to happen, because the first act is much longer than the Man of Destiny; the
third act, with the interlude in hell, is a little longer than the whole of Arms &The Man,
and the second and fourth acts are of the full length customary in three-act plays: that is,
much longer than in five act plays. So it will be as much out of the question as Ibsen’s
Peer Gynt or Emperor or [sic] Galilean. On the other hand it ought to raise a good deal of
literary, political & philosophic discussion.... Do not be anxious about Archer’s
astonishment that [Georg] Brandes does not appreciate my Shawishness. Archer knows
me so well personally that he cannot understand how anybody can read my books without
seeing that it is “only Shaw talking,” and not literature.’
Feb 3 1903, to Bright, 134-35 in Bright: ‘The Censorship has stepped in and forbidden
(for the present) the production of Arms & the Man (“Helden”) at the Burg Theatre,
Vienna, because of the political excitement about Macedonia and Bulgaria. People who
thought that the play was comic opera and not history will now, I hope, hide their
diminished heads’ (134). ‘“Candida” has been secured by the Dresden Hoftheater. All
this means that Trebitsch’s translations of Candida, Arms & the Man, & The Devil’s
Disciple have made a sensation in Germany, where the English drama has hitherto been
utterly despised, and that there is a Bernard Shaw boom in the Kaiser’s realm and in
Austria’ (135).
Feb 5 1903, to Harold V. Neilson, who produced Captain Brassbound’s Conversion with
an inferior Lady Cicely, 308: Shaw asks what kept him from using Janet Achurch: ‘As
Mrs Charrington played the part for me in London under circumstances which placed me
under a considerable obligation to her I cannot fairly take the part away from her (for that
is what it comes to) without knowing why. Besides, from the point of view of the author
of a modern play—a really modern play—the Charringtons have one quality which
counterbalances a good many faults; and that is that they play an Ibsen play as an Ibsen
play and a Shaw play as a Shaw play, instead of trying to cut it about and sentimentalize
it into something between Caste and East Lynne. Not to mention that Miss Achurch, with
all her faults, is a woman of genius, whilst the others, with all their perfections, are only
women of charm. This makes them better than Miss Achurch in inane or conventional
plays, in which Miss Achurch is much worse than useless; but when power and thought is
required the tables are turned, and Miss Achurch holds a play which slips through the
fingers of the charming people.’
Feb 17 1903, to Trebitsch, 41 in Trebitsch 1 (not the letter of the same date in CL, 312):
On acting The Devil’s Disciple: ‘Tell Judith that the effect of the third act will depend
largely on her acting. At the end of the first scene she must cry in a really heartrending
way; and all through the court martial she must not let the audience lose the sense of the
horror with which she listens to the deadly jesting of Burgoyne & Richard. All the rest is
easy. I hope you have a good man for Anderson. He should be a thoroughly sympathetic
person, but capable of suggesting great reserves of strength. The stupid people will all
make the same mistake as Judith about him at the end of the 2nd Act unless he says “Du
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kennst selbst den Mann nicht, mit dem du verheiratet bist” [“You dont know the man
youre married to”], very cleverly.’
c. Feb 17 1903, to Methuen & Co., 310: ‘I am aware that 5000 copies would not be a
large circulation for a popular novel; but I am assuming that you, like all leading
publishers, are willing to deal to a certain extent with work of the highest literary class
which appeals to a comparatively select circle of readers; and I am also assuming that
you recognize me as an author of established reputation for the production of work in that
class. Otherwise it would be absurd to touch my books at all.... I expect the publisher to
bear the entire cost of printing. I am willing to correct the printer’s errors & to put in as
much work on the proofsheets as may be needed to make the book as good as I know
how to make it. I always send in a practically finished—and highly finished—typewritten
MS ... so you need not fear a Balzac or Carlyle bill for corrections.’
March 1 1903, to Trebitsch, 313-14: ‘in England a play is rehearsed every day for three
weeks, and ... every play is a general rehearsal. In my boyhood I saw the results of the
“stock company & star” plan at the Dublin theatre; and it was quite hopeless. If they had
played the D’s D, Dick would have been a convention called “the juvenile lead,”
Anderson would have been “the heavy father” complicated with the stage clergyman,
Essie would have been “the singing chambermaid,” Christie “the joskin,” Judith “the
leading lady,” Swindon “the utility,” and so on and so forth, all playing exactly as they
would play in every other piece from Shakespear to the latest melodrama, and all
personally known by every tone of their voice & every trick of their gait to an audience
deadly weary of the whole lot.’
March 1 1903, to Jones, 188 in Jones: ‘My disgraceful conduct about the seats is the fault
of my marriage. I arranged with my wife that she should answer your telegram. This, I
grieve to say, she stoutly denies, alleging that I carefully explained that I would wire on
my way to the Borough Council. I scorn to argue with a woman. Let the blame rest on my
innocent shoulders. Never shall it be said that I gave my wife away.’
March 6 1903, to Trebitsch, after The Devil’s Disciple, with an inferior Richard, had
failed, 315: ‘I am very sorry you have had neuralgia over this business. Dismiss it from
your mind now: there is no use bothering about a commercial failure. You have done
everything that the oldest hand could have done: the interest was worked up to the
utmost; and you contrived to send all the impressionable critics to the theatre quite
determined to see something very remarkable, and to imagine they appreciated and
enjoyed the play. All this is excellent so far as it gives the failure the air of being like the
failure of Tannhäuser in the forties at Dresden: we can say that it is the public that has
failed. But still a failure is a failure; so instead of getting neuralgic over it, let us laugh
and try again.’
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IPS March 8 1903, to Dr John F. L. Sykes, Medical Officer of Health for St Pancras, 3738 in James M. Mackintosh, Trends of Opinion about the Public Health (London: Oxford
University Press, 1953): ‘I am at present going through the proofs of a new Fabian Tract
offering suggestions for the working of the Education Bill. There is evidently an opening
under the Act for the appointment of medical officers to the new education committees in
the big towns, and, in the smaller places, for the conversion of the present M.O., who is
only half M.O., and the other half general practicioner (mostly third rate in both
capacities) into a complete M.O. giving his whole time to the sanitary work and to the
schools. I find, however, that my colleagues on the Fabian committee are disposed to
poohpooh any suggestion of the kind on the ground that there is no work for a M.O. to do
in the schools except to say whether the light comes in at the proper angle. I bluffed them
vigorously and told them that they knew nothing about public health work; but unless I
can bring up an imposing list of things that are done or ought to be done, I shall not be
able to carry my point. I dont know whether you have read any paper on M.O.s and the
Education Bill. If you haven’t probably no one else has. Could you refer me offhand to
any publication or otherwise put me on the track of getting a good list of (a) what the
School-board M.O. in London and Leeds does now, and (b) what, according to the best
authorities—yourself to wit—he ought to do under an enlightened Education
Committee.’ IPS March 27, after Fabian Tract No. 114, ‘The Education Act, 1902: How
to Make the Best of It,’ had been issued, 39: ‘You will see on page 9 of the enclosed that
you are now one of the authors of a Fabian Tract. As we were limited to 20 pages the
struggle for space was tremendous; and I should never have extorted half a page for the
medical officer without your help. We never make such acknowledgements formally by
resolution, for obvious reasons. A vote of thanks from a Socialist society is not quite as
ruinous as it might have been 15 years ago; but it is still an attention which most men in a
conspicuous public position can very well do without.’
March 30 1903, to Richards, 71-72 in Publishers: ‘What will you sell me the plates of
those three volumes of plays for? I am not in a hurry for an answer; but I think I will
presently see whether I cannot do something with a cheap edition. I have made a contract
with Clark for printing the new book; and if I made a good thing of it on the commission
plan with Longmans or somebody ... I shall go into the business regularly & work all my
books that way, making one sell the other. I have been a good deal bothered by this
publishing business. I thought for some time of sticking to the old system & going to the
man who would make me the largest advance; so that he would be ruined if he didnt
advertize. It occurred to me that I could probably extort as much from you as from
anybody else; but somehow I feel scruples about robbing your children. Finally I decided
that if I changed at all, I had better change the system & really get some experience.
Clark’s estimate leads me to believe that for an author with my particular sort of
circulation, commission is the best plan: besides, I can then play what tricks I like with
the books without having sense of trifling with your career. If I make anything out of it I
will tell you how it’s done. For the moment, however, I only want to suggest that at some
convenient point in the future you should transfer the books completely to me. I think the
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agreement about Puritans was that you were to have an edition of 2,000; and that
agreement was probably modeled on the first one, of which you only signed the draft or
something unbusinesslike of that sort.’
April 4 1933, to Richards, 72-74 in Publishers: Shaw explains why he does not want
Richards’s firm to publish Man and Superman: he would treat it as he had treated two
preceding books, never giving a moment of his real business attention to it. His ‘line’ is
not new books, but ‘new editions of standard non-copyright works.’
April 23 1903, to Barker, 12 in Barker: ‘I do not mind Bashville being produced as a
clear extra to end up the season; but it is not a burlesque. It should be announced simply
as Bernard Shaw’s celebrated drama in blank verse entitled The Admirable Bashville or
Constancy Rewarded, being the only authorized dramatic version of the authors famous
novel entitled “Cashel Byron’s Profession.”
May 26 1903, to Barker, 327: pagelong lists of props needed for The Admirable
Bashville.
June 2 1903, to John Murray, 74-75 in Publishers: Shaw urges the publisher to read Man
and Superman himself because ‘It deals with the most controversial questions and with
the most delicate subjects.’ After Murray rejects it (June10, 77-78), Shaw rationalizes
that his business is ‘to shock people into thinking.’
IPS June 5 1903, to William Wyes, on his performance as “Mellish” in a dramatization
of Cashel Byron’s Profession, 80 in Barbara J. Small, “Rhetorical Style in Shaw’s Plays,”
Shaw Review, 22, ii (1979): 79-88: ‘You cant possibly be too sickly & saintly & pious &
soft & moodly ... nobody but you can suddenly turn into the green old man who looks as
if he had been boiled in bread & milk, and who sings sentimental songs in a throaty
voice.... The public will take anything from you as long as you are your inimitable self &
not bothering yourself to do justice to my confounded foolishness, which dont matter at
all.’
June 8 1903, to Beatrice, 63-66 in Webbs: Shaw makes an earnest attempt to describe
and ameliorate the argument between Sidney and Graham Wallas about the Education
Acts of 1902 and 1903 from the vantage of their membership on the London School
Board. His final advice to Beatrice: ‘I think you ought to take Webb to the seaside &
forbid Local Government for three months.... Do take care of him: he’s perfectly mad’
(66).
June 17 1903, to Johnston Forbes-Robertson’s wife Gertrude Elliott, 46 in Theatrics:
Shaw discourages a proposal to produce The Devil’s Disciple largely because her
husband, most notable as Hamlet, ‘would loathe the proper melodramatic treatment of the
last act, with an enormous crowd … and a big band &c…. Only a passionate religious
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man, who could read William Blake and Bunyan and the Bible hour after hour, could
really feel Dick enough to enjoy him and be him. Dick’s diabolonian saintliness leaves
Hamlet cold and even slightly disgusted.’
July 5 1903, to Otto Kyllman of Constables, 335: ‘The American business is still
unsettled. When it comes to hustling, the American is simply not in it. If I had time to
explain their business to them, and allow them a fortnight to take in the explanation, there
would be no difficulty, as the idiots all want the book [Man and Superman]; but I am
forced to dash from one to another until I find one who is awake.... I advise you to change
your profession: it wrecks the intellect sooner or later.’
July 15 1903, to Constable & Co., 337: ‘I have at last cut the Gordian knot by printing the
book myself in the United States. The University Press of Cambridge Mass. have just
cabled to me that they are at work on Man & Superman, and that they will effect a formal
publication for copyright purposes on the 25th instant.... Will this suit you? All that is
necessary, of course ... is formal publication, meaning exposure of a copy for sale, and
entry at Stationers’Hall, a purely antiquarian custom which I keep up because it settles
the date of publication for the benefit of the inheritor of the copyright and the
enlightenment of future literary historians.’
Aug 2 1903, to Henry Salt, about Man and Superman, 340-41: ‘The book is one of the
most colossal efforts of the human mind, and contains several passages which you will
find congenial, and which will make Kate blush for having gradually argued herself into
a conviction that I am a lost soul. As a matter of fact I go on as much as I used to, except
that my pecuniary circumstances are embarrassed. My wife has at last become a
convinced vegetarian (Haig having cured her of rheumatism & indigestion); and now she
eats nothing but birds & fish, which are not “butcher’s meat.” She is also converted to
simplicity of life, and now, although we have both a town & country residence, we keep
no horses and spend hardly £3,000 a year on our housekeeping.... Have you read Samuel
Butler’s posthumous “Way of All Flesh”? If not, get it instantly. It is one of the great
books of the world. You will throw Shelley, Thompson, Meredith & all the rest out of the
window & take Butler to your heart for ever. I do not exaggerate: it is enormous.’
Aug 10 1903, then Aug 16, to Trebitsch, 343-44, 344-48: Shaw indicates vital details in
Cæesar and Cleopatra, and implores him to ‘be very careful to set all these little things
right. I should not have sweated over them all these days if I were not convinced that they
would get you into trouble’ (345).
Aug 27 1903, to Archer, 351-52, responding to his old-school discussion of the ‘New
Movement’ in drama prompted by Man and Superman: ‘Saul, Saul, why persecutest thou
me? ... I warned you that I was going to make such a blinding brain display as has not
occurred in the British drama since Shakespear’s advent.... the point is that what you call
the New Movement—meaning the substitution of Pinero for Robertson, Grundy for
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Albery, Farnie & Reece, Jones for Boucicault, & Cecil Raleigh for Pettit, with Charles
Reade and Wilkie Collins still awaiting their successor in Barrie—was no more a New
Movement in 1895 than the Robertson movement was new in 1889, though Clement
Scott still thought it so. It did not need any bottle feeding then; and your refusal to wean
it—due probably to a strain of Esquimaux blood in you—was becoming an open scandal.
In any case, what had I to do with “New Movements”? My business is to fight for the
Grand School—the people who are building up the intellectual consciousness of the race.
My men are Wagner, Ibsen, Tolstoy, Schopenhauer, Nietzsche, who have, as you know,
nobody to fight for them.’ On Sept 2 he responded to another article with a full-fledged
barrage of refutations to Archer’s comment that Shaw is indebted to, rather than just
aligned with, Wagner, Ibsen, Tolstoy, Schopenhauer, Nietzsche. A sample (357): ‘Your
review, apparently colossally stupid, is really blind and careless.’ These criticisms are
followed by two more on Sept 7 and 8.
Aug 28 1903, to the book designer William Dana Orcutt, 353-55: Shaw had instructed
this professional artisan to duplicate Man and Superman ‘line for line’ as Clark’s of
Edinburgh had printed it. American-cut type faces caused him difficulties because of
variations in size, and this led to what Shaw terms ‘senseless disfigurements.’ Among
these are violating his rigid principles of avoiding unnecessary apostrophes and allowing
gaps and holes in the type face, especially margins. He uses William Morris as his
exemplar.
Sept 2 1903, to Barker, 17 in Barker: ‘I have never found a single case in which the
heros and heroines of the eighties were of any use to us. The comedic geniuses, yes: the
leading ladies and gentlemen, no. The more winningly natural they were in their own
line, the more appallingly artificial and subconsciously recalcitrant they are in ours.’
Sept 11 1903, to fellow collectivist John Burns, 368-69: ‘I’m glad you like the Superman:
it has relieved me of a great deal that has been on my chest for a long time. However, it is
not really pessimistic: quite the contrary. All that it says is that we shall not get any
further until we get rid of property and of promiscuous breeding in that hopeless little
rabbit-hutch the British home’ (368). ‘I am going to see whether I cannot sink those two
rotten old ships Property and Promiscuity with pedigree dynamite. That may succeed or it
may not succeed; but the attempt is not pessimism: there is more life left in the old dog
than that gentlemanly fatuity’ (369).
Sept 15 1903, to Max Beerbohm, who had reviewed Man and Superman, 372-74: ‘This
wont do. Your article in the Saturday is most laborious, most conscientious: the spasms
of compliment almost draw tears; but the whole thing is wrong: the gene of offended
academicism makes it almost unreadable’ (372). What master artists ‘missed in your
work was not life nor truth nor any other vital quality, but “the antique,” and that your
works, considered in terms of this overwhelming defect, were all reduced to a common
level of failure.... Just so have you become convinced, as all the “dramatic critics” do
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sooner or later ... that the fantoccini of romance are real, & the tax collector & the district
visitor either mere human utensils or comic relief.... Years ago Stead said eloquently of
Marie Bashkirtseff “A woman she was NOT.” You laughed; but you are now explaining
my creations away in the same fashion. In vain do I give you a whole gallery of perfectly
miraculous life studies. Not even your Jewish genius enables you to recognize my two
types of Englishwomen. They are reduced, for you, to the same barren Shavian formula
by the fact that they are not Italian prima donnas. The chauffeur, the Irishman & his
American son are positively labelled for you as Hogarthian life studies—in vain: they are
not “the antique,” and so your nerves refuse to conduct them to your brain. Most
astonishing of all, you have before you in Bashville the Gay & Superman the Serious two
terrific displays of literary bravura—the by-product of a quarter of a century of struggling
for the mastery of words on top of a born capacity for them—and yet you make the usual
gull’s apology—you, Max, a gull on such a point!—for complimenting me on my art.
You idiot, do you suppose I dont know my own powers?’ (373). ‘And now, what is to be
done with you? The answer is indicated by the one piece of sense in your article. You
have yourself a certain command of the living word: you can make a page talk (when it’s
not about me); and you have found by experience that this leads to the platform, and can
be developed by it so as to give a man twenty forms and appositions of phrase for every
one possessed by the mere book & pen man’ (374).
Oct 1 1903, to Sidney, 68 in Webbs: ‘It is of enormous importance that you should not
imagine yourself a Free Trader, or ever assume that the normal presumption is in favour
of Free Trade…. According to Industrial Democracy, every blow struck at the export
trade is a blow struck at sweating up to the point at which the export trade cannot exist at
all except through a natural advantage in production. Free Trade is thus a deliberate
unballing of the downward path, an invitation to the sweater to continue in his vicious
rut; an extension of industrial parasitism to the point at which nations prey on one
another.’
Oct 7 1903, to Trebitsch, 375-76: ‘My rage about the Cæsarian cuts did not hurt me
much. I always get into a rage very carefully and conscientiously when it is necessary,
because it saves a lot of time and makes people realize my opinion vividly and promptly;
but my indignation, as you probably guess, is purely histrionic—mere mountebanking!....
If you ever try your hand on Brassbound, let me know before you begin, as the part of the
cockney is absolutely unintelligible to anyone who has not lived twenty years in London
and included several costermongers among his personal friends. I will have it copied out
for you in normal spelling.’ He reminds him that the leading actress has ‘a great part,… a
tremendously effective part for a comedy of the first order, though no use at all for a
second rater.’
Oct 8 1903, to Beatrice, 377: Shaw describes the hectic but effective way he and Sidney
resolve a complex issue: ‘It is always the same: first he works out a subject & convinces
me; and then I have to convince him and to bear the brunt of the surprise & indignation
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with which he receives his own conclusions. It comes of a difference in our ways of
working: he is kind to his old intellectual habits and does not like to have them disturbed:
I switch off the old current & switch on the new with treacherous & disconcerting
suddenness. Besides, I systematically persuade him that I am going to monstrous
extremes in order that he may accept my real views with relief as a concession.’
Oct 10 1903, to Wells, who had reviewed Élie Metchnikoff’s Études sur la Nature
Humaine, 12 in Wells: ‘your review of Metchnikoff in the Speaker was sent to me
because it contained the monstrous statement that I—I! the chief insister on the need of
the Life Force for a mind’s eye to stop its blundering—am an XVIII century believer in
the perfection & infallibility of Nature. Where do you expect to go when you die?’
Dec 11 1903, to H. J. Tozer, 379: ‘As to the Education Act, I take the official Progressive
position. The Act establishes a state of things enormously better than the status quo ante;
and if any candidate were to run in South St Pancras with an avowed policy of
postponing or preventing its adoption by the Council, or urging its repeal by the next
Liberal Government, I should oppose that candidate with all my might, and even vote
Moderate to defeat him.... Long before the present act was ever thought of, I urged that
since more than half the children in the country were in voluntary schools and could not
be got out of them, these voluntary schools should be fully financed by the State, and
brought under its control. When this was done, the Church naturally made the best
bargain it could. I am not bound by that bargain; and I shall do everything I can to alter
its terms so as to complete the control by the Education authority, and secure the same
recognition for the Free Churches as factors in religious education as the Establishment
now enjoys. But I shall do what I can to discourage Passive Resistance; and as to the
contention that each citizen’s contribution to the common fund must not be spent except
on his own personal requirement, I cannot, as a public man, give countenance to such a
repudiation of all citizenship.’
Dec 21 and 22 1903, to Forbes-Robertson, 382: ‘There is a Shaw boom on in Germany,
because four of my plays have been produced in Vienna, Leipzig, Dresden and Frankfurt;
and they have all failed so violently, and been hounded from the stage with such furious
execrations, that the advanced critics proclaim me the choice and master spirit of the age;
and no manager respects himself until he has lost at least 200 marks by me. My plays
have become as Louis Parker’s: they simply cannot be kept off the stage. The managers
make me large advances on account of royalties: they think nothing of twelve-pound-ten
apiece for myself and the translator; and they never get it back, as two nights is the record
run so far. Happily everyone here thinks these productions have been immense successes;
and for your sake and Caesar’s I have said nothing to the contrary.’
Dec 28 1903, to Violet Vanbrugh, Shaw’s first choice for Ann in Man and Superman, 48
in Theatrics: ‘Playing for the Stage Society is a labor of love, usually made meritorious
by experiences which are known only to performers in booths at fairs. The Society is
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homeless: it rehearses where it can, performs where it can, disappoints, postpones, breaks
down, picks itself up, and finally achieves performances which have a quite peculiar
nervous quality (highly effective from the front) owing to the fact that the whole cast has
been driven to madness & distraction during the rehearsals. The artists are solemnly
presented with two guineas each for “expenses.”’
Jan 4 1904, to James Huneker, who had agreed with Richard Mansfield that Man and
Superman was ‘talk, talk, talk’ and ‘unactable,’ 393-95: ‘My wife, since your review of
“Man and Superman,” will not allow that you have a spark of intelligence…. It always
amuses me to see Candida stirring up oceans of sentiment. I think I see you wallowing in
it. Your writing always interests me; but you will never really master the English drama
until you know English life and character.... English life, as I present it with a
vestryman’s and politician’s knowledge of it ... is to [Americans] irritatingly unnatural
and repugnant. When I am on the general human plane [as in Candida], they are
delighted with me. When I am on the English plane, they become soreheaded at once.
They love Candida. She might be an American, an Irishwoman, a Scotchwoman, any
woman you please. But take my specifically English women—Blanche in Widowers’
Houses ... , Vivie Warren, Lady Cicely Waynflete . . . , and above all, Ann Whitefield
and Violet Robinson in the Superman drama (Ann being my most gorgeous female
creation): you can no more appreciate those from the other side of the Atlantic, clever as
you are, than you could write Anthony Trollope’s novels…. I tell you you dont appreciate
the vitality of the English: you see nothing but their stupidity, their moral cowardice, their
utter lack of common sense, their naïve acquisitiveness, their brainless cruelty to children
and criminals, their uncritical obtuseness or idolatry, … Their childish unscrupulousness,
their insensibility to and disbelief in any means of persuasion except intimidation and
coercion, and, at the blackest end of the scale, their flagellomania and sodomy and all the
rest of it. But the truth is that these vices are either to be found abroad, or else have
equivalents there. And the stupidity, peculiar to the Englishman, which prevents him
from knowing what he is doing, is really a stroke of genius on his part and is far more
voluntary than the bright American thinks. Cromwell said that no man goes further than
the man who doesnt know where he is going; and in that you have the whole secret of
English success. What is the use of being bright, subtle, witty, genial, if these qualities
lead to the subjection and poverty of India and Ireland, and to the political anarchy and
corruption of the United States? What says my beautiful, vital, victorious, odious-to-allgood Americans Miss Ann Whitefield? “The only really simple thing is to go straight for
what you want and grab it.” How disgusting! how cynical! So say you; and so also say
the Filipino and the Red Indian of you and yours…. the moral for you is, study the
English. There is much to be learnt from them; and I, who have been struggling for more
than quarter of a century with their knavish brainlessness, lose patience often enough; but
I get on very well with them personally; find them enormously interesting; have got a
good deal of training from them; and, in short, intend to stay here, and be one of the
glories of their literature.’
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c. Jan 4th 1904, letter to Arnold Daly who played Eugene in Candida in New York, 39697: Shaw gives an elaborately detailed explanation of the “auction scene” with the focus
on Morell’s character, since his Eugene was castigated but his Morell might not be if he
attended to what Shaw says. He also describes three other early plays that Daly is
considering.
Feb 23 1904, to J. E. Brydone, I:415 in Holroyd: Shaw was trying to alter the rating
system in his vestry: ‘There is only one remedy, and that is to take the burden off the
shoulders of the men who do the work & conduct the business of London, & throw it on
to those who take enormous sums in rent and interest out of our businesses to squander in
idleness.’
Feb 23 1904, to the Liberal M.P. T. C. Whittaker, 404-06: Shaw discusses in detail the
political scene with a focus on the Education Act and his own candidacy; March 14 , to
Trebitsch, 411: He reports, ‘I have been defeated—wiped out—annihilated at the polls.’
June 24, to William Platts, II:47 in Holroyd: ‘I havent the faintest intention of standing
again in South St Pancras in any capacity whatever.’
Feb 25 1904, to Sidney, referring to an upcoming article, “County Councilitis,” 408:
‘Your attempts to alter my article into accuracy, as you call it, do not include a single
alteration of the sense; and if you wish the style altered so as to give color to the
suggestion which would probably be made that you inspired it, I am too crafty to help
you in that innocent effort. As the article stands, nobody will ever dream for a moment
that it is anything but individual, irresponsible, uncontrollable Shaw. I shall revise it with
a view to making it still more outrageous if possible.’
March 26 1904, to Wells, who had resigned from the Fabian Society to protest the tract
Fabianism and the Fiscal Question, a group effort organized and written by Shaw, 13-15
in Wells: ‘What is all this in your last letter about the financial part of my Municipal
Trading book? I want to get the plates corrected for a second edition; and if you have
anything useful to say, out with it. Nothing can be more improbable than that I am wrong:
still, even I am not absolutely infallible; and as you are an interesting youth, I may as
well hear what babble you may have to offer. Your dastardly resignation has created the
greatest indignation on the Fabian Executive. What the dickens is the matter with you?
The tariff tract was submitted to you as well as to everybody else. It cost me months of
work to fit it to the greatest common measure of all the members. Every idiot had his
little go at it, and his little correction made to please him.... It represents enormous
sacrifices on my part, and does not, even at that, express the views of any individual on
the executive or in the society. You never helped us in our agony: among the piles of
letters I had to wade through, adjusting the tract to any grains of sound wheat that grew
amid their tares, I looked in vain for anything from you.... you did nothing; and now,
because the job is not exquisitely to your liking, you resign. What do you mean by it?
Have you any sense of shame? This is a nice outcome of your blessed new
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Republicanism. Nothing but the Nonconformist conscience after all, awkwardly put on
by a lazy literary mugwump. I am ashamed of you. I blush for my age and my
profession’ (13-14). ‘However, let me have your objections, however asinine, to
Municipal Trading; and if you still feel that you cant stand the Fabian, try a couple of
years of the Social Democratic Federation, a stalwart Liberal body only a century out of
date, and—consequently—manned exclusively by pioneers who despise the Fabian
Society and all its works’ (15). March 29, 15-16 (defective letter): ‘I breathe again. Your
criticisms are ingenuous errors, and the chapter is sound from end to end. “From each
according to his ability” is a perfectly sound canon of taxation’ (15). ‘You really dont
understand the operation of rent & interest in wealth distribution, or you would not
confuse redistributive devices with sentimental charity. Finally the comparison of real
responsible landlords with Sir Gorgius Midas is intentional & appropriate. The point is
that the landlord is an ascertainable, responsible person, whereas the capitalist is
nameless, irresponsible, unidentifiable except as a fictitious type’ (16).
March 30 1904, to Richards, 412: ‘In the 18 months ending 30 June 1902—the latest
accounts to hand—you had sold only 1421 Puritans all told. At the first issue, when the
reviewing acted as an advertisement, you sold 1204. In the second 6 months (no
advertisement) only 137. In the third 6 months, 80! Mind: I dont blame you in the least
for not advertising. It is absolutely inevitable in the struggle for life that you should bring
all your ammunition to bear on your risks & leave your certainties to take care of
themselves. But it would be perfectly silly in me to continue our arrangement for ever &
ever. You are now an established institution; and my books are of no real consequence to
you. You sometimes fancy they are; but that is an amiable delusion. If you had made me
a serious offer for the Superman I should have taken it. You virtually shifted me to
Constable, and changed my system; and it is now inevitable in the course of business that
I should get all my books into my own hands & work the thing myself. I am growing old
& avaricious & fond of handling capital instead of being dry nursed like the ordinary
author-duffer.’
April 2 1904, to Cliff Keane, an official of the Theosophical Society, 413-14: ‘Secularism
is not a philosophy of life: it is only an attempt to leave life out of the question because
no rationalistic, materialistic explanation of it has been found. It had its uses in making us
drop many superstitions—forcing us to admit that much ground that we had romanced
about as the undiscovered country had really been explored & mapped and was not at all
like the descriptions given in our romance—but when it took to pretending that it had
explored the universe, it was time to send it packing after the other exhausted reactions.’
Apr 6 1904, to Huneker, 415: Shaw continues his debunking by pointing out the realities
of Candida: the heroine is ‘as unscrupulous as Siegfried: Morell himself at last sees that
“no law will bind her.” She seduces Eugene just exactly as far as it is worth her while to
seduce him. She is a woman without “character” in the conventional sense.... She is
straight for natural reasons, not for conventional ethical ones.... It is just this freedom
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from emotional slop, this unerring wisdom on the domestic plane, that makes her so
completely mistress of the situation. Then consider the poet. She makes a man of him
finally by shewing him his own strength—that David must do without poor Uriah’s wife.
And then she pitches in her picture of the home, the onions & the tradesmen & the
cossetting of big baby Morell. The New York Hausfrau thinks it a little paradise; but the
poet rises up and says “Out, then, into the night with me”—Tristan’s holy night. If this
greasy fool’s paradise is happiness, then I give it to you with both hands: “life is nobler
than that.” That is “the poet’s secret.” ... he is really a god going back to his heaven,
proud, unspeakably contemptuous of the “happiness” he envied in the days of his
blindness, clearly seeing that he has higher business on hand than Candida. She has a
little quaint intuition of the completeness of his cure: she says “he has learnt to do
without happiness.” As I should certainly be lynched by the infuriated Candidamaniacs if
this view of the case were made known, I confide it to your discretion.’
May 12 1904, to Archer, 417-18: ‘By the way, there is one naiveté in your notices which
you always produce with ingenuous pride; and that is nothing less than the discovery that
Cæsar, Napoleon &c &c are only masks through which G.B.S. speaks. The implication
that Hamlet, Macbeth, Falstaff, Georges Dandin, Don Juan &c are authentic realities with
which Shakespear & Molière had no more to do than a reporter has with Chamberlain, is
stupendous. Confound you for a romancing idiot,... what did you expect my people to be?
Bluntschli & Napoleon are as violently differentiated as any man whose charm lies in his
perfect simplicity can be from an inveterate poseur—Sidney Webb is not more distinct
from Mansfield—but of course the two are the work of the same hand, stamped with the
same style, getting their effects by the same stage tricks. How can that be helped, except
by having every part written by a different author?’ Shaw presses the same point in a
letter of June 13 1904, 421-22.
June 12 1904, to Ellen, 420-21: Shaw is still trying to convince her that she should act
Lady Cicely, this time for six matinées at the Court Theatre. ‘It was written for you; and
unless you do it at least once, posterity will never forgive you…. I will gravely offer this
impossible quintessence of Ellen as a real woman; and everybody will be delighted. If
you are too lazy to learn the part I will teach it to you speech by speech until you can
repeat it in your sleep. Would you like to talk it over?’ They did. See March 14 1906,
609, for the result.
June 15 1904, to Brentano’s, who had published Man and Superman on June 1, 93-94 in
Publishers: ‘Man & Superman looks better than I could have hoped; but nothing can be
done to make it a really well set up book. In fact I had actually ordered electros of the
English edition to be sent out to you when I recollected that the dialogue of the American
in the play had certain peculiarities to represent the difference between English and
American pronunciation. These would have had no sense in America, where the
pronunciation I desired to indicate is normal; consequently I used the customary spelling
in the American edition, and so had to stick to the Cambridge plates. What is wrong is
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that the printer imitated the English edition line for line, but instead of using a genuine
Caslon type made from the same punches as the Edinburgh printers used, he used a very
inferior imitation.’
June 20 1904, to Lady Gregory, 423: Shaw lies that ‘Not a word on the play’ is ‘yet on
paper’; he had actually begun drafting what became John Bull’s Other Island on June 17
(headnote). Oddly, in the volume which Laurence co-edited, Shaw, Lady Gregory and the
Abbey: A Correspondence and a Record, he notes that the book ‘contains all of the
surviving correspondence of Bernard Shaw and Lady Gregory known to us’ (xxxi), yet
the first letter printed there is dated June 12, 1909.
June 28 1904, to Bright (now Shaw’s agent), 148 in Bright: ‘Daly is coming here at 1.
Tell him that you have no instructions but that you understand that his plan of producing
You Never Can Tell next winter & Mrs Warren’s Profession in the spring is quite
agreeable to me and that you have no doubt that I will give him an agreement on the
Candida terms if he asks me for it. Be kind to him; and when he occasionally explains
(under the impression that he is the author & owner of my plays) what he will do with
them, or allow or disallow to be done with them, in America, do not attempt to cure him
of his delusion, as his enthusiasm will be all the keener for his believing that the works
are his own. He is a likeable lad.’
June 29 1904, to Ada Rehan, 423: Shaw offers to read Captain Brassbound’s Conversion
to her; ‘You were in the author’s mind when he wrote the play’; July 9 1904, 435: ‘I
MUST have you for Lady Cicely; & I WILL, WILL, WILL. So there!’; July 5 1904, 43033: Involved letter on production arrangements.
June 30 1904, 425, to Henderson: ‘my first play “Widowers’ Houses” could only have
been written by a Socialist economist; and the same thing is true of “Mrs Warren’s
Profession.” Indeed, in all the plays my economic studies have played as important a part
as a knowledge of anatomy does in the works of Michael Angelo.’
June 30 1904, to Florence, who had asked about learning phonetics, 26-27 in Bax:
‘[Henry] Sweet must tell you about the phonetics. He will probably say that two years
residence at Oxford is indispensable, as he has a genius for making everything impossible
both for himself and everybody else…. He is a satirist, a genius, all ideas, and all spite
and parochial Oxford tittle-tattle…. His worldly incompetence is beyond words; and yet
he is not a fool—quite the reverse. See him and try what you can make out of him. My
plan is simply that you should learn the science of pronunciation and become a professor
of phonetics for dramatics purposes.’
c. July 1904, to William T. Stead, 428: ‘A theatre is a potent engine for working up the
passions and the imagination of mankind; and like all such engines it is capable of the
noblest recreations or the basest debauchery according to the spirit of its direction. So is a
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church. A church can do great things by precisely the same arts as those used in the
theatre (there is no difference fundamentally, and very little even superficially); but every
church is in a state of frightful pecuniary dependence on Pharisees who use it to
whitewash the most sordid commercial scoundrelism by external observances [etc].’
c. July 11-12 1904, to Ada, 51 in Theatrics: During long negotiations with the actress to
star in Captain Brassbound’s Conversion, a final touch: ‘You have no idea what a lot of
things I have thought of that you havnt, and how exactly I know what is going to happen.
Have you an agent or a lawyer or a friend or anyone whom I could worry & argue with
(he must have a strong constitution) instead of spoiling your holiday? I hate to bother
you; but what can I do? I will try not to write oftener than ten times a week.’
Aug 2 1904, to Ada, 442-43: ‘you are such a magnificent instrument for my art ...
If only I were strong enough, I had much rather deliver you from all stifling, ageing,
sentimental ties and loyalties; tap your heart all over with an adamant hammer to
convince you that it is not in the least broken; and inspire you to the conquest of a new
world, with new ideas, new people, new plays, new struggles, new failures that will turn
out to be triumphs, new hopes and fears, new everything. That is not the way to be nice to
you; but it is the only way to be of real use to you.’ Aug 30 1904, 449-52: Another long
business letter; Oct 27 1904, 458-49: ‘How soon shall I rehearse you as Lady Cicely?’
IPS Aug 12 1904, to Huneker, who was en route to Norway, 267-68 in Huneker,
Steeplejack, Vol. 2 (New York: Scribner’s, 1922): ‘give my compliments to the genial
sweet-mouthed Ibsen. Of Strindberg I have a high opinion, possibly because I have read
very little of him—chiefly a story called Memoirs of a Madman, or something like that,
but ought to have been called The Truth About My Confounded Wife…. The truth about
Candida is useless; nobody will believe it; and my letter will be scouted as an obvious
invention of your own.’
Aug 12 1904, to Barker, 443: ‘Our expedition [to Scotland] has been so far a ruinous
failure. The place is impossible—no place to write—no place to bathe—the inn a new
tumor on an old public house in a village shed—the firth a sludgy morass except at high
tide. The journey wrecked me; put me out of my stride; lost me four days work for
nothing. Oh these holidays, these accursed holidays! Now Charlotte must go forth and
find me a possible habitation, whilst I abandon Rule Britt. to write a curtain raiser for
Daly.’
Aug 18 1904, to Barker, 23 in Barker: ‘I have polished off Daly in four days with a
screaming curtain raiser entitled How He Lied to Her Husband, specialized for a theatre
at which Candida has been raging, and for an actor who has played Eugene. It will do
very well at the Court as a curtain raiser to The Man of Destiny, if you can induce Mrs
Pat to play the Strange Lady…. What do you think of John Bull’s Other Island as a title
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for Rule Britannia? I can think of nothing better. I resumed work on it this morning, and
am within a dozen speeches of the end.’
Aug 24 1904, to Barker, 444: ‘I finished the first draft of the play yesterday, and began
the revision and staging this morning. There is no ending at all: only a transcendental
conversation which will stagger the very soul of Vedrenne and send the audience away
howling. Larry is now a very unsympathetic part, and is not at all an actor’s treasure,
Keegan being the serious star and Broadbent the comic one. You may have to play
Keegan after all. [C. V.] France might play Larry if he is destitute enough to want a job.
Rule Britannia will not do; it is too frankly a jest; and we shall have to play off the piece
as a very advanced and earnest card in the noble game of elevating the British theatre.’
The day after this letter Shaw writes Barker (54 in Theatrics): ‘The revision threatens to
take longer than I thought. After two days hard, I am not yet half way through the first
act.’
Aug 29 1904, to Barker, 446-47: Discusses qualities needed in the cast of John Bull’s
Other Island.
Aug 30 1904, to Ada Rehan, who was contemplating a production of Captain
Brassbound’s Conversion in the United States, 449: ‘Now the failure of a London success
in America does nobody any harm except the manager, because it is always claimed that
a play good enough for London is good enough for anywhere, and that the Americans
ought to be ashamed of themselves for not appreciating it. BUT—and this is important—
the failure of an American success in London is bad for everybody, because it is
attributed at once at once to the superior taste of London. Moral: always try London first.
If you succeed, no subsequent failure can discredit your success or lower your prestige in
the part. If you dont succeed, the management has a far stronger interest in keeping the
piece on and nursing it as an apparent success for America & the provinces than in the
case of an American production. If you fail, you can still try America far more easily and
hopefully than you could try London after an American failure. And you can win in
London what is called a moral victory: that is, if your venture is recognized at aiming
high, you can come out of a financial failure with an enhanced reputation, whereas in
America nothing succeeds but financial success.’
Sept 14 1904, to Annie Horniman, 55-56 in Theatrics: Shaw relates how he came to
believe that Miss Horniman had financed the first performance of Arms and the Man.
Sept 18 1904, to Barker, 32 in Barker: ‘If it were not for the first scene of the fourth Act,
in which Nora has to make a formidable display of hysterical emotion, almost anybody
could play her. But the least flatness or failure in that scene means the failure of the
play…. I have half a mind to ask Cyril Maude to play Broadbent. J. L. Shine has a certain
gentleness that would suit the priest perfectly…. It will be a fearful job this casting. I dont
see my way a bit.’ Sept 22, 33: ‘Your suggestion of [J. Farren] Soutar &c for Larry have
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wakened me up suddenly to the common sense of the situation. The solution as to Larry
is obvious. J. L. Shine must play him. The broad effect of the play will depend largely on
Larry being very markedly and genuinely Irish; and Shine is that, and is also quite good
enough for leading business. So propose it to him at once and get it off your mind.’ Shaw
also considers possibilities for the minor roles.
Sept 27 1904, to Barker, 37 in Barker: ‘There is just one possibility as to Nora that we
have not discussed—Kate Rorke!! She is invincibly Irish; but she is too highly civilized.
On the whole, if Ellen O’Malley can rise to the fourth act, she is extraordinarily suitable
in many ways; and I assume that she is a good deal cheaper than Nine or Kate. I am quite
game to try her.’ (She got the part.)
Sept 29 1904, to Wells, 454-56: Shaw intructs Wells on what it takes to become a
playwright: ‘In the west end theatrical world the War of the Worlds seems as abstruse as
Newton’s Principia.... And this is so much the better, because the successes of Barrie,
whose mighty brain staggers the Strand, and the current suspicions that there has been
some mistake about me, have now set the managers hankering after intellectual
superiority, and even Stage-Societyness, if only it can be combined with popularity. If
you could once demonstrate that your stuff would get over the footlights, and not involve
giants and Martians & suchlike games, you would not have as much trouble as the regular
old stagers’ (454). ‘Finally, I would urge that if you are going to write plays, the 20,000
pounder will only be one of them. You can easily give another, not necessarily to the
S.S., but to the Court or some other venture of the kind. I scribble all this to knock the
thing straight in your head, as the career of a dramatist is not to be entered on without
careful consideration, and the great game in it cannot be won without an apparently
reckless preliminary expenditure of genius on all sorts of side shows’ (456).
Oct 27 1904, to Bright, 155 in Bright: ‘I am much applied to from America just now to
lecture. Both Daly and Shubert have this idea. I never like to say no: so tell Miss Marbury
to say, if they ask her, that I am a very good lecturer, and that my terms are a million
dollars for a tour, not including the salary of Paderewski at the piano.’
Oct 29 1904, to J. L. Shine, 460-61: Shaw gives the actor detailed advice on how to
deliver Larry’s crucial speeches in John Bull’s Other Island. His qualification: ‘I think
this will help you to get command of the speech, and sufficient variety to save you from
the feeling of holding on to it for dear life and not being able to stop yourself. But dont
worry yourself by trying to carry out my suggestions exactly or hampering yourself in
any way with them. That’s all they’re for.’
Nov 15 1904, to Arnold Daly, 464-65: ‘Mrs Warren’s Profession ought not to be
produced without a word of warning to keep the wrong people away from it. Yet it is
very difficult to frame a warning that will not attract the wrong people and keep away the
right people. The slightest suggestion that the play is a scandalous one, unfit for young
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people to witness, will attract those who like licentious entertainments. Yet those are the
very people who are disappointed and disgusted by Mrs Warren’s Profession, because it
takes the one subject that they desire to make romantic and attractive, and makes it sordid
& even horrifying. And it rouses their conscience, which they expect the theatre to keep
fast asleep for them at all times. What is worse, the same sort of suggestion will keep
away the thoughtful and earnest people whose support alone makes the firm public
handling of such a subject possible. The play is simply a study of prostitution; and its aim
is to shew that prostitution is not the prostitute’s fault but the fault of a society which
pays for a poor & pretty woman’s prostitution in solid gold and pays for her honesty with
starvation, drudgery & pious twaddle. Now there are people with whom you can discuss
such subjects, and people to whom you cannot mention them. The patrons of prostitutes
form the main body of the latter class; and the women who are engaged in rescuing
women from prostitution are the background of the former. Get the rescuers into the
theatre and keep the patrons out of it; and you need have no fear about the reception of
the play.’ Shaw then discusses the surprisingly favorably innocent reactions of children
who attend—even extending to ‘the possibility of close consanguinity’ between the
young man and woman. When Shaw learned this, ‘I had my reward for making Vivie &
Frank take the revelation simply & naturally instead of romantically & conventionally.’
Still, ‘the elders will not enjoy it. It was not written to produce enjoyment, ... but to make
people stop knocking women down and then blaming them for being “fallen.” If I have
done this with a brutal hand, I do not feel in the least disposed to apologize. I neither saw
nor see any reason to be gentle or pleasant with people whose enthusiasm for “purity”
and “morality” stops short of paying a living wage for them.’
Nov 26 1904, to Kate Rorke, who played Candida at the Court, 57 in Theatrics: ‘Dont
try to be as good again tonight as you will kill yourself. The last act—your last act—was
immense. If I had met you immediately after it I should simply have eaten you, so I ran
away.’
Nov 26 1904, to Vedrenne, after Shaw had watched Candida in the Court Theatre, 46869: ‘Archer came into my box today because he couldnt stand the cold in the stalls. Four
cases of frostbite were treated at the Chelsea infirmary—one stall & three pit. A man in
the dress circle got so rheumatic after the second act that he had to be lifted out by the
attendants. The Morning Post has lumbago for life. The Daily Mail threatens to head his
article “A Frost at the Court.” The fireman caught one man attempting to set fire to the
theatre. You will have to warm the theatre and to announce the fact in the advertisements,
or the Christmas piece is done for. There is not a hook or a hat peg in the boxes. You can
get excellent ones for threepence apiece. The man in Box B said that if there had been a
hook he would have hanged himself to draw public attention to the frightful cold. My
wife was affected to tears by the play; and her tears froze so that it took me five minutes
to get her eyes open with the warmth of my hands, which are now covered with
chilblains. My mother went to sleep; and we are still (6.15) vainly trying to wake her. I
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think you have done for her. You can get coals & blankets at the Parish Hall, I believe.
Why not apply?’
Dec 2 1904, to George Egerton (pseudonym of Chavelita Dunne; now Mrs Golding
Bright), who had sent Shaw a play for production by the Stage Society, 64-65 in
Egerton: ‘You certainly have changed the moral of the play with a breath-bereaving
completeness. It now clamours for production.... In going over the piece as a whole, I
think you might increase its impetus by coming down ruthlessly on all discursiveness into
little momentary inventions towards the end. Somehow, everything that is mentioned on
the stage is treated as significant and important.... The attention gets both exhausted and
concentrated as the evening goes on and the story unfolds.... I think your fourth act wants
a little trimming.... A very little scissoring will do.’
Dec 6 1904, to Barker on cuts in John Bull’s Other Island, then on restaging You Never
Can Tell, 469-71: ‘[The latter] has always seemed merely a farce written round a waiter.
It ought to be a very serious comedy, dancing gaily to a happy ending round the grim
earnest of Mrs Clandon’s marriage & her XIX century George-Eliotism.’
Dec 27 1904, to Alma Murray, 473: On Arms and the Man, which ‘is off. As luck would
have it I took to reading it one day on my way back from a Candida rehearsal, and was
startled to find what flimsy, fantastic, unsafe stuff it is.’
Dec 28 1904, to an American journalist who had (apparently) deemed aspects of Candida
unrealistic, 58 in Theatrics: Shaw counters by explaining that the difficulties of
comprehending such a play arise not from the play itself, ‘but in the prejudices &
stupidities which people bring to the theatre with them. For instance, there is the
convention that a man who loves another man’s wife could not possibly tell him so, and
that if he did, the husband must instantly offer him bodily violence and kick him out of
the house.... but my business as a dramatist is not with what men romantically think they
would do, but with what as a matter of fact they do do, which is a very different matter.’
Dec 29 1904, to the American poet/dramatist Josephine Preston Peabody on Man and
Superman, 474-75: ‘That is a very energetic letter; ... But it does not tell me anything
except what I knew before: namely, that many people have a thoughtless and extremely
wicked habit of calling the sexual instinct bestial. Until you get beyond that point there is
no use in my writing to you or for you.... You talk of the Mother Woman as if she could
be bracketed with the Artist Woman. You might as well bracket her with the mere
pleasure fancier. Ann is the Mother Woman. She is not an artist aiming at the production
of poems & romances like Octavius, or at the formulation of a philosophy of life, like
Tanner. She is not a moralist, like Ramsden, nor a sensualist like nobody in the play. She
is a breeder of men, specialized by Nature to that end and endowed with enormous
fascination for it; and all the twaddling little minor moralities that stand between her and
her purpose—as, for instance, that she most not be a naughty girl and tell fibs, and that
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she most not be what you ... call “bestial”—all become the merest impertinences. As she
says in her transfiguration “I believe in the life to come”; and when you feel the
mightiness of that belief and the vital Force of All Forces that is behind it, you will blush
at having had no more than to say than “How unladylike!” (on five sheets of paper) ....
You must not ask me to put Candida into every play. When Ann is married she will look
after Tanner exactly as Candida looks after Morell. But when Candida was capturing
Morell, and had not yet become his housekeeper and his nurserymistress, she was Ann.
The author of Candida is clearly the author of Ann.’
Dec 29 1904, to Hamlin Garland, who had asked Shaw for a message to honor the
memory of Henry George, 476-78: Shaw recounts his first experience with the American
progressive, then proceeds to trace its effects: ‘Now at that time I was a young man not
much past 25, of a very revolutionary and contradictory temperament, full of Darwin and
Tyndall, of Shelley and DeQuincey, of Michael Angelo and Beethoven, and never having
in my life studied social questions from the economic point of view, except that I had
once, in my boyhood, read a pamphlet by John Stuart Mill on the Irish Land Question.
The result of my hearing that speech, and buying ... a copy of Progress & Poverty for
sixpence ... was that I plunged into a course of economic study, and at a very early stage
of it became a Socialist and spoke from that very platform on the same great subject, and
from hundreds of others as well’ (476). ‘When I was thus swept into the great Socialist
revolt of 1883, I found that five sixths of those who were swept in with me had been
converted by Henry George. This fact would have been far more widely acknowledged
had it not been that it was not possible for us to stop where Henry George stopped.
America, in spite of all its horrors of rampant Capitalism and industrial oppression, was
nevertheless still a place where there was hope for the Individualist and the hustler. Every
American who came over to London was amazed at the apathy, the cynical acceptance of
poverty and servitude as inevitable, the cunning shuffling along with as little work as
possible, that seemed to the visitor to explain our poverty, and moved him to say Serve us
right! ... Henry George had no idea of this. He saw only the monstrous absurdity of the
private appropriation of rent; and he believed that if you took that burden off the poor
man’s back, he could help himself out as easily as a pioneer on a pre-empted clearing.
But the moment he took an Englishman to that point, the Englishman saw at once that the
remedy was not so simple as that, and that the argument carried us much further, even to
the point of total industrial reconstruction. Thus George actually felt bound to attack the
Socialism he had himself created; and the moment the antagonism was declared, and to
be a Henry Georgite meant to be an anti-Socialist, some of the Socialists whom he had
converted became ashamed of their origin, and concealed it; whilst others, including
myself, had to fight hard against the Single Tax propaganda. But I am glad to say that I
never denied or belittled our debt to Henry George. If we outgrew Progress & Poverty in
many respects, so did he himself too.... Nobody has ever got away, or ever will get away,
from the truths that were the centre of his propaganda: his errors anybody can get away
from.... my ambition is to repay my debt to Henry George by coming over some day and
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trying to do for your young men what Henry George did nearly a quarter of a century ago
for me’ (477-78).
Dec 29 1904, to Greenhaugh Smith, II:268 in Holroyd: ‘I confess I am getting old and
childish and easily amused.’
Jan 3 1905, to Henderson, 480-506: Epic letter answering many of his biographer’s
questions. Notable for biographical detail and perspective are sections about his early
public speaking (484-94), his initiation into Fabianism (494-97), and his early life in
Dublin (498-506). A highlight of his days in the Zetetical Society was becoming
acquainted with Sidney Webb: ‘A few weeks after I joined it, I was much struck by a
speaker who took part in one of the debates. He was a young man of about 21, rather
below middle height, but with small, pretty hands & feet, and a profile that suggested an
improvement on Napoleon the Third, his nose & imperial being of that sort. He had a fine
forehead, a long head, eyes that were built on top of two highly developed organs of
speech ... , and remarkably thick, strong, dark hair. He knew all about the subject of
debate; knew more than the lecturer; knew more than anybody present; had read
everything that had ever been written on the subject; and remembered all the facts that
bore on it. He used notes, read them, ticked them off one by one, threw them away, and
finished with a coolness & clearness that, to me in my then trembling state, seemed
miraculous. This young man was the ablest man in England—Sidney Webb. Quite the
cleverest thing I ever did in my life was to force my friendship on him, to extort his, and
to keep it’ (488). Note: excerpts from this letter in Henderson are dated Jan 17 1905,
which is the date that Shaw finished the letter. See that date below.
Jan 6 1905, to Murray, who needed a lead actress for The Trojan Women, in Murray
(forthcoming): ‘I made a suggestion to Barker for the Troades—Gertrude Kingston for
Helen—which, he tells me, shocked you. This was because it was a stroke of genius on
my part. She is, superficially, a feather headed, artificial creature in French frocks, just as
Helen would be if she were alive now, as she no doubt is. Perhaps Gertrude is Helen:
what could she do but go on the stage & play heartless parts if she were reborn? My
private acquaintance with her is limited to a single call which she paid me lately about a
play of mine which she wanted. It was then that the great idea struck me. There is a
certain inhuman self possession about her, a certain grace, a certain obvious power of
crumpling up Menelauses & Parises & suchlike blighters, which seems to me to fit Helen
better than anything else I can think of. And giving her such a part would have a
tremendous moral effect on her; for she is never offered a part that is not an insult to her
soul—and really the secret of dealing with these queer actor folk is to get at their souls.
She would rise at it instead of stooping bitterly to it. Of course I make the suggestion as a
practical stage manager, comparing her, not with the ideal Helen of your imagination, but
with the next best Helen you are likely to get. There is always the danger of shrinking
from incongruous realities into nonentities. In Hippolytus, the impossibility of getting the
Venus you wanted ended in a Venus whom nobody wanted—a lady with the
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qualifications of a horse for a quiet family: no vices. That is what I rather dread in these
Greek plays of yours, which are to me so fine that every single stroke in their production
ought to be an inspiration. I think it is quite possible that some god has actually suggested
G. K. to me. For some reason you dont like superhuman people—I have often explained
to you how totally you misunderstand the attitude of your convenient ghost Euripides,
towards the gods—and therefore they naturally come to me instead of to you with their
suggestions. Of course you will get someone better if you can. But dont get someone
worse because in your inmost heart you cannot bear to profane the part by giving it to
anyone real at all.’
Jan 16 1905, to Trebitsch, 77 in Trebitsch 1: Shaw describes the evolution of Arms and
the Man: A rich lady (later identified as Annie Horniman) urged Florence Farr to produce
high-class plays at the Avenue Theatre, and the first one was a failure. She asked Shaw to
let her revive Widowers’ Houses, but this spurred him to go ‘out into the Embankment
Gardens & hastily set to work to finish Arms & the Man,’ which he had ‘begun some
time before with no particular object. In little more than a fortnight it was produced….
The first version of the play had no geography—nothing but a war with a machine gun in
it. It was Sidney Webb who suggested the Servo-Bulgarian war. However, I adapted it to
the historical & social facts of the time very carefully. I first consulted [Sergius]
Stepniak; and he introduced me to the Russian officer … [who] gave me a great deal of
information…. In London in 1894 the play was received, except by a few people, as an
opera bouffe without music. The notion that soldiers ate chocolate was taken as a silly
joke; and it was not until the South African War reminded the English of what war was
really like, and Queen Victoria presented all the troops with boxes of chocolate, that
Arms & the Man was justified. Some military details came from a German staff officer
who had served in the war of 1870-71: the description of the cavalry charge in the first
act is his. The name Arms & the Man is Virgil’s “Arma virumque cano,” the first line of
the first canto of the Aenids.’
Jan 17 1905 (see end of entry for Jan 3 above), to Henderson, 36-37, in Henderson 2: On
his mother and Vandaleur Lee: ‘As to ordinary domestic mothering and wifing she was
utterly unfit for the sentiment of it. I was not treated as a child. I was let do as I liked; and
I knew everything that was going on and was present on all occasions as if I were an
adult member of the family. The fact that one of the men of the house was an artist, a
conductor, and a man of quite exceptional temperament and energy, must have had a
considerable influence on me’; 59-60 in Henderson 1: Shaw reacts to a fellow apprentice
in the land office who had remarked that every young person thought he was going to be
a great man: ‘The shock that this gave me made me suddenly aware that this was my own
precise intention’; however, ‘What was wrong with me then was the want of self respect,
the diffidence, the cowardice of the ignoramous & the duffer. What saved me was my
consciousness that I must learn to do something—that nothing but the possession of skill,
of efficiency, of mastery in short, was of any use;’ 119 in Henderson 2: Shaw describes
the ‘tone’ of the Zetetical Society as ‘strongly individualistic, atheistic, Malthusian,
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evolutionary, Ingersollian, Darwinian, Herbert Spencerian. Huxley, Tyndall and George
Eliot were on the shelves of all the members…. Socialism was regarded as an exploded
fallacy; and nobody dreamt that within five years it would revive, snatch away all the
younger generation, & sweep the Dialectical and Zetetical into the blind cave of eternal
night; 223-24 in Henderson 2: Shaw recalls his early experiences as a Socialist convert,
when he taught himself how to become an effective speaker. ‘I saw that if I were to
speak often on Socialism—as I fully meant to do—writing and learning by rote would be
impossible for mere want of time. I made a few notes, being by this time cool enough to
use them.... I spoke for an hour easily, and from that time forth considered the battle
won’; 119 in Henderson 1: Shaw recounts his introduction to phonetic writing through
acquaintance with a relative of Melville and Alexander Bell’
Feb 2 1905, to Leslie J. Brown, 281 in Elliot: ‘People who ostracize theatres and music
halls are neither Christians nor pagans: they are idiots. A child who has never seen a
pantomime, or an adult who has never seen a play, is a public danger. People who are not
acquainted with the masterpieces of dramatic literature and music are heathens, no matter
what sect they belong to. Those who bring up children in such ignorance are every whit
as culpable as those who forbid their children to enter a cathedral or to open the Bible.
There is danger in the theatre just as there is in the church; but parents who think it wrong
to send their children into the theatre after thinking it right to bring them into the world
are beyond reason.’
Feb 8 1905, to Florence, on The Philanderer, 509-10: ‘Miss Murby, who has written
about it, is a very clever young woman—a Fabian, who is firmly persuaded that my
views on the production of the Superman involve the forcible coercion by the State of
selected women to breed with selected men; and she, being a goodlooking & clever
person, very likely to be selected under such a scheme, fears the worst. Now I protest that
I never proposed anything more compulsory than offering, say £2000 for a satisfactory
baby, à prendre ou à laisser, as the lady likes. If you are going to stage-manage, so much
the better. I will go down with you and start the affair—arrange the business &c, as I may
as well learn this confounded play now.’
Feb 10 1905, to Henderson, 510-12: Follow-up, with a notable generalization: Shaw
wants his biographer to ‘shew me in the context of my time’ rather than focusing heavily
on his playwriting: ‘I want you to do something that will be useful to yourself and to the
world; and that is, to make me a mere peg on which to hang a study of the last quarter of
the XIX century, especially as to the Collectivist movement in politics, ethics, and
sociology; the Ibsen-Nietzschean movement in morals; ... the Wagnerian movement in
music, and the anti-romantic movement (including what people call realism, naturalism,
and impressionism) in literature and art.’ Feb 18, 515: ‘What you say as to the things that
attract you to me, and that make the work interesting to you are very significant. I quite
understand (and chuckle a little); but I now ask you to face this question. Are you going
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to write a natural history, like a true Shavian, or a romance, like an incorrigible antiShavian?’
Mar 1 1905, to Lillah McCarthy (hereafter Lillah), 518-09: ‘I want to ask you two
questions “without prejudice.” 1. If the Stage Society were to ask you to play for them on
Sunday evening the 9th April, and on the afternoons of the 10th & 11th, in an exceedingly
difficult & possibly shocking leading part, by which you would gain nothing but three
guineas to pay for your cabs, and enough trouble & worry to take quite 50 guineas’ worth
of energy & temper out of you, would you say yes or no? 2. Did you ever read a play by
me called Man & Superman; and if so, can you imagine any woman playing the part of
Ann Whitefield? If not, I will send you a copy.’
March 5 1905, to Adelaide Helen Calvert, 257 in Calvert: ‘The Stage Society wants to
perform my Man and Superman on Sunday evening the 9th of April, and on the
afternoons of the 10th and 11th. Now the Stage Society can be nothing to you but a
nuisance. It gives scratch performances which the actors have to pull through, and pays 3
guineas for your cabs, etc…. if you have time to read the enclosed script, will you look at
Mrs Whitfield’s [sic] scene in the last act … and tell me how I am to get it played. I shall
have to dress Louis [her son] as an old lady and make him do it, unless—unless? I know
it is not reasonable to ask you to play Mrs Whitfield; but it is still less reasonable to
expect me to do without you for want of asking. I dare say I can get somebody—if I
must—who would be fairly good in it; but you would be WONDERFUL.’
March 6 1905, to Pearl Craigie, II:99 in Holroyd: Shaw reacts to the reception of John
Bull’s Other Island: it was received so well because it was ‘not profound’ and did ‘not
involve the usual struggle with me as a moral revolutionist.’ On October 23 1905 he told
Charrington (II:100) that he was beginning a new play which would be ‘all religion and
morals and Fabian debates’; and see April 13 1905.
March 8 1905, to Bright, 161-62 in Bright: ‘I cannot take John Bull out of Daly’s hands
and toss it to a stranger without a word of warning. Daly has done very well with my
plays: why should I now wantonly throw him over & let the other fellows profit by his
risk & his devotion? Tell your man to go away & write a play for himself if he wants
one…. I do most certainly resent being bothered about production. These idiots leave me
in peace for ten years and then rush for me because the King orders a performance at the
Court Theatre. They will make just as great a mess of producing me as they did before of
not producing me.’
March 11 or 12 1905, to Vedrenne and Barker, who had complied with ‘the King’s
Request’ for a command performance of John Bull’s Other Island, 294 in Elliot: Shaw
refused the royalties and wrote: ‘I learn with regret that the Royal prerogative has been
stretched—in direct contravention of the Bill of Rights—to the extent of compelling you
to give an unauthorized performance of my play “John Bull’s Other Island.” Were I to
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accept any royalties I should be subject to heavy penalties for compounding a felony.
Short of organizing a revolution . . . I have no remedy. I return your cheque, and hope
you may not be held responsible hereafter for an offence committed at the behest of your
sovereign.’
March 13 1905, to Ada, 60-62 in Theatrics: Shaw proposes an arrangement for her to
play Lady Cicely in a Sam Shubert production. En passant, he comments that ‘managers
still regard me, as Tyler of Liebler & Co candidly told me, as “a freak proposition”; but
they argue that if I can draw the king and a whole row of cabinet ministers and smart
society ladies, the king and the smart ladies will draw the mob; and money will ensue.’
Later: ‘I am writing in great haste, overwhelmed with correspondence and business
details that wear my very soul out. Anything more horrible than to find oneself suddenly
an acted playwright after years of freedom from the worries of success cannot be
conceived. In future I will take care to write plays that nobody can produce, so
outrageously superior to the popular taste will I make them.’
March 13 1905, to Robert Ross, executor of Oscar Wilde’s estate, 521: ‘I have written an
article on Wilde for the Neue Freie Presse of Vienna! I am half tempted to cut into the
Saturday Review correspondence with a letter giving the comedic view of De Profundis.
It is really an extraordinary book, quite exhilarating and amusing as to Wilde himself, and
quite disgraceful & shameful to his stupid tormenters. There is pain in it, inconvenience,
annoyance, but no unhappiness, no real tragedy, all comedy. The unquenchable spirit of
the man is magnificent: he maintains his position & puts society squalidly in the wrong—
rubs into them every insult & humiliation he endured—comes out the same man he went
in—with stupendous success.’
March 14 1905, to Lillah, in rehearsal of Man and Superman, 522: ‘Mrs William Morris
wore a black mantle with violent lining at her husband’s funeral: that was what gave me
the idea of the dress in the first act. Ann should not produce an impression of artless
simplicity: there should be a certain pomegranate splendor lurking somewhere in the
effect—just a touch even in the muslim dress. I trust your judgment in this matter: do
what you like.’
April 13 1905, to Eleanor Robson (hereafter Eleanor), on his play in progress, 524: ‘the
play is wildly impossible, of course. You are a major in the Salvation Army & you do
wonderful & mystical things in the most natural & prosaic way. It would run for a week.
But what a week that would be!’
April 23 1905, to Janet, 525: ‘What is to be done with such a woman? Can you wonder
that seas of money, oceans of talent, and hosts of friends have been showered on you in
vain? It is a fascinating psychological problem, this of a woman quite extraordinarily
clever and subtle in all fictitious dramas, and in the real drama a baby convinced that any
sort of salt is good enough to sprinkle on the tails of mere live flesh & blood
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acquaintances. When will you be convinced that good acting is supremely important off
the stage, and of so little importance on it that marionette plays are as good as A Doll’s
House in point of illusion?’
May 30 1905, to Pease, 527: ‘If the agenda for the next Exec. is not too crowded, will
you put down “Motion by G.B.S. for a report on the results of the Society’s political
recommendations during the last ten years.” I think a stock-taking would do us no harm;
and such a report would be useful in answering the eternal “What does the Fabian Society
do?”—that is, if the results have been satisfactory. If they havent, the sooner we have a
definite eye-opener on the subject, the better.’ July 4, 536: ‘The proper thing would be
two reports, pro & con. If you and Webb were to make out the best case you could for the
old policy & the old gang, and Wells, Guest & Chesterton were to do all they could to
explode us, we should get something that would really give us an overhauling. Our
methods are substantially what they were 15 years ago; and they and we must be getting
rather stale, not to mention the slow change in the situation—for instance, in the
importance & prestige of the House of Commons & the efficiency of the departments. All
I want is a stir up and a stocktaking to make Fabianism interesting again. I have no far
reaching design, nor any very definite intention beyond a general desire to reflect on our
past life.’
June 7 1905, to Lillah, playing Ann in Man and Superman, 528: ‘Dont forget to say “but
you nearly killed me, Jack, for all that” as if you meant it. He has nearly killed you....
Ann doesnt faint exactly, but she does collapse from utter exhaustion after her “daring so
frightfully.”
July 3 1905, to Watson (unpaged): Passion, Poison, and Petrification ‘contains many
many profound truths and vivid flashes of characterization, touching on [a long list of
subjects]. This is of course much less than my usual allowance of subjects; but the
limitation of 12 minutes made it impossible to cover as much ground. The more earnest
section of my disciples should make a point of seeing it several times in succession.’
July 15 1905, to Henderson, 537-40: Further follow-ups in reply to questions. Sept 5
1905, to Henderson, 553-54: Sumups of Nietzsche and Strindberg (see the date below);
Sept 11, 555-58: First three pages on Morris, 558 on Marx: ‘The reading of Marx had a
tremendous effect on me. And the controversy about the value theory led me to make a
really thorough study of political economy—to stick at it for years until I had completely
mastered the theories of rent and value.’
c. August 1905, to Vladimir Tchertkoff, editor of Tolstoy’s works, 551-52: ‘As you
know, I have striven hard to open English eyes to the emptiness of Shakespeare’s
philosophy, to the superficiality and secondhandedness of his morality, to his weakness
and incoherence as a thinker, to his snobbery, his vulgar prejudices, his ignorance, his
disqualifications of all sorts for the philosophic eminence claimed for him. The preface to
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my “Three Plays for Puritans” contains a section headed “Better than Shakespeare?”
which is, I think, the only utterance of mine on the subject to be found in a book.... I
define the first order of literature as consisting of those works in which the author, instead
of accepting the current morality and religion ready made without any question as to their
validity, writes from an original moral standpoint of his own, thereby making his book an
original contribution to morals, religion, and sociology, as well as to belles lettres. I place
Shakespeare with Dickens, Scott, Dumas père, etc., in the second order, because, through
they are enormously entertaining, their morality is ready made; and I point out that the
one play, “Hamlet,” in which Shakespeare made an attempt to give as a hero one which
has given the highest impression of his genius, although Hamlet’s revolt is unskilfully
and inconclusively suggested and not worked out with any philosophic competence. May
I suggest that you should be careful not to imply that Tolstoy’s great Shakespearean
heresy has no other support than mine.... Of course you know about Voltaire’s criticisms,
which are the more noteworthy because Voltaire began with an extravagant admiration
for Shakespeare, and got more and more bitter against him as he grew older, and less
disposed to accept artistic merit as a cover for philosophic deficiencies. Finally, I for one
shall value Tolstoy’s criticism all the more because it is the criticism of a foreigner who
cannot possibly be enchanted by the mere word music which makes Shakespeare so
irresistible in England.’
April 13 1905, to Eleanor, on Major Barbara, 524: ‘I have begun another play—half
finished it, indeed; and lo! there you are in the middle of it. I said I would write a play for
you; but I did not mean in the least to keep my promise. I swear I never thought of you
until you came up a trap in the middle of the stage & got into my heroine’s empty clothes
and said Thank you: I am the mother of that play. Though I am not sure you are not its
father; for you simply danced in here & captivated me & then deserted me & left me with
my unborn play to bring into existence.... Anyhow the heroine is so like you that I see
nobody in the wide world who can play her except you. And the play is wildly
impossible, of course. You are a major in the Salvation Army & you do wonderful &
mystical things in the most natural & prosaic way. It would run for a week. But what a
week that would be!’
April 14 1905, to Murray, in Murray (forthcoming): ‘I saw The Trojanesses this
afternoon. It is good in parts, though Gertrude Kingston is the only one who is right. She
has got the method of Athens: the others have the methods of Bayreuth and Bedford Park.
Miss Wynne Mathison’s playing is good straightforward sentimental acting: I thought her
very good until the great passage about Hector coming from his grave and the closing
line about death, where the part left her below on the emotional plane.’
Apr 23 1905, to Janet, 524-26: Shaw sums up her enigmatic character; more on July 18.
c. May 1905, to Lewis Casson, 35 in Devlin: ‘Do you know my play Man and
Superman? The Stage Society are going to do it for a Sunday evening and two matineés
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in May [first one May 21] and I would like you to play Tavy. Henry Ainley was going to
do it but now I want him to play Tanner and have you for Tavy.’
May 9 1905, to Huneker, 526: ‘I proposed to Brentano that they should get you to edit a
selection from my musical feuillitons in The World &c. They said it was an excellent
idea to get you to edit my dramatic feuillitons & that they had bought up the old numbers
of The Saturday Review accordingly. Knock the difference into their heads if you can.
My sister in Germany is furious because you have compromised her social position by
describing me in “Success [Magazine]” (which has reached Germany) as “a peasant lad.”
The Shaws peasants! Good God! You know not what you say.’
June 7 1905, to Lillah, 528: Shaw gives her tips on how to improve her performance of
Ann: e.g. ‘At the end when you say “I want to make you cry for the last time” say it to
Tavy alone: the others are not supposed to hear it: it is one of Ann’s wicked asides.’ Also,
‘Dont forget to say “but you nearly killed me, Jack, for all that” as if you meant it. He has
nearly killed you. Mrs Lyttleton, close behind me, explained to her party that Ann was
only pretending to faint. That is not exactly true. Anne doesnt faint exactly, but she does
collapse from utter exhaustion after her “daring so frightfully.”
June 8 1905, to Trebitsch, 81 in Trebitsch 1: On names in You Never Can Tell,
especially Bohun—‘a highly aristocratic name, indicating descent from one of the
Norman invaders of the Conquest of 1066.’
June 14 1905, to Trebitsch, 82 in Trebitsch 1: ‘I positively will not stand any of
Schlenther’s nonsense about the stage directions…. I know exactly what that means—
treating the actors at the Burg as if they were gasmen or carpenters who were paid to
learn their words & do as they are told, and not to think. They must read the play exactly
as I wrote it, long directions and all. I am determined to educate them up to my standard
and not stoop to theirs. I have been through all this lazy foolish nonsense here; and I have
never given in to it, and wont begin now.’
IPS June 21 1905, to the actress Rosina Filippi, 65 in Charles A. Berst, “The Action of
Shaw’s Settings and Props,” Shaw 3 (1983): 41-65: Urging her to cancel a previous
engagement to play Ftatateeta in Cæsar and Cleopatra, Shaw declares: ‘You are more
important to me than anyone else in the cast.... You are the only person killed in the
piece—in fact the only person ever killed in a Shaw piece! A splendid death—a moonlit
altar of white marrble, and BUCKETSFULL of gore—immense!’
July 2 1905, toTrebitsch, 83 in Trebitsch 1: ‘By the way, in discussing the producton of
Cæsar here with Forbes Robertson, he objected so strongly to the omission of the third
act that we went into the length of it more carefully, and ended by convincing ourselves
that there will be plenty of time for the whole play.’
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July 4 1905, to Eleanor Robson, 39-40 in Robson: ‘Major Barbara Undershaft … is a
religious young pusson, who has been a wonderful success in the Salvation Army,
making converts in all directions, and, as to violent and brutal roughs who beat women
on the stage in the most melodramatic manner, she stand them on their heads as if they
were naughty children. Her lover is a tremendously clever young professor of Greek, a
poet really, who has fallen in love with her and joined the Army for her sake. She makes
him play the drum because he has a fine ear for metrical quantities. But he is far too
subtle for the Salvationist religion; and his one dread is that she will find out that he is in
the Army to worship her and not God. Her father, who is fond of her (he meets her for the
first time practically in the first act) has a most terribly wicked religion of his own,
believing only in money and gunpowder; and he finally gets her turned out of the army in
a very subtle and very simple way. In the end he forces her to recognize that her gift is
not the result of any organized religion, but a magic of her own which sets her as far apart
from the Salvation Army as from any other invention of Man. He also shews her that this
magic is akin to something that makes the professor of Greek a poet, which is a great
relief to her, as she at first thought that her finding out the Army would estrange him
from her. The rest doesnt matter, though it is all very interesting and ingenious, and full
of preaching. I cant connect Barbara with anyone but you; and I am half tempted to take
the play right up into the skies at the end because there is a sort of desecration in your
marrying even your poet. However, that is not human; so I daresay I will be able to get
the marriage on to the right plane by a twist of my finger if you will pray for me often
enough. You see, the priest Keegan in John Bull was an immense success (I mean inside
myself, though he did very well on the stage); and now I want to see whether I can make
a woman a saint too. The part isnt solemn, by the way: it is full of fun’ (39)…. ‘I want
Barker for the Greek professor: that is one reason why Vedrenne has got a grip of the
play, Barker being his partner. Only, the play cannot get on without its father, whose
name, strange to say, is Eleanor Robson, whilst its mother is an elderly gentleman named
Shaw’ (40).
July 15 1905, to Henderson, 537-40: Shaw address two topics, his ‘championship of
Wagner in England’ and his art criticisms. The former, he says, is ‘of no importance now’
because of Wagner’s current ‘overwhelming popularity.’ The irony was that ‘The critics
of the XIX century had two first rate chances—Ibsen & Wagner. For the most part they
missed both. Second-best they could recognize; but best was beyond them.’ Then he
recounts his early days as a critic of the performances: ‘The chief novelty in my Wagner
criticisms was my attack on Bayreuth for various old fashioned absurdities in the scenery
& dresses, for beer barrels of singers who did not know how to sing .... Up to that time
Bayreuth criticism had been either worship or blasphemy. I threw off all of this, and
criticised performances of Wagner’s works at Bayreuth precisely as I should have
criticised performances of Mozart’s works at Covent Garden. The effect on pious
Wagnerians was as though I had brawled in Church’ (537). He wrote his art criticisms
mostly for The World in the late 1880s and for Truth at the end of the decade. Of the
latter he recalled being encouraged to write favorable notices for certain artist-friends,
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and ‘Of course I resigned with some vigor. That was the end of my career as an art critic’
(539).
July 18 1905, to Trebitsch, 224-25 in Trebitsch 2: Shaw instructs his translator how to
approach Paul Schlenther, director of Vienna’s Burgtheater, about agreeing to stage You
Never Can Tell: ‘I really must teach you to wait and fight. These big things like the
Burgtheater are far easier to conquer than small affairs conducted by energetic men like
Antoine, Lugné Poë or Barker. You must go straight to Schlenther and make him sign
that agreement, or else you must tell him that I have refused and that you can do nothing
with me. Or, if you prefer it, I will write to Schlenther direct & take the combat into my
own hands. I dont in the least object to his breaking your heart & ruining you: I do object
very strongly to allow my piece to be played on the infamous conditions cited in that
agreement. The agents of Maeterlinck, Hauptmann, Sudermann, Tolstoi & Mirbeau &
Barrie may sign what they like: the firm of Shaw & Trebitsch is quite another matter. I
am absolutely inexorable on this point: I am fighting for all the dramatic authors in
Europe against the vilest traditions of Austrian officialdom; and the battle of Lodi will be
a joke compared to the battle of You Never Can Tell unless Schlenther surrenders at
discretion.’
c. July 20 1905, to Trebitsch, 85-86 in Trebitsch 1: ‘I am sincerely remorseful for my
apparently heartless neglect of your translations [of You Never Can Tell and Mrs
Warren’s Profession]. But the fact is, my situation here has been made quite desperate by
the success of John Bull & Man & Superman. The moment I became the fashion, and
money was openly made of me, the managers, maddened by the spectacle of rows of
carriages & regiments of footmen outside the Court Theatre, made a rush. Business, or
the refusal of business, was heaped on me—all the business of thirteen years of
playwriting…. I had to rehearse, rehearse, rehearse, at the Court Theatre as if I had
nothing else to do…. I came here [to Ireland] to rest and avoid a breakdown, but the only
rest I shall get is the clearing off of some arrears of business and the writing of my new
play [Major Barbara]. Therefore, O Siegfried, be patient: I have not been lazy nor
indifferent, but simply overwhelmed with impossible labors.’
July 21, 1905, to Eleanor, 40-41 in Robson: ‘The Court manager has had an interview
with G.T. [George Tyler], who persuaded him that I could not have my Major Barbara for
two years hence in London and that it was altogether uncertain whether I could have her
in America.... Please tell G.T. that the play is to be announced as “A Discussion in Three
Long Acts”, and that it is going to be more wildly eccentric than anything that he could
ever have imagined or dreaded. And tell me how the matter really stands. The Court
Manager says he cannot get my Major and urges the transcendent talents of a Miss Annie
Russell, of whom I have unluckily never heard.’
July 23 1905, to Calvert, 542-43: ‘I am getting along with the new play scrap by scrap;
and the part of the millionaire cannon founder is becoming more and more formidable.
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Broadbent and Keegan rolled into one, with Mephistopheles thrown in; that is what it is
like…. It will be TREMENJOUS, simply…. this immense part … is very long, speeches
longer than Keegan’s, and dozens of them, and infinite nuances of execution. Undershaft
is diabolically subtle, gentle, self-possessed, powerful, stupendous, as well as amusing
and interesting. There are the makings of ten Hamlets and six Othellos in his mere
leavings. Learning it will half kill you; but you can retire next day as pre-eminent and
unapproachable.’ Shaw also urges him to ‘acquire a smattering of the art’ of the
trombone.
July 27 1905, to Trebitsch, 87 in Trebitsch 1: ‘I have read Frau W’s Gewerbe, and find
it, as far as I can judge, so expert a piece of work that I have taken a good many of the
words I dont understand on trust…. There is a famous English novel called Sense and
Sensibility by Jane Austen, which you ought to keep on your desk to remind you that an
empfindlich person is the very opposite of a vernunftig, verständig, gerade person who
thinks all empfindlich people wahnsinn. Vivie is sensible (full of common sense) …;
Anderson in the Teufelskerl is sensible; Bluntschli in Helden is sensible; I am sensible.
You are sensitive (empfindlich); Eugene is sensitive; Sergius is sensitive; Judith is
sensitive; all poets & heroines are sensitive.’
July 31 1905, to Florence, 30-31 in Bax: ‘I have the gravest doubts about Candida, and
indeed about your project generally…. Candida is not in your line; and to play it after the
leading German actress in that line [Agnes Sorma] would not be the most prudent thing
that you could do. Farquharson is very clever, and might do something with Eugene; but
Candida without a really powerful and brilliant Morell is a ghastly business.’
c. Aug 1905, 551-53: Shaw sums up negatives about Shakespeare to a Russian editor of
Tolstoy, Vladimir Tchertkoff. He begins: ‘As you know, I have striven hard to open
English eyes to the emptiness of Shakespeare’s philosophy, to the superficiality and
secondhandedness of his morality, to his weakness and incoherence as a thinker, to his
snobbery, his vulgar prejudices, his ignorance, his disqualifications of all sorts for the
philosophic eminence claimed for him’ (551). And he concludes: ‘In Tolstoy’s
estimation, Shakespeare must stand or fall as a thinker, in which capacity I do not think
he will stand a moment’s examination from so hardheadedly keen a critic and religious
realist. Unfortunately, the English, being bad analysts, worship their great artists
indiscriminately and abjectly, so that it is impossible to make them understand that
Shakespeare’s prodigious literary power, his fun, his mimicry, and the endearing qualities
that earned him the title of “the gentle Shakespeare”—all of which, whatever Tolstoy
may say, are unquestionable facts—do not stand or fall with his absurd reputation as a
thinker.... You must not be surprised or indignant at this: it is what is called “dramatic
criticism” in England and America. Only a few of the best of our journalist-critics will
say anything worth reading on the subject’ (552-53).
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c. Aug 10 1905, to Ellen, 546: ‘If I do not hear from you before the end of the month I
shall commit suicide, with a full confession in my left boot to be read at the inquest.’ On
the other side of the postcard: ‘Greyer—having waited much longer.’
IPS Aug 13 1905, to Huneker, 167-69 in Arnold T. Schwab, James Gibbons Huneker,
Critic of the Seven Arts (Stanford, CA: Stanford UP, 1963): ‘You really must come over
here and have your mind properly trained: you will never be anything but a clever
slummocker in America.... The fact is, you are a horribly inaccurate ruffian, because your
head is full of romantic idolatries, and you never observe anything.... You inform the
world that I am a fierce ascetic, a misogynist, a good man, a heroic fighter against terrible
odds. You lie. You say that nearly all my earnings went to the needy, and that this
was”practical socialism.” You lie.... Mind: I do not contradict you because these
statements are wounding or flattering to me, edifying or demoralizing to the world. I
contradict them simply because, as a matter of fact, they are lies—gratuitous, thoughtless,
shameless venal lies. Worse, they are stupidities. This is not what men are like. You are
quite right in saying that I lead the life of a saint; that is my trade. But a saint is not what
you allege me to be. There is a convention that saints are disinterested and ascetic just as
there is a convention that sailors are frank and generous and unsuspicious…. When you
try to make out that I pose as Diogenes (I dont), I am at heart just the same sloppy,
maudlin, coward-making-a-virtue-of-it as the feeblest of my readers, I fly at you
promptly for debasing the moral currency. I am really a coward speaking with authority
of the dangers of cowardice, a sort of conceited prig who has found out the weakness of
the current morality by practising it, a voluptuary who founds himself not on the infinite
illusions of a monastic imagination, but on a sufficiency of actual adventures, and a
dozen other things that I have not time to enumerate.’ Aug 16 1905, 169-71: ‘The reason
why I called you a slummocker and heap insults on you is that you are very useful to me
in America and quite friendly; consequently you must be educated, or you will
compromise me. Your work is very good as far as it is a record of your first hand
impressions from works of art. All the rest of it is execrable. All your assumptions as to
the part of life that is not projected upon your sensorium by an artist’s magic lantern are
picked up out of the gutter, and not even pieced together with common care. Your
impressions of compositions are those of an artist; but your composers are melodramatic
figments. Now as you must, to make a really complete critical essay, continually provide
a background of faithfully painted world to embroider your impressions on, you cannot
use a shoddy background without spoiling the effect of your embroidery. And this is what
you always do, and always will do until you come to London and are ground down by
contact with men who dislike and despise cleverness, but who know in a prosaic way, a
good deal, and will not value you until they are persuaded you know all they do and
more. Americans think cleverness fun, and play the game with you. Englishmen think it
idiotic, and stare contemptuously until you are perfect in the prosaic part of your
business. And that is what you want.... Like all romantic men, when you discover the real
man behind the work of art you think him a low ruffian. Thus, A.B.W[alkley]. is a l.r.;
Max is a l.r.; I am a l.r. &c. I assure you we are not. Your ideal men are illusions; your
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real men are disillusions: both equally false and hackneyed. Stick to me; and I will
improve you.... If you return to London do not be afraid: I shall not eat you.’
Aug 21 1905, to Eleanor, 548-50: Shaw apologizes for Vedrenne’s decision, strongly
influenced by Tyler, to enlist Annie Russell to play Barbara, which involved escaping
Eleanor’s salary (548). But he retains the American rights, and will substitute Eleanor if
Annie is not ‘the heroine of the success.’ ‘The part is not a specially difficult one. To me
there would be all the difference between you and anyone else in it because of a certain
quality of yours that is a secret between you and the choice spirits of the earth. But to the
public an actress such as you describe Miss Russell to be could do all that is necessary to
make a mere acting success with Barbara. Now this is not the case with Barbara’s lover,
an exceedingly curious & difficult part. Nobody else except Barker could touch it or
make the public accept it’ (549). ‘I have not yet finished the play; and my inspiration, as
far as the heroine is concerned, is gone. I shall finish it with my brains alone; and it will
not now go right up into heaven. And I solemnly curse Tyler into the uttermost
generation of his descendants’ (550).
Sept 5 1905, to Henderson, 553-54: ‘The truth is I am rather an impostor as a pundit in
the philosophy of Schopenhauer & Nietzsche. Just as almost every London paper
attributed “Widowers’ Houses” in 1892 to the influence of Ibsen, though the play was
written before I had heard of Ibsen’s existence; so there is a fashion now of referring my
philosophy to Schopenhauer and Nietzsche, ... partly because I have often referred to
them to remind my readers that what they called my individual eccentricities and
paradoxes are part of the common European stock.... Nietzsche’s notions of art, his
admiration of the Romans &c, are very unlike any views of mine; and his erudition I
believe to be all nonsense: I think he was an academic in the sense of having a great deal
of secondhand booklearning about him.... I have read one book and one play about
Strindberg.... As I am notoriously a Socialist, the first authors whose influence have been
traced in my works by English critics are Stuart Glennie and [Belfort] Bax. But no. Our
critics must run to Strindberg & Nietzsche, knowing nothing about them except that their
opinions, like mine, are not those of the Times or the Spectator.’
Sept 11 1905, to Henderson, about William Morris, 556-58: ‘After the Nordau article, ...
he suddenly began to talk to me about Whistler and the Impressionists in a way which
shewed me that he knew all about them and what they were driving at, though before that
I had given him up as—on that subject—an intolerant and ignorant veteran of the preRaphaelite movement’ (556). ‘Morris’s artistic integrity was, humanly speaking, perfect.
You could not turn him aside from the question of the beauty and decency of a thing by
bringing up its interest, scientific, casuistic, novel, curious, historical, or what not.... This
artistic integrity of his was what made him unintelligible to the Philistine public’ (557).
Shaw turns to his debt to Marx: ‘The reading of Marx had a tremendous effect on me.
And the controversy about the value theory led me to make a really thorough study of
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political economy—to stick at it for years until I had completely mastered the theories of
rent and value’ (558).
Sept 14 1905, to Trebitsch, in Trebitsch 2: ‘Is the MS of the Revolutionist’s Handbook
which you sent me for correction corrected by your friend, or is it an old and now
superseded one? I have had a very bad conscience about it, knowing the great importance
of correcting it carefully, and yet being so desperately pressed for time and so lazy that I
never faced it…. I do not like to weary you with perpetual pleas of having no time and so
forth; but the truth is, I have more in hand than I can possibly deal with. The fact that the
new play “Major Barbara,” which is down for production at the Court Theatre on the 28
Nov. is only finished in the rough, and is by no means yet ready for the stage, keeps me
quite unsettled and prevents my settling down steadily to anything else. The news from
America is that Man and Superman has been a colossal success; and I have no doubt that
it is the surest card we can play in Germany to complete our conquest. The news of its
success has already brought me applications from the continent.’
September 15 1905, to Almroth Wright, who had sent Shaw his pamphlet on TB
inoculation, II:158 in Holroyd: Shaw quips that the pamphlet is ‘one of the best attempts
to make serumpathy fact-proof,’ then urges him to pursue his research to the point of
discovering that ‘the safest way to deal with tuberculosis is not to get it,’ since every
failure then becomes ‘an exquisite confirmation of the most ingenious part of the theory.’
Sept 21 1905, to Henderson, 275 in Henderson 2: Shaw recounts his early education in
political economy in a study group in 1884, and conveys his debt to the economist Philip
Wicksteed. ‘Of course, the atmosphere was by no means Shavian; but that was exactly
what I wanted. The Socialist platform and my journalistic pulpits involved a constant and
most provocative forcing of people to face the practical consequences of theories and
beliefs, and to draw mordant contrasts between what they professed or what their theories
involved and their life and conduct. This made dispassionate discussion of abstract theory
impossible.’
c. Sept 22-23 1905, to the American journalist Robert W. Welch, 559-62: Man and
Superman was removed from American libraries by Anthony Comstock’s New York
Society for the Suppression of Vice. Shaw’s reaction: ‘Nobody outside of America is
likely to be in the least surprised. Comstockery is the world’s standing joke at the
expense of the United States’ (559). The rest of the letter defends the play and the
participants in it.
Sept 26 1905, to Trebitsch, 227-28 in Trebitsch 2: ‘I am sorry to lacerate your nerves;
but this last move of Schlenther’s [his alternative to Shaw’s terms] settles the matter. You
must now return him the old agreements with a copy of my formal letter to you
(enclosed), and withdraw the play…. The Burgtheater will get neither Der Verlorene
Vater [You Never Can Tell] nor any other play of mine on any other terms…. I am
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amazed at your telling me about the rules of the intendanz [management]. Do you still
allow such nonsense to trouble you? All the things that Schlenther said were utterly
impossible have been conceded…. Say that I am always a difficult man about terms, and
that just now, when Man & Superman has made such a tremendous hit, I am not likely to
be in a yielding mood…. Tell him, in short, anything you like without regard for my
feelings; but make him understand that it is a waste of time to fence with me any longer:
that if he wants the play he must sign the agreement precisely as it stands…. The public
libraries of New York have just placed my works on “the restricted list” (index
expurgatorius) and the papers are clamoring for a manifesto from me in reply. So I have
to fight New York with one hand, Schlenther with the other, and meanwhile finish Major
Barbara with my toes, and worry about the casting at the Court Theatre where Barker is
forgetting everything I have arranged with him in a way that would drive any other man
mad.’
Sept 28 1905, to Erica Cotterill (hereafter Erica), 563: Shaw’s first contact with the
passionate, adoring “Miss Charmer,” who has declared her infatuation: ‘All this is the
greatest nonsense. You will find it excellently described in the early pages of Théophile
Gautier’s Mademoiselle de Maupin, a reputedly improper book, but quite harmless, as no
sane human being could possibly read it through. Love is an infinite mystery, like
everything else, until you have been through it, when it becomes as finite to you as
anything else. Marry and have children: then you will not ask from works of art what you
can get only from life.’
Oct 1 1905, to Murray, 564: ‘I find that the result of our conference is a most appallingly
strong temptation, not to delete “And dont call me mother” but to develop it to full tragic
proportions with the utmost Euripidity. Fortunately there is not room in the play for this;
so I hand the temptation on to you. Clearly there is a great dramatic theme here—a
Woman Lear with three sons—just the sort of Aeschylean subject in modern life you
want. I am quite desperate about my last act: I think I must simply rewrite it. Merely
cutting the cackle—and, cackle is just what it is—will be no use.’ Oct 2 to Vedrenne,
565: ‘I now doubt whether Major B will be ready. I read it yesterday to Barker & Murray.
The last act is a total failure: I must sit down and write it absolutely afresh.’
Oct 2 1905, to Trebitsch, 88 in Trebitsch 1: ‘I have just been to a monster meeting of the
Salvation Army, singing hymns with enormous fervor, and making notes for Major
Barbara.’
Oct 5 1905, to Beatrice, from the home of Charlotte’s sister, Lady Cholmondeley, 183-84
in Dunbar: ‘Charlotte and her sister enjoyed Derry so extraordinarily that I got sort of
secondhand enjoyment—largely mixed with resignation—out of it…. Mrs C and I, in
view of our previously distant relations, laid ourselves out to conciliate one another, and
rather more than succeeded. I have the important advantage in such matters of not being
nearly so disagreeable personally as one would suppose from my writings. I am now
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completely adopted on the usual lunatic privileged terms in the Cholmondeley
household…. I send you an article on Education which I wrote for Great Thoughts. The
editor asked me for a few lines & sent me five guineas. I was so touched by this departure
from the usual yellow press practice of trying to get a column out of me for nothing that I
wrote the article and returned the cheque. We have not yet got a country house.’
Oct 6 1905, 88-89 in Trebitsch 1: ‘As to Schlenther, I greatly doubt that you have heard
the last of his demands…. In future, however, I advise you very strongly to make yourself
appear as foolish (as you call it) as possible. When a manager or agent asks you are you
empowered to negotiate, reply “Not at all. Shaw is a personal friend of mine. I translate
his plays. He insists on my arranging for production in Germany without giving me any
powers. And he is as obstinate as a pig.” MANAGER: “Then, my dear sir, I really cannot
negotiate with you. I must go direct to the author.” TREBITSCH—Do so by all means.
His address is 10 Adelphi Terrace, London W.C….” A week elapses. The manager
requests another interview. MANAGER. “Herr Trebitsch: your twice accursed Schafkopf
of an author refers me to you—says you will arrrange everything. Why did you tell me
you had no powers?” TREBITSCH “I havnt, I assure you. The man worries the life out of
me. He dislikes having his plays produced. He insists on impossible agreements. What
can I do for you?” MANAGER. “I want the play.” TREBITSCH: ‘Well, I will do my best
for you. Here is the sort of agreement he demands. If you sign this, it will be all right.”
“Sign this! Never! Monstrous! The man is a gottverdamte English thief.” TREBITSCH:
Just so. Well, whats to be done? I can do nothing. He owns the copyright…. My heart
bleeds for you, my dear friend, but I assure you you will have to play Schiller unless you
give Shaw his terms. The man has a forehead of brass & bowels of stone.” MANAGER.
“Very well. I will sign, but under protest, mind, under protest.” TREBITSCH. “I will tell
Shaw so: it will perhaps make him blush. When is the first rehearsal to take place?”
Oct 7 1905, to Murray, 565-66: On Cusins’ choice to replace Undershaft, and why
Undershaft ‘triumphs’: ‘I want to get Cusins beyond the point of wanting power.... The
fascination that draws him is the fascination of reality, or rather ... the impossibility of
refusing to put his hand to Undershaft’s plough, which is at all events doing something,
when the alternative is to hold aloof in a superior attitude and beat the air with words.... I
have taken rather special care to make Cusins the reverse in every point of the theatrical
strong man. I want him to go on his quality wholly, and not to make the smallest show of
physical robustness or brute determination. His selection by Undershaft should be a
puzzle to people who believe in the strong-silent-still-waters-run-deep hero of
melodrama.... As to the triumph of Undershaft, that is inevitable because I am in the mind
that Undershaft is in the right, and that Barbara and Adolphus, with a great deal of his
natural insight and cleverness, are very young, very romantic, very academic, very
ignorant of the world.... Cusins averts discomfiture & scores off him by wit & humorous
dexterity; but the facts are too much for him; and his strength lies in the fact that he, like
Barbara, refuses the Impossibilist position (which their circumstances make particularly
easy for them) even when the alternative is the most sensationally anti-moral department
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of commerce. The moral is drawn by Lomax “There is a certain amount of tosh about this
notion of wickedness.”’
Oct 30 1905, to Henderson, 177-78 in Henderson 2: Shaw tells the story of Benjamin
Tucker, editor of the American journal Liberty, who encouraged him in 1895 to respond
to Max Nordau’s attack on contemporary art, Degeneration. This became his inspiration
for writing The Sanity of Art.
Nov 3 1905, to Rev. H. Montagu Villiers, who objected to a statement of Tanner, 571-72:
‘If you have never before had those words presented to you as a living truth instead of
“an unspeakable solemnity” you owe your first glimpse of religion to the theatre. The
shock would not have occurred if the thought had been familiar to you; & if you had ever
known what you were doing when you baptized a child or churched its mother it would
have been familiar to you. If you cannot see the birth of the Son of Man in the birth of
every child—if you cannot see that the whole misery of the world is due to its want of
reverence for every child’s birthright, which I take to be what you call the Holy Ghost—
then the laying of hands on you has been in vain, & you do not even begin to understand
your profession. My own profession is the same as yours, my inspiration the same as that
of the prophets you expound, my heritage every word they have uttered, my
responsibility great in proportion to the numbers of people I reach, & the subtlety &
variety & fascination of the art in which I am skilled. A theatre is a place where 2 or 3 are
gathered together; & an actor one whose function is fundamentally priestly. In surmising
that Mr Granville Barker introduced those words as a gag, you are speaking as a very
ignorant actor might, if, considering an allusion so prosaic a matter as our daily bread to
be out of place in a church, he concluded that you had introduced a gag into the Lord’s
Prayer. If the actor did not see what you have failed to see, he would refuse to utter the
words.... I hope I do not convey an impression of being in any way annoyed by your
letter: on the contrary, I am much obliged to you for writing it. But none the less it is
insulting to me & to my profession in the profoundest degree—all the more so as you
have evidently no suspicion that it is so.’
Nov 3 1905, to Vladimir Tchertkoff, 60 in Soboleva: Commenting on ‘Tolstoy on
Shakespeare,’ Shaw notes: ‘If Tolstoy will start arguing ... as if he tries to examine the
validity of a proven fact, instead of criticising the value of artistic imagination, the
readers will lose their patience.’ He adds: ‘I am not blinded by Shakespeare’s glory, but I
try to avoid reading the last scene of “King Lear” because it makes me cry and upsets
me....Life is not logical ... and it is not for Tolstoy, writing his productions as a poet, to
condemn Shakespeare for not writing his as a jurist.’
Nov 7 and 15 1905, to Archer, after Comstock had attacked the presentation of Mrs
Warren’s Profession in New York, 574-79: Shaw defends the incest theme as vital and
legitimate on stage, and attempts to improve Archer’s conventional perspective on incest
and similar actions as being ‘wrapped in a strange cloud of sin and shame’ (576).
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Nov 18 1905, to Louis Calvert, who was to play Undershaft in Major Barbara, which
must go on in a week, 68-70 in Theatrics: ‘I hope I did not worry you too much today at
rehearsal. The fact is, you are ruining the end of the second act by your enormous,
desolating, obvious-to-everybody absent mindedness’ (68). ‘You sit there, greatly
interested (except when you are asleep) by the way to manage the play and the mistakes
that all the rest are making, and trying to make out what is wrong with the whole scene.
Of course what is wrong is you. There is that frightful speech where Undershaft
deliberately gives a horrible account of his business, sticking detail after detail of the
horrors of war into poor bleeding Barbara to shew her what Mrs Baines will stand for
£5000. Cusins, who sees it all, is driven into an ecstasy of irony by it: it is a sort of
fantasia played on the nerves both of him and Barbara by Machiavelli-Mephistopheles.
All that is needed to produce the effect is steady concentration, magnetic intensity.... But
you are evidently thinking of Lord knows what.... There are moments when if we were
not in a conspiracy to spoil you, we should rend you to pieces and wallow in your
blood…. If you were an insignificant actor it would not matter: they could run away from
you: but they are not strong enough for this: the piece takes its time and intensity from
you in spite of all they can do’ (69). ‘I have set my heart on your making a big success in
the part. And you are taking it as easy as if Undershaft were an old uncle in a farce…. My
wife was horrified at my blanched hair and lined face when I returned from rehearsal
today’ (70).
Nov 20 1905, to Annie Russell; 580: On the lead in Barbara: ‘There is a curious touch of
artistocratic pride at the very end, where she says she does not want to die in God’s debt,
and will forgive him “as becomes a woman of her rank” for all the starvation & mischief
he is responsible for. Barbara has great courage, great pride & a high temper at the back
of her religious genius…. If I can help you in any way, let me know. But do not take any
suggestion of mine as of any greater value than a suggestion. You have already shewn
me more about the part than I could possibly have shewn you. If I make suggestions or
offer criticisms freely it is only on the understanding that you need not give them a
second thought if they do not chime in with your own feeling. Dont hamper your
inspiration: do just what you want to do without stopping to think of the author. He will
get more than his fair share of the credit anyhow.’
Nov 27 1905, to Annie, 582-83: ‘I am sorry you had such a tedious, coughing, fluffing,
discouraging, tiring, apparently hopeless dress rehearsal. But that is what always occurs
at the Court Theatre; and it has hitherto ended in a successful first performance. Calvert is
a very different man when he has the public in front to keep his liver active’ (582). ‘The
artistic drawingroom still seems to take you a bit by surprise; so that you attack it in too
light a vein. And unfortunately I am afraid to suggest anything as to your best way of
handling it, because I do not know yet exactly how you get your effects, except that it is
not in my rather rhetorical, public-speaker kind of way. I may therefore quite easily set
you wrong. I believe now that the long string of questions beginning “Why not! Do you
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know what my father is” &c. &c. is quite unsuited to your methods when it is done in my
way; so please do not try to do it in my way. Get round it in your own way. I should
prefer this in any case, as I shall learn something from you, whereas if you only
reproduce my handling, you will only confirm me in my mannerisms, which are
sometimes a great nuisance. You have much greater resources in the direction of
gentleness than I have; and I assure you you will go wrong every time you try to do what
I like instead of letting yourself do what you like’ (583).
Nov 27 1905, to Calvert, 9-10 in Albert 1: ‘In the scene with Cusins (the drum scene)
you must be on the lookout for “Not Paganism either, eh?” “I admit that,” because the
next speech, “You have noticed that she is original in her religion” comes with sudden
force and pride. Indeed, the change comes from the line “And now to business.” Up to
that, Undershaft has been studying Cusins and letting him talk. But the shake-hands
means that he has made up his mind that Cusins is the man to understand him; and he
therefore takes the lead in the conversation and dominates Cusins at once. It all goes on
in a steady progression of force—“And now to business.”—”You have noticed that she is
original in her religion”—“And now question for question”—up to “Pooh, Professor!”
etc. This change is not quite marked enough. The first part—the listening, watching,
studying, pumping Cusins is admirably done; but you are apt to prolong it into the second
or dominant part, or to relapse into it, as if you were not quite clear as to exactly where to
turn the tables on Barker, whose light-weight business is of no use after the shake-hands.
“We three must stand together” is generally rather fluffy. “SO MUCH THE BETTER:
they will put up with anything sooner than change their shop” is the answer to “attached
to their homes.” If you dry up here the scene will be spoilt; for Barker will be forced to
skip ahead to cover the hitch; and then Cremlin [Peter Shirley] will be late. When
Barbara says “No: dont comfort me. It will be all right. We shall get the money,” dont
forget to say “How?” You have never yet picked up this cue. The reason I cried out in
anguish when you said, “I will not call my own wife Britomart: it is not good taste”
(instead of GOOD SENSE) was that your subsequent contemptuous reference to
foundlings being drilled and disciplined into good taste (which to you is of course merely
moral cowardice) made it specially disastrous. In the same way, by submitting the word
Crime for Poverty in the last scene, you wiped out the whole play with a single word.
Undershaft's whole political system is founded on his conception of poverty as a crime.
IT IS MERE WASTE OF BREATH generally drops out. “If you want to keep the
foundry in the family you had better find an eligible foundling and marry him to Barbara”
sounds bad, because of the resemblance in sound between foundry and foundling. Better
say “If you want to keep the torpedoes in the family,” etc. Then there can be no mistake.
You are frightfully reckless about the exact words in passages of rather delicate comedy:
for instance, the questioning of Stephen. To my ear there is a world of difference between
saying “A philosopher, eh?” (your version) and “A philosopher, perhaps: eh?” (my
version)…. And now for the main point, on which the fate of the play depends. If you
once weaken or soften after “Come, come, my daughter: dont make too much of your
little tinpot tragedy,” we are all lost. Undershaft must go over everybody like Niagara
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from that moment. There must be no sparing of Barbara—no quarter for any one. His
energy must be proof against everybody and everything. If you get confused for a
moment you will soften on such turns to Barbara as “You talk of your half-saved ruffian
in West Ham” or “You know he will. Dont be a hypocrite, Barbara.” There must be no
check on the half-saved ruffian: on the contrary, you should keep a little in reserve for
letting yourself go there. You must sweep everything before you until Lady B. knocks
you off your perch for a moment; and even then you come up buoyant the next moment
with your conundrum. It will be a bit of a feat to keep up this game through about twelve
speeches; but you can do it; and I dont know anyone else on the stage who could.
Conviction and courage: that is what he must be full of, and there is no room for anything
smaller or prettier.’
Nov 28 1905 to Annie, 584: ‘I am glad to see that the half dozen papers I have read this
morning are no more disappointed with you than I am. All the same, there is something
wanting, and that is a few nights sound sleep and perhaps a day at the seaside. You will
be twice as bright next week; and the week after you will laugh at yourself for feeling
discouraged. Besides, perhaps Calvert will collect his wits and remember his part now
that he knows he is not going to be stoned for blasphemy.’
Nov 28 1905, to Calvert, 584-85: ‘I see with disgust that the papers all say that your
Undershaft was a magnificent piece of acting, and Major Barbara a rottenly undramatic
play, instead of pointing out that Major B is a masterpiece and you the most infamous
amateur that ever disgraced the boards…. A man who could let the seven deadly sins
go for nothing could sit on a hat without making an audience laugh. I have taken a box
for Friday and had a hundredweight of cabbages, dead cats, eggs, and gingerbeer bottles
stacked in it. Every word you fluff, every speech you unact, I will shy something at you.
Before you go on the stage I will insult you until your temper gets the better of your liver.
You are an impostor, a sluggard, a blockhead, a shirk, a malingerer, and the worst actor
that ever lived or ever will live. I will apologise to the public for engaging you: I will
tell your mother of you…. If you do not recover yourself next time, a thunderbolt will
end you. If you are too lazy to study the lines, I'll coach you in them. That last act MUST
be saved, or I'll withdraw the play and cut you off with a shilling.’
Nov 29 1905, to Murray, after the first performance of Major Barbara, 585-86: ‘Barker
was at his best, even as a drum virtuoso: he came out magnificently after being sticklike
beyond all belief at rehearsals. Calvert suddenly realized that his part was blasphemous,
and that Balfour, glaring from a box, might order him to the stake at any moment. He
collapsed hopelessly and said, in the last act, “They have to find their own drains; but I
look after their dreams.” The last act was consequently a hideous failure. I hear you are
all coming to next Friday’s performance. For your presence I do not give a damn; but the
prospect of Lady Carlisle, filled with idle rumors, contemplating Miss Filippi and
drawing conclusions as to my conception of her, terrifies me. Miss Filippi, though genial
and artistic, has not the grand manner. Her nose is seriously enlarged by a bad cold; and
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she doesnt know her part. She also thinks the play wicked. She is, on the whole, about as
like the alleged original as I am like Gladstone. Barker has been cultivating the closest
resemblance to you in private life for a fortnight past. Everybody recognized it—
Charlotte, Mrs Pat Campbell &c &c—instantly & spontaneously the moment the
spectacles went on. On the stage he obliterated it by a careful make-up.’
Dec 23 1905, to Trebitsch, 91 in Trebitsch 1: ‘The Superman continues to succeed
collossally in New York & at the Court—full houses always & no sign of a decrescendo.
If we can get a sufficiently beautiful & fascinating Ann in Berlin & Vienna, it will
support us for the rest of our lives.’
Dec 24 1905, to Eleanor, after the performance of Major Barbara went wrong, 588-89:
Shaw bemoans the misfortune, starting with the rehearsals: ‘I was very nice, patient,
considerate, did not turn a hair externally; but I was inwardly furious, jealous, baffled,
revolted at first, and then resigned and ineffective. I could only look on and do nothing.
Miss Russell was all you said she would be, and very patient under very trying
circumstances; for the other principals could not master their parts. At last she couldnt
sleep and was panic stricken…. Happily the press next day applauded her to the skies and
cursed me by its gods for inflicting on it a play that was no play at all—that had not a
dramatic moment in it. It lasted from 2.30 to 5.55! Even my cleverest friends confessed
that the last act beat them; that their brains simply gave way under it. We have now
finished out six matinées. Every one of them has been crowded to bursting; and hundreds
of people have been turned away…. The audiences suffer horribly; they are pained,
puzzled, bored in the last act to madness; but they sit there to the bitter end and come
again, & again. Oswald Yorke has made a great success as the rough whom Barbara
converts. Granville Barker was extraordinarily good in a part which noboby else could
have touched. The enormously difficult and heavy part of Barbara’s father beat Calvert.
He admits it and is trying to get hold of it; but he has kept up appearances well enough to
be enormously praised; and he may yet master it. After a few performances I cut the last
act to make it easier for him and for Miss Russell. How she plays you can imagine better
than I can describe. All the part that is within her range she plays excellently in a really
touching intimate way, with sincere feeling, very right and sympathetic. But she is
hampered by the heavier, more tragic passages. She has not a strong voice, and has no
idea of making rhetorical effects in long speeches. And the whole balance of the play is
strange to her’ (588). ‘But oh! Eleanor, between ourselves, the play, especially in the last
act, is a mere ghost; at least it seems so to me. This is no doubt your fault to some extent:
I see you in the part; I was inspired to write the part so that when the Word became Flesh
(these old religious catchwords are the plainest common sense to me) the flesh should be
yours’ (589).
Dec 27 1905 to Florence, 590-91: On a prospective performance of Don Juan in Hell:
‘unless there is a really artistic fantastic picture, with top lighting in the manner of Craig,
and cunning costumes—a violet velvet Don Juan (horribly expensive), a crimson scarlet
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Mephistopheles, a masterpiece of white marble sculpture, and a radiant female (will you
radiate?), the thing will be unendurable’ (590). ‘Of course Murray did not object to
“Major Barbara.” Was ever man so flattered? He says it is extraordinary how very
personal I can be without his seeming to mind, somehow’ (591).
Jan 1 1906, to Archer, who reviewed Major Barbara, 599: ‘Your article on “Major
Barbara,” the worst you ever wrote, delighted me. The complete success with which I
wrecked your mind and left you footling—simply footling—was really the greatest proof
of your fundamental sensibility to my magic. The third act is so novel and revolutionary
that it will never get across the footlights—at least on top of the second—at one hearing;
but the second has been completely grasped by Stead, who has written an admirable
notice of it, and by Lodge (Sir Oliver of that ilk—see The Clarion). You, wretched atheist
that you are, must see it again tonight. It is a MAGNIFICENT play, a summit in dramatic
literature.’
Feb 17 1906, to Wells, 25-26 in Wells: Shaw analyzes the situation around Wells’s
‘special committee’—to reform the Fabian Society: ‘On considering this confounded
committee of yours at a private conference with Bland & Webb, we have come to the
conclusion that the only way to fix up the business satisfactorily is to withdraw your four
executive members—Charlotte, Chesterton, Headlam & Standring—and keep your
committee outside the executive completely, whilst giving you the run of it by my plan of
inviting you to summon any of us and get what you want out of us. The reasons for this
are obvious—or would be if you had any sense. Your position is that the executive is a
stick-in-the-mud body and the secretary a duffer. Now you cant reasonably make an
unrepresentative minority of the executive a party to an inquiry which has primarily to
establish that fact. They would be in a ridiculous position when the executive came to
consider your report.’
Feb 22 1906, to Charles Gane, secretary of the National Anti-Vaccination League, 60607: ‘I cannot help thinking that the time is not far off when the work of your League will
be lightened by the co-operation of the leaders of bacteriological therapeutics. For years
past the strain of countenancing a proceeding so grossly reckless, dirty, and dangerous as
vaccination from the calf, has been growing unbearable to all genuine bacteriological
experts. The utmost that professional pressure has been able to extort from them of late is
silence; but their disgust will soon become too intense for silence. Mrs. Squeers’s method
of opening abcesses with an inky penknife is far less repugnant to modern surgeons than
the Local Government Board’s method of inoculating children with casual dirt moistened
with an undefined pathogenic substance obtained from calves is to modern
bacteriologists. Nothing but the natural ignorance of the public, countenanced by the
inculcated erroneousness of the ordinary medical general practitioner, makes such a
barbarism as vaccination possible.... But vaccination is really nothing short of attempted
murder.’
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March 14 1906, to Barker, 607-8: Henry Irving having died, Ellen finally agreed to play
Lady Cicely for six matinées at the Court. Shaw offers Barker advice on how to handle
rehearsals for the benefit of the entire cast, especially Ellen’s propensity to repeat scenes.
A note to Ellen on the same day, 609, gives specifics on handling certain lines of
dialogue as part of his effort to teach her the part.
March 16 1906, to Ellen, 311 in Terry: ‘Remember that the way to prevent the first act
from flatttening out from over-rehearsal and the familiarity which breeds contempt, is to
work up three passages. 1. Oh that is so nice of you, Mr Rankin (more pounce). 2. I dont
want an escort (fearful fuss) and Oh how nice of him Mr Rankin (sunburst after rain). 3.
Both the remonstrances with Howard for punishing people, “I wont have this poor man
trampled on” etc. should be very indignant. The only other point of importance is that
you look 25; and I love you; and I am furiously jealous of [her husband] Carew, with
whom you fell in love at first sight. I tell thee, scorner of these whitening hairs—but no
matter. You will be most ausserordentlich [extraordinarily] good in the part. I never
realized how well I did that job until I saw you rehearse.’
March 24 1906, to Wells, who had composed a new ‘Basis’ for the Fabian Society and is
headed for a trip to the United States, 612-14: ‘During your absence I will write the
report of your committee, probably, and get it adopted through Charlotte. Your
intellectual vivacity and sense of humour have certain disadvantages—among them an
inordinate delight in pure impish cheek. Your basis is of course obviously much better
than the existing basis; but as I told you, anybody who was the least bit of a literary
workman could have produced a better basis any time these 20 years.’ He then launches
into a long advisory list of ways to improve the attitude of Wells’s writing and behavior.
March 28 1906, to Trebitsch, 96-97 in Trebitsch 1: ‘I have wrestled with Die Letzte
Wille, and got through three quarters of it…. I cannot say what I think of the play until I
see how it ends, but it seems to me to have a peculiar quality that will pull it through….
There is a certain intensity about the theme and about your grip of it which makes me
disposed to believe that you have the energy of imagination which makes the dramatist;
and the characters are real. On the other hand, it is melancholy; it is all about women and
love; and I have a presentiment that it is going to end unhappily. In that case I shall write
a new last act in which, after a lively interview with Markstein’s ghost, Heda shall
divorce Lecher and marry the lawyer.’ A continuation is added in Meisel, 55: ‘let your
people in the next play have a little will and a little victory, and then you will be able to
enjoy yourself and write your plays in the Shavian Key—D flat major, vivacissimo.’
c. April 1906, to Lillah, 66 in McCarthy: ‘I seriously think the Court Theatre must be
transferred to a tent on Putney Heath. The returns for the week just to hand are
disgraceful…. In short, “Brassbound” has been a failure; “Barbara” has been a failure;
“Candida” has been a failure; the sole successes have been the two plays you appeared in
and now you have gone and shattered the dream by getting married. I ask you, how is the
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thing to go on? … Rodin writes that the bust is a success—that people define my
character from it and call me a “young Moses! ! ! !” Justice at last—from a Frenchman.’
April 4 1906, to Florence, who played Phaedra in Murray’s version of Hippolytus, 37-39
in Bax: ‘There was the making of something in your Phaedra; but you really havent any
adequate idea of the work and the unrelaxing grip such a part demands. A great deal of it
was inaudible…. Murray asks whether you have not a mother with a large stick to keep
you awake. Barker gives you up in tragi-comic despair, and declares that you positively
like doing things feebly…. But what’s the use of talking. You dont believe me. All the
same, do get somebody to produce the plays who will tell you when the scenes tumble to
pieces.’
April 5 1906, to Erica, 615-16: ‘Why dont you join some Socialist Society and get some
work to do? There are always envelopes to be directed and tracts to be distributed. What
is the use of thinking about yourself and writing long letters … to an elderly gentleman—
letters which he always tears up the moment they threaten to be the kind that the writer
wants to get back an hour after they are posted. If you dont find some business to do that
is not specially your own business you will go quite cracked.… The poems are too
careless in form to be satisfactory.’ This had no effect, so on May 14 1907 Shaw sent her
a telegram inviting her to lunch.
April 13 1906, to Trebitsch, 616: ‘my Cæsar is Mommsen’s Cæsar dramatized’
April 20 1906, to Cockerell, 618: ‘I think I must try to get Rodin & you acquainted. He is
extraordinarily like Morris in some ways—the same stature & figure, the same way of
looking quickly at his job when he is putting in a stroke of work, and the same
atmosphere about him. You must add him to your collection of great men.... He is
perfectly simple and quite devilishly skilful at his work—not the smallest whiff of
professionalism about him—cares about nothing but getting the thing accurate and
making it live. It is my solemn opinion that he is the biggest thing at present going—or
likely to be going for a long time again—nobody in the running with him but Praxiteles
& Michel Angelo, and both of them beaten in some points. Morris is the only man I ever
met who made anything like the same impression on me.’
May 7 1906, to Trebitsch, 619-20: ‘The secret of Cæsar’s failure is out at last; and never
again shall Reinhardt have a play of mine to ruin. Barker has seen it and told me all about
it. They have cut out the first scene of the 4th act!!! Of course that meant utter failure. It
is in that scene that the change in Cleopatra’s character is shewn, and the audience
prepared for the altered atmosphere and deeper seriousness of the later scene. To omit it
is such a hopeless artistic stupidity that the man who would do it would do anything. I
will not trust him with the Superman or with anything else after that.... He has also cut
out the burning of the library, which must make the end of the second act intelligible. In
short, he has done everything that a thoroughbred blockhead could do to achieve a
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failure; and he has achieved it accordingly....It is always a mistake to trust to these people
to alter a play. They see the effects, but they dont see the preparation of the effects—the
gradual leading of the audience up to them. They cut the preparations out, and then are
surprised because the effects miss fire.... Please challenge him (R) to a duel with redhot
sabres at once.’ June 25, 629-30: ‘If you allow Reinhardt to depart by one millimetre
from the strict letter of my instructions, the Superman will be a disastrous failure. I have
been through all this clamor in London. All the wiseacres there were equally convinced
that the play was unfit for the stage, especially without the third act.... Tell Reinhardt that
I will pay him £50, to surrender his contract and let us have the Superman back again. If
he refuses, tell him that this time I will take steps to protect myself from having my work
spoiled as he spoiled Cæsar.... There will be no cutting of the long speeches of Tanner:
they must be spoken at full length not only on the first night but on every other night. I
will not have this rascally chicanery of giving a play properly on the first night to secure
good press notices, and then cheating the public with shortened and spoiled performances
later on.... If Reinhardt does not like my ideas of art and business he can write plays
himself or go to other authors.’
May 11 1906, to Bright, 172-73 in Bright: ‘My plays have been purchased largely in
Hungary by the theatres from various agents; and the Devil’s Disciple has been produced
with great success. The Authors’ Society is now taking proceedings on my behalf, as the
agents omitted to mention the matter to me or to send me any of the advances they
collected in my name. In short, the answer to your question as to how the plays stand in
Hungary is—STOLEN.’
July 10 1906, to Archer, who had reviewed You Never Can Tell, 295 in Archer: ‘Your
remark in the Tribune that a masterpiece is a play whose faults you learn to endure is a
perfect breath-bereaver. You discover that my faults were only your blunders; and that is
how you put it! And you still talk about “a farce.” The thing is a poem and a document, a
sermon and a festival, all in one. As to Valentine bamboozling the girl, was there ever
such confusion of thought as your conclusion that he was unpoetic and insincere? He won
her by perfectly legitimate strategy, she having defied him and pitted her heartlessness
with contemptuous confidence against him…. Impervious Scotch rationalist that you are!
Oh, Jerusalem, thou that killest the prophets!!! ... You came up against it last night for the
first time; and you only smile and scratch your nose as if I had poked it with an
umbrella.’
July 14 1906, to Ada, 73 in Theatrics: Ada had been forced to yield the role of Lady
Cicely to Ellen Terry, but Shaw consoles her as best he can: ‘Ellen’s tour is only a three
months business—a rush round the big cities. She will not exhaust Brassbound: my plays
are not for a run but for all time.’
July 19 1906, to Barker, who had directed You Never Can Tell, 65-66 in Barker: ‘I went
to see Y.N.C.T. on Saturday the 14th. The first half of the performance attained a degree
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of infamy which took away my breath. The first act was bad, but the second act was
devilish—drily, industriously clever—every touch of grace and feeling forgotten—every
point rushed and muffled—blasted, arid, cackling, tedious, forced—the thing moved like
an unskilfully galvanized lay figure, not even like a corpse…. Fortunately the play
recovered itself in the 3rd. and 4th. Acts, which were good. [J. H.] Barnes was
exceptionally good all through: his 3rd act immense, as I had just told him that he had
saved the performance and was the only entirely faultless actor now living…. Dolly did
not give a damn for anybody or anything and pegged away nobly all through…. We have
ruined [Edmund] Gurney between us. Tell him that “She told you what I am—a father—a
father robbed of his children” is all right as a frantic retort to Valentine, but that he must
then collapse, and begin “What are the hearts of this generation” brooding
brokenheartedly to himself…. P.S. Calvert now forgets all the “oh verys” although they
are the surest laugh drawers in the part.’
Aug 1 1906, to A. J. Marriott, 638-9: Shaw offers ideas on a National Building Act: ‘It is
no use depending on the millionaires: what we have to do is to sit down and try to settle
how many people should be let live on an acre of ground, and then pass a Building Act to
enforce our conclusions. What maddens me is not so much to see houses cropping up
over the old Sunday-outing places, but to see that they are cropping up in such a way as
to form the beginnings of slums. It is our infernal improvidence and intellectual laziness
that prevent us from stopping the reproduction in the country under our eyes of the evils
that we have had such bitter experience of in towns.’
Aug 5 1906, to Katie Samuel, who had written prompting Shaw to recall her after a long
hiatus, 17 in Samuel: ‘Yes: I remember very well—surprisingly well, considering how
many people and things I have forgotten since. I have asked my publishers to send you a
copy of a boyish old novel of mine called The Irrational Knot. Dont bother about the
novel; but do read the preface. It contains a few passages of autobiography about just that
time when my fortunes were at their lowest ebb, and I was stumbling through your
accompaniments when a prudent man would have been cleaning your boots for a small
weekly consideration.… As you see, I am out of reach—perhaps until you return to
Montreal. However, as I am now an unscrupulous old rascal with more money than I
want for food & clothing, and no feelings nor conscience to speak of, perhaps it is just as
well. You would hardly recognize me.’
Aug 14 1906, to William Poel, who will play Keegan at the Royal Court, 641-42: ‘Do not
make any attempt to act Keegan. Do not confuse yourself with any theory as to what
John Bull’s Other Island may be—comedy, tragedy, or farce. My plays are not planned
for any calculation of that sort. They come right only when the actor, abandoning all idea
of acting, discovers himself in the part and abounds in it for all he is worth.’ He adds
specifics on reacting to Doran’s pig story; ‘it is his presence that keeps the scene human.’
Aug 18 1906, to Trebitsch, 643: ‘The Superman dream has been very troublesome
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because it requires exact translation. You have in several places thought I was writing
poetry when I was writing the most rigidly scientific psychology.... what Don Juan says
about the evolution of the brain may be a rather transcendental sort of physiology, but it
is physiology and not poetic metaphor, and should be translated as if it were a scientific
treatise.’
Aug 28 1906, to Trebitsch, 111 in Trebitsch 1: ‘I am writing the new play [The Doctor’s
Dilemma] at hurricane speed. It springs into existence impetuously with leaps & bounds:
the only trouble is to get it inked.’
c. Sept 1906, to John Galsworthy, after his play The Silver Box had been performed, 131
in Winsten: ‘The aristocratic idol who does not earn his worship is an impostor and a
robber; and it is found in practice that whereas an aristocracy which really governs can
maintain its supremacy even when its members are in their personal conduct what we
should call infernal scoundrels, aristocracies of the most charming ladies and gentlemen
imaginable who do not govern finally collapse and are trampled out with every
circumstance of violence and insult by the mob. By the mob I mean, the unidolized. And
when I say idolized aristocracy I include its latest form which is an idolized bureaucracy
of experts. All the fears expressed that socialism will produce a huge increase of
officialism are quite well-grounded: under socialism we shall be the officials actually or
potentially.’
Sept 6 1906, to Chesterton (whose book on Dickens had just come out), 646-8: ‘As I am
a superannuated Dickensian, I pounced on your book & read it…. to gravely tell the XX
century that Dickens wanted to publish his explanation [of Dickens’s matrimonial
difficulty] in Punch is gas & gaiters carried to an incredible pitch of absurdity. The facts
are: B[radbury] & E[vans] were the publishers of Household Words. They objected to
Dickens explaining in H.W. He insisted. They said that in that case they must take H.W.
out of his hands. Dickens, like a lion threatened with ostracism by a louse on his tail,
published his explanation, which stands to this day, and informed his readers that they
were to ask in future, not for Household Words, but for All the Year Round. Household
Words, left Dickensless, gasped for a few weeks & died. All the Y.R., in exactly the same
format, flourished & entered largely into the diet of my youth. Great Expectations was
published in All the Year Round (I was Pip to the life when I first read it) with the
unhappy ending, which will, I hope, soon be accepted as the classic one. The alteration
was made later at Lytton’s suggestions, and under economic pressure probably; but the
original version actually got into print and on record as above. Dickens’ moderation in
drinking must be interpreted according to the old standard for mail coach travellers. In
the Staplehurst accident, a few years before his death, he congratulated himself on having
a bottle and a half of brandy with him; and he killed several of the survivors by
administering hatfulls of it as first aid…. There is a curious contrast between Dickens’s
sentimental indiscretions concerning his marriage & his sorrows & quarrels, and his
impenetrable reserve about himself displayed in his published correspondence. He writes
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to his family about waiters, about hotels, about screeching tumblers of hot brandy and
water, and about the seasick man in the next berth, but never one really intimate word,
never a real confession of his soul. David Copperfield is a failure as an autobiography
because when he comes to deal with the grown-up David, you find that he has not the
slightest intention of telling you the truth—or indeed anything—about himself….
Clennan and Pip are the real autobiographies. I find that Dickens is at his greatest after
the social awakening which produced Hard Times. Little Dorrit is an enormous work.
The change is partly the disillusion produced by the unveiling of capitalist civilization,
but partly also Dickens’ discovery of the gulf between himself as a man of genius & the
public…. And oh! the Philistinism! the utter detachment from the great human heritage of
art & philosophy! Why not a sermon on that?’
Sept 11 1906, to Wells, who had read a paper culminating in a section summing up his
across-the-board opposition to Fabian gradualism and permeation: ‘Socialism Means
Revolution,’ 649: ‘remember ... that you discussed these very passages with me
personally ..., and admitted—nay, chucklingly gloried in the obvious fact—that they were
deliberate jibes, and would naturally come out in the permanent Fabian edition of the
paper.... Remember also, that there is such a thing as intellectual loyalty, and that though
it is quite natural and proper for the stockbroker on the Leas to sneer instinctively at
Nietzsche, it would be for the Fabian an act of unpardonable Philistinism and for you
personally an act of the blackest treachery. From your Martians to your Samurai, what
have you been preaching all your life but the Superman? and what have you to say of
Brer Nietzsche that does not recoil on your own head?’
Sept 14 1906, to Wells, 651-52: ‘As you say, we are a lot of rich and comfortable
sentimentalists, fiddling while Rome is starving. And therein lies a peril to the poor
Fabian. I have had 22 years of the Fabian. There must be an end to it someday. There are
not wanting those who say that it has not done its work. It hasnt; but I have done my turn.
Webb has done his turn. The old gang has done its turn. Pease has burnt his boats and
must stick to the ship because he cannot afford to drop his £150 a year; but you have no
idea how strong the temptation is for the rest of us to unload on you. We have done
enough for honor: why not let you walk over? If you really mean business; if you will
steer that crazy little craft for five years to come, making the best of it no matter how
ridiculously it may disappoint you, I will abdicate and the others will do the same. That is
the real and hideous danger that confronts you. You had much better come on the
executive for a year or two before you commit yourself. You have no idea—nobody
without actual experience can have any idea—of the instability of these little beginnings
of social crystallization. They are like Prince Rupert’s drops: they fly into fragments at
the slightest nip. The energy that wastes itself in senseless quarreling would reform the
world three times over if it could be concentrated and brought to bear on Socialism’
(651). ‘You must get the committee habit: that is, you must learn the habits of the human
political animal as a naturalist learns the habits of wasps, by watching them. And you
must learn their possibilities by trying to accomplish definite political ends through
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them.... You must, in short, learn your business as a propagandist and peripatetic
philosopher if you are to be anything more than a novelist bombinating in vacuo except
for a touch of reality gained in your early life’ (652).
Sept 29 1906, to Sidney, about Wells’s intrusion into the Fabian Society, 656-57: ‘I have
seen a later state of [Wells’s] report, with notice of several amendments on almost every
page. It is now much less offensive, and will probably come out finally without anything
that will seem spiteful to the Society. Also, H.G.W. has cheered up & is now as friendly
as ever with me.... I feel very strongly than when Wells’s report is given to the Society, it
must be followed, not by a vindication or a defence or an explanation or apology or
counter-attack, but simply by a better report on the Society, its history, position,
prospects & policy, than Wells’s. With our greater knowledge & experience we ought to
be able to do this. I do not want to play him off the stage: on the contrary, I want to star
him for all he is worth as an addition to the strength of the company.’ Shaw proceeds to
describe the various issues involved in altering procedures suggested by Wells.
c. Nov 1906, to Lillah, 78-80 in McCarthy: Shaw wanted Lillah to play the female lead
in The Doctor’s Dilemma, and told her ‘I am sorry to have to tell you that the Artist’s
wife is the sort of woman I hate; and you will have your work cut out for you in making
her fascinating.’ After Lillah replied that she was bitterly disappointed, Shaw answered:
‘I have instructed Archer to announce that you will play the heroine of “The Doctor’s
Dilemma.” It will be a lucky play as this morning, coming up from the beach by a special
act of Providence … I found in my path a most beautiful snake, two feet long, with an
exquisite little head about the size of the tip of your finger, and a perfect design in
lozenges on its back…. I am now convinced that “Doctor’s Dilemma” will be a complete
success for you, for me, for the Court and for the universe…. I wish you would suggest a
name for yourself in this new play. Provisionally I have called her Andromeda; but Mrs
Andromeda Dubedat is too long. Here in King Arthur’s country the name Guinevere
survives as Jennifer; but that does not hit it exactly either. I have used up such a lot of
good names that I am driven back on the more artificial ones.’
Nov 18 1906, to Walkley, 660-61: Shaw insists that the science in The Doctor’s Dilemma
is ‘accurate in every detail,’ firmly based on the findings of Sir Almroth Wright. A key
detail is the distinction between a vaccine and an anti-toxin.
Nov 19 1906, to Archer, explaining Wright’s discovery, II:158 in Holroyd: ‘The
production of this dripping [opsonin] rises and falls in a series of actions & reactions
called the positive & negative phases; & to inject a vaccine during the negative phase is
deadly. Consequently the vaccine in the hands of a man who does not know Wright’s
discovery of phases is a most dangerous weapon. The dramatic side is as easy as Box &
Cox.’
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Nov 23 1906, to Judith Lytton, a titled friend of Barker who had offered Lillah her tiara
to wear in the Epilogue of The Doctor’s Dilemma, 77-78 in Theatrics: ‘Here is the true
story of it all. Last week a lunatic, venerating me beyond all deities, took it into his head
that Barker’s make-up in Man & Superman was a blasphemous mockery of his Master,
and resolved to slay him. He got past the stage doorkeeper, who fell downstairs in trying
to overtake him. He got almost on to the stage when a sceneshifter seized him and carried
him out, where his mother was found looking for him. He then tried a protest from the
stalls and was ejected. The doorkeeper, lamed by his fall, was then given orders of
Roman sternness. Nobody was to be admitted. Barker went forth guarded by carpenters.
Discipline was to be inflexible on pain of instant dismissal for everybody. The next thing,
of course, was a visit to the theatre by poor innocent Mrs McCarthy, Mrs Barker’s
mother. She was denied access to her child; kept in the cold passage; shoved to the wall
by everybody; and reduced to indignation and tears. Mrs Barker had to see her on the
stairs, half clothed and in a draught…. With the rashness of youth, Barker refused, as I
gather, to be mother-in-lawed out of the rules of his theatre. So Mrs Barker bided her
time. It came in the person of YOU…. she must have blessed you for making a doormat
of Barker and his rules. He has not been the same man since; and she is flushed, perhaps
with remorse on your account, but also, I think, a little with domestic triumph.’
Nov 25 1906, to Sidney, 661-62: ‘This Fabian job has compelled me to lay my mind
seriously to the question of the Fabian; & I now see clearly that “das Lied ist aus” [“it’s
all over”]. We cannot sit there any longer making a mere habit of the thing, knowing all
the time that we shall have to drop it within, at the utmost, 5 years from now, & that it
will then perish miserably & abortively unless we make the end of it the beginning of
something else.... We have also to consider that we have at last made the Labor Party.
Now that we have made it, it is quite impossible for us to belong to it; & yet whilst it is
there, we cannot decently belong to any other party; nor is it any use for us to peter out as
nondescripts.... It is clear to me that we must consummate the Fabian section of our lives
by setting on foot a Fabian parliamentary party. This is a thing which will either catch on,
in which case it will be the right climax to the whole Fabian adventure, & make the
opportunity for us to claim superannuation & drop out, or else it will not catch on, in
which case the attempt will be so futile that nobody will notice that we have done
anything. Whether or no, I am convinced that this is the psychological moment, not only
in the movement but in the old gang.... Consequently do not bother about the demand for
a new “Party.” The word is quite inevitable now; & before the Labor Party has been
blazing away in Parliament for another year, there will be the beginnings of a big middle
class demand for an educated middle class handling of the new problems in Parliament....
We must spend the next few years in educating these chaps in Committee work & public
life; then throw the whole thing into their hands as a federation of Fabian Socialist
Associations; formally wind up the old Fabian & make our bow as we shall both by that
time be too wise, too various, & too old to play with them any longer.’
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Nov 27 1906, to Cyril Maude, 79 in Theatrics: ‘My difficulty in writing plays is that I
have to keep the Court going, and I have hardly time for that alone. The Doctor play was
produced by a tour de force. Last summer not a line of it was on paper or in my head. By
the time I got a moment to start again, the Court will be howling for another play. This
system of putting up plays for six weeks is certainly a wonderful success pecuniarily, for
the plays dont die and the business doesnt slack; but it is the very devil in point of
rehearsal. I spend months every year producing when I ought to be writing; and though
Barker would take the odd plays off my hands, he too wants a respite to write his own
plays, which are much better than mine in some ways. And I am heaped with other
work.’
Nov 29 1906, to Mary Hamilton, who had played Violet in Man and Superman and is
playing Minnie Tinwell in The Doctor’s Dilemma, 663: ‘Violet was all right: you did
everything we planned to do very successfully except one line “Let us talk sense,” which
you perhaps thought inapplicable to my dialogue. In Minnie you make only one little
miscalculation. You have found out how to make a point; but, being still a young thing,
you insist on making all points. Now there are some points that make themselves. One of
them is “I’m his wife, sir.” You make a little pause before this to shew the audience that
there is something good coming. Now that is the right thing to do when there is any
chance of their being unprepared; but it is stagey when they are prepared. In this scene
everybody is listening with all their ears; and you begin by saying “Dont believe him sir:
she cant be his wife.” Go straight on, quite simply and spontaneously, and you will find it
comes ever so much better. Perhaps you have found that out already: if so, do not bear
malice against me for telling you. Everything else was just peu ee-fict (the peu is in
French): you will do very well in your profession unless some millionaire snaps you up
and marries you.’
Dec 28 1906, to Barker, on an impending production of The Philanderer, 73 in Barker:
‘If you want to produce, finish your own wretched play and produce it. Nothing would
induce me to let you touch The Philanderer: you are longing to queer its pitch because
you are ashamed of it. Well, I am proud of it. It is the best of my plays; and when I work
it up with a little extra horse play it will go like mad…. you can play Charteris if you
want to be in it somehow. And dont seduce Lillah into being unfaithful to me over it.’
Jan 9 1907, to Hamon, who was readying a talk on Shaw and his theatre, 668-70: Shaw
urges him to apply his ‘special training & special knowledge of social questions’ and thus
come forward ‘as an original force in literature.... You must, however, be careful not to
go thesis hunting. All this stuff about Candida meaning the triumph of duty or the
triumph of love is mere intellectual chess playing. My plays are studies in the natural
history of mankind.... I have a perfectly definite, clear-cut view of the social function of
the writer of fiction.’ In your own episodic fiction, ‘Life appears a mere chaos of
accidents, & your attempt to make an “Annual Register” of it necessarily as devoid of
dramatic interest as a Post Office Directory. To make life intelligible & interesting, you
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have to select typical incidents & typical people, & shew how they act and re-act upon
one another by clearing away all accidents and irrelevancies which in actual life obscure
their relations.’ He insists that the essential idea in his works is not “Determinism.” I am
before all things a believer in the power of Will (Volonté). I believe that all evolution has
been produced by Will, and that the reason you are Hamon the Anarchist, instead of
being a blob of protoplasmic slime in a ditch, is that there was at work in the Universe a
Will which required brains & hands to do its work & therefore evolved your brains &
your hands. I have the most unspeakable contempt for Determinism, Rationalism, and
Darwinian natural selection as explanations of the Universe. They destroy all human
courage & human character; & they fail utterly to account for the most obvious facts of
life—for instance, for the fact that you have spent your life in ruining yourself instead of
studying your own comfort and minding your own business.’
Jan 17 1907, to a member of the Playgoer’s Club, which was to discuss The Doctor’s
Dilemma the next day, 81 in Theatrics: ‘The medical part of the play is all true to actual
scientific circumstances. The dilemma actually existed last year at St Mary’s, Paddington,
where Sir Almroth Wright, the discoverer of opsonin, always had more cases to treat than
he and his little band of assistants could cope with. Under such circumstances there is no
question of whether a doctor ought to choose or not: he MUST either choose or draw lots;
and no man draws lots where an intelligent choice is possible.’ He clarifies that opsonin
is ‘a natural product of the body.... The inoculation of the vaccine provokes the body to
produce it to resist the attack. This is not dramatically interesting; but it bears on the
failure of the critics to understand the real nature of the mysterious advantage I possess
over the romantic playwrights. By going to actual life and science for my materials, ... I
discover unsuspected veins of irony and pathos, and unused situations.’
Jan 17 1907, to Hentschl, on The Doctor’s Dilemma, II:164, 166 in Holroyd: ‘It is much
more closely founded on fact than most of the critics realise.’ A youth called Rankin who
had tried to blackmail his father said in his defense that he was a disciple of Bernard
Shaw. Shaw commented: ‘It was quite clear that he was under the impression that my
teaching was simply an advocacy of recklessness and shameless disregard of all social
and moral obligations, an error which he owes, I should say, not to reading my works
unsophisticatedly, but to reading the follies which the press utters about me, and then
perhaps reading me in the false light of those follies. It was as a reductio-ad-absurdum of
this error and partly as a warning against it that I made Dubedat in the play use Rankin’s
defence.’
Jan 22 1907, to Trebitsch, 118 in Trebitsch 1: ‘Your last postcard nearly killed me.
“Please name me all the articles of any importance you have written and send them to
me.” Listen to me. I was born in the year 1956. Everything that I wrote between that date
and 1896 is out of translation right in Germany. Just think of it. Omit my years of early
struggle and the five novels I wrote then. Take only the eleven years from 1885, when I
gained my footing as a critic, to 1896. Say I wrote at least one article a week during that
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time, and made three or four reputations, as literary critic, as musical critic, as dramatic
critic, and as political pamphleteer and agitator. 11 times 52 is 572. Do you seriously ask
me to name all those 572 articles?’
Feb 15 1907, to ‘W(ells or ebb),’ who are working on the new Basis, 49 in Wells: ‘We
may as well get this Basis job into hand and out of it promptly, by way of setting a good
example to the new committee. I therefore plank down a draft to start with.... In drafting
it I have assumed that we must limit the Basis to our specific objects and their political
implications, so as to make the test for admission exclude nobody who is a socialist and a
democrat, no matter what else he may be. I have, however, included Women’s Rights and
Wells’s point about the children; and I have aimed at producing an effective filter to
make our membership really select in the Fabian sense.’ March 10 1908, 63: ‘Rather a
tidy little basis, but with a devil of a lot of Liberal Children’s Bill to a very little
Socialism and no Democracy—not even Women’s Suffrage. You would not have a ghost
of a chance of getting it through without hideous emendatory disfigurements, ending in
no improvement on the present basis. Most really sound Anglican Tories would sign it as
it stands. It will end in our sending in a report containing our several drafts, with an
intimation that we are not likely to get much farther.’
IPS Feb 26 1907, to Vedrenne (and Barker) about St John Hankin’s The Return of the
Prodigal, 59 in Leon H. Hugo, ‘Shaw and the Twenty-Nine Percenters,’ SHAW 13
(1993): 51-71: ‘I am greatly depressed by this Prodigal business, because it shows that
neither of you understand what has made the Court possible. I have given you a series of
first-rate music hall entertainments, thinly disguised as plays, but really offering the
public a unique string of turns by comics and serio-comics of every popular type….
Make no error, VD; that is the jam that has carried the propaganda-pill down…. Now
consider the Prodigal from this point of view. It has an idea in it, no doubt. But it has only
one part in it, and that not a very entertaining one. No heroine, a father who is only a butt,
nobody except Matthews whom one remembers. Compare Cassilis [The Cassilis
Engagement]. It also has an idea; but it has lots of turns to back the idea up…. Here is
value for everyone’s money, and the play Hankin’s best so far.’
Feb 26 1907, to Vedrenne, 74-75 in Barker (which dates it a day later than Albert 2): ‘I
have revised Major Barbara. It will now play another ten minutes; but otherwise it will be
its old self more than ever. You might as well dream of diluting the Atlantic Ocean as
cutting Barbara down to an ordinary bill. You had better issue two-night tickets; one
night for Acts I and II and the other for Act III: for the play in one piece is beyond human
endurance…. Cusins requires an actor of sublety and refinement, with plenty of ingenuity
and some comedy; or else it requires an actor with great beauty of voice and engaging
personality.’ He urges letting Barker play it. ‘If I am to be actor-managered out of all my
decent leading men (not to mention the disgraceful displacement of Julia and consequent
ruin of The Philanderer—in which Barker ought to have played Charteris) I shall go and
be actor-managed by Alexander.’
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March 22 1908, to Wells, who had sent an abusive letter to Sidney and clamored forr
acceptance of his Basis; Sidney sent it to Shaw, 64-67 in Wells: ‘There are various things
that you are forgetting. Imprimis, you have checked Women’s Suffrage out of the Basis
as well as all the other democratic implications of Socialism; and this would make it
absolutely impossible from the start to get it through without amendments. Further, you
are forgetting your committee manners—if a man can be said to forget what he never
knew. Just consider what you have done. When the committee was formed, Webb & I got
to work at once; and within a fortnight we had spent a day together down here at Ayot
over the job & sent you down a draft for discussion. This remarkable document you
absolutely ignored, saying you were too busy to be bothered about it & would do a proper
basis yourself later on when you had finished your book, we to await your convenience in
the meantime. The meantime proved to be just a year, during which we had to read
through your confounded book for you & neglect our own immortal works for your sake.
Then you send us a new basis with the proposal, not that we shall consider it, but that we
shall immediately send it out to the Fabian groups in order, as you naively tell us, that
they may override the committee by an overwhelming rally to the side of your popularr
pen’ (64). ‘Intimate as I am with Webb, I should no more dream of treating him as you
have treated him than of walking into the House of Lords & pulling the Lord
Chancellor’s nose. It was your duty—your DUTY, Herbert George—to send that draft of
yours in with the intimation that you were now ready for a meeting to collate it with my
draft & discuss it; and when we asked you to let it stand over until we were through with
some pressing work, you should have cordially awaited our convenience as we did yours’
(65). ‘That reminds me that I have just finished a dramatic masterpiece [Getting
Married]—unities so perfectly preserved that I have got two & a half hours drama into a
single act & a single scene’ (67).
Mar 23 1907, to a journalist, 676: Shaw ponders the case of the murder of William
Whately, department store magnate, by a man who claimed to be his illegitimate son, and
concludes that the killer ‘had better be exterminated than waste other lives watching him’
(cf. Gunner in Misalliance). March 28, to Chesterton, 681: ‘However abhorrent the
ceremony (damn those silly surgeons at St Mary’s!) we must get that man killed. Just
think of it! Here is a wretched woman in childbed, who has had the misfortune to saddle
herself with a half-witted assassin—the worst sort of assassin—the morally pretentious
assassin—the amateur judge, jury & executioner all in the person of one hopeless
degenerate fool who first asks for money & then shoots. Do you want her to spend the
next 20 years in celibate loneliness, with the consciousness that this creature is waiting in
stultifying misery behind the bars, to come out, more useless than ever, to throw himself
on her hands just as her children are beginning their adult lives? I can imagine nothing
more inconsiderately cruel.... in the name of vital economy let them hang him for his own
sake and everyone else’s.’
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May 25 1907, to George Egerton, who had sent Shaw another play, 65-67 in Egerton: ‘I
have read His Wife’s Family. For reasons which I will presently explain, it is of no
commercial use: but that is due to your perverseness and not to anything wrong with the
workmanship. You have not got the proper quality of dramatic dialogue: and you will
write a practicable commercial play as soon as you condescend to study the market and
the materials you have to work with. On the London stage at present there is no actormanager with a turn for Irish parts: in fact, it is very hard to get Irish parts played at all
with any sort of genuineness. At the Court Theatre we consider ourselves very lucky if
five per cent of the parts are played by people who have ever been in Ireland in their lives
except on theatrical tours. Yet in the face of this you deliberately go and write a comedy
in which all the parts are Irish.... You might just as well have written your comedy for a
whole cast of baboons as for this whole cast of Irish people.... Even if all these objections
could be got over, the last act of the play would not be a success. It is really nothing but a
happy ending spread over half an hour.... I am not overlooking the parts which interested
you as you wrote the play. Trixie in particular is a bit of character.... But O’Carroll and
the Major have only a ha’porth of reality to an intolerable deal of worn-out stage Irish....
Try an English comedy, and accept the limitations of our existing theatres.’ An undated
postcard Shaw wrote to the editor of this volume many years later is printed on 101-02 in
Egerton: ‘I remember G.E. (Mrs G.B.) very well. She was so intolerably loquacious that
she talked herself off the stage after she had won her way to the centre of it by her literary
talent. It was incessant gabble, gabble, gabble, without any grace of address or charm of
speech. Many sought to meet her once, but not twice. There was nothing else to complain
of. She was quite good-natured and well-meaning. Her loquacity was meant for
companionableness; but its success undid her.’
Mar 30 1907, to Ellen O’Malley, II:176 in Holroyd: ‘The Court system must be fortified
by the provinces or it cannot hold out. It is from the number one towns that the big profits
of John Bull and Major Barbara must come; for in Sloane Square there is only a bare
living in them, with no margin for failures.’
April 15 1907, to Mary Hamilton, 24 in Moore: ‘I am afraid all the other Violets are
disengaged and on the warpath; and I must not throw them over. Perhaps they will better
themselves presently; and in that case your chance will come.’
April 17 1907, to Ellen O’Malley, who wanted to play Barbara, 67 in Albert 2: ‘I am
delighted. You shall play “Major Barbara”. You shall do anything you please. You shall
have my heart fried for breakfast to-morrow if you like. This news will cure poor
Vedrenne's eyes.’
April 21 1907, to Barker, 79-80 in Barker: ‘I reached the first Fabian Executive half an
hour later, and found the new blood off the boil already—not even simmering. We have
appointed the Committees; and Wells has refused to be chairman of the Publishing
Comtee. or even to serve on it at all!!. You are on it.’
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April 21 1907, to Vedrenne, 81-82 in Barker: After criticizing the current program at the
Court, Shaw declares: ‘The moral is that Barker is altogether too clever a stage manager
to be trusted in judging the relative importance of stage management and casting. He has
come to think that it does not matter who acts as long as he produces. This is a deadly
mistake. Get your cast right, and get them interested in themselves and in the occasion,
and stage management can be done without, though it does no harm when it does not get
into the way of the acting. Get your cast wrong; and you wreck your play just to the
extent to which the cast is wrong…. I therefore consider both productions disgraceful in
the highest degree to the theatre. Let Barker go home and write plays. He has no real
genius for stage management; only an arrant laziness which makes him busy himself on
cheap detail when he ought to be doing something important and difficult.’
c. April 30 1907, to Vedrenne, after St John Hankin’s The Return of the Prodigal ‘proved
an utter failure’ (headnote), 77 in Barker: ‘I am greatly distressed by this Prodigal
business, because it shows that neither of you understand what has made the Court
posssible. I have given you a series of first-rate music hall entertainments, thinly
disguised as plays, but really offering the public a unique string of turns by comics and
serio-comics of every popular type. Calvert as Broadbent and William [the waiter],
Gwenn as Straker, Lewis as B.B., Yorke as Bill [Walker], with the sisters Clandon and
the Irish character turns and the newspaper man have done for the Court what George
Robey and Harry Lauder have done for the halls. Make no error V.D. that is the jam that
has carried the propaganda pill down.’
May 2 1907, to Erica after her play, A Professional Socialist, had been published, 683:
‘You had better definitely make up your mind to adopt literature as a serious
profession.... I have made a note at the end of the play of what you must do to finish it so
as to make a practicable play out of it. You must come to London & join the Fabian
Society or some other public organization & live the life of a student & worker.... And
you must worry your own way through as best you can. When you are forced to take care
of yourself, you will develop plenty of common sense.’
May 3 1907, to Vedrenne, II:176 in Holroyd: ‘Limited liability does not really exist in
companies, and are really family or personal concerns. Although we could not be forced
into bankruptcy for the liabilities, we should practically have to pay them in full as long
as we had a farthing left in the world to do it with. This would apply to you, Barker and
me only.... I think you will either go smash at the Savoy, or else be placed by it and by
the tour in a position to find all the capital you want inside the partnership.’
May 4 1907, to Lillah, on her treatment by Vedrenne, which Barker termed a ‘vendetta,’
II:175 in Holroyd: ‘My position between you is very fearful. I ask myself repeatedly Is
Lillah the greatest liar known to history, or is Vedrenne?’ May 26 1908, to Vedrenne,
II:175, ‘You will end up by busting up Vedrenne & Barker.’
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c. May 20-24 1907, to Archer, 686: Shaw expounds on the evolution of stage props,
especially windows and doors. His own part in the process: ‘I presented the second act of
Man & Superman with an empty stage, save for the inevitable garden seat (for two) right
centre. Mr Robert Loraine ... persuaded me to pitch the garden seat into the property
room & fill up the stage with a huge motor car. I was naturally furious at being taught my
business by a younger man—I, the highly superior critic of Mr Pinero—but the
improvement was so prodigious that I had to capitulate.’
May 24 1907, to Barker, 689-92: Robert Loraine finds the role of Tanner trying. ‘He has
played it from beginning to end as comedy, until, approaching the finale, ‘He feels that he
is on the brink of a catastrophe, which is exactly what one wants from Tanner,’ but ‘he
has never given Tanner away to Ann’ (690).
June 4 1907, to Trebitsch, 122 in Trebitsch 1: ‘I have had a tremendously busy time for
the last month. I had to rehearse Man and Superman with a new Tanner [Robert Loraine];
and at the same time I had to rehearse the hell scene and the Man of Destiny, it will be
produced this afternoon. The hell scene is the most wonderful thing ever seen. A wellknown artist here named Ricketts, has designed the dresses. You really ought to come
over and see them. Unfortunately one consequence of all this work has been that I had to
give up all idea of working at the translations. I hope now to be able to turn my hand to
them.... PS—The hell scene has been a huge success. The audience listened to it
breathlessly for an hour and forty minutes.’
June 10 1907, to Felix Moscheles, president of the International Arbitration and Peace
Association, 693: Shaw asserts: ‘I believe in making war on war—policing the world by
a terrific international armament which shall destroy any national armament which
attempts to begin fighting.’
June 22 1907, to Murray, whose plays Medea and The Trojan Women were scheduled to
be staged, 694: ‘You will get no good out of The T.W. unless you have a strikingly
beautiful and rather magical Hecuba. She ought to touch the imagination so as to make
men see a past in her—not merely a personal or historical past, but the tragic past of all
the destinies.... Therefore I, being of sound mind &c &c, do deliberately advise you to
cast Lillah McCarthy for Hecuba.... I dont think she could touch Medea. Medea mustnt
blither: there must be no holes in her; and Lillah is always tumbling from heights into
holes and bouncing up again, like a pantomime demon with a star trap.There is only one
woman on the stage who can do Medea, and that is Janet Achurch.’
July 3 1907, to Samuel L. Clemens, 697: Shaw had to leave early from a lunch with his
wife, Max Beerbohm, and Mark Twain. ‘I meant to ask you whether you had ever met
William Morris.... what put it into my head was this. Once, when I was in Morris’s house,
a superior anti-Dickens sort of man ... was annoyed by Morris disparaging Thackeray.
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With studied gentleness he asked whether Morris could name a greater master of English.
Morris promptly said “Mark Twain.” This delighted me extremely, as it was my own
opinion; and then I found out that Morris was an incurable Huckfinomaniac.... I am the
author of a play in which a priest says “Telling the truth’s the funniest joke in the world,”
a piece of wisdom which you helped to teach me.’
Aug 3 1907, to Trebitsch, on planning for a performance of Captain Brassbound’s
Conversion, 126 in Trebitsch 1: ‘In dealing with the Kleines Th[eater] make it a
condition that [Agnes] Sorma shall play Lady Cicely, and withdraw the play if they
refuse. Without a star of the first magnitude failure is certain.’ Nov 21 1907, 129: ‘What
happened to Sorma & Lady Cicely? Was it a dead failure? It was practically a failure at
first with Ellen Terry, but now that she has at last actually become Lady C, and lives the
part, saying just what comes into her head without bothering about my lines, she is very
successful in it. Can Sorma read English?’
Aug 14 1907, to Wells, 53-54 in Wells (first part is not in CL): ‘I think the N.A. [New
Age] must be kept going. It is by chalks the best thing of its kind that has been done. No
Socialist paper has ever before made an attempt at serious day-by-day political criticism
of parliament or of the movement. Of course we can pick holes; but they are the holes
that can be patched only by our undertaking the editing ourselves.’ CL, 709-12: Contains
what is perhaps Shaw’s fullest description of his near-miss drowning with Robert
Loraine.
Sept 11 1907, to Trebitsch, 231 in Trebitsch 2: ‘[Richard] Strauss is by a great deal the
first German genius of the age, just as Wagner was, just as Rodin is in France. He is
probably the only man in the country who will fully understand the Wagner Brevier [The
Perfect Wagnerite]. But of course you must be the master of your own translation. I
dislike dedications myself: they are all nonsense—a survival from the time when they
were a method of begging a present of money from the dedicatee; but Strauss stands
above that sort of thing; and it occurred to me that if you admired him you might like to
dedicate the translation…. The story about me being lost in the mountains [in Wales]was
ridiculous. I was safe in a hotel. They searched for my footprints with lanterns instead of
concluding that I had behaved like a sane man.’
Sept 16 1907, to Vedrenne, II:174 in Holroyd: ‘The partnership of V & B has every
aspect of permanence: you are exactly on the terms which bind men to one another for
ever & ever, each with a strong grievance against the other to give interest & life to what
would otherwise be a tedious & uneventful routine. And the business will not bear
anyone else: that is the final economic fact that governs the situation.’
Sept 20 1907, to Edith Livia Beatty, 714: ‘I daresay Dalkey is actually and really and
prosaically a stupid little suburban seaside place; but to me it is a wonderland. Though
you would not suppose so from my present appearance, I was once a boy, apparently
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disreputable & worthless, but a prince in the world of my own imagination. I lived then in
a house called Torca Cottage, half way up the hill that has a castle on top, on the Dalkey
side of Killiney Hill. The front garden commanded Killiney bay: the back garden Dublin
Bay. When I was in those gardens they commanded all the kingdoms of the earth, all the
regions of the sky, and all the ages of history. I once described the place to an English
lady in such terms that she went to Ireland to see it, and was unspeakably disgusted at the
piffling reality that confronted her.’
Oct 10 1907, to Murray, organizing a letter of protest against the censorship of plays,
715: ‘We shall get in one blow, and one only; and it must be a smasher. The list of names
will not be too long, unfortunately: it would not be that if we got all the decent
playwrights in England. It is the length and completeness of the list that will make the
impression. Nobody would read a second lot: in fact, no editor who was a good journalist
would put them in except into a corner. Royal Academy—Second Notice—Third
Notice—is a game now abandoned to provincial papers of special obsolescence. It
positively must not be. Stiffen your back; for I assure you your opinion is worth a round
hundred of those of recluse-playwrights. They know nothing about public life, bless
them.’
Oct 14 1907, to Ellen, 318 in Terry: Shaw had watched her play Lady Cicely once again:
‘I was quite appalled on Saturday by the consequences of my writing Brassbound for
you. At the Court, you were always merely trying to remember a part. But now you have
realized that you are Lady Cicely. Her history has become your history; and instead of
trying to remember somebody else’s words, you simply say what is right to say in the
situation (which, by the way, is mostly much better than my dialogue) and there you have
the whole thing alive and perfect. It is really a very wonderful performance now; and the
others are not half good enough for you.’
Oct 21 1907, to Sidney, referring to a Wells statement on the progress of the Fabian
Society, 717-18: ‘I noticed his omission of the G.B.S. factor in the Fabian; and no doubt
he had a chuckle over it; but I think it is intellectually defensible. He has taken Fabian
Socialism to mean Administrative Socialism exclusively; and I think he is right, as that is
undoubtedly our specialty: the rest was common ground for all the societies. Now I dont
believe I ever contributed an administrative solution: in all that, as in many other things, I
only played Tyndall to your Helmholz; so Wells has done substantial justice and given a
welcome rest from the perpetual Shaw clatter by leaving me out. If the positive side of
his account of you had been as complete as the negative side of his criticism of me, I
should be more than satisfied.... As to the Political Committee, all I want to do just now is
to talk and push the Middle Class propaganda.... I find that my line of telling the middle
class that they are getting badly left between Labor & Plutocracy in parliament, & that
the cost of pensions & all other reforms extorted by Labor will be thrown on their rates &
taxes if they dont organize, is effective; and it involves emphasizing the limitations of
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Labor; but it seems to me that what we want is a couple of years of this sort of talk rather
than any immediate attempt to organize anything or formulate anything.
Oct 23 1907, to S. J. C. Russell, II:20 in Holroyd: Shaw calls Captain Brassbound’s
Conversion ‘an excellent Christian tract and treatise on good manners.’
c. Nov 1907, to A. F. Lugné-Poe, who had rejected Shaw’s terms for performances at the
Théâtre des Œuvres, 729-30: ‘Hamon has sent me your indignant letter.... You have not
yet taken in the situation. I am not a poor & obscure man of genius needing the aid of a
defricheur: I am a shark eager to devour French articles and French theatres as I am
devouring English, American, Austrian & Scandinavian artists & theatres. I have plenty
of money; and I want more. I have plenty of reputation; and I want more. Every night
five or six performances of my plays take place: I want to have ten.... I have conquered
London, Berlin, Vienna, New York, Budapest & Stockholm; and I shall conquer Paris in
due time. Would it not amuse you to take part in the campaign?’
Nov 1 1907, to Forbes-Robertson, who was trying out Cæsar and Cleopatra in the
provinces, 378 in Meisel: ‘I have no doubt that your Cæsar will be a stroke of work of the
kind that this generation of Londoners has seen nothing of. Indeed the whole difficulty is
that the grand school has gone under so completely that the public has got rusty in its
perception of it; and Cæsar will begin by puzzling them. But after a little while that will
wear off.’ After the London opening, however, Shaw told him on Jan 31 1908, 378: ‘The
Press, headed by Walkley, said of Cæsar exactly what they had said of Arms and the Man
in 1894—Offenbach and Meilhac and Halévy—opera bouffe.’
Nov 8 1907, to Mrs Grainger, with Shaw on a tear through France with Charlotte, II:190
in Holroyd: ‘I shall go to Beauvais probably tomorrow or next day and shall either do the
cathedral in ten minutes & hurry on Lord knows where, or stay there a day or two.... the
cessation of writing & talking has done me a lot of good. I am quite desperate with
nervous exhaustion.... If I make even one more engagement I feel something will burst.’
Nov 8 1907, to his Swedish translator Hugo Vallentin, 721: Shaw defines ‘philanderer’
cogently, without revealing his obvious model.
Nov 16 1907, to B. Iden Payne, 117 in Park: ‘It is quite impossible for me to give you
the rights of Plays, Pleasant and Unpleasant. I have already explained to Miss Horniman
and to Charles Hughes the deadlock which is being produced between the VedrenneBarker enterprise and the Manchester one.... I cannot smash Vedrenne and Barker by
giving you the provinces.’ Their enterprise ‘is at present completely dependent on my
plays.... If I withhold them from you, so much the better for the Cause in the long run,
because your business is to discover fresh authors and conquer new territory, not to
exploit the conquests made by V. and B.’
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Nov 16 1907, to R. B. Haldane, 722-23: ‘Do you think the Cabinet really knows how
much feeling there is about this abominable Denshawai affair? How can you all be so
weak as to let Grey smudge out your successes by committing you all to a sensational
horror. In the name of common sense, do not wreck the next General Election merely
because it is good form to be loyal to his party, but to every decent human sentiment and
political tradition. Surely, when it comes to a Liberal Minister being fiercely defended by
The Saturday Review against The Daily News, it is time to ask him which side of the
House he intends to sit on.’ On the same day he writes much the same to John Burns,
723-24, adding that the Cabinet should ‘take Grey by the scruff of his neck … and hold
him out of the window over the railings until he lets out Abdel Nebi, and the rest of the
surviving victims of that infernal business at Denshawai.’
Nov 17 1907, to Erica, 725-28: Shaw analyzes her difficult unmarried life with her
parents; Nov 27, 731-35: He describes his aging process, partly to discourage her
infatuation with him.
Nov 17 1907, to Vedrenne, 68 in Albert 2: ‘Undershaft remains a difficulty. It is
important that he should be a good first nighter. Only for that, I might venture with your
man, who would be quite good on the tenth night.’
Nov 18 1907, to Murray, 728-29: ‘You know my theory of the inheritance of acquired
habits, which neo-Darwinians deny. First I say that since breathing, circulating the blood,
and digesting food are beyond all question acquired habits—and rather late acquirements
at that—the fact that they are inherited settles for ever the position of the neo-Darwinians
as hopeless idiots. But every man who has acquired the habit of bicycling knows that he
relapses between each lesson & finally acquires the faculty in an instant, miraculously, as
a fulfilled aspiration which has created the means of fulfilling it.... Give me a good word
for this phenomenon of relapse.’
Nov 27 1907, to Gertrude Elliott, who was playing Cleopatra, 735: ‘Kill Ian [Robertson]
for getting the curtain down thirty seconds too soon & spoiling your discovery of
Ftatateeta slain. Make Cæsar be much tenderer with the boy when you pull him out of the
chair; & glare jealously at them for fully half an hour before you speak. Also make a
much slower & statelier march down to the chair; so that your sudden assault on little
Ptolly may be a surprise. Did you every try lying across the Sphinx’s paws as if it was
dandling you. If I had such a pretty profile and such pretty arms I would not throw them
away by being propped up against the beast like a sack of apples.’
c. Dec 1907, to Daly, 740: ‘On the 30th I play my last card in the Savoy game—a revival
of Arms and the Man, the first since 1894, with a very strong cast—Loraine, Barker, his
wife, Sherbrook, Auriol Lee and Hearn. This is the charge of the old guard at Waterloo;
and it may prove that I am making the same mistake as Napoleon, not knowing when I
am beaten and advancing when I should retreat. Loraine has given up a New York season
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to lead this forlorn hope for me. Take that excellent young man as your model in the
future, Arnold. He made my fortune with Man & Superman, and is profoundly grateful to
me for it.’
Dec 14-16 1907, to Erica, 740-41: ‘Oh, you are young, Miss Merriker, very VERY
young. You duffer, why didnt you tell your father & mother that you are in love with me,
and that you write to me whenever you have nothing better to do, and that what you
couldnt stand was to have your father’s trash [works on education] set up as superior to
my inspired scriptures? How can you expect to get on with your parents if you never tell
them anything about yourself? That would explain everything in a perfectly inoffensive
and highly amusing way. Instead of which you go on nagging at the poor man and
pretending to criticise, when you are really in a condition of delightful infatuation and
furious jealousy…. Do stop talking about whether this is wrong or that right. Have you
read my works in vain that you are still irritating yourself & everybody else with this
artificial academic illnatured stuff about guilt & innocence?’
Dec 30 1907, to Lillah, on the brink of a performance as Raina in Arms and the Man, 8687 in Theatrics: Shaw rattles off a series of last-minute instructions on crucial moments
in the play.
Jan 3 1908, to an actor-manager, 751: Shaw declares, ‘Why dont you get something out
of the new men—the young men—Charles McEvoy, & all the other Stage Society
discoveries? I have done something to break the hedges for them; and now it is time for
them to take up the running & let the veteran retire.’
Jan 3 1908, to Jane Wells, from Edstaston, 61 in Wells (headnote): ‘I have been all this
time trying to screw up my courage to refuse. If you knew how I loathe dinners—how I
create a public scandal by refusing to drink the King’s health (an Irish habit)—how I
always confirm the worst suspicions of the opposition—how I have sworn again & again
that the Vedrenne-Barker dinner was to be my very last, you would not press me to do
this inhuman and hated thing. Now, thank Heaven, I have collapsed & had to come down
here to recuperate. We have bought a motor to recuperate, & I get frozen hard every day
and thawed out every evening. Don’t—Don’t—DON’T ask me to dine at that horrible
club. It will poison my life until it comes off, & embitter my memories for ever after. Ask
Cecil Chesterton. He LIKES eating. Spare me if you have a heart. Anything—
ANYTHING but this.’
Jan 19 1908, to Barker, 115 in Barker: ‘When will you understand that what has ruined
you as a manager is your love for people who are “a little weak, perhaps, but just the right
tone.” The right tone is never a little weak perhaps; it is always devastatingly strong.
Keep your worms for your own plays, and leave me the drunken, stagey, brassbowelled
barnstormers my plays are written for.’
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IPS Jan 31 1908, to Erica, 82-83 in Allan Chappelow, Shaw—‘The Chucker-Out’: A
Biographical Exposition and Critique (New York: AMS Press, 1971): ‘What is all this
about publishing a book? How are you doing it? Where are you doing it? Who is doing
it? Why dont you consult me about it instead of writing endless hypochondria without
any stops and “sort of” in every second line (a maddening expression …)? You will be
fleeced like a sheep, humbugged, swindled, robbed of your copyright, overcharged….
Yes: I will try to fix up a lunch for you…. But I shall give you about two hours notice;
and it wont be very soon; so dont bother.’ IPS April 22, 84: ‘You understand, of course,
that this is only a draft, and that it would be well to keep a copy when you send it to them
for their approval…. Now that I have taught you some respect for business and the law,
let me assure you that marriage is more sacred than either, and that unless you are
prepared to treat my wife with absolute loyalty, you will be hurled into outer darkenss for
ever. The privilege of pawing me, such as it is, is hers exclusively…. Remember that
your best behaviour will not be too good for me, as you hardly yet know how to behave
yourself at all, being the very worst brought-up young woman I have ever met in the
course of my half century of “taking notice.”’
Feb 6 1908, to Lillah, 755-7: Shaw attacks in revealing detail her depiction of Raina in
Arms and the Man, summing up with what it lacks is ‘the extremity of style—style—
Comedie Française, Queen of Spain style’ (756). He adds a note that is ironic in the light
of her future: ‘Vedrenne is quite right: you were born to be Barker’s ruin, my ruin, the
ruin of the English stage’ (757).
Feb 9 1908, to Massingham, who had asked Shaw to review Hardy’s The Dynasts, 757: ‘I
am afraid—simply afraid. I tried the first volume; and the proof that it really did not
interest me (beyond sampling) is that I have not looked at the second & third. Of all
literary genres the one I am most down on is le faux, perhaps because I drop into it so
often myself; and the mixture of Shelley’s Prometheus style, Shakespear & Wessex
torments me. I am afraid I should tear it to pieces; and as I know the author a very little
personally & like the kernel of his work, I had rather not run any risks of being uselessly
unsympathetic.’
Feb 29 1908, to Lee Matthews, II:175 in Holroyd: ‘What with Barker gradually losing all
desire to act, and Vedrenne gradually losing all desire to do anything else but act, the
position has become more & more impossible. If I could only get V on the stage & B off
it, I should amaze the world.’
Mar 1 1908, to Chesterton, who had attacked Shaw as ‘the last of the rationalists’ in the
New Age, 759-62: ‘You are played out as an essayist: your ardor is soddened, your
intellectual substance crumbled, by the attempt to keep up the work of your twenties into
your thirties. Another five years of this, and you will be the apologist of every infamy
that wears a Liberal or Catholic mask…. Nothing can save you now except a rebirth as a
dramatist. I have done my turn; and I now call on you to take yours & do a man’s work. It
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is my solemn belief that it was my Quintessence of Ibsenism that rescued you and all
your ungrateful generation from Materialism & Rationalism. You were all tired atheists
turning to Kipling and Ruskinian Anglicanism whilst I, with the angel’s wings beating in
my ears from Beethoven’s 9th symphony (oh blasphemous walker in deafness), gave you
in 1880 & 1881 two novels in which you had your Rationalist-Secularist hero
immediately followed by my Beethovenian hero.’ Shaw then recounts at length his early,
inflammatory appearance at the Hall of Science on Feb 22 1891 as a prospect to succeed
Bradlaugh as head of the National Secular Society. He comments to his friend: ‘Nothing
is more natural than that you should reconstruct me as the last of the Rationalists ... ; and
nothing could be more erroneous. It would be much nearer the truth to call me, in that
world, the first of the mystics.’ He concludes: ‘Dont forget that the race is only struggling
out of its dumbness, and that it is only in moments of inspiration that we get out a
sentence. All the rest is padding.’
March 9 1908, to Trebitsch, 131 in Trebitsch 1: Shaw argues the need for a Society of
Authors in Germany, using the illegal use of his own works as examples of the lack of
authorial protection.
March 22 1908, to Wells, 763-66: Shaw tries, at great length, to teach Wells the proper
‘committee manners’ of a Fabian. He then turns to Getting Married: ‘I have just finished
a dramatic masterpiece—unities so perfectly preserved that I have got two & a half hours
into a single act & a single scene’ (766).
April 3 1908, to Barker, 119-20 in Barker: ‘Vedrenne and Barker, though dead, yet live.
The Daily Telegraph has announced my new play [Getting Married] at the Haymarket….
All this has depended on force majeure at the centre. The alternative proposals were (a)
get rid of the superfluous Vedrenne, (b) get rid of the intolerable Barker, or (c) get rid of
both Vedrenne and Barker, those notorious incompetent muddlers and amateurs. Fate
(whose initials are G.B.S.) decreed that nobody should be got rid of, and that the old
amateur muddling should go on. V.D. has worked hard and organized the production. He
will probably put it to you whether, as a gentleman, you can ask for a salary when you
have been doing nothing but razzling in America. Your reply is that I am doing your
work, i.e. producing the play, and that you are ready to take it up at a moment’s notice
when you are wanted.’
Apr 11 1908, to Trebitsch, 768-70: Shaw reacts to the translation of ‘The Impossibility of
Anarchism’ in the German journal Morgen: ‘Oh Siegfried, Siegfried, what have you
done? Here is my best and most useful piece of economic analysis mutilated so as to
appear like a strong defence of Anarchism & revival of Bakunin, and presented to the
German public as an authentic work of mine.... Have you gone stark mad? Or has the
influenza given me hallucinations? ... This is the VERY WORST thing that has ever
happened since the world was created. Do you realize that Anarchism is a serious thing?
Heaven forgive you!’ (770).
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April 20 1908, to Trebitsch, 771-72: ‘It is not the 5th act of the Doctor’s DD that kills the
play: it is the 4th. Everything will depend on whether Dubedat can make an acting
success of this. Barker made it ghastly: people used to go out & faint & ask for brandy at
the Court Theatre: he missed the peculiar softness & prettiness that gives pathos to the
death, and made it hard & frightful. Of course the critics did not know what was wrong:
they never do. Lots of people thought the 5th act the gem of the play: others thought it
spoiled everything.’
April 27, to Erica, 774-75: ‘There is no more intolerable nuisance than the man who
makes love to other men’s wives and the woman who makes love to other women’s
husbands. Unless when you walk into the house of a married woman you accept the
obligation (a highly unnatural one) to consider her husband’s person as sacred, you break
the covenant of bread and salt, and are a thief, a libertine and a betrayer. If you say that
you mean no harm, you are a fool as well. The reason is very simple. When an adult
woman and an adult man caress one another, the result is entirely different from the result
of kissing your mother. The whole creative force of the universe suddenly leaps into
activity in their bodies. They lose all power of acting other than instinctively. They act
instinctively; and the consequence is that the adult man wakes from his dream
exceedingly ashamed of himself; and the adult woman has a baby’ (774). ‘The reason
everybody tells you to get married and have children is that they thoroughly understand
the wiles of the Life Force, and wish heartily that you would come to understand it too,
and become a reasonable and sympathetic human being through that experience’ (775).
April 29, 775: ‘Jupiter could not help shrivelling up Semele; if you dare to fall in love
with a god, you must be prepared for thunderbolts.’
April 25 1908, to Kropotkin, who was writing an account of the French Revolution, 3031 in Soboleva: ‘I cannot imagine anything that we can do here can be of any use in
Russia. If Russia were suffering from a foreign despotism, like Poland or Ireland, then
European public opinion might do something to restrain the Government. As it is, What
can we do? There is a limit to newspaper agitation, because the first necessity of
journalism is novelty; and if the Russian Government arranges ten executions per day, the
result is that at the end of nine days no human being will read a paragraph about a
Russian execution. I do not believe anything can be done now until the pressure of the
Russian aristocracy develops some real political and administrative ability in the ranks of
the revolution. However infamous the Government of the Czar may be, at all events, it is
a Government, and does contrive in some sort of a function to administer public affairs.
And it will never be displaced by mere humanitarian indignation. It can only be displaced
by a rival administration of some sort. The Russian Revolution is very much worse off
than the French one was, because European democracy was not strong enough in the
XVIII century to prevent the monarchs of Europe from making a combined attack on the
Revolution and thereby driving the whole French nation into the revolutionary camp in a
fever of patriotism. At the present time, the European democracies are strong enough to
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prevent their Governments from going to the aid of the Czar, but not strong enough to go
to the aid of the Revolution; consequently, there is no peril from without sufficiently
terrifying to consolidate the Russian people in support of the revolution. The present
wretched guerilla warfare of executions and assassinations does not seem to advance
matters; and its sensational horrors have long since palled on the newspaper reading
public. I may be wrong in all this, but I think my opinion is [a] fairly representative one.
All the socialists I meet have given up talking about Russia: when you mention it they
simply shrug their shoulders and give it up as hopeless. The notion that a public meeting
in London could no any good would seem to them merely fantastic. You must remember
that the Russian Government is fighting desperately for its life; and governments in this
position are not influenced by public meetings. When they are shooting and hanging and
flogging and imprisoning out of mere class prejudice and spite, an expression of disgust
abroad may check them, or at least induce them to proceed more secretly, but when they
are exterminating enemies who, if spared, will not hesitate to exterminate them, nothing
will stop them but an adequate resistance on the part of the victims.’
May 12 1908, to John Oliver, a minister, 779-80: Shaw discusses free love and marriage
law within the context of Getting Married; a key paragraph focuses on ‘quite the most
formidable of all’ objections to marriage ‘which has not yet been grasped; and that is its
appalling licentiousness.... I hardly know any thoughtful Minister of religion who is not
troubled by the fact that sexual intemperance among professed libertines is negligible in
comparison with its prevalence among married people.’
May 13 1908, to Lillah, who played Mrs George in Getting Married, 781: ‘It was just the
touch of Oxford Street that was so absolutely indispensable to the sermon. The play,
though it is so largely a discussion on Marriage, is really a sermon on Equality. There
could have been no rebuke whatever to the snobbery of Hotchkiss if Mrs George had
been what you call an uncommon woman: that is why you would have ruined the play if
you had appeared in it. The part is one for a sublime low comedian. With all your
qualities, you are not a low comedian, are you?’
May 15 1908, to Hamon, 781-85: Shaw contrasts the audience’s clamorous response to
Getting Married with the derision of the critics (781-2).
May 18 1908, to the journalist Maud Churton Braby, on Getting Married, 785-6: ‘As for
the proceedings of the people in the last act, I am not really responsible for them. I am
merely a conduit for the Life Force in the matter; and that act is pure inspiration. But you
may not have noticed that the play, besides being a disquisition on the marriage problem,
is also a sermon on equality.... I was forced to resort to the device of clairvoyance, in
order that I might for the moment obliterate Mrs George as a comedic personality, and
substitute the entire female sex crying to the ages from her lips. The moment she became
Mrs George again it was all over: Anthony had to be tempted.’
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May 25 1908, to Alfred Douglas, who had written a scathing review of Getting Married
in the Academy, 207-08 in Douglas: ‘Who on earth have you been handing over your
dramatic criticism to? Your man, who must have been frightfully drunk, has achieved the
following startling libel: “The waiter, disguised as a butler, told us, among other things,
that his mother was very fond of men and was in the habit of bringing them home at
night.” For that statement, which I need hardly say is pure invention, you will have
Vedrenne and Barker, Frederick Harrison [manager of the Haymarket] and Holman Clark
[the actor concerned] demanding damages from the Academy at the rate of about twentyfive hundred pounds apiece. Can you not manage to volunteer in your next issue a
withdrawal of the article? As a rule, I do not like asking an editor to throw his contributor
over; but when the contributor throws over the editor so outrageously as in this case, I do
not see what is to be done.... You will see that the writer gives himself away hopelessly at
the beginning by saying that he left the house at the end of twenty-five minutes. Later on
he describes a scene which he did not wait for, and contrives to get both a libel and a flat
mis-statement of fact into his reference. However, it is really this howler about a man’s
mother which makes the article entirely indefensible. As you may not have seen the play,
I should explain that what actually does happen is that the greengrocer who is in charge
of the wedding breakfast describes certain escapades of his sister-in-law, who ran away
from home several times. He adds that the men “brought her home the same night, and no
harm done.” It is conceivable that a critic, if very drunk, might possibly have muddled
this honestly in the way your man has done; but that does not make it any more
defensible; and you can see how the gross coarseness of the blunder would affect a jury if
the case came into court. I suggest that the best and friendliest thing to do is to state in
your next issue that since the sentence above quoted is a misdescription, you feel bound
to withdraw the whole article unreservedly. If you think well of this, or some equivalent
course, you might let me have a line so that I may try and smooth matters.’ Douglas
replied that he wrote the review himself, that the error was a trifling one, and that Shaw
may take what legal action he chooses. May 27 1908, 209-10: ‘Thank goodness it was
you, and not some poor devil whom it would have been your duty to sack. You MUST
have been drunk—frightfully drunk—or in some equivalent condition; no normal man
behaves like that. Now go right off to your solicitors, and show them my letter, and ask
them whether they think the error a trifling one from the point of view of a British jury.
Show them the article also. They need not consider me: I do not propose to take any
action in the matter, and have only intervened to get you out of a scrape, leaving you to
settle with yourself what you ought to do as regards you own honour. But the libel affects
both the Haymarket Theatre (Harrison) and Vedrenne and Barker; and they are neither of
them in any way disposed to take that dangerous sentence amiably. I feel pretty sure that
your solicitors will advise you to admit the blunder and withdraw it. If they dont, change
them.’ Douglas called this letter ‘a piece of childish impertinence,’ and said he was ‘very
well able to take care of himself.’ May 31 1908: ‘I asked you for a friendly reparation:
you have given me a savage revenge. However, perhaps it was the best way out. As you
have owned up, we are satisfied; and the public will forgive you for the sake of your
blazing boyishness. There is always the question—Who is to edit the editor? Fortunately,
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in this case there are two Douglasses—A. D. the poet and—shall I say?—the hereditary
Douglas. Make A. D. the editor. It needs extraordinary conscientiousness, delicacy and
Catholicism to criticise unscrupulously, brutally, and free-thinkingly, as the Academy is
trying to do, and, indeed, derives all its interest and value from doing. That hereditary
Douglas, when he gets loose from A. D., is capable of wrecking a paper—even of
wrecking himself. Most people are—hence the need for editors. Excuse my preaching; I
am a born improver of occasions, Sans rancune G. Bernard Shaw
May 27 1908, to Rutland Boughton, a composer, 788: ‘I greatly mistrust your project of a
series of Arthurian music dramas. You will simply produce a second-hand Ring. The
Ring itself would never have existed if it had not been to Wagner an expression of his
strongest religious and social convictions; and unless you have equally strong convictions
and an equally deep penetration into the social life that surrounds you, you will only
waste a good deal of scoring paper which you might employ far better by trying to deal,
as Strauss does (not to mention Elgar) with the modern world in a crisp and powerful
style, making a clean sweep of the tremolandos and the sentimental and grandiose
modulations of the nineteenth century.’
June 5 1908, to Dr. Ch. Barbaud, who was translating his plays, 117 in Pharand: ‘The
existence of your version is a violation of the rights of my authorized translators. You
really might as well write to me to say that you had stolen M Hamon’s watch, Mme
Hamon’s parasol, and my hat.’
June 29 1908, to McNulty, 790-91: ‘Lucy has just sent me a letter of yours—the first
news I have had of you for years. I had no idea you were still in the bank. It is nearly
forty years since you entered it. I thought that thirty years at most would qualify you for a
pension, and that since you had always refused to take banking seriously, you would
retire at the first possible moment and devote yourself to journalism and literature…. I
note that you think that I could have held out a helping hand to you in literature, and that
I didnt. But literature is one of those things at which no man can help another. I talked
about Misther O’Ryan and The Son of a Peasant for all I was worth, and wrote about
them when I had the opportunity. My wife liked them and was much interested in you; so
she also talked. I did succeed to some extent in spreading a notion among the Irish
Literary Theatre people that you were a sort of Irish Dickens; and I tried to persuade you
to follow up my chatter with a play—you published the letter afterwards, confound you,
without the least regard for my relations with Yeats’ (790). ‘I am actually buying a motor
car, the very mention of which brings out a cold sweat of terror on me, so as to be able to
substitute a common mechanical worry for the subtler worries of my work. I can at least
choose my time to drive the thing, whereas the emergencies with which I have to deal
(my life is one string of emergencies) always come as a last straw that breaks the camel’s
back. Of course I make the best of it; enjoy it; am vain about it; say that it is better to
wear out than rust out; argue that life is nothing but action and that the idle man does not
live etc., etc. (for I, too, must dramatize myself for my Lucies); but there is reason in
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everything; and at such moments as the present, at the end of the season, the only effect
of the gospel of the strenuous life on me is to make me feel inclined to brain the man who
preaches it’ (791).
July 1 1908, to Barker, at the end of the Vedrenne-Barker experiment in London, 127-28
in Barker: ‘I am at present, like V.D., fed up with the unremunerative experimental
matinee drama. I have no doubt that it was good policy to keep the game alive even to the
extent of loading up Getting Married with [plays by] Masefield and Housman in addition
to its own natural staggers; but I could not keep that game going unless I were really a
rich man, which of course I am not. If [Frederick] Whelen’s enterprise comes off it will
provide for all the work that the Vedrenne-Barker matinees have been doing for the last
four years. Whelen has been considerate enough not to put any of my plays on his list,
which consists largely of the successes (save the mark!) of the Stage Society. This will
set me free to look out for a chance of exploiting my own plays at somebody else’s
expense so as to replace some of my submerged capital’ (127). Shaw then details the
arguments at the chaotic first meeting of the Dramatic Sub-Committee of the Author’s
Society (128).
July 2 1908, with addenda on July 3, to Hamon, 798: ‘I have not yet read your article in
the Nineteenth Century [‘Un nouveau Molière,’ July issue]; but it is being quoted in all
directions in the press and will positively add considerably to my reputation. The English
never know what to admire until some foreigner tells them; but when they are at last told
what to do, it is astonishing how obediently and zealously they do it.’
c. July 16 1908, to Archer, 802: ‘I achieved the impossible—a meeting with Strindberg-today. He said “Archer is not in sympathy with me.” I said “Archer wasnt in sympathy
with Ibsen either; but he couldnt help translating him all the same, being accessible to
poetry, though otherwise totally impenetrable.” After some further conversation,
consisting mainly of embarrassed silence & a pale smile or two by A.S. & floods of
energetic eloquence in a fearful lingo, half French, half German, by G.B.S., A.S. took out
his watch & said, in German, “At two o’clock I am going to be sick.” The visitors
accepted this delicate intimation & withdrew.’ He also sent a more compact version to
Barker, 130 in Barker: ‘This great man reached the summit of his career when he met
the immortal G.B.S. at the Theatre Interne at Stockholm on the 16th. July 1908 at one
o/clock in the afternoon. At 1.25 he said in German, “At two o/clock I am going to be
sick.” On this strong hint the party broke up.’
July 25 1908, to Jones, II:54 in Holroyd: ‘My European reputation was engineered
systematically on a heroic scale.... I calculated that the only way to make the job really
worth doing was to catch some man in each country who would undertake all my work,
and thus get something like an income out of half the fees. At last I succeeded
everywhere except in Portugal. Sometimes the men came of their own accord as devoted
disciples. Sometimes I picked a man who had never dreamt of the job and hypnotised and
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subsidised him into it. Whenever possible, I got a man with an English or American
wife.... The results have been very varied.... Printing operations to save lapse of copyright
have been costly, and, on the whole, I have perhaps consulted my own peace of mind in
not making out the total profit and loss account. The trouble, including occasional
lawsuits, is sometimes so devilish that I curse the day when international copyright was
invented, and wish the whole world were like Holland and Russia, out of the Berne
Convention. Still, when I get the pirates thoroughly intimidated by reckless litigation and
my men trained, there will be much less bother.’
Aug 6 1908, to Archer, from Munich, 304-05 in Archer: Archer had corrected Shaw’s
delusion that [E.R.V.] Dibdin had died. ‘I am not at all satisfied about this Dibdin
business. I saw the man’s obituary notice. I said “Alas, poor Yorick” over him; I reflected
on the shortness of the period during which I could hope to survive him; I thought of the
many worse men I could have better spared; and at last I became resigned to the loss and
invested his memory with a certain poetry. And now he upsets me and falsifies history by
not being dead at all. I am not disposed to accept your rather off-hand and unfeeling
statement without some investigation’ (304). ‘The hand of Providence was shown plainly
on my arrival here yesterday by the sudden revival at the Residenz, for one night only, of
Candida and How He Lied. I asked the hotel porter to get me tickets. He told me that I
was mistaken about the play—that it was in German and that I would not understand it. I
said I would go all the same…. Eugene was a thick-necked young motor agent out for a
bank holiday, in a striped suit and collar of the flashiest fancy. Morell was an
Archimandrite who would have put Moses out of countenance on Mount Pisgah. His hair
came down to his shoulders; and his coat came down to his ankles. Candida was not at all
bad for a Gertrude Kingston sort of woman. Burgess made me laugh, and even gave me
some tips in the way of stage business. They played it straight through in 90 minutes,
dropping the curtain for a moment only, and hurrying on as if the police were at their
heels’ (305).
c Aug 6 1908, to Barker, 806 (holograph): ‘I have just seen Candida and How He Lied at
the Residency Theatre [in Munich]. I shall never be the same man again. They dropped
the curtain for ten seconds each time & got through in 90 minutes. The Eugene was a
perfect H. G. Wells hero, only needing a terrier, a straw hat, a bicycle agency, and a copy
of the Sporting Times to make him complete. He was a bit of an athlete, and jumped in
the chair with his legs crossed very well. In How He Lied he sat on the piano keyboard &
Teddy banged the bass with him. Burgess & Candida were good; but the performance, on
the whole was a horror.’
Aug 11 1908, to Barker, 205 in Dunbar: ‘I used to want change: now I want rest,
especially as the worries of travelling used to be a complete change from the high and
strenuous activities of my prime, whereas now the vulgar worries of business are just like
the travelling worries: and the only sign of improvement in my condition is that whereas I
was crushed I am now exasperated. Another day in Munich would have driven me mad:
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the day after tomorrow I shall feel that another day’s motoring will murder me.’ Aug 19,
from Heidelberg, 205-06 in Dunbar: ‘I am fed up with vagabondage, and with the cat
and dog life I lead with poor Charlotte, who takes every unguarded expression of my
loathing of travelling as a personal insult to herself. Another month of it would end in
divorce. I held out fairly well until Munich; but 3 weeks is my limit: since then I have
been very bad company for myself and worse for her.’
Aug 19 1908, to Vedrenne and Barker, 808-09: ‘Now as to the profit sharing. That ought
to take place in proportion to the cash we have advanced. Since the Court business was
closed, I have put down so much, Vedrenne so much, Barker so much. The original
understanding was that the proportions were to be—Shaw 50, Vedrenne 25, Barker 25.
The actual proportions are, roughly, Shaw 1000,000,000,000,000 Vedrenne 9/10 Barker
7/8, there or thereabouts. Well, let the net profit on the tour be divided among us in like
proportion. I think we had better count only the actual hard cash put down by each
contributor since the first levy was made on me—that is, since the institution of the
guarantee fund made me a theatrical speculator instead of a respectable author’ (808). ‘It
is to be observed, anyhow, that Vedrenne & Barker as individuals have created a
Frankenstein’s Monster (the firm of Vedrenne & Barker with a Goodwill for a soul) that
they cannot easily slay, however much they may loathe it. They cannot take each what is
his & go his several way any more than Solomon’s litigants could take each her half of
the child’ (809).
Oct 15 1908, to Vedrenne on a production of Man and Superman in Dublin, 91-93 in
Theatrics: Shaw describes its violations of the text, and concludes: ‘It is perfectly awful
to think that the Vedrenne-Barker Man and Superman has been introduced to the
provinces so villainously.’ Same-day note to Barker on an English production, 137 in
Barker: ‘I came within an inch of suicide and murder…. Ann Whitefield looks like a
dowdy Brixton widow of forty…. I feel no further disposition to pursue the heartbreaking of playwright and shall henceforth devote myself to the advancement of the
human race as politician and essayist.’
Oct 26 1908, to Lucy Carr Shaw, who had learned that her husband had been living with
a married woman for ten years while Lucy was absent in Germany, 814-15: ‘I dont see
any reason for maintaining the marriage that can weigh for a moment against the reasons
for dissolving it. The tie is onerous enough even in the case of people whose marriages
have been successful; who are living comfortably together and bringing up a family. But
in your case the marriage does nothing but mischief. It compels your husband to live an
immoral life; to seduce women who he might otherwise honorably marry; to have no
children except illegitimate ones; and, generally, to be rated as a man of loose
character—and such strong rating generally produces the reality sooner or later. It
exposes you to the imputation of being either a spiteful woman who will not divorce her
husband lest he should marry the other woman, or a woman of bad character whose hands
are not clean enough for the divorce court. At any moment your husband—possibly a
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paralyzed & broken man—may dump himself on your doorstep and compel you to
maintain him. It is just this kind of chicken that always does always come home to roost.
You have all the disadvantages of a married woman and none of none of the advantages.
You cannot marry if you want to. You cannot form any sort of friendship with a man
without exposing him to the risk of being threatened with a divorce petition in which he
would be the correspondent—and all sensible men are keenly alive to this danger. It
makes it much more difficult to provide for you: a will in your favor is a will in your
husband’s favor, as you would probably soon find out if you were no longer protected by
the poverty that is not worth blackmailing. Your husband has the most precarious of
occupations: age will soon disqualify him as an acting manager, and as an actor he may
be out of an engagement for a long period at any time. There is every likelihood of his
finding himself confronted with the alternative of very disagreeable personal privation or
appealing to you for help. He can molest you to an intolerable extent if you drive him to
extremity (that is, if you dont buy him off): the formula “This woman is my wife” will
paralyse every hand that is raised to protect you.’
Oct 28 1908, to Barker, 137-38 in Barker: ‘Indignant letters from disciples in the country
and a chance press cutting reveal the fact that Trevor Lowe has announced Y.N.C.T. as a
farcical comedy, and has cut Mrs Clandon’s speech out of the first act. Kindly obliterate
Trevor Lowe from the book of life and tell him not to accept any further dates. If he
wants to be a waiter in a farcical comedy, let him try Pink Dominoes.’
Oct 29 1908, to Margot Asquith on knighting Pinero, 93-94 in Theatrics: Shaw asks the
Prime Minister’s wife to remind the King that ‘Pinero is exclusively a dramatist: a
knighthood for him is an unquestionable unambiguous theatre knighthood.’ Then he
adds: ‘If a high-literary knight or baronet, or even baron is wanted, Gilbert Murray, now
Regius Professor of Greek at Oxford and son-in-law to that extremely Liberal peer Lord
Carlisle and his formidable and even more Liberal wife, is the very man. His translations
of Euripides are magnificent.’
Nov 2 1908, to Mary Hamilton, 24 in Moore: ‘I really dont know what to say to you. An
actress mustnt have a mother or a father or anything else than her art; and as under
existing circumstances the art is seldom as valuable as the parent, it is impossible to make
a fixed rule as to which to choose. If your mother’s ill health is not carefully nursed she
will probably get well. If it is, she will go to bed for the next 20 years; and how old will
you be by that time? Whether you return to the stage or not, your proper place is not in a
sick room. One must be human and helpful, but there is a limit to self-sacrifice: no man
sacrificed his career to nurse his father; nor does public opinion allow a father to demand
or allow such a sacrifice. If you must nurse, nurse your own children. However, this is
only the cold drawn general morality of the situation: I dont know the personal
circumstances. I only know that the aphorism in Man & Superman (the Revolutionist’s
Handbook part of it) is true—“If you begin by sacrificing yourself to those you love, you
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will end by hating those to whom you have sacrificed yourself.” What does the bishop
say?’
Nov 9 1908, to Boughton, 29 in Boughton: ‘Why do you want to come and play your
King Arthur to me? I do not insist on reading my plays to you. Do you suppose that I am
an impresario, or that I have influence at the Opera or with music publishers? If so, I
assure you you are mistaken. I can do absolutely nothing for you; and your desire to
waste my time and your own is not one to be encouraged. especially now that you are
married and have a wife to provide for. Get your King Arthur performed if you can; and I
will attend the performance if I feel inclined. Until then bend all your energies to
achieving the performance; and remember that there are few experiences more trying,
even to people whose business it is, to hear a young composer making a horrible noise at
the piano under the impression that he is conveying the beauties of his score to the
unfortunate listener. Besides, one knows beforehand by your age and your way of going
on that the score will be rubbish, though no doubt the composition of it has helped to
educate you, and some scraps of it may come in later on.’
Nov 12 1908, to Payne, 118 in Park: ‘I very greatly doubt the policy of giving a
performance of Candida in Dublin. Nothing could be more fatal to Miss Horniman’s
credit than to allow any falling off in the quality of her performances to be perceptible.
Now I know that you think that your Candida is very much better than the Dawson
Milward-Hamer-O’Malley Candida which formed Miss Horniman’s last presentation of
the play in Dublin. But I do not believe it myself; and as it is only a question of one
performance, I think you had better not run the risk.’
Nov 15 1908, to Barker, on a performance of Murray’s translation of the Bacchae, 13940 in Barker: ‘The Bacchae was, on the whole, good business for Lillah: it brought out
the sort of thing she can do that nobody else can do; and the mesmeric scene came off
immensely. But of course the performance was an absurdity all the same. The four
women yowled inhumanely. They remembered my precepts fairly well in the first chorus;
but they soon got hysterical; and if some property on the lines of the Wooden Horse of
Troy, but shaped like a tom cat had come forth, fascinated by their wailings, the effect
would have been superb.’
Nov 21 1908, to Frances Dillon, a gifted actress playing Ann in Man and Superman, 817:
‘try to imagine yourself Queen Victoria every night in the Ist Act.... even when she was
most infatuatedly in love with Prince Albert, [she] always addressed him exactly as if he
were a little boy of three and she his governess. That is the particular kind of English
ladylikeness in which you are deplorably deficient. An English lady in mourning is a
majestic and awful spectacle. No matter how improperly she may behave, an English
lady never admits she is behaving improperly. Just as there are lots of women who are
good-hearted and honest and innocent in an outrageously rowdy way, so are there ladies
who do the most shocking things with a dignity and gentility which a bishop might envy.
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Ann is one of the latter sort; and this is what you have not got in Ann. Ann’s dignity, her
self-control, her beautifully measured speed, her impressive grief for her father, which
absolutely forbids her to smile until she is out of mourning, a sort of rich, chaste, noble
self-respect about her which makes you feel she belongs to carriage folk and is probably
very highly connected, must be splendidly and very firmly handled on the stage in order
to give effect to her audacity.’
Dec 7 1908, to Barker, 142-47 in Barker: Shaw gives a mixed review of St John
Hankin’s The Last of the De Mullins, focusing on Lillah. A highlight: in the 3rd Act
Lillah ‘appealed with extraordinary gusto to every unmarried woman of twenty-eight in
the house to go straight out and procure a baby at once without the slightest regard to law
or convention. As Lillah regards this a most obvious and reasonable doctrine, she had no
idea of the effect she was producing in the audience. At the end of the Act the majority
were simply afraid to applaud: the thing had gone quite beyond mere play-acting for
them, and although they were interested, they felt—quite rightly—that to clap such
sentiments would be to vote for them’ (142-43). A long discussion of the involved and
discouraging subject of a National Theatre follows, then a complicated review of the
radical changes proposed by the Dramatic Sub-Committee of the Society of Authors.
IPS Jan 4 1909, to Mervyn O’Gorman (unpubl. letter on sale by Tomás Kenny of
Galway, from Michael Parsons, ‘An Irishman's Diary: George Bernard Shaw Blows His
Horn,
Irish Times, Feb 18 2014):
Edstaston, Wem, Shropshire
‘I drove the car for 2½ hours on the way down here, and found that about the limit of my
endurance, [even?] though I was not conscious of being tired whilst I was at the wheel. I
no sooner stepped through the petrol going out than I wanted to go to sleep. I have now
formed a strong opinion that Todd and Wright never made a motor body before, and are
under the impression that the function of the machinery is partly ornamental, and that
horse towage is the secret of motor traction. The glaring defects of the car are as follows:
1. The gear box is inaccessible. The board which rubs the calves of the driver is
immovable (I had a battery switch on it to make it doubly fast) and the removal of the
floor board exposed barely half an inch of the front end of the gear box cover. 2. The
luggage board, which might easily have been hinged like a grid, shut off the petrol bung
so that only with the greatest difficulty can two men, one holding a syphon and funnel in
an unfavorable position ... , [a] manoeuvre [that] would require the skills of a professional
conqueror like Cinquevalli.’ Further fragments quoted in the article: ‘The placing of the
acetylenes ... [made me] doubt whether Todd can be sane or Wright sober.’ The lights
were placed so high that ‘they strike pedestrians blind’ and were ‘too high for signpost
reading’ but were, at least, ‘admirable for detecting policemen concealed in trees.’ Shaw
admits to driving in a ‘furious or unskilful’ manner and of already having ‘about six
accidents, ... several of them’ his own fault. He hoped that a ‘tradesman whose wheel I
nudged the day before yesterday’ had not been ‘calm enough to take my number.’ On the
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‘credit side of the account, ... the driving seat is very comfortable and the wind screen
handy and efficient.’
Jan 7 1909, to Pinero, II:223 in Holroyd: ‘Remember, there is no such thing as the
Society of Authors really. There is an office, and an office staff, and a capital fund, and
an income and an agency for collecting debts & bullying dishonest publishers &
managers, all of which we can use for our purposes as a professional organization.... But
that organization doesnt exist yet: we have got to make it ... an organization capable of
coping with the managerial combinations which are now being forced into existence by
economic pressure.’
Jan 15 1909, to Trebitsch, 141-42 in Trebitsch 1: ‘In Getting Married the curtain falls
immediately before the first entrance of Hotchkiss, at the conclusion of the Bishop’s
speech. When it rises again the people are in exactly the same position on the stage; and
the play goes on as if there had been no interruption. The second time is immediately
after the first entry of Mrs George. As she appears on the stage, and before she has
spoken, the curtain goes down again. When it rises she is in the same position; and the
play proceeds as before just as if there had been no interruption. These intervals must not
appear in the printed version; and the play must not be announced as in three acts on the
programme. Instead, the programme must contain a notice that though the play is not
divided into acts, the management, for the convenience of the audience, and with the
consent of the author, have decided to lower the curtain twice in the course of the
performance; but the two intervals thus created are not part of the author’s design.’
Jan 17 1909, to Henry James, 827-28: James had submitted a play, The Saloon, to the
Stage Society, which rejected it, and Shaw offered to explain why. He did so from the
viewpoint of his Socialist Life Force: ‘In the name of human vitality WHERE is the
charm in that useless, dispiriting, discouraging fatalism which broke out so horribly in the
eighteen-sixties at the word of Darwin, and persuaded people in spite of their own teeth
and claws that Man is the will-less slave and victim of his environment? What is the use
of writing plays?—what is the use of anything?—if there is not a Will that finally moulds
chaos itself into a race of gods with heaven for an environment, and if that Will is not
incarnated in man, and if the hero (of a novel or play or epoch or what you please) does
not by the strength of his portion in that Will exorcise ghosts, sweep fathers into the
chimney corner, and burn up all the rubbish within his reach with his torch before he
hands it on to the next hero?’ (James replied that this view was ‘a luxurious perversity.’)
Jan 21, 830: ‘You cannot evade me thus. The question whether the man is to get the
better of the ghost or the ghost of the man is not an artistic question: you can give victory
to one side just as artistically as to the other. And your interest in life is just the very
reverse of a good reason for condemning your hero to death. You have given victory to
death and obsolescence: I want you to give it to life and regeneration. Therefore, to
oblige me, write that third act at once.’
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Feb 1 1909, 831, to Miss Pogány, who had invited Shaw to lecture in Budapest, 831: ‘I
am compelled to reply to you as I have so often to reply to the Women’s Suffrage
Societies here, that the vote will never be won by speeches made by men in behalf of
women. Every time you ask a man to appear on your platform, you confess the
insufficiency of women to plead their own cause. I have taken every means in my power
to make public my strong conviction of the enormous social importance of not only
giving women the vote, but of enabling them to sit on all representative public authorities
including Imperial Parliaments as well as local bodies. Therefore, if my support is of any
value, it can be claimed without fear of contradiction by the speakers in your movement.’
Feb 3 1909, to Pinero, 832-34: Shaw describes his ‘comic illness,’ an excruciating kidney
stone which produced ‘a sort of pathological harlequinade.... And this is the reward of 28
years of the diet of Pythagoras!’
Feb 22 1909, to McNulty, who had sent a draft of his play The Love Artist, 834-35: ‘It is
useless to kick against the pricks. The successful plays of which you are thinking have
the advantage of being written by donkeys; and of being absolutely the dead-best that the
donkeys could do. They have misled many clever men into attempting to compete with
them by a process of deliberate self-stultification. It is never any good: the clever man
trying to play down to a foolish public never succeeds…. The thing cant be done
cynically or mercenarily by a man of your sort: you are not built that way. The
fashionable men who have succumbed to writing for the market, and who flatter
themselves that but for the tyranny of the public they could produce great Art, never do
succeed in producing it when they get the chance. The fashionable stuff is their best,
though they are ashamed of it. There are no Royalties to be got out of The Love Artist. In
writing with deliberate venality you have not taken the trouble even to study your market.
There are no good parts in it. There are bushels of asides and other tricks that are as dead
as Tom Taylor. I repeat, it is no use: you will have to do all the things that you say you
wont—to aim at revolutionizing the Stage and all the rest of it—to do absolutely the best
and most disinterested work you can; and then you will be jolly lucky if you produce a
reasonable decent play. The brazen head has spoken.’
March 15 1909, to Henderson, with the biography well underway, 835: ‘I read the
chapter in which you gave an account of our table-talk. A more monstrous string of
inventions never was put on paper. You are just as far as ever from realizing that I am a
human being like yourself. My prudent counsels, my careful prosaic conscientious views,
have been totally lost on you. It would take me months to unravel the extraordinary knots
into which you have managed to tie up the golden threads of my discourse. You evidently
never thought of what I was talking about: you only thought about me.’
March 19 1909, to Lillah, 837: ‘I am reading the Koran daily. At last, after years of
urging, I have got Rodwell’s translation (Sale being utterly unreadable) included in
Everyman’s Library. Rodwell has the Suras in their order as Mahomet produced them
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(they are higgledy-piggledy in the authorized version & in Sale), and has put them into
readable English. Mahomet’s turn is coming: I shall write a play about him as a
companion to Cæsar, I think.’
March 23 1909, to Joseph Fels, an American Socialist millionaire, 839: ‘I am violently
opposed to the notion that the social question is now a land question except in the sense
that every question is a land question.... We had trouble enough in the old days to get rid
of Henry George’s impossible distinction between land & capital, between industry &
agriculture, without reviving it again. All attempts to distinguish between income derived
from rent of land & interest on capital are futile. All notions that you can solve the social
problem for men by giving every one of them access to land are as impossible as giving
them all access to a city office or an electrical workshop. Until you organize men’s
industry for them in their own interests and attack unearned incomes as such, regardless
of their source (thereby getting such a mass of capital into the hands of the State that it
must be used immediately as capital for the support of those thrown out of parasitic
private employment) you will not achieve the purposes of Socialism. Webb’s remedy is a
remedy for unemployment; and it incidentally lays the foundation of the machinery of
Socialism. I know of no trick that you can play with the land outside his scheme that will
be of any use except to make small masters, or large ones, out of monsters with a
depraved taste for the revolting pursuit of agriculture, against which Nature herself
protests by immediately striking down with fever the man who first strikes pick or spade
into her virgin bosom.’
c. April 1 1909 (assigned to this date in CL, but more likely mid-April), to Barker, 840: ‘I
have this day ridden for two hours on a camel; and my tail is sore in consequence; but my
seat on this most difficult of mounts was admitted to be superb. I have also seen, but not
touched, the improper woman of the Outlet Nail, and seen a star artist disguised as a
Mahometan Zealot licking red hot iron; sticking himself full of skewers; and holding a
blazing branch under his vest. In short I am at Biskra, my southernmost point.’
June 7 1909. to Constable & Co., 844-45: ‘When are you going to send me my money? I
have just sent in my income tax return, the preparation of which has revealed the most
alarming facts as to my financial condition. My income is considerably less then half
what it was in the previous year; and yet I have had to set up a motor car solely to keep
up the credit of your list of authors’ (844). Shaw then details the financial facts for the
year, sympathizes with Constable’s excuses, and concludes: ‘I do not wish to be too hard
on you; but a man must live. And if when you have consolidated your position, you could
guarantee me a reasonably prompt annual settlement, it will make matters much easier for
you when I die, and you suddenly find yourselves in the hands of some shark without a
ray of personal affection for you and with some elementary knowledge of business.’
June 8 1909, to Payne, who had played Lickcheese in Widowers’ Houses, 120-22 in
Park: Shaw unleashes a blistering critique of the actors’ peformances, focusing
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especially on Payne, ‘who is at present bad beyond description’ (120), and the actress
playing Blanche during her aggressive confrontation with the maid (121-22).
June 12 1909, to Lady Gregory, 846: ‘Never give people books: I never read books that
people give me; but when I buy them I feel I have thrown my money away unless I read
them. Let this sordid truth be your golden rule through life. The real superiority of the
English to the Irish lies in the fact that an Englishman will do anything for money and an
Irishman will do nothing for it.’
June 19 1909, to William Poel, who was rehearsing Macbeth, 96-99 in Theatrics: Shaw
critiques various aspects of the impending production.
June 22 1909, to Erica, 847: ‘I have read the play. It shews, of course, remarkable
literary power and dramatic talent; but it is made impossible by your nymphomania.
There are two men in it (so-called), one a satyromaniac, the other a mere imaginary male
figment to focus the nymphomania of all the women. The thing has a certain value as a
document, and would no doubt interest young people. It bores old people, and rather
disgusts them…. These letters contain perhaps one single sentence which mentions an
amusing or interesting fact: all the rest is a slovenly muddle of oh dears and oh please and
sort of and you know which is quite maddening and which generally ends in a proposal to
come to London and paw me which simply curdles my blood. I would not stand it from
Cleopatra herself.’ Not only did Erica ignore Shaw’s insults, but a year later she rented a
cottage in Ayot St Lawrence and continued her emotional assault.
June 26 1909, to Beatrice, who was working on a Fabian tract, 90-91 in Webbs: ‘I have
made a couple of suggestions that you will find in the margin. I do not think that it is a
popular tract in the sense in which Swift’s tracts were popular; but I very much doubt
whether the populace likes popular tracts: it is better to be clear and straightforward and
not bother about the popularity. Only, such a sentence as the following on page 2 line 3
“This condemnation went beyond mere criticism of administrative machinery” is not
precisely adapted to the taste and dialect of a dock laborer.... “At present, amid the chaos
of powers and authorities, and with the impossibility of demonstrating to the magistrates
that a man could provide for his family if he would, it is practically impossible to enforce
even parental responsibility.” This is a very fine style in its way; but its special adaptation
for working class consumption does not leap to the eye.’ By next year ‘I shall be
vigorously trying to re-establish primitive Socialism in the public mind as the real thing.
At present every step forward ... is denounced as Socialism and thereby hampered and
discredited. The remedy for this is to explode on the public a much more extreme and
clearly different proposal, ... equality of income.’
June 30 1909, to Watson (unpaged): The King’s command performance of another play
had interfered with Shaw’s private production of Press Cuttings, which had also been
refused a license. ‘My relations with the monarchy grow daily more unfortunate. If the
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royal power is to be used to break up my casts, then the title of my next play will be
Cromwell. The German press has got hold of the fact that my forbidden play makes hay
of the anti-German war scare. It immediately scents anti-German opinions in St. James’s
Palace. In vain do I protest that to suspect the Lord Chamberlain’s department of political
ideas, or of any ideas whatsoever is to shew the grossest ignorance of our censorship.
When a really good play which represents a German invasion [An Englishman's Home,
by Guy Du Maurier] is not only licensed by the Lord Chamberlain ... and a play which
disparages the war scare has been refused a license on a pretext, what do you expect the
German press to think?’ July 1 1909: two-page letter offering more on the censorship of
Press Cuttings and the Lord Chamberlain.
July 9 1909, to Lady Gregory, 7-8 in Gregory: Contractual problems involving Miss
Horniman (usually referred to as A. E. F. Horniman) and the Abbey Theatre’s pending
production of The Shewing-up of Blanco Posnet prompt Shaw to describe the lady: ‘I
know Miss Horniman. She is a strange creature, a quarrelsome devil as ever walked, a
crank of the first order; but she has genuine artistic enthusiasm and public spirit, and she
is a woman of honor, incapable of carrrying one of her tantrums to the point of breaking
her engagements and wrecking a national enterprise merely to gratify her temper…. She
only wants to stand the theatre on its head for a day or two for the fun of it…. Fight it out
with Miss Horniman yourself. She loves a row; but she knows a lady when she meets
one, and is even capable of doing a little in that way herself.’
July 17 1909, to Murray, 850-51: ‘I am almost killed by the sudden addition to my work
of the preparation of a huge proof that will supersede Milton.... I am hammering at the
absolute necessity to the life of a nation of tolerance of immoral and heretical doctrines
on the practical grounds that though the arguments used to justify the powers of the
Censor are precisely those which justify the powers of any civil magistrate, there is a
momentous difference between the two, founded, not on sentiment nor on any moral
abstract theory of rights, but on the unquestionable historical fact that whereas nations
prosper in direct proportion to their intolerance of theft and murder, they decay ... in
direct proportion to their intolerance of immoral and heretical doctrines, the reason being,
of course, that all doctrines are necessarily immoral and heretical at their first
propounding ... ; but theft and murder are neither novel nor in any sense questionable, but
are simply familiar and tried pieces of mischief.... I want the Bluebook containing the
evidence of the Select Committee to be a classic instead of the wretched piffling things
the former bluebooks are.’
July 31 1909, to Herbert Samuel, chair of the Lord Chamberlain’s committee of inquiry,
which had rejected Shaw’s Statement, 853-55: ‘On reflection I think the refusal of the
Committee to publish my statement is a grievance, which is always a valuable property in
an agitation like this. I went into the precedents very carefully; and if you look at the
1892 bluebook ... I think you will see that the Committee discriminated against me. In the
morning, whilst you were away, they decided to stick to precedent, being then (poor
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lambs!) under the impression that precedent was against me. The sudden volte face when
I cited precedent, the dramatic secret conclave, the point blank refusal without reason
given, are too good to be thrown away. Also I want to get into the papers that the room
had to be cleared when one of the licensed plays was discussed, as it was too indecent to
be mentioned in public. I shall fly to the last refuge of the oppressed: a letter to The
Times. The serious part of the business is that all my plans for making the report a
classical bluebook instead of the wretched business the 1892 bluebook was, are upset. I
had got Lord Esher to promise to come after August 8th and fire off a statement. I am at
present in correspondence with the Bishop of Birmingham with the same object. I want
you to ask the Chief Rabbi to weigh in.... Surrounded with such a galaxy, your report
would be one of your greatest successes.... As it is, I cannot think for the life of me why
you let them spoil your bluebook by cutting me out of it. You have no idea how much
work that statement cost, nor how completely you will find yourself driven back to it
finally. Redford must go. The County Councils must license. The managers must be
protected against having to face a fresh Censor in every town they come to. Their
proposal of a new Government Department ad hoc is tosh: what Liberal Government
would recommend it with the obvious alternative of County Council control ready to
hand? The only solution on the cards (unless you have another up your sleeve) is local
licensing, censoring only on prosecution, and prosecution only by the Attorney
General.... There you get your local control and central censorship combined.’
IPS Aug 5 1909, to Samuel, 61-62 in Herbert L. Samuel, Memoirs (London: Cresset Pr.,
1945): ‘I am sorry that I had to end the committee affair with a coup de théâtre; but I do
not see what else I could have done. When the Committee, after deciding to stick to
precedent when it thought that the precedents were against me, reversed its engines when
it found that the precedents were for me, I saw that I had to deal with a hostile majority.
Also, of course I knew the figures of the division, and that the peers were on for snubbing
tactics. I saw by the papers that I had done all the execution necessary by my examination
on Friday, and that a refusal to hear me further (which I knew I was risking) would not
hurt so much as the refusal itself would help—besides, there are others coming who will
say all I could have said. So I misconducted myself in the necessary manner to make the
most of the situation. My only regret is that it should be your committee.’
Aug 10 1909, to Winifred Emery, who had commissioned a variety theatre sketch from
Shaw, 99-100 in Theatrics: Or, how did The Fascinating Foundling come to life?
Overworked by his efforts to defeat the censorship, Shaw catered to Winifred’s whim:
‘To keep myself from crying I have jotted down in shorthand, at all sorts of odd
moments, a string of hysterical bosh such as might be hurled at the head of a variety
theatre audience for 20 minutes if they would stand it.’
Aug 15 1909, to Murray, in Murray (forthcoming): ‘Dublin Castle is threatening to
withdraw the patent of the Abbey Theatre if Blanco Posnet is produced. This is the work
of understrappers, who assume that I am a notorious criminal; and they have committed
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the official indiscretion of ignoring the Lord Lieutenant, and demanding that the play be
cut according to the requirements of Redford. I have of course jumped at this slip on their
parts; and I shall make capital through your Liberal connexion. What sort of person is he?
I should rather like to get at him over the heads of the Castle people; but I have no idea
whether he has any character to bite on.’
IPS Aug 16 1909, to Samuel, who had nearly drowned in a rough sea, 57-58 in Herbert
L. Samuel, Memoirs (London: Cresset Pr., 1945): ‘I had the like experience at Llanbedr
two years ago; only there wasnt any pier, nor any boat, nor any mortal means of
salvation; and I simply swam to put off the unpleasantness of being drowned, until
exhaustion, and the sensation of being half-drowned by every seventh wave or so, made
me reconsider the balance of disagreeablenesses, at which point I miraculously found
myself standing on firm ground up to my waist in water. I had been carried on to a
sandbank. This evening I said to my wife—“Now when I was in that fix, I could think of
nothing but my folly in not having altered my will, and not having put my agreements
with my translators into proper form, so that everything would be clear and in order.” My
wife said, “I am sure Mr Samuel had everything in perfect order; he is a tidy man; so he
must have thought of something else.”’
Aug 19 1909, to Lady Gregory, on the “blasphemy” in The Shewing-up of Blanco Posnet,
858-59: ‘the whole purpose of the play lies in the problem “What about the croup?”
When Lady Grove, in her most superior manner, told me “He is the God of Love,” I said
“He is also the God of Cancer & Epilepsy.” That does not present any difficulty to me.
All this problem of the origin of evil, the mystery of pain, and so forth, does not puzzle
me. My doctrine is that God proceeds by the method of “trial and error,” just like a
workman perfecting an aeroplane. He has to make hands for himself & brains for himself
in order that his will may be done. He has tried lots of machines—the diptheria bacillus,
the tiger, the cockroach; and he cannot extirpate them except by making something that
can shoot them or walk on them, or, cleverer still, devise vaccines & anti toxins to prey
on them. To me the sole hope of human salvation lies in teaching Man to regard himself
as an experiment in the realization of God, to regard his hands as God’s hand, his brains
as God’s brain, his purpose as God’s purpose. He must regard God as a helpless longing,
which longed him into existence by a desperate need for an executive organ. You will
find it all in Man & Superman, as you will find it all behind Blanco Posnet. Take it out of
my play, and the play becomes nothing but the old cry of despair—Shakespear’s “As
flies to wanton boys so we are to the gods: they kill us for their sport”—the most frightful
blasphemy ever uttered, and the one from which it is my mission to deliver the world.’
Aug 22 1909, to W. B. Yeats, 860: opposes the Abbey’s revisions of The Shewing-up of
Blanco Posnet. ‘The statement that you have bowdlerized the play practically confesses
that it is not fit for representation. Also, the bowdlerized version is to me nothing but a
message of despair & death.’ Shaw threatens to withdraw the play if the changes are not
altered to ones of his own choice.
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Aug 29 1909, to Murray (whose wife was Lady Mary), 865-66: ‘You have contributed
very materially to the Dublin victory. The real point at issue was not the liberty of the
stage or the merits of Blanco, but whether Lady Lyttelton, the wife of the Generalissimo,
would come with her party. The fate of the Castle hung on that; and Lady L. at first said
she could not possibly bring her young people to a wicked play or bring a blush to the
cheek of the military. An unscrupulous use of your letter and Lady Mary’s verdict [that
the play was not immoral] decided the struggle. I sent the letter to Lady Gregory; Lady
Gregory planked it down confidentially on Lady L’s dressing table; and Lady L. took her
Bible & hymnbook and brought her whole flock to the play with military honors. Down
came the Castle flag…. I think the lid has been put on Redford finally by the
wholehearted support of George Edwardes. It needed only that. There is a case which
interests me personally much more than any of our Monna Vannas & other stock
grievances; and that is the case of Hall Caine’s White Prophet. I think H.C. should be
backed up. Egypt is a leading case on which we shall have to fight the whole question of
coercive Imperialism versus federated commonwealths. The stock abuse of H.C. is nine
tenths envy of a novelist who is supposed to make more money than anyone else except
Marie Corelli, and one tenth superciliousness because H.C. goes in industriously for
matter and doesnt practice style. I have read half through The White Prophet & seen
some of the Aspects of the East articles in the Daily Telegraph; and I have no doubt that
H.C. is in earnest and on the right tack.’
Aug 29 1909, to Lady Gregory, on the victory over the censor, II:231 in Holroyd: ‘You
and W. B. Y. handled the campaign nobly. You have made the Abbey Theatre the real
centre of capacity and character in the Irish movement: let Sinn Fein and the rest look to
it.’
c. Sept 1909, to Chesterton, 237-38 in Ward: ‘I am one of those unhappy slaves who, on
the two big committees of your Trade Union (the Society of Authors) drudge at the
heartbreaking work of defending our miserable profession against being devoured, body
and soul, by the publishers—themselves a pitiful gang of literature-struck impostors who
are crumpled up by the booksellers, who, though small folk, are at least in contact with
reality in the shape of a book buyer. It is a ghastly and infuriating business, because the
authors will go to lunch with their publishers and sell them anything for £20 over the
cigarettes, but it has to be done; and I, with half a dozen others, have to do it.’
Sept 2 1909, to McNulty, 35 in McNulty: ‘I should have written to you about the play
months ago. But everything that could be put off—mostly the nearest & most personal
things—had to be put off. The fight with the censorship … worked me nearly to death….
As to the play, it certainly fulfilled my exhortation. I felt like the parson who was
interrupted in his prayer for rain by a thunderstorm, and said “Oh Lord, this is
ridiculous.” The play is all right, grimly all right; but it’s not amusing. If you want people
to endure a very painful operation on their consciences, you must give them an
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anesthetic. I generally use laughing gas. Anyhow, I see no opening for a performance just
now: otherwise I should not have delayed so long in writing. Your business is to write
another. Keep at it. You’ve nothing to lose, and everything to gain.’
Sept 12 1909, to B. Iden Payne, on Redford’s letter, 867: ‘what Mr Redford ought to
know is that critics of every complexion and authority, from the Rector of Westport (in
the Spectator & the Manchester Guardian) to Mr Walkley in The Times & Lord Dunsany
in The Saturday Review, have borne such overwhelming testimony against the action of
The Lord Chamberlain, and the gross libel upon me implied by it, that I am clearly
entitled to an immediate and careful reconsideration of his verdict.’
Sept 30 1909, to Beatrice, on Wells’s love affairs and response to Shaw as ‘an
unmitigated middle-Victorian ass,’ 869-71: Shaw’s general view is that the present state
of affairs between Wells and his women is that ‘we must give it a chance: there is nothing
else to be done.’ He urges Beatrice not to be ‘distressed about our difference of opinion....
As you know, the only way to understand a subject is to write a book about it. You have
never written a book about psychology and conduct: I have never written a book about
anything else.... I havnt bothered about the right & wrong of the affair, which is clearly
one of those in which the right & wrong are very largely conventional, but simply about
the best way of avoiding the smash. Such unnatural detachment from the ethical interest
of the problem is aggravating; but it has its value.... I aim at the minimum of mischief;
and if everybody agrees that the minimum is all my fault, all the better. I have broad
shoulders & a bad character & shant suffer as others would.’
Oct 2 1909, to Barker, 156-57 in Barker: ‘I have just fired what I hope will be my last
shot in the Censor battle for the present—a colossal letter to The Times. Pretext: the
arrival of the license for B. Posnet, with all the old omissions endorsed…. I also formed a
combination with Hall Caine (who was going to support Censorship). I have written a
smashing preface to The White Prophet—so smashing that the D[aily] Telegraph didnt
dare publish it—and give H.C. the Occupation’s head on a charger. At last we are getting
combined. Pinero and the Dramatists Club, the Sub. Comtee of the Authors, and now Hall
Caine. If I can only keep you youths from turning up your noses and your elders from
delighting to bark and bite, we shall presently have something like a profession.’
Oct 3 1909, to Vedrenne, 871: his latest play, Misalliance, ‘is already longer than Getting
Married & it hasnt got to business yet. Nothing but endless patter: my bolt as a real
playwright is shot.’ (Laurence’s note says the play was first entitled ‘Just Exactly
Nothing,’ but later he corrected himself: it was actually the first title for Fanny’s First
Play.)
Oct 14 1909, to Mrs O’Byrne, I:395 in Holroyd: ‘The only aim that is at all peculiar to
me is my disregard of warm feelings. They are quite able to take care of themselves.
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What I want is a race of men who can be kind in cold blood. Anybody can be kind in
emotional moments.’
Oct 15 1909, to Julie Moore, a young Fabian, 873: ‘When, in addressing an ordinary
religious audience, I have occasion to speak of the force which they call the Will of God,
and which I myself have called the Life Force, I use the term which is familiar and
intelligible to them. The force in question is as obvious a reality to me as magnetism or
gravitation; and I had very much rather be misunderstood as accepting some of its
legendary associations than as denying a reckoning without its existence. But as a matter
of fact, my references to it are always accompanied by other observations which could
not possibly be taken as proceeding from an ordinary Evangelical.’
Oct 30 1909, to Chesterton, 874-82: a virtual bribe to prompt GKC to write ‘a stageable
drama dealing with the experiences of St Augustine after re-visiting England’ (876). The
never-used scenario follows, 877-82!
c. Nov 1909, to H. H. Champion, referring to the Australian producer J. C. Williamson
and the English actress/producer Madge McIntosh, 160-62 in Champion: ‘For some time
past I have had an understanding with Williamson that he may produce my plays on
certain terms when it suits him. After making this arrangement, Madge McIntosh’s
scheme came up; and since then I have been playing for a combination between the two.
She is a capable stage manager and a good actress; and as she combines with these the
scarcer qualification of having played under my own direction and knowing the Shaw
game technically (Williamson or any of his people would probably have made a horrible
hash of it), it will suit me to have her in command when my plays are produced. If only
Williamson could be brought to believe in the possibility of a thing so absolutely outside
his experience as a repertory theatre of literary plays, he could finance her straightaway
without bothering over her scheme. When he was over here last I saw him, and explained
to him that there was no money in the business in the sense in which he would use the
phrase himself in the ordinary course of his business; but that it might quite possibly pay
its way directly, or, at worst, not lose more than the advertisement and the prestige and
the revival of interest in the theatre generally, would be worth to him. He is now holding
on, as I guess, partly to see whether Madge cannot get her friends to advance the
preliminary out-of-pocket expenditure, leaving him nothing to plunk down but the use of
his theatres, and partly because he is too old a man to push a new idea that is out of his
line’ (160-61). ‘You used to be extraordinarily fertile in plans; but if you could devise
one by which English authors could do better with the Australian market than the colonial
editions which their publishers now send out and do not push, you might secure a good
deal of attention’ (162).
Nov 24 1909, to Mona Limerick, who had accepted Shaw’s offer to play Hypatia in
Misalliance, but had to withdraw, 101-02 in Theatrics: ‘Mona Limerick, my feelings are
beyond expression. You have ruined my play. You have ruined Frohman’s enterprises.
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You have ruined yourself. You have ruined your infants. You have condemned your
children to the workhouse. You have broken my heart.... Never speak to me again; never
mention my name without a blush. I will give up writing for the stage....
Farewell. Heaven forgive you: I cannot.
My play is simply damned.
Damned!
DAMNED!!!
I am, Madam,
your obedient servant G. Bernard Shaw’
(However, June 3 1910, 104 in Theatrics: ‘I should like very much to see you try your
hand at the part of Ann Whitefield. . .’)
Nov 29 1909, to Pinero, 884-87: Shaw discusses the Dramatists’ Club argument over the
possible admission of Hall Caine, and how to avoid such hassles in the future; then his
own nomination of Gilbert Murray, which attracts strong support: ‘Murray would be a
very desirable member; and his position as Regius Professor of Greek at Oxford, and the
social influence he has through his marriage with Lady Mary, a daughter of the Earl of
Carlisle, would attach us to that big nerve system of the general social world from which
our over-professionalized rank-and-file are a bit too much cut off. . . . Murray is one of
those very rare men who combine the genuine artistic anarchic character and sympathies
with academic distinction and political and social attachments to the big outside world.
The technical objection to him is that his great stage achievements have been his
translations of Euripides. . . . But I think we may accept really great translations—and his
are jolly good—as enough for us’ (884-85). ‘Remind the Club, when they talk sceptically
about our influence, that the blue-book containing the evidence of the Select Committee
is now out; and that the report does not contain a single idea that we did not put into their
heads. Absolutely not one’ (887).
IPS c. Dec 18 1909, to Williamson, Australia’s leading theatrical producer, who had
refused to allow ‘problem plays’ to be staged, 170-71 in Rhoda Nathan, ‘A Fabian Down
Under: Shaw’s Plays in the Antipodes,’ SHAW 14 (1994): 167-76: ‘You are old, Father
Williamson; and I am going to rejuvenate you…. It is time for you to do something for
the good of your soul after a life misspent in encouraging shirt-button drama. After all,
nothing worse can happen to you than to lose a little money; and you know very well that
in the course of your life you have lost more money over shirt-button dramas than has
ever been lost on the plays of Ibsen from one end of Europe to the other; and unless you
lose a little money now on the great game (to say nothing of your chance of making
some) you will most certainly go to hell when you die; and you will richly deserve it. I
shall be sorry to meet you there; so you had better do another interview with the Argus
and explain that the former one totally misrepresented your views, and that there is only
one dramatist you love and believe in more than Ibsen and that is yours ever, G. B.
Shaw.’
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Dec 20 1909, to Louis Wilkinson, who had circulated a manifesto condemning the laws
which made homosexuality a crime, 890: ‘No movement could survive association with
such a propaganda. I can sympathize with E[dward].C[arpenter]’s efforts to make people
understand that the curious reversal in question is a natural accident, and that it is absurd
to persecute it or connect any general moral delinquency with it. But to attempt to induce
it in normal people as a social safety valve would be ruinous, and could seem feasible
only to abnormal people who are unable to conceive how frightfully disagreeable—how
abominable, in fact—it is to the normal, even to the normal who are abnormally
susceptible to natural impulses.’
IPS c. 1909-10, to Yeats, 209 in Letters to W. B. Yeats, volume I, Ed. Richard J. Finneran
et al. (New York: Columbia University Press, 1977): ‘I dont know whether you were a
friend of Grant Allen’s. I was; and one of his difficulties was that his son, Gerry Grant
Allen, would not take an interest in anything except the theatre. I dont mean the drama: I
mean literally the boards and the canvas and the switchboard and the boxoffice and the
dressingrooms and the inhabitants thereof. He is now a theatrical manager but he cannot
get anything to manage. He managed [W. Kingsley] Tarpey for the season, and, as might
be expected, incurred his lifelong enmity. He now wants to manage a theatre company for
you; but he believes that you are under the hands of Tarpey, and would receive any
application from his with disfavor. He therefore asks me to obtain access for him to you,
as he believes you are about to send round a company with your plays. I promised I
would write to you and ask you to see him if he writes to you for an appointment. This
promise I accordingly redeem. He is a clever, energetic, young ruffian, fearfully spoilt by
his father, but in such a fashion that it is very hard to say whether his father’s treatment
was the spoiling or the making of him. For instance, he is not above his business; and as
he might turn out useful on one occasion or another as your operations develop, you
might as well have a look at him for five minutes.’
Jan 7 1910, to A. B. Kershaw, whose dog Shaw’s chauffeur had accidentally run over,
891-92: ‘I am very sorry for the mishap to the poor doggie, and still more for the distress
it caused your daughter…. She must not imagine that she was in any way to blame for the
accident. Nothing, I am sorry to say, could have saved Jess. There were two other dogs in
the road; and poor Jess was attending to them instead of the traffic. I was not driving
myself at the time. We were passing another vehicle and just coming to a cross road, and
were therefore pretty busy at the moment. My driver avoided two dogs, swerving a little
to the left to do so. Suddenly a little brown dog, quite unconscious of us, and intent on the
other dogs, stepped from the middle of the road right under us. It was so close that my
driver did not see it. I warned him; but before he could get his clutch out we were over it.
As it did not cry out, and we felt no shock or blow, we concluded that it had escaped
either by crouching between the wheels or slipping out just in time; so we went on until I
heard a shout, when I told my driver to stop, and looked back. The poor little creature
died almost as I did so. It had been making a few convulsive movements, which must
have been very heartbraking to its young mistress; but it is very unlikely indeed that it
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suffered at all…. I will buy another Jess for her if one can be found.’ Shaw enclosed a
cheque large enough to accomplish this.
Jan 5, 1910, to a journalist, James Waters, in Theatrics, 103: ‘You may remember that
the campaign of the press against my plays culminated last year in an unprecedented
outburst of denunciation when my Getting Married was produced at the Haymarket.... It
seemed for the moment impossible to expect any newspaper reader to go to a play so
furiously denounced as intolerable. Fortunately, a curious thing happened. All the people
who saw the first performance kept coming again and again until the word passed around
that I had fooled the press again—though I protest I had no intention of doing it. The
situation was saved; and the play pulled through handsomely. I now wish it to be known
as widely as possible that Misalliance is just like Getting Married, only much more so. I
have carefully cherished, repeated & exaggerated every feature that the critics
denounced. I have again gone back to the classic form, preserving all the unities—no
division into acts, no change of scene, no silly plot, not a scrap of what the critics call
action, nothing but Shaw and some very good acting. I shall be sorry to see my old
colleagues leaving the theatre angry, weeping, broken men; but it does them good; and as
they will spend the rest of the year sedulously advertising me as the most brilliant of
beings, I bear no malice.’
Jan 18 1910, to Payne, 125 in Park: ‘I must at all hazards produce on the 24th February.
It is practically the only way in which it is possible to prevent the Repertory Theatre
making a false start as a short-run theatre.... I should extremely like to strangle the entire
personnel of the Gaiety Theatre, Manchester, from Miss Horniman to the call-boy, and
include with special violence the leading lady; but I quite admit that such a course would
be unreasonable: everybody has behaved with the greatest loyalty and propriety,
confound them!’ (The play Shaw refers to has not been identified.)
Jan 24 1910, to Hamon, 893: ‘The fact that Finot is a Polish Jew is a strong point in his
favor. Always do business with a Jew when you can. You will usually get rather better
terms out of him than out of a Christian, because his business ability enables him to make
more. If you treat him as an honorable man, he appreciates your consideration, whereas a
Frenchman either accepts it as a matter of course or demands it as a right. Furthermore,
he never makes a bargain without fully understanding its terms, and meaning to carry it
out; whereas an Englishman ... never understands any document, and never means to
carry it out unless it turns out exactly as he expected. My German translator is a Jew; and
he sends me £500 a year from Germany and makes £500 a year for himself. My Swedish
translator is a Jew; and he does even better for me than my German translator in
proportion to the importance of the two countries. My American publisher is a Jew; and
not only pays me himself, but has made my previous publisher, who is a Christian and a
swindler, disgorge his plunder to the uttermost farthing.’
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Feb 4 1910, to the poet Robert Bridges, 896-97: ‘I have been for a long time convinced
that the two most important points to get into people’s heads are, first, that unless
phonetic spelling is carried out with sufficient boldness and thoroughness to make it quite
unlike ordinary spelling and so avoid that ludicrous effect of being simply illiterate misspelling . . , the reform will die of ridicule; and, second, that if we do not spell words as
they are pronounced, our readers will pronounce words as they are spelt; so that in the
end we shall have a change in the English spoken language which is in no way
desirable.... An insistence on these points has been practically my only contribution to the
movement.’ March 24: ‘I think the new script very promising. It is extremely difficult to
persuade the average inartistic person that the most important thing about a script is that
it should look well. It is the last thing that ordinary spelling reformers every think of; and
the fact that you begin with it impresses me considerably. I have not time to study it
critically. The only two things that I feel inclined to protest against are the apostrophe in
the word Heaven and the spelling of the word Father with the ordinary th, which gives no
clue to the pronunciation. The apostrophes I object to because they are so horribly ugly.
Why not spell heaven frankly hevn. I always spell hav’nt havnt without any apostrophe’
(916). ‘Avoid accents if you can: they are just as bad as apostrophes. You simply cannot
make a page of type look decent if it is peppered over with them’ (917).
Feb 14 1910, to Leo Tolstoy, 900-902: Shaw had sent him The Shewing-up of Blanco
Posnet and here describes his vision of God in relation to the play: ‘To me God does not
yet exist; but there is a creative force constantly struggling to evolve an executive organ
of godlike knowledge and power: that is, to achieve omnipotence and omniscience; and
every man and woman born is a fresh attempt to achieve this object. The current theory
that God already exists in perfection involves the belief that God deliberately created
something lower than Himself when He might just as easily have created something
equally perfect.... To my mind, unless we conceive God as engaged in a continual
struggle to surpass Himself—as striving at every birth to make a better man than before,
we are conceiving nothing better than an omnipotent snob’ (901). Finale: ‘Suppose the
world were only one of God’s jokes, would you work any the less to make it a good joke
instead of a bad one?’ (902). (Tolstoy’s response ended, ‘the problem about God and evil
is too important to be spoken of in jest. And therefore I will tell you frankly that I
received a very painful impression from the concluding words of your letter.’)
c. Feb 24 1910, to Lena Ashwell, who had played Lina in Misalliance, 903: ‘The final
blow was missing you last night after the performance.... I exclaimed bitterly “I have
waited ten years for this; and she has not waited ten minutes.” I hope you now understand
the mystic meaning of all your lines, especially “the wicked lie of pretending to be
somebody else.” That is what you have been doing until this evening, when at last you
could achieve the real miracle of our art and be yourself instead of that accidental fiction
of christening & circumstances, Lena Ashwell. That is the secret of my parts.’ 11 March,
905: ‘I indulged in the luxury of a peep at you at the matinée yesterday. I had in my box
W.B. Yeats who, being a poet, occasionally says the right thing. At the end of the 2nd
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Act he said “That is what is so extremely rare: beautiful gaiety.” So you see it is not quite
completely a secret between you and me. There is something pathetic about the
bewilderment of the audience at that point. They have had it so hammered into them for
years that a scene like that and a dress like that mean coarse gaiety ... that they hardly
know where they are when they find something lovely has passed by them. But we will
clean up their minds after a while; and you shall spend the rest of your life in beautiful
gaiety.’ April 24, 923: The play ‘has been jilted by Charles Frohman.... Barker writes that
The Madras House has also had its shutters put up. This is not to be borne. He and I will
take the Court Theatre & run it with our own plays exclusively. Come and be our leading
lady, £5 a week will be guaranteed: small but regular.... Thus only, as far as I can see, can
Lina Shch be preserved, and women with pasts averted. Why did I go away? Here is your
true career nipped in the very bud; for you never existed before in your real quintessence:
Lina was the coming-to-life: the other things were only acting; and anybody can act.’
March 8 1910, to Henderson, 903: ‘Why are you in such a confounded hurry? You admit
that it is only six years since you began the book: I told you it would take twenty-five. All
the disappointment you have suffered has arisen from your rooted conviction that I
always mean exactly the opposite of what I say. You cannot now publish the book until
you have dealt with my last year’s plays: indeed you will have to wait for some
forthcoming publications of mine which are of great importance. You will also have to
read the studies of Shaw by Chesterton, by Julius Bab, and by Miss [Renée M.] Deacon.
And you will have to get older and wiser; so that the book will be improving every year.’
March 16 1910, to Strindberg, 907-9: Shaw tries to talk him into having his early play
Lycko-Pers resa (Lycho Per in the letter) produced by a new, appropriate small theatre.
March 29, 917-18: ‘If Lycko Per is what you describe it to be, you must have been
inspired directly by heaven to write it for the satisfaction and delight of the British public.
It will suit Sir Herbert Tree exactly, as his theatre is so big and expensive that he must
give the public what it wants or perish.... Unfortunately I cannot read Swedish; but I see
that a good deal of Svarta Handsken is in verse. This is a terrible difficulty. We have only
one English writer for the stage who can turn foreign poetry into English poetry; and that
is Gilbert Murray, who cares for nobody but Euripides.’ Shaw says that he will try to get
a contract from Frederick Whelen for Lycho Per. (Strindberg said No.)
March 17 1910, to Pinero, 909-11: Shaw confesses his actions at a meeting of the
Dramatists’ Club which Pinero missed: ‘I made a disgraceful scene at the Club yesterday.
They drank the health of the institution with melting pathos; and I promptly cut in and
said that in the course of the year I had never blackballed a single candidate who had
been proposed; and that every candidate whom I had proposed had been blackballed; that
therefore I had quite given up the idea of proposing any further candidates; and that I did
not consider that a healthy state of mind for any member of the Club to be in.... Wild
recriminations arose on all sides; and I fomented the excitement by citing the cases of
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Hankin, Hall Caine, and Gilbert Murray’ (etc. etc., and continued on March 21, 911-13,
with much emphasis on Hankin).
March 21 1910, to Hamon, 914: what accounts for the greatness of Zola and Marx is
‘solely the power of perceiving the importance of things.’
April 10 1910, to Barker, 920: ‘On Friday Charlotte’s temperature was so unyielding and
her condition so moribund that I had to take serious measures, as Mrs Chumly was
anxious to call in a doctor and the landlady was becoming suspicious. So I fell on
Charlotte with my fists in the most violent Swedish manner, and in spite of her protests
that she could not bear to be touched, pummeled her and thumped her and banged her and
kneaded her and wobbled her and rolled her about from head to foot with such
miraculous effect that her temperature fell half a degree in ten minutes and Mrs C came
back to find her remonstrating in a voice of thunder though she had left her moaning &
hopeless quarter of an hour before. Next morning she was normal.’
April 17 1910, to Barker, 922: ‘Picture this scene snowclad, with real hailstorms, at the
summit of a stupendous mountain; and you will faintly imagine what we have just
climbed over. When I say “we,” I mean Kilsby [his driver] and myself. Last night we
achieved Ax. It was very cold, the hotel was hardly open, the baths closed, the season not
yet begun, & the place second rate. Charlotte abandoned all semblance of good humor;
tried to make herself ill (fortunately in vain); abused me; snubbed the landlady; worried
the servants; refused the food; repudiated her room & got another with a cheminé (which
smoked); declared that all her life she had hated & loathed being shut in by mountains;
made it clear that she also hated & loathed me; and finally went to bed resolved to wake
up with a raging temperature, the victim of a deliberate conspiracy to kill her. On waking
up in obviously rude health she was so infuriated that she went off by train to Toulouse,
carrying off Mrs Chum … leaving me to complete my Pyrenean program with Kilsby &
the car.’
April 30 1910, to Barker, 164-65 in Barker: ‘As to Permeation versus Secession, we
have no choice in the matter. We did not undertake to compete: we undertook to
propagate a higher drama. Producing a lot of plays merely to ascertain which draws the
most money, and running that and dropping the rest is not Propagandist repertory: it is
competitive commerce pure and simple, and can end only in a theatre for second hand
plays, exploiting revivals of old successes. The announced program cannot now be
carried out, because it includes several revivals of my plays, which I shall not permit, as,
if they proved pecuniarily successful [Charles] Frohman would simply run them to death,
and if they did as Misalliance did, he would drop them as failures. Therefore, no more
Shaw at the R.P.’
May 5 1910, to N.F.W. Fisher, clerk of the Office of the Special Commissioners of
Income Tax, demanding ‘a return of your total income from all sources’ to determine the
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new supertax assessment, 924-25: Shaw takes special issue with the provision that ‘The
income of a married woman living with her husband is deemed ... to be his income, and
full particulars thereof must be included in any statement of income rendered by him for
the purpose of the Supertax.’ Shaw: ‘Now I have absolutely no means of ascertaining my
wife’s income except by asking her for the information. Her property is a separate
property. She keeps a separate banking account at a separate bank.... I have no more
knowledge of her income than I have of yours. I have therefore asked her to give me a
statement. She refuses, on principle. As far as I know, I have no legal means of
compelling her to make any such disclosure; and if I had, it does not follow that I am
bound to incur law costs to obtain information which is required not by myself but by the
State.... I need not dwell on the further obvious objection that as my wife enjoys a fixed
income derived from property whereas a large part of my own is a fluctuating income
derived from the precarious profession of play-writing, my income may in any year be
much smaller than my wife’s, in which case I shall have to pay on a larger income than I
enjoy, without, as far as I know, having any legal power of recovering from my wife the
amount I have paid on her income.’ Fisher’s reply on May 31, 926, led only to the
realization that ‘an oversight in the Income Tax Acts’ remained the chief obstacle.
May 9 1910, to Barker, 166 in Barker: ‘The bolt has fallen on Frohman. Yesterday I got
a letter about Major Barbara in America which compelled me to bring matters to a point,
as Charles had been holding up my plays (especially Blanco and Barbara) without, as far
as I can see, the smallest serious purpose concerning them. So I wrote to him that the
Shaw-Frohman combination is off—that he is not a bit of use to me, nor I to him, and that
I must make other plans both for London and America. He may not realize at once that
this is the immutable truth and that his power stops at the commercial frontier; but it is
so: there is nothing to be done with him now.’
May 17 1910, to Trebitsch, 926: ‘Dubedat is in full possession of all his faculties until he
dies. His mind is active; his hearing is so sharp that he overhears Ridgeon’s remark about
the dying actor; but he is too weak to turn his head to look at anything. He is quite
conscious of the fact that he is dying splendidly as an artistic spectacle (note how
thoroughly he understand’s Ridgeon’s allusion to “the dying actor and his audience”),
and he wants the world to hear about it. The newspaper man is the world: it is the
presence of that spectator which has nerved him to the scene. His last anxiety is to be
assured that he is still present.’
June 5 1910, to Edith Nesbit Bland, who had discussed the theory that Bacon had written
Shakespeare’s plays, 927: Shaw mocks the argument via his own example: ‘Have you
ever considered ... how utterly impossible it is that Shaw of Dublin could have written his
wonderful plays. Is it not clear that they were really written by Sidney Webb .... the man
who carried all before him in examinations in his boyhood, the upper division civil
servant of the Foreign & Colonial Offices, the author of Industrial Democracy &c., was
clearly the man. I could pile the case much higher if there was room.’
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June 15 1910, to Watson (unpaged): ‘[N]othing but a Barker-Shaw theatre can keep our
plays on the stage in London. All the ordinary managers are not out for livings, but for
fortunes. They are quite welcome to play their Chocolate Soldier.’
July 6 1910, to the Better Citizenship Association, an American group which believes
that ‘the Creator of all things would not and did not create anything that was bad,’ 928:
Shaw underlines passages of its credo, which prove that the association ‘is a goose.
Nature has designed plenty of bad men; and some of the worst are Americans. The
Creator has created everything that is bad as well as everything that is good. The Creator
makes mistakes just as American citizens do. In trying to make a successful world he has
had to proceed by the method of Trial and Error, just like his creatures. The Creator
created the American people, as he created all other peoples, to do his work for him; and
from what I can make out, they are doing it so badly, that he will presently have to scrap
them and try some more efficient tools.’ He cites as its creations everything from the
cancer germ and the cobra to Shakespeare and himself. ‘He is not going to stop. He will
try again, and next time, if we are not careful, it will be a Superman who will wipe us out
as carefully as we wipe out the typhoid bacillus when we catch him.’
July 8 1910, to Lillah, who told Shaw she wanted to play Queen Elizabeth in The Dark
Lady of the Sonnets, 931: ‘your fancy for the part of Elizabeth is most distracting. Here
you are, a ready made dark lady; and you want to build up your nose into a hook, stick on
a frizzy red wig and ferret’s eyebrows, and prance about as Queen Elizabeth, whom you
do not in the least resemble. Also, the Dark Lady has to supply a little storm of sincere
emotion which needs some real acting power, whereas all the rest is artificial rhetoric,
and can be put on by anybody…. I want Gertrude Kingston [for the Queen] because she
will be neither too old nor to young, and can give the unsympathetic side of Elizabeth
without being undignified.’
July 13 1910, to Conal O’Riordan, I:56 and IV:144 in Holroyd: At age twelve Shaw had
constructed a toy theatre and written a play for it; the area was ‘Kept in tremendous order
by a maitresse femme whom I still remember well enough to put into a play if the
occasion shall arise.’
July 16 1910, to Arnold Bennett, 932-33: ‘My translator, Augustin Hamon, infamous as
an anarchist and author of the Psychologie Militaire Professionelle and other subversive
works, is like all anarchists, as innocent as a lamb and as poor as a church mouse. All his
literary experience is that of a desperado—an editor of impossible reviews and the author
of such desperate pamphlets as these reviews live on. He had about as much notion of
becoming a translator of plays as of becoming a banker or a bishop; but for reasons that I
need not trouble you with, I beguiled him into it. As he has no sense of humor—or at
least as that sort of thing had never occurred to him in his life—he finds it a very trying
job, though, strangely enough, he translates the funny bits rather better than the serious
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bits. A performance of Candida in Brussels made an epoch in his life.... He went to the
first performance in a very serious frame of mind. The first act had not proceeded very
far when the audience showed signs of hilarity.... The epoch occurred when he went into
the foyer at the end of the act and was congratulated on the laughter. It was such a
revelation to him that he straightway plunged into the opposite extreme and now regards
me as an author of harlequinades.’
July 19 1910, to Vedrenne, who had sent Shaw the script of “A Chocolate Soldier” for his
critical comments, 935: ‘This libretto infringes my copyright, and in several places
violates the conditions of which I pronounced Mr. Jacobsohn to raise no obstacle to the
performance of the original libretto in Germany. One of the names—Louka—is borrowed
from my play; and several passages of dialogue are not merely burlesqued but lifted from
my book verbatim. If this is the libretto which was used in America, then my agent
should have stopped the performances. It is not a translation of the German book: it is a
rehash of it, made without the slightest regard to the understanding to which I was a
party.... In this copy I have struck out all the dialogue to which I object as being simply
quoted from my play. I have replaced it with a few phrases which preserve the sense and
continuity of the scenes (such as they are). I have struck out the name Louka, which can
be replaced by Katinka or any Bulgarian name not taken from my play. I stipulate that the
title Arms and the Man shall not be used on the program or in any announcement or
communication to the press, and that if any reference whatever is made to me, it shall be
worded as above “with apologies to Mr. Bernard Shaw for an unauthorized parody.”’
July 24 1910, to Murray, 936: ‘I am a member of the Committee of the Society of
Authors, and missed Hewlett’s statement of the conspiracy to jump up an Academy by
the Royal Society of Literature offering to elect a gang from the S. of A. if the S. of A.
would return the compliment, and the nucleus thus secured electing anybody they were
not too much afraid of. I dont think it will do as it is. You are only on it because they
little know your real character: they think you are only a Regius Professor. They have no
right to form the thing yet. The final consent should take the form of ‘I, Blank Blank, am
willing to associate myself with the undermentioned 39 authors as an Academy of
Letters.’ There should be no election: the thing is ridiculous: we must boldly elect
ourselves. The existing lot should consider themselves only the necessary organizing
committee. A list which omits Barker, Belloc, Chesterton, Herbert Trench, Barrie,
Kipling, and myself, not to mention Galsworthy, and which includes a choice collection
of old-age-pensioners, and recognizes the translations of classics into unreadable English
by—you know who, whilst ignoring Archer’s translations of Ibsen, is intolerable. I think
Massingham should be on for his editorial services to literature. I think you could do a
great deal by threatening to nominate Frank Harris. Margoliouth is worth six of some of
the chaps they have put on. Two of them I positively never heard of.’
Aug 20 1910, to Barker, on a proposal to revive the Court Theatre triumph at the Coronet
Theatre, Notting Hill Gate, 169 in Barker: ‘The whole difficulty about this Coronet
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business is its outrageous suddenness and offhandedness. A revival of the Court scheme
is simply the most valuable theatrical goodwill in London—indeed the only one existing;
and the Coronet, with its suburban prices … is just the right opening; but Arthur should
have made a well considered three years proposal months ago, instead of jumping up this
silly snatch at a stopgap with a demand for an answer within ten days in the middle of
August. Nothing is really possible except Misalliance, which would draw all the people
who missed it at the Dukes, and give Lillah a good show. But it must be announced and
played for at least four weeks whether it draws or not. I bar Man & Superman at the
Coronet.’
Sept 10 1910, to Mrs Humphry Ward, 937-40: Shaw agrees with Mrs Ward that the
exclusion of women from the ‘Joint Committee’ of the Society of Authors is deplorable
and must be remedied. Shaw presents six propositions that encompass far more than the
lack of women; he insistx that the Academy must ‘be open to all men and women of
letters who are British subjects without reference to color, race, nationality, sect, party, or
opinion’; and recommends that ‘at least ten of the Academicians shall always be under
50 years of age’ (939).
Sept 18 1910, to Frederick Jackson, 941-43: ‘Yesterday I left the Kerry coast in an open
boat 33 feet long, propelled by ten men at 5 oars. These men started at 49 strokes a
minute, a rate which I did not believe they could keep up for five minutes. They kept it up
without slackening half a second for two hours, at the end of which they landed me on the
most fantastic and impossible rock in the world: Skellig Michael, or the Great Skellig,
where, in south west gales, the spray knocks stones out of the lighthouse keeper’s house,
160 feet above calm sea level.’ The rest of the eloquent, richly detailed description of the
area leads up to: ‘I tell you the thing does not belong to any world that you and I have
ever lived and worked in: it is part of our dream world. And you talk of your Hindhead!
Skellig Michael, sir, is the Forehead.’
Oct 11 1910, to Erica, signed by Charlotte but Shaw dictated most of it (the bracketed
statement was deleted by Shaw but restored by Charlotte), 943-45: ‘I think I had better
write to you to explain exactly why I intentionally shewed you that I strongly disapprove
of your presence in my house, and that I did not—and do not—intend that your visit
should be repeated. You might easily think that I was merely annoyed by your coming at
an inconsiderate and unusual hour—as indeed I was—or that I disliked you…. On the
contrary, it is because you are in some ways rather fine and sensitive, so that it is very
difficult to be unkind to you, that I am determined to put a stop at once and for ever to
any personal intimacy between us. The matter is a very simple one. You have made a
declaration of your feelings to my husband, and you have followed that up by coming to
live near us with the avowed object of gratifying those feelings by seeing as much as
possible of him. If you were an older & more experienced woman I should characterize
that in terms which would make any further acquaintance between us impossible. As you
are young & entirely taken up with your own feelings, I can only tell you that when a
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woman makes such a declaration to a married man, or a man to a married woman, there is
an end to all honorable question of their meeting one another again—intentionally at
least. You do not understand this, perhaps; but you will later on, when you are married
and know what loyalty men and women owe to one another in that very delicate and
difficult relation. The present case is a specially dangerous one; for my husband is not a
common man: if you become at all intimate with him he would become a necessity of life
to you; and then the inevitable parting would cost you much more suffering than it can
now. [I could not trust him to keep you at a distance:] He is quite friendly & sympathetic
with everybody, from dogs & cats to dukes & duchesses; and none of them can imagine
that his universal friendliness is not a special regard for them. He has already allowed you
to become far more attached to him than he should; and I do not intend to let you drift
any further into an impossible position. If I must end by saying that this letter does not
admit of any argument or reply, and that I do not mean it to lead to any correspondence
between us, do not conclude that I am writing in an unfriendly spirit. It would be no use
to discuss the matter now; and later on, when you are married and as old as I am, it will
not be necessary. Meanwhile believe that my decision is quite inevitable & irrevocable.
Yours sincerely, Charlotte F. Shaw’ Oct 30, 951: Shaw consoles Erica with extravagant
praise for her anonymous ‘novel,’ Form of Diary, the MS of which he just read.
Nov 3 1910, to the playwright R. C. Carton, 108 in Theatrics: Shaw briefly describes a
short play to be promoted by the Shakespeare Memorial National Theatre, The Dark Lady
of the Sonnets. Besides the dark lady (Mary Fitton) and a Warder, it features Shakespeare
and Queen Elizabeth, who have ‘quite a good little ten minutes or so all to themselves.’
The finale is ‘an exhortation to the audience to start a National Theatre.’
Nov 18 1910, to Wells, whose The New Machiavelli satirizes the Fabian Society and the
Webbs, 951: ‘I have just come across a passage in William Blake—in Vala, alias The
Four Zoas. “What is the price of Experience? Do men buy it for a song? / Or wisdom for
a dance in the street? No: it is bought with the price / of all that man hath—his house, his
wife, his children.” This would be a good motto for The New Machiavelli, which, by the
way, is a frightfully unfinished masterpiece; for the truth appears to be that the parties
will live happily ever after.’
Nov 22 1910, to Joseph Teleki, a literary agent who had introduced Shaw to his
Hungarian translator Sándor Hevesi in 1907, 953-94: Shaw compares Trebitsch’s
inaccurate but successful translations with Hevesi’s correct but poorly received ones.
‘Beg Hevesi to make inaccurate ones that the Hungarians will like.’ The subject of
vegetarianism is then subjected to Shaw’s surprisingly mixed reviews of its effects; e.g.,
‘a good many of the successes which the vegetarians point to are probably incidental
rather than direct.’
Nov 24 1910, to Charrington, I:257 in Holroyd: Having already viewed Charrington as
one whose stupendous borrowings eventually established him as ‘the most famous bogus
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manager in England’ (July 23 1905, I:257-58), Shaw gives him credit for a degree of
benevolence: ‘I have at least the satisfaction of the certainty (as far as anyone can be
certain of anything with so fantastic a man) that the money will be spent on yourself and
Janet, and not on your creditors and lawyers. If there was ever a man who lived for others
that man is yourself.’
Dec 9 1910, to Beatrice, 104 in Webbs: ‘The practical objection to using the theatre for
propaganda is the enormous draft a performance makes on everybody’s time and energy.
Take those Shakespear matinees, for instance. They were successful but nothing would
induce the Committee to go in for another: we could have begged the few hundred
pounds they brought in in half the time.... Still, I grant you it is a worthy job for the
playwright. Galsworthy would do it mercilessly and effectively.’
Dec 15 1910, to C. C. Fagg, of the Geological Society, 955-56: ‘Your paper, which is
quite new to me, naturally interests me. There are just one or two points on which you
will have to be careful. What we must come to is not equal wages but equal incomes.
You have said on your last page that “People who would not work would not get a house
to live in, or anything to eat.” In this one sentence you have reintroduced the essence of
the error you are trying to dispel. You are making a man’s income depend on his
industry. If you once do that, you let in the whole system of inequality over again. If a
man will not work, you may punish him, or force him to work, or kill him; but the one
thing you clearly must not do is to throw him into the streets to die of starvation’ (955).
‘Like yourself, I have become more and more convinced that this doctrine of Equality,
instead of being an absurdity which no-one will stand, is really the only form in which
Socialism is interesting and intelligible—I might say that it is the only form in which it is
convincing’ (956).
IPS Dec 22 1910, to Sylvia Brooke, 37 in Stanley Weintraub, “A High Wind to
Jamaica,” SHAW 5 (1985): 37-44: ‘Dis chile gwine ter Jamaica.... Much shark, much
scorpion, much mongoose, much alligator.... Poor chile done busted himself making chin
music for election. Greatly increase other candidates’ majority mostly. Him all nerves—
want to cry—talk like infant—must voyage.’
Laurence, Vol. 3
IPS c. 1911, to John Lavery, for whom Shaw was sitting for a portrait, asked if he would
sit for E. A. Walton, 164-65 in Lavery, The Life of a Painter (Boston: Little, Brown,
1940): ‘The frightful truth is that I am too completely out of date to know Walton’s work.
If he is a successful, fashionable painter my terms for thirty-two hours sitting in eight acts
are £2000 down in advance of a royalty of 15 per cent on the proceeds of the exhibition
of the picture. If he is a man of genius tell him that I gave a month to Rodin and
immortality, for the rest I shall be satisfied with photographs. Besides, I have promised
about six painters—my next sitting, bar the one I have just promised Madame Tussaud.’
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Feb 2 1911, to Henry Sweet, II:326 in Holroyd: Shaw tells the well-known phonetician
what he had said at a Phonetic Conference: ‘There is no such thing as a standard
pronunciation. Nevertheless ... it is perfectly easy to find a speaker whose speech will be
accepted in every part of the English speaking world as valid 18-carat oral currency.... all
you have to do is to write down the best practicable phonetic representation of the part of
Hamlet as spoken by Forbes Robertson, and publish it with a certificate signed by half a
dozen persons of satisfactory social standing, NOT that the pronunciation represented is
the standard pronunciation or ideal pronunciation, or correct pronunciation, or in any way
binding on any human being or morally superior to Hackney cockney or Idaho american,
but solely that if a man pronounces it that way he will be eligible as far as speech is
concerned for the post of Lord Chief Justice, Chancellor at Oxford, Archbishop of
Canterbury, Emperor, President, or Toast Master at the Mansion House.’
Feb 3 1911, to Payne, 126-27 in Park: Shaw gives advice on actors’ roles in The
Philanderer and Man and Superman. ‘The most important parts, after the principals, are
the Colonel in The Philanderer, Straker, and Ramsden. If Ramsden is made disagreeable,
or the Colonel merely ridiculous, half the humanity of the plays will be gone. It is of
great importance that these old chaps should be thoroughly popular—rather fine fellows
in their way. Ramsden’s indignant repudiation of Tanner’s suggestion that he should
drive Violet out of the house, and the Colonel’s explosion in the last act of The
Philanderer when he tells Julia that if she is not going to behave like a lady she must
behave like a gentleman, must get the sympathy of the audience. Both plays require a
kindly atmosphere: without it they might easily become inhuman and repellant.
Feb 22 1911, to Henderson, 8-9: Shaw records his mostly derisive reactions to his
biographer’s latest revised typescript, attributing his misinterpretations to being a
mathematician driven by the assumption that ‘the foundation of all sound intellectual amd
ethical superstructures’ is ‘accuracy and strict logic’ (8). Laurence prints Henderson’s
trenchant rejoinder on 10-11, which Shaw tries to refute on March 23 (19-21), and
Henderson responds on March 31 (21-22) and May 16 (35). On the same day as the latter,
Shaw rebuts some of his biographer’s criticisms (36-37).
March 3 1911, to Pease, 12-13: Shaw proposes a remedy to the threatened ‘smash-up
which might be effected by the retirement of the entire old gang from the management of
the [Fabian] Society’: ‘I shall propose the establishment of a sort of House of Lords,
which could be called a Senate or Consultative Council, to be elected by the Executive
from members who had served some years on the Executive.... But Senate or no Senate, I
think the moment has arrived for the old gang to make room for younger men. I always
intended to do it myself when I completed my quarter of a century service; but what with
Wells and one thing and another, the moment was not propitious; and I had to wait for an
opportunity at which I could resign without any fear of having a political significance
attributed to the move. Webb’s departure for the year gives the necessary initiative; and
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the complete absence of any controversy in the Society at this moment provides
conditions for the change which might not occur again. In fact, it is clear to me that if we
do not resign now, we shall never resign.’
March 5 1911, to Sidney, 105 in Webbs: On Fabian Executive ‘withdrawals’: ‘The
withdrawal of Bland will be a shock. The withdrawal of Shaw will be a shock. The
withdrawal of Webb will be a shock. What is more, these shocks will each be maximum
shocks. If they occur simultaneously, the effect will be no worse than one of them would
produce by itself—and one is already inevitable. But if they are separated from one
another by a year’s interval, the succession of shocks will reduce the Society to the
condition of a village in an earthquake district.... When we go, we must not go on tiptoe;
and we must go together. The unbroken front, the concerted explanation, is indispensable
if the Society is to feel reassured.’
IPS March 6 1911, to James Elroy Flecker, on his play Don Juan, 125-26 in Timothy J.
Kidd, “James Elroy Flecker and Bernard Shaw,” Shaw Review, 21, iii (1978) 124-35: ‘I
really dont know how to advise you about this play. It is too fantastic and in bits too
lacking in trade finish and conventional presentability for a regular commercial
production; and yet it is too good to be shelved. Some of the little clubs of playgoers and
playgivers should tackle it. There is no doubt in my mind that you have high
qualifications for dramatic work—some of the highest, in fact. I withdraw what I said
about pantomime verse: on reading the whole play I see nothing to complain of but a few
careless verses. The worst scene is the argument of Don Juan with the labour leader,
which is not knowledgeable. Evans is only a vague hotchpotch of the newspaper notions
of half-a-dozen different types of crank and is not really conceived by you as a human
being from his own point of view as the others are, though even he has a good passage or
two. The last act contains one of the best scenes I have ever read—that with Tisbea. It is a
stroke of genius. You had better go on making a fool of yourself for ten years or so and
see what will come of it. The battle is not certain to end in victory yet; for at your age
people sometimes make astonishingly fine flashes in the pan that they never repeat. But
with common sense and accurate knowledge of the world—tact and experience, to put it
vulgarly—you ought to go far; for you certainly have the trump cards. Only do, for
Heaven’s sake, remember that there are plenty of geniuses about, and that the real
difficulty is to find writers who are sober, honest, industrious and have been for many
years in their last situation.’
March 14 1911, to Murray, 14-19: features Shaw’s ‘skeleton’ scenario of Oedipus Rex,
which delighted the Murrays (14-17). He precedes it with admonitions about Sophocles,
who was to him ‘the sort of man the English like, just as Euripides was the sort of man
they loathe. That is, he has the brains of a ram, the theatrical technique of an agricultural
laborer, the reverence for tradition of a bee, and, as assets, what the English call
“immense character,” and (probably) brute artistic faculty for word music galore.’ He
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adds, ‘Roebuck Ramsden & John Tanner in Man & Superman are Sophocles &
Euripides’ (14).
March 22 1911, to Sidney and Beatrice, partly regarding her National Committee for the
Break-Up of the Poor Law, 109-11 in Webbs: ‘we must make up our minds promptly. I
have nominated Beatrice for the Executive subject to her consent. If she doesnt consent,
no harm is done: if she does, the nomination is in time. My reason is, that I foresee a
possibility of the National Committee, by the passage of a compromise Act which will
satisfy the Committee without satisfying you, dwindling to a point at which its best
course would be to effect a coalition with the Fabian Society. If Beatrice had then been
for some time on the Fabian Exec. this coup would be easier; and she would be better
able to judge whether it would be worth while.... I think Sidney must retire. First, in
common decency in the face of 15 nominations of the young, and of the middle aged who
have waited. Second, because if he waits, he can never again divest his retirement of
political significance. He cannot plead senile decay after this. People will always say,
“why didnt you go at the great clearing out?” You must both bear in mind that when you
formed the National Committee instead of putting the Minority Report into the hands of
the Fabian Society, you threw the Society aside as useless on my hands; and now you
must let me make the best of the situation. It was really Wells over again: you felt, like
him, that you couldnt be hampered in your work by the need for getting everything past
that old Executive. And you were quite right: it would simply have loaded the job with a
huge extra friction without any compensating extra power. But you must not ignore what
you did merely because you were too busy to notice it. Since then, apart from pure
routine, there has been no raison d’etre for the Society; and some stir-up is absolutely
necessary to give it the sensation of being alive. Ensor’s sudden action [leaving the
committee], of which I had no warning, forced me to act instantly, and to rush you all
along without heed to your grumbling. I am now very glad that I was rushed; for I had
lost the power of doing anything except in imperative emergencies, partly through having
too many irons in the fire, partly through age, fatheadedness, & heavy preoccupation with
remoter solutions than I can impose on the F.S.... Consider your final decision well &
promptly: you must deliver your last word by return of post.’
March 23 1911, to Henderson, after Shaw received ‘the first few sheets of the great
biography,’ 19-21: A choice example of Shaw’s enigmatic con-pro reaction: ‘I notice that
though you now begin by very properly and effectively exploding the notion that I was
brought up in a strict Puritan household you have no sooner completed the explosion than
you go back to the strict Puritan household as calmly as if it were the most firmly
established fact in human history. However, it does not matter. The providence which
guides drunken men along the edges of precipices, and deposits them unhurt on soft
places when they fall over, evidently loves you. I like the sample of the book: on the
whole, it comes out right, and quite unlike the conventional unreadable correct
biography. “Sail in, my boy, sail over.” When the book appears, I will send you an
annotated copy for your guidance in correcting the second edition if it ever comes to that.
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God knows what blunders you will make; but you will always save the situation
somehow; and your hits reach the bull’s eye’ (20-21). The author’s gruff response a week
later follows.
March 23 1911, to Richard Catmur, a Fabian who reacted to an American wife poisoner
who was condemned to death, 22-25: Shaw grasps the occasion to expound a detailed
analysis of the terms of equality of income in the case, not moral or intellectual
equality—e.g.: ‘unequal distribution of income is in itself a prodigious evil,
economically, politically, and biologically ruinous’ (24).
April 10 1911, to Ricketts, on Fanny’s First Play, II:280 in Holroyd: ‘The idea of the
Induction is this....A certain Count O’Dowda ... loathes modern industrial England, and
has spent his life in Venice, in the footsteps of Byron, Shelley, and the Brownings. He
has lived the perfect artistic life, with his daughter, tolerating nothing later than the XVIII
century. The young lady of course gets up to her neck in the New Machiavellyism and
writes an ultra modern suffragette play—Fanny’s first play—the performance of which
nearly kills the unfortunate old gentleman.’
April 12 1911, to Barker, 29-31: Complications when directing, partly focused on Lillah
McCarthy’s attempt to satisfy her husband: ‘As to Lillah, I suppose she will get through
somehow; but your blasted producing has utterly destroyed her power of thinking about
anything else but the producer,’ when the part ‘is really not in her nature’ (30).
May 5 1911, to Clement K. Shorter, member of a committee to print and sell a Charles
Dickens Testimonial Stamp to raise a fund for Dickens’s descendants, 68-69 in Dickens:
‘I have consented to sign The Times letter if a certain sentence in it is altered. I cannot
knock into the heads of that Committee the precise nature of the situation. The Dickens
stamps may produce any sum from £100 to £100,000. It is therefore of the very greatest
importance that, whilst we must use the straits of Ethel Dickens and her sisters to move
the public hearts and open the public pockets, we must also be particularly careful not to
give the Dickens family a legal claim on the entire sum raised. What I want is a pension
for the daughters of Charles Dickens Junior, and then, if possible, a monument to
Dickens in London on the scale of the Albert Memorial or of the Scott monument in
Edinburgh. By urging this point, I secured the inscription on the margin of the sheets of
stamps which will make it impossible for the descendants of Dickens to claim that the
money was raised exclusively for their benefit. But the letter ignores this and re-sets the
old trap. I have suggested a simple alteration of a few words which removes the danger.
You say that such precautions are not worth taking because the sum raised will not be
more than enough for pensions. But you never can tell. It is true that up to the present all
the fanatical Dickensites have been such blighted fools that it seems inconceivable that
they should achieve any big success; but if some energetic genius arose who could get
those stamps really pushed on the public by news agencies and book-stalls everywhere,
more money might come in than you expect. In any case, when a precaution only costs a
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stroke of the pen, it would be folly not to take it. Most likely the alternative I suggested
will be adopted: I presume you did not see it before you wrote your letter.’
May 9 1911, to F. C. Whitney, a theatrical producer who wants to take Daly ‘back to
New York as a big artistic proposition in the highest class of modern drama’ by
presenting Shaw plays, 32-35: Shaw warns him, ‘To achieve this, you must trot him out
here in plays by some other author’ (33). On May 24 he is more blunt: ‘I shall not
entertain any proposal for future performances of my plays, here, in America, or
anywhere else, by Arnold Daly’ (37). On c. May 25 1911, Shaw writes to Daly, 38-39: ‘I
find myself forced to the conclusion that you are not the man I want, and that I must take
my plays entirely out of your hands.’ See also his further admonitions in letters to the
producer (40-41) and Daly (41-43).
c. May 14 1911, to Daly, on the verge of presenting Arms and the Man in London, 11011 in Theatrics: ‘Since you wont believe in me, I must submit to the humiliation of
explaining that 3rd act to you. What will happen is this. You will have a great success in
the first act, as you play the second half of it extremely well.... But the third act requires
stage mangement to make it a series of victories for Bluntschli instead of a mere set of
smart sayings which any amateur could score in. You think that the act is only one wave,
rushing to its end in a single sweep, with everything sacrificed to a rattling finish. Really
it is a succession of waves, more or less tempestuous, and all breaking exhausted against
the impenetrable Swiss. The calms which frighten you so much are far more important
than the storms. They mark Bluntschli’s victories, and they give the audience time to
enjoy the play instead of gasping it out in bewilderment.’ Shaw proceeds to delineate
what he calls ‘the timetable.’
May 16 1911, to Henderson, 36-37: ‘You put me in a very difficult position by making
people believe in your Preface that I had read the proof-sheets of your book. You are
really a most extraordinarily inaccurate historian; and you are a most unscrupulous
biographer. Take the affair about Henley, for example. I did not volunteer any
information to you about him. You wrote and asked me for it; and I told you exactly what
you asked, but said (unless my memory is playing me a trick) that it was not for
publication. Your publication of it under these circumstances is a matter for your own
conscience; but you really should not imply that I read the revelation and approved of it.
Some of your indiscretions would be very embarrassing if anyone could seriously believe
that I sanctioned them’ (36). ‘When I have time, I will read the book carefully through
and mark all its mistakes. You will be perfectly appalled at their number and magnitude’
(37).
IPS May 23 1911, to Max Beerbohm, 73 in Beerbohm, Letters of Max Beerbohm, 18921956, ed. Rupert Hart-Davis (London: John Murray, 1988): ‘Observe that I have had that
snag tooth nipped off (there was only one, in spite of malicious exaggerations) and
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replaced by a symmetrical imposture. Your caricatures are now waste paper; and serve
you right.’
May 25 1911, to Daly, 38: The failure of Daly’s production of Arms and the Man, Shaw
says, ‘is a very serious matter for you.... What we are now up against is the acute and
unalterable facts as to your personality for casting purposes, your professional skill as
actor and producer, and your capacity as a man of affairs.... And it is in my estimate of
these things that I find myself forced to the conclusion that you are not the man I want,
and that I must take my plays entirely out of your hands.’ June 13, 41: ‘It is no use our
squabbling. I am within my rights; and defiance of them, however earnestly you may
believe it to be justifiable, is not possible, because you cannot do it single handed, and
no-one would join you in the enterprise.’
May 27 1911, to the actress Margaret Halstan, who played Raina in the Daly production,
112-13 in Theatrics: ‘I have quite made up my mind that Mr Daly is neither the right
actor nor the right producer for my plays.... I was furious about the alteration the other
night, because it had the most appalling effect on you. All the dignity and beauty and
style were gone: and you were like a comic opera soubrette without any music. Did you
notice the line about the noble attitude and the thrilling voice produced no effect
whatever, though the audience is always delighted with it when Raina’s attitudes really
have been noble and her voice thrilling? The great difficulty about Raina is always to
prevent her from guying herself—to make her “respect the dreams of her youth” and play
with sincerely lovely romance.... Arms is no use unless the audience can fall in love with
at least somebody on stage; and Daly is not a hero of romance. He has no beauty and no
youth and no style; and unless you all push your youth and beauty and style to the finest
and most brilliant point, the play will simply put the audience asleep.’
c. June 1911, to Lillah, who wanted to remain in the long run of Fanny’s First Play, 137
in McCarthy: ‘What you say about doing without a holiday is all nonsense! The public
should have a holiday from perpetual “Lillah” too. You must not hackney yourself. Just
give a turn to the people who love sentimental blondes, and are terrified by dark, queenly
ladies. There should always be two beauties at a well-regulated theatre, two male and two
female—otherwise the thing becomes as dull as a marriage.’
June 22 1911, to Wells, on postcards depicting bas reliefs in Rheims Cathedral, 44:
‘These things remind me of your tale of the Judgment in The Butterfly and suggest a real
need of the age which we could supply: a comic Bible. If we could secure the
collaboration of a really able artist the thing would have an overwhelming success, and
would revive genuine religion throughout Europe. It would kill all the ridiculous legends
and bring out the reality of the serious part of the scriptural narratives. For instance
imagine a thoroughly natural and effective picture of the Ascension, with the bystanders
exhibiting all the ludicrous & staggered astonishment of men and women who see
somebody going up like a sky rocket for no mortal reason & by no discoverable means!
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All the mere arguments against the thing would be as nothing compared to a vivid
illustration of its absurdity and its unworthiness. There was a French comic Bible
beginning with a god in a dressing gown & slippers—a real old gentleman—and the
author attained a sincere piety in the end by thus facing his conceptions.’
June 26 1911, to Julio Broutá, II:282 in Holroyd: ‘I had to leave London a week ago,
partly to avoid the coronation, but mainly because I was quite worn out by the season’s
work, and had to recuperate or die.’
July 5 1911, to Janet, 45-47: Shaw explains why well-established actors are not
compatible with attempts to found ‘little theatres’ like the Court in its heyday: ‘a theatre
bound to find parts for you in every production would speedily be ruined.... The secret of
the success of the Court Theatre was that the plays made the actors & not the actors the
plays’ (45-46).
c. Aug 22 1911, to Galsworthy, 50: Shaw debunks Galsworthy’s campaign for a
moratorium on the use of aircraft in wars. Their use is unavoidable; ‘The really
interesting question is how far the new development will make an international
combination against war irresistible.’
c. Sept 1911, to Champion, enclosing a letter to Williamson, 162-63 in Champion: ‘The
truth is that my copyrights are more than I have time to manage.... I was worked to death,
and had to leave England without doing anything. Since then I have been motormountaineering backwards and forwards over the Alps and Dolomites, with the result
that I am now dead beat physically and, intellectually, idiotic.... You had better take
Australasia in hand for me. Read the enclosed letter to J.C.W.; and then post it to him.... I
never assign any rights. I simply license the performances; and I do not give a license for
longer than a single tour, run, or season.... In London I have not made an agreement for
years, which is wrong and unbusinesslike; but when people get used to you and know you
will not play them any dirty tricks, or, on the other hand, submit to any, it works well
enough and saves a good deal of trouble. What are your terms? Ten per cent? If so, I
agree.... Gregan McMahon ... is described as “a most notorious pirate.”’ He has been
‘performing my plays without my leave.... I suggest that you begin operations by
immediately demanding from McMahon and from B[ryceson] Treharne of the Adelaide
Literary Theatre, detailed returns of the takings at all performances given by them ... and
a polite intimation that if they do not settle immediately, or if they announce any further
performances without due authorisation, proceedings will follow promptly, as I will not
stand piracy.... I may say that it pays, on the whole, to go to law whenever a right is
violated, not with a view to the case paying, but to establish a conviction that infringing
Shaw means dead certain trouble.’ The letter to Williamson, 63-64: ‘I must make a new
departure with my plays in Australia. You are not a bit of use to me; you dont do them
yourself; and, far from preventing other people from pirating them, you sit smiling on
your throne whilst performances are going on in all directions.... Therefore I cry off our
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arrangement, and am putting my Australian theatrical business into the hands of my old
friend, Mr H.H. Champion, the manager of the Australian Authors’ Agency.’ c. later in
1911, to Champion, after he had collected a guinea from Terhune, 164 in Champion:
‘That guinea must not become a precedent. My regular fee for an amateur performance of
any of my full-length plays is five guineas; and my fellow authors whom I have been
educating with great difficulty in the principles of Trade Unionism, are already ...
advanced enough to object to one-guinea fees as black-legging. You must keep your eye
on these experiments in co-operative playgoing.... there is not the smallest reason why
ordinary playgoers should be exempted either wholly or partly from authors’ fees merely
because they pay by subscription instead of at the doors.’
Sept 4 1911, to the American publishers of Henderson’s 1911 biography, 50-52: Shaw’s
favorable but nuanced reply to their request for his opinion of the book.
Sept 4 1911, to the American publisher of Henderson’s biography, 51-52: Shaw gives
highly qualified approval of the final product, accepting some of the responsibility for
dubious passages and noting that ‘when an autobiography does not agree with a
biography, the biography is probably right and the autobiography wrong’ (51).
c. Oct 13 1911, to Carl Heath, secretary of the National Peace Council, II:343 in
Holroyd: ‘It is one of the horrors of war that both parties abandon the ground of right and
wrong, and take that of kill or be killed. That is a reason for making an end of war, and in
the meantime keeping poltical power out of the hands of bellicose persons.’
Oct 23 1911, to Trebitsch, on Fanny’s First Play, 158 in Trebitsch 1: ‘In the Times of
today it is announced that Fanny was a disappointment and a failure in Berlin, and that it
was announced as a play by me. Why did you let them do such a silly thing? The whole
prologue & epilogue become absurd if the authorship is announced. Also the
announcement of my name makes people expect a big & serious play instead of a trifle—
“a little play for a little theatre.” And according to the Times, the actors were puzzled &
dull, & did not know that the piece was a wildly comic one in the first act & most of the
third. Tell me what really happened.’
Oct 26 1911, to Pease, 53: ‘I may consider the question of standing as a Fabian candidate
for a Labor seat when I have reason to believe that the Labor Party attaches sufficient
importance to my appearance in parliament to take the usual and perfectly well
understood steps which all political parties take to secure the return of prominent official
members. I am as well acquainted with the formal routine of candidature as Mr Balfour
was with that of the City of London. If I am referred to that routine, I shall understand
that I am not wanted. As a matter of fact I am quite sure that I am not wanted—why
should I be?—and the F.S. should have the sense to see that, & not expose itself & me to
a rebuff.’
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Oct 27 1911, to Chesterton, before their public debate on Shaw’s resolution: ‘I assert that
a Democrat who is not also a Socialist is no gentleman,’ 54-55: With Belloc in the chair,
Shaw specifies that he and GKC will want him to ‘let himself go’: ‘We shall all three talk
all over the shop—possibly never reaching the Socialist department—and Belloc will not
trouble himself about the rules of public meeting & debate.... I therefore conclude that we
had better make it to some extent a clowns’ cricket match,’ a ‘performance in which three
Macs who are on the friendliest terms in private will belabor each other recklessly on
wooden scalps & pillowed waistcoats & trouser seats.’
c. Nov 1911, to James Devon, a Prison Commissioner who wrote a book called The
Criminal and the Community, 55-56: Before getting to his final point, that ‘there should
be no prisons at all,’ Shaw argues that it is ‘the philanthropists and Capital Punishment
Abolitionists and their like that defeat every effort at sensible action by their eternal
“Reform the criminal.”’ As for the people who as really dangerous or mischievous, we
should ‘get rid of the notion of punishing them.’ In most prisons he would expect to find
‘some prisoners who ought not to be restrained at all; some curable moral invalids, and
some who ought to be killed.’
IPS Nov 3 1911, to Hevesi (see first letter to him: CL, 3, 953-54), 160-61 in Géza Staud,
‘G.B.S.’s Letters to Sándor Hevesi,’ Theatre Research, 8 (1967): ‘What shall we do now
that Teleki is dead? His fiancée, Miss Rhoda Henderson, writes to me that it was Teleki’s
desire that she should carry on his business and that she would like to do this if possible,
but that there are some legal complications, and that for the present she can do nothing.
Does your position in the National Theatre make it absolutely necessary for us to employ
an agent? If it does, is there any established agent in whom you have confidence—or at
least as much confidence as the nature of theatrical agents admits of? Dr. Eirick of
Vienna is very anxious to act for me. What is your opinion of him as an agent? We must
get the matter settled somehow. Miss Henderson’s proposition does not seem to me a
very promising one, unless, indeed, it was she who really conducted Teleki’s business.
But I do not think this was so; for when I last saw him, though he was very ill, he was at
work and quite clear-headed and keen about it. I shall be glad to hear from you when you
can spare time to advise me on this subject. All our contracts contain a clause that the
royalties are to be paid to Telecki; and the theatres should have notice, not only of
Teleki’s death, but of the appointment of the new agent—unless you are prepared to do
without an agent.’ IPS Dec 3 1911, to Hevesi, 161 in Staud: ‘Could you let me have an
answer to my question about your Hungarian agent. I am very much pressed in the
matter, as the Croats and Slovaks are actively pirating my plays, and Eirich is
bombarding me with letters. The question, you may remember, was whether Dr. Staloi’s
[sic: Szalai’s] operations are confined to Hungary, and whether, if not, he is sufficiently
in touch with the other provinces of the Empire to be able to maintain an efficient
supervision of performances there?’
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had not had twenty messages from me, there is no such thing as telepathy. But I could
never write them down. I can’t now. When I think of it a sort of pang goes through me
from the base of my heart down to my very entrails. I lose all sense of distinction
between the Heathen Potentate [her huband] and myself or anyone else in the world. I see
no other woman on earth but you; we are Adam & Eve, and you are going to be torn to
pieces and come to life again with a terrible contempt for fragile male things that would
be broken by such creative miracles, and an enormous pride in having wielded all the
powers of the Universe for a moment and come out triumphant. I really can’t express
poor Adam’s feelings: it is a sort of trouble that gets at one’s very vitals. You see, I am
not a robust young gentleman like the H.P.: I am a sentimental elderly person with a
frightful sensitiveness to the Life Force, which, as it springs at you and forces you to
make this tremendous effort for it, at the same time stirs up every tenderness for you to
the point of positive heartbreak. Nobody can possibly write it down: besides, it is
ridiculous as literature, but, as life, oh Lord, Sylvia, how it racks one’s bones!’
Nov 29 to Dec 5 1911, to a lady studying singing, 59-62: Among other relevant things,
Shaw recounts the story of Vandeleur Lee perfecting his ‘method’ and teaching his
mother. He replies to another letter from the lady on Dec 17 (65-66).
c. Dec 1911, to Augustin Hamon, II:128 in Holroyd: If, as Shaw expected, trade
unionism and traditional anti-bureaucratic radicalism prevailed, then the next job for the
Fabians would be to detach socialists from the Labour Party and ‘form a Socialist party in
parliament independent of all other parties, but leading the advanced elements in all of
them by its ideas and its political science.’
Dec 17 1911, to Viola Tree, who asked Shaw why he believed in his mother’s teacher,
Vandeleur Lee, 65-66: ‘Well, simply because he made singers for immediate use. There
was practically no music in Dublin except the music he manufactured. He kept giving
concerts, oratorio festivals & operas; and he had to provide all the singers for them.... He
coached them into doing things utterly beyond their natural powers.... He taught them for
use and not for guineas. That was what I believed in.’
IPS c. 1912?, to Joseph Harker, scene-painter (1856-1927), 185-90 in Harker, Studio and
Stage (London: Nisbet, 1924): ‘I do not know of any school of scene-painting more
advanced than Mr Harker himself. Mr Harker does pictorial stage scenery as well as it
can be done; and if it were possible to reconcile the conditions of play performance with
those of picture exhibition, ... there would be nothing for any school to advance on. I
have often seen a play in which Mr Harker’s scenery was of a much higher order of art,
and enormously more skilled in its execution, than either the play or the acting on which
it was wasted. My memory goes back to the scenery of Telbin; and the contrast between
the skill of our scene-painters and the bungling of the gentleman amateurs of the art
galleries who refused to recognise them as artists has had plenty of comedy in it. When
you speak of the advanced school of scene-painting, I think you mean an art of play
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presentation which is not scene-painting at all, and which, when it incidentally employs
scene-painting, has to go to Mr Harker to get that part of its work done for it. This
movement was produced in England by the discovery, very slowly realised, that the art of
de Loutherbourg, Telbin, and Mr Harker is incompatible with the art of Shakespear.
Shakespear planned his plays to give three or four hours’ continuous entertainment; and
they cannot be uttered intelligibly on the stage in less time. Now if they are played with
pictorial scenery and elaborate imitative constructions, at least three-quarters of an hour
must be cut out of the acting time to set and “strike” the scenes; and what remains of the
mutilated play must be divided into acts and rearranged so as to avoid having more than
four changes. When front cloths and flats and wings, which enabled the acts to contain
several scenes, were discarded as too absurdly unnatural, the manager of Drury Lane,
Chatterton, said that Shakespear spelt ruin. When Mr William Poel showed that
Shakespear could be played without anything that Mr Harker would call scenery, and
even without anything that a Shaftsbury Avenue lessee would call a stage, and when Mr
Granville Barker showed that this could be combined with stage decoration of
unprecedented beauty, the old art of play presentation, in which the stage was a tribune
and not a picture, revived: and it is this revival that is sometimes called advanced scenepainting.... During the period when scenery was so supreme that nobody dreamt that a
dramatic performance was possible without it, all the plays were written in acts; and the
changes of scene made in full view of the audience were contrived in such a way that
they could be effected by running on flats or dropping front cloths. From Dryden to Dion
Boucicault, authors wrote their plays in this way; and their plays could therefore be
performed as they intended them to be performed. But with the disappearance of the flats
after the middle of the nineteenth century, it became impossible to perform even The
School for Scandal without rearranging it. For half a century plays were written for one
scene to each act; and pictorial scenery was supplanted as to indoor scenes by the
building and furnishing of real rooms on the stage. My own plays and those of my
contemporaries were written for these conditions; and the pictorial scene-painter would
have fared badly but for pantomime, ballet, opera, variety shows, and scenic work in big
exhibitions like those at Olympia and the White City. Now every play should be
performed as its author intended it to be performed. It is no reply to this that Shakespear
would have written for scenery if he could. The fact remains that he did not, and that the
stage for which he wrote his plays is the only one to which they are adapted, and on
which they make the effects he planned.... The principle must be applied with constant
regard to common sense and knowledge of essential points.... Once this is understood, the
notion that Mr Harker’s art is going to be supplanted by an “advanced school” is seen to
be groundless.... To-day, thanks to the rediscovery of the art of staging, his position as an
artist is recognised by everybody, and not merely by myself and a few others.’
Jan 2 1912, to Boughton, 70-71: ‘You really must stop sending me your infernal music.
Can’t you write anything but toccatas for the loudest sort of Collard piano? Have you
never heard a violin, a human voice, even a Jew’s harp? This ramping, stamping stuff
with its string of chords like a procession of black beetles, its vocal parts that have no sex
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and no humanity, its bumptious élans out of Die Meistersinger & Die Gotterdämerung,
and its arpeggios ... with all the fifths played a semitone sharp by a bungling player, drive
me simply mad. I loathe your music. It isnt music. It is all skeleton in armor, rangle
jangle bangle, with nothing but old bones inside, and these not articulated. Do you
suppose that the impulse to bang a keyboard when you are in high spirits is inspiration, or
genius, or anything bearable outside an asylum for the deaf? For Heaven’s sake get a
professorship at the R.A.M. [Royal Academy of Music]. You will get paid for misleading
the young; and you wont have time to compose. This tacking on of the same sort of stuff
to any words you can lay your hands on is the work of a totally inartistic nature. You are
worse than a guide at a beauty spot with your eternal Tum Tum Tiddity, Tum Tum
Tiddity, Tum Tum Ditty, Tum Tum Tum. Tum. TUM. Man: do you suppose if I wanted
to play that sort of thing I could not get it from Meyerbeer properly done, and fitted to
coherent librettos. Wagner called it Effect without Cause. What would he have said to
you? Neither Cause nor Effect.... I shall warn Loraine to bar your music. It would kill a
cinematograph show.... And you get publishers to publish these things for you. That is
genius....What will you do when you find yourself out? Shoot yourself, like Haydon? Or
begin all over again? Send me no more, Rutland, send me no more.’
Feb 3 1912, to Murray, in Murray (forthcoming): ‘The Christian Martyr sketch is now
very nearly finished. I have got your St Augustine variety in very effectively. But I want
you to go over it and correct any howlers, also to give me in charity some Roman names
that are not hackneyed to death: I can think of nothing but Metellus &c &c; and I dont
know which emperor my Cæsar should be—not Nero if I can possibly help it. I think I’ll
call him the Emperor Nemo.’
c. Feb 15 1912, to Keir Hardie, 76-77: Hardie had touched off a debate with Shaw on the
working classes, and Shaw replies, beginning, ‘The working classes are the biggest fools
I know, with the possible exception of the middle and upper classes’ (66); and
concluding: ‘you are a man in ten thousand, and quite the damndest natural aristocrat in
the House of Commons’ (77).
Feb 16 1912, to Wells, whose drama based on his novel Kipps, helped out by Rudolf
Besier, was soon to be performed, 76 in Wells: Shaw warns him about having Christine
Silver playing Ann: ‘Unless you have shifted Ann to a much higher social stratum,
Christine will be as wrong as she could possibly be.... You will find it extremely
important in your work not to depend too much on acting. Try rather to get as many
elements as you can of the real thing. A good many actresses who are quite attractive
when they are playing parts which lie in their own class, are irritating and even disgusting
when they are trying to mimic other classes. Others have a certain general humanity
about them which enables them to get into the skin of all ranks and conditions with
sympathetic verisimilitude. Unless you get this kind of actress for Ann, you may knock
the whole production into a cocked hat—unless, of course, she is much less important in
the play than she is in the book.... my notion is somebody like Hilda Trevelyan.’ Sept 6
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1913, 80 in Wells: ‘When I think of Kipps & Besier, I can only stretch my hands to the
heavens and leave my feelings unuttered.’
IPS April 5 1912, to Mrs Frances Chesterton, 102-03 in Denis J. Conlon, “Chesterton: A
Dramatist in Spite of Himself,” Chesterton Review, 3, i (1976-77): 99-117: ‘I have
promised to drive somebody to Beaconsfield on Sunday morning; and I shall be in that
district more or less for the rest of the day. If you are spending Easter at Overroads, and
have no visitors who couldnt stand us, we should like to call on you at any time that
would be convenient. The convenience of time depends on a design of my own which I
wish to impart to you first. I want to read a play to Gilbert. It began by way of being a
music-hall sketch; so it is not 3½ hours long as usual. I can get through it in an hour and a
half. I want to insult and taunt and stimulate Gilbert with it. It is the sort of thing he could
write and ought to write: a religious harlequinade [Androcles and the Lion]. In fact, he
could do it better if a sufficient number of pins were stuck in him. My proposal is that I
read the play to him on Sunday (or the next convenient date), and that you fall into
transports of admiration of it; declare that you can never love a man who cannot write
things like that; and definitely announce that if Gilbert has not finished a worthy
successor to it before the end of the third week next ensuing, you will go out like the lady
in A Doll’s House and live your own life—whatever that dark threat may mean. Forgive
this long rigamarole: it is only to put you in possession of what may happen if you
approve, and your invitations and domestic circumstances are propitious.’ (Parts are on
239-40 in Ward and 342 in Ker.) See Dec 10 1924.
April 21 1912, to Charlotte, 85-86: The sinking of the Titanic six days before occasioned
anti-romantic comments from Shaw, who would not treat it as the press was: with an
attitude of ‘simple, romantic insanity’ (86). He points out the captain’s serious flaws:
‘The truth, so far, seems to be that though the captain told the wireless operator ten
minutes after the collision to send word that the ship was sinking, the passengers were not
told so; and the consequence was that they would not get into the boats, and did not
realize that their floating island was about to go down until it stood up on end and dived.
It also appears that a French ship warned the captain that he was going into an ice field.
He thanked them, and went on at 20 knots. Yet they will have it that a nobler seaman
never trod a deck (85).
April 24 1912, to Charlotte, II:291 in Holroyd: With his secretary Judy Gillmore, Shaw
joined a party of learned men on a tour around York Minster. ‘They said nothing, but
seemed impressed and somewhat bewildered. The shyness of the great kept them aloof
from us. In the end they hurried out, shepherded by their dignitary, and did not think to
tip the verger. Then said the verger to me “I could not very well tell you before them, sir;
but the fire in 1828 was the work of a madman.” “Why?” said I. “Who are they?”
“Lunatics, sir, from the asylum.” I think the bystanders were rather disappointed on
finding that we—Judy and I—were sane.’ April 26: With Barker now there, Judy escaped
their banter: ‘She flies up hills, leaving us gasping and trudging after in our elderly
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manner.’ With Charlotte absent, a misadventure for Shaw: he turned a barber loose on his
hair, and a ‘machine’ mowed him bald and reduced his beard to a brush. ‘I now look like
an elderly Frenchman travelling with his daughter.’
April 30 1912, to Charlotte, 87-88: ‘Ow-0w! Ah-ooh! Ow-oo-ooh! Lumbago is a fearful
thing. Possibly it is appendicitis. Possible spinal paralysis. Anyhow, it does not lend itself
to getting up when you have been sitting down any length of time. And as to climbing
stone walls across the river with Judy—ah-oo-ow! I must be getting rheumatic fever.’
IPS c. May 1912, to Basil Dean, 92 in Dean, Seven Ages: An Autobiography 1888-1927
(London: Hutchinson, 1970): ‘You really mustn’t ask me to allow you to murder Arms
and the Man. The truth of the matter is, you have no producer. If you do the production
yourself, believe me when I assure you that you are the most infamous producer as yet
born on the planet. The performance of You Never Can Tell at Manchester made me
swear that I would never let another play of mine come within ten miles of the Liverpool
Repertory Theatre. There were all the materials for an excellent performance, and it was
the worst on record. Brassbound I say nothing about: you must know that it was utterly
disgraceful, and that it would have been an open calamity if Miss Achurch had not pulled
it through. I daresay you dont believe me; but when you have had twenty years’
experience you will know better. Anyhow I not only refuse Arms and the Man most
vehemently, but solemnly forbid you ever again to produce a play of mine on any terms
or under any circumstances whatever.’
May 2 1912, to Charlotte, 89: ‘Rain and mist, just like Killarney, but lasting all day
instead of 20 minutes.... I found that the wretched Kilsby, in pursuance of his policy of
leaving everything behind, except his pet bag of scrap iron, ... had left the footwarmer at
Ayot; so that poor Judy was cold footed in the car all that biting Monday.... Today the
wet continued; but after lunch we could stand no more frowsting & went off to Furness
Abbey and back by Coniston, which, being wild, is the best of the lakes—55 miles all
told. I reversed, and Kilsby steered. Suddenly I became aware that he was steering her
right over the bank; and before I could do anything over it she went; but to my
amazement nothing whatever happened; she slid down gratefully like the elephant on the
chute at the Hippodrome—backwards—without the slightest shock, except one of
surprise to Kilsby, who contemplated his track with stupefaction.... Tomorrow I will do a
final lake drive; and on Saturday I shall turn south for Blackpool and sample its rowdy
delights by way of change. Then to Liverpool to pay a surprise visit to the Repertory
Theatre, where Janet Achurch is playing Lady Cicely!!! ... If the Stratford Festival is not
by that time over I shall make for it to see You Never Can Tell.’ May 3 1912, to
Charlotte, II:292-93 in Holroyd: ‘I resolved to prolong our drive.’ However a road
ascended so steeply that the car went backwards over Judy’s finger. ‘Kilsby got his
shoulders under her like a fireman; I heaped her up on him, and he carried her up the hill
to an open place where we laid her down and laid our by no means clean handkerchiefs.
dipped in moutain water mud, on her forehead.... The chief fun of the tour is her
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enjoyment of it. I never realized how very staid she is as secretary in Adelphi Terrace
until I saw her gamboling like a rabbit or a lamb in the open.’
May 15 1912, to G. Herbert Thring, Secretary of the Society of Authors, 92:
Considerations in drafting licensing terms of the cinematograph for the Society, since ‘It
looks as if we were within sight of a revolution in theatrical business.’
June 27 1912, to Erica, II:298 in Holroyd: ‘You stalk like a baleful ghost in strange and
unearthly ways at strange and unearthly hours, appalling, oppressing, troubling, spreading
panic ... You are an extraordinary creature, and always on the verge of rousing my
intense hatred of mad people.’
June 30 1912, to Barker, nine days after Shaw had read Pygmalion to Mrs Pat Campbell,
95: He confesses that he ‘fell head over heels in love with her—violently and exquisitely
in love—before I knew that I was thinking about anything but business.... There has
never been anything so ridiculous, or so delightful, in the history of the world.’ Very
oddly, in McCarthy’s Myself and My Friends, Lillah prints the bulk of this letter as if it
had been addressed to her (162, 164). But the missing part includes this second-last
sentence: ‘Shall I be faithless to Lillah & spare Frohman?’ The only explanation seems to
be that Shaw had his secretary copy what Lillah prints and sent it to her.
June 30 1912, to Pat, 96-97: ‘Many thanks for Friday and for a Saturday of delightful
dreams. I did not believe that I had that left in me. I am all right now, down on earth
again with all my cymbals and side drums and blaring vulgarities in full blast; but it
would be meanly cowardly to pretend that you are not a very wonderful lady, or that the
spell did not work most enchantingly on me for fully 12 hours.’ On June 27 Pat had told
him, 19 in Campbell: ‘First of all thanks for letting me hear the play, and for thinking I
can be your pretty slut. I wonder if I could please you.’
c. July 1912, to ?, on the Manifesto for a Socialist Federation, 606 in Thompson: ‘In
drafting the manifesto Morris had taken care to give some expression to both the Fabian
policy and the Social Democratic Federation policy. Hyndman immediately proposed the
omission of the Fabian programme of municipal Socialism, and its explicit
denunciation.... I was equally determined not to endorse the policy of the S.D.F. Morris
soon saw that we were irreconcilable. There was nothing for it but to omit both policies
and substitute platitudes that any Church Congress could have signed.’ To Emery
Walker, 606 in Thompson: ‘The result was, I believe, a complete agreement between the
three of us, though we did not formally express it, that the Manifesto was beneath
contempt.’ To ?: ‘It was the only document any of the three of us had ever signed that
was honestly not worth a farthing.’
July 3 1912, to Pat, 23-24 in Campbell: After detailing ‘a chapter in London theatrical
enterprise’ featuring leading actors who failed, ‘Note, oh beautifullest of all the stars, that
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two of the failures had Shaw parts which were the very Limit of star parts for them.
Ellen’s skin does not fit her body more closely than Lady Cicely Brassbound fits her; for
I am a first class ladies tailor, and I love Ellen and Ellen loves me. Tanner in Man and
Superman carried Loraine to the uttermost extremity of what a popular actor can do
single handed. His success in America was fabulous; nothing but bitter experience could
convince him that it mattered a rap who played Ann or any other part in London. Result:
he lost everything he made in America; and even in the first fever of the Criterion
success, he filled that little house only once…. Du Maurier being lost to us, Loraine is
indispensable. I can make the cat play Liza. It wouldnt be my Liza. But it would be a
commercially possible Liza. And I cant make the dog play Higgins. That is the thing that
often happens: it is not the best part that is the difficulty. And apart from the part, where
am I to find a man to stand up to you on the stage? … my plays must be acted, and acted
hard. They need a sort of bustle and crepitation of life which requires extraordinary
energy and vitality, and gives only glimpses and movements of the poetry beneath. The
lascivious monotony of beauty which satisfies those who are slaves of art instead of
masters of it is hideous in my plays…. Who, then, is to be your complement? the John
Drew to your Ada Rehan, the Irving to your Ellen Terry? I must have a heroic Higgins.
And I must not ruin you. Nor myself. I could not love thee, dear, so much, loved I not
money more. Name your man.’
July 5 1912, to Pat, who had vetoed his choice of Loraine for the role of Higgins, 97: ‘I
dont want anything put before me. I am an artist and dont understand finance. I want my
Liza and I want my Higgins. If you are unkind about them I shall sit down and cry until I
get them. I wont choose between them. I must have my Liza and no other Liza. I wrote
the play to have my Liza. And I must have a proper Higgins for my Liza. I wont listen to
reason: I will simply sit there and howl.’ As for Higgins, Loraine ‘is the best. I will have
a better if you can find him, because nobody is good enough for my Liza; but I wont have
a worst.’
July 10 1912, to Beatrice, 98-100: Shaw addresses considerations arising from the
Webbs’ plan to start a weekly journal later called The New Statesman. ‘Unless you can
find a team of young lions ... and give them their heads, the job cannot be done.... You
can do a great deal, but not with Sidney or with me. My bolt is shot’ (98). ‘While you
were away I had to force Charlotte to take a holiday from me. Being very much in need of
one, she quarreled furiously with me the moment she suspected what I was at until I
wished her at the South Pole; and then she took leave of me (for a month after 14 years in
continuous adhesion) in a way that left Charles I taking leave of his family simply
nowhere. Of course it was an enormous relief to her, and quite a beneficial change for
me’ (99).
c. Aug 1-3 1912, to Champion, 164-65 in Champion: ‘I got a telegram from you in
Vissengen which I could not make out. It announced a successful production of You
Never Can Tell, but added “send two thousand.” I could conjecture only that you wanted
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me to put down £2000 to finance the enterprise. That’s impossible. If I once began that
sort of thing I should be up to my neck in the wildest gambling before the end of the year.
There is nothing between teetotallism and dipsomania in it. Besides, they will get the
money if they put up a success. They have no reason to complain of the terms as terms
go. They are quite easy, especially as we have not asked for an advance—a rare
magnanimity with authors.’
Aug 9 1912, to Pat, 101-5: Shaw begins with ‘Stella, Stella: all the winds of the north are
musical with the thousand letters I have written to you on this journey [in England],’ and
later sighs, ‘O Stella, I kiss your hands and magnify the Life Force for creating you; for
you are a very wonderful person’ (101, 103); but en route he tells her what she wants to
know: that he cannot send her readable copies of Pygmalion and The Doctor’s Dilemma
for a while (102).
Aug 12-14 1912, to Charlotte, with Shaw and Kilsby trying to get their car repaired in
Europe, II:302 in Holroyd: ‘In one of the villages a tyre burst with such a report that it
almost blew the street down.... Sixty miles of rain, mud, lime, slime, deafening wind ...
with the car violently skidding and screwing into the ditch at every turn of the wheels ...
ploughing through unheard-of ruts of slippery limestone mud, finally seemed to get its
teeth full of paving stones. It banged and smashed and gritted and finally reduced us ... to
admit that our journey was over ... and we got her into a monstrous outhouse which
serves to shelter the carts and poultry.... I doubt if we shall ever meet again.... Tomorrow
we shall attach a couple of brewery horses to her and have her hauled to the railway
station.’
Aug 20 1912, to Ellen, 110-11: ‘I now have a grotesque confession to make to you. I
wrote a play for Alexander which was really a play for Mrs Patrick Campbell. It is almost
as wonderful a fit as Brassbound; for I am a good ladies’ tailor, whatever my
shortcomings may be. And the part is SO different, not a bit in the world like Lady
Cicely. (“I should think not” you will say.) .... Then came the question, would she stand
it? For, I repeat, this heroine was not a Lady [Cicely] Waynflete: she was Liza Doolittle,
a flower girl, using awful language and wearing an apron and three ostrich feathers, and
having her hat put in the oven to slay the creepie-crawlies, and being taken off the stage
and washed, like Drinkwater. I simply didnt dare offer it to her. Well, I read it to a good
friend of mine [Dame Edith Lyttleton], and contrived that she should be there. And she
was there, reeking from Bella Donna. She saw through it like a shot—“You beast, you
wrote this for me, every line of it: I can hear you mimicking my voice in it, &c &c &c.”
And she rose to the occasion, quite fine and dignified for a necessary moment, and said
unaffectedly she was flattered. And then—and then—oh Ellen; and then? Why, then I
went calmly to her house to discuss business with her, as hard as nails, and, as I am a
living man, fell head over heels in love with her in thirty seconds. And it lasted more than
thirty hours. I made no struggle: I went in head over ears, and dreamed and dreamed and
walked on air for all that afternoon and the next day as if my next birthday were my
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twentieth. And I said, among other things (to myself) “Now I shall amuse and interest
Ellen again for at least one letter or two.” Which I am accordingly trying to do. One thing
she said pleased me better than she knew. She said that Duse has leaden feet, and that the
perfect people walked on air, “like Ellen Terry.” All he admits in a letter to Charlotte two
days later is in his finale: ‘Did you send Pygmalion to the Siren? She now says that her
notion of bliss is to travel for a year and have a letter from me every week. Which is
gracious, considering’ (114).
Sept 14 1912, to Mary Gawthorpe, a suffrage activist who had organized a petition to
give special treatment to two women who had been sentenced to penal servitude for
attempted arson, 115-17: Shaw argues his distinctive views on this issue, focusing on the
probability that the prisoners would join others in refusing to eat.
Sept 28 1912, to Pat, 118: ‘How are you? This is a business inquiry: you are now an
important part of my property; and I cannot have you running down…. If I had another
play ready I should read it to you just to find out whether you are really ill or not; but I
have nothing but the Christian Martyr play, a bellowing roaring business which would
unroof your house and leave you naked beneath the worshipping stars. And anyhow, I
never encourage illness. When I saw you last you were in bed; but you had the energy of
ten tigresses; and your remarkably fine neck would have carried the pediment of the
Parthenon like a feather if you had been snatched from between the sheets and set up as a
caryatid.’
Oct 6 1912, to Pinero, I:446 in Holroyd: ‘Charlotte can not only resist jokes, but dislikes
them. Hence she was not seduced, as you would have been, by my humorous
aberrations.’
Oct 15 1912, to Pinero, after Overruled was performed along with Pinero and Barrie
plays, II:275 in Holroyd: ‘they simply loathed us. They werent indifferent: we didnt fall
flat; they were angrily disgusted: we were trampled on, kicked and hurled downstairs and
out into the street.’ To R. C. Carton on Dec 26 (275) Shaw added that it was ‘the most
appalling failure on record: the only regular right down failure I ever had.’ The public
hated it, sometimes laughing against its will—‘a hideous laughter as if someone had
tickled a grindstone or made a face at a chained dog.’ When a sentimental play by Barrie
came on, he ‘fattened on the corpses of our reputations.... When the curtain went up on
his play and discovered Irene Vanbrugh, the relief, the joy, the gladness was so enormous
that before a word was spoken the audience cheered madly for several solid minutes....
And yet everybody thought my play was a dead cert.’
Oct 23 1912, to Pat, 48-49 in Campbell: Overruled having failed ‘aggressively,’ Shaw
turns to Pat: ‘I shall never get quite over it—I dont mean the failure; I mean the falling in
love. I havent been quite the same man since. Have you been quite the same devil? for I
suppose you are a devil: they all tell me so when I go on raving about you. Well, I dont
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care. I have always said that it is the devil that makes the hell; but here is a devil that
makes heaven. Wherefor I kiss your hands and praise Creation for you, and hope you are
well as this leaves me at present thank God for it’ (48). ‘I confessed my infatuation to
Cæsar. He was very nice, but seemed to think I wouldnt be able to stand it’ (49).
Nov 3 1912, to Pat, 119: ‘O glorious white marble lady (I bless your illness for revealing
the modelled reality of your beauty—you are really much lovelier than I thought) what
was done to me in my childhood was just nothing at all of an intentional kind. I wasnt
spoiled; and I wasnt helped. No direct ill treatment was added by anybody to the horrors
of the world. Nobody forbad me to discover what I could of its wonders. I was taken—
and took myself—for what I was: a disagreeable little beast. Nobody concerned himself
or herself as to what I was capable of becoming, nor did I. I did not know I was different
from other people (except for the worse); far from being conceited, I hadnt even common
self-respect. I have discovered all my powers from the outside, with incredulous
astonishment, or rather I have discovered that everybody else hasnt got them. My shyness
and cowardice have been beyond all belief.’
Nov 5 1912, to Hamon, 119-23: Shaw gives detailed advice on how to rehearse plays, in
this case You Never Can Tell. He spends as much time on how to behave (and avoid
behaving) as he does on specific directions as to arranging stage business and organizing
the sequence of a rehearsal.
Nov 8 1912, to Pat, 126: Shaw warns her extravagantly that he is a ‘blarneying Irish liar’
who ‘cares for nothing really but his mission,’ with the grande finale: ‘Oh dont, dont,
DONT fall in love with him; but dont grudge him the joy he finds in being in love with
you, and writing all sorts of wild but heartfelt exquisite lies—lies, lies, lies, lies—to you,
his adoredest.’
Nov 18 1912, to Pat (here, his Eliza), from a previously unpublished part of a letter,
II:312 in Holroyd: In reply to her saying that the shortcoming of his marriage was ‘its
childishness,’ he replies, ‘Am I going to learn something? ... I wonder—no; you have
done your duty and suffered your suffering in that way. But I havnt. I must bring forth
something. A sister for Eliza.’ The published part is on 56-57 in Campbell, which
includes: ‘If I looked into your eyes without speaking for two minutes … I might see
heaven. And then I should just trot off and do ten years hard work and think it only a
moment, leaving you staring. Do you know, I dont hate you one little bit. I am clearly in
my second childhood … ; for you might be the Virgin Mary and I an Irish peasant, and
my feeling for you could not be more innocent; and yet there is no relation into which we
could enter which would not be entirely natural and happy for me. Such concord will
make me silly. Let us work together and quarrel and come upon all sorts of
incompatibilities. Our music must have discords in it or you will tire of it.’
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Nov 27 1912, to Pat, 128-30: ‘Oh, all they say is true. I have no heart. Here I am, with my
brains grinding like millstones, writing a preface for my long belated volume of plays,
and stopping only to bring my quick firers into action by hurling a devastating letter into
some public controversy…. Stella! Who is Stella? Did I ever know anybody named
Stella? Cant remember: what does it matter? … I try to get back to Elysium and Stella;
but a tempest of blighting, blasting, withering arguments bursts out of me and scorches
all the trees of Paradise. I want no Stella: I want my brains, my pen, my platform, my
audience, my adversary, my mission…. Stella! Who is Stella? A woman. Well, can she
love a human dredger? does she want to clasp brass to her bosom—oh, her bosom! I
remember now—the jade!—when she first took my hand she shook it so that it touched
her bosom, an infamous, abandoned trick: it thrilled through me, through all my brass, for
hours. That must have been centuries ago: I was young and foolish then and could be
thrilled’ (128-29). ‘Your set-back makes me desperate: I had my heart set on your getting
well with a rush this time. Oh you must, you must, you shall. You shall be torn out of bed
and shaken into rude health. Or else I will get into the bed myself and we shall perish
together scandalously. Oh, why cant I do anything? What use are grindstones after all?
Goodnight, and forgive my follies’ (130).
c. Dec 1912, to Champion, 165 in Champion: ‘The notion that I come of a stern Puritan
north of Ireland family is a dramatic invention of Herbert Barrows, who never retracts a
lie. I am pure Dublin, and was brought up to scoff at churches and parsons. Edward Shaw
of Tasmania was my father’s brother (“oh my prophetic soul, my uncle”) and Pooh Bah is
my first cousin. We are a family of Pooh Bahs, snobs to the backbone. Drink and luxury
are minor specialities.’
Dec 8 1912, to Pat, 61-63 in Campbell: ‘I seem to remember … that my last letter was
maudlin and depressing. It was written in a moment of deep feeling; and it is
unprofessional to write under the influence of deep feeling…. Today I am selfcontrolled…. I now have a mystic theory of your illness; it is a trap of the Life Force—
the Élan Vital. I once fell into that trap. I will explain viva voce. I recovered. You will
recover. But the traps of the Life Force sometimes set up a morbid routine out of which
the victim has to be shaken…. Now I wonder what would happen if you told the doctor
that you distinctly recollect that you swallowed a brooch at rehearsal in a transport of
fury and that you can feel it in your appendix. Insist on being X-rayed to detect and locate
the foreign body and see what will happen. Those rays are rum things; they will upset the
routine that the illness has started; and they wont hurt or harm you…. I am
overwhelmingly convinced that you want a change of some sort or a shake…. It must be
done by rays—light rays, life rays. Remember, they will really go through you and
disentangle things and clean up morbidities and kill things and do all manner of things.
So make them begin with that exploring operation.’ Pat’s reply: ‘What a dear funny
letter’ (63).
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Dec 10 1912, to Pat, 133-36: Shaw first spells out the ‘calculations,’ especially financial,
which he has been going over in his head since she became ill (133-35). His grand finale:
‘I love you for ever and ever and ever, Stella. And I agree that when you are well we
shall be Mr Bernard Shaw and Mrs Patrick Campbell; for Stella means only Stella; but
Mrs Patrick Campbell will mean my treasure, my darling, my belovéd, adoréd, ensainted
friend of my very soul. Oh, before you go, my Stella, I clasp you to my heart “with such a
strained purity.” A thousand successes, a thousand healings, a thousand braveries, a
thousand prayers, a thousand beauties, a thousand hopes and faiths and loves and
adorations watch over you and rain upon you. Goodnight, goodnight, goodnight,
goodnight, my dearest dearest’ (136).
Dec 10 1912, to Hamon, on a French term for Life Force, 137: ‘La Force de la Vie, or La
Force de Vie as you have put it, is impossible. Therefore you must use L’Élan Vital. It is
extraordinarily fortunate for us that Bergson [in 1907] has provided us with such an
admirably appropriate term. It is quite probable that if I had heard the expression Élan
Vital when I was writing Man and Superman, I would have called the Life Force, the Life
Impulse.’
Dec 22 1912, to Mrs Alfred Lyttleton, a close friend of Pat’s, 139-41: Shaw analyzes his
situation, concluding: ‘I havnt the faintest intention of breaking with Charlotte, nor of
cooling one jot to Stella.... How I shall trample my way through, goodness knows; but I
shall manage it somehow’ (140).
Dec 25 1912, to Barker, on John Bull’s Other Island, now being revived, 185-86 in
Barker: ‘I can do no more with J.B., it must trouble through tomorrow as best it can. The
scenery is frankly grotesque…. As to the sky, it is beyond all description…. McClure,
stimulated to insane excesses by me, first covered it with flaming vermilion clouds.
When he realized … that the sky had to do for Acts III and IV he tried to paint the clouds
out, and now they look like claret stains. The rise of the curtain on Act II will be the
signal for a shriek of delirious laughter, which will culminate when the grasshopper is
simulated by a watchman’s rattle…. You’d simply die…. With luck the cast ought to pull
through. I have got Calvert better than he ever was before, but he’ll probably relapse
hopelessly at the first sound of applause. The rest should be rather over than under the old
mark.’
Dec 26 1913, to Ellen O’Malley, the original of Nora in John Bull’s Other Island, 115 in
Theatrics: ‘A most beautiful, lovely, noble, divine performance. Oh, if I could only get it
all like that! I kiss your hands a thousand times.’
c. Jan 1913, to Champion, 165 in Champion: ‘I may remark that though the statement
that I make £30,000 a year by my plays and my wallowing in wealth are probably good
for business, they have no foundation in fact. I once, in a very fat year when Man and
Superman was having a fabulous American success, made over £13,000 from my fees
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and royalties; but that is the record so far; and it stands out among many leaner years. The
business is too high class to be morbidly lucrative.... The second act of Barbara is
magnificent; but the whole play is very difficult: it needs a tremendous Undershaft and a
supersubtle Cusins. The original of Cusins is Gilbert Murray, the most famous living
Australian. Lady Britomart is Lady Carlisle, his mother-in-law. Both are lifelike
portraits.’
Jan 2 1913, to Bright, 193 in Bright: ‘I have to give you notice that on the 25th March
next I shall have to transfer the collection of my amateur fees to the Society of Authors. I
am not taking this step because I am dissatisfied with Miss Marbury’s services, or on any
other ground of dissatisfaction. On the contrary, I think it highly probable that for a year
or so at any rate, the arrangement will be to my own disadvantage. But I am not a free
agent in this matter. As you probably know, most dramatic authors are, as far as their
amateur business is concerned, in the hands of a firm which insists on charging a
commission of 20%. The Society of Authors, after several attempts to bring this firm to
reason, at last resolved to organize a bureau and undertake the collection of fees for its
members. As a member of the Committee of Management I took a leading part in this
enterprise, having in the meantime done what I could to persuade other dramatic authors
to transfer their business to Miss Marbury. Now that the bureau is organized and in
action, it is, you will see, impossible for me to continue having my fees collected by an
outside organization. I have stipulated that I must be allowed to give you three months
notice, which I accordingly do, without malice.’
Jan 4 1913, to Pat, 144-46: Shaw tries to convince Pat that his Saturday Review
comments about her acting in a variety of plays were tributes rather than criticisms. E.g.,
‘First Tanqueray. Sweep this silly piece away and let us hear this glorious woman play: it
is only an unbearable interruption to her’ (144). Love letters follow on Feb 6 and 7; then
an account of a double cremation on the 22nd; then three more of the first kind on Feb
27, March 13, and March 20.
Jan 9 1913, to Pat, who had played chess with Shaw, 75 in Campbell: ‘I cant imagine
that I have been playing chess; or that I remembered so much about it. I am not a bit in
love now. I enjoyed myself enormously. You are such a jolly playfellow. And such a
child!… I am trying hard not to act. There are such wonderful sorts of relations, such
quaint comforts and happiness, and close together-nesses; and babes-in-the-woodinesses,
besides being in love, which, as you may point out, my diet and feeble nature forbid. I
may have moments of being in love; but you must overlook them.’
Jan 29 1913, to Trebitsch, 163-64 in Trebitsch 1: ‘I have no general objection to
Pygmalion making his first début at the Burgtheater; on the contrary I should rather like
the English production of one of my plays to be anticipated abroad. But it is very
important that a foreign production of this kind should not be a failure. Pygmalion is not
suited to a large theatre; and the Burgtheater is a very large theatre; besides, Pygmalion is
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essentially a star play: unless you have an actress of extraordinary qualifications and
popularity, failure is certain. There is another very serious objection. It is my intention to
produce Pygmalion here anonymously. The part of Eliza is to be played by Mrs Patrick
Campbell; and the play will be announced as “By a fellow of the Royal Society of
Literature.” This will give the idea that it is a classical play, and that Mrs Campbell is to
appear as Galatea. As she has never appeared in a low life part, the surprise will be
complete. But of course this would be all spoilt if the play were first produced in Vienna
with my name on the program. This objection seems to me to be fatal: I see no means of
getting round it.’
Feb 7 1913, to Pat, 149-50: ‘I wish I could write verses. Why do not rhymes come
tumbling into my head naturally, as they did in Morris’s? … if I try to make verses for
myself I can think of no rhyme to Stella but umbrella, and only too damn well I love Mrs
Campbell and horrors of that sort. The thing should rush into my head or come to my
hand as prose does, ready made. I never have to think of how to say anything in prose:
the words come with the thought: I often have to argue a thing carefully to get it right; but
when I have found the right thing to say it says itself instantly; and matters of feeling
dont even have to be argued’ (149). ‘I have been reading John Palmer’s book on the
censorship (he is my successor on the Saturday Review now, and much the cleverest of
the lot); and he says “Mr Shaw is a militant Puritan, to whom the west end theatre is
definitely the gate of hell. He hates the aphrodisiac play &c &c.” O Stella Aphrodite, am
I really a Puritan? “The beautiful Puritan pansies”—yes, I think I am’ (150).
Feb 27 1913, to Pat, 153: ‘Cruel stony hearted wretch, snatcher of bread from a starving
child, how had you the heart? how could you? do you know what it means to me?
I want my plaything that I am to throw away. I want my Virgin Mother enthroned in
heaven. I want my Italian peasant woman. I want my rapscallionly fellow vagabond. I
want my dark lady. I want my angel—I want my tempter. I want my Freia with her
apples. I want the lighter of my seven lamps of beauty, honor, laughter, music, love, life,
and immortality. I want my inspiration, my folly, my happiness, my divinity, my
madness, my selfishness, my final sanity and sanctification, my transfiguration, my
purification, my light across the sea, my palm across the desert, my garden of lovely
flowers, my million nameless joys, my day’s wage, my night’s dream, my darling and my
star. And you deny them all to me with six conventional words that do not even scorch
the paper they are written on.’ On March 13 Shaw finds further reason to rant and plead,
touched off by ‘a couple of days silence, a couple of days hunger, a couple of days brazen
descent into an unaccustomed despair’ (156). A week later, pleading for assurance,
‘Wont you say something to me? No: its ridiculous to be importunate: its infernal to be
expected to write. You shant be bothered’ (159).
March 15 1913, to Esmé Percy, who had played Tanner with his touring company, 15657: ‘Yes: I saw Man and Superman at Fulham. It was an infamous performance, all on
one note, insincere, horribly vulgar, unpardonable from anybody but a cheeky young
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ruffian. It is always pleasant to see young people playing skittles with serious things and
enjoying themselves uproariously; but it isnt fine art; and it isnt Man and Superman.
When you are a little older, nobody will stand a performance of that kind from you,
especially in these very dangerous parts of mine, which consist of saying things which
are unpardonable if uttered by unprivileged persons. The privilege has to be won by a
combination of qualities which are not often found in the same individual: for instance,
the impetuous incontinence, the comedy of the man whose earnestness touches up his
own sense of humor, and an essential friendliness and absence of malice which take the
sting out of his sallies and make it impossible to quarrel with him.’
March 26 1913, to Barker, 186-87 in Barker: ‘Fate has suddenly turned malignant. At
12.20 we started from Ayot in splendid weather on splendid roads in high spirits, the car
going brilliantly. At 13.20 I had to decide instantly whether I would smash another car to
bits and kill two women and probably two more also, not to mention the effect of the
collision on ourselves, or to take a desperate chance of saving the other car and wrecking
myself only. I wrecked myself. I charged a clump of hummocks, a drain, and a telegraph
pole, and came to a standstill buried in the hummocks, without a scratch or a broken
bone, with my front axle ruined, my nearside spring in potato chips, my mudguard
crumpled like paper, my tool box and footboard exploded, my electric horn in ribbons,
and Charlotte’s convalescent high spirits dashed to fragments. I spare you the details of
the towing to Dunstable.’
April 2 1913, to Pat, 163-64: ‘Charlotte has suddenly gotten well, and changed from a
fiend into a green eyed mermaid, smiling & fascinating & dressing in diamonds &
generally dispensing charm and childish happiness, What is more amazing, she actually
refers to you without fury, even with raillery. “Did you go to Brighton that day at Beachy
Head?” Boundless contempt for both of us, but no more hatred, almost a joyous
contempt. She realizes her superiority now.’
April 19 1913, to Brentanos, his American distributor, 166: Shaw lists its mistakes and
registers his complaints, focusing on his larger English profits from the same books.
c. May 1913, to an Irish puppeteer who had asked Shaw about his interest in marionettes,
182-84: Shaw responds that ‘the dramatic effect is sometimes actually greater than that
produced by living performers’ because its oddities strike the imagination (183).
May 9 1913, to Hamon, 170-71: Shaw urges him not to attempt a lecture tour in England,
and consoles him for ‘the horrible experience of the production of You Never Can Tell’
(see his letter of Nov 5 1912).
May 22 1913, to Beatrice, 176-79: Shaw re-argues his case against signing the articles he
contributes to the New Statesman, and complains about the non-progressive attitude of
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the editor, Clifford Sharp. Moreover, ‘one of the uses of the Statesman to me is that it
makes Massingham ... much keener on getting my stuff than he was before. Massingham
took up my Equality address at the National Liberal Club, and thereby compelled me to
follow up on the subject in his columns. He also hit out about this vivisection business,
and rallied me to his side by doing so. Sharp wont touch that: he thinks it ridiculous and
sentimental. We had three remarkable chances lately of getting hold of the mass of
people who are deadly sick of the Kiplingesque brutalitarianism of Sharp’s generation.
First, the flogging bill was passed on the demand of the Archbishop of Canterbury.
Second, Asquith, in his speech on the Dickinson Bill, flatly declared for an “Empirical
basis” and explicitly repudiated all “abstract rights.” Third, the dean of St Pauls called, in
the name of his patron saint, for vindictiveness, and preached that you could do what
injury you liked to a man of whose opinions or conduct you disapproved without
violating the precepts of the Sermon on the Mount. Here is an opening for a crusade
against the false prophets and unprincipled parliamentarians; but Sharp shrinks from it at
once.’
May 24 1913, to Pat, 181-82: Charlotte has overheard a conversation between Shaw and
Pat, and Shaw expresses his anguished feelings.
IPS June 6 1913, to the agent J. B. Pinker, 23-24 in ‘Dead Letter File,’ Shaw Bulletin, 2
(May 1958): ‘Are your corrrespondents aware that Caesar and Cleopatra has been on the
market for about twelve years past as part of my volume Three Plays for Puritans.... If, in
place of this, they like to pay me a thousand dollars (my usual fee) to publish it in their
magazine, they are welcome; but I can hardly believe that even an American Magazine
would be so stupid.... As to Androcles, Paul Reynolds acts for me in America; and I do
not see how I could fairly put the play into your hands for disposal in America until he
has had a turn at it. I am open to an offer for this country if you can get me one; but I
never have any difficulty in getting one for myself.’
June 9 1913, to Pat, who had told him that she was thinking of marrying George
Cornwallis-West largely because he was prepared to divorce his wife and Shaw was not,
185: he acknowledges that ‘about you I am a mass of illusions,’ then insists: ‘I run
through all illusions and trample them out with yells of triumph.... I will hurry through
my dream as fast as I can, only let me have my dream out.’ A month later he declares that
he accepts her recent blunt rejection—‘Go and love somebody else and dont bother
me’—and that he ‘escaped the unforgettable pang that rent me’ (188-89).
July 12 1913, to Trebitsch, on ‘The Case for Equality,’ 165 in Trebitsch 1: ‘I now
enclose you a report of a speech which I made lately at the National Liberal Club here. It
is a really important utterance of mine, because whilst all the other Socialists declare that
they are practical men and that they do not dream of levelling everybody down to the
same income, I maintain that equality of income is the sole object and the sole reality of
Socialism. I am sending this pamphlet to America and to France as well as to you for
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publication in some newspaper or magazine. In the meantime the publication here will be
held back. Let me know as soon as you can whether you think you can do anything with
it.’ Aug 19 1913, 166: ‘As I am selling the Case for Equality to an American magazine
which offers 6000 Marks [$1,500] for the exclusive right of first publication in its
columns, it is important that no publication should take place in Germany until after the
American publication. In fact, I am pledged to return the money if this occurs.’
July 22 1913, to McNulty, who was helping his half-cousin Eames Rogers to emigrate to
America, 36 in McNulty: ‘I return the vouchers, with a formal audit as a defence against
the charges of robbing the widow and orphan which will, as you say, probably be brought
against you…. Eames made a fatal mistake in coming to London. I had a favorable
opinion of him, created by the pathetic appeals of Mrs Harvie on his behalf, until I saw
him. I now do not regard him as a helpable person, though I am by no means sure that he
will prove more capable of helping himself than you or I have ever been. He has no
conscience and lots of cheek. He will sail light and fast; and he has the recklessness of
inexperience to put him in the way of luck, should any come his way. Also, he really
wants to go to America; and therefore I think there is a very fair chance of his not having
pawned the outfit or sold the passage and started for Lucy’s doorstep. I asked him how he
had got the money to come to London. He replied “I saved it.” You have acquired merit
in helping him, as there is no sort of satisfaction in it.’
Aug 6 1913, to Murray, in Murray (forthcoming): ‘like you, I have taken to motor
cycling—Lea & Francis, twin cylinder, 3¼ h.p. My first exploit with the machine was
brilliant: 77 miles in 3¼ hours; but this was on the open road from Coventry to St Albans.
When I tried next in the Hertfordshire lanes, narrow places like the ground plan of a
corkscrew, with fearful corners & steep pitches, I entered on a period of extreme terror, in
the agonies of which I oscillated between launching the accursed thing like a thunderbolt
when I wanted to stop it and stopping the engine when I wanted to accelerate it. But by
dint of haunting all the most difficult places I could think of I have at last acquired a fitful
control over the brute; and I now propose to go about the United Kingdom on it.’
Aug 11 1913, to Pat, whom Shaw had pursued to a hotel in Sandwich, which provoked
her to slip away, 195: He begins, ‘Very well, go: the loss of a woman is not the end of the
world,’ yet adds: ‘But I am deeply, deeply, deeply wounded.’ Then he flings a series of
epithets at her and closes with ‘You have wounded my vanity: an inconceivable audacity,
an unpardonable crime. Farewell, wretch that I loved.’ The next two days he escalates his
vituperations (196, 197).
Sept 8 1913, to Pat, 201-2: Visiting Orleans inspires Shaw to say ‘I shall do a Joan play
some day, beginning with the sweeping up of the cinders and orange peel after her
martyrdom, and going on with Joan’s arrival in heaven. I should have God about to damn
the English for their share in her betrayal and Joan producing an end of burnt stick in
arrest of Judgment. “What’s that? Is it one of the faggots?” says God. “No,” says Joan,
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“it’s what is left of the two sticks a common English soldier tied together and gave me as
I went to the stake.” ... That soldier is the only redeeming figure in the whole business.’
Sept 16 1913, to Rosina Filippi, who saw Androcles and the Lion and told Shaw that the
lion was ‘beneath contempt,’ 203: He retorts that he ‘will be judged by the children, for
whose sake I dramatized the lion. I know that a dancing lion is bad natural history; but he
is good nursery legend.’ Then he launches into an analysis of martyrdom relevant to the
play: ‘the effect of martyrdom—or rather of waiting for martyrdom—would be to test
one’s religion very severely by destroying all the imaginary and romantic part of it; so
that you would die in the pure strength of your soul, believing nothing of what most
people call religion and what you yourself supposed to be part of your religion, dying in
fact out of a mystic obstinacy of which you could give no intelligent account.’
Sept 21 1913, to Pat, 204: Shaw declares ‘I am no longer unhappy,’ and that Charlotte is
happy at last: she ‘recovered her intellectual balance, her sanity, and her amiability
completely, and became once more (after about two years) the happy consort of an
easygoing man.’
Sept 22 1913, to Murray, whose daughter had married, in Murray (forthcoming):
‘Rosalind being disposed of, let us consider the education of her children. First, you have
the XIX century conception of an experiment as manufactured evidence. This is really
illustration, not experiment; and even at that the illustrations are always faked: the piece
of cotton wool which ought to burst into flame in the focus of the heat rays when the light
rays are picturesquely cut off never does so unless the lecturer dips it in phosphoric oil
and keeps talking until spontaneous combustion takes place. My theory is that the Life
Force proceeds by the method of Trial & Error (mostly Error) and that everything it
produces is a real experiment: that is to say, a Try On. But it cannot create anything
except by organizing itself into the thing it creates (the Word made Flesh); and as it
cannot commit suicide, and the thing it organizes itself into is often a horrible mistake, it
can remove the mistake only by creating something else that will murder the mistake.
Hence the strained relations of Man and Flea. Hence also the fuss about the Problem of
Evil, the reconciliation of the God of Love with the God of Cancer & Toothache, & so
forth. The moment you see that the Life Force is feeling its way by Trial & Error, all
these problems and difficulties disappear. You pray with sincerity “Our Blunderer which
art not in heaven, blessed be thy excellent intentions, hurry up with thy kingdom which is
so long coming, get thy job done on earth which will then be heaven. Give us this day our
daily vitality; and forgive us our trespasses as we forgive yours, knowing that you mean
well. Lead us into all sorts of temptations, and never say die; for thine is the impulse and
the gumption and the glory, world without end, Amen.” ... Incidentally, of course, the
Life Force is convicted of indecency; and I must make that point clear; but there is a
frightful lot of manufactured subjective indecency, which was what I was thinking of
when I wrote that sentence. Still, I wonder whether the Superman, when he walks out of a
bush someday and proceeds to wipe us out as we have wiped out the megatherium, will
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retain our digestive and reproductive processes, or whether he will simply not be
ashamed of them and enslaved by them. The longer I live the more I doubt whether Man
can get much further than he has. If the Life Force cannot supersede the Yahoo, then the
L.F. is played out. But I dont believe the L.F. is played out. Slightly paraphrasing Blake, I
contemplate Man and say “Can he who superseded the Mastadon not supersede thee?”’
Oct 1 1913, to Murray, in Murray (forthcoming): ‘Have just made my pilgrimage. I
cannot deny that my car was healed of a rather troublesome knock. But still Lourdes, for
an Irish Protestant, is a bit thick. What looks like wickerwork on the left of the grotto in
the picture is really discarded crutches—the lame man leaps like a hart. Crowds of
English, ministered to by priests with elaborate Oxford accents, who slur over the
references to the Virgin’s womb in a truly gentlemanly manner, flavor the place. On the
whole I should like to bring a huge procession of atheists, and unite myself to Jane
Harrison by civil registration in front of the Basilica.’
IPS Oct 16 1913, to Sylvia Brooke, the Ranee of Sarawak, 25 in Stanley Weintraub,
Shaw’s People: Victoria to Churchill (Pennsylvania State University Press, 1996), in the
chapter on Queen Victoria: ‘Women make the best sovereigns. The Salic law is a
mistake: it should be the other way about. Constitutional monarchy is not a man’s job: it
is a woman’s. The relation of a king to his ministers is intolerable: the relation of a queen
to them is much better.’
Nov 9 1913, to Ellen, who is feeling her age and wanting Shaw to write a play for her,
206-07: ‘You fill me with concern—with dismay. What am I to do or say? It’s as if
Queen Alexandra came to me and asked me to get her a place as cook-housekeeper,
except that I’m not in love with Queen Alexandra. Nobody dare have you in a cast: youd
knock it all to pieces. A tiny yacht may throw its mast overboard and end its days quietly
and serviceably as a ferry boat; but a battleship cant do that; and you are a battleship’
(206). ‘Ellen, Ellen, what has become of all the jubilee money?—for you must be in
difficulties or you would never be content with minor work. You are not wildly
extravagant: you dont keep two motor cars and wallow in sables and diamonds. Do you
give it all away; or has Teddy a family in every European capital for you to support?’
(207).
Nov 21 1913, to the actress Gertrude Kingston, who played the Empress in Great
Catherine, 208: ‘I have just seen Catherine again—foredoomed to failure. It is
Brassbound all over again: all your supporters fooling for laughs instead of playing their
parts hard.... The sooner the wretched thing is taken off, the better. It is a pity for your
sake, as everybody ought to see you as the Empress. Oh, those toneless uninterested
voices! I can no more. I will devote myself to politics & prefaces: the theatre is
impossible.’
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Dec 13 1913, to Edward Cheney, an American university student who questioned its
social value, 209-10: ‘I advise you very strongly to remain in your groove, and postpone
all questions as to your future career until you have finished your University course with
reasonable credit, and are prepared to offer yourself, to whatever cause you may choose
to serve, as an adult man with a certified liberal education and the standing and
experience of a University graduate. In that character you will be welcome and useful in
the struggle for Socialism, or whatever other struggle may represent your sympathies.
There is one character in which you will be welcomed nowhere, useful nowhere, and a
nuisance everywhere; and that is in the character of an erratic half-educated youth excited
with revolutionary ideas, at odds with his family and his school and all the other
institutions within his reach because he is really at odds with his own unstable nerves.
Your letter fills me with horrible suspicions of you in this direction. If they are justified, I
have no use for you; the Socialist movement has no use for you; the world has no use for
you; and I pity your family. So you just drop it; and see what you can do under the easy
circumstances of convention before you ask to be trusted in the difficult circumstances of
revolution.’
IPS Dec 15 1913, to Gilbert Norwood, whose pamphlet Euripides & Mr. Bernard Shaw
drew a response from Shaw, 177 in Sidney P. Albert, ‘G.B.S. in Hellas: A Resource for
Classicists,’ SHAW 23 (2003): 167-80: ‘I can only say that I have read it with great
pleasure. This is not an inevitable consequence of the implied high estimate of the value
of my work; for most of the praise I receive is more heartbreaking than the abuse. A
reader may see and admire all sorts of so called “brilliant” qualities in a work of art, and
yet find that it never comes right as a whole. That is how most people seem to see my
plays. This is because they do not get on the right plane, and see them foreshortened and
distorted. And they conclude that the foreshortenings and distortions are in the work
perversely intentional instead of in their point of sight. To you the plays have come right
because you have got on the right plane. You see a simple natural image in relation to the
surroundings, political and philosophical as well as human; and the relief of reading your
criticism after so much strained messy useless stuff is very great. It is as if, having been
condemned to walk through miles of distorting mirrors until I had lost the sense of my
true appearance, I suddenly came before an honest looking-glass…. It is a frightful pity
that Aristophanes was vulgar in his view of Euripides. One forgives Fielding a good deal
because he appreciated Handel when every fool reviled him; and Aristophanes needs
some forgiveness too. I had rather commit any solecism, any crime, any folly than not
recognize a man of genius at sight.’
Dec 15 1913, to Trebitsch, 170 in Trebitsch 1: ‘Pygmalion is my last potboiler. In future
I will write plays that will not be understood for 25 years, if ever.’
Dec 31 1913, to Pat, 112: New Years Eve letter on the first anniversary of a highly
memorable encounter in Pat’s bedroom. Statements such as ‘On that last New Years Eve
and all the eves that went before it, there was Eternity and Beauty; infinite, boundless
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loveliness and content’; ‘if your part in it was an illusion, then I am as lonely as God’;
and ‘in this remembrance I am deeply faithful to you—faithful beyond all love,’
prompted Pat’s unforgettable response, ‘If I could write letters like you, I would write
letters to God’ (Campbell, 155; letter of Jan 5 1914).
IPS c. early 1914, to Maurice Browne, of Chicago’s Little Theatre, who was about to
allow the Wisconsin Players of Milwaukee to take over The Philanderer for a price, 3 in
Bernard F. Dukore, “Shaw and a Chicago Art Theatre,” Shaw Review, 4, iii (1961): 2-6:
‘I do not know which of you is the worst: Mrs. Stewart for trying to pirate The
Philanderer or you for trying to blackmail her on behalf of your Little Theatre. If you go
into business as an agent, then I drop you like a hot potato; I spend quite an appreciable
part of my life defeating the attempts of agents to snatch my business out of my own
hands and make me pay them for muddling it. How you can name Winthrop Ames to me
without blushing, beats me. Suppose he had tried to levy a percentage on you for The
Philanderer! Yet you try to do this very thing on poor Mrs. Stewart. I have now
blacklisted you as another manager without a conscience.’
Jan 12 1914, to Cliff Keane, who had summarized a lecture on Shaw by the British
philosopher Joseph McCabe and sent it to Shaw, 215-16: ‘When he says I stigmatized
Rationalists as cowards, he must be thinking of something I said about Agnostics, who
never would support Bradlaugh or anyone else on the plea that “they didnt know.” I cant
stand people who will not believe anything because it might be false nor deny anything
because it might be true. I have stated carefully in my criticisms of Rationalism (in the
Quintessence of Ibsenism) that I mean by Rationalism not what appears in the text books
under that name, but the belief in Reason as it appears and operates in human history.
People who believe that Will is a dynamic power are not Rationalists…. If there is no
such thing as a Force at all, then there cannot be a Life Force. But there is a thing that I
call a force; and McCabe has some name for it. He has nothing to do but substitute this
name for mine, and he will find the third act of Man and Superman all right. If McCabe
can respect a man as a critic without respecting him as a thinker, he should consult a
doctor as to the state of his mind. Criticism is thought even when it is called intuitive.
Intuition is only rapid unconscious thinking, just as digestion is unconscious chemistry.’
Shaw also comments at length on alleged cures for headaches.
Jan 12 1914, to Frank S. Johnson, Honorary Secretary of the Dickens Fellowship, which
had sponsored a trial for John Jasper for the murder of Edwin Drood, with Shaw as the
foreman of the jury, 73-74 in Dickens: ‘It may interest you to know that the day of the
trial I received from Klaw and Erlanger [American theater managers] a cable asking me
to prepare a version of the trial for the stage. This was on the strength of the cabled Press
reports, which must have therefore been favourable. I thought a good deal of the trial was
dull, not unavoidably so. A series of trials might be given with success—of Pecksniff for
hypocrisy, of Micawber for obtaining loans under false pretenses, of Esther Summerson
for being a prig who is not able to know suitable rules: the chief of which should be that
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witnesses should not be taken through the official document but only cross examined on
it; that the audience should be treated as the Jury and given voting papers; and that the
Judge should enforce the time limits as if he were a chairman.’
Jan 23 1914, to Lillah, 217-18: ‘I saw the Dilemma yesterday. I thought the climax of the
Epilogue quite unintelligible…. You have always softened it to an extent that has puzzled
me. But now you have softened it out of existence. What I call the climax is Jennifer’s
discovery that Ridgeon has deliberately murdered Dubedat. The dramatic effect is built
up rather elaborately, because there is first a misunderstanding and then a discovery.
When Ridgeon first says “I killed him,” the audience knows that he means “I murdered
him”; but Jennifer thinks her own frankness and sincerity has at last conquered his vanity,
and that what he means is “Yes yes: I own up: I confess I was a duffer and made a mess
of the case.” And on this she is delighted and forgives him. So far, you seem to
understand the scene clearly. What I think you miss is the force of the revulsion of
feeling when she makes the appalling discovery that Louis was actually deliberately
murdered. She has to arrive at the truth by arguing about the medicines, … because the
truth is so inconceivable and so wildly remote from her first misunderstanding. But when
the revelation does come, it really ought to be a blinding one. It has to be done on the line
“It is only dawning on me, oh! oh!! you MURDERED him.’ I think you try to get this
effect on the soft tack instead of on the explosive one…. Next time just try the effect of
letting yourself go on it for all you are worth, and keep up the transport of horror and
incredulous amazement until you get his reply to your threat to kill him, which will let
you down easily.’ Shaw proceeds to comment on the flaws of other actors.
Feb 24 1914, to Frances Chesterton, on the ‘monstrous’ contract G. K. Chesterton had
signed for his play Magic, 343-44 in Ker: ‘In future, the moment he has finished a play
and the question of disposing it arises, lock him up and bring the agreement to me.
Explanations would be thrown away on him…. I tell you these things calmly: but my
feelings would prompt me to write them in blood across the heavens.’
Feb 27 1914, to Frederick H. Evans, 59-60 (excerpt): ‘Swedenborg was an enlightened
man for his time, but a frightfully muddled one. He had not got away from the Deus ex
machina whom Blake called Nobodaddy, and he really believed in angels. If I were to
reintroduce that superstition I shall be beginning 100 years ago instead of starting level
with my date. The ordinary British evangelical believes that he will go to heaven—and be
an angel (not chargeable with folly); and it is with this crude belief that I am dealing.
Whether he will be perfect or only nearly perfect, the point is that he will not be the same
person, and therefore he will be mortal & replaced by another person whether angel or
superman or simply younger man, which will make an end to his pretension to
immortality.’
March 6 1914, to Wells, on the preface to Misalliance, 220: ‘Whatever you are doing,
just chuck it for an hour or so, and read the enclosed proof of the Preface to my
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forthcoming volume of plays. I want you to tell me, out of your experience as a parent,
whether there is any blunder or omission that betrays too flagrantly the childishness of
the author. I have tried it on a couple of fathers and a mother; but I want to try it on you
as an extra scientific parent with a cultivated consciousness of your own experience. The
thing expresses nothing more than a violent reaction against the present system; for I
cannot form any definite conception of what children would be like on any other system:
I have gone ahead simply because it seems to me that the tamed animals we now produce
are as incapable of the sort of political and social work that we must get done or perish as
the Chimpanzees in the Wonder Zoo. I like your stuff in the English Review. I am
convinced that the right line about war is to treat it neither as a calamity nor as a glory,
but simply as an unbearable piece of damned nonsense.’ After Wells responded by
calling the preface ‘a collection of disconnected half truths,’ Shaw issued his retort on
March 13, 223: ‘Come now, H.G.: none of that.... I want help, not cheek. I have owed
that debt to the childhood of the world since I was a child myself; and this will probably
be the last of my great prefaces—great because they say the things that are staring us all
in the face and that nobody ever says.’
March 6 1914, to Edmund Gurney, who played Doolittle in Pygmalion, 221-22: ‘Your
last act has all gone to the dickens. Possibly you share my opinion, and would like to be
fortified by my reasons. In the first act your whole scene is played on the point of your
being one of the undeserving poor. You get the very last inch out of it, and the slightest
attempt to come back to it in the last act would be quite fatal. When it is alluded to there,
there must be no emphasis whatever on it: you must play the last act altogether on your
melancholy downfall as a captive of middle-class morality’ (221). ‘From the moment she
[Mrs Higgins] speaks to you, you must adapt your manner to her presence, and throw
yourself with instinctive good manners, and the gallantry that has made you a slave to
women all your life, on her sympathy. I want it to be clear that the dustman has much
more social talent than anybody present. He and the Colonel are the two considerate
gentlemen present; but the Colonel is a bit stiff and conventional, whilst Doolittle is a
born genius at the game…. The truth is, I not only cast you for the part but wrote the part
for you; so you may trust yourself in it without any hesitation’ (222).
March 13 1914, to Cedric H. Glover, who had urged Shaw to collect his musical
criticism, 223-24: ‘it would be very bad economy to begin making resurrection pies out
of the journalism of twenty five years ago. I have not heard the Schönberg Sextet. I
always applaud Schönberg and Scriabin vigorously because they are enlarging our
musical material so usefully; and I find also a great deal of charm in their work. I was
quite proud of myself for guessing which was to be the final chord of the fifth Orchestral
Piece, which was more than I had been able to do in the four previous ones. I wish I
could find Mahler equally interesting; but I dont.’
March 27 1914, to a producer who had seen Shaw’s The Music-Cure: A Piece of Utter
Nonsense performed at the Little Theatre and wanted to move it to the Palace Theatre,
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116-17 in Theatrics: Shaw presumes that the Palace audience ‘expects something very
dignified and superior,’ while those at the Little Theatre ‘enjoy a silly lark. That is why
the tomfoolery is indulged at the Little and resented at the Palace.’ Make the play seem
‘distinguished and gentlemanlike & ladylike and classical. That is what the audience
wants.... And make the music enjoyable as music.’ IPS Undated letter to Madge
McIntosh on pp. 102-03 in Grace W. Goldie, The Liverpool Repertory Theatre, 19111934 (London: Univ. Pr. of Liverpool, 1935): ‘I will let you off for two guineas for the
seven performances already given if you promise not to do it again. All that Marconi
business [a political scandal involving Lloyd George] is unbearably stale now: I must
either re-write the first part of it, making Reginald’s nerves the result of some stupendous
imbecility in the trenches and introducing the Die Wacht am Rhein, Tipperary, etc. etc.,
into the musical part or else drop the foolish thing for ever.’
April 11 1914, to Pat, just before the first performance of Pygmalion, 224-25: ‘FINAL
ORDERS …. ‘after Higgins’s long speech about science and classical music … The
author took care to re-establish [a certain dragging intensity] … by giving Eliza a long
and energetic speech in reply to him; but the ignorant slave entrusted with the part
thought she knew better than the author, and cut the speech as useless. Now she has got
to do it the other way’ (224). ‘That smile on “More friendly like” is developing to excess.
It should be the ghastliest wannest thing, because you are about to burst into tears; and
the smile must be that sort of a smile…. I give up in despair that note of terror in the first
scene which collects the crowds and suddenly shews the audience that there is a play
there, and a human soul there, and a social problem there, and a formidable capacity for
feeling in the trivial giggler of the comic passages. But until you get it I shall never admit
that you can play Eliza, or play Shaw’ (225).
April 12 1914, to Charlotte, after the first performance of Pygmalion, with Tree directing
and playing Higgins, 226-28: ‘The play last night got boomed to an amazing extent. Tree
heaped interview on interview. I did two or three myself. The Daily Sketch declared that
the play contained language which it could not print, and that it must be stopped—that
my outrages on decency must not profane the theatre of Shakespear & of sweet
wholesome drama’ (226). ‘The house was of course crammed; and the people behaved
very well. My protests had been read and though there were plenty of people laughing, it
was kept in hand and the play listened to practically without serious interruption until the
ends of the acts, when the applause was serious and sustained. But in the third act the
effort to keep quiet was less successful; and when “Not bloody likely” came, the
performance was nearly wrecked. They laughed themselves into such utter abandonment
and disorder that it was really doubtful for some time whether they could recover
themselves and let the play go on.’ The first two acts went well, but for the last two acts
Shaw ‘writhed in hell. The raving absurdity of Tree’s acting was quite beyond
description…. He made every conceivable mistake…. I had particularly coached him at
the last rehearsal in the concluding lines, making him occupy himself affectionately with
his mother, & throw Eliza the commission to buy the ham &c, over his shoulder. The last
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thing I saw as I left the house was Higgins shoving his mother rudely out of his way and
wooing Eliza with appeals to buy a ham for his lonely home like a bereaved Romeo’
(227-28). Fortunately for his nervous system, Shaw had left before Tree tossed flowers at
Pat.
May 8 1914, to Trebitsch, 174 in Trebitsch 1: Having read his translator’s own play,
Gefährliche Jahre, Shaw lectures on ways that characters convey their personalities: ‘I
dont think your characters explain themselves clearly enough. In writing for the stage
there are two points on which all ordinary probability and naturalness must be thrown to
the winds. You must make reckless use of coincidences; and you must make your
characters understand themselves and describe themselves much better than any real
human being ever does or can. In Pygmalion, for instance, Doolittle paints a perfect and
skilful portrait of his own character. The character is true to nature; but the ability to
describe it to the audience is characteristic, not of a good for nothing dustman, but of
Balzac. Just the opposite occurs with Higgins. Higgins is so absolutely unconscious of his
own character, that he is in a state of continual complaint and surprise because people
have such unreasonable notions about him.’
June 9, 1914, to McNulty, 233-35: On Misalliance: ‘Yes: Gunner is immense. Gunner is
ME. When I told that to ... the actor who created him (devilish well too) he assured me
that it was himself to the life. Gunner is the impecunious middle class. As to stage
technique, there is such a thing and there isnt. It came to me so naturally that I became
conscious of it only when I had to deal with people who hadnt it. There are several
techniques: a technique of acting, a technique of dialogue, and technique of construction
and so forth: and people may be very clever in one or more of them without being good at
them all, and may even—especially in acting—know bits of them and not the rest. My
own accomplishments in technique are sometimes the ruin of my plays in performance.
The actors find that every word is an effect, and they begin to play for the effects instead
of acting the play. The beginning and end of the business is the art of making the
audience believe that real things are happening to real people. But the actor, male or
female, wants the audience to believe that it is witnessing a magnificent display of acting
by a great artist; and when the attempt to do this fails, the effect is disastrous, because
there is neither play nor great acting: the play is not credible nor the acting fascinating….
The actors of today have surprisingly little of what I call positive skill, and an amazing
power of suggestion…. This art of suggestion has been developed to an abnormal degree
by the emptiness of the mechanical “well made play” of the French school. And you may
be tempted to say, “If this woman is so wonderful when she is making bricks without
straw, what heights would she not reach if I were to give her straw in abundance?” But if
you did it you would be rudely disillusioned. I myself have had to say to an actress,
“Suggestion is not needed here. I dont want you to suggest anything: I give you the actual
things to do and say. I dont want you to look as if you could say wonderful things if you
uttered your thoughts: I give you the wonderful things to say; and you must get them
across the footlights.” And on these conditions the actress is often dreadfully at a loss.
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She complains that she has too many words. She tries to get in her old suggestive
business between the lines—to escape from the play—to substitute a personal
performance of her own for the character you want to make the audience believe she is;
and thus you are likely to have trouble with her in direct proportion to her charm as a
fashionable leading lady.’
June 12 1914, to Cliff Keene, II:278 in Holroyd: ‘I can’t stand people who will not
believe anything because it might be false nor deny anything because it might be true.’
Aug 4 1914, to Trebitsch, 243: Trebitsch was vacationing when war was declared on
August 3, and Shaw sends him a revealing telegram: ‘YOU CAN DO NOTHING BUT
REPORT YOURSELF BY TELEGRAPH AS RETURNING AT FIRST
OPPORTUNITY WHAT A HIDEOUS SITUATION CIVILIZATION TEARING
ITSELF TO PIECES INSTEAD OF STANDING SOLID AGAINST THE COMMON
ENEMY IN THE EAST YOU AND I AT WAR CAN ABSURDITY GO FURTHER....’
The message took five months to reach Trebitsch.
Aug 12 1914, to Beatrice, 244-45: The resignation of John Burns ‘ought to be presented
to the public as the prompt resentment by the working class in the Cabinet of Grey’s
virtual declaration of war (the assurance to the French ambassador that our fleet would
co-operate) the day before it was communicated to the mob, including the cabinet itself.
From all I can gather, this was the real provocation’ (244). ‘The truth is that though Grey
& the Kaiser belong to the same Impossibilist Anti-Democratic class, this war is the
inevitable result of Grey’s diplomacy ... ; and it is our business to see that he does not
come out as the universally beloved Angel of Peace, with the Kaiser as Pantomime
Demon’ (245).
Aug 14 1914, to Beatrice, 141-42 in Webbs: ‘The main fact about Asquith & Grey is
written across the heavens. When the public suddenly realized that the powder was alight,
the one question that rose from the whole nation was “Are we committed to war?” In
every paper the statements of Asquith & Grey that we were not so committed were
quoted and requoted. And Grey repeated the statement actually in the exordium of the
very speech in which he finally had to tell the House that he had pledged the country to
war the day before to the French Assembly ... (141) if the discredit of Junkerism which I
hope this war will effect does not also discredit Grey (a typical British Junker) we shall
have fought in vain’ (142).
IPS Aug 16 1914, to Ebenezer Howard, who asked Shaw for an opinion of his idea of
spreading a million-plus peace messages by airplane over Germany, 35 in Stanley
Weintraub, Journey to Heartbreak: The Crucible Years of Bernard Shaw 1914-1918.
New York: Weybright and Talley, 1971): ‘A gorgeous notion, but utterly impracticable
for a thousand reasons. The Nations involved need no message; they are just as horrified
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and peace-desirous as you are, but none the less they must fight it out now. You can do
nothing but sit quietly at home and go on with your peaceful work.’
Aug 26 1914, to Beatrice, 246-47: Shaw lights into Beatrice for being misled by her
‘inveterate idolatry of ambitious and successful plutocrats’ such as Asquith and Grey.
The letter begins: ‘You dont understand this war a bit: you are not interested in
Weltpolitik and Realpolitik. Belgium is not the outstanding fact: it is the outstanding
excuse’; then he explains why he says this.
Sept 9 1914, to Dorothy Dix, who will play Eliza in a provincial tour of Pygmalion, 24849: Shaw gives specific directions on Eliza’s pronunciation of cockney vowel sounds. He
concludes: ‘The utterance is slovenly and nasal, colds in the head being almost chronic in
the gutter.’
Sept 23 1914, to Charles Sarolea, a Belgian scholar at Edinburgh, 250-51: ‘It is very
difficult for me to say anything that will help the Belgian Relief Fund. It seems to me
altogether disgraceful that we should not only fail to save the neutral soil of Belgium
from violation in the worst form by rapine, fire ande sword, but abandon her refugees to
the impulses of private charity as we abandon beggars. Reading our newspapers and the
speeches of our Cabinet ministers, one would suppose we had triumphantly and
majestically held our shield before the women and children of Belgium, and hurled back
the invader shoulder to shoulder with her men. As a matter of fact, we have left her to
bear single handed the first furious rush of our enemy. Belgium has broken that rush for
us at frightful odds, and has never let slip a word of reproach for the delay in reinforcing
her. In these terrible first days the Belgians must have said often enough “Where are the
English?”. And when we congratulated ourselves so very comfortably on the fact that we
at last got our troops across the channel “without a single casualty,” the Belgians must
have been sorely tempted to remark quietly that things can always be done without
casualties by people who take their time about it.’
Oct 2 1914, to George Cornwallis-West, who would soon embark with his division for
Antwerp, 252-53: ‘Since you expect to go out soon, I really refuse to leave you troubled
in spirit by that man with his eyes gouged out. I have been on his track for quite a long
time now. A chauffeur who came to Torquay actually saw him; but on that occasion his
wife did not go mad: she exclaimed “I know now there is no God.” He was in the City of
London hospital until one of the governors went to see him there. But he had escaped,
and the staff denied all knowledge of him. He is hiding with the baby who had its fingers
cut off by the Uhlans [Prussian light cavalry]. Both are believed to be with the Russian
Army we shipped to Belgium through Scotland from Archangel. Ponsonby, just back
with a wound, denies that there are any atrocities, and sets up an opposition story of the
remarkable kindness of a German officer to a Tommy whose elbow was smashed. I have
spoken with Miss Boyle O’Reilly, who was present at the sack of Louvain but returned
intacta. She saw the nurses whose fingers and hands had been cut off. They had grown
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new ones and were in prime condition. One had her wrist burnt. She had fooled with a
spirit lamp of explosive construction. Miss O’Reílly also interviewed the outraged
women. They had all heard of outrages in the next villages to theirs, but had not actually
witnessed them, and were, personally, virgins. The atrocities committed by our troops fill
the Berlin papers with copy and the Berlin soul with patriotic fury. We kill the wounded;
we poison the wells; we toss babies on the point of our bayonets; we burn field hospitals
full of German wounded; we chop off Belgian babies’ heads in their mothers’ arms.
Having previously put on the helmets of slain Uhlans, we make collections of breasts and
eyes; we never venture into battle without driving crowds of women before us; we mock
the Kaiser’s grief for the death of his thirty-seventh and last of his six sons; our men
shoot their officers (who persuade them that they are fighting the Russians instead of the
universally popular Germans) and surrender with tears of joy to their kind captors; and
the Tsar’s mother is Sir Edward Grey`s mistress. As you know, the truth about war is
always bad enough; but there really isn’t a solitary scrap of evidence that the Germans,
apart from their obsolete usage of hostage shooting, are behaving worse than we should
behave in the same circumstances. Stella will think that I write this for the sake of
arguing. 1 do so because war is horrible when one does not respect one’s enemies, and
there is no reason why you should be depressed and disgusted by expecting more than the
regulation horrors which are all in the day’s work. I hope the very worst that will happen
to you will be capture by Pless and imprisonment ín his best bedroom until the war is
over. But probably you will come back a Lieutenant-General.’
Oct 6 1914, to George C. Tyler, head of an American syndicate which was to present
Pygmalion, 254-55: Shaw warns him to ‘resist the wiles’ of Pat Campbell (playing Eliza),
who will urge him to cut various speeches from the play. ‘The worst of it is that she
doesnt like, and ... is not really interested in the entrails of the play, but only in its
superficial effectiveness, which soon becomes tedious.’
Oct 15 1914, to Beatrice, 147 in Webbs: ‘As to the lectures, I have given up all hope of
having them ready. I must fudge through as best I can. It is an alarming prospect, as I
have had only one lecture for all occasions for 20 years past; and how to produce an
illusion of delivering six different ones is more than I can see at present. It will be a
disgraceful fraud.’ Aug 5 1915, to Beatrice, 149: ‘I have just noticed that the lectures are
announced in the New Statesman without any reference to the Fabian Society, as if they
were our private speculation ... Is this intentional?’
Oct 21 1914, to Clifford Sharp, editor of the New Statesman, which will soon print
Common Sense about the War, 257: ‘I now have to wreck your mind by telling you that I
will just barely fit into a 24 page supplement. I am over 36,000 words. As you will have
to keep the N.S. up to the same size at least to avoid surcharged postage, the result seems
likely to be a Times-with-South-African or Russian supplement. The war article is a
superb performance and will reflect eternal glory on your editorship; but whether the
paper will survive it is another matter.... It has been a terrific job; but I think it brings out
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Socialism with something like an intelligible and distinctive foreign policy at last. At the
same time it is interesting to see how opinion in various quarters has been crystallizing in
separate bits here and there into my shape.’
Oct 24 1914, to Sharp, 258-60: Besides delving into the case of how Belgium was
treated, Shaw explains ‘the desperate peril in which the Entente placed Germany. If we
had been in the same hole, we should have fired on the heavenly host rather than miss
half a chance in our favor.... If France & England had had any more conscience about
Belgium than Germany had, they would have honestly told her that they could not
reinforce her soon enough to save her from destruction, and that she had better fire one
shot as a protest pro forma and then surrender’ (258). Near the end, he notes: ‘Finally, as
to annoying a lot of people, of course it will. It will make everyone who reads it howl like
a dog at a ballad concert at certain passages. But then in other passages it says something
they want to have said so badly that they will have to submit. Besides, I mean it to be
read in Germany. It will finally impose itself, for though of course it is not “just” (am I
God Almighty?) it is, on the whole, as nearly so as human nature can bear. Anyhow, its
the best I can do; and it has left me so exhausted as far as my power of attention to this
subject is concerned, that it is a frightful effort to me to return to it even for the writing of
this letter’ (260).
Nov 5 1914, to Murray, who wanted Shaw to sign ‘To our colleagues in Russia,’ 260-61:
‘On the 14th my War Manifesto will appear. In it I explain my attitude towards the
Prussian Tsardom and the occasionally inspired idiots whom it hangs, flogs, & sends to
Siberia. I am curious to see how far Russian genius will be extinguished by the
prohibition of vodka. Some of the circular is so good that I conclude that you drafted it.
But I will not put my name to any document that deals with Russia unless it expressly
and emphatically damns the Tsardom uphill, down dale, and all the way to hell. It is our
business, not to help this abomination to hide itself under the mantle of Tolstoy, but to
take care that neither at home nor abroad shall the enemies of mankind steal the sacred
fire that will, we hope, destroy Potsdam. I shall be as explicit as Anatole France’s
peasant, who, having prayed in vain for rain to the child in the arms of the statue of the
Virgin, burnt a candle to her instead, with the explanatory remark, “It is not to you, you
son of a whore, that I offer this candle, but to your sainted mother.” Also, I have a strong
feeling that if we start making international assurances of good feeling, we should begin
with the Germans, to shew that in the republic of Art & Literature, & the Humanities
generally, there are no frontiers and no wars. Only, the war seems to prove that this is a
lie, and that the professors, saving your chair, are the worst of the lot.’
Nov 9 1914, to Bertrand Russell, 261-62: ‘I have written a War Supplement for next
Saturday’s New Statesman; but as its composition has been spread over a month, and
ceased nearly three weeks ago, it is a little stale.... There is some danger of America
being irritated beyond endurance by our plunder of her ships, especially at Gibraltar; and
we shall have to climb down about the North Sea. So I thought it best to remind the
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President that a declaration against us would be a fresh blow to Belgium. I hope, by the
way, he doesnt know what happened to the German prisoners of war who surrendered at
Liège.’
Nov 10 1914, to Sharp, on the brink of publishing Common Sense, 263: ‘You simply dont
know that we are at war. We are plundering American ships left and right; and the
Americans are getting exceedingly rusty. We are doing it at Gibraltar to ships alleging
that they are trading with Italy. We are doing simply ANYTHING to prevent Germany
getting electrolytic copper to make cartridges with, as we hope to run her out of
ammunition on that article.’
Nov 11 1914, to Archer, 265: ‘The truth is, we have been plundering American ships in
such a highhanded manner, especially at Gibraltar, where they allege trade with Italy, that
matters are becoming extremely strained; and we shall have to pay for our last big haul of
copper.... There was a real danger of Wilson coming down on the wrong side; and it was
absolutely certain that he would not come down on the right one for our sakes.’
Nov 13 1914, to Hall Caine, 266-67: ‘I have not said a word of dispraise of England. I
have excused England by explaining that the wretched little gang of piffling snobs who
are mismanaging this war are just as insensible to the needs of England as to the needs of
Belgium’ (266). ‘Down in Torquay, the Belgian wounded favor their French visitors—or
those who speak French well enough to be mistaken for French by the Flemings—with
lively stories of how they slaughtered German prisoners at Liège’ (267).
Dec 1 1914, to Mabel Fitzgerald, a strong Irish nationalist who was once Shaw’s
secretary, 270: ‘I do not want Prussia to win this game: I am convinced that it is in the
interest of all of us to shew that a quite casual army of poor English, Irish and Scotch
civilians, without any previous military training or tradition, picked up for the occasion
on the nod, can knock the stuffing out of the Prussian military machine, and thus not only
discredit the jackboot theory of society, but convince the Bavarian and the easygoing
friendly south German generally that he would have had just as good a chance in the field
if he had lived happily and naturally as he has now after submitting to a Prussian tyranny
which he loathes, and which he stood solely because he had been assured that in that way
only could he be saved from destruction by France and the other enemies of his country,
notably perfidious Albion. Also, I want to establish the assumption that Ireland is on the
Republican side, and on the democratic side: which in this war means the side of France
against Prussia.... Consequently I have written to the Irish papers to the above effect
generally, with the intention of setting back the pro-German propaganda in Ireland, and
suggesting to the British Government that there are more tactful ways of encouraging
recruiting than suppressing the Nationalist papers.’ Mabel responded on the 7th and
warned Shaw: ‘I should be prepared to stake a good deal on the statement that the
majority of Ireland outside of Ulster is pro-German in this war.’
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Dec 2 1914, to Caine, an editor of the Daily Telegraph which was sponsoring a tribute
volume called King Albert’s Book, who asked Shaw for an article that could be accepted,
357 in Caine: Shaw had contributed one and it had been rejected—the printers refused to
print it. ‘Lord bless you, it doesnt matter. If I had known you were having any trouble
about it, I should have told you at once to tell them to withdraw it if they were afraid of it,
as you have no need to stand on ceremony with me, and anyhow I can easily get it
published if I want to, all the more effectively if it can be headed THE ARTICLE THE
DAILY TELEGRAPH FUNKED!’
Dec 12 & 13 1914, to Mabel Fitzgerald, 275-77: Shaw’s reply begins, ‘This wont do at
all: it belongs to a bygone slavery, and may plunge us back into it’ (275). He proceeds to
analyze the situation in detail, praising Horace Plunkett and John Edward Redmond, then
launches into a long-term perspective: ‘The day of small nations is past; indeed, except
for nations still denied self-government, nationalism is a dead horse; and even the subject
nations like Ireland must never forget that the moment they gain home rule, the horse will
drop down under them and reveal, by a sudden and horrible decomposition, that he has
been dead for years. Only as a member of a great commonwealth is there any future for
us’ (276). Shaw replies to a more extreme letter on January 29 1915, after Mabel had
been relocated from a site where she might be able to aid the enemy: ‘What do you
expect the authorities to do? Here we are engaged in a most appalling war. At any
moment a bomb may drop on me from a German aeroplane and finish this letter
abruptly…. And this is the moment that you, living in a western coastguard station, select
to announce that you are the implacable enemy of England and France and Belgium, and,
by implication, an enthusiastic wisher of success to German armies…. You really must
not be an Impossibilist’ (290).
Dec 13 1914, to Robert Loraine, who had been wounded, 278-79: ‘Charlotte managed to
track you down within twenty-four hours of your landing by a sustained frontal attack on
the War Office and the Horse Guards. Before that we could hear nothing about you
except legendary matter, mostly to the effect that instead of doing your duty by observing
the enemy’s positions and bringing back reports, your habit was to charge the Uhlans
[Prussian light cavalry] with your aeroplane, at last driving the French to declare that if
you were not speedily slain there would not be a serviceable flying machine left in the
whole … army. The first credible news was that you were hit; the next, that you lost a
lung. This alarmed me, because one of my uncles lost a lung, and though he recovered all
his previous robustness of habit, yet he died of it after lingering in this state for fortyseven years’ (278). ‘I wanted to see for myself how you were; for I knew that medical
reports and diagnoses were worth nothing in the face of your powers of acting, and that it
was just a toss-up whether you would be in the mood to wile away your last hour by a
breezy cheerful: “It’s nothing; I shall be out again in a week,” or, if you felt exceptionally
full of beans, to treat them to a death-bed scene that would plunge the whole hospital into
convulsive weeping.’. .. ‘For my own part, I have been giving exhibitions of moral
courage far surpassing anything achieved in the field; but so far I have not received the
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V.C.; in fact sarcastic suggestions that I should receive the iron one have not been
lacking. However, you will find the papers rather less sanctimonious than they were
before I gave their show away and substituted the trumpet for the harmonium as the
martial instrument of Britain’ (279).
Jan 13 1915, to Pat, 282: ‘What I said in Common Sense About the War is nothing to
what I will say presently if this silly business of feeding men into the machine to be
killed, absolutely without any other result, goes on and on.’
Jan 19 to Feb 4 1915, to Trebitsch, 285-89: a pieced-together letter bringing his German
translator up to date on his attitudes toward the war. Excerpts: ‘Everybody in England is
just as mad about the war as everybody in Germany and Austria. Berlin talks just the
same nonsense as London. Germany is the standard bearer of Culture: Britain is the
champion of Liberty. Germany has worked for peace for years and years: Britain never
had a thought of war until Belgium was invaded. Germany must be annihilated: Britain
must be disabled and disarmed.... Grey is a compound of Machiavelli and Judas Iscariot;
the Kaiser worships Wotan and reads nothing but Nietzsche; the Crown Prince steals the
forks and spoons from the chateaux he sleeps in.... By this time hardly any of the leading
papers seriously dispute my assertion that the war is an Imperialist war to maintain the
balance of power in Europe on the part of your and our Junker-diplomatists’ (286). ‘War
reduces us all to a common level of savagery and vulgarity whilst it pretends to
distinguish us by our respective greatnesses.... That is what militarism means; and can
anything be more ghastly, more foolish, more intolerably oppressive?’ (287). ‘In London
last August the usual series of nightly cheap orchestral concerts called Promenade
Concerts announced patriotically that no German music would be performed. Everybody
applauded the announcement. But nobody went to the concerts. Within a week a program
full of Beethoven, Wagner and Strauss was announced. Everybody was shocked; and
everybody went to the concert. It was a complete and decisive German victory, with
nobody killed’ (289).
c. Jan 21 1915, to Ferdinand L. Leipnik, a Dutch friend of Trebitsch, 233 in Trebitsch 2:
‘A few days before your letter reached me, one of Trebitsch’s letters got through. He
mentions others which have miscarried. I very gladly avail myself of your kind offer to
forward my reply to him. The stoppage of the performances of my plays in Germany is
probably more serious for him than for me, as the fees, which he shares with me as
translator, must represent a larger proportion of his income than of mine.’ March 30
1915, 234: ‘I got Trebitsch’s letter quite safely. Will you be so good as to let him know
this. I am crossing to Ireland tomorrow for an Easter holiday; and if my ship is not
torpedoed by a German submarine I shall perhaps find time to write to him. He knows
that even under ordinary circumstances I am always so pressed with professional work
and tedious business affairs that it is very difficult for me to find time to write the sort of
letters one writes to very intimate friends; and now that the war has brought so much
extra work, private correspondence is almost impossible. However, I will send him at
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least a few lines soon, as I am naturally rather anxious to know how he is getting on
under the present deplorable circumstances. It is very kind of you to act as postman for
us.’
c. (‘late’) Jan 1915, to Loraine, who had asked Shaw for advice on writing a book about
his Flying Corps experiences, 204-06 in Loraine: ‘You will find that before you can
write a book about military aeroplaning, you will have to think about it. But you must be
particularly careful not to write about it. This apparently idiotic remark is really a very
sensible and important one. It all turns on the innocent word “about.” You must get the
actual thing down on paper and avoid writing about it, or chronicling the process of
thinking about it which you had to agonise through before you started. The public wont
want to know how you got at your conclusions: it wants, first of all, to know what
military aeroplaning is actually like; and not until it knows that will it be interested on or
capable of following any argument or generalising about it. Therefore if I had the job to
do, I should start straight away with my diary. I should describe exactly what happens to
a flier in the field from the moment he wakes up in the morning to the climax at which he
is riddled with bullets four thousand feet up.’ He then lists the details of preparation and
equipment for a mission, from the sphygmograph ‘to record the jumps given by your
heart when a shell bursts near you’ to the ‘bottle of hair dye—to conceal the ravages of
terror.’ ‘All this,’ he continues, ‘will be very interesting, and exactly what the public
wants to know.’ Finally, ‘Dont write in any particular attitude, dignified or popular or
otherwise. That will only lead to acting—in the sense that you beg an actor at rehearsal
not to act. Let it just come as it will, naturally.... All good style comes from being sincere
and saying what you mean as exactly as possible.’
Feb 4 1915, to Trebitsch, 182-84 in Trebitsch 1: ‘Everybody in England is just as mad
about the war as everybody in Germany and Austria. Berlin talks just the same nonsense
as London. Germany is the standard bearer of Culture; Britain is the champion of Liberty.
Germany has worked for peace for years and years; Britain never had a thought of war
until Belgium was invaded. Germany must be annihilated; Britain must be disabled and
disarmed.... Grey [Sir Edward, head of the Foreign Office] is a compound of
Macchiavelli and Judas Iscariot; the Kaiser worships Wotan and reads nothing but
Nietzsche; the Crown Prince steals the forks and spoons from the chateaux he sleeps in.
As to the atrocities committed by “the enemy,” and the diaries found in the possession of
prisoners shewing that all the armies are on the point of surrender, they are a steady
source of income to the journalists who invent them. It is all too ghastly for words; but
we are already passing out of the first and worst phase. When Commonsense [about the
War] came out, I was appearing every week at large public meetings in London; and
when the papers found that instead of being torn to pieces I was more popular than ever,
the notion that patriotism consists in frantic lying began to give way to the discovery that
telling the truth was not so dangerous as everyone had supposed. By this time hardly any
of the leading papers seriously dispute my assertion that the war is an Imperialist war to
maintain the balance of power in Europe on the part of your and our Junker-diplomatists,
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and a popular war only as all wars are popular for a time, the solid basis of its support by
the mass of the people being the conflict of Democracy with Junkerism all over the
world. But I need hardly say that if Grey had announced that we had formed an alliance
with Germany and Austria, and were at war with France and Russia, there would have
been just the same patriotic fervor, and just the same democratic anti-Prussianism with
the P left out, and the Kaiser hailed as our king’s cousin and our old and faithful friend.
And the Germans would have been embracing us in the name of Houston Chamberlain as
their natural allies in the eternal war of the Teuton with the Latin and the Slav’ (182-83).
In London last August the usual series of nightly cheap orchestral concerts called
Promenade Concerts announced patriotically that no German music would be performed.
Everybody applauded the announcement. But nobody went to the concerts. Within a
week a program full of Beethoven, Wagner and Strauss was announced. Everybody was
shocked, and everybody went to the concerts. It was a complete and decisive German
victory, with nobody killed. A nation which can win victories like that should make a
present of all its weapons and ammunition to its neighbors, and continue calmly to rule
Europe in spite of all the idiots and jackboots who believe in no pre-eminence but preeminence in homicidal efficiency’ (185).
Feb 8 1915, to Lena Ashwell, who was starring as Margaret Knox in Fanny’s First Play,
292: ‘Do you realize that the word “police” occurs 17 times in the second act, and that
you say pleece every time? Indeed you mostly say pleecemin. Now if it occurred only
once or twice I should applaud your colloquialism; but SEVENTEEN times!’
IPS c. April 18-20 1915, letter to ‘a friend in Vienna’ (clearly Trebitsch; see the letter of
Feb 4 above), in Current History: A Monthly Magazine of The New York Times, June 15,
from the Frankfurter Zeitung, online at <oldmagazinearticles.com/antiWar_George_Bernard_Shaw_against_WW1 _pdf>: ‘We are already on the way out of
the first and worst phase. When reason began to bestir itself, I appeared each week in
great open meetings in London; and when the newspapers discovered that I was not only
not being torn to pieces, but that I was growing better and better liked, then the feeling
that patriotism consists of insane lies began to give place to the discovery that the
presentation of the truth is not so dangerous as every one had believed. At that time
scarcely one of the leading newspapers took heed of my insistence that this war was an
imperialistic war and popular only in so far as all wars are for a time popular. But I
hardly need assure you that if Grey had announced: “We have concluded a treaty of
alliance with Germany and Austria and must wage war upon France and Russia,” he
would have evoked precisely the same patriotic fervor and exactly the same democratic
anti-Prussianism, (with the omission of the P.) Then the German Kaiser would have been
cheered as the cousin of the King and our old and faithful friend.’
c. Summer 1915, to Lillah, who wanted to ‘get work,’ 187-88 in McCarthy: ‘You are
now at an important stage in your career. Like Mrs Siddons, you have come up from the
Provinces, and for ten years played every part worth playing on the London stage. I know
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that you consider that you have never had a chance, but that only shows that you are a
born actress…. Any other actress would have given half her toes to have created Ann
Whitefield, Jocasta, Iphigenia, Jennifer, Margaret and Lavinia (the super), to say nothing
of Hermione and Viola. The parts you didnt play are forgotten: they are history. Now you
have to exploit that solid reputation; and, I repeat, the first thing is to get a solid grip of
the American star circuit; for that is where the money will be made. You ought not to
touch London again until you can get a big part; Mrs Siddons playing fascinating
foundlings is unthinkable…. I get through a heap of work here: it is drudge and swim,
swim and drudge all day. Charlotte also drudges. There is a doctor who hypodermically
injects hyperchlorites of soda or potassium into people on the ground that they lack
chlorine. Rheumatic patients dance hornpipes, and ladies with growths of any sort find
them shrivel up like magic and forget all about them. “Cure guaranteed,” as
Schutzmacher says. I dont guarantee it; but my dentist who is not a fool, has told me a lot
of stories about this treatment. It might amuse you, and couldnt do you any harm.’
June 4 1915, to Esmé Percy, who was preparing the first performance of Man and
Superman in its entirety, and had asked Shaw to supervise the staging, 295-96: Shaw
assures him that he has ‘no more common sense than a dormouse,’ but gives detailed
suggestions on costumes and lighting for the Hell scene.
June 9 1915, to Trebitsch, who had written an article saying that Shaw was ‘unter
Polizeiaufsicht’ and that his life is no longer safe, 297-99: ‘The story of my persecution is
wildly [from Trebitsch 1, 186; CL has ‘widely’] wrong. I never was so popular in my
life’ (297). He proceeds to support this with a range of evidence, concluding wryly:
‘Meanwhile my pamphlet continues to sell steadily; and the Jingo papers abuse me every
day; so there is no question of my pamphlet being forgotten. In short, the only risk I am
running is from your confounded Zeppelins, which drop bombs about without
considering that one of them may fall on the head of “the upright man.” Shaw then
reveals the hypocritical reasons why England wants to introduce conscription (298).
IPS June 16 1915, to the wife of Francis Sheehy Skeffington, who had been arrested
while making a pacifist speech in Dublin in defiance of the Defence of the Realm Act.
Shaw’s letter was published in The Freeman’s Journal; the following text is printed in
Shaw, The Matter with Ireland, ed. Dan H. Laurence and David H. Greene (New York:
Hill and Wang, 1962), 90-91: ‘I have naturally been interested in your husband’s case,
and have carefully read, not only the newspaper accounts of the proceedings before the
magistrate, but the transcript of the speech [by her husband] which you have sent me. I
have also noticed the references that have been made in Parliament and elsewhere in
England to the contrast between the Government’s treatment of Mr Sheehy Sfeffington
and the complete immunity with which Lord Northcliffe not only endeavoured to stop
voluntary recruiting by refusing to insert the War Office appeals for recruits, but
actually—with the same object, that of bringing about conscription—published a long
letter from the Bishop of Pretoria, conveying the impression, not only to the English, but
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to the German public that the British army in Flanders is outwearied, outnumbered, and
must presently fall a prey to its enemies unless conscription was at once resorted to. Now,
it is clear that if Mr Sheehy Skeffington deserves six months for his speech in Beresfordplace, which would not have reached a thousand people but for the prosecution, Lord
Northcliffe must deserve about sixty years. I can only congratulate him under the
circumstances on being still at large. However, there is nothing to be done. The Defence
of the Realm Act abolishes all liberty in Great Britain and Ireland except such as the
authorities may choose to leave us. Even if the powers given by the Act were insufficient
the Government could act arbitrarily without the least risk as there is no remedy for such
arbitrariness except a revolution. It may be within your recollection that before the Act
was amended it did not give the Government power to put German spies to death.
Nevertheless, they shot one and amended the Act afterwards. Therefore, if they should
decide from any reason to hang your husband, you will not have any practical remedy.
Protests are quite useless. The Opposition in the House of Commons will not oppose. The
press will not defend public liberties. England is thoroughly intimidated by Germany as
far as her civilians are concerned; and sentences of six months hard labor are being dealt
out here for the most trivial oversights and the most innocent suppressions in complying
with registration regulations. Under these circumstances I think your husband made a
very grave mistake in putting his head into the lion’s mouth as he did. Something can be
done with a tyrannical Government; nothing can be done with a terrified Government,
and a cowed people. As for me, personally I should only make matters worse by
interfering, even if I had an effective means of doing so. As it happens, I am not afraid of
the Germans, and have very little patience with the Englishmen who are. If they cannot
win at the present odds without putting Mr Sheehy Skeffington in prison for depleting the
British army to the extent of half-a-dozen men or so, they deserve to be beaten.
Unfortunately, this confidence of mine sends the British alarmist into ecstasies of fright.
They commonly allude to me as a pro-German, and if they knew I sympathize with your
husband they would declare that nothing but his imprisonment for life could save
England. I can fight stupidity, but no one can fight cowardice.’ Aftermath: after the
prisoner was released, he was arrested for observing the Easter Rebellion, detained
without charge, and then shot by an officer who was found guilty of murder. The
Government offered his wife an indemnity but, in spite of Shaw urging her to be sensible,
she refused. (Footnote, p. 91.)
June 22 1915, to Chesterton, II:359 in Holroyd: ‘NOBODY can differ with me about the
war; you might as well differ from the Almighty about the orbit of the sun.’
July 14 1915, to Murray, who had just published a book in defense of Sir Edward Grey,
300-303: Shaw’s review would be published in three days, and he wanted to prepare his
close friend for the shock: ‘I have done you in (the Grey book) for this week’s New
Statesman. I thought it better to slaughter you myself than leave you to some young
butcher with no respect for his elders. And you have done Grey in. What ironic fiend
possessed you? ... Poor Edward, with the vials of wrath slowly turning upside down over
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his head in the hands of the avenging angel of Denshawai, fluttering about and saying to
the Germans, “If you can only suggest something—I assure you I’m quite reasonable.”
Dont you KNOW that youve destroyed him? Your dramatic faculty has enabled you to
get into his skin in the most wonderful way: you defend him exactly as he would have
defended the King of the Belgians if he had accepted the German offer ... ; but there
come bits where the laughter of the sub-conscious Murray breaks through and gives the
show away (300). . . The knock-out is perfection. He was always guided by
circumstances. Not like Napoleon, who said “I make circumstances” or like me, who,
going one better than Nap, say “I am a circumstance”. Youve really handled the man
barbarously in your dramatic delirium. It is funny; but I feel a certain remorse about it.
Ever since that Egyptian horror I have raged against the folly of leaving Grey at the
Foreign Office after such a sensational revelation of his utter want of character. But that
is not quite the truth. It is not that he has no character, but that he has the wrong character
for the job’ (301).
July 28 1915, to Trebitsch, 303-05: Following up on his letter of June 9, Shaw reassures
his friend that he has not been shut up in his house for pro-German sentiments, and
restates his position on the two opponents: ‘I hate this war; and, as you know, I have
criticized the English Government very severely for not taking the steps which, as I
believe, would have prevented it. But if I were a German, I should criticize the Berlin
Government with equal fierceness for having made the war’ (304).
Sept 14 1915, to Lady Gregory, 308-10: Shaw pronounces O’Flaherty V.C. ready for the
Abbey Theatre and briefly describes its cast and setting. He also issues a warning: ‘The
picture of the Irish character will make the Playboy seem a patriotic rhapsody in
comparison. The ending is cynical to the last possible degree. The idea is that
O’Flaherty’s experience in the trenches has induced in him a terrible realism and an
unbearable candor. He sees Ireland as it is, his mother as she is, his sweetheart as she is;
and he goes back to the dreaded trenches joyfully for the sake of peace and quietness’
(309).
Oct 5 1915, to the Webbs, 311-13: Shaw spells out at length a rational policy toward the
endless slaughter of the futile war, involving England and Germany comparing notes on
the war’s ‘plain economical problem’: ‘The vanquished will be ruined. So will the
victor.... Is it worth going on?’ He realizes that the Foreign Secretary, Grey, is ‘utterly
incapable’ of doing such a thing, and, in a postscript dated Oct 7, urges the New
Statesman to gather the economic facts and suggest that England should ‘sit tight and
wait until the sea blockade tires the enemy out. And, by careful and candid estimates, rub
into all the belligerents the mad thriftlessness of the whole business, and the impossibility
of the romantic results they are lazily dreaming about’ (311-12). He follows this up with
another letter to Sidney on the ninth (313-14) spelling out these points to a skeptical
listener: ‘England has all along been in a position of commanding strength; and all this
trouble has come about through her being in the hands of a flattering creature who ought
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to be Foreign Secretary of Monaco or the Isle of Man. We still have all the cards in our
hands; and yet we are throwing away men by the 50,000 and money by the thousand
millions in desperate offensives, the utter futility of which Germany proved twice over at
her own expense at Ypres. As far as I can judge ... our business is to sit down and hold on
to our blockade, politely intimating that we are prepared to maintain that attitude until we
are bankrupt. Then we make our budget of the war and publish it.... We can therefore, as
the party with the largest resources, propose a general capitulation without any air of
accepting defeat. The only alternative is No Budget and Go It Blind until we are all
ruined.’
Oct 22 1915, to Pinero, on Barker ‘chucking the theatre,’ II:396 in Holroyd: ‘I cannot
very well remonstrate, as I have been for years urging him to stick to his own proper job
of writing plays and leave production and management to people who cant do anything
else. He selected the most disastrous possible moment to take me at my word....
However, it cant be helped; and it’s a good job anyhow. He is doing a lecture tour in the
States, and will be back, probably, towards the end of the month. Meanwhile, Lillah is at
a loose end.’
Oct 26 1915, to Bertrand Russell, who will introduce Shaw’s talk ‘The Illusions of War,’
315: ‘You had better talk it over with the Webbs. As far as I am concerned, do exactly as
the spirit moves you. If you wish to reserve your fire, it is quite easy to open the meeting
by simply stating that it is a Fabian meeting, and that the business of the Fabian Society
is, within human limits, the dispassionate investigation of social problems, and the search
for remedies for social evils; that war is a social problem like other social problems and
needs such investigation side by side with recruiting demonstrations and patriotic
revivals; that the subject of this evenings lecture is the psychological side of war; and that
you have pleasure in calling upon &c &c &c &c. I am certainly not going to be obviously
politic, conciliatory & bland. I mean to get listened to, and to make the lecture a success;
and I also mean to encourage the audience if I can; but I shall do it with as much
ostensible defiance of the lightning as possible. The important thing is that the meeting
should be good humored and plucky; for what is really the matter with everybody is funk.
In the right key one can say anything: in the wrong key, nothing: the only delicate part of
the job is the establishment of the key. I have no objection on earth to the lines you
indicate; and before or after my speech is the same to me. Our job is to make people
serious about the war. It is the monstrous triviality of the damned thing, and the vulgar
frivolity of what we imagine to be patriotism, that gets at my temper.’
Oct 28 1915, to H. M. Paull, secretary of the Dramatists’ Club, who conveyed the news
to Shaw that he was deemed unwelcome at the club because of his attitude toward the
war, 316-18: He comments, ‘What I want to know is how on earth you managed to get a
Pro German majority at a meeting’; and notes that since a member has been alienated for
political reasons, membership in it ‘implies the political opinions it has adopted.’ Shaw
instructs them on the proper procedure for an action of this kind because ‘the proceedings
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were scandalously irregular.’ A follow-up letter on Nov 2 to the Club’s president, R. C.
Carton, 323-27, covers the same ground with some striking additions. On the same day
he replied with sarcastic rebuttals to a vituperative letter from Henry Arthur Jones, 32123, including ‘I faced the public at meeting after meeting in London and challenged
questions and criticisms. I got applause galore and not a hostile word. I appeared again.
Hundreds of people were turned away; and I was asked two questions, both about Jesus
Christ. And you ask me do I wonder that every Englishman is against me!’ (322; see also
below). In a Nov 7 letter to the president Shaw resigned from the Club (as well as the
Society of Authors), with the parting shot that women and younger authors should be
permitted to join (329-30).
IPS Oct 28 1915, to Alfred Sutro, on the letter Shaw received from the Dramatists’ Club,
264 in Sutro, Celebrities and Simple Souls (London: Duckworth, 1933): ‘I have just
received this. I hope you are not one of the “several members” from whom I am to
consider myself warned off. I should really care, in your case.’ After Sutro replied that he
had not been at the meeting and he doubts if he would have supported the resolution, he
added that he did think that his pamphlet was ill-timed. Shaw wrote back two days later.
Oct 30, 264-66: ‘Whats this you tell me? You working in a Government office! You!
You! Of all the damned ridiculous pro-German follies ever committed by a British
patriot, this is quite the damnedest. Dont you know that with the exchange at its present
rate and ammunition pouring in from America every day, the man who can transfer a
hundred pounds from America to England without exporting anything but a scrap of
paper helps us more than six dozen thoroughly inefficient amateur clerks? Come out of it
this instant. Write me a handful of film scenarios [and plays] and sell them to the Los
Angeles people for £400 apiece ... and set up a stream of royalties every week from New
York to London. Confound you, dont you know—you, an old City man, that this is the
way to fight Germany, and that the one man in ten thousand who can do it and doesnt
ought to be shot? What are you dreaming of? Dont you care? Is it all nothing but a
romance to you? And if the plays are done here too, will they be of no use? ... Are the
young soldiers in training to have nothing to lift them above cowboy films and whoring?
Alfred, you are a criminal, a traitor, a waster of the sacred fire on kitchen grates, a spiller
of the seed on the ground. Go up, thou baldhead, and do what the God of your fathers
meant you to do. Auf! ans Werk! And this—THIS is the man who lectures ME on what I
have been doing with my time! You tell me that “it was not the moment.” I was offered
£300 to postpone for six weeks; and I went ahead because in another month it might have
been too late. We were driving Sweden into the arms of Germany. We were heading
straight for a War with America, and would have reached it if Wilson would have been
Roosevelt. We were robbing right and left on the high seas as if it were still the early
nineteenth century; and we were sickening and infuriating the world by praising
ourselves, adoring ourselves, calling our retreats glorious victories, exulting in those
death traps, Brussels, Antwerp and Warsaw, into which our consummate strategists, our
Caesars and Napoleons, were luring the doomed Germans, enshrining Asquith above
Cavour and Grey above Marcus Aurelius, and reviling the Germans as cowards and
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imbeciles like bargees and prostitutes. Our men were being slaughtered in heaps for want
of munitions because the firms we had grossly jobbed into work had all been depending
on the same small shops to farm it out to. We were lying like Trojans about everything.
Our bellies were full of the East wind; and though all this has come out since, and The
Times, and the Morning Post, and the rest, are now screaming to the seven heavens in the
most mischievous way everything that I said carefully and politely, you have the toupet
[cheek] to tell me that “it was not the right moment.” You are right; it was too late; I held
back too long. But there were difficulties. I did not dare to write red hot. I had to slave for
months getting the evidence; and I had to revise and revise, and give the stuff to people to
read and ask them was it unfair, was I hitting below the belt, was I off the evidence and
so forth. As it was, I had to anticipate it by my appeal on behalf of Belgium to Wilson. It
makes me sick to recollect the drudgery of it all! But at least I broke the spell of silent
cowardice; and I stated a case against Germany that was not a tissue of ridiculous and
hypocritical lies. The Germans were cleverer about it than we were. After the first
outburst of rage, in which I was a Vaterlandslose Geselle [fatherlandless comrade] and
deuce knows what else, they began to cite me as an authority, and to start the legend that
I am a pro-German. And our press, instead of exposing the move, confirmed them, caring
for nothing but the wound to their vanity made by my demonstration that they had all
been talking the rottenest cinematograph balderdash. This has gone on ever since, even
now that they are all yelling what they never dared to say till I gave them a lead; and I
dare say many of my disciples (I have a few thousand) have decided that Germany is in
the right, and refused to enlist or help because they are told every day that the prophet
Shaw said so.... The Belgians were the most sensible. When King Albert’s Gift-Book
appeared without my promised contribution, which the Telegraph was at the last moment
scared out of inserting, the Belgian Government came to me and asked me to write them
an appeal to the world at large. They politely said that they did this because I was the
only man whose voice would be listened to; but what they meant was that I was the only
one who would state the real nature of our obligations to them and not use them merely
as a stick to beat the Germans with. And all this time you have been fooling away your
time in a Government office, preventing everybody from working by the charm of your
conversation, and eating up the provisions of England instead of bringing argosies across
the seas to her. Well, I forgive you, but only on condition that you go back to your proper
work at once, and that you go to that silly club and tell its idiot members to go and do
likewise. Not that I suppose they are doing anything but superfluously making fools of
themselves about me; but still, you might just save a soul or two.’
Oct 29 1915, to Jones, 272 in Jones: ‘I hope you are not one of the “several members,”
though in these raving mad times it is hard to know. Cheerful sort of Club, isn’t it?’
Nov 2 1915, to Jones, 321-23: ‘Henry Arthur, Henry Arthur: what is your opinion of the
war?... England’s cause is righteous. Good; but what is its cause? Besides, it isnt fighting
for its own cause, but for Russia’s. Are you a sound Russian patriot too? And a true blue
Serbian? And do you fill the air with shouts of “Banzai!”? I take it for granted that you
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will shed the last drop of your blood for Liberté, Égalité, Fraternité…. But the Cause
(since you mention it solemnly): WHAT is the Cause? What IS the Cause? What is the
CAUSE? Emphasize it how you will; but tell me what it is, since you wont hear of my
statement of what it is. Twelve months ago nobody had stated a case against Germany
that was not the most obvious postiche, bound to be knocked into a cocked hat by the
Germans in a month’s time, as it actually was. My case has never even been scratched. It
stands unshaken amid a storm of lies, of excuses, of recrimination, of Podsnapperies and
Pecksnifferies and worse’ (321). ‘And you think England, your mother, is on a sick bed.
She never was stronger in her life, as you will find out if you annoy her too much by your
shrieks of terror at the German menace. Sick mother be damned, you recreant: Germany
has not a dog’s chance against her, and never had from the beginning’ (323).
Nov 4 1915, to C. H. Norman, who with H. N. Brailsford were journalists employed by
the National Labour Press and were charged with obstruction of recruiting under the
Defence of the Realm Act, 327-29: Shaw argues strenuously that their actions do not fall
under the aegis of the Act: ‘unless a person is directly trying to bring about the victory of
the king’s enemies by cutting off his supplies of soldiers or sowing dissension among his
allies, the Act does not apply to him’ (329).
Nov 8 1915, to Yeats, 121 in Theatrics: Shaw had written O’Flaherty V.C. for the Irish
National Theatre, and insisted on Arthur Sinclair for the lead role. ‘I wrote to Ervine on
Sunday, explaining why I committed myself to Sinclair subject to his rejoining the
company. [J.M.] Kerrigan is really the only male member of the company who has
charm; and if O’F were a romance of illusion, instead of a comedy of disillusion, and
ended with the hero’s union to a colleen bawn, he would be perfect in it…. But he lacks
variety, and is not a real comedian. People want a happy ending for him; but for Sinclair,
who is a comedian, they want confusion, disillusion & bathos.’
Nov 11 1915, to Harris, whose book Contemporary Portraits Shaw had read, 20-22 in
Harris: Shaw has ‘two things worth saying’ about the portraits: ‘First, when you tackle a
great man, you really do know the sort of animal you are dealing with, which I suppose
establishes your claim (if you make it) to be one of the species yourself. Second, they are
not like anybody else’s attempts at the same kind of thing. They are really much more
like what used to be called Characters than the sort of stuff we do nowadays.... you now
tell me that you are doing the life of Jesus. I am doing exactly the same thing by way of
preface to Androcles and the Lion, which is a Christian martyr play: so you must hurry
up.... it is rather significant that you and I and George Moore should be on the same tack.
The main thing that I have tried to bring out, and indeed the only thing that made the job
worth doing for me, is that modern sociology and biology are steadily bearing Jesus out
in his peculiar economics and theology.’
Nov 12 1915, to Calvert, who wanted to produce the first American performances of
Major Barbara, 122 in Theatrics: ‘Your luck on this occasion is due to the very
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unexpected fact that Barker has suddenly made up his mind to abandon theatrical
management and devote himself to writing plays; and I am so mortally afraid that Mrs
Barker will ask me to allow her to start on her own account in New York with Major
Barbara, and ruin herself trying to manage a theatre by herself, and eventually drag
Barker into that Maelstrom, that I have suddenly made up my mind to give you and Miss
[Grace] George a chance. For Heaven’s sake dont let Cusins play the breezy young naval
Lieutenant. He must be the spectacled professor. I forget whether you ever met Gilbert
Murray; but he was the original of the character and Barker’s Cusins was a fairly close
imitation of him.’ Dec 17 1915, 125: ‘Brady cables that the play is a huge success. I hope
it will last more than a fortnight…. And now I wish you would turn your attention to
Misalliance…. The part of Tarleton, a comic Undershaft, is the best monumental comic
part written since Falstaff. If you can play both Undershaft and Tarleton, you are the
Nonpareil.’
Nov 12 1915, to Yeats, about Shaw’s letter to an Irish official, Matthew Nathan, 106-07
in Gregory: ‘The line I took was that the suppression of the play [O’Flaherty V.C.] will
make a most mischievous scandal, because it will be at once assumed that the play is
anti-English; that this will be exploited by the Germans and go round the globe; that there
will be no performances to refute it; and that a lot of people who regard me as infallible
will be prevented from recruiting, shaken in their patriotism etc. etc. I enclosed a copy of
the play in my letter, and explained that I had not presented it for license here because the
Lord Chamberlain would not pass the description of the queen, though she herself would
like it, and that his refusal would start the same mischief of false reports of my proGermanism. I dwelt upon the hardship of the starving theatre, and altogether made a
strong and quite genuine case for letting the performance proceed.’ Nov 15, to Yeats, on
the strategy for a private performance to the military authorities, 110: ‘There should be
tea for them; and extraordinary care must be taken to have the theatre as warm as
possible. And there must be no middle class persons about under any pretext whatever.
They must see nobody but the people they see every day; and the more of them there are
the better, short of overcrowding the generals.’ Nov 17, to Yeats, 115: ‘I have received a
quite friendly letter from Nathan. I have written to [W.F.] Bailey about the private
performance, telling him to say that I can easily cut or modify any lines that may jar on
the military staff. Probably the result will be some cuts and a safe performance.’
Dec 19 1915, to Pat, 334-37: Shaw warns her about over-exposing Pygmalion in
America, and prepares her for the surprise of his prose sequel to the play written for his
new volume of plays, which he describes (334-35). ‘I appeared on the London platform at
the end of October and lectured twice on the war. Riots were expected; but the result was
three hundred people turned away…. Similar results the next time’ (336). His finale is
poignant: ‘The theatre is passing away from me as a sort of wild oats: I go back to
politics, religion & philosophy. They give me frightful headaches, but satisfy my soul’
(337).
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Dec 20 1915, to the ‘matinée-idol fixture of the New York stage’ William Faversham
(Laurence’s note), who wanted to stage The Devil’s Disciple, 338-39: Shaw counsels
against the play he wants because of war sentiments, and recommends Getting Married,
for which he might secure Pat Campbell as Mrs George.
Jan 6 1916, to Arthur Bourchier, of the Grand Theatre in Birmingham, who had queried
about O’Flaherty V.C., 195 in Bright: ‘I am sorry to say that the war is an impossible
subject for the theatre just now. I have written not only O’F but another little play about
it, only to be driven to the conclusion that they would be unbearable. Even Arms & The
Man, dating from 1894, jars. It was played on New Year’s Day in Scotland before—
among others—a colonel home on leave from the front. He said it was quite
extraordinary how I knew all about it without any experience, and that Loos was just like
the charge at Slivnitza as I described it: “simple suicide: only the pistol did go off” (in the
play it didnt); but for that very reason he could hardly stand it. The touch of our art makes
the thing live; and nobody could bear the war if it was real to them. Just think of the
chance of a piece of bad news on the day of your first night!’
Jan 7 1916, to Rowley, II:341 in Holroyd: ‘As for going mad, dont you wish you could?
The trying thing is to be sane with everyone else (except the rogues who are taking
advantage of it) as mad as hatters. Ugh! What’s the use of talking about it?’
Jan 13 1916, to Fenner Brockway, socialist and journalist, who asked Shaw for help in
the case of an activist Court stenographer, Clarence Norman, 189-90 in Brockway: ‘I
have no hope of anyone but the solicitors getting anything out of an appeal. I have
refused to help Norman, because my experience is that of all useless ways of wasting
money the most useless is trying to fight the Government on its own ground in the law
courts. Under the Defence of the Realm Act, the Government can do what it likes. When
Norman procured a decision that the Act gave the magistrate no power to try the case in
camera, all the consolation he got was a further judicial decision that the proceedings in
camera were not a trial.’
Jan 14 1916, to Faversham, whose group was preparing to stage Getting Married, 34950: Shaw dispenses advice about the characters, with an emphasis on not playing the
parts ‘as if they were ridiculous.’
Jan 19 1916, to Lillah, after Barker had asked her for a divorce, 352-53: Shaw attempts to
get Lillah to resign herself and take advantage of the fact that she is at the height of her
powers. Four days later (353-54), he informs her that Barker ‘has calmly made me his
agent to procure a divorce,’ which makes him ‘a very unsafe adviser for you.’ He urges
her to secure counsel elsewhere.
Jan 28 1915, to C. H. Norman, on the way Shaw was treated by the Censorship
Committee, II:237 in Holroyd: ‘the whole ridiculous transaction ... was a lesson to me on
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the futility of treating a parliamentary body with scrupulous courtesy and consideration
instead of bullying them and giving them as much trouble as possible.’
Feb 5 1916, to St John Ervine, who applied for a license to present The Shewing-up of
Blanco Posnet in Liverpool, 126-27 in Theatrics: ‘The license issued in 1909 was in
effect a refusal to license. To omit the forbidden passages would be like printing the book
of Job without Job’s reproaches to the Almighty; and it must have been evident to any
competent reader of plays that the offer to allow me to put forward as a “crook
melodrama” a play which was so patently a religious work that it became the subject for
several sermons on its productions by the Abbey Players, was a polite device for
suppressing it and at the same time making it impossible to deny officially that the
license had been refused. Since then important changes have been made in the
department; and it is possible that the communication you have received is not meant as a
refusal to reconsider the play, but a courteous return of the fee on the ground that the play
is already licensed. It was stated at the last public inquiry into the working of the
department that censored plays were always open to reconsideration … and as Blanco
Posnet has now been played for years on the best Irish and American stages without the
slightest scandal, I have no doubt that if you explain the matter the fee will be accepted
and the play reread and reconsidered. If, however, the Lord Chamberlain should refuse to
reopen the matter, or insist on the play being performed in accordance with the ideas of
his former reader of plays, you must not ask me to allow any such performance.’ (The
license was promptly denied.)
Feb 9 1916, to American professor Thomas Demetrius O’Bolger, on Fanny’s First Play,
II:281 in Holroyd: ‘It turned out most unexpectedly that I had added to the list of stock
comic figures—the mother-in-law, the greengrocer, the comic servant &c &c—the comic
dramatic critic.’
Feb 24 through April 12 1916, to O’Bolger, who had written a psychological biography
of Shaw as his doctoral dissertation, 355-82: Shaw contributes considerable information,
much of it corrective, to a project that will never be finished.
March 4 1916, to William Poël, after a meeting of the Shakespeare Memorial National
Theatre, 382-84: Shaw states that he has ‘never believed for a moment’ that the projected
theatre ‘would ever give a decent performance either of Shakespear or of anything more
important artistically’ than popular nineteenth-century plays, ‘or that its bureau and staff
would be anything more than an outdoor relief department for old actors and bankrupt
commercial managers, with, possibly, an occasional stage-struck aristocrat or two on a
bogus advisory committee.’
March 10 1916, to Arnold Dolmetsch, whose daughter Cécile sang in four of his
concerts, 384-86: Shaw says apologetically that he ‘is afraid Cécile’s voice will be ruined
if she goes on using it as she does at present.’ He then recounts his singing-teacher
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mother’s beneficial effect on her own singing: she ‘kept her voice with perfect purity of
tone when she was eighty years of age.... Good singing was her religion.’ Cécile’s fault is
what she called ‘blowing’: ‘When she goes at a forte passage she presses out her voice
with her breath. This is one of three deadly sins, the other two being rolling up your
tongue and tightening your jaw.... The worst of bad singing is that it damages the general
health.’
March 18 1916, to Pease, on Wells, II:146 in Holroyd: ‘He had so much the worse of it
in mere ringcraft that I got my victory at the cost of losing all the sympathy of the tender
hearted. People actually told me that it was a disgraceful exhibition; that I had played cat
and mouse with him; that I ought to be ashamed of myself.... I certainly was not proud of
it and was very anxious that its aspect as a personal explot should be forgotten.’
March 23 1916, to William A. Brady, who planned to add Major Barbara to his group’s
repertory, 386: Shaw castigates Brady for his ‘record of fantastic violations not only of
my rights but of the ordinary obligations of business,’ with the result that ‘you are left at
present without any authorization to perform even Major Barbara.’
March 26 1916, to Charles McEvoy, an artistically talented but highly irresponsible man
to whom Shaw had naively loaned money for a ‘cinema enterprise,’ 389-92: Shaw
describes his minimal living conditions, which allow the man to live ‘without squalor’ on
£150 a year, ‘and have a roaring time on £200. Yet you are always in debt—desperately,
despairingly, suicidally in debt.’ He sums up: ‘what sort of chap do you think I am? I am
reasonably goodnatured to the weak-minded when they have engaging artistic qualities;
but I am not likely to spend an appreciable part of my life pouring water into a bucket
with a hole in it’ (390).
April 18 1916, to Russell, after Eric Chappelow had first been exempted from serving in
the war as a conscientious objector, and then reclaimed for noncombatant service, which
he refused, 75-76 in Russell: ‘I really dont see what is to be done. The Act has been
passed; and he must either serve or go through with his martyrdom. There is no ground
on which exemption can be demanded for him: he seem to have just let things slide, like a
child unable to conceive that the law had anything to do with him personally, instead of
appealing or taking advice. I have no private influence; and exfluence, which I probably
have, would not help him. His letter is not that of a man made of martyr-stuff. He seems
to be, like many literary people, helpless in practical affairs and the army is in some ways
the very place for him; for he will be trained to face the inevitable, and yet have no
responsibilities. He will be fed and clothed and exercised and told what to do; and he will
have unlimited opportunities for thinking about other things. He will not be asked to kill
anybody for a year to come; and if he finds his conscience insuperably averse, he can
throw down his arms and take his two years hard labor then if he must, and be in much
better condition for it. But by that time he will either have been discharged as unfit for
service or else have realized that a man living in society must act according to the
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collective conscience under whatever protest his individual conscience may impel him to
make. I think that is what we are bound to tell all the pacific young men who apply to us.
Martyrdom is a matter for the individual soul: you cant advise a man to undertake it. I do
not blame any intelligent man for trying to dodge the atrocious boredom of soldiering if it
can be dodged; but Chappelow seems to have been too helpless to make any attempt to
dodge it: he simply stood gaping in the path of the steamroller. I am sorry for him; but I
can only advise him to serve. Can you suggest anything better?’
April 20 1916, to C. H. Norman, a prominent activist in anti-war movements, who had
been convicted for ignoring his conscription call, 394: Shaw’s angle is unique: he doubts
that Norman should have been convicted because he was not ‘suddenly alleging
principles which he had never expressed before,’ and he is therefore prepared to testify
on his behalf; but the reason he would prefer to have him freed is that he himself is not
opposed to conscription. ‘It is entirely in the interest of the military authority that I wish
you a happy exemption. Any sort of martyrdom would greatly increase your influence,’
which he doesnt want to be increased ‘until the war is over.’
May 14 1916, to Pat, 186 in Campbell: ‘I am old and finished. I, who once wrote whole
plays d’un seul trait [in one spurt], am creeping through a new one (to prevent myself
crying) at odd moments, two or three speeches at a time. I dont know what its about. I
began it on the 4th March: and I have hardly come to the beginning of the first scene yet.’
(This was to become Heartbreak House.)
July 1 1916, to Muriel Trollope, granddaughter of Anthony, who queried about Shaw’s
reference to the novelist’s clerics as ‘snob parsons,’ 403: ‘What I meant was that, taking
the picture of English country, clerical, and west end society drawn by Anthony Trollope
as extraordinarily true to nature, which it certainly is, the conception of Jesus Christ
entertained by that society was that of a divine snob.’ He ‘very evidently did believe that
the social order which he described was divine and eternal. He classed himself as a
disciple of Thackeray, who took the same view.... By a snob, Thackeray and Trollope
meant a person giving himself the airs of a higher rank in the social hierarchy than he was
entitled to.’
July 7 1916, to Clive Bell, on conscientious objectors (‘a very mixed lot’), II:365 in
Holroyd: ‘They will not accept letters; and the mention of my name would bring all the
prejudice against me on your back in addition to that against the Conscientious
Objector.... I am afraid the tribunal will not recognize art criticism, as work of national
importance; and the plea may do more harm than good. After all, a shoeblack’s work is of
national importance, and a baker’s. and a farmer’s, but they dont exempt shoeblacks and
bakers and farmers.... Unless the doctor can rescue you, I advise you to yield to the
conscience of the community and see the military business through from the inside.’
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July 13 1916, to Leipnik, 235-36 in Trebitsch 2: ‘I am glad the book [Androcles and the
Lion, Overruled, Pygmalion] reached you just when you wanted to be distracted from
domestic sorrow. But what a wonderful man you must be to grieve for your father, or
rather what a wonderful father he must have been to be regretted by his son! Fathers
ought to die: just consider what an appalling business it would be if they didnt. Nobody
would have been on better terms with their parents than I; but somehow their deaths
seemed to me to be quite natural and proper: I was moved but not grieved. Do not let
other people persuade you to be melancholy. I have asked my American publishers to
send a copy of the book to our friend Trebitsch. I should be very much obliged to you if
you would write him a line to say that I should like very much to hear from him; but the
truth is I find it impossible to do so because under the circumstances I cant write freely,
and therefore I had better not write at all. As I am just entering my sixtieth year, and am
therefore, not, like him, subject to military service, he has no reason to be anxious about
me as I about him.’
July 30 1916, to Lillah, 408: Barker turned up, ‘very worried and impatient, and rapidly
coming to your conclusion that that it is all my fault, except you blame me because he
wants a divorce and he blames me because he hasnt got it.’
Aug 7 1916, to Harris, 30-43 in Harris: ‘I met Oscar once at one of the at-homes; and he
came and spoke to me with an evident intention of being especially kind to me. We put
each other out frightfully; and this odd difficulty persisted between us to the very last,
even when we were no longer mere boyish novices and had become men of the world
with plenty of skill in social intercourse. I saw him very seldom, and I avoided literary
and artistic society like the plague, and refused the few invitations I received to go into
society with burlesque ferocity, so as to keep out of it without offending people past their
willingness to indulge me as a privileged lunatic’ (30). He then recounts six more
meetings with Wilde, the last one the most notable. ‘On that occasion he was not too
preoccupied to be disgusted with me because I, who had praised his first plays
handsomely, had turned traitor over The Importance of Being Earnest. Clever as it was, it
was his first really heartless play. In the others the chivalry of the eighteenth century
Irishman and the romance of the disciple of Théophile Gautier … not only gave a certain
kindness and gallantry to the serious passages and to the handling of the women, but
provided that proximity of emotion without which laughter, however irresistible, is
destructive and sinister. In The Importance of Being Earnest this had vanished; and the
play, though extremely funny, was essentially hateful. I had no idea that Oscar was going
to the dogs, and that this represented a real degeneracy produced by his debaucheries’
(32).
Aug 22 1916, to Lady Gregory, 121-22 in Gregory: Shaw counsels that she ‘should
break new ground by playing Ibsen,’ then notes which of his own plays might be
appropriate for the Abbey. Later: ‘I refuse flatly to put foot in Ireland without a safe
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conduct from the present Terrorist Government. If I do not fear the fate of Skeffington, at
least I can pretend to.’
Sept 4 1916, to Pat, from Glastonbury, 191 in Campbell: When I arrived here, I struck up
a precipitous flirtation with Rebecca West. Rebecca is an extremely clever young woman
[24, but Shaw says 21] whose critical writings in the papers have been startling everyone
for the last few years. Rebecca can handle a pen as brilliantly as ever I could, and much
more savagely. We fell into one another’s arms intellectually and artistically; and if I had
not turned 60 and been afraid of being ridiculous, not to say disgusting, we might almost
have fallen into one another’s arms quite unmetaphorically. When we were wandering
over the fells together, she suddenly began talking about you. She said you were perfectly
beautiful, and she did not believe a bit of what people said about your being difficult or
devilish … and didnt care anyhow; you were just a delight to her. This, for some reason,
was a great comfort to me; and to show my gratitude I told her that …, at an advanced
age at which I ought to have known better, [I had] fallen head over ears in love with you,
absolutely like a boy of 18 and a baby of 8 rolled into one. “Then why”, said Rebecca
wonderingly, “did she marry someone else?”’
Sept 14 1916, to Charrington, conveying the news that Janet had died three days ago,
415: ‘Now Janet is again the Janet of 1889, and immortal.... Will you write her life and
yours? Mention, in that case, that I once said to her “Remember ... that I really did love
you once.”’ In a followup letter three days later, Shaw recalls her various roles in his
plays—which had mixed results (417).
Sept 21 1916, to William R. Paton, a Greek scholar who was reacting to the British
landing forces in Greece, 420: ‘I do not consider our seizure of Greek Islands, our
assertion of a right of way through Greece, and our threat to blockade Athens ... require
the smallest apology. That is war; and if we cannot win except by annexing Greece, why,
we must annex it, that is all.... what our people do not seem to understand is that this war
morality is not a special dispensation and indulgence granted to us alone for our supreme
merit whilst all the other nations are bound strictly to observe international law and the
Hague conventions just as in time of peace. The pot must not call the kettle black if it
wishes to escape ridicule. If we may violate Greek neutrality, the Germans may violate
Belgian neutrality or any other neutrality it dares.’
Oct 5 1916, to Sidney and Beatrice, 422-26: Shaw informs his friends that he has
resigned from the New Statesman, adding that he is ‘always accessible if I am wanted.’
He grants that ‘As far as policy and tactics go, the paper is suburban-Tory-cum-WebbLimited’ (422). Then he asserts: ‘What I wanted, and still want, is a paper which will not
only put in your articles and mine ... but will fight for our policy; disable and discredit
our opponents when it cannot convert them; use the events of every week to drive home
our morals; and, above all, attack the big national idols, and do it with sufficient tact,
generosity and gallantry to compel the tolerance and applause of the political world and
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the ideal old English spirit’ (423). The he digresses to a local incident that turns out to be
a precursor of the finale of Heartbreak House: a Zeppelin passed over his house, making
‘a magnificent noise the whole time.... At two o’clock another Zeppelin passed over
Ayot’ and was shot down. ‘What is hardly credible, but true, is that the sound of the
Zepp’s engines was so fine, and its voyage through the stars so enchanting, that I
positively caught myself hoping next night that there would be another raid’ (425-26).
Oct 8 1916, to Lord Sandhurst, Lord Chamberlain, 128-31 in Theatrics: ‘About twenty
years ago I wrote a play with certain public objects that were then considered quite
outside the scope of the theatre. I wanted to shew what was the real character of what is
now called the White Slave Traffic, and how it was boldly defended morally by the
people who profited by it…. As all this happened long before your time, you will not
mind my saying that the play simply horrified the Reader of that day, just as he would
have been horrified by the White Slave agitation, the Minimum Wage Board legislation,
and the treatises of Westermarck and Havelock Ellis. He refused to license it, with very
serious consequences to me, which I need not trouble you with. The play has now been
worn out on the American and Continental stages….’ Shaw addresses the ‘technical
point’ that a recent attempt of a theatre ‘doing work of a special class’ applied for a
license which was rejected, and the reading fee returned. ‘The statement that you do not
see your way to alter a decision that you never made is only a form…. But the return of
the fee … implies a refusal to re-read the play.’ But if the Reader refuses to, ‘he is putting
your Office in the position of governing the stage by the Dead Hand, and giving me an
excuse for agitating for a Statute of Mortmain against you’ (128-29). He notes that ‘Only
the other day a play of mine was reconsidered and licensed after seven years of
suppression. Why is Mrs Warren beyond reconsideration?’ (130). After another flat
rejection, Shaw argues in a letter of Oct 20 that while works of art may not change, the
public’s perception of them may very well. ‘The play, like the gospels, will never change;
but the old rule of your department “We dont object to vice, as long as you dont make it
horrifying” is what I really want to have reconsidered’ (132-33). Sandhurst did not even
acknowledge this letter.
Oct 13 1916, to Beatrice, 428: Shaw confides that his relationship with Sidney has never
been wholly compatible: ‘I might have wrecked The New Statesman; and it was
psychologically impossible to Sidney to conceive that a man with my sort of mind and
character, and an Irishman to boot, could do anything else.’
Oct 13 1916, to Charrington, I:101 in Holroyd: Offering a reason why he avoided so
many social engagements, Shaw declares: ‘Property, property, property, is the real secret
of my withdrawal from all human intercourse except with the people I have actually to
work with.’
Oct 16 1916, to Harris, 50-57 in Harris: ‘I have received a budget of letters from you,
and another from the enthusiastic Hesketh Pearson … certainly a most wholehearted hero
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worshipper and disciple…. I will presently try to make an opportunity of seeing him and
sizing him up. Meanwhile, make large allowances for youthful impatience if he reports
an infamous coldness and slackness on the part of literary London in responding to your
biographical masterpiece…. There is a monumental work on me by Archibald
Henderson, Professor of Mathematics at the University of South Carolina, and an
inveterate writer on the modern drama, which is indispensable to my future biographers.
It contains many mistakes, some of them queer enough; but on the whole it does all the
spade work up to its date [1911]…. I told Henderson when he first approached me with
the intention of writing a magazine article about a youth of twenty or so, as he then
thought me, that what he was proposing to do was to write a history of the last quarter of
the nineteenth century. He tackled that job undismayed, and did it astonishingly well for a
very young Southerner whom you would have declared hopelessly unqualified to do it at
all. He really did me a considerable service; for until his book appeared nobody had
succeeded in piecing me together. Musicians had a tradition about me; Socialists had a
tradition about me; the theatre had a tradition about me; economic cranks had a tradition
about me; and all sorts of wild stories were current (mostly lies but not all); yet none of
these sections knew the other’s tradition; and when Henderson first achieved a
conspectus of them all, I at once found myself much more of a person and less of a
legend than before’ (51-52). He continues on Henderson, brings O’Bolger into the
picture, then turns to Harris’s problems as a biographer: ‘The real difficulty is that you
have not read my works. Now it happens that Gilbert Chesterton has written a book about
me which is the last word in the sort of book that can be written about me without reading
me. Even you will not be able to beat it. McCabe has written a surpassingly bad book
about me which shews the extreme danger of dealing with the ideas associated with me
instead of the ideas I have expressed … mere associations of ideas which I have made it
my business to dissolve. For instance, take this question of yours about sex. I know of no
writer who has dealt as critically with sex as I have. Archer’s early complaint that my
plays reeked with sex was far more sensible than the virgin-eunuch theory which the
halfpenny journalists delight in…. I introduced Don Juan into the third act of Man &
Superman to deal with what women had taught him…. In the tiny one-act farcical
comedy I published the other day [Overruled] I actually put the physical act of sexual
intercourse on the stage…. And yet men are so stupid that the critic in Fanny’s First Play,
solemnly declaring that the play cannot be by me because there is “the note of passion in
it; and Shaw is incapable of the note of passion” is echoed even by Frank Harris! But that
is because you have not seen my plays nor read them, not to mention their monumental
prefaces, which also deal largely with this question of sex…. Of course I have to be, like
all live writers, in constant reaction against the excesses of my time…. The infatuated
Amorism of the nineteenth century, like its Bardolatry, made it necessary for me to say
with emphasis that Life and not Love is the supreme good; that the restriction of the word
passion to sexual appetite and its denial to science and philosophy is a modern abuse of
the most sickening vulgarity and ignorance; … that there is no instinct or appetite which
can be starved so easily or deflected so whimsically or trivially as the sex instinct in spite
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of its pretences to be the most imperative of all the instincts; [etc. etc.] … You must clear
all that out of your head when you start on me’ (53-55).
Oct 20 1916, to Harris, 431-33: ‘Your review of my Androcles preface is very interesting
reading, as all your stuff is; but on the subject of the mildness of Jesus you must fight it
out, not with me, but with St Matthew. The Sermon on the Mount, even if we could
accept it as a genuine open air speech and not a very obvious collection of “sayings,”
would not afford the slightest presumption that Jesus was himself the sort of person he
exhorted his hearers to be’ (431). ‘Almost everyone who is interested in Jesus has a pet
conception of him, and protests against my preface for not reproducing it. But my preface
has nothing to do with any modern conception of him. I go to the Bible and I find four
biographies of Jesus. Three of them are called synoptic because they agree roughly as to
the course of events in his life; and two of them are at least not contradictory as to his
character. The fourth describes a different career and a different man—so different that if
he were not named and had not been crucified by Pontius Pilate at the demand of the
Jews, he might have been classed as an apostle or even as the leader of a great heresy.
The world has mixed these three Jesuses into one Jesus’ (432).
Nov 1 1916, to W.J. Bassett-Lowke, a Fabian, 434-35: ‘It is quite clear that there has
been no advance since Socrates and Plato, and that the very striking developments that
have taken place in art and science are only incidents in our civilization which have
occurred in all previous recorded civilizations, and have no more significance.... The
moral is that to obtain any perceptible evolution within a historic period we must discover
the science of eugenics, and acquire a eugenic art. It may be however that the human
species is incapable of achieving the final purpose of evolution, in which case it will be
scrapped like the megalo-organisms which we know only through fossils. Man may
easily be beaten: Evolution will not be beaten.’
Nov 8 1916 to Ellen Rovsing, 71-72 in Albert 2: ‘Bill is a most repulsive ruffian, whose
brutality should be almost too much for the audience to bear, especially when he strikes
Jenny Hill. If the slightest attempt is made to make him “jolly” or “harmless,” or
sympathetic in any way, you may just as well ring down the curtain and give the audience
back its money. Unless the man is full of evil, what possible interest can there be in
Barbara's victory over him. Of course the creature has a soul, as Barbara knows; but
unless the audience have been made to feel that the devil has for the moment got
complete possession of it, and that the skill and certainty with which Barbara breaks him
up and tortures him by dragging his conscience uppermost until he has to go and get
himself beaten by the converted prize-fighter to ease his agony, then there is no play. The
scene between Barbara and Bill ought to be more poignant than any love scene ever
played; and it always is, if it is played properly. At the same time, Bill must not be played
as a melodramatic villain. He is a badly-brought-up, ill behaved, violent ruffian; but he
has his points of honour. He comes to the Salvation Shelter to beat his young woman
because she has humiliated him by going off with another man; and he thinks it would be
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weak and unmanly to submit to a slight so wounding to his vanity. He is neither a thief
nor a beggar; and the pound he offers Jenny Hill as compensation for the blow he gives
her is, for a man in his position, a large sum of money. He must therefore be played
naturally, and not as a stage type. He has a bitter humour which comes out after he has
been vanquished by Todger Fairmile; but he is not jolly or careless: on the contrary, he is
savagely proud and sensitive. As I am not producing the play myself, I must not interfere
with the producer; but there is no reason why I should not make my intention clear; and I
have never, even in the double capacity of author and producer, treated my actors as
puppets carrying out my instructions without initiative or responsibility. I am much
obliged to you for consulting me in the matter. You will find the last act more difficult
than the second; but you can carry it to the wildest limits of your inspiration without the
least fear of over-acting or extravagance.’
Nov 9 1916, to Arnold Bennett, on the possibility of a popularized edition of Common
Sense about the War, II:368 in Holroyd: ‘You, and I and Wells and Webb should be
working together.... However, it cant be helped—we must do the best we can ploughing
our lonely back gardens.’
Nov 15 1916, to Alexander M. Thompson, socialist journalist teamed with Robert
Blatchford, 435-36: ‘The difficulty is that you, with your Carlsruthlessness [?], and
Blatchford, with his hot-headedness, are all wrong about the war.... The war is over as far
as it can do any good. Who now fears Germany except the people who are so frightened
that they fear everything and anything? All the world now knows that the shining armor
is no shinier than the Anglo-French shirtfront, and the mailed fist no harder than our
knuckles.... What we have now to do is to prevent an alliance between Germany and the
East; and this can be done only by manoeuvring her into an alliance with the West. What
we—you and I and R. B. and all men of good intent—have to bring about is the decisive
weighting of the Republic scale in the Balance of Conscience in the world by making the
British Empire a Republic, and the solidification of western democracy ... against the
revival of Asia as a military power.’ He then rails against the two as perceiving one side
‘full of murderers and villains and the other of angels and heroes.’
IPS c. late Nov 1916, to Maurice Browne, who was trying to save his Little Theatre from
bankruptcy and was refused a performance elsewhere, 5 in Bernard F. Dukore, “Shaw
and a Chicago Art Theatre,” Shaw Review, 4, iii (1961): 2-6: ‘It was hard luck to be
turned out by the Movies; but if you had been me you would not have gone to the law
about it. In fact, I hope that if you had been me you could not have been turned out. In
running a theatre, as in every sort of business, it is not always possible to be strictly
businesslike and to take the field with proper contracts covering all contingencies. You
have to take chances occasionally. But when you take chances and they go against you, it
is no use seeking legal remedies: you must simply cut your losses and not squabble about
them. In the present case you seem to have not only relied on a verbal understanding, but
to have come to that understanding with people who did not own the theatre. It might
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have turned out all right; but it didnt, and there’s nothing more to be said. I judge that you
are not a man of business, because you suggest that I might take legal action against the
people who have, as you consider, let you down. But if I were to take legal action, I
should have to take it against you. As you say, I have suffered damage; but my remedy
does not lie against the proprietors of the theatre, who were under no obligation to me,
but against you, who neglected the most obvious business precautions in the enterprise on
which you staked the fortunes of my play. I press this point ... because I wish to rub into
you the necessity for either qualifying yourself as a man of business, or putting yourself
into the hands of a capable solicitor, if you can find such a treasure. If you dont, you will
find all your enterprises being wrecked as this one has been wrecked; and in the end no
judicious author will trust you with a play.... Here endeth the second lesson.’
Dec 7 1916, to Wells, 439-42: A long, rambling letter which compliments Russia but
grants that its future probably lies with alliances to Asian powers; complains about the
New Statesman turning into ‘a suburban Tory-Democratic rag’ compatible with Webb but
not himself; and asserts that the ‘safe methods’ of research and investigation are not as
effective as his own: ‘I have found that when I tried to fortify myself by facts and
documents I could make nothing of it ... , and that when I went on my knowledge of
human character and experience of the ways of men, ... I came out right enough for
practical purposes.’ The result: ‘I am simply the greatest biologist of this age’ and there’s
no good in saying there is no Life Force.
Dec 11 1916, to Sidney, after Lloyd George had become Prime Minister, 443: ‘We have
none of us had our way over the change in the Cabinet, least of all Lloyd George, who
must have wanted to achieve homogeneity of class.... I have not had my way, because I
wanted the Asquith-Grey regime to be overthrown by us for the right reasons; and it has
been overthrown by the Northcliffe press for the wrong ones. You have not had your
way, because you wanted to make Lloyd George impossible just as I wanted to make the
Asquith-Grey combination of mendacity and imbecility impossible; and Lloyd George is
Prime Minister, God help him. However, it is better to have Asquith and Grey in
Opposition than where they were. The situation must now work itself out by mere brute
force of facts and Natural Selection unless The Nation and The Manchester Guardian can
make some sort of intellectual rally, with such assistance as the Westminster [Gazette] is
capable of.’ Four days later he writes to Sidney, ‘I wish you would drop the paper as I
did; it will end by disgracing you’ (444).
Dec 30 1916, to Archer, 445-48: Having received his book Playmaking, Shaw wryly
pronounces it ‘an invaluable document; for it describes precisely how plays were, and
still are, written by people whose conception of drama is wholly theatrical’ (445). He
then contests Archer’s various objections to his description of Jesus in his preface to
Androcles and the Lion, concluding ‘If you are dealing with a genius, you must not
reduce him to the common denominator’ (446-47).
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Jan 7 1917, to Austin Spare, I:142-43 and I:146 in Holroyd: ‘Did they never teach you
that the frame is the most important part of the picture, and a good “trade finish” (like
Van Eyck’s) its most indispensable quality?’ ... ‘The man who draws to please himself is
a wretched—well, what do you call a man who makes love to himself? ... he who makes
revelations and interpretations for other people is quite a useful person.’
Jan 11 1917, to Wells, 94-95 in Wells: ‘I have received an invitation from the
Commander In Chief to go to the Front. Naturally the temptation to accept is very strong,
as pure mischief is always fascinating.... What I want you to tell me is whether they
demand any pledges from you as to say or not say, and also whether the fact of having
been at the Front marks you out for special censorship even in respect of books. If that is
the case, I wont go.... I am pulling the leg of the Fabian Society by proposing a
republican manifesto to the Executive, but have no hope of creating anything thereby
except an unquiet recalcitrance. They all have fine old Victorian conviction that it doesnt
matter; and these convictions are not to be upset by merely empirical considerations like
facts.’
Jan 15 1917, to Harris, 451-54: Shaw chides Harris for having his heroes exhibit ‘the
consistency of the stage sailor, who never says or does anything “out of character.” Your
Jesus is a stage sailor; your Shakespear is a stage sailor; and because you cant make a
stage sailor out of me, you are puzzled and say you cannot reconcile this and that in me’
(451-52). The feature of the letter is ‘HOW I DISCOVERED FRANK HARRIS’ (45354).
IPS c. early Feb 1917, to Oliver Elton, after Shaw’s visit to the front, 162-65 in Elton, C.
E. Montague: A Memoir (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, Doran, 1929): ‘At the chateau
where the Army entertained the rather mixed lot who, being nondescript, were classified
as Distinguished Visitors, I met Montague. Finding him just the sort of man I like and get
along with, I was glad to learn that he was to be my bear-leader on my excursions. Except
on three occasions, ... we spent all the time together. The standing joke about Montague
was his craze for being under fire, and his tendency to lead the distinguished visitors,
who did not necessarily share this taste (rare at the front), into warm corners. Like most
standing jokes it was inaccurate, but had something in it. War is fascinating even to those
who, like Montague, have no illusions about it, are are not imposed on by its boasting, its
bugaboo, its desperate attempts to make up for the shortage of capable officers by
sticking tabs and brass hats on duffers, its holocausts of common men for nothing, its
pretences of strategy and tactics where there is only bewilderment and blundering, its
vermin and dirt and butchery and terror and foul-mouthed boredom. None of these things
were lost on a man so critical as Montague any more than they were lost on me. But
neither of us ever asked the other “And what the devil are you doing in this gallery?”
Both of us felt that, being there, we were wasting our time when we were not within
range of the guns. We had come to the theatre to see the play, not to enjoy the intervals
between the acts like fashionable people at the opera. We had, nevertheless, no great
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excitements. On the Somme battlefield, which was the favourite military show at that
moment, I found the British Army blazing away industriously at imaginary Germans. We
asked why the Germans did not fire back, and were told that they were expected to do so
at Albert at three o’clock. But Albert, with its plunging Virgin, suffered no further scathe
that day. The truth was that the Germans had folded their tents and silently stolen away to
their new Hindenburg line. The guns that were banging away my taxes so strepitously
were only making holes in the ground and not filling them up again. As we walked up
towards the windmill at Pozières a solitary German shell exploded harmlessly half a mile
ahead of us. Montague stopped dead, and surveyed a Roumanian general who was with
us, wearing a gorgeous uniform. “I ought not to take you up to the windmill,” said
Montague; “you are not in khaki. They may see you and have a shot at you. And I am
responsible for you.” General Giorgescu grinned: “Let me point out, gentlemen,” he said,
contemplating our careful khaki with amused contempt, “that as the whole country is
frozen white, you are much more likely to be conspicuous than I.” This was obviously
true.... Montague shrugged his shoulders; and we went on. The Germans must, I think,
have left behind them one of the patent scarecrows advertised in Stores catalogues, which
fire a shot automatically every fifteen minutes; for they did send over one more aimless
shell, which impressed the general sufficiently to make him insist on a young friend of
his who was also present retiring behind a knocked-out tank. And this was all the
satisfaction Montague got that day out of the battle of the Somme. Ypres, where the smell
of powder was distinctly stronger, was better from this point of view. Montague was a
typical daredevil; that is, a quiet, modest-looking, rather shy elderly man with nothing of
the soldier about him except his uniform. He would have been a hopeless failure on the
stage as Captain Matamore [a recurring figure in the French commedia del’arte]. He had
something of the Tolstoyan bitterness and disillusion that war produces at close quarters,
less by its horrors, perhaps, than by its wastes and futilities. But to this he gave no
intentional expression: his conversation and manner were entirely kindly. He said nothing
of the exploits for which he was mentioned in despatches.... By that time Montague was a
captain, and, being a man of conspicuous civil capacity without military ambitions, was
needed to run the show much more than to stop projectiles in the firing line. Hence, I
presume, his efforts to get back into it occasionally as escort to distinguished sightseers
and joy-riders. As Montague stuck to the provinces after the war I never saw him again. I
liked him so well that I once or twice wrote to him to see how we could renew contact;
bit it somehow never came off. His books about the war showed that we had understood
each other pretty well on points never mentioned between us. His worst trial must have
been listening to me repeating my hackneyed conversational stunts at different messtables every day with an air of brilliant improvisation; and he always said (God forgive
him!) with touching kindliness, “I assure you it is always fresh and delightful.” That is
the sort of man he was.’ For another detailed account of his visit, see Charlotte’s letter to
her sister in Dunbar, 224-28.
Feb 28 1917, to Barker (section at the start missing from CL is on 194-95 in Barker),
457-58: ‘My elderly routine was violently upset at the end of January by an official
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invitation to visit the front. Under the circumstances I felt that I must regard this as an
order; so after endless bother with passports and permits and tailors and bootmakers,
behold me in trench boots and khaki in Ypres, in Arras, in St Eloi, on the Somme front,
riding in tanks, lunching with the C.I.C., teaing with Rawlinson, freezing for a night at
Loraine’s flying station …, hobnobbing with Almroth, and performing stupendous
conversational feats at all the mess tables from Bailleul to Amiens. I grieve to say that I
enjoyed myself enormously in spite of temperatures that kept pretty close round 20 Fah,
and gave me my first taste of frostbite (fortunately a mild one). The artillery delighted me
much more than Tchaikovsky’s 1812; but it was a one sided display: hardly anything
came my way, even in Ypres. I am qualified for the Royal Irish Artillery as being
distinctly one of “the boys that fear no noise.”’
March 16 1917, to Hamon, 459-60: Responding to Hamon’s apparently favorable view of
French soldiers’ passivity in the war, Shaw declares, ‘If the Germans had been met with
that sort of spirit or want of spirit, they would have been in Paris two years ago.... There
is only one attitude possible for a Frenchman now, and that is ... that whilst there is a
German soldier in France, France will hear nothing but driving him off it, and make him
go as he came, fighting, and not as part of a bargain. If you take any other attitude than
that, or sympathise with any other attitude, France will never forgive you, and France will
be right.’
March 21 1917, to a columnist who was indignant about Shaw being allowed to visit the
front, 462-63: He replies, quite surprisingly, by criticizing the writer’s refusal to enlist:
‘the man who says he will take no part in an unjust war is only saying in the usual
hypocritical way that he will not take part in any war at all.’
April 19 1917, to the American actor William Feversham, who wanted to perform The
Devil’s Disciple in New York, 134-36 in Theatrics: Shaw describes his general
perspective as a playwright: ‘What my plays need is not only great accomplishment in
mere physical speaking, ... fine tone, and swiftness and clearness of articulation, ... but
energy, vivacity, impetuosity of delivery, brightness and high spirits. The man I dread is
the actor who thinks that Shaw is “intellectual drama,” and that he must play it as if there
were a sick person in the house, the result being that the whole audience presently
consists of sick persons. There is absolutely nothing subtle in my plays. Unless I know
exactly what I mean I dont say it; and when I do know, I give it straight in the face....
Conviction is the alpha & omega of Shaw playing.’
April 23 1917, to the chief of the British Military Mission, Italian Army in the Field, who
invited Shaw to visit the Italian front, 464: Shaw turns down the invitation on the grounds
that he has no business to go unless he can be of some use; ‘and there I confess I do not
see my way. When I visited the British front in the west I was able to do two things that
were on the whole worth doing. I took the opportunity to present the war to many people
whose consciences were very sore about it—people to whom the ordinary patriotic
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utterances were worse than useless—in a way that comforted them considerably. And I
was able to amuse the messes, weary of the inevitable daily war shop, by talking to them.
And that was all.’
April 23 1917, to the father of a girl who wanted to become an actress, 466-69: Shaw
replies with a detailed account of the pros and cons. First he develops at length that
‘there is a good deal to be said for it. The stage is the only profession in which women are
on equal terms with men, and cannot have their work taken by them,’ etc. Later, ‘the
chief disadvantage of the stage is that employment is frightfully precarious’ and the
salaries tend to be low, which puts the ‘severest strain on an actress’s character.’ He
counsels training at the Academy of Dramatic Art.
May 3 1917, to Upton Sinclair, 57-58 in Sinclair: Since early in the year, ‘there has been
the Russian Revolution and Wilson justifying all the fine things I said of him when
everyone here was abusing him. The Daily Chronicle said, when his reply to the German
note appeared, “President Wilson seems to think that the word of the Germans is as good
as ours. What have we done to deserve this?”’
May 17 1917, to Wells, 471-73: Shaw reacts to his friend’s latest book, God the Invisible
King. He urges that he consider the ‘historical side,’ because ‘the doctrine, in its crude
state, is a fearfully dangerous one.’ Then he must take modern science into account—
which to Shaw primarily means evolution—and has failed to. By ignoring it, he says,
‘you not only leave the contradiction of a benevolent agency producing snakes and
tetanus bacilli and all sorts of evil involved, but ignore the really vital controversy of our
time: the controversy of the Mechanists and Natural Selectionists with the Creative
Evolutionists.’ Moreover, ‘God is known only as an impulse. When you get an impulse
you have first to decide whether it is atavistic or not. And if you are convinced that it is
not, then you have to reason hard to discover the way to carry it out into practice.’ His
final point is that he did not say anything about ‘the Socialist demonstration, which seems
to me quite valid, that we must reform society before we can reform ourselves, and that
personal righteousness is impossible in an unrighteous environment.’ He concludes with
the quip that ‘There is an excellent author whose works you ought to read through
occasionally. His name is H. G. Wells.’
May 24 1917, to Maxim Gorki, who invited Shaw to contribute to a new postrevolutionary paper which he was to edit (entitled New Life), 474-75: Shaw replies that
he does not want to embarrass him by ‘a contribution which you might consider cynical
and dangerous.’ He begins by saying, ‘I regard the revolution as such a gain to humanity
that it not only at last justifies the Franco-Anglo-Russian alliance ... , but justifies the
whole war.’ However, ‘The practical question is that of the attitude of the revolutionary
government towards the war. And I am afraid I should produce an impression of
monstrous cynicism if I were to say that a war is the first necessity of life in a
revolutionary government’ (474). He even goes so far as to declare that ‘If Europe were
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at peace it would be necessary for the revolutionary government to invent a war for the
sake of the revolution....’ The war is ‘not only the most valuable political asset of the
revolution from a point of view of the most cynical expediency: it is also a war for all the
ideals of the revolution’ (475). His finale: ‘I take the part of England in this war exactly
as a Russian might: that is, as an ally believing that the defeat of the central empires is
essential to the success of the common cause of democracy and Socialism’ (476).
c. June 1917, to Ernest Kempston of Dublin, who had objected to the view that Ireland
must be linked with a powerful ally, and that ally must be England, 479-81: Shaw replied,
‘England is the only country which could admit Ireland to a federal union with itself.’ He
uses the examples of Belgium and Greece, other ‘so-called independent guaranteed
States,’ which the war forced upon them ‘the burden of an independent futile armament,’
and made them ‘the cockpit of the wars between the Great Powers’ (479). As for Ireland
determining an alliance on its own, that is ‘an abstract right that cannot be exercised.’ It
may be a Hobson’s Choice, but it is not ‘a voluntary measure to be discussed: it is an
inexorable fact to be faced’ (480).
June 9 1917, to an American editor, who wonders why Shaw is not releasing certain
plays to the United States, 137 in Theatrics: Shaw uses a clear-cut example, The Devil’s
Disciple, ‘which will not be performed during the war. The demand for it to which your
critic alludes is a real one; but it set in so markedly at the end of 1914 that I had to
conclude that the attraction was less in the merit of the play than in its liability to political
exploitation in anti-British interests. I therefore withdrew the play from the stage pending
a change in the European situation. But for this a project for its revival ... would have
been carried out.’
July 6 1917, to Gertrude Kingston, who had a role in the presentation of Henry James’s
play The Outcry at the Stage Society, 129 in Theatrics: Shaw explains that ‘nothing can
make H.J. intelligible on the stage. The difficulty is not in the least that his dialogue is
artificial and affected and involved: it is not more so than Congreve’s now appears .... It
is simply that he uses sounds that are not intelligible to the ear, though they are quite
lucid on paper.... I did not, with all my literary expertness and knowledge of James’s
style, catch more than two thirds of the dialogue as it was spoken, though I could have
read it without difficulty.’
July 12 1917, to Lord Haldane, on the Irish Convention, 482: ‘It is perfectly clear that I
ought to be in the business, not only by pre-eminent celebrity but because I am the only
public person who has committed himself to the only possible solution: to wit, federation
of the four home kingdoms…. I am prepared to demand a nomination. It wont be my
fault then if I am refused.’ (He was not nominated.)
c. Aug 1 1917, to William Faversham, who was preparing a performance of Misalliance
in New York, 495-96: Shaw gives specifics on handling the black cloth (which will be
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‘blazing in full view of the audience right through the play’) and the aeroplane crash (‘All
that is needed ... is the good old hamper full of broken glass’).
Aug 3 1917, to Horace Plunkett, an official of the Irish Convention highly critical of its
procedures who had asked Shaw to contribute a clarifying explanation, 486-95: Shaw’s
long contribution deals with most of the major issues, the most crucial one being that ‘the
Irish question is obscured by illusions on both sides’—‘Ulster is obsessed with the
illusion of its invincible solidarity,’ which is ‘the most romantic of illusions’ (486); while
‘The opposite, or Sinn Fein illusion, is equally romantic, and would be described by a
professional alienist as national megalomania’ (488). The remainder of the statement
concentrates on ‘the positive business of the New Constitution’ (489-94, continued in
letters of Oct 4 and 6, 506-08 and 509-11).
Aug 6 1917, to Chesterton, 408-10 in Ward: ‘If you want to expose a scandalous orgy in
the New Witness, you may depend on the following as being a correct account by an eye
witness. You know that there is a body called The Fabian Research Department, of which
I have had the hollow honour to be Perpetual Grand, the real moving spirit being Mrs
Sidney Webb. A large number of innocent young men and women are attracted to this
body by promises of employment by the said Mrs S.W. in works of unlimited and
inspiring uplift, such as are unceasingly denounced … in your well-written organ. Well,
Mrs Sidney Webb summoned all these young things to an uplifting At Home at the
Fabian Office lately. They came in crowds and sat at her feet whilst she prophesied unto
them, with occasional comic relief from the unfortunate Perpetual Grand. At the decent
hour of ten o’clock, she bade them good night and withdrew to her own residence and to
bed. For some accidental reason or other I lingered until, as I thought, all the young
things had gone home…. At last I started to go home myself. As I descended the stairs I
was stunned by the most infernal din I have ever heard, even at the front, coming from
the Fabian Hall, which would otherwise be the back yard. On rushing to this temple I
found the young enthusiasts sprawling over tables, over radiators, over everything but
chairs, in a state of scandalous abandonment, roaring at the tops of their voices and in a
quite unintelligible manner a string of presumably obscene songs, accompanied on the
piano with frantic gestures and astonishing musical skill by a man whom I had always
regarded as a respectable Fabian Researcher, but who now turned out to be a Demon
Pianist out-Heroding … Svengali. A horribly sacrilegious character was given to the
proceedings by the fact that the tune they were singing when I entered was Luther’s
hymn Eine Feste Burg ist Unser Gott. As they went on (for I regret to say that my
presence exercised no restraint whatever) they sang their extraordinary and
incomprehensible litany to every tune, however august its associations, which happened
to fit it. These, if you please, are the solemn and sour neophytes whose puritanical
influence has kept you in dread for so many years. But I have not told you the worst.
Before I fled from the building I did at last discover what words it was they were singing.
When it first flashed on me, I really could not believe it. But at the end of the next verse
no doubt or error was possible. The young maenad nearest me was concluding every
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strophe by shreiking that she didnt care where the water went if it didnt get into the wine.
Now you know. I have since ascertained that a breviary of this Black Mass can be
obtained at the Fabian Office, with notes of the numbers of the hymns Ancient and
Modern, and all the airs sacred and profane, to which your poems have been set. This
letter needs no answer—indeed, admits of none. I leave you to your reflections.’
Aug 10 1917, to Lillah, who wanted to perform in a new Shaw play, 498: Shaw describes
his chaotic progress with Heartbreak House, saying that he wrote it ‘without regard to
circumstances, just to see whether I could still write a play; and I pretty nearly convinced
myself that I couldnt.... Even if the play were a reasonable length and were a pleasant one
(it horrifies everyone) it would not be of much use to you.’
IPS Sept 4 1917, to Edwin T. Heys, a theatrical manager who wanted to produce Mrs
Warren’s Profession, which was still banned, 69-70 in L. W. Conolly, ‘Mrs Warren’s
Profession and the Lord Chamberlain,’ Shaw 24 (2004): 46-95 (less reliable version on
483 in Henderson 2): Shaw expresses doubt that the play will ever be licensed in Great
Britain, since ‘The Lord Chamberlain’s Office would not allow Sir George’s [Crofts’s]
business to be exposed.’ The play, although ‘obviously much more innocent than the
majority of those that are tolerated without question,’ is singled out for persecution
because the others ‘act as aphrodisiacs and actually stimulate the trade in women, while
his own makes prostitution ‘extremely repulsive, not in a sensational way, ... but by
simply exposing the venality of the transaction to which the prostitute is a party.... In my
young days, when prostitutes accosted me, I became familiar not only with the mask of
affection, but with the cynical frankness with which it is dropped when it is no use. If a
young man has any decent feeling left in him—and most of the prostitute’s younger
clients have plenty of it—he is more repelled by the idea of being entertained for money
alone by a secretly disguised woman than by all the sermons that can be preached to him
about his own purity and duty. I think a really good performance of “MRS WARREN’S
PROFESSION” would keep its audience out of the hands of women of the street for a
fortnight at least…. I have been asked why I omitted from [the play] the contingency of
venereal disease, the agitation against which has forced the Lord Chamberlain to license
the admirable play by Brieux entitled “Damaged Goods.” My reason was that venereal
disease is not an essential part of prostitution. A knowledge of that danger, far from
deterring men from resorting to prostitutes, will simply enable both the prostitute and her
client to take effective precaution against it…. My play avoids these side issues. It strikes
straight at prostitution by exposing its sordid economics. And it exposes also the
inevitable result of promiscuous sexual intercourse in raising insoluble questions of
consanguinity. How badly the play was needed was shown by the hysterical
unpreparedness of the public for the White Slave agitation, and the useless and savage
legislation which followed, and which had the effect of making Mrs Warren complete
mistress of the situation by ridding her of male competitors. Had [the play] been allowed
to take its proper place on the stage when I wrote it, that blunder and all those hysterics
might have been averted. But the Lord Chamberlain’s Office would not allow Sir George
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Crofts’s business to be exposed; and I doubt if it ever will do so. It will allow the
prostitute and the procuress and the brothel to supply the sensations of a hundred
melodramas; but it will always ward off the one touch at which the attraction of these
things withers…. If England clings to the belief that her harlots are doing for love what
they have been driven by poverty to do for money, let her cling to it; and much good may
it do her.’
Sept 4 1917, to Mary Hamilton, who had acted in Shaw plays a decade ago, 26 in Moore:
‘Of course I havent forgotten you, and am not likely to. But why must I write you a new
play all to yourself?’ Shaw names three of his plays that have only four characters. ‘Is it
reasonable to ask an elderly gentleman of 61 to try to throw off another youthful trifle for
four characters? Just like your cheek to ask me. I am much too old; and the war has left
us all too grim and bitter for lighthanded work. However, if I can think of a suitable plot,
I will think of you. If you add the nursing of the whole Canadian army to your domestic
duties, you will not have too much time for acting. On principle I object to all gratuitous
work for soldiers or anyone else: I think the Government should be made to pay for
everything the soldiers need; for in the long run, when people get tired of war charities,
there will be no provision for more than their barest necessities, and they will no longer
be petted and hero-worshipped: they will be like faded beauties or cast-off mistresses,
more wretched than if they had never been popular and adored. But as things are arranged
that way for the present, you may as well give your talent for acting a chance: it will be
less wasted on the soldiers than in complete disuse. It may even assert itself so
imperatively as to insist on its rights, which would be a very good thing for the world.
Has your father ever considered that there may be trouble when God asks you what you
did with that talent? You can say that you created Minnie Tinwell; but the Almighty
might only exclaim “Is that all?” (for He may not think much of my works) and then you
will feel just awful.’
Sept 17 1917, to Barbara Low, I:310 in Holroyd: ‘It is only the people who have the
courage to let themselves go without scruple who discover what a terrifically powerful
instinct chastity is.’
Oct 2 1917, to Beatrice, from Parknasilla, Ireland, 171-72 in Webbs: Shaw reports that
he has been ‘boating and bathing and making butter in a dairy.... One cannot work here,
except odds & ends of business and reading up colonial federations and their history. In
the Atlantic air one grows big and rank and Irish’ (171). ‘this is the Land of the Free
compared to England. The submarine campaign is conferring untold benefits on the coast
population; and petrol can generally be obtained from information supplied by the parish
priest.’
Oct 27 1917, to Hugo Vallentin, his Swedish translator, who said he did not understand
Heartbreak House, 513: ‘there is nothing to understand beneath the surface: it is a picture
of a certain sort of life that our civilization tends to produce among people of exceptional
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vitality and sensibility, with such visitors as Lord Davenport (Mangan), the Foreign
Office toff, the man who is poor because he is honest and has no push, meaning no greed
or vulgar ambition, and the burglar who uses our obsolete and savage criminal system as
an instrument of blackmail. The only part of society which is not a quicksand is the life of
the equestrian country house class and the frankly autocratic Crown-Colony-GoverningClass extolled by the daughter of the house who happens to be born conventional. The
old Captain is your prophet Jeremiah bawling the judgment of God on all this insanity.
And you have the undercurrent of sex continually reproducing quicksand as fast as the
welter tries to consolidate itself.... I think what makes it puzzling is that the people seem
to be so interesting and attractive and novel at first sight that one is led to expect great
things from them; and when they are all reduced to absurdity ... the spectator feels baffled
and disappointed, as if something very promising had been wantonly spoilt.’
Nov 4 1917, to Sá, II:383 in Holroyd: ‘the government of one nation against its will by
another nation raises the question of whether such government is good or bad: it is itself
misgovernment, and would be bad even if it produced perfect order and mutual material
prosperity.... the worst tyranny is that which imposes a higher standard of conduct than is
natural.... I object to being governed by a superior race even more than by an inferior one,
so that the Englishman may take it as he likes, as superior, inferior or equal: I object to
his governing me.’
Nov 6 1917, to the editor of the Daily Express, who wanted Shaw to report on the Irish
Convention, 514-15: ‘There is an obvious reason for hesitating about the “Daily
Express.” It is an entirely irresponsible paper: the mere fact that after blackguarding me
for years as an absurd and dangerous trifler you now think it would be rather a lark to get
me to write something on that amusing topic, Ireland, shows how little conscience you
put into your politics.’
Nov 9 1917, to Plunkett, who had begun a cooperative movement, II:390 in Holroyd:
‘What I have dreaded all along is the usual political expedient of a settlement that is no
settlement.... I have said that if I write two or three articles on the Irish settlement they
must be syndicated so as to appear simultaneously in Dublin, Cork and Belfast as well as
in London.... Until some sort of agreement is arrived at I can do no good in Ireland except
through my pen.... I can avail myself of my liberty to make people think by a liberal use
of the pickaxe.’
Nov 9 1917, to a journalist who requested Shaw to give his views on ‘Are the Dead
Alive’ for his newspaper, 516: ‘After death, what then? Well, victory to which death has
contributed. If that is not good enough, dont fight. If an answer is desired which will
convince bereaved relatives that men do not really die in battle, I cannot supply it.... I do
not grudge a mother the shelter of a lie any more than I grudge a soldier the shelter of a
clump of briars; but the more thoroughly we realize that war is war, and death death, the
sooner we shall get rid of it.’
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Nov 27 1917, to Beatrice, 173 in Webbs: ‘As to what you wrote lately about my “skin
them alive” speech, that was a very simple matter.... My point was that it would be
dishonest to go to Stockholm and pretend that we, any more than the German Socialists,
had political power or influence enough to prevent the fullest advantage being taken of a
victory, if there was a victory.’
Dec 9 1917, to William Faversham, who had produced Misalliance in New York, 518:
‘JUST RECEIVED EXACT PARTICULARS OF RUINOUS CUTS IN MISALLIANCE
MUST CALL PLAY OFF UNLESS YOU RESTORE EVERY SYLLABLE....
Henceforth you are useful to me only as a terrible example of a manager who succeeded
when he did what I told him, and failed when he thought he knew better that I what was
my business and not his.’
Dec 22 1917, to Alexander M. Thompson, a severe critic of his political views, 519:
‘What can you expect? The war has been presented to the workers as a Jingo war. They
know that the Jingo is their enemy; and they naturally conclude that it is their business to
checkmate the war. They see that their patriotism is being impudently exploited by
profiteers. A contemptible panic-mongering bragging lying press keeps them ignorant of
everything except that the Government is no better than the press. The only decent voices
that reach them are the voices of men who are either Pacifists or have been stamped as
such by the Jingo journalists. Can you wonder at their disgust? ... Now, what you have to
tell them is that a German victory would be as bad for them and the rest of the world as a
British Jingo victory, and that nothing will discredit the Jingoes in both countries but a
failure to secure a victory.’
c. 1918, to Pearson, 207-08 in Pearson: ‘Why did it need a colossal war to make people
read my books? The whole army seems to do nothing else…. I wrote Caesar and
Cleopatra for Forbes-Robertson and Mrs Patrick Campbell when they were playing
together. But it was not played by him until they had gone their several professional
ways; and Cleopatra was “created” by Gertrude Elliott, who had already played in The
Devil’s Disciple with Robertson, and is now Lady Forbes-Robertson. It is what
Shakespeare called a history: that is, a chronicle play; and I took the chronicle without
alteration from Mommsen. I read a lot of other stuff, from Plutarch, who hated Caesar as
I wished to present him, to Warde-Fowler; but I found that Mommsen had conceived
Caesar as I wished to present him, and that he told the story of the visit to Egypt like a
man who believed in it, which many historians dont. I stuck nearly as closely to him as
Shakespeare did to Plutarch or Holinshed. I infer from Goethe’s saying that the
assassination of Caesar was the worst crime in history, that he also saw Caesar in the
Mommsen-Shaw light.’
Jan 4 1918, to Frank Harris, who reacted poorly to Shaw’s criticism of America, 520-24:
‘America is America: what did you expect? ... Even less reasonable was your wild notion
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that America is the land of freedom.... America has the morals and the outlook of a XVII
century village with a development of capitalism which only a very high organized
Socialism and an untramodern freedom of thought could control.’ He grants that it has
some redeeming features, ‘But I think it is impossible for anyone who knows American
lynching, American Inquisition legislation, and American graft, to deny that America is
illiberal, superstitious, crude, violent, anarchic and arbitrary to a degree that makes a man
like you feel much nearer the Pilgrim Fathers ... than in the culture centres of Western
Europe…. Considering the sensation my Common Sense About the War made in
November 1914, when it was treason to write otherwise than as a raving madman, and
French and Kitchener, Asquith and Grey were magnified beyond Alexander and
Hannibal, Lincoln and Richelieu, I have not much to complain of in the way of incivility.
A few literary men made hysterical exhibitions of themselves; but every attempt to have
me mobbed, in the theatre or on the platform, failed completely: I spoke in public
throughout the month in which Common Sense appeared to crowded audiences without a
word of remonstrance or opposition, challenging questions on the war or any other
subject the audience liked’ (520-21). ‘You must remember that I am not a Pacifist or a
pro-Hohenzollern, and that last January I was officially invited to the front, and my
articles passed by the censor without the deletion of a single word. Still, my repudiation
of the official position about Belgium, and my determination not, if I can help it, to allow
the Foreign Office to gain prestige by the war, has roused more fury in several quarters
than the utterances of the out-and-out pacifists’ (523-24).
Jan 7 1918, to Pat, whose ‘beloved Beo’ was killed in the war, and who enclosed a
sympathetic letter from a chaplain, 525: ‘It is no use: I cant be sympathetic: these things
simply make me furious. I want to swear. I do swear. Killed just because people are
blasted fools. A chaplain, too, to say nice things about it. It is not his business to say nice
things about it, but to shout that “the voice of thy son’s blood crieth unto God from the
ground.”’ His finale: ‘Oh damn, damn, damn, damn, damn. damn, damn, damn, DAMN
DAMN! And oh, dear, dear, dear, dear, dear, dearest!’
Jan 8 1918, to Douglas Goldring, II:236 in Holroyd: ‘A censorship of any kind acts
inevitably as a protection to the average author. He is never censored; and those who are
censored are not only his commercial rivals, but are generally putting up the standard on
him and changing the fashion.’
Jan 16 1918, to Beatrice, 175-77 in Webbs: ‘As to the Fine Arts, the question is a very
difficult one; and unless it becomes possible to depend on the Government for some
genuine culture all that will be done is to throw away a lump of money every year on
whoever will take the most trouble to get it; and they will certainly not be the right
people. Your solution is right in principle: the Education Minister, as Culture Minister,
ought to be responsible; but Culture in your sense (quite correct) of “the mental
environment of the citizen,” is too big a thing to be tackled without division of labour’
(175-76). ‘Unless a Minister of The Fine Arts, or a Fine Arts Department of the Board of
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Education, or whatever it may be, is an organization of all the activities, it will be just
what you dread: a jobber in the hands of a clique. If such jobbers would even endow
cranks out of secret service funds, they would be useful; but their clique is always ultraacademic. I really dont see my way to anything better than your suggestion. Your special
Ministry of Research is a very attractive notion’ (177).
Jan 25 1918, to Helen Haiman Joseph, author of A Book of Marionettes (1920), 526: ‘In
my youth ... there was a permanent marionette exhibition in Dublin .... From that show I
learnt that marionettes can produce a much stronger illusion than bad actors can; and I
have often suggested that the Academy of Dramatic Art here try to obtain marionette
performances to teach the students that very important part of the art of acting which
consists of not acting: that is, allowing the imagination of the spectators to do its lion’s
share of the work.’
IPS c. 1919, to Sylvia Lady Brooke, 22-23 in Brooke, Queen of the Head Hunters: The
Autobiogaphy of H. H. the Hon. Sylvia Lady Brooke, Renee of Sarawak, commenting on
her story “The Left Ladies”: ‘Yes, this is a serious matter being a “Left Lady,” but I don’t
think it is the plainness. If I was an attractively tattooed South Sea islander of an age at
which one can engage in some adventures without becoming ridiculous and I met you
under a palm tree, I should have no hesitation (apart from shyness) than I should about
eating an exceptionally delicious plum with all the bloom on—but all these unfortunate
companions and associates of yours, the title, the Windsor Castle and the Royal pals and
all the rest of it, make you so frightfully expensive and terrifying that the nobs can’t
afford it and the snobs daren’t. Something must be done. The simplest way is to select
your man and ask him. It’s quite usual, they always used to ask me! Or why not
advertise? “Wanted by an old maid of twenty who can give exceptional references
(photograph of stamps enclosed) a young man to keep company. One desirous of
improving his social position preferred. Special opportunities. Must not be literary, as one
writer in the family is enough. Apply Sylvia (real name and looks it) c/o George V,
Windsor Castle.”’
Jan 29 1920, to Pat, about a pending performance of Pygmalion, 205 in Campbell: ‘I
should have liked half a dozen rehearsals seated round a table, books in hand, to get the
music right before going on to the stage. But as that was impossible through lack of time,
I have had to depend on the usual mechanical routine and start with the business and
words, leaving the unfortunate victims to find out later what they are all about. The
process is bewildering to anyone who knows the play; but it cannot be helped: I cannot
apply a six weeks or two months method to a three weeks limit: that is the sort of thing
that keeps the English theatre what it is. I know perfectly well what worries you about it;
and you can imagine that is is not delightful for me; but my business is to get, not what I
want, but what is possible under the circumstances.’ Undated letter closely following the
previous one, 659-60: ‘The others are floundering for their words …; and they dont yet
know what the play is about, or where or who they are supposed to be. This does not
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worry me: I am used to it, and know that it will presently come right’ (659). ‘You
convinced me today that you are still capable of surpassing yourself if only you had the
sense to see your own values. You can go to your full range in Eliza in the last scene, as I
meant you to do all along. If I could get you up to that you would no more be able to
throw is all away by that silly joke about the gloves than Hamlet could end with a comic
song’ (660).
Feb 5 1918, to Lady Gregory, whose only son had been killed in action, 527: ‘These
things made me rage and swear once; now I have come to taking them quietly. When I
met Robert at the flying station on the west front, in abominably cold weather, with a
frost-bite on his face hardly healed, he told me that the six months he had been there had
been the happiest if his life.... To a man with his power of standing up to danger—which
must mean enjoying it—war must have intensified his life as nothing else could; he got a
grip of it that he could not through art or love. I suppose that is what makes a soldier.’
Feb 8 1918, to Lady Mary Murray, 528: In what may be Shaw’s first letter to the Murray
family since November 1915, he inserts a diatribe surely meant for Gilbert as much as
her: ‘The whole world is realizing that it went raving mad four years ago; but it locked
the asylum doors in its frenzy and threw the keys out of the window; and now it must go
on raving when it is in its right mind again.’
Feb 28 1918, to Charles Trevelyan, a pacifist who had switched parties from Liberal to
Labour when war was declared, 529-31: “Dont you think the time has come for you to
make a more definite bid for the leadership of the House? I told [Herbert] Samuel
[Secretary of State for Home Affairs] last November that he would be Prime Minister;
and, as you see, he is very sensibly taking on the work of criticism and questioning and
so forth.... The situation at present is that England has no respectable spokesman with
modern ideas.... It seems to me of the first importance that our policy should be presented
publicly as one imposed upon us by our obligation to prove ourselves capable of bearing
any strain that may be put upon us in the form of military coercion. We should declare
that we do so with great reluctance; that the war is extremely mischievous to us; that we
are not consoled by our knowledge that it is equally mischievous to the enemy; that war
must be frankly abolished as an institution and resisted as a crime by the joint action of
the United States, Britain, Germany and France before even a beginning can be made of a
Supernational morality; and that until that happens the Balance of Power remains a first
consideration more than ever now that it arises between Feudal Capitalism and Socialdemocracy.... There is no use in your remaining disgustedly in the background waiting
for your turn: they will never make way for you. You must shove through to the front.
You have great advantages: you have an unassailable social and financial position,
intellectual integrity and historical consciousness, character, personality, good looks,
style, conviction, everything that they lack except cinema sentiment and vulgarity. If you
feel equal to a deliberate assumption of responsibility it is clear to me that you and
Samuel can very soon become the visible alternative nucleus to the George gang and the
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Asquith ruin.’ On March 14 1918, 538-43, he continues his campaign to the point of
speculating about his cabinet and proposing a Shavian move in the right direction: a
government ‘must have a common religion, which nowadays means a philosophy and a
science, and it must have an economic policy founded on that religion.... take two
expositions that may be known to you: the third act of Man and Superman and Bergson’s
Creative Evolution.... Well, why not a creative-evolutionist party?’ (542-43).
March 5 1918, to Harris, 82-92 in Harris: Shaw’s opening sums up his trajectory in this
long letter: ‘You must not take my comments on your personal characteristics as sneers
and disparagements. If you do you will find me an impossible man to have any relations
with. I tell you you are a ruffian exactly as an oculist might tell you that you are
astigmatic. I will tell you now more precisely what I mean—if I have done so already you
have brought the reputation on yourself.’ On his interactions with others: ‘clever as you
are, it is impossible to ask anyone to meet you unless they are prepared to stand anything
that the uttermost freemasonry of the very freest thought and expression in the boldest
circles can venture on’ (83). He proceeds to describe his irresponsible attitudes and
actions as an editor of several periodicals, raising the question: ‘What had a man like you
to do with the dregs of bucket-shop finance and journalism?’ (86). He straightens him out
on his own stands on some crucial issues: ‘I was not a pro-Boer,’ and ‘the Balance of
Power is not obsolete. This is a Balance of Power war between Democracy and
Plutocracy’ (86-87); then he veers toward his early life, focusing on the strange
threesome in his Dublin home after Vandaleur Lee became a staple there (‘Someday I
shall write an essay on the ménage à trois as distinct from “The Eternal Triangle” on the
stage’) (89). His early education and American literary heroes finish his epistle (90-91).
March 8 1918, to Henderson, 616-17 in Henderson 2: ‘The Doctor’s Dilemma was
called a tragedy partly for the absurd reason that Archer challenged me to write a tragedy,
and partly for the much better reason that its theme: that of “a man of genius who is not
also a man of honor,” is the most tragic of all themes to people who can understand its
importance. Even the comedy which runs concurrently with it: the comedy of the medical
profession as at present organized in England, is a tragic comedy, with death conducting
the orchestra. Yet the play is funnier than most farces. The tragedy of Dubedat is not his
death but his life; nevertheless his death, a purely poetic one, would once have seemed
wholly incompatible with laughter.’
March 9 1918, to Hamon, 533-38: Shaw gives a long account of the ‘ridiculous’ Allied
Socialist Conference in London last August, an ‘intellectual muddle’ demonstrating ‘an
ignorance not only of sociology but of history, geography and simple arithmetic,’ and
featuring people who ‘do not know how unreasonable some of their demands are, or how
absurd some of their fears.’ The Fabian Society’s representative, Sidney Webb, ‘who is
so valuable in questions of industrial policy and reconstruction that he may be said to be
the brains of the Labor Party, and even its genius,’ takes ‘no real interest in foreign
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politics, and does not work seriously at them.... he decided just to support the
Government and have no real foreign policy at all’ (534-37).
March 14 1918, to Trevelyan, 541-44: Shaw urges him to become Prime Minister and do
‘what the Labor Movement cannot and Webb will not: a new diplomacy’ (541). ‘An
Opposition need not be a party: a Government must be if it is really to govern and
propagate its species. It must have a common religion, which nowadays means a
philosophy and a science, and it must have an economic policy founded on that religion.
Well, I contend that such a nexus exists. Out of the mere destruction and confusion and
excitement about mere Bible smashing, and the emptying out of mind and soul and spirit
along with Jehovah, which Darwin produced, there has come a quite sufficiently definite
and inspiring religion of evolution. Its crystallization has been taking place everywhere:
you will find it in Thomas Hardy’s poems at one extreme of literature and in the
blitherings of Christian Science at the other. But take two expositions that may be known
to you: the third act of Man and Superman and Bergson’s Creative Evolution. These are
totally independent of one another: Bergson and I would have written as we did, word for
word, each if the other had never been born. And yet one is a dramatization of the other.
Our very catchwords, Life Force and Élan Vital, are translations of one another. The
Irishman and the Frenchman find their thoughts in focus at the same point; and both of
them had the way pointed out by that intensely English Englishman, Samuel Butler. I can
now, when asked what my religion is, say I am a creative-evolutionist with all the
confidence of John Knox, and preach just as long sermons about it. Well, why not a
creative-evolutionist party? .... Here you have a body of doctrine on which a party could
be built literally over a whole epoch. What is more, it is now evident that as the human
mind and spirit and imagination have jumped that way, it will be the basis of the coming
party sooner or later consciously or unconsciously. He who foresees it and can drive all
its horses abreast will be the next Father of his Country’ (542-43).
March 18 1918, to Dorothy Mackenzie, an activist in the War Resisters’ League, asked
Shaw for help and advice in the case of Bertrand Russell, who had violated the Defence
of the Realm Act for an article in The Tribunal, journal of the No-Conscription
Fellowship, 544-47: Shaw contends that his conviction was the result of a weak defense,
but that Russell must help himself if he is to win his appeal. It is vital for him to do so,
since if he is to be ‘savagely punished for writing about the war as a Pacifist and a
philosopher, the intimidation of the Press will be carried thereby to a point in England
which it has not yet attained in Germany and Austria’ (546). Five weeks later (April 29),
549, Shaw addresses Russell directly about his conviction to six months’ imprisonment,
and offers the following advice: ‘I see nothing for it but to make a scene by refusing
indignantly to offer any defence at all of a statement that any man in a free country has a
perfect right to make, and declaring that ... your case will be reported in every capital
from San Francisco east to Tokyo, and will be taken as the measure of England’s notion
of the liberty she professes to be fighting for.... You will gain nothing by being
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considerate, and (unlike a barrister) lose nothing by remembering that a cat may look at a
king, and, à fortiori, a philosopher at a judge’ (549).
April 19 1918, to Loraine, who was playing the lead in Rostand’s Cyrano de Bergerac,
260-61 in Loraine: ‘I had great misgivings about the play when I heard you were going
to attempt it, because the difficulties of translation seemed to me insuperable. But the
untranslatable bits (the ballades) dont matter as much as I thought; there is enough
common human stuff in the play to make it independent of language.’ On the finale: ‘I
dont think Cyrano should fall. The whole point of the death is that he dies on his feet; and
he ought to stiffen there and be visibly a standing dead man. To make this clear, Roxane,
not realising he is dead, should go to his assistance; and then the statue should fall, and
fall stiff.... As it is, it is too obviously a stage fall; and the effect of the scene is so very
fine that it is a pity to mar it by the slightest touch of artificiality.’ In a letter four days
later, with the death scene altered accordingly, Shaw offered further advice, but focused
on his friend’s mental condition: ‘The feeling that you are the mere remnant of a man is
inevitable.... You turned forty. Since I turned forty, I have turned fifty and sixty; and they
are both jokes compared to turning forty. Forty is the change from the young man to one
no longer young. It makes a much greater impression than any other change short of 70’
(261).
May 7 1918, to Harris, 95-98 in Harris: Surprisingly full response to Harris’s request to
learn about the short stories he has written.
May 22 1918, to St John Ervine, whose leg had been amputated because of shell wounds,
550-51: ‘The truth is that I am not so much horrified as I should be if I had never been in
the same predicament. In 1898 an operation was performed on my right foot for necrosis
produced by a tight shoe ... The more [your] case is gone into the more it appears that you
are an exceptionally happy and fortunate man, relieved of a limb to which you owed none
of your fame, and which indeed was the cause of your conscription; for without it you
would not have been accepted for service.’
June 24 1918, to Lillah on playing Ellie (‘I am Ellie. I will play the part.’) in Heartbreak
House, 553: ‘Ellen O’Malley is the only woman on the stage who could touch Ellie
without coming into competition with the two gorgeous females who must play Hesione
and Ariadne. Unless they are both irresistible, whilst Ellie is born to immaculate
virginity, there is no play. Imagine Lillah McCarthy at the top of her superb prime left a
spiritual bride in the arms of an ancient mariner of 99! But the play is no good now
anyhow. It would mean beginning at 7:15 to empty stalls…. We must be content to
dream about it.’
July 18 1918, to an American socialist, 555-58: ‘As to the Socialists, who have largely
escaped the [war] fever through previous inoculation with internationalism and through
their freedom from illusions of capitalistic civilization, they are hardly pleasant company
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for any one but themselves.... Besides, the hatchet has to be buried between socialism and
capitalism whilst the war is on. We must, of course, do what we can to prevent capital
from taking advantage of the war to undo the advances in civilization achieved by
socialists during the last fifty years. But our first business is common to both parties; and
that is to convince the Hohenzollerns that the military game is played out’ (556).
July 25 1918, to Loraine, who had sustained a leg injury, 242 in Loraine: ‘I have just
received an official telegram announcing that you have been and done it again, or rather
than the Huns have. What is the use of being a Major if you have to put yourself in the
way of Archies like a common lieutenant? We both find ourselves much concerned. I
hope it is not as bad as last time, and cling rather to the fact that the telegram does not say
seriously or dangerously wounded. “Reported wounded on July 20th particulars follow
when received,” is the wording. Anyhow, you are alive. I find myself repeating the lines
from Lear: “Hadst thou been Gossamer! Feathers! Air! / So many fathoms down
precipitating, / Thoudst shiver like an egg.” You would produce that impression by sheer
dramatic power if you had only fallen two feet…. I hope they send those particulars soon,
and that it is a cushy one this time. You are going too far with this silly soldiering. I have
written a play with intervals of thousands of years (in the future) between the acts; but
now I find I must make each act into a full-length play. And this is the time you select to
stop another bullet! The devil take the War!’
Aug 4 1918, to Loraine, 242-43 in Loraine: ‘News at last. Gunshot wound in the left
knee-joint. Lady Scott, who is making a statuette of me, … explains cheerfully: “Oh, tell
him to be sure not to take any leg they recommend at Roehampton,” and proceeds to
entertain me with stories of a friend of hers who got a proper Ernst leg, and he plays
tennis and bicycles with it, without giving it away. I trust it is not necessary to rush to
conclusions in this fashion; still, if the worst comes to the worst, I suppose one can play
Hamlet with a property leg as well as lawn tennis. Why the devil need they have hit you
in the knee-joint? The shin would have served their purpose just as well.’ [Later.] ‘I spent
eighteen months on crutches, unable to put my foot to the ground—left foot it was, too.
But in that period produced Cæsar and Cleopatra and The Perfect Wagnerite; and I
cannot remember that I was the least less happy than at other times. After all, having two
available legs, I have never groused because I have not three; so why should the man
with one be wretched because he has not two? These are the cheering remarks one makes
now to the sacrifices of this horrible war. They must make you long to bomb Britain from
the nearest Handley-Page.’
c. Aug 10 1918, to Loraine, 559-60: ‘Your letter of the 31st has just arrived. I dont know
what to say about the leg. If you lose it, an artificial leg of the best sort will carry you to
victory as Henry V. If you dont and are lame, it means a lifetime of Richard III, unless I
write a play entitled Byron…. It seem to me that when it comes to aerial combat, the
more of you that is artificial the better. Wells’ Martian [in The War of the Worlds], a
brain in a machine, is the ideal. You could carry spare limbs and replace damaged ones
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whilst you were volplaning. A dozen bullets through an artificial shin would move you to
nothing but a Mephistophelean laugh. If we did not die of laughter at the humours of war
we should of horror. Europe, in fact, is dying of horror, to a considerable extent, though
she does not know it.’
Aug 12 1918, to Lillah, who had read a rough proof of Heartbreak House and wanted to
play Ellie Dunn, 144 in Theatrics: ‘You are incorrigible. I told you from the first that
H.H. was of no use to you. How can you, at your age and with your reputation as a
Siddonian “heavy,” play an ingenue of eighteen against two women of forty playing off
their sexual fascinations for all they are worth? ... And are you quite insensible to the
certainty that if you produced the play this winter, the raid at the end of it would become
a real one every time the moon and the weather gave the Germans their chance?’
Aug 26 1918, to Barker, finally divorced from Lillah and married to Helen Huntington
(who had urged him not to communicate with Shaw), 197 in Barker: ‘It would be
convenient occasionally to know something about you. I surmise that you are married;
but it is only a surmise. It is desirable that your friends should be in a position to make a
positive affirmation on the subject…. So just send me along any information that ought to
be public, however briefly. I have refrained, with an exaggerated delicacy, from asking
you questions for a year or so. Now I do ask them bluntly…. Ireland is now one huge
Mutual Admiration Club of stupendous futility. When Plunkett has to admit that the Irish
will not tolerate the Federal solution (mine, and the only possible one short of total and
disastrous separation) because it would treat Ireland exactly as if would treat England and
Scotland, and thereby implying that the first flower of the earth and first gem of the sea is
no better than these comparatively negligible parishes, and has in fact no special problem,
the matter goes beyond human patience.’
Aug 30 1918, to an educator who criticized Shaw’s views on education in a recent article,
562-64: ‘You say that if schoolmasters are deemed common men, only common men will
be left for schoolmasters. There is no if about it: that is just what happens.... The duties of
a schoolmaster are not really the duties of a teacher. That is only a pretence. What he
actually is is a policeman specialized to police children, and armed for that purpose with
a cane rather than a baton.’
Sept 26 1918, to Sidney, 181 in Webbs: ‘I do not envy Beatrice her job about the relation
of men’s wages to women’s. The solution is Equal Wages (really Other Things Being
Equal Wages) and pensions for children. But this brings up the whole question of the
effect of pensions of all sorts on wages. No mortal power can prevent pensioned soldiers
from keeping down the price of labor; already employers openly ask what pension a man
has and make him an offer accordingly. Pensions for children will have the same effect;
and you cannot suspend them as you could perhaps suspend the soldier’s pension by
holding it up as long as he was at work. I havnt worked out this problem: have you? I
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believe it to be insoluble except by Industrial Compulsion, and the machinery which it
would involve. All roads lead to that in Socialism.’
Sept 27 1918, to Harris, 104-09 in Harris: More criticism of his ‘personal style’—‘Like
everyone else, I took you to be much more of a man of the world than you really were’—
and ‘You often seemed to be brutally and truculently outraging susceptibilities’ (105)—
and shortcomings in his literary background: ‘Your ignorance of Dickens is a frightful
gap in your literary education. He was by far the greatest man since Shakespear that
England has ever produced in that line. Read Little Dorrit, Our Mutual Friend, and Great
Expectations. Until you do you will not have the very faintest notion of what the name of
Dickens means’ (107).
IPS Sept 29 1918, to Galsworthy, who was soliciting contributions to a journal, Reveille,
aimed at the rehabilitation of soldiers, 399 in James Gindin, John Galsworthy’s Life and
Art (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1987): Shaw generally avoided his
friend’s charitable efforts, suggesting ‘Poe’s story of the man who married his
grandmother under the impression that she was under thirty. She was all artificial.
Nothing like a little comic relief.’
Oct 4 1918, to Alfred B. Cruikshank, author of The True Character of Hamlet, 566-68:
Shaw commends him for certain points, but takes issue with a major one: ‘you must not
push your view to the complete exclusion of all the others, muddle-headed as most of
them are. Hamlet was not a single consistent character: like most men he was half a
dozen characters rolled into one (566-67).... Shakespear, like Dickens, like Cervantes,
like most geniuses of their type, made the acquaintance of their characters as they went
along.... Pickwick and Don Quixote begin as mere contemptible butts, to be made
ridiculous and beaten and discomfited at every turn.... But these puppets suddenly spring
to life after the first two or three pulls of the strings and become leading and very alive
and real characters. I see no reason to doubt that the same thing happened during the
writing of Hamlet. Shakespear began with nothing more definite in his mind than the old
zany Hamlet, crazy with grief for the death of his father and horror at the incest of his
mother. But when Shakespear got him going, he ran right away with his creator. This
does not happen to uninspired writers, who plan everything laboriously beforehand’
(568).
Oct 5 1918, to Mary Hamilton, 26-27 in Moore: ‘What a ridiculous situation! There
MUST be a legal remedy for such an accident: havent you a lawyer to consult? If people
become non compos mentis the courts must appoint trustees or comitees (with the accent
on the first syllable [coined word; not in Webster’s Unabridged or a Google entry]) or
custodians and administrators of some sort. If a millionaire goes raving mad and leaves a
baby to take care of itself, the baby doesnt go to the workhouse. You can get yourself
appointed to administer your father’s affairs. If you dont know a lawyer, mine is
Benjamin H. Stern, 149 Broadway. I must have had some satisfactory introduction or
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recommendation when I consulted him; and he has not since robbed or cheated me; and
he seems to have a weakness for the theatre. Your own weakness in that direction seems
incurable, and is no doubt of divine origin. But oh, Mary, Mary, you cannot drop such a
profession as acting for a dozen years and then pick it up like a ball of knitting wool.
Vedrenne’s attitude towards an applicant (not to say a suppliant) over thirty is not the
same as towards one under thirty unless she has a continuous record of leading ladyhood
with no serious gaps in it. I infer from the disgraceful conduct of the gentleman who
offered you $500 a week (and cheap enough too: I’d give you that) that your personal
attractions have developed rather than faded; and in any case your cleverness as a
character actress would keep you on the stage in good work at seventy; but you must not
expect to get back instantly; the door will not open at the first tap. Indeed there never is a
door: there is nothing but a stone wall round which you may wander for many months
before you find an accidental hole in it to crawl through. Still, the accidents do happen.
Every manager has a list of ten actresses for every part, just as he has a list of six authors
who are in the swim. But when he has a production on, the ten actresses are engaged
elsewhere, or abroad, or ill, or have offended him, or are having divorce cases or babies
or what not, and the manager is reduced to saying “I wonder would that little Hamilton
girl be any good. She’s comparatively cheap, anyhow”; and so you tumble through the
wall. It is the same with the young author. He is kept out by what he calls a Ring; but
someday none of the Ring have plays ready for the manager; and the stopgap gets his
chance. You will be a stopgap until you get yours. But when you get it you will make
good.’
Oct 14 1918, to F. V. Conolly, a journalist associated with a film company, 568: ‘As you
may imagine, I have gone into that pretty thoroughly. Result: none of my plays may be
filmed. Filming kills a play stone dead, and should therefore be applied to the corpses of
plays that have had their run. Mine are immortal. Thanks, all the same, for the
suggestion.’
Nov 5 1918, to Lillah, who had found funds enough to produce a play, and asked Shaw to
do Heartbreak House, 225-27 in McCarthy: ‘Is is evident that there is nothing in it but a
syndicate which will finance the production of a new play by me, and finance it
sufficiently. But there has never been any difficulty about getting that far…. The war is
not over, the lighting order is still in force, the audiences still consist of Tommies on
leave and not of our highbrow congregations, and nothing is improved except that it
looks as if the air raids were over at last for good. The failure of the play as a commercial
speculation is as nearly a certainty as anything theatrical can be.’
Nov 18 1918, to the Quaker Arthur Hadley, 570-72: Shaw tells a story he once heard
about a man whose fondest wish is to see God face to face, but when he is in heaven he is
told that ‘the old man has gone mad; and we dont know what to do or what is going to
happen to the world.’ Shaw proceeds to describe his own conception of God as not living
up to the preconception that he is omnipotent and omniscient, ‘which makes him at once
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responsible for every atrocity’; but that he is ‘a pure will towards power and wisdom,
visibly striving to create organisms which can do and know, and quite unable to do either
except through such organisms. The method is the method of trial and error.... If the
theory interests you, you will find it in the third act of my Man and Superman. Its
metaphysics have been worked out by Bergson in his Creative Evolution. It is. . . , in fact,
coming into consciousness in all directions as the religion of the next epoch.’
Nov 21 1918, to Beatrice, 184-85 in Webbs: ‘I quite understand the costings business,
and its enormous importance as a practically evolved solution of the rent difficulty. I
suggested to Sidney that it was time for us to do a new set of Fabian Essays bringing the
practice of Socialism up to post war date. The measuring and costing wants working out,
both economically and psychologically. There are obvious limits to its application in its
crude commercial form ...; and the difficulties of assessment open up the whole question
of distribution of income; for if a man may claim, as part of the cost of production, a rent
of ability, the resultant distribution might be worse than it is today. It seems to me that we
should have to take the salary of an upper division civil servant as the maximum, and
attach a pension to complete the equivalence.’
Nov 23 1918, to Mary Hamilton, 27-28 in Moore: ‘That must have been just the most
terrific attack of Spanish flu that has ever come to a mortal woman. However, it has made
you write me an interesting letter. When I talk of God (if I ever do) I am not thinking of
the white bearded old gentleman with a frightfully short temper and vindictive nature
who was the bogey of our childhood. As to all that I am a square toed mid-nineteenthcentury atheist. But I am not in the least a materialist. There is a divine spark in you and
me which drives us to do all sorts of things that have no sense as far as our own
immediate personal interests are concerned, including the risk of death in horrible ways.
There is nothing mysterious about it: it is visibly at work everywhere, and is the driving
force that has made life evolve from a speck of live slime in a ditch to mankind, which
seems to be its best so far. It makes all sorts of mistakes, from fleas to tigers, and from
pain and fear to greed and pugnacity; but throughout it all it seems to be following a
steady purpose, and that purpose is the increase of power and the increase of knowledge.
We are only its organs: our hands are its hands and our brains its brains; and as it is never
satisfied with the power and knowledge these give it, we are never satisfied either, and
want continually to know more and be able to do more. The people who are conscious of
this, and recognize that they are here for something far bigger than the satisfaction of
their own appetites and the ease of their own bodies, and who find such interest and
pleasure in those extra pursuits that their bodies and appetites are rather a nuisance to
them than otherwise, are the really religious people. You will find it all in the third act of
my Man and Superman, in Bergson’s Creative evolution, in Thomas Hardy’s Dynasts,
and cropping up all over the place in modern thought. Acting and playwriting would be
the most senseless of tomfooleries if they were ends in themselves. But as attempts to
make sense out of life they are among the most important of human activities. If you look
out into the street you will see life as it actually happens, streaming and jostling along
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without any discoverable meaning or purpose, ugly, noisy, uninteresting, absurd. The
spectacle has no comfort and no instruction for you: you simply ask what the devil all
these people are doing and why they are doing it, where they are going to and why they
dont stop where they are. To make it intelligible and helpful and instructive it must be
taken out of its apparently haphazard happenings, and arranged so that its meaning comes
out clearly; so that Minnie Tinwell or Dolly Clandon no longer appear as two figures
moving about in a crowd with no discoverable purpose, but as people with characters,
histories, experiences, the knowledge of which will help those who see them to
understand their own characters and histories and purposes and experiences. And as this
is part of the divine purpose of attaining to greater knowledge, it follows, dear Mary, that
you and I find ourselves urged by the divine spark in us to rescue Minnie and Dolly from
the crowd and hold them up to their fellow creatures as complete and intelligible
examples of life. We are therefore not the victims of a craze, I for telling lies about
people who never existed, and you for dressing up and painting your face and pretending
to be somebody else, but instruments of a high purpose, and thus able to preserve our
self-respect and even a sense of high importance whilst acting in a way that your father
thought positively wicked. The mischief of teaching children to believe in the old God,
whom William Blake called old Nobodaddy, is that when the children grow up enough to
find out that there is no such person, and that he is an old beast anyhow, they do what you
say you did: that is, “pitch him overboard with the words duty, sacrifice, good woman,
bad woman” &c. They empty the baby out with the bath. When you are rid of Nobodaddy
you still find that there are things that you will feel mean if you dont do; that you still
have to choose between two attractions and sacrifice the less valuable (often the more
attractive); and that there are still amiable women and hateful women. Nothing is altered
except the application of the words. You perceive that it is your duty to God to go on the
stage instead of its being your duty to your father to keep off it; that you should sacrifice
your family affections to your vocation instead of the other way about; and that a
respectable married lady may be in an advanced state of damnation and a woman with six
children and no husband very eligible for Heaven. Love and happiness are very tricky
things. Many people thrive astonishingly on a diet of pure strong hatred. Very few people
can stand much happiness. A life in which intellectual interests and practical activities do
not take up fifteen times as much of the waking hours as the affections and sexual
passions is a morbid and poor life. The philosopher Kant was certainly a much happier
man than Don Juan as well as a nobler one. Napolean said truly that woman is the
occupation of the idle man; he might have added that man is the occupation of the idle
woman. Almost all the modern cant about Love is the cant of a class; and that class is the
rich middle class in which the women are more idle and luxurious than any others: the
main example being the rich American woman. Working women have no use for that
gospel. It is part of that gospel that old maids and old bachelors must be very unhappy.
As a matter of fact they are not a bit unhappier than other people if they have enough to
do. According to your own account of yourself, you have been a very unreasonable
young woman. You have been looking for an ideal man without considering that if you
found him, you could not very well have the cheek to ask him to marry a real young
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woman. How long do you suppose that this unlimited and magnificent creature could
have stood your limitations, if you had found him and seduced him into idealizing you?
And then as to your body being the temple of his children, would any woman ever have
children if she reserved her body for dukes or demigods, knowing all the time that it was
just an ordinary body like any other woman’s body. But there is a deeper error here than
mere self-conceit. What you call your children and his children are neither yours nor his:
they are, in the old terms, members of Christ, children of God, and inheritors of the
kingdom of Heaven. In modern language they are the children of the Life Force, of the
Elan Vital, which will give to the same couple half a dozen children as different from one
another as if they were not even seventeenth cousins, much less brothers and sisters. And
that two little impudent animals like Molly Hamilton and Dicky Tompkins should dare to
set themselves up as respectively a temple and a priest and an almighty God into the
bargain, and refuse to get married until these monstrous privileges should be conferred on
them is enough to make me wonder whether you are not ten times as crazy as your father.
You need not marry a drunkard or an epileptic or a man like the hero of Brieux’s Les
Avariés, because you wouldnt enjoy the company of such a person; but short of that you
can just go out into the street and marry the first reasonably decent fellow with an
adequate income ($30 a week will be enough) that you find there. Then you will have
done your best, anyhow. Surely, though you have played the fool with your chances so
long, you can still lift your finger and get a husband as easily as call a cab. This is the
common sense of the case. But of course no case is quite a common case; and each
individual must make the necessary adjustment to their idiosyncracy. There is such a
thing as a virginity that must wait for the right man even if it waits forever; but that is not
the same thing as waiting for an impossible man under the spell of inhuman ideals. And
beware of exaggerating the value of your present body. It will wear out, and the life in it
will be remanufactured into fresh bodies. There will be a long string of Mary Hamiltons
under different names (though some of them will be quite like the original—which by the
way is only a quintillionth copy of the original in the Garden of Eden) who will be busy
until the end of the world. One must take chances with one’s body if one is to use it at all.
I havent time to write any more.’
Dec 18 1918, to Barker, to whom Shaw had read a draft of Part II of Back to Methuselah,
575: ‘I, alas! am worse bored by the Brothers Barnabas than by their unfortunate family
and rector. I shall have to get the picture better composed; but I dont think it will come to
a Socratic dialogue pure and simple. The idea is not to get comic relief ... but to exhibit
the Church, marriage, the family, and parliament under shortlived conditions before
reproducing them under longlived conditions. The stuttering rector develops into an
immortal archibishp and the housemaid into a Minister of Public Somethingorother.’ (He
then briefly describes a scene later deleted from the play.) ‘I may have to disregard the
boredom of the spectator who has not mastered all the motifs.... You see, if I make them
all satisfactory, the reason for making them live 300 years vanishes. What I have to do is
not to make them satisfactory; but to find an artistic treatment of their unsatisfactoriness
which will prevent its being as disagreeable to the audience as the real thing.’
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Jan 6 1919, to Sidney and Beatrice, 189 in Webbs: ‘The Albert Hall meeting was dull as
ditchwater, though we piled on all our platform cabotinage. Mrs Snowden got a slight rise
out of them by mentioning Lenin & Trotsky (they were keen about Russia, of course), but
no sane spectator could possibly have mistaken us for a party: we were obviously only a
cast in the theatrical sense.... I have been invited to speak at a Bolshevist meeting and
have refused on the ground that I am a parliamentarian.’
Jan 22 1919, to Norman Macdermott, manager of an experimental arts theatre in
Hampstead, planned a series of Shaw Seasons, 587-88: ‘All I can say with regard to the
scheme you have laid before me is that in the absence of public endowment of the theatre
it is only in schemes of this character that there is any hope for serious drama in London,
or indeed anywhere else in the country outside amateur work.... your scheme ... has my
blessing and that of every playwright who wants to do first rate work.’
Jan 23 1919, to Boulton, on his libretto ‘The Lily Maid,’ 113-14 in Boughton: ‘From the
literary point of view the poem is out of fashion. It is written in that curious language
faked by Sir Walter Scott out of Chaucerian English, Euphemism and the old ballads, and
never spoken by mortal man at any period of earth’s history. Wardour Street English it
came at last to be called. But it had its vogue, and lots of quite good verses were written
in it. You could not publish The Lily Maid without producing a Rip Van Winkle effect on
a generation which scoffs at Scott and Southey; but as everything connected with music
is privileged to be a century behind the times, no one will be surprised at a libretto being
coeval with the Battle of Waterloo. This being understood, I see no reason why you
should not set The Lily Maid to music.... in the main the lines are presentable and
emotional enough for music in spite of your frequent use of blank verse, which is always
rhetorical rather than lyrical.’ See June 24 1934 for its success as music in Shaw’s eyes.
Jan 25 1919, to Gerald Gould, who had just assumed the editorship of the Herald, 77 in
Dickens: ‘I have the most dismal apprehensions as to the Herald.... The only chance of
success is for an editor who can write, and is prepared to kill himself with overwork, to
get a staff of men who have never before earned a penny by their pens, and simply edit
their stuff until they at last learn how to do it themselves. Dickens did this with
Household Words and All the Year Round, eventually succeeding in training a staff of
brilliant, original, whimsical, humorous nonpareils who, when he died, were forced to
unmask themselves as not having among the lot of them the makings of a decent law
stationer’s scrivener. You will have to manipulate your puppets as Dickens did; and I
wish you joy of your job.’
Jan 25 1919, to Gerald Gould, II:55 in Holroyd: Shaw comments that his most extreme
translators were Augustin and Henriette Hamon. He was a socialist and an anarchist of
‘terrific intellectual integrity ... whose main means of subsistence has always been
borrowing money’; and she knew some English.
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IPS Jan 27 1919, to Mary Hamilton, on learning that she will play Minnie Tinwell again,
108 in Leonard W. Conolly, ‘Bernard Shaw and the Archbishop’s Daughter,’ pp. 95-111
in Dorothy. A. Hatfield & Jean Reynolds, eds. Shaw and Feminisms, on Stage and off
(Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2013): ‘That is excellent news; but do not let
them spoil your Minnie Tinwell, which is exactly right, by telling you to play out at it,
and try to give the play the hackneyed attraction of a loudly painted person whom the
fastidious Dubedat would not have touched with a pair of tongs, and who would certainly
not have let him spend her savings. Stick to your inimitable quite glad eye.’
Feb 24 1919, to an out-of-work person, 53 in Elliot: ‘What is the use of coming to me
with all this? It is a case for a philanthropist; and I am not one. If you cant find work,
there is nothing for it but to have one wild spree with [the] enclosed couple of pounds,
and then go into the workhouse.’
Feb 25 1919, to Henry S. Salt, whose wife had recently died, 590-91: ‘The loss of one’s
wife after ten years is only the end of an adventure. After thirty it is the end of an epoch.
From that on it becomes more and more the end of everything. Fortunately, over people
like us, who never get past their work, and who never would have invented marriage if
we had not found it in the world, death has no great power. Kate’s death ends for me an
intention that always haunted me, if haunted is the right word for an entirely pleasant
obsession. My old visits to Oxted were quite unlike any other experience of the sort, and
occupied a place of their own in my life. It was not solely because Kate spoilt me and
pampered me most outrageously that I found them so harmonious. There was a
congeniality so complete that the word seems ridiculous, as suitable only for states
imperfect enough to make one conscious of them’ (590). ‘I hope it was not war that killed
Kate. A good many people have died of simple horror, mercifully without quite knowing
it. It has been a frightful experience; and one knows now why Shakespear and Swift were
so bitter. I stood on the Somme front in the highest spirits watching those absurd cannons
go bang bang, with the patient dreary men mechanically shoving shells into them and
pulling the string without the faintest notion of what was happening at the other end. I
dodged about the streets of Arras and Ypres with an iron hat on, and my sense of humor
positively bristling at the senseless battering that was going on.... Four years of mud bath
and blood bath, of intellectual and spiritual looting.’
March 8 1919, to Edward Elgar, who had invited the Shaws to a rehearsal of two neverperformed works, 592-93: For Shaw a rejuvenating chance to hear fine music by one of
his favorite composers, and to revisit his years as an erudite, penetrating musical critic.
March 10, 1919, to Harris, 594-98: Responding to his friend’s article, ‘How the British
Lion Crowns Himself with American Laurels,’ Shaw tries to show, in impressive range
and detail, that Americans like himself should realize ‘the most dangerous mistake that
could be made ... now is the mistake of America underrating England as a fighting
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power,’ which remains ‘the most formidable in the world.’ He also reminds Harris that
the American army was ‘farcically inexperienced at first.’
March 30 1919, to E. D. Morel, 221 in Pharand: What Shaw was aiming for through the
International Congresses of Intellectuals: ‘un organisme intellectual mondiale, qui fût en
quelque sorte le cerveau de la société à venir’ [Pharand: ‘a worldwide intellectual
organism, which would be, as it were, the mind of the society to come.’]
April 19 1919, to Archer, who had written a short play, War is War, or the Germans in
Belgium, 599-604: ‘It is quite a good play and suggests that you may ... begin a career as
a dramatist at an age when dramatists are retiring. What has inhibited you so far has not
been your utterly wrong theory of dramatic biology, but simply that you have had no
conscience. The war has at last made you feel strongly enough to compel you to genuine
dramatic utterance; and lo! the whole thing comes easily.’ Shaw then undercuts his view
that Germany went wrong in the middle of the last century. ‘So did we all. She got it
from us.’ The effects of becoming ‘blind to life, trying to account for it as a matter of
mechanics[,] chemistry and accident (called Natural Selection),’ resulted in ‘nobody
minding particularly because there was no longer any standard, any principle, to measure
conduct by: nothing but the laziest opportunism.... The significant and radical evils which
led two great centres of civilization to try to starve one another to death belong to the
whole body of European thought; and the only movement in which there is any interest is
the reaction to religion and philosophy. Out of the chaos ... a creed of Creative Evolution
has been gathering into consciousness, and will soon inevitably proceed to organization.
Man & Superman is the first attempt to dramatize it in English. My Life Force is
Bergson’s élan vitale.... The old vitalism, the old will of God and grace of God, are
coming back with a rush in a scientific form, immensely enriched with post-evolutionary
discoveries and concepts.’ The rest of the letter theorizes about a theatrical system
designed to accommodate genuine performances of Shakespeare, not ‘Lyceum
Shakespear, Daly Shakespear, Tree Shakespear, and now Archer Shakespear.’
IPS May 7 1919, to Romain Rolland, Journal des années de guerre, translated from
Shaw’s French in David J. Fisher, Romain Rolland and the Politics of Intellectual
Engagement (Berkeley: Univ. of California Pr., 1988), pertaining to a proposed
“Declaration of Independence of the Mind,” 68-69: ‘We must have a confession rather
than a reproach: without that we will have the air of being Pharisees, even snobs. To
avoid that I have dared to correct your draft a little. What do you think of it? Naturally
you will know how to edit my gibberish: I am a vile linguist…. Search as we might to
soar above the battle. Useless: in war the first duty is to the home, to the neighbor; the
supreme task is to divert death from them.’ IPS June 27 1919, 69: ‘You flatter war and
man. “The man of thought” does not exist. I am Bernard Shaw. You are Romain Rolland.
We eat, and eight hours after, we forget our philosophy, and only feel hungry…. All that
you say of Thought is true. Therefore, let Thought sign your manifesto. But John Smith
and Pierre Duval cannot sign. They have fought for us; and we at least paid the taxes. No
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man has been above the battle. Such a pretension would be repugnant to the world and
would break our influence. Excuse my bluntness: in writing English I have enough tact;
but in a foreign language one writes as one can.’
May 15 1919, to Captain J. T. Wootton, who criticized Shaw’s treatment of the military
in Peace Conference Hints, 605-09: Shaw begins by stating, ‘I do not think that any of
the good qualities and efficiencies you claim (quite rightly) for the soldier, are lacking in
the civilian. I still think the evidence shews that they are much more highly developed
under civilian conditions than under military discipline.’ The basis of his argument is a
logical contradiction he has detected: ‘Now just consider a little whether you can yourself
escape the same conclusion except by throwing overboard the whole historical tradition
of British liberty. What is an Englishman? A man who has extorted from his rulers
Magna Charta, the Habeus Corpus Act, the Bill of Rights, the franchise for everyone,
with a free press, a free platform, and the championship of the world’s liberty. What is a
soldier? A man stripped of every one of these rights. You may argue that the nature of the
military art makes it absolutely necessary that it should be practised by slaves. But if you
go on to say that a man is the better for being a slave, or even that he is not very much the
worse for being a slave, your proof, if you could prove it, would not be accepted as a
proof, but as a reductio ad absurdum of your premisses’ (606). Shaw continues this
argument in a letter of May 31 (615-16).
May 24 1919, to Harris, who had written a rejoinder to Shaw’s ‘How Frank Ought to
Have Done It,’ 132-33 in Harris: The essay, Shaw replied, ‘has been a queer job, and
would have been impossible if I had not [had] the dramatic faculty that enables me to see
the stage effect I am producing, and to exploit it histrionically for the inner purpose that
drives me on without any real complicity in its artificiality. The inner life has no place in
individual portraits because it is not an individual thing: it drives me as it drives everyone
else.’
May 26 1919, to W. Bridges Adams, who was planning a Shakespeare tour authorized by
the Shakespeare Memorial National Theatre but approved with no stipulation about text
cuts, 612-613: ‘I am in a difficulty about that business of the S.M.N.T. There is not the
least doubt in my mind that the endowment of an ordinary Shakespear tour through the
provinces is a gross malversation of the funds, which were collected specifically for the
erection of a National Theatre which was to be at the same time a monument to
Shakespear.’ But he continues: ‘Still, I was and am prepared to stretch a point in favor of
a sort of Grand Pilgrimage through England with special performances of Shakespear’s
plays, absolutely uncut ... , and demand, like the Bayreuth Wagner performances, special
sacrifices from the audiences [as a result of unusual times]. At these performances the
literature of the S.M.N.T. and its appeals to the public could be distributed [etc.].... the
one indispensable condition is an iron law that Shakespear shall be the Bible of the
pilgrims. If you allow any argument of convenience or criticism or time or money to
sanction departures from this, the whole thing will come to pieces in your hand.’
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June 3 1919, to P. Beaumont Wadsworth, on conscientious objectors, II:365 in Holroyd:
‘It is worth noticing that Quakers have been persecuted with the utmost ferocity, whilst
pugnacious objectors who simply objected to this particular war and openly declared that
they would fight in a class war have been treated with comparative indulgence.’
June 12 1919, to Bennett, Chesterton, Galsworthy, and Wells, 101 in Wells: Shaw has
been introduced to ‘Mr Liang-Chi-Chow, former Minister of Finance and Justice to the
Chinese Republic, and, I learn, regarded in China as a Man of Letters in the most
Celestial sense. As he is staying at Claridge’s, I fully accept this assurance of his
importance.... Mr Ting informs me that the Celestial purview of English literature
includes ... only five illustrious names, Ah-Bennett, Ji-Kai-Chesterton, Jan Galsworthy,
myself, and Aytch-Ji-Wells. I am to be held the patriarch of the group; and the rules of
Chinese politeness oblige me to introduce Mr Liang-Chi-Chao (only one letter between
him and chaos) before he can present himself or entertain us all at Claridge’s.... I am
sending this letter in quadruplicate to the whole galaxy. Dont bother to answer me.’
c. June 15 1919, to Horace Plunkett, regarding the ‘Dominion solution’ proposed by Sinn
Fein and Ulster, 618: ‘My objection to the Dominion solution ... is that it would be a
serious come down for Ireland. She would lose her representation in the London
Parliament, without gaining the independence of Canada.... [Ireland] is so close to
England that as a dominion she would be continually and jealously interfered with as
Portsmouth. She has no alternative to a British Empire, or even of the British Islands. The
British form of the Monroe Doctrine does not protect her: it enslaves her.... she would be
only a Crown Colony in disguise.’
June 21 1919, Mrs W. L. Courtney, wife of the editor of the Fortnightly Review, had
evidently made some loose generalizations about rabies, 619-20: ‘The hold that the
medical panic mongers have over the press is so amazing that it can only be accounted
for as really honest: that is, it is a hold on human imagination and cowardice. People
really believe that everyone bitten by a rabid dog gets hydrophobia.... Epidemics of rabies
die out like all other epidemics; and one of the consequences is that any measure,
however mischievous or absurd, that may be taken to cope with it, can claim to have
stamped it out.’ Shaw proceeds to undercut four of the prevailing assumptions, then uses
the case of his own dog, which ‘has suffered from chronic rabies from his birth, and bites
everybody.... Needless to add, he is a most affectionate little creature in his rare lucid
intervals.’
July 1 1919, to Rosemary Frost, an unhappy wife who had acted hastily after reading
Candida, 621-22: Shaw replies to a letter she had written to him long before, ‘and on
receiving no reply revenged yourself by leaving your husband on the responsibility of my
ideas. You then came upon a play of mine in which you found that the lady did not leave
her husband, but very deliberately and wisely stayed where she was most wanted. Did
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you notice also that the poet ran away from her precipitately when her little sermon
brought home to him the realities of domestic life? Sentimental people are apt to think
that he flies brokenhearted. But he is really cured of his thoughtless notion that
domesticity is a possible life for him. A poet (at that age) wanders through the night: he
does not settle down in a suburban drawingroom to be petted by a motherly bourgeoise.
“Life,” he says, “is nobler than that.”’
July 18 1919, to F. V. Conolly, who wondered if an all-black acting company could
depict Shakespeare or Shaw, 623: ‘Negroes act very well, usually with much more
delicacy and grace than white actors.... Their powers of physical expression are very
effective on the stage.... a performance by a black company would be just as enjoyable as
a performance by a white one if the acting were equally good.’
July 20 1919, to Trebitsch, who was vacationing in Switzerland, 624: ‘At last I have got
you in a country where I can write to you without being shot at dawn.... My recent letters,
as you must have guessed by their ridiculous formality, were passed through the Trading
With The Enemy branch of the Treasury.... However, now that the war is officially over,
I have applied to the Board of Trade for a license to “trade” with you.’ Shaw adds: ‘I
shudder to think of what the blockade must have meant to you.’
July 30 1919, to Kathleen Scott, on the pending Versailles Conference, III:6-8 in
Holroyd: Shaw declares that he knew it would come to nothing; ‘in spite of anything that
could be urged by the wisest and most powerful statesmen, the victorious side would skin
the other alive.... Wilson has failed as completely as Bismarck to prevent the skinning
alive.... War is a game at which the victor is as inexorably bound to take his winnings to
the utmost farthing as the vanquished is to pay his losses. I had no illusions on that
subject when I backed Wilson for all I was worth; and therefore I am not disillusioned
nor disgusted now’ (6-7). Journalists controlled by businessmen had undercut
‘government of and for the people,’ so that ‘applied communism’ was the only resort.
‘What Wilson expected I do not know.... Lenin is the only interesting statesman left in
Europe’ (8).
Aug 7 1919, to O’Bolger, 626-31: ‘You will certainly be the death of me. If the insane
account of your book in your letter of the 20th July is correct, I shall have to repudiate it
as a monstrous fabrication involving outrageous calumny on nearly everyone
concerned.... As you describe it, the story is one in which the kindly hero, my father, was
driven to drink by his wife’s infidelity, and finally abandoned to die in the workhouse.
Must I tell you the facts over again? And would they be any more effectual in driving this
silly novelette out of your distracted head than their first statement was in preventing it
from coming into your head?’ (626). On another crucial subject: ‘My plays are no more
economic treatises than Shakespear’s plays are.... It is clear that Widowers’ Houses and
Major Barbara, being dramas of the cash nexus (in plot), could not have been written by a
non-economist. It is also clear that Mrs Warren’s Profession is the work of an economist.
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There is an economic link between Cashel Byron, Sartorius, Mrs Warren & Undershaft,
all of them engaged very capably in infamous activities prosperously and proudly. But
would anyone but a buffle headed idiot of a university professor, half crazy with
correcting examination papers (another infamous activity pursued under economic
pressure) immediately shriek that all my plays were written as economic essays, and that
I did not know that they were plays of life, character, and human destiny as much as
Shakespear’s or Euripides’s?’ (629-30).
Aug 22 1919, to Trebitsch, 205 in Trebitsch 1 (first paragraph not in CL): Shaw
describes the dismal effects of coal shortages and heightened taxes in postwar England;
CL 632-33: Supplements wartime attitudes described on Feb 4 1915, with special
attention to ‘Potsdamnation.’
Sept 5 1919, to Kurt Eitzen, III:38 in Holroyd: In 1887 Shaw’s review of Samuel
Butler’s Luck or Cunning? in the Pall Mall Gazette had been cut: ‘I was indignant
because the review was not printed at full length, presumably because the literary editor
did not consider Butler important enough.... From this time on I was acquainted with
Butler’s view of evolution, though I do not think I grasped its full significance until years
afterwards when I had arrived in my own way.’ As an ‘ardent Butlerite’ and ‘one of the
select few who read “Erewhon” and swore by it,’ the idea that poverty should be treated
as a crime ‘made me reconsider a rather thoughtless contempt for money, and thereby led
me towards the theme of Major Barbara.’
Oct 4 1919, to Carl Otto, 126 in Publishers: ‘It is with great pleasure that I find myself
able to correspond with my German friends again. I need hardly say that the war did the
most painful violence to my personal feelings, and that I was unable to make any
distinction between the German casualties and those of the Allies in respect of the loss
they inflicted on European civilization.... I now hereby consent to the continuance of the
agreement.’
Oct 18 1919, to Archer, who asked Shaw to help finish the play which became The Green
Goddess, 640: ‘I am not going to abet you in a disgraceful evasion. You have clearly no
right to ask me for a stroke of work until you have exhausted your own powers. You
havent even tried.... I tell you you can write plays well enough if only you get your mind
really free from the ghastly determinism that strangles the children of your imagination as
they are born. Let them rip instead of proving that they dont exist, and see what happens.
You might have been writing plays all your life if you had not prevented yourself so
strenuously.’
Oct 30 1919, to Henry Salt, about dancing at a Fabian Summer School, II:375 in
Holroyd: ‘I boldly faced the situation, and took twelve lessons. The funniest part of it
was that I was found to possess a senile and lumbering diable au corps which made my
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King David-like gambols amusing to myself and not so utterly unbearable for my
unfortunate partners as might have been expected.’
Oct 31 1919, to Lena Ashwell, who had attacked Shaw’s preface to Heartbreak House in
a review, 643: ‘I will give you some rules for your future guidance.... the first rule is,
never write whilst the convulsion lasts. You will at best write wild nonsense, and at
worst, let your paper in for a libel action.... When you feel you must slay anybody, cool
yourself by reading with extreme care what he (or she) has written; so that you may not
accuse them of saying things they havnt said, or overlook things they have said.’
Dec 3 1919, to Sean O’Casey, who had asked Shaw to write a preface for a book of
essays, Three Shouts on a Hill, that was never published, 87-88 in O’Casey 1: ‘I like the
foreword and afterword much better than the shouts, which are prodigiously overwritten.
Why do you not come out definitely on the side of Labor & the English language? I am
afraid the National question will insist on getting settled before the Labor question. That
is why the National question is a nuisance and a bore; but it cant be helped. Of course the
publishers will publish it with a preface by me; but how will that advance you as an
author? Besides, my prefaces mean months of work. I’m asked for prefaces three times a
week. It is quite out of the question. You must go through the mill like the rest of us and
get published for your own sake, not mine. You ought to work out your position
positively & definitely. This objecting to everyone else is Irish, but useless. In great
haste—I am busy rehearsing.’
Dec 10 1919, to Trebitsch, 208 in Trebitsch 1: ‘In this country people are simply bored
when they are told that Europe is starving. They know it and feel uncomfortable about it;
but they can do nothing. Long before the armistice I and others warned the Government
that unless Europe was rationed after the war, the rich countries would buy up all the
food and fuel and leave the others nothing; but our statesmen had neither the ability nor
the courage to grapple with the problem, and now we go on buying up everything, or
exporting coal at colossal prices, with quiet selfishness. The victims are too far off to
trouble us much.’
Dec 11 1919, to the actress Stella Beech (Pat Campbell’s daughter), who was playing
Raina in a revival of Arms and the Man, 645: ‘You will have an unfair advantage tonight,
because if anything goes wrong, I shall be blamed. So you may let yourself rip quite
recklessly’; Dec 13, 152-53 in Theatrics: Shaw details moments that she fumbled, along
with the rest of the cast: ‘At the first performance the company played the play, with
sensational success. After that they played for the laughs; and the whole thing went to
pieces’; Dec 18, 649 (in CL 3): ‘The worry about Raina is very good for you. Making
progress in any fine art is very like getting into the pit on boxing night: unless you are
being fearfully crushed you are not getting along. You could not possibly have a part that
would give you better practice.’
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Dec 14 1919, to Loraine, who was playing Bluntschli in a revival of Arms and the Man,
646-48: ‘I went to the matinée yesterday and was horrified to find that the experience of
1894 was repeating itself. On that occasion there was a wildly successful first night, on
which the company was anxiously doing its best with the play, and wondering what
would happen. What happened was that they were overwhelmed with laughter and
applause. This set their minds completely at ease; and at the subsequent performances
they played for the laughs and didnt get them. This was the beginning of that detestable
effect as of all the characters being so many Shaws spouting Shavianisms, and provoking
first a lot of shallow but willing laughter, and then producing disappointment and
irritation. That seemed to me to be exactly what was happening yesterday....No doubt the
audience thought your performance fine; but it was quite infamous. You were simply
collecting laughs, asking for them, waiting for them, and not pretending to do anything
else (646) .... You sometimes remind me of a Dublin actor who played Richard III and
refused to be beaten by Richmond in the fight. You will not admit that Bluntschli can
ever be naive or peppery or anything but victorious, just as you would never admit the
tragic defeat of Tanner in Man and Superman’ (647).
IPS c. 1920, to S. M. Ellis, 211-13 in George Meredith: His Life and Friends in Relation
to His Work (London: Grant Richards, 1920): ‘Immaturity was my first novel, written in
1879. It was refused by every publisher in London, as were its four successors; and,
unlike them, it remains in MS. (if the mice have not eaten it) to this day. George Meredith
shared the guilt of its refusal with John Morley, who read for Macmillan. I fear he
repeated the crime with the other four—certainly with Cashel Byron’s Profession. All my
novels were refused everywhere. I have described the business in my preface to The
Irrational Knot (the second of the five). For nine years I was rated as unprintable; and it
was only in the case of this hopelessly old-fashioned and “literary” Immaturity that there
was any hesitation. The better I wrote the less chance I had. Once, when I had achieved
the feat of speaking in the open air at Trafford Bridge (Manchester) for 4 hours at one
stretch, a plot was laid by Henry Salt, Clement Shorter, and others, to take me down to
Box Hill on the understanding that I should start talking the moment I entered the house
and not let George Meredith get a word in edgeways. But it never came off; and I did not
make the pilgrimage and the acquaintance until shortly before his death. I had thought of
approaching him in 1898-9, when I lived in Hindhead, through Grant Allen; but I found
that G. A. had given up going to Box Hill.... I valued Meredith as a poet and as a
cosmopolitan bel esprit of a certain mid-Victorian type (represented by Dilke, Laurence
Oliphant, Hyndman, etc.); but politically he was he was a Rip Van Winkle in the Socialist
movement; and the literary life in the Surrey hills was contrary to all my rules of conduct:
even as gifted a man as Meredith could not live it as long as he did without becoming a
walking anachronism. Diana of the Crossways is fifty years behind Our Mutual Friend:
its social values were all out of date. That is why so many people who, like myself, have
a very high opinion of his natural power, can read nothing of his except the poems and
Shagpat.’
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c. Jan 1920, to Loraine, 652-53: ‘Forgive me, but I want to rouse your attention rather
violently. My visit to the play was quite unpremeditated. If I were a vain author I should
have concluded that you were intoxicated with my comedy…. But there was something
in your brilliancy that alarmed me…. Now, here is what I want to know, straight between
the eyes. Was it morphia? I know you keep up appearances extraordinarily well, but I
also know that if a man gets canaries to sing in his flat … and has nobody but members
of his own profession to talk to (I avoid literary people like the plague), he is lonely; and
if he has had his knee shot to pieces he cannot get about without hurting himself more or
less. If, in addition, two battle-wounds have taught him the virtues of morphia, then, if I
see him in a condition of superhuman brilliance, can you blame me if I wish my eyes
were sharp enough to see whether his pupils are quite normal? There, now the murder is
out. If I am making a fool of myself, so much the bettter. But I thought I’d risk it. You
see, if it were so, nobody else would tell you because it would be an offensive thing to
mention, and no business of theirs anyhow…. By the way, what is so very exasperating
about me in spite of my amiable qualities, is not that I am an egotistical and ridiculous
author. Consider it a moment, and you will admit that an author’s vanity would make you
laugh quite good-humouredly. What infuriates people is my incorrigible habit of
constituting myself, uninvited, their solicitor, their doctor, and their spiritual director
without the smallest delicacy. I have no right whatever to concern myself with your
personal habits or your private welfare; but you see I do. I treat every one sympathetically
as an invalid, injudicious in diet, politically foolish, probably intemperate, more or less
mendacious and dishonest; and, however friendly my disposition and cheerful my way of
putting it, they dont like it. I can’t help it. After all, you cannot reasonably expect a
playwright to mind his own business. Other people are his business. And his infernal
meddlesomeness is sometimes useful. So be as chaitable as you can.’
Jan 15 1920, to Trebitsch, 655: ‘A great sensation has been made here by Professor
Keynes of Cambridge, who was at Versailles as economic expert, and resigned that
position and came home as a protest against the peace terms. He has now published a
book in which he demonstrates that the indemnity demanded from Germany is an
economic impossibility; and nobody ventures to dispute this.’
Jan 29 1920, to Kyllmann, 661: ‘I enclose the page of the Collected Works as approved
by me after consultation with Maxwell [the printer]. I was greatly astonished to find that
though I was quite right about the pseudo-Caslon, yet by far the best looking page he
brought me was the work of the monotype machine. I pounced on it at once. A day or two
after, Emery Walker, whose authority on the subject is toppest hole, wrote to me and told
me not to decide until he had shewn me a specimen page of the Life of Abbey now being
set up by the Arden Press. He brought it along; and lo! it was Monotype Caslon.’ Dec 31,
704: ‘On careful examination I find that the new page is wrong; and I am now taking it
up with Clark myself, as the matter demands a degree of invective which would be
unbusinesslike if it came from you. I am knocking an em off the width and two lines off
the length. And the type is NOT Caslon: it is a Miller pseudo-Caslon: that is, Caslon
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smartened and spoilt. The difference in the capitals is quite horrible. I have demanded
another specimen page in the real thing.’
Feb 3 1920, to his Spanish translator Julio Broutá, urging him to invent a finale for
Pygmalion in accord with Shaw’s ideas, II:332 in Holroyd: ‘It is important that the actor
who plays Higgins should thoroughly understand that he is not Eliza’s lover.... When he
is left alone on the stage at the end he should just go out on the balcony and look down
making it clear that he is watching Eliza’s departure in the carriage. He then comes back
into the room, excited and triumphant & exclaims “Finished, and come to life! Bravo,
Pygmalion!”’
c. Feb 5 1920, to Pat on her performance as Eliza in Pygmalion, 153-55 in Theatrics:
Specific directions about acting in Acts II and IV.
Feb 25 1920, to Viola Tree, Beerbohm’s daughter, on his warping the end of the play,
II:340 in Holroyd: ‘I very strongly resented the breach of faith, and never entered the
theatre again during its run. I should have resented it more, but that your father was so
utterly innocent of the meaning of the play, and so pleased with himself as Eliza’s lover,
that he had no idea of the outrage to me.’
March 1 1920, to Ellen (last extant letter?), 669-70: A diatribe against exploiting animals
by training them to perform, starting ‘The agitation against performing animals is an old
story for me. Mrs Hayden Coffin worked hard at it. Alas! It is only a drop in the ocean of
cruelty which makes me wonder that the animals do not either conspire to exterminate the
human race as we exterminate tigers or else commit sucide in despair. Performing dog
trainers should be shot at sight: their faces betray them far more than their whips and their
way of handling the wretched animals.’ Finale: ‘You need not brag of being 72. I’m
63¾.’
March 8 1920, to a play-reading society at Rugby who queried about the poet’s secret in
Candida, 232 in Meisel: ‘The secret is very obvious after all—provided you know what a
poet is. What business has a man with the great destiny of a poet with the small beer of
domestic comfort and cuddling and petting at the apron-string of some dear nice woman?
Morell cannot do without it: it is the making of him; without it he would be utterly
miserable and perhaps go to the devil. To Eugene, the stronger of the two, the daily
routine of it is nursery slavery, swaddling clothes, mere happiness instead of exaltation—
an atmosphere in which great poetry dies. To choose it would be like Swinburne
choosing Putney. When Candida brings him squarely face to face with it, his heaven rolls
up like a scroll; and he goes out proudly into the majestic and beautiful kingdom of the
starry night.’
March 16 1920, to O’Bolger, 670-72: ‘What hare is this that you have started about my
never washing myself? I probably wash myself a great deal too much, as all people in
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coal burning cities must do.’ Specific details follow about his ‘personal habits and views
on the subject.’
March 28 1920, to Pat, 672-73: ‘What a day—yesterday! Bride’s kisses at 11 (Lillah);
bride’s kisses at Eliza’s church at 3 (my secretary); and at 5 Lucy died in my arms….
“My body is to be cremated if possible and the ashes scattered. No funeral, no flowers, no
mourning.” That is from her will, dated 14 Feb. 1918. The disease was no longer active.
She died of starvation. The Zeppelins destroyed her appetite. Oh Stella, Stella, Stella!’
March 31: ‘Lucy is now Cinderella. At 3 this afternoon I made up a little service of my
own, and finished with the dirge from Cymbeline, which fitted miraculously. Zeppelins
and all (“the all dreaded thunder stone”). By this time the ashes are scattered among the
flowers.’
March 28 1920, to McNulty, 673: ‘Lucy died yesterday afternoon at 5, practically in my
arms. In her will she leaves you her Bechstein piano, to be delivered at your house
carriage paid. A Bechstein semi-grand (I dont think it is a full grand) is rather a large
keepsake…. Perhaps I could find among her things some personal trifle that would serve
as a keepsake. Just turn it over in your mind.’
April 12 1920, to Lady Gregory, 150 in Gregory: Shaw comments on the Abbey’s
rendition of The Devil’s Disciple: ‘an execrable performance, not improved by the
hideous nervousness my presence set up.’ He notes that the gallows scene ‘was of course
frankly impossible on that tiny stage without a crowd, an army, and a street.’
May 8 1920, to McNulty, 38 in McNulty: ‘In the valuation for probate, the piano figures
at £160…. [Lucy] left particular instructions that the transaction was to cost you nothing.’
May 15 1920, to Pat, on Candida, 675-76: ‘I was in front last night. You have now got
the play as nearly as you like it as you will ever get it. You are very much better than you
were when I saw it before on the first night at the Aldwych…. ‘You now play the second
act (the first part) and the fifth act so very cleverly and nicely that I damned you up hill
and down dale for doing it so badly for me when you could do it so well for yourelf. It is
now really good Victorian drawingroom drama, pleasant and sweet, and in what you
(bless you!) call good taste…. I enjoyed it and appreciated it in its little way. And that
was magnanimous of me, considering how I missed the big bones of my play, its
fortissimos, its allegros, its precipitous moments, its contrasts, and all its big bits. My
orchestration was feeble on the cottage piano; and my cymbals were rather disappointing
on the cups and saucers. Still, you were happy; and that was something. And Higgins was
not brutal to you, as I was. A perfect gentleman. Still, you have lost as well as gained.
The fourth act was a failure. You really might have given me a turn there with advantage.
You looked like the loveliest of picture postcards blinking there at the piano whilst
Higgins was talking daggers—“Thank God it’s over”—“the whole thing has been a bore”
etc., etc., etc.—without turning a hair, making your eyes twinkle like stars all the time—
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no shadows, no spasms of pain, no stabs, nothing but Stella. How carefully you avoided
hurting him with the slippers; and how tenderly he raised you and reciprocated your
gentleness! I almost slept…. You certainly can boil a scene in bread and milk better than
anyone I know. But this, beloved, would be better boiled in brandy.’
June 13 1920, to Jascha Heifetz, who had moved from Russia to America, 678: ‘Your
recital has filled me and my wife with anxiety. If you provoke a jealous God by playing
with such superhuman perfection, you will die young. I earnestly advise you to play
something badly before going to bed instead of saying your prayers. No mere mortal
should presume to play so faultlessly as that.’
June 18 1920, to Pat, who was playing in Madame Sand by Philip Moeller, 213 in
Campbell: ‘The third act is the weak spot. It is merely a repetition of the wooing of De
M. and Pagello; and repetition is fatal on the stage. The author thinks that the repetition is
the whole point of the play; but he does not know that every repetition must be a
variation and a surprise.’
Aug 23 1920, to Lee Simonson, stage designer for Heartbreak House, 685-86: ‘The XVII
century Dutch marine pictures shew us lovely stern windows in brown woodwork with
magnificent gilt framing, tall and handsome, with a balcony or stern gallery.... They are
set like this [drawing] mostly except that they stand much higher above the water line,
and are very ornamental. Now I know no picture which shews what they are like from the
inside; so I have (or rather you have) to imagine what Captain Whatshisname would have
imagined them when he designed his house.... Unfortunately I cannot draw; so I cannot
help you out with a sketch; but I enclose a plan of the stage, and a rough view. The
perspective and construction are impossible; but you can adapt them to 3-dimensional
space. The mountains are like slate crags instead of Sussex hills.... The observatory is a
cupola. The top of the dome sticks up behind the first profile, and helps to suggest the
ravine supposed to be between it and the black cloth. The flagstaff is only an excuse for
something characteristic to attach the cable which feeds the arc light. All these things are
suggestions and makeshifts. So long as you do not alter or mask the positions of my
people on the stage, or cut out an essential effect like the cutting off of the light and
leaving the group in the dark, you may do your job in your own way. The more of your
own you put in, the richer the play will be.’
Sept 15 1920, to Trebitsch, 212-14 in Trebitsch 1: ‘I have been here on the Irish coast
since the 19th July, working like ten negroes at my magnum opus Back to Methuselah. At
last I have sent the entire work (five plays and a colossal preface) to the printer’ (212).
‘Sympathy concerning my sister. Why does everybody assume that I was devoted to her,
though when she was alive nobody ever asked me how she was..... It was by chance that I
was with her when she died.... What killed her was the war: her tuberculosis had stopped.
But there was an aircraft gun quite close to her house on the southern heights, and during
the air raids this gun shook and shattered everything near it. All the other guns were
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going too, varied only by the crash of the bombs.... Well, Lucy had to leave London; but
it was too late: she could not eat, and died of slow starvation. And—here is a dramatic
contrast which I exploited in the funeral oration—whilst the German aces were doing
their best to kill her she was kept alive by the devotion of her German nurse’ (213-14).
‘By the way, Miss Murray, the daughter of Gilbert Murray, who is in Vienna doing relief
work ... wrote to me that Moissi was ill and destitute. I sent her £10 for the fund she was
collecting for him. She then sent it back and said it was a false alarm, as he has plenty of
money and is acting vigorously. But she gave me a harrowing account of the economic
situation in Vienna’ (214).
Sept 15 1920, to Harris, 156-60 in Harris: ‘I got the story about the musician, which you
have spoilt by your romantic habits. When are you going to drop these dreary people who
live for love and die for love...? This convention now dates so frightfully that your
dropping into it stamps you as incorrigible’ (156). ‘You have been through the cabaret
and perhaps found it agreeable, as you could without any effort be one of its heroes, and
could also drink enough to take off the edge of your entire scorn for it; but you must not
play down to it now with your confounded sham love affairs, which have obviously
nothing to do with your actual experience and still less with those deductions from actual
experience which enable a great writer to construct a tragedy from some externally
squalid thing seen for the moment, or some overheard remark by a passing stranger’
(157). ‘The time has come for you to get away from literature and from heroes and hero
worship, and write your Gulliver’s Travels or your Don Quixote’ (158).
Oct 1 1920, to Sister Ethna, writing on behalf of a young distant relative of Shaw’s,
“Georgie” Rogers, 692-93: Start: ‘I havnt time to bother about Georgie. I am the sort of
man who devotes his life to the salvation of humanity in the abstract¸ and cant bear to
give a penny to a starving widow.’ Near finish: ‘Now go and buy that cello for Georgie
and let me never hear her name again. When she pawns it, as she will the next time she
wants a pennorthof hairpins, dont ask me to redeem it!’
Oct 15 1920, to Esmé Percy, who was playing Higgins to Pat Campbell’s Eliza, 693-94:
‘If Mrs Campbell hated you as Higgins you were probably right. Like all the Victorian
actresses she cannot understand being bullied on the stage. I daresay she did her best to
make you chivalrous and courtly and gentlemanly, and to take out all the fortissimos; but
the cost of compliance is that the play becomes pretty but dreadfully tedious and oldfashioned. So hold your own against her if possible. Few men can.’
Oct 21 1920, to Theresa Helburn, executive director of the Theatre Guild, who twice
attempted to present Heartbreak House with cuts, 694-95: ‘It appears that you made the
contract to produce Heartbreak House on the usual Broadway lines, without reading the
play, and are now naturally alarmed to find that a performance will last three hours¸ and
that it consists mainly of “talk” and must be cut.... Mr. Ervine, after a long interview,
succeeded in persuading me that the Theatre Guild knew the play, understood its risks,
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and was willing to take them.... On that assurance I yielded and made the contract with
you. I now find that though Mr. Ervine may have been right the time, you are now
intimidated by your experience of the business hazards of your enterprise, and are
appealing for permission to cut the play.... Nothing would induce me to consent to the
omission of one word of the text, or the curtailment of one minute of the time.... Even if it
took three hours and a half I should not spare the audience a second of it, especially as
they would talk about it for a fortnight after and feel that they had had prodigious value
for their money.’
c. Nov 6 1920, to Lady Gregory, who invites Shaw’s opinion on the National Peace
Council Conference held in the House of Commons on Oct 25, 697: The meeting, he
says, was ‘of the most ghastly futility. Plunkett and Devlin spoke: so did I. But the others
drivelled about publishing information and rousing the conscience of England. I am
asked every day by virtuously indignant Liberals with their eyes in the ends of the earth
as usual, to join Anti-Reprisal Societies and speak at Anti-Reprisal meetings. All this
hysteria is very British and very useless.’
c. Nov 22 1920, to Boris Lebedeff, Russian journalist and translator of Shaw’s plays,
702-04: ‘There is much less misunderstanding about Russia here now than there was a
few months ago. The reports of Bertrand Russell, Mrs Snowden and Haden Guest ..., H.
G. Wells, and, last and most amusing, Claire Sheridan, have pretty well disposed of the
notion that Lenin and Trotsky are blodthirsty ogres.... The cream of the joke is that
[Sheridan] is a cousin of Winston Churchill, who has lost his head over Bolshevism
completely, and raves incessantly against its leaders as murderers, thieves, libertines and
what not. . . (702). The League of Nations is reduced to absurdity by the fact that Russia,
Germany and the United States are not in it. My own belief is that events will finally
compel America to combine with Germany and Russia to force themselves upon the
League and thus make it a reality, their weapon being a threat to form a League of their
own as a defence against the subjection of the existing League to the Supreme Council.
The alternative would appear to be another Armageddon, with poison gas, infected
microbes, and all sorts of horrors. But there is no prophesying in such matters’ (703-04).
Nov 29 1920, to Trebitsch, 218 in Trebitsch 1: ‘The best way to build up civilization
again would be to sink the countries which were victorious in the late war beneath the
surface of the Atlantic for ten minutes. This would not spoil the machinery if it were
quickly dried and oiled; and it would effectually remove all the obstructions to a
resumption of those cordial relations without which civilization is impossible.’
Dec 3 1920, to Murray, in Murray (forthcoming): ‘On Monday at 4:30 Sir John Simon
will try to persuade the London County Council that acting is a fine art, and that therefore
the Royal Academy of Dramatic Art (founded by Tree: I am on the Council) should be
exempted from rates under the Prince Consort’s Act. The Registrar refused the
application on the ground that it means pictures and nothing else; and the appeal lies to
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the Council. Simon would like to call witnesses—not too obviously interested in the
theatre. Could you come, or send somebody, or bring Bridges, or suggest any classical
passages recognizing acting as a fine art, or give us a lift in any direction. The notice is
absurdly short: Simon apparently thought of calling witnesses at the last moment. Do you
know Raleigh? The man to communicate with is Kenneth Barnes, the director of the
R.A.D.A. 62 Gower St W. C. 1. As a member of the Council I had to promise to do
something; and as they mentioned you with awe (very properly) I seize on you as the
nearest victim.’
IPS Jan 1 1921, to Edgar Jepson, 136 in Charles A. Carpenter, “The Strategy and the
Bacteriology: Scrutinizing the Microbe in Too True to be Good,” SHAW 27 (2007): 13555: ‘The notion that the streptococcus is the disease is now pretty well exploded: what
happens when you catch the disease is that your bacilli catch it too, and are modified in
form by it, so that you can diagnose it by the shape of the bacilli just as you can diagnose
smallpox or jaundice by the change they make in the patient’s skin. This gave rise to the
belief that there are specific bacilli of typhoid, plague, tetanus etc. etc., and that they are
the cause of the disease; but this is now out of date, though it will take most of us fifty
years to learn it.’
Jan 13 1921, to Pat, who had played Lady Macbeth two months ago, 706-07: ‘When you
play Shakespear, dont worry about the character, but go for the music. It was by word
music that he expressed what he wanted to express; and if you get the music right, the
whole thing will come right. And neither he nor any other musician ever wrote music
without fortissimi and thundering ones too. It is only your second rate people who write
whole movements for muted strings and never let the trombones and the big drum go. It
is not by tootling to him con sordino that Lady Macbeth makes Macbeth say “Bring forth
men children only.” She lashes him into murder’ (706). ‘If you want to know the truth
about Lady Macbeth’s character, she hasnt one. There never was no such person. She
says things that will set people’s imaginations to work if she says them in the right way:
that is all. I know: I do it myself. You ought to know: you set people’s imaginations to
work, dont you? though you know very well that what they imagine is not there, and that
when they believe you are thinking ineffable things you are only wondering whether it
would be considered vulgar to have shrimps for tea, or whether you could seduce me into
ruining my next play by giving you a part in it’ (707).
Jan 20 1921, to Pat, who was starting her autobiography, 708: ‘What have you written?
Your life or mine or both? This new stunt about your bearing my unkindness bravely
takes my breath away. I am the greatest playwright in the world; and I have been treated
by an actress as no dog was ever treated by the most brutal trainer; and she complains of
my unkindness…. Belovedest: I cant put you into the cast of H.H. You have intimidated
me far too completely. I had rather fight Carpentier. And the rest of the cast, the manager
and the backers, would go on strike at once. What I dare not face, nobody else with any
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sense is likely to take on. You must take a theatre, write your own plays, and train a
company of orphan apprentices to act with you.’
Feb 14 1921, to Ervine, who had reviewed Candida the day before, 710: ‘You are quite
right about Burgess not being a cockney; but who ever said he was? Burgess was born in
1840 in Oxfordshire.... To this day, and actually to the date of Candida, even Shoreditch
is less completely cockneyfied than Charing.... Burgess, with his emotional rhetorical hs,
is studied closely from a well known and now long deceased Oxford character. He does
not utter a sound of modern cockney.’
c. March 1921, to an American editor who asked Shaw to describe conditions in England,
712-13: ‘The conditions here are very bad; and the prospects are worse. When a war is
over, the first thing to be done is to get rid of all the men who have come to the top by
pushing it through. A war needs for its successful prosecution men of one idea: the idea
of winning at all costs. This is a soldier’s business; and the soldier must be backed by
statesmen—or pseudo-statesmen—on whom Nature has imposed the limits that are
imposed on the soldier by his profession. But the moment the war is over, this limitation
becomes disastrous. The one idea of victory is replaced by the one idea of security; the
dread of defeat, instead of being removed by victory, is merely transferred to the next
war. When the order was given to cease firing in 1918, it should have been followed
instantly by the transportation [of the winning countries’ leaders] to some pleasant island
in the south seas … and the cutting off [of] all communication with the favored spot for
three years at least. Instead, they were left in charge of the affairs of Europe. Of course,
they simply continued the war against enemies who had surrendered on President
Wilson’s terms, which were promptly treated as scraps of paper. As there were no longer
soldiers in the field to be killed, they killed children by starvation. As there were no
blockhouses and wire entanglements to be battered down, they battered down
international trade, by which alone Europe could be restored after four years of
devastation. They are doing it still. The war is not over: it has only become a one sided
war: that is, a massacre…. The remedy is, of course, to stop the war, and organize peace
at all costs, just as the war was organized; but nobody seems to have the slightest
intention of doing it. So much the worse for civilization!’
March 17 1921, to Trebitsch, 220 in Trebitsch 1: ‘I now want to know exactly what the
Burg people did with Heartbreak House. I have learned that they played it in four acts
instead of in three. Did they cut out any of the dialogue? In America, a wellknown
German producer was engaged for it. He immediately said that the play must be cut.
Fortunately I heard this in time. I at once withdrew the play, and terrified them so
effectually that they did not dare cut out a single comma. Result: the play ran for three
and a half months drawing £200 eight times a week. Heartbreak House is a very
delicately balanced play: I cut it down to the last line myself before I printed it; and I
know that any attempt to mutilate it means certain failure. So please tell me whether they
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cut it, and how much they cut it, and how they treated you in the matter, and then leave
them to me and may God have mercy on their souls.’
April 7 1921, to the American critic Joel Elias Spingarn, who had urged Shaw to write a
volume on anti-Semitism, 714: ‘Somebody ought to write a powerful counterblast to the
Anti-Semites; and the somebody had better be an intelligent Gentile. Nordau and
Zangwill will not be listened to on this subject as Wells or I would be. But it would be a
very big job, and a difficult one, as a criticism of the Zionist experiment in Palestine
(which is very open to criticism) would have to come into it—also a criticism of
Nationalism generally, which might appeal to Wells. I daren’t even think of it at present:
I am old; and all my bolts are shot.’
April 14 1921, to Hamon, on Firmin Gémier, an actor-manager, cutting Arms and the
Man, 715-16: ‘You must trust to my experience in this matter of the cutting of Arms &
the Man. I have not seen any notices; but I know the game through and through. I give
Gémier no credit whatever for succeeding as Bluntschli. The part is actor-proof; and as to
what you say about its treatment, what other treatment is possible? Candida could be
played without humor; but the stupidest actor could not speak the lines in Arms & the
Man without making the audience laugh. It is useless to tell me that the scene between
Louka and Sergius in the third act could be cut without making Sergius a buffoon, Louka
a mere soubrette, and the whole performance a move in the direction of The Chocolate
Soldier…. It is unpardonable; and I will not trust Gémier with other and less irresistibly
safe plays of mine. I know too well what the result would be. Unless you contrive to
spread a perfect terror in the theatres of meddling with my plays, cutting them, and
adapting them to the supposed tastes and susceptibilities of the Parisian playgoer, you
will have failure after failure.’ Shaw gives cases of performances in America which were
failures when modified and successes when presented faithfully.
May 3 1921, to Langner, 158-59 in Theatrics: Helping the Theatre Guild prepare for the
first American performances of Back to Methuselah, Shaw gives advice about selling
tickets to insure attendance at all of its segments, and assures Langner that characters
who resemble English politicians will succeed ‘just as well in America as here.’
May 5 1921, to Henry Higgs, Shaw’s long-time gardener and, in this case, fill-in
chauffeur, 59 in Chappelow: ‘On Sunday we have to drive from Stratford to Letchworth,
where I have to speak at a meeting in the evening; so we shall not be home until between
10 and 11. Dont forget your driving license: I was asked to show mine within a few miles
of this town. [Fred] Day [his chauffeur] has just been taken to the Cottage Hospital. He
has a sharp attack of influenza, and would like to go home; but I dare not let him travel
with such a temperature as he has: he must lie up for a few days.’
June 1 1921, to Harris, 175-76 in Harris: ‘I have in my desk offers to guarantee me
$100,000 a year for five years if I will release two films during that time. Anybody can
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get it if he can secure my name, which is all that is wanted. Not a month—sometimes not
a week—passes that some hard-up literary hack does not come to me and plead that I can
rescue him from a desperate situation by writing a preface to his book or letting him
make a comic opera or a film out of one of my plays.’
[June 11 1921, to Sylvia Beach, 719: see the entry for Oct 10 1921, which seems to be a
more logical date]
June 24 1921, to an actress who thought Shaw might like to appear in a motion picture,
720: ‘I have already appeared on the screen. I went to the New Gallery to see it. Two
soldiers sat next me. One said to the other “Who’s Bernard Shaw?” The other replied
“Oh, the Socialist joker.” That was all there was to it. I have now retired as a film actor.’
June 27 1921, to Pat, who is writing her autobiography, 721-22: Shaw advises her how to
write a genuine, fascinating autobiography: ‘take it in any order that occurs to you, and
never forget that biographies are dull, especially autobiographies, but that Confessions
are interesting.... you will not have the least difficulty in making the book three times as
long as at present.’
IPS June 27 1921, to Noël Coward, whose play The Young Idea bore a close resemblance
to You Never Can Tell, 56-57 in Coward, The Letters of Noël Coward, ed. Barry Day
(New York: Knopf, 2007: ‘I gather from Mr Vedrenne that he turned the play down
because he had some misgivings about trying to repeat the old success of the twins in
You Never Can Tell, and was not quite sure that you had pulled off the final scene which
I suggested. But when once a manager has entertained a play at all, his reasons for
discarding it are pretty sure to be business and circumstantial ones. When you put
impudent people on the stage they are very amusing when the actor or actress has
sufficient charm to make the audience forgive the impudence…. But impudence has been
long out of fashion; your twins will take some casting to make them pardonable. I
daresay Vedrenne did not know where to lay his hands on the right pair. I have no doubt
that you will succeed if you persevere, and take care never to fall into a breach of
essential good manners and above all, never to see or read my plays. Unless you can get
clean away from me you will begin as a back number, and be hopelessly out of it when
you are forty.’
c. midsummer 1921, to Salt, who had sent Shaw a draft of his book, Seventy Years
Among Savages, 141-42 in Salt: ‘I have been intending to write to you about your book
but have had no time that has not been swallowed up by pressing business. I was grieved
by the shameless mendacity of your account of the Meredith Affair. Everybody thinks
your account so characteristic of me. They little know you. What happened was that I
went down to Lancashire and spoke for four hours one Sunday morning at Trafford
Bridge. The moment you heard of this unnatural feat you proposed to take me down with
Clement Shorter to Boxhill on condition that I began talking as we crossed the threshold,
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and did not let George Meredith get a word in edgewise for four hours. The plot,
intensely characteristic of your humour, was defeated solely by my restraint. The tragic
sequel was that when, years after, shortly before Meredith’s death, I actually did go down
to Boxhill, I was forced, against my will, to talk all through the lunch with Meredith,
distant and deaf, trying to catch what I was saying and nobody paying the least attention
to him. Fortunately I had a half an hour with him before lunch, tête à tête. When we made
the Putney pilgrimage to Swinburne he told me that Meredith always wrote his books in
lucid Macaulay-Addison prose, and then introduced obscurities until they were
unintelligible. Your derision of those two queer old blighters on that occasion is not
adequately reflected in your fearfully hypocritical pages.’
July 1 1921, to Wells, 102-04 in Wells: Shaw comments on Wells’s depiction of
Napoleon in his Outline of History. ‘You are clearly on the needful reaction against
legend; but there is one omission which ... robs you of the crowning proof of his lack of
originality.... This omission is nothing less than the fact that Napoleon was an
extraordinary soldier, was indeed extraordinary in no other way.... If he hadnt been a
soldier he would have been a nobody.... But when he got a military command he never
looked back until he was defeated, and then he was nothing.’
July 7 1921, to Wells, 104-07 in Wells: ‘This won’t do. There is something to be said for
not throwing out dirty water until you get any fresh; but there is nothing to be said for
pouring the fresh into the dirty water. You have a lot of second hand and very dirty
pseudo-science at the bottom of your bucket. You should have emptied that out when you
made your discovery of God. I shall not mind your emptying it over me if that will be any
satisfaction to you; but it has to be thrown out decisively and for ever, or you will never
get a step further’ (104). After tracking his own course of discovery toward creative
evolution, he attacks Wells’s recent review of Back to Methuselah: ‘You have produced
the unnatural phenomenon of the most gifted man who has read my book writing me the
stupidest letter about it—the sort of letter that Gladstone or Lord George Hamilton might
have written about the Outline of History’ (105). ‘when you wrote Love and [Mr]
Lewisham you knew that experiments were put-up jobs. Have you never followed that up
to the knowledge that thought alone discovers, and that though thought can be faked, and
is faked daily to prove whatever the thinker passionately desires to prove, the experiment
is not even fake: its artificiality is open and confessed, and that no sound man ever
believes a thing until his intellect is satisfied as well as his senses?’... ‘If we cannot fight
our way out of disease we shall not escape it by trusting to fools to hack a way out for us.
So I remain a vulgar suburban anti-Vivisectionist just like your Christ, whom Belloc
thought a vulgar suburban Communist’ (106-07). ‘PS In the matter of the World State
you are up against my celebrated demonsration that Psychological Homogeneity is
indispensable to political combination. The conditions, as far as I could work them out,
were (a) a common language ... and (b) intermarriage without any sense of
miscegenation’ (107).
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July 23 1921, to Trebitsch, 224 in Trebitsch 1: ‘Hamon, my French translator, says that
it is announced that [Franz] Lehar is making an operetta of Pygmalion. Lehar is an
Austrian, is he not? Can you warn him that he cannot touch Pygmalion without infringing
my copyright, and that I have no intention of allowing the history of The Chocolate
Soldier to be repeated.’ Aug 28, 224-25: After saying he has completed his adaptation of
Trebitsch’s Frau Gittas Sühne, the good news, Shaw turns to the bad: ‘this Pygmalion
business’: ‘I would never have let such a horrible disaster occur if I had known about it.
Never again will I face the loss and disgrace the thrice accursed Chocolate Soldier
brought upon me. Whilst its vogue lasted—even whilst the mere memory of its vogue
lasted—Arms & the Man was banished from the stage: nobody would touch it.
Pygmalion is my most steady source of income: it saved me from ruin during the war,
and still brings in a substantial penny every week. To allow a comic opera to supplant it
is out of the question.... as matters stand now, if they attempt to use a word of my
dialogue, or to connect my name or my play in any way with their abominable opera I
will let loose all the engines of the Copyright law to destroy them utterly.’
July 29 1921, to Langner, whose Theatre Guild was preparing to stage all of Back to
Methuselah, 727-28: Shaw makes perfunctory suggestions about doubling characters,
then turns to the public controversy about Shaw predicting that Georges Carpentier would
defeat Gene Tunney for the heavyweight championship. ‘I must insist that I did not pick
Carpentier to win the fight.... What I did say was that the betting was absurd, and that
though I had never seen Dempsey and knew nothing about him at first hand, it was
humanly impossible that he could be so superior to Carpentier as to justify the odds of 4
to 1.... Dempsey is one of those terrors whose simple plan is to take whatever the other
fellow can give him and hammer him to pieces afterwards.... if Carpentier had been an
Englishman, he would quite possibly have gone ten rounds by keeping on the retreat
when he found that hitting was no use. But Carpentier will fight; and this silly infighting
which he picked up from the Americans enabled Dempsey to thump him on the back of
his neck, and serve him right, too.... the fight has disgusted everybody with the ring.’
Aug 24 1921, to Bearnard O’Dubhthaigh, II:385 in Holroyd: ‘Why not write your name
in genuine vernacular Irish as O’Dogherty? I dont spell my name Shaigh.’
Aug 28 1921, to Trebitsch, who had granted the rights for a musical version of
Pygmalion to Franz Lehar, and whose play Frau Gittas Sühne Shaw had decided to
adapt, 730: Having a few spare days on the Yorkshire moors, Shaw ‘set to work hard at
Gitta, and nothing but Gitta, and finished her.... I have great hopes that the audience will
feel pretty sure that in spite of Gitta’s broken heart she will have at least a dozen other
delightfully tragic affairs to amuse her before she finally retires as too old for adultery,
and takes to religion with a spiritual adviser of thirty. That is the good news. The bad is
this Pygmalion business.... Never again will I face the loss and disgrace the thrice
accursed Chocolate Soldier brought upon me. Whilst its vogue lasted—even whilst the
mere memory of the vogue lasted—Arms & the Man (Helden) was banished from the
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stage: nobody would touch it.... as matters stand now, if they attempt to use a word of my
dialogue [in Pygmalion}, or to connect my name or my play in any way with their
abominable opera I will let loose all the engines of the Copyright law to destroy them
utterly.’
IPS Sept 9 1921, to Eamon de Valera, 30-31 in Brad Kent, ‘Two Unpublished Letters to
Eamon de Valera.’ SHAW: The Annual of Bernard Shaw Studies, 30 (2010): 27-35: ‘In
reply to your letter of the 8th September it is evident that Ireland has no power to commit
H.M. Government to any demands whatsoever; and you may rest assured that it is fully
understood by us that the Conference which you propose, and which we of course accept
with our best thanks for the invitation, and our sincere hopes of a satisfactory and friendly
issue, will have as it[s] sole object to ascertain, as you put it, how the association of
Ireland with the community of nations known as the British Empire can best be
reconciled with Irish national aspirations. Should Ireland’s future lie outside that
community, it could not come within the terms of reference of a conference to which the
community was a party. The fact that M. Briand and President Harding are convinced
Republicans has not prevented the most amiable conferences between these statesmen
and representatives of the British Crown, and the fact, equally well known, that many [of]
Ireland’s representatives at the proposed conference will be similarly convinced
Republicans need not embarrass H.M. Government in the least. We should go into the
conference with all relevant questions open, as indeed they must be in any case under the
criticism of the public opinion of the world, which will take no account of our respective
prejudices and will finally decide the problems before us. We make these observations
with the object of removing your expressed fear that you may find yourself committed by
the terms of our acceptance to a relapse of civilization into brutalism. No such risk has
any objective existence; nor could we create it even if we would. We thank you for your
letter and shall confer in the place and on the date chosen by H.M. Government, and shall
have nothing in our power undone to secure a happy issue to our deliberations.’
Sept 21 1921, to Ervine, who had reviewed the published text of Back to Methuselah,
731-33: ‘I think the difficulty is that you are treating the case, not as one of mankind with
a longevity of 350 years, and later on of a longevity limited only by fatal accidents, but as
mere Struldbruggism: that is, a case of men with a longevity of 70 years losing, by a
horrible freak of nature, their power to die. The two cases are quite different. You have
also not taken the point that it is not the experience of life but expectation of life that
determines our conduct, our attitude, and the effort we call upon ourselves for.... I am still
growing whilst I am decaying. It is the physical decay, with its reduction of my powers of
endurance in every department, that is beating me and will presently kill me. When a man
dies of old age he kills a lot of mental babies with which he is pregnant.... If you had to
choose between celibacy with intense intellectual activity and a life of voluptuous
adventure with perfect health but without intellectual exercise, you would not hesitate;
you would recognize that intellect is a passion: that is, an activity of life, far more
indispensable than physical ecstasy of reproduction.... There is no question in Methuselah
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of consciously willing length of life. The people who try to make sick people cure
themselves by auto-suggestion have found that this is the wrong way to set about it.
Neither the parson nor the housemaid were aware, until the thing happened, that the life
force in them had taken the hint.’ The letter also includes a point on John Bull’s Other
Island: ‘why did you, in your notice of John Bull, assume, like an Englishman, that Larry
does not pull his weight in the firm of Broadbent and Doyle? I had no intention of
suggesting that he was futile as a man of business: he is very much the Imperialist
Irishman who does well for himself abroad.’
Sept 26 1921, to Elgar, whose tone poem Falstaff had been performed, 353 in Elgar: ‘I
never heard Falstaff before. It’s magnificent, and perfectly graphic to anyone who knows
his Shakespear. All the other geniuses whom I venture to admire let me down one time or
another; but you never fail. Talk of Till Eulenspiegel or Don Quixote! this ought to be
played three times to their once. Composing operas is mere piffle to a man who can do
that. It is the true way to set drama to music.’ (See also Jan 7 1932.)
Sept 27 1921, to Tor Hedberg, who was staging Heartbreak House in Stockholm, 734-75:
‘I cannot sufficiently urge you not to attempt the play if you are not prepared to take it as
it is, without the slightest modification to suit the taste of the public or the conventions of
the theatre. I have not neglected these things in writing it: there is not a line that will not
make its effect if it is properly delivered, and if the atmosphere which makes the play a
picture of a house, an enchanted, amazing sort of house, is created. That is why the title is
so important: if you take the title away and substitute the name of one of the characters,
you will lose your way at once. The casting is extremely important. The two sisters must
be the most fascinating women you can find on the stage. Ariadne must be a brilliant
comedian: Hesione must be irresistible. In contrast the girl Ellie must be perfectly
virginal: her spiritual marriage with the old captain must be like the marriage by which a
nun is made the bride of Christ. If you get the women right you will have no trouble with
the men: their parts are easy and obvious. Even the old captain’s part, though it is
effective enough for a great actor, is not really difficult.’
c. Oct 1921, to the actress Ellen O’Malley on her role as Ellie in Heartbreak House, 16062 in Theatrics: Shaw specifies how to play fourteen key moments to improve her
performance.
Oct 2 1921, to Trebitsch, 225-26 in Trebitsch 1: ‘I now enclose my version of Gitta
complete as far as the dialogue is concerned. You will see that I have rescued Gitta from
the hopeless gloom and despair in which you plunged her deeper and deeper all through
the play, plunging everybody else along with her lest a ray of light should spoil the
absolute blackness of her future. But not only would this be fatal to the play here unless
an actress with an extraordinary genius for tragedy could be found to play Gitta (and we
have no such actress), but life is not like that here, whatever it may be in Austria. People
think that a death will plunge them in grief for ever, and that discovered adultery is the
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end of a marriage. But they find that it is utterly impossible for a human being, even with
such artificial aids as black clothes, retirement from society, visits of condolence and all
the rest of it, to avoid not merely forgetfulness of their sorrow, but a strong reaction
against it into cheerfulness. And nine tenths of the adulteries end in reconciliations, and
even at the connivance of the injured party at its continuation. I have therefore ventured
to show at the end of your play that the tragedy of the first act, and the melodrama of the
second are not the end of the world, and that all the survivors will go on living very much
as they would have done if Bruno had died respectably in his bed surrounded by his
weeping family. However, if the liberties I have taken are unbearable you can refashion it
to your heart’s desire, and I will translate your alterations’ (225-26). ‘Now as to Lenin
and Trotsky. They are the only statesmen in Europe to whom it is possible for any
intelligent politician to take the slightest interest. They have had a terrific job to do; and
the fact that after four years they are still holding Russia together shows that they are men
of extraordinary quality’ (226).
Oct 3 1921, to Wells, 108-12 in Wells: Shaw gives advice on how Wells’s son Anthony
(by Rebecca West) could attain a genuine musical education, focusing on the lucky
circumstances of his own childhood.
Oct 10 1921, to Sylvia Beach, on selling him Joyce’s Ulysses, 791 in CL dated June 11
1921, but IPS Breon Mitchell in “Ezra Pound and G. B. Shaw: A Long Wordy War,”
James Joyce Quarterly 23 (1928): 127-36, is sure that the Pound/Shaw exchange that
began on March 8 1922 makes the date he found (above) much more likely: ‘I have read
several fragments of Ulysses in its serial form. It is a revolting record of a disgusting
phase of civilization; but it is a truthful one; and I should like to put a cordon round
Dublin; round up every male person between the ages of 15 and 30; force them to read it;
and ask them whether on reflection they could see anything amusing in all that foul
mouthed, foul minded derision and obscenity. To you, possibly, it may appeal as art; you
are probably (you see I dont know you) a young barbarian beglamoured by the
excitements and enthusiasms that art stirs up in passionate material; but to me it is all
hideously real: I have walked those streets and know those shops and have heard and
taken part in those conversations. I escaped from them to England at the age of twenty;
and forty years later have learnt from the books of Mr Joyce that Dublin is still what it
was, and young men are still drivelling in slackjawed blackguardism just as they were in
1870. It is, however, some consolation to find that at last somebody has felt deeply
enough about it to force people to face it. In Ireland they try to make a cat cleanly by
rubbing its nose in its own filth. Mr Joyce has tried the same treatment on the human
subject. I hope it may prove successful. I am aware that there are other qualities and other
passages in Ulysses; but they do not call for any special comment from me. I must add, as
the prospectus implies an invitation to purchase, that I am an elderly Irish gentleman, and
that if you imagine that any Irishman, much less an elderly one, would pay 150 francs for
a book, you little know my countrymen.’
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Oct 20 1921, to James B. Fagan, who was producing Heartbreak House at the Court
Theatre, 738-39: ‘I never cut anything merely to save time: it is never worth saving at the
cost of the play. There are always lines which are dud lines with a given cast. Change the
cast and you get other lines dud.... I have been rather unhappy because I let the play go
before it was safely ready and before we had polished it.... it was a risk; and it cost us
some bad notices. Ellie & Hesione kept going splendidly; but Shotover was terribly slow
and bewildered: he dragged the scene with Ellie almost beyond endurance, and it missed
fire in consequence. That was serious, as the whole play depends on it for its balance of
effect. Ellie was very clear and competent, and did not miss a stroke: at no point did she
seem to be muddled or to do anything she did not intend to do; but he was like a
drowning man, or rather like a man sitting on Wells’s Time Machine, and ageing ten
years every minute, which was all the more alarming as he started at 99 instead of 88.
However he will get over this. His first act is all right; but he must knock 20 years off the
rest. You will find a great improvement all round when they at last get clear about the
meaning of their lines and master the train of thought. Until then do not hurry them too
much; for if you make an actor speak faster than he can think, his part will be like
nothing at all, and you will lost the play to save the lost train.’
Oct 24 1921, to Brockway and Stephen Hobhouse, conscientious objectors and officials
of the Prison System Enquiry Committee, of which Shaw was a member. He was writing
a huge preface (not used) to a 330,000-word manifesto, English Prisons Today, which he
was gradually proofreading, 192 in Brockway: ‘I am so situated that I should like to get
on with the reading as soon as possible; so instead of sending you the whole batch I send
you the chapters I have read ... in the hope that the revision of these may keep you going
until I feed in some more to you.... Webb has sent me the proofs of his book on Prisons;
and this also I must read.’ Shaw notes that he has delayed writing the preface because he
has had ‘to spend six weeks in the theatre rehearsing a play [Heartbreak House] ; a most
exhausting job which left me no time or energy to do anything else; and the arrears of
correspondence, business, and work which have accumulated are appalling.’ Part of this
is that he must also complete four promised articles.
Dec 2 1921, to Pat, 229 in Campbell: ‘You ought to read The Doctor’s Dilemma. Indeed
now that I think of it I dont see why you shouldnt play in it: Jennifer is a part that you
could play rather well. It’s a warning, that play.’
Dec 27 1921, to Molly Tompkins (hereafter Molly), 11-12 in Tompkins: ‘What a
shocking little fraud you are, pretending to have read all my books when you havnt read
one of them…. I made myself a workman by slaving away for five years writing clumsy
novels; and in the last of them I described the discouragement my heroine suffered
because she was not perfect and because the hero wouldnt be heroic. Now I did that to
help people over the Slough of Despond in which I had wallowed; and if you had read it
you would not be such a very silly Mollytompkins as you are, with your nonsense about
perfection and about my wanting perfect actresses. I dont cry for the moon, and am only
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too glad when I can strike the least little spark out of the stars I have to put up with. Now
I will tell you something about your little performance. I do not think you have much to
learn that can be taught in school by an ordinary teacher. You will have to acquire the
English alphabet in Gower St: you still have very queer Rs from the cockney standpoint,
and one or two other letters that will bear polishing. Dont pick up smart English, which is
bad English: all you need to do is to drop certain provincialisms…. For the rest, what you
want is work, or rather sheer drudgery to put up your muscle, and give you the hard
driven professional touch that comes from doing a thing every day for ten years and in no
other way…. I dont know whether you are a musician. If not, you dont know Mozart; and
if you dont know Mozart you will never understand my technique’ (11) ‘I hadnt time to
write you at once, and really havnt time now; but you have softened my stony heart a
little; and now I suppose I am in for taking some interest in you occasionally. Only, if
you love me, dont ask me to answer letters oftener than once in a blue moon. You see,
writing is my professional job; and when my day’s work is done I am written out, and
would rather die than form another sentence’ (11).
Dec 30 1921, to Pat, 755: ‘Take that terrible wadge of letters, and put it into the hands of
any court of honor you can induce your fittest friends to form, or submit it to the
judgement of any capable and experienced woman of the world and both will tell you
without a moment’s hesitation, and with considerable surprise at your having any doubt
on the subject, that their public exposure is utterly impossible…. You say that you will
behave like a perfect gentleman. Well, a gentleman does not kiss and tell; so that settles
that. I am writing some autobiographical sketches for the proposed Collected edition of
my work. Suppose I put in your most intimate letters!’ Pat replied with defiance on Jan 2
1922, 237-38 in Campbell, inviting ‘Joey’ to do his worst when she sends him the
proofs; Shaw replies two days later, 238-39 in Campbell: ‘Send me the proofs when you
get them. I will then tell you, brutally and dogmatically, what you may say and what you
may not…. Out of all patience—G.B.S.’ In a letter of Jan 11, 758-59 in CL, he explains
the situation in terms of the individuals involved: ‘Remember: you start from the position
that the publication of intimate letters that were never intended for publication is not
permissible among persons of honor. If they are love letters the difficulty is decupled,
centupled, multupled. If they are love letters from a married man to a woman who is not
his wife, and who is engaged at the time to another man whom she has subsequently
married, the difficulty becomes a wild impossibility: if the man publishes them he is a
blackguard: if the woman publishes them she is a rotter and a courtesan.’
c. 1922? to Ervine, on concepts in Back to Methuselah, 490-91 in Ervine: ‘I defy you to
say that you would prefer the conscience of the average sensualist of Piccadilly to the
conscience of Descartes. If you had to choose between celibacy with intense intellectual
activity and a life of voluptuous adventure with perfect health but without intellectual
exercise, you would not hesitate; you would recognise that intellect is a passion; that is,
an activity of life, far more indispensable than physical ecstasy or reproduction.... Do you
seriously think you enjoyed that very clever letter in The Times the other day so little that
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you cannot conceive the Ancients living in a permanent ecstasy of that sort of enjoyment
raised to the powers of which we have no experience? I can understand an Englishman
being depressed by the Ancients, because the religion of the Englishman today, as the
reviews of Methuselah show, is simply Phallism; but you ought to know better.’
Jan 6 1922, to Fenner Brockway, 194-95 in Brockway: ‘At last that terrible preface is
finished: 30,000 words.’ He notes that to secure the American copyright it must be
published within a month of its release in England. Since he deduces that the entire book
will not be published in America, he intends to have the preface there published ‘in a
series of newspaper articles. That would secure the copyright and incidentally help me to
make good a financially disastrous year.... It is of course possible that the committee may
find that it has got more than it bargained for. My conclusion that there are people who
have to be tenderly chloroformed out of existence, and my citation of Queen Victoria as
an example of the criminal type produced in domestic life by the imposition of prison
conditions on children, may shock them. In that case the sooner you get another preface
on the stocks the better.’
Jan 11 1922, to Molly, 15 in Tompkins: ‘When you get a bit of advice, dont bolt it.
Chew it fortyseven times; and then it will digest all right. When you call on a manager
with a [sic] eye to an engagement, lay it on as thick as you please, because one of the
things he wants to know is whether you can make up stage-pretty. But in private life dont
give away your professional secrets. Leave the shop at home, and make everyone say “Is
that ugly devil the lovely Mollytomkins? My! She must be clever.” … But what do you
mean by proposing to interview managers and seek engagements before you have got rid
of your Amurricanisms in Gower St? Dont you know that they will just say “Half baked
little American girl: pretty; but no good: awful accent and no drive in her.” And it may
take you years to get over that false start.’
Jan 16 1922, to Pat, 242-43 in Campbell: ‘All you need to do is to read through the
proofs to see whether you can do it any better. You will find you cannot; so send the
proofs back to the printer … and he will send you a clean copy with all the alterations
made. I have spent two days on the job, and have very carefully considered every point.
Nobody can reproach you for publishing it as I have left it; and there is the requisite
touch to set Charlotte right without which I would have seen the whole universe damned
before consenting to the publication of a line. It will be hard enough on her as it is to see
her husband as the supreme ass of a drama of which you are the heroine.’
Jan 18 1922, to Edith Œnone Somerville, who had written a play entitled Flurry’s
Wedding, 193-94 in Somerville: Shaw begins by saying that Charlotte was amused
‘tremendously’ by the play, but gives her reasons not to depend on her opinion.... ‘Like
many storytellers and novelists of genius, you have no respect for the theatre and no
knowledge of its limitations. Your imagination does not work in terms of the stage and its
audience. You have always amused us by telling stories about people whom we have
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never seen and do not want to see, and about events which would be extremely alarming
and disagreeable if we actually witnessed them. Now the terrible thing about the theatre
is that the audience does not listen to stories about people and things: it hears them and
sees them.... In the last act you direct that the dance should be played by a number of
instruments at different pitches, so that the noise may be as horrible as possible. We may
laugh when we are told on paper that such a thing happened; but the whole point of our
rather cruel and mischievous laughter is that the people who heard it must have had their
ears tortured. Well, in the theatre, the audience would hear it and have its ears tortured;
and that is not what audiences pay for. Again, there is a certain funny absurdity in the
notion of a horse being buried in a sandpit up to the neck to conceal him; but if you found
a horse in that predicament on one of your rides, you would not think it funny at all: you
would be affected very disagreeably indeed, and would indignantly collect people to dig
the animal out.... You have not the double consciousness of the skilled playwright, who
sees every incident with one eye in its natural light, and with the other as an effective
stage contrivance. But this is mere mechanism. Much more serious is your neglect of the
cardinal fact that the stage greatly heightens the reality of the persons represented on it. It
makes the dramatis personae not only more real than they are in a story, but more real
than they are in life. Apply this to your play. As far as it has any thread at all it deals with
the marriage of Flurry and Sally. That is to say, it proposes to entertain the spectators
with the marriage of a decent young lady to a blackguardly horse thief, dirty and
disorderly when not dressed up for some special occasion, unable to earn an honest
living, and in no way distinguishable in culture, in morals, in interests, or in decency of
language to the poorer rascals whom he orders about by virtue of his social position
which he disgraces. Now all that, which nobody notices in a story, because a story is only
a story, would be shewn up mercilessly by the limelight. The spectator would say “Is this
disgusting spectacle of a silly but apparently respectable girl running after a cad and a
waster, and marrying him, supposed to be funny? What could you say to that? If Flurry
were a Scapin or a Falstaff: if he had the wit and ingenuity on a solid substratum of
humanity, even then, though he might carry the play through, you could not marry him to
Hyacinthe or Ann Page. You see, the play is abominably immoral at root. All through
you are asking the audience to laugh at dirt, worthlessness, dishonesty and mischief for
their own sakes. Also, you write like a lady in the worst sense of the word: that is, it
never seems to occur to you that poor people are human beings. They are simply figures
of fun to you. Their dialogue is funny; their clothes are funny; their expressions are
funny; their poverty is funny; their ignorances and mistakes are funny; and when they trip
over something and hurt themselves, that is funny. If you knew no better I should not
waste time telling you this; but you do know better; only, you think that the best you
know is too good for the theatre.... It is easy to laugh at the popular demand for a faultless
beau and a faultless heroine; but the theatre focusses marriage so fiercely that any other
sort of marriage is felt to be a tragedy, and should be treated accordingly....This weakness
in the play is so fundamental, and so spread over it by the shameless goodfornothingness
of the whole crew, and your apparent unconsciousness of any serious side to it, that it is
hardly worth while bothering about the superficial aspects. But even if you corrected its
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morals you would still have to get it into dramatic form.... Every speech on stage must
play not only on the audience but on the feelings of all the characters present on the stage
at the time: it is the continual percussion and repercussion of the dialogue that gives life
to the scene.’
Jan 26 1922, to Brockway, on the crisis brought on by Shaw’s statement in the preface
that incurable criminals should be executed, 193 in Brockway: ‘I want to add to the
preface an explanation that the Class A lethal treatment is not an essential part of it, and
that it is possible to make an absolute condition that life is not to be taken all at once
under any circumstances, from idiot or criminal or anyone else, and that this condition
can be carried out if custodians can be found for the Impossibilists. Also, of course, that
many people and some nations take this view. But the lethal chamber must be dealt with
and faced frankly if we are to affect the very vigorous and influential people who are not
opposed to State powers of life and death. I will do what I can to make the preface
acceptable; but the foreword plan will not do. It is silly to adopt a preface and then cry
stinking fish. I dont mind a minority report on a point or two; but I wont be disclaimed.
Unless the Committee is prepared to back up my general principle for all it is worth, it
must be honest and drop me altogether.’ In a previous letter (Oct 24 1921), he noted that
he had resigned his membership of the Labor Research Department and its Executive
Committee. He adds, ‘This, I suppose, removes me from the Prisons Enquiry.’
Jan 27 1922, to Molly, who has a role in a scene from You Never Can Tell in a lab, 16-18
in Tompkins: ‘That is quite as it should be. I think you would be charming as the waiter;
but you could show off your phonetics as Phil, who is generally represented as a lout, but
ought to be the last word in precocious elegance & finish. Who is the teacher? I am glad
the phonetics are useful; but as the College Laboratory is the only insttitution of the kind
I know, I dont see how you are to change’ (16) ‘That was a magnificent swank going to
school without the make-up. Nothing else that you could do will make an impression of
superiority like that. I am impressed. I shall begin to believe in you presently’ (18).
Feb 17 1922, to Brockway, who sent Shaw an introductory chapter by Goldsworthy
Lowes Dickinson and a foreword by Sydney Olivier to help resolve the controversy, 19697 in Brockway: ‘It is true, of course, that Lowes Dickinson manages to say everything
that there is to be said. But everybody does that: there is no dispute among us as to the
facts. But facts have to be sorted out much more carefully than L.D. has done in his bit of
task work. For example, he mentions that what are called vices are not punished by law.
But our opponents will meet this by saying that they ought to be, and the fact that some
sinners escape the law is a reason for extending its net, and not for treating those who are
caught in it any better. It is no use mushing up a dozen grievances to which there are a
dozen answers: you have to proceed like a man establishing a patent in court: he must
first disclaim everything that he cant make good, and so get down to his unassailable
points. Human nature rebels against the process; for the points which have to be
disclaimed always include several pet ones; but it has to be done or else the other side
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will make such a show by demolishing the indefensible claims that the sound ones will be
swept away with them.’ The end of Olivier’s foreword had accidentally not been sent. ‘I
particularly want to see [it], because he said something about referring to the discarding
of my preface; and I am strongly opposed to this, not only because it is a mistake to wash
even clean linen in public, but because it would both discredit the preface and create an
impression that you and the rest were entirely hostile to it, whereas I take it that you all
agree strongly with about ninety-nine hundredths of it. So let nothing be said about our
fiasco.’
c. late Feb 1922, to Brockway, 198-99 in Brockway: Shaw wrote this before Brockway
had informed Shaw that the decision had been made that his preface should appear in
English Prisons Under Local Government, by the Webbs, which was published in early
1922—a resolution which Shaw accepted. This letter urges a greater role for Olivier in
the final draft: ‘he writes well; and this affair shows that he is an artist at heart, with all
the artistic horror of having his work meddled with by anyone else, and a considerable
touch of the artist’s infernal egotism; so he must pay the price of his privilege as an artist
by giving all that he has to give, no matter how exhausting the labor involved may be.’
March 8 1922, to Ezra Pound, 764: ‘What aileth thee, Ezra? Am I bound to think in
everything even as you do? … Dont think that you can tell me anything about Joyce and
Ulysses. I have been a youth in Dublin, and know every shop he mentions and every
street he drags me down. Thank your stars that you dont. I am hurt: you are only
humbugged, bless you.’ March 16: ‘I protest I never wrote to J’s publishers in your sense
of the phrase. A lady wrote to me asking me to subscribe at a price. I said the price was
too high for me. Have I not a right to haggle? J. has any quantity of literary and even of
dramatic competence; but he has to please me and not you before he can succeed, because
I am through with my wild oats, whilst you are still larking with life. I take care of the
pence because the Pounds will not take care of themselves.’ March 24: ‘We must now
chuck it, as it is getting too like Wilde & Whistler in the old days when no number of The
World … was complete without some labored exchange between My Dear Jimmy and
My Dear Oscar…. I was struck by Joyce’s ability years ago, when a play of his was
circulated through the reading committee of the Stage Society. I read the book that
preceded Ulysses; and I read a good deal of Ulysses in the Little Review. I shall not do
anything that may encourage him to be a coterie author: Irish talent, when it is serious,
belongs to the big world and must behave itself accordingly. And I wish you would
follow my example by doing six years as a vestryman. You are through with your coterie
days.’
March 20 1922, to Arthur Brentano, 136-37 in Publishers: ‘About that collected edition
of my works (not that I seem to have much chance of collecting it just now):— ... The
other day I had a talk with Mr George Brett, alias The Macmillan Company. He thinks he
can operate on a scale which would not be worth your while, as you have the biggest
bookshop in the world to look after; and he says he will take on a complete uniform
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edition of all my works, to be sold in sets or separately. He believes he can arrange with
you to supply you with copies bearing your imprint for sale in the area you cover. He is
keen on business because he let me slip through his fingers many years ago [rejecting
Man and Superman], and has been wanting to get even with himself for it ever since.’
April 16 1922, to Bertha Newcombe, I:431 in Holroyd: ‘I am in my 66th year; my hair is
white, and I am as heartless a brute as ever. Also, again as ever, women adore me more,
and are less ashamed of it than when you painted The Snake in the Grass. Hearts can be
heard breaking in all directions like china in the hands of a clumsy housemaid. But you
need not ask. You have my books—the best of me.’
May 15 1922, to Trebitsch, whose play Frau Gittas Sühne Shaw is adapting, 232 in
Trebitsch 1: ‘Since I returned home a week ago I have been working like a nigger at Jitta
[sic]; and I am only half way through.’ June 17, 233: ‘At last I have received from the
typist the prompt copies of Gitta, ready for the stage…. You will find that in this final
acting edition of the play I have committed some fresh outrages. In one or two places you
finished a scene, and then went back to it. This is a novelist’s trick, not a playwright’s. It
occurs between Jitta and Alfred in Act II and between Agnes and Jitta in Act III. In both
cases they take the audience back to a point already passed, and wallow in emotions
already sufficiently expressed. I have cut these returns clean out and kept the play
moving straight on with gathering momentum…. My method of getting a play across the
footlights is like revolver shooting: every line has a bullet in it and comes with an
explosion.’ (The play was taken on a tour through the provinces by Violet Vanbrugh in
1925; see Shaw’s letter to Trebitsch of March 13, 253-54 in Trebitsch 1.)
July 16 1922, to Molly, 23 in Tompkins: ‘You must not keep on confusing the
appreciation and understanding of parts and plays with the ability to act them. If the two
were the same faculty then Shakespear would have been a greater actor than Burbage,
and I should be able to play Cleopatra better than you. An actor stands in much the same
relation to the author as a carpenter or mason to an architect: he need not understand the
entire design on the least; and he would not do his own part of the job any better for such
understanding.’
July 26 1922, to Brockway, who was soliciting support for international No More War
demonstrations, 200-201 in Brockway: ‘I grieve to say that I dont believe in these
demonstrations. People who get emotionally excited about peace are precisely the people
who get emotionally excited about war. In this matter action and reaction are equal.
Lloyd George will do all that is necessary to make the nation send Christmas cards to all
the other nations until he wants to send them to the trenches again. Ten minutes after that
he will have them telling stories of enemy sergeants (probably French this time) with
their pouches full of gouged out English eyes and throwing bricks at you as you are
dragged back to prison. It is a mistake to suppose that every evil in the world can be
eradicated by an article of a thousand words by me. I write so well that it is a pleasure to
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read what I have to say on any subject for the few people who read anything at all; but
the world goes on just as it did before.’
Aug 19 1922, to Charles Sarolea, professor and pro-Russian, 782: ‘I hope you will be
able to visit Russia in the course of your tour. You have always been a staunch advocate
of the Revolutions; and the way in which you have risked your academic position in
Edinburgh by your uncompromising contributions to the press on what the Russians
would call the anti-bourgeois side, gives you a very strong claim to be admitted as a
genuinely independent observer. Besides, your personal hobby as a travelling student of
political constitutions in action makes you quite unique in this country, where the
travelling student of anything except scenery, pictures, and roulette is an unknown
species. However, you may have difficulties. The Moscow Government may not be any
fonder of really independent observers than other governments are. Your traditions are
those of the grand school Cosmopolitan Liberalism rather than those of doctrinaire
Marxism. But for that very reason I hope they will let you in to see for yourself all that
there is to be seen…. we get nothing here about Russia except frantic reactionary rubbish
such as Churchill quotes on the one hand, and on the other, pictures of the delights of
Communism so highly rose-colored that they cannot possibly be true.’
Aug 25 1922, to T. E. Lawrence, 784: ‘First, business, as if I were your solicitor. There is
not the smallest doubt (within human limits) that any publisher would jump at your book
on Arabia; and there is no doubt at all that the book, having forced itself from you, will
be published with whatever imperfections its mortal lot may involve, whether you like it
or not. May I suggest it to Constables? You may as well make up your mind to it.
Second, as man to man. It will be pure waste of your time for me to read your book
before you send it to press; but it would not waste mine, as I shall read it sooner or later.’
Dec 1 1922, 787-89: ‘Patience, patience: do not again shoot your willing camel through
the head. The truth is, I havnt read it yet. I have sampled it; but I must read it all through.
My wife seized it at first, and ploughed through from Alpha to Omega, It took months
and months and months; but it carried her through. But the time it took warned me that I
must dispose of certain other reading jobs, in respect of which I was tied to time, before
tackling it. Then came the election, which obliged me [to] throw over everything and take
the road tubthumping. However, I know enough about it now to feel rather puzzled as to
what is to be done with it. That, you may say, is your business; but the Life Force will
take it out of your hands. Obviously there are things in it which you cannot publish. Yet
many of them are things that WONT die. It would cost too much to engrave the whole
book on plates of gold, and bury it somewhere for somebody to dig up and start in
business as a prophet’ (787-88) ‘I am curious as to how you will come out of it—out of
the reading I mean. Take the case of Gordon for example. He was a most infernal
scoundrel according to any workable standard of human morality…. Have you ever
considered the question as affecting yourself? … You have a conscience which would
have prevented you from acting as Gordon did in China; so there will be a deep
difference; but I wonder what, after reading the book through, I will decide to do with
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you if ever I become one of the lords of the east. As I shant perhaps I shall put you into a
play, if my playwriting days are not over’ (789).
Sept 6 1922, to Sidney and Beatrice, writing from Cloughton, 194 in Webbs: ‘C.P.
Trevelyan arrived here simultanously with myself. It is pathetic to see his efforts to
establish any sort of contact between his Macaulyian intellect and the Labor Party
consciousness. He delivered two addresses; both very good. The debates were pitiable,
though there are two or three very clever young uns here. CP’s program is Full
Recognition of the Soviet Government as the Inaugurators of a new historical epoch,
Nationalization of Mines and Railways, no coalition with the Liberals, and trimmings, of
which the most faded is taxation of land values. CP cuts a fine figure, combining the
Victorian virtues with the Leninesque ideals; and he may get to the top of the party by
sheer gravitation if he is not totally unintelligible to them.’
Sept 12 1922, to Molly, 25 in Tompkins: ‘You must not abandon [Kenneth] Barnes until
you have completed your course and taken your diploma (possibly your gold medal)….
the work there, much as you despise it, has done you a lot of good; and you are not yet
finished…. To back out now would be defeat, failure, inconstancy, and spoilt good-fornothingness. You really need more academic work. When I read your announcement that
you were giving in, I used frightful language.’
Sept 26 1922, to Beatrice, III:63 in Holroyd: ‘I grow old apace.... I am recovering the
triviality and cynicism of my youth without its vitality. Probably I ought to die.’
Oct 5 1922, to Brockway, 199-200 in Brockway: ‘The new constitution is no good. The
only passage of any special significance in it is put there to save the faces of the Guild
Socialists. The implication of the heading “Socialism Restated” is not borne out, as there
is nothing new in the statement. It is evident that the [Independent Labour] Party is so
divided that it can agree only on platitudes. It does not realize that it is, as to its title,
obsolete, and as to its objects superfluous in the presence of the Labor Party. It is a ghost
that does not know that it is dead. Take my own case as a speaker. On what ground am I
to ask my hearers to join the I.L.P. instead of the L.P.? In the case of the Fabian Society I
am all right, as I never ask anyone to join it: the F.S. recruits for the L.P., not for itself,
and has therefore an unlimited right of criticism. But if a heckler asks me where the I.L.P.
comes in I can say nothing but that I dont know. It would be much easier if the I.L.P.
would drop its title and announce that it is a mission for the propaganda of Socialism in
the working class, just as the F.S. is a mission for the propaganda of Socialism in the
middle class. As long as the I.L.P. persists in competing with the L.P. instead of claiming
the formation of the L.P. as its main achievement, it will be in an impossible position.
When the L.P. was founded with the co-operation of the F.S., the F.S. immediately turned
over all its branches to it and recruited for it. The I.L.P. must now play the same hand.
There is plenty of room for it as a proletarian Fabian, because the old Fabian does not get
at the big crowds in the manufacturing districts directly, and the I.L.P. does.... How can
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you have a big campaign with nothing to campaign about except what comes in practice
to a policy of splitting the Labor Party? What is to be the moral of your meetings as far as
practical political action is concerned?’
Oct 6 1922, to Brockway, who said the I.L.P. was ‘always rather in front of the Labour
Party, but loyally working with and for the bigger movement’; thus its name was
unimportant, 201-02 in Brockway: ‘I cant imagine why you think the name doesnt
matter. General Booth might as well say that the Atheist Legion was as good a name for
his troops as The Salvation Army. That is the blessedness of the Fabian title: it means
nothing. Why not call yourselves—The Socialist Vanguard: it is a good mouthful, and it
implies that you belong to the great Labor army, but have a special organization as the
post of honor. The fundamental opposition between Trade Unionism and Socialism is
producing flat electoral conflict in some districts; but if you work out Trade Unionism
carefully you will find that it drives Capitalism first into Joint Stock, and finally into
Collectivism; so that the opposition, though fundamental, is not ultimate. I cant get the
rationale of this on a postcard; but I have worked it out for myself.’
Oct 15 1922, to Molly, who wants to become a vegetarian like her adored one, 19 in
Tompkins: ‘All that is necessary in a hotel is to ask for one special dish for lunch or
dinner—maccaroni or spaghetti, butter beans, sweet corn, curried eggs, Yorkshire
pudding or what not—and the rest of the meal like anyone else. You must be very careful
how you change. Utterly omitting meat, fish , & fowl, without replacing them by equally
nutritious substitutes will result in early death. Above all, dont suppose that
vegetarianism means eating vegetables. I dont eat more vegetables than carnivorous
people do.’
Oct 26 1922, to Boughton, 80-81 in Boughton: ‘On turning to Who’s Who to find out
where you were born, and write you up a little, I find with impatience that you have not
taken the trouble to supply that invaluable book of reference with any useful information
whatever. Dont let this go on for another year, if you can help it.... Make out a dossier at
once—thus: Boughton, Rutland; musical composer. b.1830, e.s. of Telemachus Boughton
of Boughton Park, Hull, and Cornelia, Cecilia Tompkins; 15s 13d (you must omit the
marriage, I fear); educ. Eton, Oxford (or private schools), Royal College of Music
(Wooden spoon for Oratorio); founded the Glastonbury Music Festival 190?;
Compositions: The Skeleton Horsemen 1842, Leaves of Grass 1844, Towards
Democracy 1845, Sweeny Todd, an opera, 1846, Paradise Lost 1847, King Arthur, a
heptarology 1848-96, The Immortal Hour 1898, Alkestis (not the Gluck one) 1922.
Recreation: being seduced by his pupils [&c].... Send this to the editor of Who’s Who c/o
Messrs A. & C. Black, 4 Soho Square, London W.1, and apologize for not having sent it
before on the ground that you are heavily preoccupied with your artistic work and did not
realize the importance of Who’s Who to you until your business friends remonstrated.’
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Oct 27 1922, to Lee Shubert, who was to present Jitta’s Atonement, Shaw’s adaptation of
Trebitsch’s Frau Gitta Sühne, in Washington, D.C., 165-67 in Theatrics: Shaw advises
contract arrangements to Trebitsch’s advantage, and comments on the important roles.
Nov 6 1922, to Molly, 26-27 in Tompkins: ‘I have seldom been more flabbergasted—if
ever—than when I learnt from your letter that you have not been learning elocution at the
R.A.D.A. In Heaven’s name, what HAVE you been learning? Elocution is ninetynine
hundredths of what I advised you to go to the School to learn. That it is possible for a
student to attend the academy and omit elocution as if it were an extra like freehand
drawing or Chinese heiroglyphics comes to me as a staggering absurdity’ (26). ‘As to
your troubles at Gower St, they are all due to the fact that Sarah of Red Gulch has no
manners. Sarah always thinks that if what she says is true, and what she demands is
within her rights, it does not matter how she says it or demands it’ (27).
Nov 8 1922, to Henry D. Davray, with Shaw mulling over how Saint Joan might be
received in France, II:57 in Holroyd: ‘I have given up all hope of getting into touch with
France. Every attempt I have made has been baffled on the ground that it would offend
French susceptibilities; and my journalistic tactics are nothing but attacks on
susceptibilities—whether English, Irish, or American, makes no difference—to insist on
my respecting French susceptibilities is to silence me completely. This is all the more
annoying as I do not believe for a moment that the French reading public is less
accessible to my methods than any other public.... as a matter of business I wrote France
off my books as a dud country years ago.... But I still believe that if only I could have
secured a pulpit in France, I could have amused the inhabitants quite as effectively as the
Germans.’
c. Nov 16-18 1922, to Russell, who was a Labor candidate for the coming General
Election, 241 in Russell: ‘I should say yes with pleasure if the matter were in my hands;
but, as you may imagine, I have so many calls that I must leave it to the Labor Party,
acting through the Fabian Society as far as I am concerned, to settle where I should go….
I must warn you, however, that though, when I speak, the hall is generally full, and the
meeting is apparently very successful, the people who run after and applaud me are just
as likely to vote for the enemy, or not vote at all, on polling day. I addressed 13 gorgeous
meetings at the last election; but not one of my candidates got in.’
Dec 1 1922, to Molly, 28 in Tompkins: ‘All this is first rate: you couldnt have done
better. As far as I can guess without being on the spot the Plymouth Repertory is a gallant
little enterprise.’ Dec 10, after Molly was signed by the Plymouth Repertory Theatre as
the leading lady, 791-93 (in CL): ‘There are two ways of getting across the footlights.
One is to shout the play into the audience so that they cant attend to anything else. The
other, Mrs Patrick Campbell’s way, is to make the audience come across to her and listen
to her. This requires not only fascination but the art of speaking so as to be heard and
understood without effort: that is, with very precise and detailed articulation, so that,
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whilst the actress is utterly ignoring the audience (or seeming to) she is really taking the
greatest care that no essential word or group of words is lost on them. It is rarer and more
difficult than the shouting; but when everybody else is shouting it is the only way to get
distinction’ (791-92). ‘you should practice all this until it becomes completely automatic;
for there is nothing more annoying than an actress or a singer who is thinking about her
technique when she ought to be thinking only of the sense and feeling of her part. Her
voice simply wont modulate. In the end one becomes so expert in both ways that one can
live on the two planes simultaneously, and in the middle of a transport of dramatic
passion remember that such and such a word is difficult to hear, and give it a special
articulation accordingly…. PS Why dont you boldly call yourself Molly Tompkins
professionally? … Mary Arthur is characterless: there is no bite in it: it is schoolgirlish….
After the first playbill, it will be too late to change (793-94).
Dec 11 1922, to Rev. Joseph Leonard, from whom Shaw sought help on the background
of Saint Joan, 795-96: ‘Where can I find a record of the [canonisation] proceedings?
What I want to know is how the church got over the fact ... that Joan asserted the right of
private judgment as against the Church. St Clare and St Francis did the same virtually;
but Joan did it explicitly, and was excommunicated for it.... she was the first Protestant
saint and martyr. The sorcery could be got over, as the Church recognizes celestial
visions and can hold that the Inquisitors were wrong in deciding that Joan’s visions were
temptations by the devil. I must write a play about her some day: and this is the only
point on which I do not feel fully equipped.’ He follows up on Dec 15 1922, 798: ‘I went
into the subject with the usual impression of a corrupt tribunal, an infamously cruel
Cauchon, an innocent victim, and a subsequent redress of a monstrous and tragic
injustice. But I took care to avoid the histories, and read the process and nothing but the
process; and immediately I saw that the usual impression is quite false. Of course I
sympathized with the alleged redress and with the canonisation, and held the fraud of
both to be pious fraud.... I called the first trial merciful, all things considered, because
Joan was not put to the torture, though torture was almost a matter of course in such
cases.’ Shaw explains the reasons, and adds: ‘Still, the fact that she was not tortured,
whatever the motive was, makes it impossible to maintain that her trial was a cruel one as
trials went then.’
Dec 17 1922, to Lawrence, whose book was being abridged and who had managed to
enlist under the name of John Hume Ross, 17-19 in Lawrence 2: ‘I knew of course all
along that publication was inevitable in the simple operation of the laws of nature; but
until you told me about the Garnett abridgment and so forth I held my tongue. A day or
two after, I happened to have to discuss a question ... with Constables.... I naturally said
“Why in thunder didnt you secure it? it’s the greatest book in the world.” ... I then
expatiated on the qualities of the work, and said that it really ought to be published in the
good old eighteenth century style in twelve volumes or so to begin with, the abridgment
coming afterwards. This is not at all so impossible as it would have been ten years ago;
for people are buying very expensive books now on an unprecedented scale, whilst my
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early novels in Constable’s shilling series have gone out of print for the moment because
cheap books do not sell. Anyhow, they became intensely interested....’ (17). ‘Your letter
is more impressive than explicit. If I knew nothing else about you I should conclude that
you were a depressed mechanic oiling up fuselages for profanely abusive pilots, and
sleeping six in a bed with a hundred other such castaways. As it is, I can only pity the
staff. Nelson, slightly cracked after his whack on the head after the battle of the Nile,
coming home and insisting on being placed at the tiller of a canal barge, and on being
treated as nobody in particular, would have embarrassed the Navy far less. A callow and
terrified Marbot, placed in command of a sardonic Napoleon after Austerlitz and Jena,
would have felt much as your superior officers must in command of Lawrence the great,
the mysterious, save in whom there is no majesty and no might. The thing is ridiculous….
You talk about leave as if it were a difficulty. Ask for three months leave and they will
exclaim, with a sob of relief, “For God’s sake take six, take twelve, take a lifetime, take
anything rather than keep up this maddening masquerade that makes us all ridiculous.” I
sympathize with them’ (18-19).
Dec 22 1922, to Molly, 32 in Tompkins: ‘I have been giving you warnings about your
vowels and consonants when I should have been giving you warnings about your meals.
At Godalming you had barely enough to eat at the regular meals; and yet you could never
eat them…. it was a surfeit of chocolate creams and things. The woman who never eats is
always eating…. I exhort you (in the manner of Higgins) to remember that you are a
human being with a soul and the divine gift of articulate speech, and not a confectioner’s
shop.’
Dec 26 1922, to Stewart Headlam, 801-03: ‘Do you remember Pertoldi, the dancer whom
Pattie adored? Is there any record of her career anywhere? I should rather like to know
her Christian name, her birthplace, and—assuming that she is dead—her deathplace. She
arises now in this way. I am preparing a collected edition of my works; and in an old
novel of mine, the first I ever wrote, and now to be published for the first time after 45 in
manuscript, I find a description of the old Alhambra, and of a performance which must, I
think, be founded on Yolande, as the described ballerina is certainly Pertoldi. I shall have
to put a lot of notes to this novel to account for the discrepancies between 1878 and 1923:
historical notes, in fact. For instance, in the novel the Alhambra is prophetically disguised
as the Coliseum; and Pertoldi is called Bernadine di Sangallo. There is no need for this
masquerade now; and I propose to use the real names, and to append scraps of
information as to the Alhambra in the book being the old Alhambra, which was burnt
before my eyes one night, and made more sparks than if it had been built of paper—
which perhaps it was. Now poor Pertoldi had a very bad time of it compared to Karsavina
and Lopokova and Pavlova, or even to Adeline Genée, whose vogue led up to theirs. You
were making efforts in the Church & Stage Guild and at every other opportunity to make
people understand that this kind of dancing is a fine art; but until the Russian ballet
arrived long after Pertoldi was superannuated and forgotten there were practically no
converts; and the Alhambra ballets ranked with the other Leicester Square entertainments
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as pornographic and outside criticism. This was very hard luck for so fine a dancer; and I
should like to rescue her from oblivion in a footnote if I could get the material. Even her
Christian name and nationality would be something if the dates are discoverable.... I met
her once in your house, and paid her a Shavian compliment or two; but of course her
world did not include animals of my species in its fauna, and any attempt to improve the
occasion would have been hopeless. She was then passée and, I think, in failing health: at
all events without much further prospects as a saltatory athlete. I realised then that
London had seen only the end of her career. She must have had much bigger successes ...
in less Philistine countries. I fell head over heels in love with her on the stage, but off it I
found I had no use for her, thus reversing my usual practice, which is to be proof against
all the seductions of the footlights but susceptible to the unpainted private woman. If you
can tell me anything offhand about her that will fit into a brief biographical note, and can
let me have it in the course of a week or so, I will work it into my copy for the printer. By
the way, the novel is very funny—unintentionally.’
Dec 28 1922, to Lawrence, 23-24 in Lawrence 2: ‘The cat being now let out of the bag,
presumably by Jonathan Cape with your approval, I cannot wait to finish the book before
giving you my opinion, and giving it strong. IT MUST BE PUBLISHED IN ITS
ENTIRETY, UNABRIDGED.... you must not for a moment entertain the notion of
publishing an abridgment first, as no publisher would touch the whole work afterwards....
The truth is, I am anxious lest you should have committed yourself already. I had ten
years on the managing committee of the Society of Authors, and learnt that there is no
bottom to the folly and business incompetence of publishers, who, being in a gambling
business where one live book has to pay for ten duds, cannot afford to lose a single
opportunity.’
IPS c. 1923, to Geoffrey H. Wells, whom The Bookman’s Journal had recommended to
compile a bibliography of Shaw’s writings, x in Dan H. Laurence, Bernard Shaw: A
Bibliography ... Volume I (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1983): ‘I have kept no systematic
record ... and find myself in the dark.... My journalistic work is all over the place, out of
sight and out of mind.’ However, he promised to assist Wells ‘in any way I can, though I
must warn you that my memory will not help you much, as other people seem to
remember many things of mine that I have forgotten.’
Jan 2 1923, to Samuel Butler’s biographer Festing Jones, III:40 in Holroyd: ‘Butler can
stand on his own legs and carry most of us on his shoulders as well.’
Jan 4 1923, to Lawrence, 30-33 in Lawrence 2: ‘Like all heroes, and, I must add, all
idiots, you greatly exaggerate your power of moulding the universe to your personal
convictions. You have just had a crushing demonstration of the utter impossibility of
hiding or disguising the monster you have created. It is useless to protest that Lawrence is
not your real name. That will not save you.... you masqueraded as Lawrence and didnt
keep quiet; and now Lawrence you will be to the end of your days, and thereafter to the
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end of what we call modern history. Lawrence may be as great a nuisance to you
sometimes as G.B.S. is to me, or as Frankenstein found the man he had manufactured;
but you created him, and must now put up with him as best you can. As to the book, bear
two things in mind about me. First, I am an old and hardened professional; and you are
apparently a palpitating amateur in literature, wondering whether your first MS is good
enough to be published, and whether you have a style or not.... ‘ (30). ‘As to style, what
have you to do with such dilettanti rubbish, any more than I have? You have something
to say; and you say it as accurately and vividly as you can; and when you have done that
you do not go fooling with your statement with the notion that if you do it over again five
or six times you will do it five or six times better. You get it set up, and correct its
inevitable slips in proof. Then you get a revise and go over your corrections to see that
they fit in properly and that you have not dropped one stitch in mending another. They
you pass for press; and there you are. The result has a certain melody and a certain
mannerism which is your style, of which you are no more aware then you are of the taste
of the water that is always in your mouth.... Now as to the book just as it is. You will be
no more able to get rid of it, or to play about with it, than with Lawrence. It is another
Frankenstein monster; and you must make up your mind to do the will of Allah, in whose
hand you were only a pen.’
Jan 10 1923, to Georgina Rogers, Shaw’s cousin, asking for money before she marries,
55 in Peters 2: ‘If you dont specify the sum you wont get anything…. How much will it
cost you to go to your husband’s house with a decent stock of clothes? Remember that
underclothing is a safer investment than much overclothing, because it does not go out of
fashion, and a change of figure does not affect it so much. What would your mother-inlaw, for instance, consider a satisfactory and respectable trousseau for you? She must not
be able to say that you came without a rag to your back. And your husband must not have
to give you money for clothes until he is used to being a married man. Now make a
reasonable calculation; and I will see what I feel disposed to do.’ Jan 14 1923, 56: ‘You
are not taking this seriously enough. Nobody is going to throw a £100 note to a young
woman who has never had to handle such sums. And no young woman who knew the
value of money would first say she wanted “some money,” and then, when asked how
much, haw her hoo at a venture and say £100 just as she might have said £1000 if she
thought there was any chance of getting it. What do you propose to do with £100 if you
get it?’ Jan 23 1923, 57-58: ‘That’s better. Figures talk. Very well. £65 for clothes, £5 for
a trunk, £10 for odds and ends and pocket money. That makes £80. I shall have to give
your mother the other £10 for the wedding breakfast. That makes £90. If you are very
good, perhaps I shall give you the other £10 as a wedding present, but not until you are
Mrs—by the way, did you mention the gentleman’s name?’
March 1 1923, to Molly, 35 in Tompkins: ‘An actress is not constituted: she grows.
Why, exactly, has Mr King given you the sack? Of course you could not deliver the
goods; but he can hardly have expected you to do more than you should have been able to
do. Anyhow you are getting on quite satisfactorily by the usual rather painful process of
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shedding your illusions. First, you think you are through with me; and though you are
not, yet it is a great advance to be able to think so. Second, you now say what I have so
often pointed out to you: that a passion for my plays has nothing whatever to do with the
power (mainly muscular) of sending them across the footlights.’
March 14 1923, to Trebitsch, on the fortunes of Jitta’s Atonement in New York, 239 in
Trebitsch 2: ‘I learnt from a London paper that Jitta had been taken off after 38 nights.
This means that it has been a failure under existing commercial conditions in New York.
Before the war, $6000 a week [would] have kept a play running for a year. Now they tell
me that $8000 a week only barely covers expenses.’
April 11 1923, to Frank Russell, Bertrand’s brother, about his book My Life and
Adventures, 252 in Russell: ‘The other day I read your laudably unapologetic Apologia
from cover to cover with unflagging interest. I gather from your Au Revoir that it is to be
continued in your next. I was brought up—or left to bring myself up—on your father’s
plan all through. I can imagine nothing more damnable than the position of a boy started
that way, and then, when he had acquired an adult freethinking habit of mind and
character, being thrust back into the P.L. sort of tutelage. You say you have a bad temper;
but the fact that you neither burnt the lodge nor murdered Uncle Rollo is your eternal
testimonial to the contrary.’
April 13 1923, to Sydney Cockerell, 38 in Lawrence 2: ‘I havent finished Lawrence’s
book yet. It is about twice as long as the Bible; and I had first to wait until Charlotte
finished it, and then take it in short nightly doses down at Ayot; for it is too bulky to be
carried about and read in trains. The result is that I have about forty pages still to read
when I get back to Ayot in the second week in May. It is one of the great books of our
time; and I must finish it to the last morsel.’
April 28 1923, to Cathleen Nesbit, who was playing Jennifer in the Everyman Theatre
performance of The Doctor’s Dilemma, 823-24: ‘I am sorry that you found no poetry in
Jennifer. I didnt mean you to. Jennifer is a sort of woman whom I, personally, cannot
stand, enormously conceited, morally patronizing to everyone, seeing herself always in
some noble, devoted, beautiful attitude, never looking facts in the face or telling herself
or anyone else the truth about them for a moment, and making even her husband’s death
a splendid opportunity for taking the centre of the stage and patronizing the doctors—bar
the one she snubs. Jennifer is one of those humbugs who are sincere because they have
nothing sincere in them, and are therefore perfectly natural in their humbug. Also she is
goodlooking and has no other vices, being nice, generous, amiable, ladylike, and
generally agreeable and welcome. Your trouble with her is that she has taken you in, just
as she takes the doctors in and takes herself in.’
IPS c. May 1923, to Ben Turner, 322 in Turner, About Myself, 1863-1930 (London:
Humphrey Toulmin, 1930): ‘Will you just scrawl for me on the enclosed card the names
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of a few published stories in north country dialect.... I am writing a play about Joan of
Arc; and it is no use making the girl talk like Dr Johnson: I must devise some sort of
dialect for her; and as she was north country I want to found it on our north country talk.
My own dialect, being Irish, is not available. I know nobody who will understand what I
want as well as you.’ IPS After receiving a package Shaw replied, 322-23: ‘The 12 books
just arrived—twelve thousand thanks. The worst of the Dialect Societies is that they are
too much taken up with out-of-the-way words and pronunciations: some of them think
that when they have written a story in University English, and then mis-spelt it and
spoiled the grammar a little, they have produced Yorkshire Dialect, or whatever dialect
they are after. But what I am after is the construction of the sentences, the music and
dramatic emphasis of them. All that can be got without going outside Johnson’s
dictionary; and it will fit Joan of Arc as well as Jenny of Otley.’
May 27 1923, to the actress Dorothy Massingham on her role in Major Barbara, 167-68
in Theatrics: ‘Make Barbara much more trim and athletic than you did last time. There
must be no snivel about her: she is her mother’s daughter, bouncing and domineering
quite unconsciously, amiably and sunnily.... Keep her young and bumptious and
impetuous in general effect: the rest is all right.’ See Shaw’s similar advice in a letter of
Nov 10 1928, to the actress Theresa Helburn.
May 28 1923, to Molly, 46 in Tompkins: ‘Please explain to any idiots who may bewail
to you my devotion to [Charles] Macdona [who organized the Macdona Players] that he
has now been a steady source of income to me for 12 years; that he keeps a company
touring through provinces with my plays exclusively; that he monopolizes only about half
a dozen of them, leaving plenty for others; that he can hardly be expected to bring a play
to a provincial city only to find that some local company has just squeezed it dry; and that
the result of free competition in my plays would be the ruin of all the competitors and
finally of the author. The people who do not understand this and accept it as a necessary
part of theatrical business are amateurs, or novices, or inexperienced geese like
Mollytompkins.’
May 31 1923, to Prime Minister Stanley Baldwin, pleading for a pension for Lawrence,
41-43 in Lawrence 2: ‘About a year ago my wife presented a portrait to the Fitzwilliam
Museum in Cambridge; and the curator, Mr S. C. Cockerell, came to my house to receive
it. He induced a man who was lunching with him to come and help in the porterage,
assuring him that I should not be at home. To my astonishment, I recognised in this shy
bird Luruns Bey [Lawrence]. We hit it off together fairly well; and he presently sent me a
history of the Arabian campaign which he had written’ (41). ‘Clearly this is a bad case of
Belisarius begging obols in an ungrateful country’ (42). ‘the fact remains that he is
serving as a private soldier for his daily bread: and however much his exraordinary
character may be accountable for this, it strikes all who know about it as a scandal that
should be put an end to by some means. They feel that the private soldier business is a
shocking tomfoolery and are amazed to find that Lawrence is not in a position of a
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pensioned commanding officer in dignified private circumstances.’ This helped Lawrence
get transferred into the Royal Air Force; as he put it, ‘a commission, & the writing of
their history’ (43).
June 19 1923, to Archer, who had sent Shaw his book The Old Drama and the New, 83235: ‘The plain fact is that there are two sorts of plays: natural growths and constructions,
just as there are two sorts of flowers, natural ones and artificial ones.... When you are
writing a play it is of the first importance that you should not for a moment allow your
attention and interest to be diverted from the interest proper to drama: that is, an interest
common to yourself and your audience. Now the interest of carrying out a scenario is like
the interest of piecing together a jigsaw puzzle: it has nothing whatever to do with
dramatic interest, and though it is absorbing to the operator, it is unbearably dull to the
looker-on. You must always go to where the dramatic interest takes you; and if you do
this you will find that the dramatic interest, a live thing, will organize itself so
marvellously (like the natural flower) that the final result will be held up by critics as a
triumph of contruction... (833). My plays and their acts and their characters happily exist
for their own sake, and not for that of any peg or plot or scenario; and if you dont like
them you can lump them (834).... your photographic and finally cinematographic wouldbe illusive scenery is as deadly to drama as your confounded scenarios, because, like all
merely mechanical photography, it is utterly unselective, whereas the imagination,
skilfully prompted, selects just what is necessary and no more’ (825).
June 22 1923, to Archer, who had issued a rejoinder to Shaw’s critique, 837-39: ‘Ibsen’s
method was the vital method, not the mechanical one. Instead of writing a play straight
away, as I do, he wrote stories about his characters until he knew them and their histories
quite intimately. Then he arranged the result for the stage. My way is not essentially
different. I write my dialogue (which involves creating the characters and doing all the
vital work) as it comes. I then go over it and arrange it for the stage. This, though it often
takes longer than the creative operation, is a mere matter of cleverness and craftsmanship;
though nothing seems more amazing than the apparently miraculous way in which the
vital process provides for the mechanical one. Developments of character created purely
as such turn out to be inidispensable cogs in the stage engrenage. I have never used any
other procedure than this.... sometimes the thing begins with a situation or even a quite
trivial repartee. Thus The Devil’s Disciple began with the situation of the arrest of
Dudgeon, John Bull’s Other Island with the Irishmen laughing at the accident to the pig
and the motor car and the Englishman taking it seriously, and Man and Superman with “I
am a brigand: I live by robbing the rich” “I am a gentleman: I live by robbing the poor”—
a complete irrelevance... (837). Mrs Warren’s Profession is a crude melodrama; and The
Philanderer is a tragi-comedy (exquisitively put together, as I perceived when I saw it at
the Everyman lately) on the very subtle subject of the operation of the Ibsenist changes in
feeling about marriage and sexual relations in a society mainly quite impervious to Ibsen,
even when tried to be fashionably advanced in his name. But they were both created in
the same way. The only differences are purely circumstantial: for instance, the first scene
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of The Philanderer is an artistic version of a scene that actually occurred; and Mrs
Warren’s Profession was written to please Beatrice Webb by introducing to the stage the
Vivie Warren type of modern girl and dramatizing a strong social and economic subject.
But neither play is a ravelling and unravelling of a plot: both are straightforward stories
depending for their interest on their present action, and for their significance on their
roots in the past and suggestions of the future. My play grows until it stops, just as an
animal does (838). To change the subject, what Rationalism means in practice is the
belief that the discovery of knowledge is a ratiocinative process, the discovery coming at
the end of the reasoning as a result of it. This is believed only by people who have never
discovered anything, or by people who, having discovered something, have not observed
how they have discovered it. In practice, what happens is that you find yourself in
possession of some fresh instalment of knowledge in the form of a fiction, or a
hypothesis, or a paradox, or even a vulgar hoax or joke, in which latter cases you may
(like Gilbert) be content with the fun of them and not take them seriously yourself. But if
you appreciate your new discovery, you set to work to find the reasons for it, and always
find that they have been staring you in the face all your life ... Thus the discovery comes
first, and the reasons after, precisely as in a play the play comes first and the staging
after’ (839).
June 25 1923, to Bache Matthews, general manager of the Birmingham Repertory
Theatre, concerning the Lord Chamberlain’s strictures on the first British production of
Back to Methuselah, 841: One of these was that Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden
scene must observe ‘the usual conventionalities of dress.’ To Shaw this was ‘out of the
question’ because that would mean ‘no dress at all.... In America the problem was solved
quite artistically and satisfactorily without a word of objection or even discussion. Eve as
a matter of fact was clothed from knee to shoulder, and wore ropes of hair which acted as
an additional garment. Adam quite frankly wore a loin cloth of big leaves. The general
effect was that they were symbolically naked but not physically so.’
c. July 17-18 1923, to Salt, who had sent Shaw The Story of My Cousins (animal friends),
145-46 in Salt: ‘I am on my way to Ireland, devastating the Welsh mountains in a new
23-60 h.p.... I got the book and read it at a single gulp. I do not consider it an impartial
record, as I distinctly remember a dog named Nigger, who laid waste the flocks on
Hindhead. Why is he not commemorated? ... I concluded last year that my career as an
imaginative writer was finished, and that Back to Methuselah would be my swan song.
But my faculties revived tempestuously with the spring and I have nearly completed the
first draft of a play about Joan of Arc, who first got a standard to keep her hands off the
English soldiers; then got a Burgundian sword because it was hardy for “good whacks
and slashes”; but finally had to confess at her trial that “oncques n’ai tué personne” [she
never killed anyone]. She also warned the priest who was holding up the cross to her at
the stake that if he did not jump down he would be burned. Quite a good humanitarian,
and an early advocate of rational dress. I mentioned her to G. K. Chesterton the other day,
and elicited an outburst of rabid Protestantism from him. Joan was burned quite correctly,
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for being a Protestant before the name was invented. The other day an American lady
wrote to me to say that she must give me a funny example of how completely I am
misunderstood in America. She was at a performance of Androcles and the Lion. Behind
her sat a young woman and an old one. The young one asked the old one what on earth it
all meant. “It means,” said the old one, “just that we should be kind to animals.” I had to
tell the lady that that was just exactly what the play did mean.’
Aug 12 1923, to H. K. Ayliff, stage director of the Birmingham Repertory Theatre, 84344: ‘The enclosed suggests that the Serpent is to be played by a man. This would be
horrible: it never occurred to me that Eve should be enlightened by anyone not essentially
of her own sex. It is psychologically impossible, and would make the first part a
discordant failure.... The ideal serpent—vox et praeterea nihil—would be Mrs Patrick
Campbell, who has exactly the voice and delivery for it.... It is a pity Gwen Ff-D
[Ffrangcon-Davies] is not six feet taller and ten stone heavier. Adam and Eve ought to be
gigantic to save them from becoming Offenbachian.’
Aug 24 1923, to Ignatius McHugh, who has sent Shaw a note announcing the death of
Professor O’Bolger, 844-45: ‘I do not know whether to be glad or sorry.... The situation
was a painful one for me, because he had hoped to write an important book about me....
Unfortunately, when the MS of the book reached me, I discovered that I had somehow
managed to convey impressions the publication of which I could not with any decency
approve.... The truth is, O’B. had not the sort of tact that enables a man to see the effect
his utterances are producing; and I think he kept too much outside the conventional orbit
to understand their social reactions.... If he had thrown himself boldly (or recklessly) on
journalism and literature from the first, these corners would have rubbed themselves off;
but the intense discomfort of his position as a university professor, to say nothing of its
inhuman drudgery, exasperated and distracted him so that he finally because incapable of
the indispensable amenities of a successful literary career. A tragic business; but he was
unhelpable: one could only look on and be sorry one could not rescue him.’
Aug 27 1923, to Molly, 48 in Tompkins: ‘£5 is all right. A woman can live on it if she
has not to find her dresses; and as long as you do not drive salaries below subsistence
point, which means compulsory prostitution for competitors who have no private means,
you can take as little as you please…. It is no use Mr [Horace Annesley] Vachell asking
you to get laughs. You are not a comedian, alias soubrette, alias “singing chambermaid”:
your aspect is tragic; and you must tell them flatly that it cant be done: you have not a
laugh catching note in your voice, and must succeed for the present as a woman of
sorrows, with eyes like muscatel grapes, drowning the stage with unshed tears instead of
setting the table in a roar.’
Aug 28 1923, to Cyril Phillips of the Birmingham Repertory Company, which was
rehearsing Back to Methuselah, 168-69 in Theatrics: Planning on a series of four-night
performances, with the relatively short first part (in two scenes) at the start, Shaw helps
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the manager decide about ticket strategies and whether to fill up time with concerts or
talks.
Aug 29 1923, to Ayliff, on Edith Evans playing the serpent in Back to Methuselah, 69 in
Evans: ‘No property head that the clumsiest pantomime property man could perpetrate
could be half as fatal as Edith Evans’s torso offering itself as the voice that breathed on
Eden. You must get an artist ... to design a very slender snake’s head and neck to rise out
of the Johnswort and quiver there while Edith, sunk in the cut with her head just above
the level of the stage, and hidden by the Johnswort, speaks the lines. She must stand on
something resonant, not on anything solid, and lick out her words with deadly
distinctness in a tone that suggests a whisper, but isnt. The hood may be practical or may
not. The serrpent’s neck should be vibrant, not rigid. It is impossible to say more without
experiments on the spot, and a real artist doing the design and colouring and lighting. If I
had known Edith was to be in it I would have written in a proper part for her. Why don’t
you make her the Envoy’s wife? She would lift it to a leading part at once. Anybody can
play the oracle. She is going to play Lady Utterword in Heartbreak House, I hope.’
IPS Aug 31 1923, to Henri Logeman, 170-71 in W. Schrickx, ‘Bernard Shaw on Ibsen in
a letter to Henri Logeman,’ Studia Germanica Gandensia, 11 (1969) 169-70: ‘The
difficulties on which your questions are based do not exist. I have never denied my
relations with Ibsen: how could I when he interested me so much that I wrote a book and
many critical articles about him? What you are thinking of is this. In the last decade of
the nineteenth century, most of the journalists who criticized theatrical performances in
London were absurdly ignorant of literature in general, and indeed of everything that they
could not learn from their visits to the theatre. Whenever they were confronted with
dramatic materials to which they were unaccustomed, they cried Ibsen. Later on, they
picked up the names of Nietzsche and Schopenhauer, and used the three names
indiscriminately to describe anything in a play that they had not met in the works of
Sardou. I did not know of the existence of Ibsen until I was 30, by which age the mind is
too far set and hardened to be influenced as it can be in childhood. I was 35 when I wrote
The Quintessence of Ibsenism; and immediately after its appearance a German lady told
me she knew where I had got it all from. I asked where? She said from Nietzsche’s
Beyond Good and Evil. That was the first time I ever heard the name of Nietzsche; and
some years elapsed before I read anything of his. When the critics declared that my first
play was bad Ibsen, I pointed out that it had been written before I or they had ever heard
of it, and that a novel of mine which I wrote in the year 1880, when I was 24, was far
more Ibsenish than the play; in short, that what was at work was simply the Zeitgeist. I
also reproached these English critics for their ignorance of the literature of their own
country, giving instances of the statement and development of the ideas they associated
with the names of Nietzsche and Schopenhauer by famous English writers before
Nietzsche was born. The truth is, they were also ignorant that the commonplaces of
European thought seemed to them to be startling novelties and paradoxes. Plato or
Thomas Aquinas would have been as strange and disconcerting to them as Ibsen or Shaw.
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I have never counted up how much I owed to Ibsen and Wagner; but the analytical work
of extracting their quintessences must have compelled me to analyse my own views and
make me intellectually selfconscious to a degree very unusual with dramatic poets. I
knew where Ibsen and Wagner had left off, I never wasted time in doing their work over
again. I regarded them as contributors to a body of thought to which I am also a
contributor; and if I had found that I had nothing more and nothing else to say than they
had said, I should not have done my original work, nor pretended to. It is clear, I think,
that Shelley (who influenced me when I was still young enough to be influenced),
Goethe, Wagner and I, after pouring their contributions into me, left room for Back to
Methuselah, which I might quite possibly have ridiculed as Schopenhauer ridiculed
Wagner’s Ring, The discussion you mention about the possibility of “educating one’s
will” to attain longevity does not touch Methuselah. I have the greatest contempt for such
quackery. In the Methuselah cycle the persons who first attain extraordinary longevity are
not those who have discussed it and desired it, but a commonplace clergyman and a
housemaid, neither of whom had the slightest intention or anticipation of such a thing
happening to them. I am continually plagued by these misunderstandings set up by
readers who substitute for my carefully expressed thought the nearest thing they can find
in the ragbag of their own minds. Also nobody in Methuselah is “blasé of life and love”
at the age of four. The reference is probably to the woman who at that age finds
mathematics more interesting than sitting with her arm round a man’s waist and talking
maudlin nonsense. In Methuselah it is assumed that what we call love is a childish
crudity, and that the most enduring and enthralling passion is intellectual passion. That is
no doubt very puzzling, and even revolting and dismaying, to people who have no
intellectual interests, and get through life on their appetites; but it should present no
difficulty to any serious critic. I take advantage of a wet day at the seaside to write you
this: as a rule I must leave my books to speak for themselves.’
Sept 2 1923, to Beatrice, 196-97 in Webbs: ‘I have finished Joan: nothing remains but a
careful revision in the light of the stage business; and of this I have already sent an act to
the printer. Its production in London by Sybil Thorndike is likely to take place at the end
of the year. I have had no trouble writing it, the historical material being ready made and
interesting’ (196). ‘Now that Mussolini has run up the black flag frankly broadside on to
the League of Nations, Europe will have to consider whether she really means anything
by that heavily whitewashed paper maché erection’ (197).
Sept 12 1923, to Molly, 52 in Tompkins: ‘I have not noticed that you are so very
different to anyone else, including myself. You have the usual number of eyes, ears,
fingers and toes. The tiny trifle that distinguishes Molly Tompkins from Polly Perkins is
only a fraction of the entire Molly. Taken in the lump they have the same needs, passions,
curiosities, delusions, &c. &c. &c. &c. The tiny trifle needs a lot of cultivation before it
becomes significant and thrillingly distinctive. I shouldnt worry about it.’
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Sept 28 1923, to a resident of Malvern with whom Shaw had discussed Saint Joan, 84849: ‘I believe you are quite right as to Joan’s ignorance of the nature and logic of the
charge of heresy on which she was condemned. She was constitutionally impervious to
any ideas but her own—not unnaturally at her age. But that advantage was taken of this
by the Bishop and the body of clerical assessors who constituted his court (all
magnificent scoundrels according to the popular melodramatic version of the trial) is not
borne out by the report of the proceedings. On the contrary, they exhausted every
resource to explain to her how the matter stood. They illustrated, argued, analogized,
rationalized, dogmatized, all in vain. Some of them were simpletons who confused the
issue by silly charges that were quite beside the point; but the Inquisitor and Cauchon
made a fairly clean sweep of all the rubbish, and brought the matter to the crucial point.
Would she accept the Church Militant as the interpreter of God’s will on earth? Did she
set up her private judgment against the Pope and the Church Militant? Did she persist in
saying that a voice which bade her dress as a man was the voice of God? Her answers
were vehemently and contemptuously heretical. There was no need to trap her or take
advantage of her, nor to torture her; and nothing of the kind was done. Almost every time
she opened her mouth when doctrine was at issue she said enough to burn fifty heretics.’
Oct 1 1923, to Molly, 54 in Tompkins: ‘I suppose I ought not to shew you the enclosed
letter; but I have to explain to you something that has happened. [William] Armstrong
wrote to me to say that he had rashly promised you Lavinia in Androcles, and wanted to
know whether I thought you could play it. As I havnt seen you act since Gower St, I
really couldnt honestly guarantee you as fully competent for a leading part of such
importance. Fortunately the enclosed letter enabled me to reply by return to Armstrong
that F.-R. [Forbes-Robertson] had seen you act lately, and had spoken of you in such
extraordinarily eulogistic terms that he could ask no better testimonial, and ought to jump
at you. And I hope he will.’ See the next letter.
Oct 1 1923, to Forbes-Robertson, 55-56 in Tompkins: ‘Your letter was not only
welcome to me but very useful to Molly. I had not seen her attempt to act since she was a
student at Gower St. Consequently I was in a difficulty when William Armstrong, of the
Liverpool Repertory Theatre, who had been led away by her good looks into offering her
the leading part in a production of Androcles and the Lion, became conscious that he had
acted in an infatuated manner, and wrote to me to ask me whether I really thought she
could play it. I was about to reply reluctantly but honestly that I could not answer for her
hard professional competence, as I had not seen her since she had been a little through the
mill, when your letter came and took my breath away. I wrote to Armstrong at once
saying that you had spoken of her acting and her attraction in such terms that, far from
hesitating, he should just jump at her. I hope the result will be that she will appear in
Liverpool as Lavinia. I presume her present suspended engagement will not come to
anything, as it is evident that the play is a failure. If Lavinia comes off happily she will
owe her chance to you. It is very kind of you to encourage her. She could get no higher
testimonial; and she needs one, because I have done nothing but sit on her’ (55) ‘By the
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way, when I say that your letter took away my breath, I should add that I had hardly any
left just then. The day before you wrote it I was on a slab of sloping granite, ice polished,
on the Kerry coast, when my heels flew up and I did the back fall of my life. Unluckily I
had a camera about as large (in its case) as a brick, slung on my back; and it was driven
almost through me under my left shoulder. I was so completely knocked out that I
thought, as I sprawled there, that my ribs, lungs, heart and kidney were all in a mash. The
doctors within reach said nothing was broken, but I was bruised and should be black and
blue next day. I had to keep going for 12 days before I got into the hands of a properly
qualified osteopath and within reach of an Xray apparatus. I was not black & blue; but I
cracked my tenth rib and tore it a good deal out of place; and damaged the mouth also. It
took the osteopath about an hour’s vigorous wrestling to get my skeleton properly
articulated again; and the rib seems to be knitting satisfactorily in spite of my 67 years.
There is good hope that in a month or so I shall recover my full range of action and be
able to sneeze and lie on my side without hideous twinges…. I have finished my play
“Saint Joan” (of Arc), with one woman’s part and 20 men. Would you come back and
play Cauchon (rehabilitated) if you were asked by Sybil Thorndike, who is to be Joan?’
(56).
Oct 2 1923, to Trebitsch, 242 in Trebitsch 2: ‘I am very sorry to have to press you to
extend your journey from Paris to London; but as you are in charge of my copyrights and
performing rights for the whole of German speaking Central Europe, it is impossible to
defer a personal conference any longer. In addition to the matters which have been
outstanding since you did me such good service in saving my royalties for me during the
war, I have just finished a new play [Saint Joan], for the production of which you must
make arrangements in Germany, Austria and Switzerland; and there are points in the
stage handling of it which I cannot possibly explain to you by letter, though they are quite
simple when I can read the passages to you. I therefore beg you to come for three or four
days at least and be my guest during that period.’
Nov 12 1923, to Stanley Baldwin, Prime Minister for a few more days, 853-54: Shaw
makes a vain attempt to have the government explore the possibility of some kind of
pension for T. E. Lawrence, in the process describing the various eccentricities of his
friend (and now namesake, ‘Private Shaw’).
IPS c. Dec 1923, to Lawrence, replying to his latest plan to have only 100 copies of
Seven Pillars of Wisdom printed, with the text corrected ‘only in blemishes of prose:
uncensored and unimproved,’ and sold at 30 guineas each,’ 731 in Jeremy Wilson,
Lawrence of Arabia: The Authorized Biography of T. E. Lawrence (New York:
Atheneum, 1990): Shaw says he is taken aback by the high price, and ‘it is quite certain
that there will be a cheap edition of the book before very long.... Restricting the book to a
hundred copies is nonsense, and you know it as well as I do.’
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Dec 3 1923, to Langner, preparing Saint Joan for the Theatre Guild, 855-56: ‘You must
have a very sympathetic saint for Ladvenu, a powerful emotional man for Stogumber, a
quite pleasant elderly gentleman and a very good speaker, quietly incisive, for the
Inquisitor, and of course a heavy man of great authority and force for Cauchon.
Baudricourt is a beau sabreur a little the worse for wear, but still a dashing fellow.
Charles is perhaps the most difficult part to cast, not that it is difficult to play, but
because it is not always easy to find a comedian who can be at the same time a credible
zany and a credible scion of the house of Valois. Dunois is the beauty man.’
IPS Dec 30 1923, to Emanuel Reicher, from a New York Times article (part IV, p. 8)
about a school banning certain Shaw plays: ‘I am much obliged to you for sending me the
two columns of Needham news from the Boston Globe. By the same mail I received a
cutting from the New York Times, describing a scene at the Empire Theatre in which the
gold medal of Joan of Arc, blessed by Archbishop Hayes, was presented to Miss
Winifred Lenihan during her performance in my latest play. I am naturally rather
bewildered by the compliment paid me by responsible religious authorities on the one
hand and Mr. Smith’s denunciation of me as an obscene atheist. But Mr. Smith obviously
does not know the meaning of the words he uses, yet his intellect has not proved him
false. If he allows his daughter to read my books, she may return her natural affection for
him, but her veneration for his mentality may be undermined, and she will lose all respect
for his opinions, and perhaps can laugh as heartily at them as I do. As to Dr. Morse, I am
surprised to learn that he graduated from Harvard as late as 1860. I should have guessed
1760 at latest. His university, in conferring on him the degree of Doctor of Letters in
1911, evidently intended to crown an historic monument rather than commit itself to such
opinions as that I am an obscene writer. I must allow him the privilege of his 80 years,
and admit his claims to be a “grown-up.” I feel rather overgrown myself at 68. I
apologize to the Needham School Committee for getting them into trouble with Mr.
Smith, but he has doubtless found out long since that he cannot please everyone. And my
works are certainly hard on Daniel though they are good for him. He must try to forgive
me as he forgives his dentist. If he attended to his brains properly my necessary and
salutary operations would not have been so painful.’
c. Jan 1924, to Boughton, whose opera Alkestis had been performed, 89-90 in Boughton:
‘Alkestis came off with much more of the Glastonburian success than I should have
supposed possible at Covent Garden. It was very lucky that you had to conduct it. The
end, being essentially orchestral, was better than at Glastonbury.... I have no business to
meddle with you technically, but the score wont do.... It was by the horns getting on my
nerves that I first realized the stupendous and incredible fact that there were no bassoons.
I said, “Either there is a strike on or Rutland has gone mad.” Later on the explanation
appeared. You were saving up one bassoon to characterize Hercules. Utter futility.... I
admit that by saving up the drum you made it as surprising as if I had never heard a drum
before, but you could probably have done as much by reserving this particular effect
only. Now look at it from a sordidly professional point of view. Alkestis will make its
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way to the German opera houses and to New York. The conductors will not believe their
eyes when they see the score. They will write in “additional accompaniments” as Wagner
did to Spontini. The economy will not appeal to them because they all have to provide for
Wagner, bass clarinets and English horns and third flutes are all in a night’s work with
them. A heckelphone and a contrabass sarrusophone would make them feel that you are
“in the movement” and would be useful for Death and Hercules. In short, you must
rescore for foreign consumption on business grounds and for Covent Garden on artistic
grounds. It would not take you so very long.’
c. Jan 29 1924, to G. Herbert Thring, secretary of the Society of Authors and Shaw’s
mediator in dealings with the BBC, 4 in Conolly: ‘Anyhow, the speech from Man and
Superman now in question is precisely in the position of Antony’s oration or of an
operatic solo; and its copyright must be defended on that ground and not on the ground of
length. I take it that the copyright of the whole covers the copyright of the parts; and that
when the parts are complete in themselves and separately valuable for performing
purposes, reasonable quotation means reasonable quotation of passages in the parts, and
not reproduction or performances of the whole part.’
Feb 1 1924, to Langner, after the Theatre Guild performance of Saint Joan, 862-63: Shaw
deduced several things from photographs of the production, e.g.: ‘In Act I the steward
should be much older than Baudricourt; and both Baudricourt and Poulengy should be in
half armor and be obviously soldiers and not merchants. This is important, as it strikes
the note of France in war time. As it is, Poulengy’s coat should not be belted. Baudricourt
should be smart, a beau sabreur. The steward should not be a zany, but a respectable
elderly man whom nobody nowadays would dream of assaulting. Otherwise B’s handling
of him becomes mere knockabout farce. In the second act Joan’s hair should be bobbed;
and she should be dressed as a soldier, quite definitely masculine in contrast to her girlish
appearance in the first act. And at the end of the act she should be in front of all the rest,
in command of the stage in the good old fashioned way from the point of view of the
audience, and not people turning their backs to the spectators. Why don’t you carry out
my directions and get my effects instead of working for pictorial effects. As to the
Dauphin I believe his wig is wrong. His portrait allows that his hair was completely
concealed by the fashion of the time, giving him a curiously starved and bald appearance
that would be very effective on the stage.... The Bishop looks about right for the
Inquisitor and the Inquisitor for the Bishop. My effect of a very mild and silvery
Inquisitor and a rather stern Bishop has been missed as far as the make-up is concerned.’
Feb 2 1924, to Molly, 112 in Tompkins: ‘If you meet [Carlo] Basile [governor of
Navara], tell him that I have got into hot water with the Liberals for defending Mussolini,
who, by the way, has told the world how he imposes absolute SILENCE on all his
supporters. The reign of the phrasemonger, he says, is ended for ever in Italy. I thought of
Basile, the best talker I know, and smiled. Here the Strong Silent Man is vieux jeu.’
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Feb 24 1924, to Beatrice, on the impending 50-year celebration of the Fabian Society,
199-200 in Webbs: ‘I think the opportunity is a golden one for a regular political dinner,
with a pronouncement from some cabinet minister, if not from the P.M. himself, on some
strong political topic of the day. Incidentally the F.S. should appear as a flourishing
institution in the prime of life, and not a decaying colony of old pioneers boring a hopeful
age with their reminiscences of a dead past. All the speakers should be in parliament; and
the chairman in particular must be someone definitely and publicly in the movement of
current parliamentary politics. As the dinner is an anniversary celebration and not a
dinner to the ministers there is no reason why one of them (why not Olivier?) should not
take the chair. Olivier and Sidney should be the central speakers of the evening; and the
reporting should be parliamentary reporting, and not the reporting of casual free lances
turning up to see whether they can get a paragraph out of a Shavian sally. I will not take
the chair because I should sidetrack the whole business. The arrival of a Labor
Government puts me definitely out of politics just as it puts Labor members and
candidates definitely into politics. But my own peculiar position remains stronger than
ever; and if I take a prominent part in the dinner I set up a rival centre of interest and
confuse the reporting and the impression on the public.’
Feb 27 1924, to Cockerell, 867-68: Shaw reacts to some possible errors in Saint Joan,
then continues: ‘Joan is going so well in New York that they are tired of turning money
away, and are transferring it to a larger theatre. I am not inordinately proud of it. You see,
it was very easy to write; the materials were there, and even the historical manufacture
had been worked over by so many hands that I am only the author in the sense that
Michael Angelo was the architect of St Peter’s: Ruskin and Morris and all the painters
were on the job before me: I have had only to pull it together and fit it in. Butler and
Bergson left me much more to do in Methuselah. However, though this affects my feeling
towards the work, it has no effect on anyone else: it is the most satisfactory result, and
not the most troublesome and individual one, that pleases the reader. And Joan is very
satisfactory.’
IPS March 9 1924, to Ethyl Smyth, whose Mass had just been performed, 185 in
Christopher St John, Ethel Smyth: A Biography (London: Longmans, Green, 1959):
‘Thank you for bullying me into going to hear that Mass. The originality and beauty of
the voice parts are as striking today as they were 30 years ago, and the rest will stand up
in the biggest company. Magnificent! You are totally and diametrically wrong in
imagining that you have suffered from a prejudice against feminine music. On the
contrary you have been almost extinguished by the dread of masculine music. It was your
music that cured me for ever of the old delusion that women could not do men’s work in
art and other things. (That was years ago, when I knew nothing about you, and heard an
overture—The Wreckers or something—in which you kicked a big orchestra all round
the platform.) But for you I might not have been able to tackle St Joan, who has floored
every previous playwright. Your music is more masculine than Handel’s. When have the
critics and the public ever objected to feminine music? Did they object to Arthur
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Sullivan, whose music was music in petticoats from the first bar to the last? Can you
name a more ladylike composer than the beloved and much imitated Mendelssohn? Does
the very jolly sugarstick called The German Requiem take you in because Brahms
dabbed a little black on it, and wrapped it in crape? You scorned sugar and
sentimentality; and you were exuberantly ferocious. You booted Elgar contemptuously
out of your way as an old woman. And now you say we shrink from you because you are
“only a woman.” Good God!’
March 15 1924, to Brockway, 210-11 in Brockway: ‘I hope you are not contesting
Westminster under the impression that the whole electorate is as intelligent as I and my
neighbor Sir James Barrie. Westminster once elected John Stuart Mill; but it has never
recovered from the shock of finding that it had elected a really great man. Needless to
add, it turned him out at the next election, and has been very careful not to let it occur
again. If you are elected it will be quite unintentional. I should like to vote for Mr
Churchill, because I am the only man alive who dares now confess that he thought
Gallipoli a good idea, and still thinks it would have justified itself had it been carried out
as it was conceived. But Mr Churchill’s program is simply war with Russia, on grounds
that would eventually mean war with modern civilization. He wants the Tsardom back:
the Tsardom that imprisoned women for twenty years for teaching children how to read,
and forced Europe into war after luring us and France into an unholy alliance against
which the leaders of Labor protested in vain. Even after we had paid the terrible penalty
of this crime against civilization, Mr Churchill spent £100,000,000 of our money in
trying to put the clock back in Russia to his own feudal date, which is about the middle of
the fourteenth century.... Mr Nicholson also appeals to me because I see no good reason
why the hereditary principle should not apply to Westminster as well as to Windsor
Castle.... Unfortunately Mr Nicholson sends me an election address in which he declares
quite gratuitously (for I never said a word to him about it) that he is out to defeat
Socialism. I think this is ungrateful. In 1915 Socialism saved the country when private
enterprise had brought us within two inches of defeat. Throughout a frightful war it fed
and clothed our people better than most of them had ever been fed and clothed before;
and it could do the same today if Mr Nicholson’s friends would let it. Imagine
Westminster without Socialism: no streets, no bridges, no public lighting, no police, no
schools, no water supply, no courts, no posts and telegraphs and telephones, no army, no
navy, no Returning Officer, no election, no Big Ben, and no Parliament. That is what Mr
Nicholson stands for. A regular Anarchist, I call him.’
March 19 1924, to Harriet Cohen, who had scheduled a piano concert for the premiere of
Saint Joan, 77-78 in Cohen: ‘Cat! Fixing your Concert for the First Night of St Joan. Just
because I was too steeped in work to go and play duets! Yah!’ She asks to come to the
final rehearsal, 78: ‘Rehearsal impossible, for reasons too many to explain—chiefly that
there wont be anything that could be called a rehearsal, only a scrimmage. I always try to
prevent my people acting all out—or indeed at all if they can help it—at the final
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rehearsal, because the chances are heavily against their doing so well next day if they do
their best.’
March 25 1924, to Brockway, after an ‘absolutely brilliant’ speech by Shaw, 212 in
Brockway: ‘I dont know why the South of England must copy the North in becoming
Socialist. As things are at present there is more money for the Southerners in touching
their hats and exploiting the exploiters than in waving the red flag. But I am not sure that
I should do more good by explaining this to them at a crowded Conservative meeting
than trying to conceal it at a Socialist one. Dont waste too much of your time on the
South.’
March 27 1924, to Pat, 874: ‘God intended you to play the serpent in Methuselah: I wrote
it for your voice. When I told Edith Evans that she would have to enter baldheaded, old,
half naked, and in rags, in a bevy of youths and maidens made as pretty as the stage could
make them, and that in that ghastly condition she would outfascinate them and play them
clean out of existence, she believed, and did it. Sybil Thorndike for a whole month never
let me doubt for a second that she regarded me as far superior to the Holy Trinity as a
producer. And now Siddons and Rachel were never so praised and exalted as these twain.
If you had only had faith as much as a grain of mustard seed!’
March 29 1924, to The Forum Publishing Co., 139 in Publishers: ‘I am sending you this
letter by the hands of Dr Archibald Henderson, who is the proprietor of the copyright of
all that part of the MS entitled The Table Talk of Bernard Shaw which is not written by
myself. In my opinion this book, if sold for $1.50, will easily bear a 20% royalty. If it
were wholly by me I should have got 25% as a matter of course from my own
publishers.... I will not assign my copyright, nor license the publisher for a longer period
than five years. If our relations prove satisfactory there is no reason why we should not
go on after the expiration of this term; but we must both have power to break at the end
of five years at most, or sooner if the publisher allows the book to go out of print, or
retires from business, or becomes bankrupt, or breaks the other clauses of the agreement.’
This agreement did not materialize. Shaw proposed a revision of it to Harper & Brothers
eight months later, and they published the book. See letter of Nov 11 1924 in CL, 141-42.
April 16 1924, to Nugent Monck, who asked Shaw to recount how he published his plays
in the 1890s, I:403 in Holroyd: He avoided making them read like plays: ‘I had to make
this rule to get away from the old “Stabs her 2 R C; sees ghost up C (biz); and exit
R.U.E.” which made plays undreadable and unsaleable. But to make this possible and at
the same time make my printed versions practicable prompt copies, I have to define
positions on the stage by specifications which are quite inessential. For instance, I call a
certain chair a Chippendale chair so that when I write “The colonel sits down on the
Chippendale chair” the producer may know which chair I mean, and the reader will not
be upset by such an absurdity as “sits chair B.” But it does not matter two straws whether
the chair is Chippendale or Sheraton. The producer must use his common sense.’
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May 23 1924, to Thring, about the proposed rate for a BBC broadcast of How He Lied to
Her Husband, 8 in Conolly: ‘I object strongly, because the broadcasting of an inadequate
reading by unknown performers might do me considerable harm professionally. I must
have the same guarantees as to the quality of the performance as would be offered me as
a matter of course by any theatrical management. Also the fee is not sufficient in view of
the size of the audience.’ Further wrangling led to cancellation of the plan.
May 28 1924, to Edith, will play Mrs George in Getting Married, 84 in Evans:
‘The Everyman writes to me about playing Mrs George “straight” or otherwise. I always
want her to be made up like the Queen, who is obviously the original and only Mrs
George; but in your case she should be played straight. Fanny Brough, for whom the part
was planned, was much older, and had a tragically wrecked face; but you have happily
neither of these qualifications; and it would be absurd for you to simulate them by
padding, lining, or any such nonsense. Play it just your own way; and it will come out a
regular dazzler, much more brilliant and fascinating than Millamant.’
IPS June 9 1924, to Galsworthy, appealing for members as president of PEN, 425 in
James Gindin, John Galsworthy’s Life and Art (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan
Press, 1987): ‘WHITEMAILER! — Very well. I will go quietly. It’s your doing, though.
But I will not face the recurrent irritation of a guinea a year. Here is twenty guineas for a
life subscription (I am 68). If they wont accept that they can make me an honorary
member, and be d——d to them.... My objection to the Club as presented to me by Mrs
D.S. [Mrs Dawson Scott] has always been that literary men should never associate with
one another, not only because of their cliques and hatreds and envies, but because their
minds inbreed and produce abortions. After my first lunch at the Savile Club in 1876, or
thereabouts, I swore that I would avoid literary circles as plague areas; and I have never
regretted it.... Now that I am no longer a rival contemporary but a doddering old
panjandrum and a hero of letters, this does not matter so much; but I shall not change my
habits. It is on the intenational basis, not the prandial one, that I succumb to your decree
of Compulsory Service.’ (Webster’s unabridged and Google find no occurrence of the
word ‘intenational’; odds are that Shaw meant ‘international’ or possibly ‘intentional.’)
June 10 1924, to Molly, 71 in Tompkins: ‘Is it not delightful to be in love? I will pose
for you to your heart’s content. You will find it described in Heartbreak House as far as it
can be described. It has happened to me twice. It does not last, because it does not
belong to this earth; and when you clasp the idol it turns out to be a rag doll like yourself;
for the immortal part must elude you if you grab at it. But it is impossible to write about
it: nothing that can be said about it is true. Besides, there is the Song of Solomon, which
is still easily the best love poem ever written. When it comes right for a man, then he is in
love. When Shelley’s Epipsychidion comes right for him, then he only imagines he is in
love: he has no notion of the real thing. I wonder is there any pose that comes right for a
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woman when she is in love. Have you found any? But really, Mrs Tompkins, this is
hardly a subject— ’
June 12 1924, to Trebitsch, about Saint Joan, 246 in Trebitsch 1: ‘I do not know if it will
be worth your while to come to London to see the production, but it would be no harm if
some of the more important German managers or producers were to see it. The scenery
and costumes, by Charles Ricketts, cannot be improved on by any artist in Europe. The
incidental music, by [John H.] Foulds, is also just right for its purpose and modern in
style. And the contrivance by which it has been made possible to change the scenes so
quickly that the play can be finished in 3¼ hours with only one Pause of ten minutes
ought to be seen by any producer who has no modern machinery on his stage.’
July 3 1924, to Trebitsch, 247 in Trebitsch 1: ‘I am horrified to hear that Reinhardt is to
produce St Joan. I look to you to prevent him from murdering and mutilating the piece if
you can. Tell him that I was thunderstruck when I heard he had performed The Doctor’s
Dilemma without the last act, and that you have had the greatest difficulty in persuading
me to allow him to handle Joan, as I do not believe he understands or likes my work, or
that he has an idea in his head later than 1820.’
July 16 1924, to Murray, 882: After the piously favorable reception of Saint Joan, Shaw
comments: ‘The Holy Mother is so pleased at getting any sort of fair play that she feels
like the American Vigilance Committee that hanged the wrong man, and owned up to his
widow that the laugh was on her side. The Vatican does not think that the book need go
on the Index for English Catholics. But there is nothing so damning to a guilty party as
fair play. The persecuted, however in the wrong, can always play for sympathy; but when
not only justice, but even gross flattery is conceded, the demerits of the case are left
staring. My Irish Protestant nose does not forget the dead men’s bones; but the Protestant
cellar smells just as vilely. I am being sainted for Joan’s sake, and am contemplating
some feat that will force all the Churches to excommunicate me.’
c. Aug 29 1924, to Edith Evans, 883: ‘the Lord Chamberlain has most unexpectedly
licensed Mrs Warren’s Profession for Charles Macdona after thirty years obduracy. Have
you ever read it? If not, I will write to Constables to send you a copy. I have told Macd.
that there is nobody else who could do anything with it. It is as old fashioned as Ibsen,
and much cruder; but Mrs W. has two powerful scenes. But fancy my feelings at having
this horror shoved on me when I am in the very odor of sanctity after St Joan.’
Sept 8 1924, to Edith Evans, 171-72 in Theatrics: Shaw tries to convince the great actress
to play the title character in Mrs Warren’s Profession: ‘Your age has nothing to do with
it.... Only a woman at her physical best, as you are, could have the staying power—the
second wind—to come back after the first big scene and do another.... Besides, Mrs
Warren, who may be supposed to have become a mother by her first escapade or
thereabouts ... cannot be much over forty, and might be less. I have described her as an
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old blackguard of a woman; but that was by Victorian reckoning, which put women on
the shelf in caps as matrons and called them old the moment they were married and
mothers.... You may make Mrs W. a battered old devil in point of experience; but she
should be physically very far from being decrepit. You are not too old to play Vivie; but
you are too “heavy” in the theatrical sense. You could play the part on your head; and
nobody would find you too old for it, BUT — you would play Mrs W. off the stage and
upset the balance of the play.... I think you have a bit too much devil in you for Lady
Cicely, who is a sentimental comedian; and you would be a terrible Ann. Tanner would
be a trodden worm; but it is extremely difficult to guess what would happen.... When you
have the true dramatic imagination, the most incredible transformations take place....
Think again about Mrs Warren. It is not the mere dread of the drudgery of looking for
someone else that makes me hesitate to take No for an answer: it seems to me that you
are capable of as great a success in it as the wretched old play will hold; and it will last all
your life as one of your repertory parts.’
Sept 16 1924, to Edith, 87-88 in Evans: ‘Nobody could play Mrs W. in her soul: it would
be a tour de force of acting, and probably a draw. But you are quite right to follow your
instinct in the matter; and far be it from my soul, worn out as that article is, to violate it’
(87). ‘Man and Superman is a play somewhat damaged by time and Loraine’s attempt to
revive it with Ann left out. It is a case for an experiment to try how cold the water is. If
Macdermott were to put it up at the Everyman for a fortnight with you, and say, Nicholas
Hannen (for you must not try with Tanner left out), I should be interested’ (88).
Oct 7 1924, to Kenneth R. Barnes, head of RADA and director of The Letter of the Law,
162-64 in Barnes: ‘I went to the show on Friday night. It was too early for me, and I
missed the first scene; but I saw all the rest. You have evidently lots of talent for the job;
your main disqualification at present is knowing too much about the outside of it. There
is, however, one serious breach of the rules of thumb. In one place in the second act you
show a scene in action, and then you bring another character on the stage (Simon) who
has to be told what had happened all over again. That is a capital crime technically. There
is only one way in which it is permissible and even highly effective; and that is when the
character who describes the scene the audience has just witnessed, describes it all wrong.
If Edith had told a string of lies about it, then you would have had a good comedy scene.
But she simply told him what the audience knew already—just brought him up to date as
to what had happened when he was off the stage; and this is one of the seven deadly sins
of the stage; you must either not commit it at all, or commit it so comically or tragically,
that it becomes virtually new…. Now for the inside of the play. Some critics have
complained that it is artificial. This is absurd; all plays are as artificial as sewingmachines, though they are not all as ingenious or well put together. What they mean is
that the characters are not vital enough, nor the action natural enough, to distract from the
artificiality; and this is true of parts of the play. You may have as much plot as you like;
but if you take care of the plot, it will ruin the characters, whereas if you take care of the
characters, the plot will take care of itself. Use your plot just to get your characters on the
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stage, and then see what they will do and let them do it…. You have violated this golden
rule with disastrous results’ (162-63). ‘The great quality of the dramatist is to put himself
in the place of all sorts of people and to give them all fair play that might be expected
before the Throne of God. He cannot pack the jury; and if he trumps up the case for the
sake of a plot or any other mechanical consideration, he is lost. You must get the play
right in this respect; and then you will hear no more complaints about its being
mechanical and incredible and artificial and old-fashioned and so forth’ (164). June 24
1924, to Lewis of the BBC, 881-82: ‘As to broadcasting plays, I think you are on the
wrong tack about it. You are in the position of the railway companies when railways were
new. They persisted in making up trains to resemble as much as possible a string of mail
coaches, just as the motor cars of 1896 were built like gigs and phaetons. You want to
broadcast plays; and instead of recognizing that the invisible play is a new thing, and
cannot be done in the old way, you persist in asking handsome actresses like Miss Nesbitt
and well known pictorial producers like Mr Casson to get up ordinary theatrical
performances and allow the public to overhear the dialogue. This is absurd. What use is
Miss Nesbitt’s beauty or Mr Casson’s stage pictures to people who cannot see them?
What the B.B.C. have to do is to set to work to form a company of good dramatic readers,
regardless of their age and appearance and memory, but very particularly as to their
voices and powers of expression and characterisation, with a good uncle to read the
necessary explanations and directions, and keep this company as a permanent dramatic
staff…. Many actors and actresses who have lost their place on the stage through losing
their youth, their good looks, and their memory, could do admirable work for
broadcasting’ (881). ‘A well selected company taking advantage of its own invisibility
would soon develop a special art of broadcasting and enable you to do at least one play a
week better for your purposes than you will ever get it done by sending to the theatre for
a performance. For my own part I should like some day to try the effect of reading one of
my own plays in my own way. There is a short play—called O’Flaherty, V.C. which
never fails when I read it; and I should like to make my first experiment with it’ (882).
Lewis responded: ‘Everybody I have met so far is unanimous in the opinion that it was
the best thing that has ever been broadcast’ (Conolly, 12 in Conolly).
Oct 7 1924, to Lawrence, 884-86: ‘Confound you and your book: you are no more to be
trusted with a pen than a child with a torpedo. I have gone through the proof, and as it
would be quite impossible to discuss it point by point in a letter, I have just corrected it
exactly as I should correct a proof of my own, and made notes where the corrections were
on non-technical points’ (884). ‘But by far the most urgent of my corrections—so
important that you had better swallow them literally with what wry faces you cannot
control—are those which concern your libels. I spent fifteen years of my life writing
criticisms of sensitive living people, and thereby acquired a very cultivated sense of what
I might say and what I might not say. All criticisms are technically libels; but there is the
blow below the belt, the impertinence, the indulgence of dislike, the expression of
personal contempt, and of course the imputation of dishonesty or unchastity which are
not and should not be privileged, as well as genuine criticism, the amusing goodhearted
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banter, and (curiously) the obvious “vulgar abuse” which are privileged. I have weeded
out your reckless sallies as carefully as I can. Then there is the more general criticism
about the first chapter. That it should come out and leave the book to begin with chapter
two, which is the real thing and very fine at that, I have no doubt whatever’ (885-86).
Oct 19 1924, to Molly, 78 in Tompkins: ‘You ought to go to Russia: Italy is vieux jeu.
Yesterday on my way down to Northampton I had with me a bundle of reports of the
speeches of our great party leaders, and a half crown book by Trotsky on Problems of
Life. For sheer coarse savage bloodymindedness it would be hard to beat the orations of
Birkenhead, Lloyd George, and Churchill. For good sense, unaffected frankness, and
educated mental capacity give me Trotsky all the time. To turn from the presidential
campaign in your country and the general election here to his surveys of the position is to
move to another planet…. It seems so ridiculously old fashioned and prim to be touring
Italy in the footsteps of the Victorians when this land of terror, romance, hope, and
dawning is open to you with no worse discomforts than the road from Pisa to Carrara.
Lawrence would get society enough there: a sculptor with a beautiful wife can go
anywhere. And you need not have read Karl Marx if you can say you have read Trotsky
(with my advice).’ Nov 1 1924: ‘I must withdraw my rash advice about Russia. Since I
wrote we have had a general election here, the result of which will put into power in a
few days a government morally at war with the Soviet Government; and if the moral war
develops into war of blood and iron, as it quite possibly may, an English speaking
woman, however beauteous, may not be safe in Russia: the ardent patriots, governed by
their Kukluxes instead of by reason, might tear her to pieces first, and listen to her
explanations that she was an American afterwards.’
IPS Nov 6 1924, to Arnold Bennett, who had sent a draft of his play The Bright Island
for comment, 88 in T. F. Evans, ‘Arnold Bennett and Shaw: “You Will Not Take the
Theatre Seriously Enough,”’ SHAW 13 (1993): 73-92: Shaw told him ‘that the play was
not really a play but a libretto. It needed music.’ Humanity, he continued, could not stand
‘one hundred and fifty minutes unrelieved scoffing, no matter how witty it is.’ There
must be refuges for ‘its concupiscence and ferocity.’ Feb 27 1925, 88-89: After he saw
the play performed by the Stage Society, he expounded at length: ‘When I saw the Right
Little Bright Little Island on the stage, I found that I was only half right about it. I said it
had the makings of an Offenbachian opera bouffe in it; and I was right. What I did not
see was that it had the makings of a powerful serious political play in it. It fell between
the low stool and the high one; and you might do worse than try the high one. There are
gleams and drivings in that play which seem to indicate a destiny. But like all inveterate
novelists you will not take the theatre seriously enough. And you will study the wrong
models. You have nothing to learn from Scribe & Co., and everything to learn from
Beethoven. A play should go like a symphony; its themes should be introduced
emphatically at the beginning, and then hit on the head again and again until they are red
hot, the pace and intensity increasing to the end with every possible device of unexpected
modulations and changes, and suddenly pianissimos, as in the Preisslied and the finale of
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Mozart’s Figaro. You never think of this, you depend on your confounded invention, and
keep ladling up primitive matter right up to the end without ever working it up, so that the
last fifteen minutes of your play are exactly like the first, and there is no reason why they
should be the last rather than the first, or why you should not, like George Moore, go on
forever, A play must have a destination, even if it be the bottom of the abyss, in which
case the further it falls the faster it goes. Here endeth the first lesson.’
Nov 8 1924, to Jonathan Cape, 157-58 (source unrecorded; sorry), on W. H. Davies’
autobiographical novel Young Emma, written in 1924 but not published until 1980
(London: Cape, 1980): ‘I have read it. It is an amazing document, just like the old one
[The Autobiography of a Super-Tramp]: the same record of a fully developed, vigorous,
courageous, imaginative, and specifically talented adult, with plenty of experience of
civilized life in the best literary and other society in London, and with the outlook of a
slum boy of six or seven. I agree with you that its publication may do him harm, partly by
classing him with the writers who are not virginibus puerisque, and partly by the
revelation of the fact that the literary world of writers, publishers, editors and so forth, not
to mention the people who have taken him up socially, are so completely alien to him as
they were when he was a tramp. Also, what right has he to give away his wife? If they
were both dead it would be another matter: I am always in favour of publishing genuine
documents, and would be sorry to see even Joyce’s Ulysses suppressed. As it is, I should
advise him not to publish it. But if you not only give him this advice but refuse to publish
it for him he may go off to, say, Werner Laurie, who may undertake an edition of 2000 at
2 guineas, in his style of the Moore books, and give the author not only a substantial sum
of money but copies enough to present to the few friends to whom he may possibly wish
to make a sort of confession, so that they may not have any false pretences to reproach
him with as to his domestic affairs. I think therefore the decision must be left to himself.’
Nov 22 1924, to Thring, 889-90: ‘It is quite true that I did not broadcast professionally. If
I had I should have charged £105 at least. But I have never given a personal performance
of any kind for money, though I have been offered prodigious sums by the Americans.
When it came to the point I could not overcome my repugnance to breaking this record;
and I told the B.B.C. that I would do it for fun as an experiment, which naturally relieved
them enormously, as they were expecting me to open my mouth very wide indeed.
Fortunately for us the experiment was a very great success. The testimonies are
overwhelming as to the superiority of a good reading to a performance by invisible
actors; and now is the time for those of our members who can read effectively to make
hay while the sun shines. Far from intending to create a precedent of broadcasting for
nothing, I wanted to test the market; and any member who is confronted with “Shaw did
it for nothing” can reply “Then there is all the more left for me. Shaw is not a
professional reader, and I am.’
Dec 2 1924, to Albert Einstein, III:220 in Holroyd: ‘You are the only sort of man in
whose existence I can see much hope for this deplorable world.’
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IPS Dec 10 1924, to Chesterton, after Magic had been performed, 106 in Denis J.
Conlon, “Chesterton: A Dramatist in Spite of Himself,” Chesterton Review, 3, i (197677): 99-117: ‘You should write plays instead of editing papers. Why not do George Fox,
who was released from the prisons in which Protestant England was doing its best to
murder him, by the Catholic Charles II?’
Dec 22 1924, to Trebitsch, 252 in Trebitsch 1: ‘An alarm from Paris. It is stated that a
German company from Berlin has undertaken to play St Joan in German in Paris at
l’Exposition des Arts Decoratifs, May to October 1925. You must stop this at once. I
should have to take costly legal proceedings to interdict the performance if it were
persisted in. It would be not only a violation of my French contract for the first
production of Joan in Paris, but a breach of taste which would bring down the entire
French press on the play and me. Just imagine the national saint of France introduced in a
German version by a German company! It would almost lead to a resumption of the war.
Please act at once, and vigorously.’ (Trebitsch promoted a French version of the play,
produced by Pitoëff, which opened in April 1925.)
Dec 23 1924, to Laurentia, on Saint Joan, 896-97: ‘In reading heathen literature like mine
you must always allow for the special meaning given by the Church to the word
supernatural. Also you must remember that I am addressing not only Protestants and
Modernists of all sorts, but also Indians and Orientals whose religion has an iconography
entirely different to the Christian one. Whether God makes different iconographies for
different peoples, or whether He lets us all make our own iconography, it is clear that to a
pious Hindoo or Moslem St Michael and St Catherine mean nothing. Christ, in His
metaphor of the tares and the wheat, has given us a very plain warning to let Allah and
Brahma and Vishnu alone, as if our rash missionaries pluck them out of the Arab and
Hindu soul, they will pluck all the religion out of that soul as well. This explains why
missionary converts are usually undesirables. It was therefore necessary for me to present
Joan’s visions in such a way as to make them completely independent of the iconography
attached to her religion. But I did not therefore deprive the visions of their miraculous
character. If she had been born at the other side of the Ural mountains she would have
seen, not St Michael, but Mahomet or Buddha or Vishnu or Lao-tse. She would perhaps
have spat at the blessed Michael just as, being what she was, a Western Christian, she
would have spat at the “accurst Mahood.’ God adapts His method of revelation to the
powers and faculties and knowledge of His creatures. We cannot, for instance, believe
that God would have mocked Joan with a written revelation which she could not read; yet
that would not be a more inconsiderate proceeding than sending a messenger in whose
existence she did not believe. The divine inspiration takes the path of least resistance; and
whether you believe that the messengers are real persons or illusions—and I have to leave
this an open question to retain the interest of the modernists, who would otherwise reject
the inspiration with the objectivity of the vision in the same violent regurgitation—the
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inspiration loses none of its divinity either way.... I am delighted to learn that my St Joan
is yours also. It sets my mind completely at ease: I know now that I have done the trick.’
Jan 6 1925, to Trebitsch, 252-53 in Trebitsch 1: ‘We arrived here on the 31st after a
voyage which included two days tempest to the Channel and the Bay of Biscay. We were
11 hours late, and today’s ship has wirelessed that it will be even later. The place is a
paradise that occasionally strikes you as a hell. Gorgeous flowers everywhere, midday
sunshine so powerful that clothes are unnecessary, and swimming in the Atlantic the only
possible exercise, plenty of fruit, exquisitely soft water to wash in, English money
current, five or six climates between pine and palm accessible within 20 minutes, a
luxurious hotel (£4-19-0 a day for a bedroom, a sitting room, and well cooked food), all
3½ days out from Southampton, sound very tempting, but I should go mad if I hadnt
some work to do. We expect to stay until the middle of February. Charlotte sends her
love. She blooms in this climate, but getting away was a desperately fatiguing and
worrying business; and the voyage—ugh!’
Jan 13 1925, to Dorothy Massingham, on the living model for Julia in The Philanderer,
899: ‘I am sure you never met or heard of the original of Julia. She was a lady who
formed very much the same sort of attachment for me that Julia formed for Charteris in
the year 1884. She then confessed to 34 herself, which was the outside limit of confession
for the most candid Victorian woman. One evening I was at the house of Florence Farr,
the actress who played Blanche in Widowers’ Houses in 1892, and produced Arms &
The Man for Miss Horniman in 1894. Julia broke in just as she does in the play, and
made a terrific scene. But when I at last made Florence go to bed and leave me to deal
with the situation, no Cravens or Cuthbertsons came to my aid. I believe it was about four
o’clock in the morning before I could induce Julia to let me take her home. I kept my
temper and my self-possession under an appalling strain; but I never saw Julia again,
though I knew all about her from my family, to a member of which—a step-niece of my
mother’s—she left all she possessed. She was pretty enough to have been spoilt; and she
was so outrageously jealous that she forced me to choose between giving up my career by
not knowing any other woman, old or young, relative or stranger, handsome or ugly,
actress or deaconess, and dropping her completely. Of course I had to drop her, as I had
to know many women, both in Fabian politics and the theatre, to say nothing of private
life; but I did so as a matter of sheer necessity; for though she was a tiresome woman in
respect to her ceaseless bragging, and her being unable to tell the truth or let it be told to
her, she had something of Julia’s charm; and I used to tell her that it had been a great
lesson to me to discover that a woman could be without a single redeeming feature, and a
perfect idiot into the bargain, and yet be lovable at moments.’
Jan 21 1925, to Kyllmann, 900: ‘I have not settled the name of the book yet, except that it
will be The Intelligent Woman’s Guide to———. Whether the ——— will be
Capitalism or Socialism or both I dont know: really the book will be What Everybody
Ought to Know and Everybody Pretends to Know & Most People Dont Know.
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Capitalism has not been explained; and I am, so far, the only person who knows what it
really is.... The I.W’s Guide will be at least 50,000 words, I expect: most of them already
in black & white, and very dull—a Shavian novelty.’
Jan 23 1925, to Cockerell, 37 in Cockerell: From a hotel in Madeira: ‘No cockroaches so
far: only ants, and extra small ones at that. First rate place to work: I have written 20,000
words since I arrived: the equivalent of a full lenth play; but it is a Guide to Socialism. I
confide my heresies to Dame Laurentia, because a nun must be bored by orthodoxy. She
is the answer to a sensible man like Luther marrying a nun.’
IPS Feb 16 1925, to Gertrude Kingston, before a performance of the newly licensed Mrs
Warren’s Profession, 83 in L. W. Conolly, ‘Mrs Warren’s Profession and the Lord
Chamberlain,’ Shaw 24 (2004): 46-95: Looking for someone to play Mrs Warren, Shaw
had received several proposals but turned them all down. ‘I cant stand anybody as Mrs
Warren, because I cant stand the play itself, I suppose.’ The delay ‘staved off a
production which I shirk with all my soul. I shall probably let Macdona slip in with his
provincial edition at the Chelsea Palace or somewhere. Ugh!’
Feb 17 1925, to Brockway, 214-15 in Brockway: ‘I am not convinced about that anticonscription manifesto. In my articles on the Washington Conference I pointed out that
the last war proved conclusively that neither disarmament nor abolition of conscription
would prevent war on the grandest scale, and that we might therefore expect that both
cries would become current political cant as safety valves for pacifist sentiment. If I
attack conscription I shall do so on the ground that it is quite unnecessary for its own
purpose, and an intolerable nuisance to men of business. By the way, conscription
destroys the illusions of the young about soldiering, and makes them hate it; whilst on the
other hand it was not unpopular in Germany because so many of the men felt that the
training had cured them of the slummock and feckleness of their impecunious lives. The
subject needs fresher handling if it is to touch any but the already converted pacifist old
gang.’
Feb 22 1925, to John Barrymore, who had just brought his production of Hamlet to
London for the first time, 902-05: ‘I doubt ... whether you have been able to follow the
course of Shakespearean production in England during the last fifteen years or so enough
to realize the audacity of your handling of the play. When I last saw it performed at
Stratford-on-Avon, practically the entire play was given in three hours and three quarters,
with one interval of ten minute; and it made the time pass without the least tedium though
the cast was not in any way remarkable. On Thursday last you played five minutes longer
with the play cut to ribbons.... You saved, say, an hour and a half on Shakespear by the
cutting¸ and filled it up with an interpolated drama of your own in dumb-show. This was
a pretty daring thing to do. In modern shop plays, without characters or anything but the
commonest dialogue, the actor has to supply everything but the mere story, getting in the
psychology between the lines, and presenting in his own person the fascinating hero
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whom the author has been unable to create. He is not substituting something of his own
for something of the author: he is filling up a void and doing the author’s work for him....
But to try this method on Shakespear is to take an appalling responsibility and put up a
staggering pretension. Shakespear, with all his shortcomings, was a very great
playwright.’
Feb 22 1925, to Molly, 82 in Tompkins: ‘Dont you try to humbug me: you may do these
things automatically; but you dont do them unconsciously. You are a coquette according
to the classical definition: that is, a woman who deliberately excites passions she has no
intention of gratifying. If you stole that unhappy padrona’s husband because you wanted
him it would at least have been a reasonable proceeding; but to steal him for the mere
pleasure of stealing, and throw him away, is a wanton exercise of power, as if you broke
their backs just to prove that you could do it. I dont suppose she will shoot you; but if she
does, no Latin jury will convict her, any more than they would convict Lawrence if he
gave you the thrashing you deserve. I suppose it is no use telling you to be careful.
Coquettes and Philanderers are incorrigible. I remember a well known poetess (now no
more) saying to me, when I refused to let her commit adultery with me, “You had no
right to write the preface if you were not going to write the book.” In those remote days I
had not yet realized that the old fashioned Irish convention of gallantry, by which every
gentleman was expected to pretend that his heart was at the feet of any lady he happened
to be talking to, was not current in England, and that an Englishwoman might take as a
serious proposal what an Irishwoman would laugh away as a polite flattery. But the
phrase is worth remembering. You go about the world writing prefaces without the least
intention of writing the books; and the sooner you realize that what is fun to you is
heartbreak and homebreak to your victims, the better. Not that that will stop you; for the
instinct which delights in dancing on the edge of a precipice when you have lured a giddy
man there, knowing that your own head is sound and that you can get back in safety, is
incurable. But no woman who knows the mischief she is doing is quite so reckless as one
who doesnt. Remember also that homicide is much commoner in Italy than in England,
and much more privileged when it is a reaction of sexual infatuation. So when you go
husband stealing dont forget your gun.’
April 1 and July 15 1925, to John Martin-Harvey, who was preparing for a performance
of The Shewing-up of Blanco Posnet, 173-74 in Theatrics: ‘Let the imagination play.
There never was no such place nor no such people. On a basis of knee boots, breeches,
Garibaldi shirts, cowboy hats, and a coat or two for the sheriff, Daniels, and Strapper as
pillars of society, you can paint the picture as you please. Blanco should be an
extraordinarily disreputable Buffalo Bill. The women wear print gowns (dry goods) and
aprons, except Feemy, a rouged harlot in the cast-off clothes of Adelina Patti (circa 186070), and the Woman, in a white face and black shawl…. Invent it all, and have plenty of
color in the shirts.’ Follow-up note of July 15, 173-74: ‘In casting Blanco, remember that
Elder Daniels goes to your first low comedian. He must intone all the time like a
harmonium, rising to floods of organ melody in his climaxes of exhortation.... The sheriff
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is dry and sardonic, never melodramatic but always masterful…. Dont let Feemy try to
act her breakdown. She must say “Oh God, he felt the little child’s fingers on his neck”
very quietly and distinctly, like a child trying not to cry.’
April 15 1925, to Beatrice, 202-4 in Webbs: An exemplar of Shaw’s thoroughness in
critiquing (‘in great haste’) Beatrice’s personal reminiscence: My Apprenticeship, to be
published in 1926. Its attempt at subtle conversion is thinly disguised: ‘The old SpencerMill-Bain routine of thought has been described often enough: what is interesting in an
individual case is the bias or divination which destroys the assumed S-M-B impartiality
of observation, making the would-be reasoner stare blind to all the evidence—mostly
heaped up right in front of him—against his case, and inexorably destined to bring about
whatever new order the Life Force may be bent on evolving’ (202). Two cryptic
epigraphs: ‘The Victorian reserve about your love affairs is funny in these shameless
psycho-analytic days’; and ‘If you decide to say nothing, say nothing: dont say that you
will say nothing. Dont kick the sleeping dog if you mean to let him lie’ (203).
April 16 1925, to Violet Vanbrugh, 255 in Trebitsch 1: Although the London
performance of Jitta’s Atonement was hailed as a ‘Great Success,’ Shaw was highly
critical of Violet’s interpretation of Jitta: ‘Miss Vanbrugh was all wrong. She is a
handsome woman and a lady; but she took the greatest pains to present Jitta as an
unattractive whore, and succeeded all too well. I meant her to play it as what we call “a
straight part”: that is, to be herself. But she says she gathered from the book that Jitta was
an improper person and a hypocrite, and played her accordingly. Accordingly, all your
poetic refinement and all Jitta’s feminine charm vanished; and the play was pulled
through by Lenkheim, who was very effective…. I hardly know what to do about the
play. Miss Vanbrugh thinks she can do what I want if I take the production in hand
myself. I am not convinced of this, because she has been playing female Apaches and
prostitutes for so long that I doubt whether I can get her back to her own quite nice self.’
In a letter of June 25 1926, 272, Shaw told Trebitsch that he was giving Violet a literal
translation to read ‘so that she may see though Gitta met a gentleman in an apartment
hired for the purpose she did not smoke cigarettes and dress and behave like a cocotte.
Unless she reads the original she will misrepresent the character.’
c. April 28 1925, to Lawrence, 907-09: ‘Look here, we really must unmuddle this
business. As a private soldier you are not to think; yours but to do and die. As Colonel
Lawrence of Damascus you have to make decisions after at least a minimum of
preliminary ratiocination. You have definitely decided not to make money out of your
history ... and I accept that psychological postulate, not only out of instinctive sympathy,
but on my reasoned conviction that nobody should ever make money out of anything and
that a real gentleman gives what he can and takes what he needs as long as there is
enough for everybody else. My objection in suggesting a seven years license was not that
you should make money, but that Cape should, and also that it is the only practicable way
of securing your own object, your own clause being unworkable for several reasons. It is
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of course possible that a Macaulayan sale might leave you at the end of seven years with
a profit of many thousand pounds. Well, you can send it to the Chancellor of the
Exchequer as conscience money if you cannot think of some specific public object to
endow with it.... The muddle comes in when you confuse the question of publicity with
that of profit. You express a hope that you may be able to avoid the publicity of the Cape
edition by using the profits of the serial rights to buy up that edition and pulp it.... To
which Jonathan [Cape responds]: “Hell you will. I have an unlimited right to issue copies
until you can prove that I have made 20%. Prove it if you can. It will take you two years
anyhow; and meanwhile I will push the book for all I am worth, and you can buy up as
much as you can afford: there will be plenty left to save me from being the laughing
stock of the trade. You and your sensitiveness! You have been wallowing in publicity
until you are sick of it; and now you want to make a new gesture and get a fresh dose....”
Dont you see the impossibility of it all?’
May 1 1925, to Cecil A. Lewis of the BBC, 10-11 in Conolly: ‘My wife, to amuse the
servants, wants to buy a receiving set at Vickery’s, where she buys pretty things mostly.
Is there any danger of buying the wrong thing? Are Burndept’s Ethophones (say 4 valve)
all right? Dont tell me that the B.B.C. will put in a set for me. I must not incur the
smallest obligation to anyone in connection with the thing: I should have to pay too
dearly. I appeal to you as a private man to give me any tip that may save me from wasting
my money through blank ignorance when I buy for myself. You have not long to live:
nobody could survive many months of radio (I have been listening in through a crystal set
shoved on me one day by a wireless-mad doctor for nothing; and the aerial is up) and I
want the solemn truth. Money—in reason—is no object.’
IPS May 14 1925, to T. P. O’Connor, from a Henderson scrapbook at Chapel Hill,
courtesy of Isidor Saslav: ‘Absence from town and a sense of humour will prevent me
from accepting your invitation to dine in acknowledgment of the political eminence of
Ramsay MacDonald. Considering that the man has been Prime Minister of England, and
cut a considerable figure in that capacity, I should have thought that his eminence had
been noticed. If the dinner is a success, I suggest it be followed by another to
acknowledge the piety of the Pope, yet another to emphasize the mathematical talent of
Einstein, and a final one to call attention to the existence of milestones on the Dover
Road. If you could throw in a lunch to remind people that I am a rather good writer of
plays all the better. These meals would have come in more handily 50 years ago. Still,
they are well meant, and I hope you will all enjoy yourselves very much.’
June 7 1925, to Trebitsch, 257 in Trebitsch 1: ‘[John] Masefield is a well known English
poet and playwright. He has written a play called The Trial of Jesus, and given a
performance of it in the big music room at his house in Oxford. I was present at this
performance; and it completely confirmed my opinion that Jesus is an impossible subject
for a play. His story is just the opposite of Joan’s. Joan’s heresies and blasphemies are not
heresies and blasphemies to us: we sympathize with them. And she defends herself
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splendidly, wiping the floor with her accusers every time. Jesus is convicted for asserting
that he is the Messiah, and that he will rise from the dead in three days and come again in
glory to establish his kingdom on earth. To us that is the delusion of a madman. Instead
of defending himself he remains arrogantly dumb, only breaking silence occasionally to
insult Pilate, who is trying to be reasonable and even friendly with him. The effect when
it is brought to life on stage is extremely unpleasant; and the cruelties and horrors of the
scourging and so forth make it worse, as they are torturing, not a martyr, but a madman.
In reading the gospels we do not realize this; but the stage brings it out mercilessly; and
the spectacle is shocking to simple Salvationists and intensely disagreeable to the
Intelligentsia.’
c. June 17 1925, to Edward Garnett, who had told to Shaw about Lawrence’s decision to
commit suicide, 477 in Lawrence 1: ‘I saw the Prime Minister about it during his former
term of office…. I have now sent your letter to Downing Street with a card to say that
some decision should be made, as there is a possibility of an appalling scandal, especially
after Lowell Thomas’s book.’
July 17 1925, to Forbes-Robertson, 372-73 in Pearson: ‘When I rose to leave the
platform after your speech at King’s College on the 13th May, I found myself
thunderstruck with some appalling illness which had turned my spine into a bar of
rusty iron grating horribly on the base of my skull. I managed to walk home because I
was afraid to get into a cab. Thirty days later at the same hour I found myself
miraculously well again at a moment’s notice. I could do nothing all that time but doze
and read; and the first book I finished was yours [A Player Under Three Reigns].’ As in
the cases of Macready and Shakespeare, ‘to the end something rebelled against their
profession. I, being an accomplice and an accessory before the act, am concerned in this
too, and share the feeling; and if I could escape from this imposture and make-believe by
abandoning the theatre, I would perhaps do so.... But it is my considered opinion that
there is far less imposture and make-believe in the fine arts than in the so-called serious
professions. Reading this life of yours I perceive that as compared with our Lord Chief
Justices, our front bench politicians, our medical baronets, our archbishops, you, the
actor, stand out with extraordinary distinction and lovableness because you are not a
humbug. Instead of being the man who pretended to be Hamlet, you are precisely the
man who never pretended to be anybody but Forbes-Robertson playing Hamlet. Beside
the judge in his ermine and scarlet pretending to be justice, and the fashionable doctor
pretending to be the Omniscient master of life and death, and the priest with his apostolic
succession and his bunch of the keys of heaven and hell, you, whether as actor or painter,
have the advantage of a celebrity that is not idolatry and a regard that is untainted by a
secret abhorrence of the angry ape posing as a god.... I hope you have given a copy of the
book to the library of the R.A.D.A.; for now that you have left the stage there is only the
printed word to show the students that to reach the highest rank it is not necessary to be
an egotist or a monster, and that though good-looking spooks can do very well on the
stage as long as there are authors and producers to fit their poor hollow bodies with souls,
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still, the man with positive character and artistic culture, difficult as it is at first for him to
surrender himself to a fictitious personality, is the only man who can become finally a
classic actor.’
Aug 20 1925, to Israel Gollancz, honorary secretary of the Shakespeare Memorial
National Theatre, to whom a site had been proposed, 913: ‘It is quite impossible for me to
take any part in asking people privately to give thirty thousand pounds to the S.M.N.T.
They would immediately ask me why I did not give it myself.... Besides, I happen to
want thirty thousand pounds very badly for rebuilding the Royal Academy of Dramatic
Art, at present housed in two ordinary old Gower Street houses with only a remnant of a
lease to run; and if I could lay my hands on that sum I would spend it on that rather than
on the projected Horseferry Theatre.’
Aug 23 1925, to Trebitsch, 260 in Trebitsch 1: A radio station was offering a good price
for rights to Shaw plays. Shaw urges his German publisher not to listen to this.
‘Broadcasting is death to a play. I have taken pains to find out all about this. I have had a
four-valve radio set installed at Ayot St Lawrence, so that I could listen in myself. I have
consulted other owners of wireless sets. And I have broadcasted one of my short plays
myself [O’Flaherty V.C.]. The results admit of no doubt and no hope. The effect is so bad
that nobody who has ever tried to hear a play by Rundfunk will ever be persuaded, and if
the German managers were wise they would do the same…. My own broadcasting was a
great success; but then I chose a short play in strongly contrasted dialects specially
suitable for the purpose, and read all the parts myself.’
Oct 17 1925, to Bright, who asked Shaw about The Chocolate Soldier, 204-05 in Bright:
Shaw gives a detailed history of the comic opera by Oscar Strauss, with libretto by
Leopold Jacobson, then recalls telling Jacobson that he ‘would have nothing whatever to
do with The Chocolate Soldier; but if none of my dialogue was used I did not think I
could appeal to the courts successfully to stop the performance.’ He did stipulate that no
reference to himself or to Arms and the Man would be allowed in the descriptions, public
discussions, or text of the play. Eventually he decided not to interfere with the opera ‘just
because there was so much money in it.... It gave a lot of employment to the artists and
others, and plenty of enjoyment to the public.... So I let them alone; and they all
flourished exceedingly.’
Nov 7 1925, to Trebitsch, whose wife Tina got sick on a voyage, 263-64 in Trebitsch 1:
‘Tina is quite wrong about the sea making her ill. Perhaps it did not make her ill enough.
I know a man whose wife was dying. He took her to America; and she was violently sick
all through the voyage. But her health was so improved that when they got ashore he
continued making her sick with emetics until she was completely cured. All their friends
then came to him when they were ill to be made sick; and he achieved so many cures that
he has now set up in practice and makes a large income.... When we were crossing the
Pentland Firth to Orkney I was talking to a lady with a dreadful leaden complexion, very
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ugly. Suddenly she rushes down into the cabin, and (as Charlotte saw) was frightfully
sick. I saw her again as she landed, and her complexion was clear and rosy, her eyes
sparkling, and her ugliness changed to the liveliest good looks.’
c. Nov 10 1925, to T. P. O’Connor, who had invited Shaw to an affair honoring the
Locarno Pact and its alleged instigator, Sir Austen Chamberlain, 914: ‘No. Really. The
dinner should be to me. It was I who proposed a Locarno pact in 1913 and again on New
Year’s Day, 1914, when it might have prevented the war. What use is it now when all the
mischief is done?’
Nov 11 1925, to J. Ramsay MacDonald, recently unseated as Prime Minister, receives an
appeal from Shaw concerning the arrest of a founder of the British Communist Party and
his colleagues for political activities, 915-17: Shaw tries to weave a path out of this ‘great
nuisance’ which will be neither pro- nor anti-Communist. He suggests: ‘It is easy to put
the matter straight and improve the situation by dropping the ban on Communism .... and
exacting from every member of the Labor Party, and every constituent body accrediting a
delegate, a declaration of entire constitutionalism and legality of method.... That would
rid you of all the idiots who not only want to take the short cut, as they think, of
revolution and a dictatorship of the proletariat, ... but who are fools enoughto put their
heads into the lion’s mouth by saying so, and actually manoeuvring for the
unconstitutional position in the combat. These are the men of whom you would be well
rid, whereas the intelligent Communists are your best men’ (915-16).
Dec 3 1925, to Hamon, on an accusation from poet/dramatist Henri Bernstein accusing
Shaw of exploiting anti-Semitism, 921-24: His rejoinder: ‘Bernstein thinks that I
reproached him for being a Jew. In this country the Jews always treat me as
conspicuously pro-Jew. I have many Jew friends; my best known translators, Trebitsch
and feu Hugo Vallentin, were Jews.... The truth is that there is no anti-Semitism in
England.... England is politically and officially Zionist; and Bernstein’s notion that in
dealing with him as an occidental dealing with an oriental I was revealing a disgraceful
secret which he was trying to conceal is one which is hardly intelligible in England.... For
Hamon: ‘I contributed £20,000 to the War Loan. Patriotism at 5%. Why does this
surprise you? I had no illusions about the war. I hated it intensely; and I hate it still. But
when the first shot is fired the case is taken out of the sphere of political justice into that
of killing or being killed. If a man attacks me with the intention of killing me, he may
have received plenty of provocation and may deserve to win; but I am none the less
obliged to defend myself for all I am worth’ (923).
Dec 15 1925, to Molly, 89 in Tompkins: ‘I got through my Fabian lecture in fine form. I
enjoy struggling with The Intelligent Woman’s Guide to Socialism and Capitalism
because it is real brain work, not romancing and inventing, but reasoning hard. It brushes
me up and renews my hardy youth. After all, I shant be 70 until next July. There is some
work left in me yet.’
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Dec 21 1925, to his German biographer, Julius Bab, 925: ‘You may well despair of me as
a correspondent. I have had a very guilty conscience for years past on the subject of your
unanswered letters. But your grievance is shared by all my best friends. If I answer letters
I have no time to do anything else; and as one letter leads to another, I am driven finally
to answer only those business letters which absolutely must be answered to avert a
business financial catastrophe. And even of those I answer only about half.’
Laurence, Vol. 4
Jan 27 1926, to Molly, 8: ‘When Lady Lavery went to New York lately our parting so
affected her that—more enterprising then you—she kissed me in broad daylight before all
the world in Cromwell Place. But it was spoilt by our meeting again next day at lunch at
Mary Borden’s. When the party broke up Lady Lavery said “I kissed him yesterday in the
middle of the street.” “Kiss him again by all means,” said Mary. “I cant” said Lady
Lavery: “he struggles so.”’ All three ladies are American. The third is you. But you,
being the youngest, do not understand that dotards of seventy must not assume that
beautiful females who admire their works would like to be pawed by them. There is a
shyness of age as there is a shyness of youth. And that is only the cheapest out of a dozen
reasons why a man, especially an old man, does not always devour his natural prey. And
then, your romance has lasted a long time without spoiling. There are moments, of
course, when you want to consummate it. But they pass; and the romance remains.’
Feb 20 1926, to Charles Sarolea, who had offered Shaw an honorary Doctor of Laws at
the University of Edinburgh, 13: ‘What have I done to deserve this? Nothing could
induce me to take part in such a farce. If the University cannot take its degrees seriously I
can. To pick out the one academic department which my work has never touched, and
offer me a degree in that, is an insult to me and to Law, an undignified caper which
makes light of learning and its institutes…. I am not snubbing the University: I am
rebuking it, as it ought to rebuke your frivolous committee for making a tomfoolery of its
graduations.’
March 3 1926, to the actress Edyth Goodall, who was playing Mrs Warren, 15-16: Last
night, there was a ‘horrid audience.’ Tonight, ‘The people will be there because they
want to be there and have paid to be there. You must let yourself rip accordingly. Last
night was only cup-and-saucer comedy. Tonight you can give them the rough stuff, as
broad, vulgar, and vigorous as you can make it…. Exaggerate the contrasts: dont smooth
them out: too much trade finish takes the life out of my lines. What you missed was the
climaxes on “I despise such women &c.”, “What’s a woman worth without self respect,”
which should come out with overwhelming conviction. They are the keynotes of the part:
character, self-respect, resistance to temptation &c. Unless these come out triumphantly,
and Mrs Warren is morally wiping the floor with Vivie, Mrs Warren appears a mere
snivelling apologist for her career instead of a victorious vindicator of it…. If you dont
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make an enormous success tonight I will throw thunderbolts and reduce you to a little
heap of ashes in the middle of the stage. This time you will have a house worth playing
to. The ball is at your toe. Kick it hard, Edyth, hard; and live happily ever after.’
March 6 1926, to Boughton, who had joined the Communist Party in February, 18-19: ‘I
dont hold with the Communist Party. I happen to be a Communist; and as far as I can
make out the Party’s specialty is not Communism but Coup d’État-ism, the coup d’état to
have no ulterior aim, but to be struck for its own sake as a sort of Marxian ceremony….
Our coup d’état-ists, having piously insisted on it in wildly unfavorable circumstances,
got twelve months, which served them right for that hopeless failure to measure the
situation’ (18). ‘All this Marxian resurrection pie is pitiable, almost tragic. They must be
laughed out of it. Even Trotsky, a writer of splendid ability, and a most powerful realist
critic, makes the most appalling gaffes occasionally because he really believes that what
Marx was struggling to formulate in his academic way 75 years ago’ (19).
May 20 1926, to Harris, who had sent Shaw his own play about Joan, Joan la Romée,
201-02 in Harris: ‘La Romée has arrived. And first I ask you how could you be so
unbusinesslike, when I had just reopened the medieval theatre market for saints, and
proved it to be an extremely lucrative one, as to come into that market with the one saint
in whom I had made a hopeless corner. However, the impulse was evidently an artistic
one, though you misunderstand its nature. I always want to make a drama of a subject,
the bigger the better. You always want to make a short story of it, the shorter the better.
My making a drama of Joan outraged your instinct: you felt that you must do something
quite different with her; but you did not understand that the something was a short story
and not another drama. The result is a shocking hybrid. Why not throw it in the fire and
write your story? You have done the trick in everything except the form. You have
emptied out the Middle Ages and the Church and the Inquisition and the feudal system,
and reduced the subject to a story of a young Virginian female, a few dullards, two
crooks, and a very modern American executioner.... Just like O. Henry, with the Harrisian
style superimposed.’
IPS June 2 1926, to Viereck, 154 in John V. Antinori, “Androcles and the Lion Hunter:
G.B.S., George Sylvester Viereck, and the Politics of Personality,” SHAW 11 (1991):
149-68: ‘The preface to Androcles—the preface, mind, not the play—is my testament on
Christianity; but my magnum opus in that line is my preface on the religion of Creative
Evolution to Back to Methuselah. All my prefaces are important, especially that to Major
Barbara on Poverty. These prefaces have practically nothing to do with the plays, and are
treatises of considerable length. Prefaces are in the English classical tradition.’
July 8 1926, to Edith Lyttleton, on Nancy Astor, ix-x in Astor: ‘I am not well; but I play
for sympathy in vain, as everyone congratulates me on my recovery. I have work to
finish: that is the only interest I have in lagging superfluous. Man delights me not, nor
woman neither. The inimitable Nancy has laid many snares for me, but never the right
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one. She thinks I want to meet people: I dont. But Charlotte sometimes does, if they are
the sort of people that interest her; and she takes her lion with her. He lets himself be
taken to lunches (never to dinners) and dutifully jumps through his hoops for her
hostesses; but he does not go alone; and if he were to say “I wont come unless I may
bring my wife” his wife wouldnt come on those terms, naturally. So you must tell Lady
A. that I am not available for next Thursday, and convey to her that the approach must be
made from the other side.’
July 15 1926, to Harry Snell, a Fabian helping to arrange a birthday dinner for Shaw, who
was scheduled for a speech to be broadcast, 25: ‘Tell the B.B.C. and “the authorities”
what they know very well already: that my speech, like all my speeches, will consist from
beginning to end of violently controversial arguments on questions of public policy, and
that the only undertaking I will give is to use my own best judgment as to what I ought or
ought not to say. If any authority pretends to be a better judge, the public will be glad to
know his or her name. Should I abuse the right of free speech, the authorities have legal
remedy. That is the only security to which they are entitled.’ (The B.B.C. refused to
broadcast the speech.)
July 28 1926, to the German Ambassador, who delivered a letter of congratulations to
Shaw on his birthday from the man who had won the Nobel Peace Prize, Gustav
Stresemann, German Minister of Foreign Affairs, 25-26: ‘The public honor done me by
the message of the German Minister of Foreign Affairs is enhanced by its coming
through your hands. It is the sort of thing that would never occur to a British Foreign
Secretary, because, as you well know, we are a barbarous nation in matters of culture. We
have a genuine dread of intellect in any form, and a conviction that Art, though highly
enjoyable clandestinely, is essentially immoral. Therefore the sole notice taken of my
seventieth birthday by the British Government was its deliberate official prohibition of
the broadcasting of any words spoken by me on that occasion.’
Aug 15 1926, to William Maxwell, III:108 in Holroyd: ‘The birthday nearly killed me.
Killing a man with kindness is much more fatal than trying to kill him with abuse. When
you are 69, skip to 71. Cut out the septuagenarian event.’
Aug 27 1926, to Jones, who had raged at Shaw’s Common Sense about the War, 27: ‘I
am assured now by Max that you are well enough to stand anything; so I insist on
affirming that the news of your illness gave me as much concern, and of your safe
deliverance as much relief, as if we were still the best of friends. Our quarrel has always
been a hopelessly one-sided affair; and I have rejoiced in your vigorous invective far too
much to feel any malice at the back of it. Some of it, by the way, was very sound Shavian
economics…. People who obviously pity my dotage have a well meant but disagreeable
habit of reminding me that Sophocles wrote his best plays at 80. I suppose they say the
same to you. They know nothing about it; but you seem to me to have more drive and
style than ever. I wish I could say the same for myself; but at present I feel that my bolt
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will be shot when I have got through the final struggle to finish my book on Socialism,
with every word of which you will agree.’
c. late Aug or early Sept, to Wells, after The World of William Clissold had been
published, 123-24 in Wells: ‘the book is history and sociology with rudimentary
survivals of fiction.... There are pages in which you have forgotten that there is such a
thing as a novel in the world, and are back again in the Outline of History’ (123). When
the novel ‘raises the issue between the Englishman and the Irishman,’ you become
‘altogether too godlike, and incidentally too Anglo-Saxon, when you deny that the isms
ever existed.... When you say that there never was any such thing as Feudalism or
Capitalism you are insisting in the Anglo-Saxon manner in making a muddle where there
is no muddle, because muddle is the natural element of the A-S. Now lucidity is the
natural element of Irishmen, whose failing it is to allege system where there is no system.
But you cannot say here that there is no system.... [Feudalism] and Capitalism are the two
most thoroughly argued out, most defined, most largely acted and legislated upon, and
most powerfully established systems that have ever been proposed for the regulation of
human society. What you are entitled to say is that neither of them have been understood
by the rank and file of those who administrated them or submitted to them, and that this,
which is true of all social strategies, gives a certain artificiality to them, and a very
serious practical instability’ (124).
Sept 10 1926, to Molly, 100 in Tompkins: ‘In one thing you amazed me in your letter.
You say you will ask Bumpus about books on religion to read to Peter. Molly! Molly!
how young you are. Religion is of all subjects in the world the most elusive, the most
dangerous, the most important, the most far-reaching, the most all-embracing: to talk or
read about it to a child is the most responsible & the most anxious thing a grown-up
could possibly have to do. I shrank from the idea of advising until I got back & could be
with my own books & ask a dear old friend who lives with books & religion what he
thought about it: & now—you say—you’ll ask a book seller!’
Sept 14 1926, to Molly, 101 in Tompkins: ‘Your life seems to be one of considerable
quite unnecessary friction. But I will not preach. I must, however, be allowed to say that
“tackless,” which in Red Gulch means absence of tack, is in England tactless, or absence
of tact.’
Nov 3 1926, to Thring, about a full-cast performance of Passion, Poison, and
Petrifaction on the BBC, 15 in Conolly: Shaw reminds Thring that his ‘general objection
to broadcasting does not apply to this particular tomfoolery, and if he ‘can drive a bargain
with Lewis to broadcast it for the benefit of the [Actors’] orphanage, by all means do,
provided it is not announced in the Press lists and Radio Times as a serious work, and
Lewis undertakes to say a word or two when introducing it to explain that it is one of the
Regent’s Park series, to which all the most distinguished authors have contributed, and in
which our most famous actors have appeared.’ Lewis complied.
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Nov 3 1926, to Samuel Fischer, publisher of Trebitsch’s translations of Shaw, 29-30:
‘You must have been surprised by my long silence concerning the magnificent tribute
you sent me on the occasion of my 70th birthday, signed as it was by so many names
eminent not only in Germany but in Europe and indeed throughout the civilized world,
and including as it did the signatures of some valued personal friends. But the effect was
as if you had hung a massive gold chain round the neck of a goose, and, with the best
intentions, sunk the poor bird to the bottom of the pond. Had I been in perfect health and
in the fullest vigor of my prime, I should have recovered from the avalanche sooner; but I
was 70, and, as it unluckily happened, only half recovered from a long and serious
illness. What was I to do? I could have thanked you with a cordial handshake as I do now
most heartily thank you for your friendly labors in organising the tribute. I could have
embraced Trebitsch, to whom I owe my reputation in Germany. But how is one to shake
hands with a range of mountains, or embrace Valhalla? Picture the old man wagging his
overwhelmed head and mumbling Bitte, bitte, sehr verbunden, tausend Dank etc. etc.
until he falls asleep exhausted! I confess I got out of the difficulty by simply running
away.’
Nov 11 1926, to John Martin-Harvey, who played Blanco in a revival of The Shewing-up
of Blanco Posnet, 31-32: ‘I squeezed in at the Coliseum one night, and was glad to find a
house that left the management nothing to complain of. Blanco is all right for you; and
you are all right for Blanco. Just a hasty note or two on the performance. Tell the Sheriff
that he must not dress and make-up as one of the boys: he should be clean, respectably
dressed, wellspoken, and obviously a substantial man and the boss. At the Coliseum there
was no distinction between him and the foreman of the jury. Both were rowdies, with the
result that they killed one another. Shine is too much like a British Stiggins [drunken
preacher in Pickwick Papers], quite out of the atmosphere. He is too good an actor to
need that sort of tomfoolery: the effect will be far better if he is a credible mining camp
elder-cum-publican. The woman must not jump at her cue when she denies that Blanco is
the man. You see he is the man; and she is about to say so quite naturally when, as she
looks at him, she suddenly realises that she is going to hang him. There must be a pause
of suspense—will she give him away or not—before she decides to tell a lie and save
him’ (31). ‘You must emphasize Blanco’s delirium tremens a bit in the two places where
it explodes. First, when the elder moves to the door and Blanco is afraid to be left alone.
You fail to give the requisite touch of the horrors: it looked as if you were keeping the
elder merely out of devilment. And again, when the trial is interrupted, and Strapper says
“No: it’s a woman,” Blanco should scream and go all to pieces. His voice should be
broken with abject terror when he blubbers “That woman aint real etc,” so as to give an
unmistakeable and urgent cue for the Sheriff’s “Shut your mouth, will you. You have got
the horrors’ (32).
Nov 18 1926, to the Nobel Prize administrators, 33-34: ‘The Award of the Nobel Prize
for the year 1925 to an English work is a very welcome reinforcement of the cordial
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understanding between British and Swedish culture established by the famous bequest of
Alfred Nobel…. It is naturally very gratifying to me personally that it has fallen to my lot
to furnish the occasion for such an act of international appreciation. I must, however,
discriminate between the award and the prize. For the award I have nothing but my best
thanks. But after the most careful consideration I cannot persuade myself to accept the
money. My readers and audiences provide me with more than sufficient money for my
needs; and as to my renown it is greater than is good for my spiritual health. Under these
circumstances the money is a lifebelt thrown to a swimmer who has already reached
shore in safety. I therefore respectfully and gratefully beg the Swedish Royal Academy to
confer on me the additional and final honour of classing my works in that respect hors
concours…. I therefore venture to propose to you that the money which accompanies the
award be funded by the Royal Academy or by the Swedish Minister in London and the
annual proceeds be used to encourage intercourse and understanding in literature and art
between Sweden and the British Isles.’
c. late Nov 1926, to Augustin Hamon, III:93-94 in Holroyd: ‘The Nobel Prize has been a
hideous calamity for me. It was really almost as bad as my 70th birthday.’ When the prize
was announced, thousands of people ‘wrote to me for loans, mostly for the entire sum.
When the further news came that I had refused it another million or so wrote to say that if
I was rich enough to throw away money like that, I could afford to adopt their children,
or pay off the mortgages on their houses ... or let them have £XXXX to be repaid
punctually next May, or to publish a priceless book explaining the mystery of the
universe. It says a good deal for female virtue that only two women proposed that I
should take them on as mistresses.’
Dec 15 1926, to Cecil Lewis, on The Doctor’s Dillema, II:168 in Holroyd: The death,
Shaw notes, is ‘none the worse because its climax is “derived” (not to say stolen) from
From Wagner’s End of a Musician in Paris.’
Dec 23 1926, to Harriet, ill with the flu, 112 in Cohen: ‘Why dont you go to Corsica?
There is some sort of tree there with a name like sistrum (but it cant be that) which heals
lungs instantaneously; and the climate is less Spartan than in these ultra violet Alpine
places. The bandits and vendettas are quite harmless nowadays. I know a woman who
walked to Corsica (except for the Meditteranean bit), and took a tremendous fancy to it. I
dont know whether they can stand grand pianos; but you can take a ukelele, which
requires less technique.... [On Lago Maggiore] We bathed in the lake and in the sun, and
almost forgot how to put on our clothes. I had been ill for many months, and had come to
believe that it was all over with me. I could not do a stroke of work: a thing that had
never happened to me since I was young and lazy. When I returned to England I found, to
my utter astonishment, that I was better and much stronger than I had been for years
before my illness. I have been working like mad ever since.’
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Jan 12 1927, to Molly, 110 in Tompkins: ‘That was a ghastly description of Athens, Ga.
You should have made Aunt Mary come to you instead of going to her. The worst of an
experience like that is that it comes back years after in dreams when one is out of sorts….
you should not give Athens, Ga. TWO chances of getting back at you. Fortunately these
reminiscences wear out in the course of time. And, anyhow, you will have the Baveno
road at night, and the Cerro passage at noon, and even the shelter at Ayot to steal into
your sleep from the past. It will take twenty years to reach that point. Then you will wake
up puzzled but pleased, and say “That was a happy dream, somehow; but what on earth
was the name of that old man?”’ March 2 1928, 124: ‘If you could see the desert of my
correspondence you would not grudge me its few flowers. Write oftener, far oftener, even
if I cannot answer. The restless hands sometimes tire of the pen and remember the road to
Baveno.’
Feb 7 1927, to W. S. Kennedy, a Stage Society colleague who had published an opinion
of Mussolini a few days before Shaw’s ‘Bernard Shaw on Mussolini: A Defence,’ on Jan
24, 44: Shaw declares it ‘irrelevant and silly to refuse to acknowledge the dictatorship of
Il Duce because it was not achieved without the usual villainies. The only question for us
is whether he is doing his job well enough to induce the Italian nation to accept him, faute
de mieux. They do accept him, some of them faute de mieux, several of them with
enthusiasm…. Some of the things Mussolini has done, and some that he is threatening to
do go further in the direction of Socialism than the English Labor Party could yet venture
if they were in power. They will bring him presently into serious conflict with
Capitalism; and it is certainly not my business nor that of any Socialist to weaken him in
view of such a conflict’ (44). Refugees to Paris and London have represented Italy as
‘groaning under an unbearable tyranny. All the tyranny I saw was of the kind which our
Capitalist press denounces as characteristic of Socialism; and I do not boil with
indignation as Liberals do’ (45).
Feb 9 1927, to Lady Rhondda, an ardent feminist, 46-48: ‘Now that you have rashly
given me a chance I think I’ll give you a talking-to. If you are going into public life as a
platform speaker and propagandist you must give up your business habits and take to
artistic and intellectual ones’ (46). The technique of business ‘is simple enough. Your
speaking at present is a public disgrace: lazy, slovenly, not merely unfinished but
unbegun, the speaking of a fine lady with an unathletic mouth and no consideration for
the poor woman at the back of the hall who has paid her hard earned money to hear every
syllable. Also with no notion of what is wrong. But a few weeks exercises (mostly
repeating the alphabet) will put you up to what to do; and a few months of actual practice
on the platform or in Hyde Park will get up your articulatory muscles until your lips are
like Paderewski’s fingers. I could put you up to the whole thing in an hour. No brains are
needed’ (47). ‘I have inflicted all this on you because I think you can succeed in the art of
public life. But five-sixths of your ability and earnestness will be thrown away unless you
recognize that, like acting, or painting, it is an art and not a business, and that a thorough
technique is indispensable to success…. Go and listen to Mrs Besant. I have heard her
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say on the platform “A rose is not a violet” with such quiet force that the audience took it
as a revelation of a new truth, and went home believing that they had never noticed the
difference between a rose and a violet before. That was pure technique: without it she
might have revealed the secret of the philosopher’s stone without anyone noticing that
she was saying anything particular’ (48).
IPS March 2 1927, to Lady Warwick, 329-39 in Basil Dean, Seven Ages: An
Autobiography 1888-1927 (London: Hutchinson, 1970): ‘My letters have gone astray; but
I gather from my secretary by telephone that you want me to godfather your grandson. I
am tempted to make the disgraceful reply that I had much rather father your son; but that
excuse, however true, is superfluous, because I am eternally disqualified from
sponsorship by the fact that I do not believe either the Apostles Creed or the Church
Catechism; and as for the doctrine of original sin I abhor it, and would do anything in my
power to turn the infant against it. I should simply register him, taking care not to give
him any names that would tar him with doctrines that he might grow up to detest, or that
might raise expectations that he might not be able to fulfil. It is bad enough to have a
famous grandmother (a thing that cant be helped) without having a famous godfather as
well. He might want to write plays. Mozart’s unfortunate son wanted to be a musician,
and would have been thought a very good one had his name been Muggins. Call him
Kingmaker Raggedstaff: then they will expect something from him; but they wont know
what.’
IPS March 7 1927, to Lawrence, 29 in T. E. Lawrence, Correspondence with Bernard
and Charlotte Shaw 1927-1928, ed. Jeremy & Nicole Wilson (Fordingbridge: Castle Hill
Press, 2009): ‘Your letter to Herself has just arrived. The presscutting is a journalist’s
notion of paraphrasing my preface to the Leicester Gallery exhibition catalogue. When
the paraphrase has been paraphrased ten removes or so you will do well to avoid reading
the papers. I have just sent in the review of Revolt in the Desert to The Spectator. That,
too, will be paraphrased; so look out. They have an ingenious way of stopping short half
way in my sentence about the Government leaving you to make money out of the book,
so as to create an impression that you are rolling in royalties like Churchill and his war
book. On Thursday last Barrie not only announced a dinner for married bachelors at
Adelphi, but actually brought himself up to scratch and gave it. Baldwin, Grey, Sir
Donald Maclean and myself hobnobbed with him for nearly three hours. Baldwin said
you had sent him a set of the Pillars. He was much pleased and said he must write to
you.... I mean to have that pension yet, not that I am under any delusions ... because,
being old, I know that you will be hurled out of your monastery before you can say Jack
Robinson seven times; and then where will you be?’
April 6 1927, to Ashley Dukes, 49: ‘I forgot to say that the notion that Janet was the
original of Candida is screamingly off the mark. I wrote the play after an Italian tour; and
Titian’s Virgin of the Assumption in the Accademia in Venice, and Corregio’s in the
dome of the cathedral in Parma, boiled down into cockney Candida. When I was a boy in
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Dublin we knew an opera-struck Italian named Bartolucci, who sang the part of the
Count de Luna in Il Trovatore with amazing ferocity. He had a daughter, Candida
Bartolucci. I never saw her; but her name charmed me; and I concluded that because she
was an Italian she must be romantically beautiful.’
April 7 1927, to Harris, 212 in Harris: Shaw recommends an osteopath to smooth the
way for his friend’s ‘life and loves.’ III:169 in Holroyd: ‘I am honored and famous and
rich, which is very good fun for the other people. But as I have to do all the hard work,
and suffer an ever increasing multitude of fools gladly, it does not feel any better than
being reviled, infamous, and poor, as I used to be.’
April 9 1927, to Hamon, 51: ‘As to the Comédie Française I agree with you that Tanner
is the nearest thing in my gallery to the misanthrope, and as his old fashioned tirades are
just in the T.F. [Théâtre Français] tradition, Man & Superman would suit better than
anything else. You had better terrify them by suggesting that they should, on special
nights, give the entire play, including the third act. The Macdona players always do this
once a week, beginning the performance at 5; and it always draws a crammed house.’
May 30 1927, to Wells, 54-55: Jane Wells is dying of cancer, and Shaw treats the subject
in the context of the Life Force: ‘Of course I am as helpless as everybody else. I am
greatly relieved at the verdict of inoperable. Operation is as useless as it is horrible.
Incurable means only that the doctors and surgeons cant cure it, which we knew
beforehand. Whether Jane (or God) cannot cure it is not so certain. Cancer means that the
life force has taken the wrong turning and finds it easier than the right turning, as it is
downhill. It is making a lower class of tissue’ (54). ‘The one thing I should not do is
follow medical advice, as that is known now to be at best useless and at worst
mischievous’ (55).
IPS June 8 1927, to Robert Graves, who proposed to write a “schoolstory” of the Arab
Revolt, 108 in T. E. Lawrence, Correspondence with Bernard and Charlotte Shaw 19271928, ed. Jeremy & Nicole Wilson (Fordingbridge: Castle Hill Press, 2009): ‘A great
mistake. You might as well try to write a funny book about Mark Twain. T.E. has got all
out of himself that is to be got. His name will rouse expectations which you will
necessarily disappoint.... Write a book (if you must) about the dullest person you know:
clerical if possible. Give yourself a chance.’
IPS June 12 1927, to Alexander Bakshy, in response to his book The Theatre Unbound,
184-86 in E. J. West, ed. Shaw on Theatre (New York: Hill & Wang, 1958), 184-86:
‘You will understand that my plays are not constructed plays: they grow naturally. If you
“construct” a play: that is, if you plan your play beforehand, and then carry out your plan,
you will find yourself in the position of a person putting together a jig-saw puzzle,
absorbed and intensely interested in an operation which, to a spectator, is unbearably dull.
The scenes must be born alive. If they are not new to you as you write, and sometimes
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quite contrary to the expectations with which you have begun them, they are dead wood.
A live play constructs itself with a sublety, and often with a mechanical ingenuity, that
often deludes critics into holding the author up as the most crafty of artificers when he
has never, in writing his play, known what one of his characters would say until another
character gave the cue. I am not a Rationalist. I began, as everybody did in the nineteenth
century, by writing novels. I wrote two (1879 and 1880) within Rationalist limits; and the
hero of the second was a thorough Rationalist. I then discovered that Rationalism was an
impasse, and that I could not get a step further with it. In my third novel I threw it over
completely: my hero was a sort of Beethoven. By the time I began writing plays I had left
Rationalism far behind me; what was mistaken for it in my plays was a very vigorous
exercise of a power of reasoning which I had cultivated as a sociologist and economist. I
could therefore reason on problems from which most writers of fiction took refuge in
mushy emotionalism. I did not take refuge with Allah as long as I could help myself; but
not for a moment will you find in my plays any assumption that reason is more than an
instrument. What you will find, however, is the belief that intellect is essentially a
passion, and that the search for enlightenment of any sort is far more interesting and
enduring than, say, the sexual pursuit of a woman by a man, which was the only interest
the plays of my early days regarded as proper to the theatre: a play without it was “not a
play.” Neither have I ever been what you call a representationalist or realist. I was always
in the classic tradition, recognizing that stage characters must be endowed by the author
with a conscious self-knowledge and power of expression, and, as you observe with
genuine penetration, a freedom from inhibitions, which in real life would make them
monsters of genius. It is the power to do this that differentiates me (or Shakespear) from a
gramaphone and a camera. The respresentational part of the business is mere costume and
scenery; and I would not give tuppence for any play that could not be acted in curtains
and togas as effectively as in elaborately built stage drawing-rooms and first-rate modern
tailoring. Even Blanco Posnet and Feemy should be able to hold their own as Ishmael and
Rahab. You are right in saying that my plays require a special technique of acting, and, in
particular, great virtuosity in sudden transitions of mood from one “line” of character to
another. But, after all, this is only fully accomplished acting, acting that is the indulgence
of imagination instead of the exercise of skill. Again you are right when you say that my
technique is classic and Molièresque (the Commedia dell’Arte was improvised Molière).
Your word “kinship,” too, to express the relation between me and Congreve and Sheridan
is precisely correct. We are all three Irishmen: that is all. They had no part whatever in
forming my habits. On the other hand, the fact that I was brought up on Italian and
German opera must have influenced me a great deal: there is much more Il Trovatore and
Don Giovanni in my style than of The Mourning Bride and The School for Scandal; but it
would take me too far to pursue this.’
June 23 1927, to Richards, in response to a lady who wanted to write about John
Davidson, 181-82 in Richards: ‘Tell the German lady that Davidson had nothing
whatever to do with Nietzsche or his philosophy. His speciality was an attempt to raise
modern materialism to the level of high poetry and eclipse Lucretius. He told me he could
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not afford to write the great drama he had in his head on this subject because it would
make no money and he had to drudge at journalism to support himself and his people. I
asked him how long it would take him to write the poem, and how much he could earn by
journalism in that time. He said six months and £250. I handed him £250, to be repaid out
of half his royalties (if any) on the poem. He took the money, and gratefully resolved that
he would enrich me for my generosity. So instead of writing the great poem he wrote
what he thought would be a popular melodrama with millions in it. I believe I have a
copy of this abortion somewhere. When he realized that he had done me no good, and
thrown away his chance, he killed himself. At all events that was the next I heard of him,
poor fellow. In short, he died of poverty.’
June 26 1927, to Cockerell, 38 in Cockerell: ‘This accidental biography of Warlington
Taylor is much more effective than a full dress one written on purpose. The struggle of a
man with a sickly conscience, and a morbid sexual infatuation, to drive a team led by
Morris with his robust conscience and healthy sensuality, to say nothing of the view that
there is no salvation in art wrestling with the conviction that there is no salvation in
anything else, comes out in miniature in these letters with a Japanese intensity.’
July 9 1927, to Esmé Percy, 73 in Albert 2: ‘Cusins, like Barbara, drops the uniform after
the second act. They must all be dressed in the same clothes in the third and fourth acts,
as they go straight out from Wilton Crescent to Perivale. After his night with Undershaft
Cusins feels that the drum and red collar have become impossible.’
July 13 1927, to Beatrice on The Intelligent Woman’s Guide to Socialism and Capitalism
(in process), 214 in Webbs: ‘I have not yet finished the revision. It has been an appalling
job. My illness broke the book’s back in the middle: I had no idea I was so bad until I
saw how it and I had gone all to pieces. Except at the beginning, and (with radical
surgery) the end, the wretched thing is not a book at all.’ On Jane Wells dying of cancer:
‘The doctors and the nurse, having committed themselves to the opinion that Jane is a
goner, are naturally creating an atmosphere calculated to produce that effect even on a
perfectly healthy woman; and H.G.’s confounded scientific education makes him
susceptible to such suggestions. It makes me feel like Hercules tearing the wife of
Admetus out of the grip of death; and I am trying to make her defy science and have a
turn at all the empiricisms as aids to curing herself. Charlotte was rather distressed.
Fortunately the liver, the seat of the trouble, is inoperable.’
Aug 4 1927, to Wells, 59-60: ‘I dont know whether you have any clinical instinct:
anyhow, it is not cultivated; and you cannot take Jane wholly into your own hands. But
you can watch and wait with an undarkened mind…. If Jane is curing herself—if she has
given up making the wrong sort of tissue and is replacing it with the right sort—then you
have nothing to do but encourage her, and write nothing that will plunge her into despair.
But if not, you must first ascertain whether she is being prevented by some purely
physical lesion of the sort that osteopaths are trained to feel and correct. It is no use
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putting the question to a registered doctor: he has not the technique: it takes a couple of
years to acquire it. If the osteo. finds nothing, or his correction will not stay put, then
Bose’s snake trick seems to indicate that a homeopathic stimulus might give the life force
(vis medicatrix natura) a life.’ Shaw then offers the alternatives of homeopathy and ‘the
opinion of an up-to-date beginner with a tiptop qualification.’
Sept 4 1927, to Dorothy Cheston Bennett (wife of Arnold Bennett), 133-34 in Wells:
‘Can you tell me anything about Mrs Wells? I can get nothing from H.G., and am
seriously afraid that Jane will be sacrificed to his confounded scientific education, which
makes him the slave of the doctors, who are no use in such cases. I believe I could cure
her by making love to her if I were presentably younger. As it is, I believe Arnold could
do it if you could spare him occasionally. Otherwise she will die of boredom and of the
atmosphere of nurses and doctors who have made up their minds that her trouble is
incurable because they cannot cure it or even get their knives into it. It is so curable that
when the patient cures it for herself they say it was a pseudo, and not the real thing.’
Sept 4 1927, to Nugent Monck, on Heartbreak House, III:14 in Holroyd: ‘Most of my
plays are almost independent of scenery, but the scenery as described in the book is an
integral part of Heartbreak House. The captain’s house and garden are not only a place
but an atmosphere.’
Sept 7 1927, to Trebitsch, 281-22 in Trebitsch 1: ‘At last I have something definite about
Gitta. Miss Dorothy Cheston [Mrs Arnold Bennett] has taken the Royal Court Theatre in
London with Theodore Komisarjevsky as her producer, and proposes to open her season
there with (1) [Dmitri] Merejewsky’s Paul I, and (2) Jitta.... Komisar is facile princeps as
a modern artistic producer. His Tchekov and Pirandello productions were superb, and
next to Granville-Barker or myself you could not possibly do better in London. The relief
to me of being able to entrust the work (a month’s slavery) to someone else, and to retain
only some supervision of it, is enormous. The smallness of the theatre is not a
disadvantage. It means a low rent, and consequently a longer run with moderate receipts
than would be possible at a big central theatre with an enormous war-inflated rent. And
the place has a certain artistic prestige. It is the Vedrenne-Barker Theatre, and had been
the Pinero theatre before that. It is the Barry Jackson-Methuselah theatre. I am sorry to
have to add that it is an abominably uncomfortable theatre, on and off the stage, and that
Heartbreak House drew only £500 a week at it.’ c. Sept 10: ‘The Court people have
consented to make Jitta their second production.’ Sept 14: ‘As usual, the settlement of the
affair is only the beginning of trouble. Mrs Bennett now writes that they have settled to
make Jitta their third play, and that Komisarjevsky has been run into by an automobile
and had his leg broken. I have accordingly withheld the agreement.’
c. Sept 15 1927, to Cyril Clemens, 64-65: ‘I met Mark Twain, late in his lifetime, on two
occasions.’ One was a brief introduction when he got off a train with Archibald
Henderson, but was extended three days later when he ‘walked into our flat in Adelphi
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Terrace.’ On that occasion (or later?) ‘he did lunch with us, and told us stories of the old
Mississippi storekeepers…. He had a complete gift of intimacy which enabled us to treat
one another instantly as if we had known one another all our lives, as indeed I had known
him through his early books, which I read and revelled in before I was twelve years old.
As to what impression he made on me all I can say is that he was himself, and exactly
what I expected. We got along together perfectly.’
Oct 2 1927, to Friedrich Adler, an Austrian Socialist, 68: ‘My article in the Daily News
was, I am informed, published in the Italian Press after it had been threatened with
complete suppression by the Mayor of Milan, and then drastically expurgated…. The
article was, in the main, a remonstrance with the Daily News for writing contemptuously
of Mussolini as if the whole situation in Italy could be disposed of by representing the
country as writhing in the grip of a brutal egoist. It was a demand for common sense and
common civility in dealing with a foreign statesman who had achieved a dictatorship in a
great modern state without a single advantage, social, official, or academic, to assist him,
after marching to Rome with a force of Black shirts which a single disciplined regiment
backed by a competent government could have routed at any moment.’
Oct 21 1927, to Ramsay MacDonald, 75: ‘My letters about Mussolini, which have raised
a considerable flutter, were really written at our own people. At bottom the people know
that what they need is not more paper liberty and democracy, but more discipline; and
Mussolini’s grip of this fact is the whole secret of his command. In Italy I discussed
Fascism with only one Fascist, to whom I took my letter after writing it. I will tell you
what he told me when we meet.’
Nov 24 1927, to Thomas Nelson & Sons, who wanted to put an excerpt from Saint Joan
in a secondary school text, 78: ‘NO. I lay my eternal curse on whomsoever shall now or
at any time hereafter make schoolbooks of my works, and make me hated, as Shakespear
is hated. My plays were not designed as instruments of torture. All the schools that lust
after them get this answer, and will never get any other from G. Bernard Shaw.’
Dec 7 1927, to D. Lewin Mannering, I:81 in Holroyd: ‘I never advise anyone to choose
an artistic profession. People must force their way into them in spite of the advice of all
their friends, and the threats and entreaties of their distracted parents. You dont adopt
literature as a profession: it adopts you if you can deliver the goods. There are no
academies to confer degrees.... The only test of competence is acceptance for publication:
friendly opinions are of no use.’
Dec 12 1927, to Pat, 262 in Campbell: ‘If you knew the trouble those unlucky letters
made for me you would understand a lot of things. I dont regret it; and it doesnt matter as
it got you out of your difficulties for a moment; but O Lord, Stella, it mustnt happen
again until we are both dead. Then we can be added to Heloise and Abelard and all the
rest of them.’ Jan 14 1928, 263 in Campbell: ‘I did not mean it that way: of course I
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know as well as you that it added a star to my (our) halo; but all the same, dear Stella, on
the terre-à-terrestrial plane it tied my hands cruelly, and does still to some extent.’
Dec 24 1927, to Graham Wallas, who had read proofs of The Intelligent Woman’s Guide
to Socialism and Capitalism, 81: ‘I am now at a standstill for want of a capable indexer. I
have indexed 200 pages myself, enough to shew the sort of index I want; but it is an
intolerable drudgery; and I want someone to finish it…. Do you know of any intelligent
and sufficiently literate female who is at a loss for a job?.... I hope my book will cure at
least some of the wretched wobble that afflicts the Labor Party. As none of them knows
what Socialism is, it is necessary to plank something definite down and say “Let that be
Socialism.”… But I suppose they will go on wobbling.’
Jan 8 1928, to Molly, 83: Shaw recollects an episode which might have validated
Christian Science: an American lady who hated him horribly seemed to have made him
ill for a month, but then he ‘recovered suddenly and miraculously.’ Lady Astor and her
guest, Christian Scientists both, ‘had no doubt whatever’ that the lady’s hate ‘had blasted
and bewitched my spine.’ Then he tells another story which Molly just might
comprehend: ‘there is another American lady who loved me, and then gave me a shock
by looking at me with hatred in her eyes and speaking with it in her voice…. I presently
got ill, in spite of swimming and sunbathing. And I cannot get really well, as I was the
year before, when the heavens were void of hatred. That wicked woman is giving me
absent treatments of hatred…. Only by casting her out utterly can I escape the spell; and I
find that somehow I cannot do that. The old tenderness gives the witch her grip; and I
languish and must presently die of her hatred. Unless she relents and sends a message of
love I am a lost man, though a most innocent one. Innocent or not, her adoration was an
indispensable Vitamin in my bread of life; and if I perish my blood will be upon her
head.’
Jan 14 1928, to Hartwell Brothers, who had sent Shaw an axe, 201 in Elliot: ‘Today for
the first time for months I found it impossible to keep on slaving at literature; so I went
out into the sun and did a morning’s honest work—in spite of its being Sunday—with
your axe, which I handled for the first time. It was a great success: your handles are not
only works of art which I exhibit as such to my friends but what handles must be in the
first place: that is, perfectly handy. I do not know what inspired you to make me this very
unexpected but very welcome present; but you certainly hit off my fancy exactly. Most
Americans send me books containing plans for regenerating the world, … which I never
read, my recreation being anything that takes me away from books. But your axe has not
been wasted: you should see my woodpile.’
Jan 18 1928, to Pat, who was considering whether to play the lead in Arnold Bennett’s
Flora, 264 in Campbell: ‘It is of great importance to you to get into the routine of the
theatre as leading Old Woman, and break with your starry past. It is very difficult: Ellen
Terry … failed in the attempt; but Mrs Calvert, once a beautiful [star] in Byron’s
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Sardanapalus, rose from utter extinction to play the mother in Arms and the Man in 1894,
and finished the century as the greatest draw on the London stage in old parts with
Hawtrey. It is by taking ordinary jobs as they come that you will have to repeat that
success.’
Feb 5 [or 8] 1928, to Harriet Cohen, who had played the piano and then conducted parts
of a chamber concert, 92-93: ‘That concert was a brilliant success; but Arnold (the Bax
one, not the Bennett), whom I found jilted in the doorway, must have chuckled. To
explain why, I must resume my old role of critic and talk to you seriously. The first thing
you have to grasp is that the modern steel concert grand pianoforte, though a triumph of
ironmongery, is so plainly inferior in tone to violin and flute (for instance) that it should
never be brought into immediate rivalry with them, and should be used at an orchestral
concert only as an instrument of percussion like the zylophone ... or, in melodic passages,
when the melody is carefully enriched with its own characteristic pianoforte harmonies.
Now this means that you should never play a Bach or Mozart concerto on a Bechstein
[piano]. No artifice of touch that you can possibly employ can give you a dog’s chance
when, in Bach, you have to follow a solo flute and solo violin in a single-line melody
with an answer on the piano. You cannot disguise the atrocious inferiority of the tone.
You must play on a harpsichord, where the tone is so completely different that it never
sounds like a bad imitation of the flute’ (92). You will see that in your musical
enthusiasm you handicapped your piano frightfully by that gorgeous program, which you
conducted, as usual, with great vigor. I believe that you are a born conductor, and will
abandon virtuosity for that at last... By the way you are developing a wonderful personal
beauty, apparently from within, without any make-up. I never thought tuppence about
your good looks; but now—really!’ (93).
Feb 6 1928, to Pat, who had huffed to him: ‘I “staccato”—the idea!’, 91: ‘I said that
because you are trying to teach (being incapable of learning, which is sometimes not a
bad qualification); and the first thing you have to knock into a stage novice is staccato
alphabet so staccatissimo that every consonant will put out a candle at the back of the
gallery. Not until her tongue and lips are like a pianist’s fingers should she begin to dare
think of speaking to an audience. I do not know who taught you to articulate; but
whoever gave you your staccato gave you the power that, with your unaccountable
fascination, enabled you, until you were found out, to persuade people that you were the
supreme actress of your generation: no small feat for a woman who could not act at all
except in fantasies of her own.’
Feb 9 1928, to Theresa Helburn, 177-78 in Theatrics: ‘I have been for some time
forgetting to make a criticism of The Doctor’s Dilemma production. One of my directions
is that there should be a lay figure on the stage. The effect aimed at is the contrast
between this ludicrous and visibly unreal simulacrum of a human creature and the living
figures on the stage: a contrast which becomes poignant and acquires a ghastly irony in
the death scene, where Dubedat himself becomes a lay figure. Now your producer has
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taken extraordinary pains to defeat this impression, and introduce a formidable and
disastrous rival to the living actors by procuring, not a typical lay figure, but a marionette
with all a marionette’s intensity and persistence of expression; so that when I saw the
photographs I immediately said “Who on earth is that?”, not only mistaking the
simulacrum for a reality, but for a leading personality. It is as if I had prescribed a turnip
ghost and you had given me the ghost in Hamlet instead.’
March 3 1928, to O’Casey, about Ivor Montague’s request to make film of his plays, 67
in O’Casey 2: ‘I hope you dont mean you have sold the world film rights of three plays
forever for £5000. However, probably that young enthusiast will not be able to produce
the money in time. In that case, you should make a mental note that £30,000 pounds for
five years for the three is not at all an impossible figure. Never let a right go forever. Five
years is the limit. If the arrangement is satisfactory it can always be renewed. And be sure
to have a clause that in the event of bankruptcy all rights revert to you.’
March 9 1928, to Trebitsch, on a film about an English nurse in World War I, 286-87 in
Trebitsch 1: ‘As to the film Dawn, I refused to say anything about it until a special
private exhibition of it was given at which the only persons present (except the film
people) were myself, Sybil Thorndike, and her husband Lewis Casson. If it had been an
attempt to stir up war feeling against Germany I should have done my utmost to prevent
its public exhibition. But I found that the film was scrupulously fair to Germany: in fact
the incident which Austen Chamberlain [Foreign Secretary] complained of as false and
insulting to Edith Cavell, represented a German soldier as refusing to take part in her
execution and being shot for his refusal. At the end his grave and Edith’s are shewn side
by side.... The point is that this sympathetic person is a German. All the rank and file
Germans are represented as behaving very sympathetically, and Edith Cavell is made to
say “Everybody has been very kind to me.” ... What is more, the film makes it quite clear
that Edith Cavell did all the things she was shot for doing and that she was quite aware
that the penalty was death. The general effect is to exhibit her not as an Englishwoman
murdered by brutal Prussians, but as a woman who put the law of God as she understood
it above military law, and helped fugitives to escape simply because they were in trouble
just as she nursed men who were wounded, without asking what their nationality was.
The film is an anti-war film, not an anti-German one. Also it is a wonderful piece of
acting by Miss Thorndike: one of those artistic achievements that cannot be suppressed
for long. In my opinion the attempt to suppress it has been a great mistake.’
March 12 1928, to Ervine, 95-96: ‘I have just been reading your article on Methuselah in
the Observer; and much as I always enjoy your bursts of utter inconsiderateness … I
cannot have you running about the country lecturing on my religion with such ragged
holes in your knowledge of my Anschauung…. You contend … that I am a misogynic St
Paul because I have represented a woman in a state of complete pre-sex innocence as
making a wry face when it is explained to her that in consequence of the indelicacy with
which Nature, in a fit of economy, has combined a merely excretory function with a
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creatively ejaculatory one in the same bodily part (she knowing only the excetory use of
it), she is to allow herself to be syringed in an unprecedented manner by Adam. You say
that I should have made her jump for joy…. It is true that the indignity has
compensations which, when experienced, overwhelm all the objections to it; but Eve has
not experienced them…. You will have noticed that the arrangement leaves Eve
unsatisfied. It leaves the redblooded he-man Cain unsatisfied. You, in a hearty manner,
imply that it leaves you satisfied. I dont believe it. Nobody is satisfied; everybody is
apologetic; we would all like to detach the ecstasy from the indecency. My suggestion is
that the passion of the body will finally become a passion of the mind. Already there is a
pleasure in thought—creative thought—that is entirely detached from ridiculous and
disgusting acts and postures.’
March 16 1928, to the BBC, 32 in Conolly: ‘The proposed broadcast of my play, The
Man of Destiny, by Mr Charles Macdona’s Company on the 20th March next, has my
approval; and, as sole proprietor of the performing rights, I hereby license the B.B.C. to
carry it out on the terms arranged with Mr Macdona.’ July 24 1928, to Norman Veitch,
director of the People’s Theatre, 179-80 in Theatrics: ‘I tried a broadcast of The Man of
Destiny lately by the Macdona Players. It quite convinced me that the broadcasting of
theatrical performance (except of an opera) is a mistake. It was very disagreeable to listen
to; and the people who did not know the play could make neither head nor tail of it. So I
am afraid you must stick to the hard boards.’
March 22 1928, to Edith, 132 in Evans: ‘You played the Ancient as an old woman and a
very tired one, instead of as a bald-headed volcano. What is the matter?—a new love?—
baby?—or are you bored with the part—or with me? Can I sympathize? If so tell me.’
April 7 1928, to Molly, who had sent Shaw a draft of her play, 125 in Tompkins: ‘I have
finished the play for you in such a way as to cancel all your false tragedy (Lawrence, I
presume, hasnt drowned himself) and produce an innocuous and amusing ending.
Whether it will prove a happy one remains to be seen. You may write Italian opera and
romantic tragedy or you may write studies of modern life; but you must not attempt to
combine the two. A mixture of Tosca and Trovatore with Tchekoff is ridiculous: false
beauty and bitter truth flourish apart but not together…. Your dialogue is easy and good;
you have an eye for character; and there are one or two strokes in the action that shew
some sublety and promise. But you have only one subject. And you are still a terrible
savage. Possibly on reading this you will give up in despair, as you did when your first
daubs failed to affect me like masterpieces by Monet; but I cant help that.’ (undated; PS?)
127: ‘I forgot the title. It should be Triangoli Intrecciati—Interlaced Triangles; and the
scene should be described as Villa on Lago Peggiore. How to classify it puzzles me: an
Opera without Music would do very well…. The play is not at all impossible theatrically
if an actress can be found for it who is fascinating enough to prevent Carlotta from being
simply odious.’
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April 11 1928, to Frederic Whyte, I:399 in Holroyd: Shaw recalls when William
Heinemann, in the 1890s, scorned the idea of publishing plays and recounts what Pinero
did: ‘And, sure enough, all the items were for little batches of copies consisting of one for
each character in the play and one for the prompter, the general reading public being
utterly unrepresented, though Pinero was then beyond question the foremost English
playwright. This was conclusive, as the amateurs of that day never touched plays unless
they had seen them performed by fashionable actors and actresses whom they longed to
ape. My plays were unperformed; and I could not ask W H to publish them with an
apparent certainty of not selling a single copy.’
April 12 1928, to Lawrence, who had just finished The Mint, 174-77 in Lawrence 1: ‘Get
your mind clear about The Mint—if it is possible to get your mind clear about anything
that smells of ink. It is a document of record, made at a cost of experience and with a
literary power that makes it rare and valuable as a record. There is not the slightest reason
why it should not be shewn to anyone interested in the manner and customs of soldiers,
or the psychology of military professionalism, or the history of initiation rituals, or the
taming of animals, or half a dozen other departments of history and science. The slightest
reticence or self-consciousness about it would be misplaced and unpardonable. As it
cannot be published as a work of literary art ... the only thing to be considered is how and
where to place it on record and to secure it from destruction. Such records are always in
great danger in private hands; and even in public hands they are not inviolable. Question
remains, where are the copies to come from, as all this will cost money? Solution: sell the
manuscript to Foyle for the cost of producing and distributing an edition of 20 copies....
Still, though you are wobbling between your conception of the thing as a verbatim report
for the archives and a work of art, I think you had better discard the latter unless you are
prepared to rewrite a good deal of it with humor enough to make it bearable and decency
enough to make it presentable, and then let Cape publish it on condition that he supplies
also the 20 unexpurgated copies for the archives’ (174-76). ‘Now as to the Mint itself.
There are only two passages which I should scrap. In the military policeman’s story of
the dead child in the harlot’s bed, you forgot, in the middle of it, that you are supposed to
be reporting it as it was told, and allow yourself to drop into a descriptive language of
pure Literary Lawrence that smells of the lamp almost as rankly as the policeman smelt
of the brothel. It is a purple patch; but it doesnt fit, and should come out.’ The other
passage pertains to Lawrence’s crude handling of the old age of Queen Alexandra:
‘Would you like to read a similar description of your mother, however powerfully
artistic?’ (177).
May 16 1928, to Trebitsch, 289-90 in Trebitsch 1: ‘I protest in the strongest manner
against any kind of tampering with St Joan in Vienna. I was astounded when I learnt that
Vienna was classed, not with the Great European capitals, but with the Fundamentalist
villages of Ohio, as a place where the inhabitants were too childish and superstitious to
endure the presentation on the stage of passages from the history of The Church. If the
Deutsches Volkstheater attempts to revive the play without the scene in which the fate of
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Joan is decided between the Feudal chiefs and the princes of the Church, then I beg you
to make public the fact that the play so presented is not my play, and that these ridiculous
mutilations have not, and never have had, my sanction. My native capital, Dublin, is
intensely and jealously Catholic; but the play was received there without a breath of
protest; and the particular scene in question was one of the most successful moments of
the performance. Am I to be persuaded that Vienna is three centuries behind Dublin in
culture? There! Will that do for publication if necessary?’ (289). ‘Tell Fischer that 50,000
copies of the I.W.G.S. have already been sold in America before publication, and that the
10,000 I ordered to be printed here are not sufficient to meet the orders. The printers are
at work on an additional supply as hard as they can’ (290).
May 23 1928, to Murray, in Murray (forthcoming): ‘Name not that importunate Union
to me. The effect of my article has been to convince it that I intend to devote the rest of
my life to lecturing to it. Whereas, in fact, I regard my debt to the League paid and my
bolt shot, so that, thank Heaven, I need never mention it again…. I was sorely tempted to
say that the Government’s choice of Genevan delegates was making Intellectual Cooperation impossible through lack of the indispensable qualification, but forebore. There
is something subtly funny about the title that makes me afraid to mention it or joke about
it. Why not change it to Innovation Commission to deal with the Application of Brains
and some Elementary Historical Knowledge to European Politics?’
May 25 1928, to Hamon, on Saint Joan on tour in the provinces, 98-99: ‘The news about
the tour of St Joan is worse than I expected…. are you sure that they are not playing
tricks with it—playing it in several acts with long intervals for the sake of the
refreshment bars, and cutting it all to pieces to shorten it for this purpose? Then as to the
actress. You alarmed me by saying that she had a power of expressing sadness. If she
does that in Joan, then all is lost. The old conventional Joan with the sad eyes, half burnt
before she makes her first entrance, and reeking with pious pathos, will kill any play
dead. Joan must be bright, dominantly energetic, full of force and full of fun, with no
touch of sentimentality about her, sweeping the play along whenever she is on stage, or
no actress without the special charm of Ludmilla can succeed in it.’
May 25 1928, to Ebenezer Howard, son of Sir Ebenezer, who had invented a machine for
typing shorthand, 186-87 in Chappelow: ‘I was naturally sorry to hear of the death of
your father; but as he ran his full career, and had nothing but old age before him, we must
consider his end a good one. He was one of those heroic simpletons who do big things
whilst our prominent worldlings are explaining why they are Utopian and impossible.
And of course it is they who will make money out of his work’ (186) ‘The truth is, I did
not, and do not, believe in the machine as a commercial proposition. I appreciate its
ingenuity; and if patents were not so shortlived come of its features might prove
lucrative; but I have a long experience of inventive geniuses; and I often have to warn
them against fixing their hopes and wasting their means on contrivances for doing better
what is already done well enough for commercial exigencies…. Unless you can make a
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convincing demonstration of such economy in newspaper and ordinary office work you
had better be very careful not to spend more time and money than you can afford to lose
on the invention.’
May 29 1928, to Wells, 136-38 in Wells: ‘I have read The Open Conspiracy carefully....
The middle chapters of the book are splendid: but their style is so extraordinarily like that
of Beatrice Webb that were I not informed to the contrary I should suspect a
collaboration with Beatrice as the senior partner. The method—the selection of a phrase
“The Open Conspiracy” (like “the Common Rule” or “Collective Bargaining”) and the
not-too familiar manner—“he who writes those lines” with its sequel in the third person
... —are intensely Victorian; and the terrific bump when you suddenly throw off the
literary mask and tell the tale of the pig on Provinder Island gives away the whole show.
The open conspiracy must drop that style—the leading article style—frankly and for
ever’ (136). ‘You repeatedly represent Capitalism as being the muddled vagueness that it
is the mouths and pamphlets of unlettered Labor orators. But you must guard yourself
against being supposed to share their ignorance. Capitalism is perhaps the only system of
social organization for economic purposes (or any other purpose) that has been worked
out with exact definiteness to the last decimal. That is why it imposes so easily on lucid
men like Balfour, Inge, and Asquith. There is no muddle about it.... anyone who has read
up and thought out the subject knows quite clearly and definitely that the issue between
Capitalism and Socialism is one of distribution.... the O.C. will never make headway ...
against Capitalism until it knows exactly what Capitalism means. You must therefore
postulate that as something to be learnt. This will lead you to delete such a staggerer as—
“The ends of Big Business must carry Big Business into the O.C., just as surely as every
other creative and broadly organizing movement is carried”’ (137). ‘Like Henry Arthur
Jones you are liable to attacks of “the spleen,” a complaint which used to be more clearly
recognized than it is today, when we no longer mention it. When I indulge in it I cut it out
on the proof; and I understand it so well that when you vent it on me it does no harm. But
do not let it corrupt or break up the open conspiracy. It is the cause of that
quarrelsomeness which makes it so hard to hold Englishmen together.... So revise always
with an eye to the elimination of bile’ (138).
May 30 1928, to Elgar, 413 in Elgar: ‘Capitalism is sending capital—that is, spare
food—out of the country all the time. It is the product of this spare food (say a railway
which its consumers have made) which cannot be moved, worse luck. Neither the Labor
people nor the bankers and capitalists know what capital is: they all make the same
blunders. I have dealt with the necessary definition exhaustively. Your products have the
extraordinary quality of being infinitely consumable without diminution or deterioration.
I should have done a chapter on the Economics of Art; but it would have been too long.’
May 31 1928, to Molly, who is contemplating living on an island on Lake Maggiore, 99100: ‘It is a place to spend six weeks a year in, but not a place to live in. You have no
business there—no roots in it. The life you are leading is horribly wicked. You cannot
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keep blasting your soul without blasting your body as well: that is what is the matter with
your lungs…. But you are a predestinate damned soul, a Vamp fiend, neither doing
justice, loving mercy, nor walking humbly with your God. You will prowl round the lake,
making men’s wives miserable; tormenting yourself whenever their glances wander from
you for a moment, until the lake water changes to fire and brimstone and rises up and
scorches you into nothingness…. Can you not learn how to live in the world? You are not
a thing evil in itself; and it is impossible to believe that you must go to the devil by
natural necessity…. Before you were born I have had to do with sirens as seductive as
you. And now! You will go their way unless you can relegate love affairs to very
occasional distractions, and then not spend more than an hour a fortnight or so on them.
What sort of creature do you suppose I should be now if I had done nothing but exploit
my celebrated fascination all my life? Would you have looked twice at so repulsive an
object? And yet you thought that when you had secured your Ogygia and lured me to its
shores you could play Calypso to my Odysseus and make a hog of me. Arent you glad
you didnt succeed? After all, you have brains in your upper half. This erotic-romantic
attitude to life doesnt make you happy.’
c. June ? 1928, to Barry Jackson, 30-33 in Jackson: Shaw discusses the failure of
attempts at repertory theatres after the Court period, and prospects for a Shakespeare
memorial theatre.
June 19 1928, to O’Casey, on The Silver Tassie, 284-85 in O’Casey 1: ‘My dear Sean,
what a hell of a play! I wonder how it will hit the public. Of course the Abbey should
have produced it—as [Walter] Starkie rightly says—whether it liked it or not. But the
people who knew your uncle when you were a child (so to speak) always want to correct
your exercises; and this was what disabled the usually competent W.B.Y. and Lady
Gregory. Still, it is surprising that they fired so very wide considering their
marksmanship. A good realistic first act, like Juno, an incongruously phantasmic second
act, trailing off into a vague and unreal sequel: could anything be wronger? What I see is
a deliberately unrealistic phantasmo-poetic second act, intensifying in exactly the same
mode into a climax of war imagery in the second act, and then two acts of almost
unbearable realism bringing down all the Voodoo war poetry with an ironic crash to earth
in ruins. There is certainly no falling-off or loss of grip: the hitting gets harder and harder
right through to the end. Now if Yeats had said “It’s too savage: I cant stand it” he would
have been in order. You really are a ruthless ironfisted blaster and blighter of your
species; and in this play there is none righteous—no, not one. Your moral is always that
the Irish ought not to exist; and you are suspected of opining, like Shakespear, that the
human race ought not to exist—unless, indeed, you like them like that, which you can
hardly expect Lady Gregory, with her kindness for Kiltartan, to do. Yeats himself, with
all his extraordinary cleverness and subtlety, which comes out just when you give him up
as a hopeless fool and (in this case) deserts him when you expect him to be equal to the
occasion, is not a man of this world; and when you hurl an enormous smashing chunk of
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it at him he dodges it, small blame to him.’ See also his letter of June 26 to Lady
Gregory.
June 23 1928, to T. E. Lawrence, III:87 in Holroyd: ‘I note that you have again moulded
the world impossibly to your desire. There is no end to your Protean tricks.... What is
your game really?
June 26 1928, to Lady Gregory, 285-86 in O’Casey 1: ‘Why did you and W.B.Y. treat
O’Casey as a baby? [Walter] Starkie was right, you should have done the play anyhow
[The Silver Tassie]. Sean is now hors concours. It is literally a hell of a play; but it will
clearly force its way on to the stage; and Yeats should have submitted to it as a calamity
imposed on him by the Act of God, if he could not welcome it as another Juno. Besides,
he was extraordinarily wrong about it on the facts. The first act is not a bit realistic: it is
deliberately fantastic chanted poetry. This is intensified to a climax in the second act.
Then comes a ruthless return for the last two acts to give the fiercest ironic realism.’
IPS June 28 1928, to the proprietors of the Everyman Theatre, where Shaw had seen
Robert Sheriff’s Journey’s End and recommended a West End production, 23 in ‘Dead
Letter File,’ Shaw Bulletin, 2 (May 1958): ‘I cannot give my name in the way you
suggest.... The invitation to take share in a company which does not pay would put it out
of the question anyhow; ... I have the special reason that if I did this for you I should
immediately be called on to do it for all the forlorn hopes in these islands.... It is
extremely questionable whether anything in the nature of an S.O.S. will help you. An
announcement that the ship is sinking seldom produces an inrush of passengers.... The
public will patronise you if you can persuade it that it will enjoy the process.... The
history of the theatre is quite imposing and will, if circulated, do you good. The
preliminary cry of stinking fish will do you nothing but harm.’
June 28 1928, to Brockway, who asked if excerpts from The Intelligent Woman’s Guide
to Socialism could be used in election material, 222-23 in Brockway: ‘I dont think the
plundering of my book for election ammunition would hurt it or me in the least. It would
not do to make tracts of the chapters as such; but the compilers of your leaflets and
pamphlets can quote as much as they like. Some people tell me that my book will win the
next election for Labor. Others declare that I have killed Labor at the polls for the next
ten years. Others say that it will have no effect until the people who have read it before
they are twenty-five reach the age of forty. I myself think that it may affect the flapper
vote if it can be distributed in free doses, or very cheap ones, and duly pushed at meetings
and the like. But it must be presented by the Party as the Party’s literature, quoting me as
any other authority might be quoted. If presented as a chapter or booklet by me it would
have no electoral effect worth considering, because the outside public, which is the public
you want to get at, does not connect me with any party, and will, after chuckling over my
book, go and vote Conservative or Liberal or not vote at all, just as usual. So you see
everything depends on the way the thing is done.’
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July 2 1928, to Trebitsch, 291 in Trebitsch 1: ‘I object most strenuously to the title “Was
ist Socialismus &c &c.” There are a thousand books in the world with that title. There is
not one book in the world called The Intelligent Woman in the forefront. If it had been
called What is Socialism? not 8000 would have been sold. How stupid those people are!
Give them a good thing and their first idea is to change it into some banality or other.’
July 24, 291-92: ‘The title is all wrong. Von C[apitalismus] u. S[ozialismus] is worse
than ever. The whole point of the title is that it is a long one, and that it begins with Guide
and Intelligent Woman.... The length of the original title is unusual, purposely. Does
Fischer want people to believe that there is nothing unusual about the book? Your
original version of the title; and if F doesnt like it he must lump it.’
July 2 1928, to Cornwallis-West, 160-61 in Cornwallis-West: ‘I can no more dine out
than I can answer letters when it is humanly possible to postpone them. As we are off to
the South of France on the 15th, and preparations for the trip will fill up the few days 1
shall spend in London in the meantime, I must cry off until I come back to England
sometime in September. Being a sympathetic man you will understand that I must not
remind my family circle of Stella more than I can help. That confounded book [her
autobiography] made it a sore subject. As Lady A[stor] evidently had no idea of the
irrevocabílity of the rupture between you and S, I, after thinking it over, showed her your
letter. It carried conviction. How S manages to live I dont know. If all her friends were to
give her all they possess it would last her about three weeks. And she has made a devil of
a lot of enemies.’
July 3 1928, to Sean O’Casey, 46-47 in O’Casey 2: ‘I have just heard from Lady
Gregory. I gather that she has really been on your side all through; so there will be no
difficulty there. Dont disparage L[ennox] R[obinson], or “make conditions.” Say that he
is the rottenest producer on God’s earth, and would kill a play even if St Luke and
Gabriel collaborated to write it. He wont mind that or wont resent it; and the conditions
will follow spontaneously. Playwriting is a desperate trade. £300 a week for just long
enough to get you living at that rate, and then nothing for two years. Your wife must
support you (what is he for?) and when she is out of work you must go into debt, and
borrow and pawn and so on—the usual routine. Such is life.’
July 5 1928, to Beatrice, on The Intelligent Woman’s Guide to Socialism and Capitalism
(finished), 216 in Webbs: ‘In reading my book you must bear in mind that I never do
anything that is being done, or has already been done, as well or better by somebody
else.... What was left to me was to shew that people now want, not Fraternity but Privacy,
and not Liberty in the old sense but Leisure.... What I had to insist on is that man is not
born free, that he never can be free all day, but that everyone can have leisure if it is
properly distributed, and that liberty cannot begin until leisure begins.’
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July 31 1928, to Harris from a hotel in Cap d’Antibes, 106: ‘The villas here regard a set
of your confounded life and loves as an indispensable item of furniture. My wife read the
first volume when you sent it to me (illustrations and all), and, as mistress of a house
where all the books were accessible to a highly respectable female staff, promptly burnt it
page by page so that not a comma should escape the flames. Of the subsequent volumes
she knows nothing except what she infers from your promise in that first one too
outCasanova Casanova in them. She has no doubt that you have been as good (or as bad)
as your word.’
Aug 8 1928, to Harris, 214 in Harris: ‘We had better lunch at your villa, as it is
impossible to talk freely in a restaurant without the risk of seeing it all, maliciously
distorted, in next day’s paper. You know my habits: no meat, no fish, no fowl, no wine. A
single dish of haricots blancs, or risotto with a touch of saffron but absolutely without any
kind of animal in it (they will put ham in unless one stands over them), or maccaroni
italienne (tomatoes), or puree St Germain (peas pudding), or an omelette or eggs sur le
plat, will provide for me. But remember: a single dish.’ (Shaw could not attend because
of illness.)
Aug 22 1928, to H. B. Higgins, fellow student at Wesleyan Connexional, Shaw’s first
school, I:33 in Holroyd: ‘I have not a good word to say for it. It could not even teach
Latin; and it never seriously tried to teach anything else. A more futile boy prison could
not be imagined. I was a day-boy: what a boarder’s life was like I shudder to conjecture.’
Aug 31 1928, to world champion heavyweight boxer Gene Tunney, 125 in Tunney: ‘On
Tuesday next I leave this address and change to Hotel La Residence, Geneva,
Switzerland. I shall stay there until the middle of the month. I must return home about the
15th. If you are still on this side of the Atlantic then, give me a hail, and I will fix up a
meeting if you are not by that time tired of literary people. Not a word of this to any
living soul or we shall be dogged by cameras, microphones and journalists. I take it that
we are both desirous of complete privacy.’ (They met for the first time on Nov 14.)
Sept 1 1928, to Hall Caine, who had published a revised edition of his book on Dante
Gabriel Rossetti, 107-09: Shaw shares memories of Rossetti and William and May
Morris.
IPS Sept. 16 1928, to the aspiring playwright Robert Sherriff, on his play Journey’s End,
106 in George Perry, ‘The Man Who Staged the War,’ Shaw Review, 15 (Sept 1972),
104-09: ‘This play is, properly speaking, a document, not a drama. The war produced
several of them. They require a good descriptive reporter, with the knack of dialogue.
They are accounts of catastrophes and sketches of trench life, useful as correctives to the
romantic conception of war; and they are usually good of their kind because those who
cannot do them well do not do them at all. They seem to me useless as dramatist’s
credentials. The best of them cannot prove that the writer could produce a comedy or
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tragedy with ordinary materials. Having read this Journey's End, and found it as
interesting as any other vivid description of a horrible experience, I could give the author
a testimonial as a journalist; but I am as completely”—horribly abnormal life—I should
say let it be performed by all means, even at the disadvantage of being the newspaper of
the day before yesterday. But if I am asked to express an opinion as to whether the author
could make his living as a playwright, I can only say that I don't know. I can neither
encourage nor discourage him.’
Oct 9 1928, to Stanley J. Rubinstein, defence lawyer for Marguerite Radclyffe-Hall,
whose novel The Well of Loneliness had been censored because its subject was
lesbianism, 111-12: ‘You have to face the fact that the book is indecent for all who
consider homosexuality an indecent subject’(111). ‘The security of trade would be
destroyed if books which are indecent in this sense could be seized whenever they were
made the subject of a newspaper stunt. In this case a book has been published by a
reputable publisher, printed by a reputable printer, distributed by reputable libraries and
booksellers, reviewed without protest by reputable newspapers and critical journals.
Neither the Customs nor the postal authorities can reasonably treat such a book as unfit
for circulation unless and until it has been prosecuted successfully as such. If the Home
Secretary agrees with his one witness (Mr Douglas) let him prosecute and put his witness
into the box for cross examination. It is not for a reputable author to take private action
against a hysterical journalist and a newspaper with fifty times any author’s resources
raising a public question: it is for the public authorities to take action if the case is a valid
one; and if they do not move the assumption of the Customs should be that the case is not
valid’ (112). Followup on Oct 23, 115: ‘The line to be taken seems to me obvious. You
quote the “tends to corrupt those whose minds are open to immoral influence and who are
likely to see the work”: that is, the entire British public, not to say the human race.
Counsel must say that there is not a work of literature in existence which he could defend
as being outside that all-embracing definition, least of all the Bible, the publication of
which in the vernacular produced centuries of warfare. He must admit that The Well of
Loneliness may corrupt those whose minds are open to immoral influences as much as
Johnson’s Dictionary, in which ladies used to look for improper words. He must say that
he cannot put witnesses into the box to testify that The Well is absolutely inert morally,
because that is a natural impossibility…. What then is the use of the Act (or whatever it
is)? It has exactly the same use as the Motoring Acts, which lay down twenty miles an
hour as the utmost speed permissible to a mechanically propelled vehicle. To all practical
intents and purposes this is an impossible requirement, like the requirement that a book
shall not tend to &c. &c. But it enables the authorities to lay their hands at any moment
on any motorist and charge him with breaking the law. He is certain to be in
contravention; and if the magistrate is convinced that he has been making a nuisance of
himself in some way that cannot be classified as “to the public danger” the magistrate
will inflict a suitable penalty.’
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Oct 12 1898, to J. Armour Macmillan, III:136-37 in Holroyd: ‘I need not remind you that
trade, home or foreign, is something to be minimized, not maximized and regarded as an
index to prosperity.... the garden of Eden was happy without trade. But to many of our
statisticians it seems as if Eve, instead of handing Adam the apple, had sold it for a bunch
of Algerian dates, and the purchaser had sold it for a pound of Italian olives, and the olive
sellers sold it for some Spanish figs, and the fig merchant sent it to Ireland in payment for
a blackthorn stick, and so on round the globe until it came round to Mesopatamia again
and was purchased by Adam for an ostrich feather, both Adam and Eve would have been
much more prosperous.’
Oct 21 1928, to Lawrence, who was contemplating a job as a night watchman in some
urban office center, 178-79 in Lawrence 1: ‘The first qualification for a night watchman
in Threadneedle St is a capacity for taking the Bank of England seriously, and an
unfeigned respect, mounting to religious awe, for the Governor’ (178). ‘An imaginative
novice with a literary turn, not afraid of solitude or ghosts, and extremely fed up with his
fellowcreatures, may picture himself as a night watchman sitting in lonely groves of bags
of gold, pouring forth in perfect peace page after page of immortal verse or prose, or
inventing hitherto unconceived algebraic methods, or even simply reading novels. What
the reality is like I do not know; but I guess it is as a very exacting sort of sentry-go, on
which an armed man paces through a nightmare of rooms and dungeons, every one of
which he must visit once every hour, and every one furnished with a clock ... which will
betray him if he does not do something to it at hourly intervals, and may even shew its
sense of his neglect by ringing the tocsin and turning out the guard. I should say that after
a week of it you would return to the Colonial Office like a lamb, unless indeed half a
dozen safes had been rifled whilst you were writing to Charlotte, and you had been
arrested for connivance’ (179).
Oct 27 1928, to Hayden Church, I:451, 452, in Holroyd: On his mother’s spiritualism:
‘[I] held my tongue because I did not like to say anything that could worry my mother’
(451). She was ‘as sane and shrewd as Sir Oliver Lodge ... which proves that if a belief in
Spiritualism is a craze, it is one which a thoroughly soundheaded person can keep in a
thought tight compartment without injury to their general mental health’ (452).
Nov 5 1928, to William Maxwell, III:146 in Holroyd: ‘I slept very well last night; and
the morning was all sunshine. Consequently I began a new play.’ Dec 3, to Maxwell,
III:146: ‘The play is hurling itself out in such a torrent after my long abstinence that I
believe it will be shorter to let it rip.’ Dec 27, to Cecil Lewis, III:146: ‘I can hardly write
shorthand fast enough to keep pace with it.’ The play was The Apple Cart.
Nov 10, 1928, to Theresa Helburn, on the occasion of the Theatre Guild revival of Major
Barbara in New York, 180-81 in Theatrics: ‘I do not suppose there is much danger of
Winifred Lenihan making Barbara a low spirited person with large eyes, looking like a
picture on the cover of The Maiden’s Prayer, though that is the traditional stage view of a
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religious part. Bear in mind that Lady Britomart has a most important part, and requires a
first rate robust comedian and grande dame to play it; for the clue to a great deal of
Barbara is that she is her mother’s daughter, and that she bullies and bustles the Salvation
Army about just as Lady Britomart bullies and bustles her family at home. Barbara is full
of life and vigor, and unconsciously very imperious. Cusins is easy for any clever actor
who has ever seen the original (Professor Gilbert Murray). The next best model is
perhaps Harold Lloyd. Do not let Mr Waram make the mistake of making up like a Thug
as Bill Walker. In appearance he is just an ordinary young workman excited by drink and
a sense of injury, not in the least like a murderer in a nightmare or melodrama. He should
be clean and good-looking enough to make the scene in which Barbara breaks down his
brutality—which is a sort of very moving love scene—look natural, which it will not do
if Bill is disgusting physically and sanitarily. The most effective dress for Lady Britomart
is a Queen Mary or Queen Alexandra dress, long and purposely a generation out of date.
I think these are the only points which my experience suggests as those of which there is
most danger of going wrong.’
Nov 14 1928 to May 2 1930, to Jackson, 35-50 in Jackson: Several letters deal with the
production of The Apple Cart as the Malvern Festival’s first Shaw offering.
Nov 18-20 1928, to Cecil Lewis, III:35 in Holroyd: To Shaw it seemed that the strain of
war had misshapen humanity: ‘boys who for years did not believe they could escape
death for many weeks more ... excited girls who could refuse these doomed boys nothing:
“Virtue” in them would have been an unthinkable meanness. When it was over the girls
had lost the habit of virtue and the boys had acquired the habit of drink.’ Thus the country
was filled with ‘shell-shocked rakes and deflowered flappers.’
Nov 24 1928, to Rev. Albert Victor Baillie, 118-19: A letter composed by Shaw and
submitted to newspapers with 45 signatures regarding the case of The Well of Loneliness
(see entry for Nov 9) had evoked an obscene hate letter sent to Baillie, who showed it to
Shaw. His response: ‘I think the letter is a leg-pull. My wife has no doubt that it is.
Whether or no, it is impossible to take any notice of or action upon it…. I read the book
and formed an estimate of it which is practically your own. The attempt in it to make out
that bachelor couples and spinster couples preferring the society of their own sex and
keeping house together decently are so ostracised and persecuted that they are hounded
into the circles in which homosexualism is a cult, seemed to me to be on the face of it
blazing nonsense. It proves, I think, that the authoress has what I may call the insanity of
her mission. But there was nothing that could justify the classing of the book with
obscene photographs and the sort of pornographic trash that dealers in such things stock.
My own experience of life has led me—as a matter of necessary practice—to treat sexual
life as outside the scope of the judgments we have to pass on one another for social,
political, and business purposes. I have not found that even the most absurd aberrations
are necessarily associated with any general depravity of character, or that intemperance in
their practices has any other results than the intemperance in normal sexual intercourse
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which visibly damages many respectably married persons. I should say that a dishonored
cheque is a safer index to character for worldly purposes than inversion. But this is only a
rule of thumb; for the impossibility of getting at the facts on any statistical scale puts
anything like a scientific generalisation out of the question. I have all the normal
repugnances to aberration; but I have found that they are untrustworthy guides to
estimating character. Normally sexed people are sometimes as devoid of conscience as it
is humanly possible to be: homosexualists are sometimes conspicuously able and
highminded. Denunciations of homosexuality as depraving and detestable may have an
unsuspected and deeply wounding effect on one’s most justly valued friends. The wisest
and best inverts never tell; but they can cherish a deep grudge against those who would, if
they knew, turn against them, and attribute to them general vices of which they are
conspicuously innocent.’
IPS Dec 1 1928, to Ethel Smyth, who asked Shaw to contribute to a fund for a
performance of her Mass, 278-79 in Christopher St John, Ethel Smyth: A Biography
(London: Longmans, Green, 1959): ‘If there is a principle to which I have clung as the
first article of artistic virtue it is that we should never pay for the performance of our
works, even if we were never to see a page of them in print or hear a bar of them in the
concert room. When you asked me for £600 to pay people to perform a work of yours
which had been both published and performed, the occasion was one, not for a letter, but
for a sermon which I hadnt time to write. Besides, I calculated that if I waited either you
would get the money from somebody else or the project would evaporate as 99 out of
every 100 such projects evaporate. As you have stuck to it with characteristic resolution,
and have also developed it into a Feminist war of conquest on the conductor’s desk
(which suggests that the millionairesses should see you through) I propose to continue
my policy of Wait and See. I positively will not finance the concert and spoil my record;
but if when all is over and the balance sheet worked out you are left overdrawn, I shall
consider whether you do not deserve a testimonial, even if there be but one subscriber.
Rutland Boughton wants £250 for a performance of his latest Opus in Hyde Park. But for
my iron rule I should now be a pauper. All the same it was disgraceful of me not to
answer.’
Dec 4 1928, to McNulty, who had queried as to whether his son George as assistant to
John Ford might get permission to film Shaw’s plays, 122: ‘You should not bring up your
infants to cherish immoderate ambitions like these…. What is he? A producer? And how
old? Any experience in film work? Ever been in America? Married or single? Any good,
generally speaking, or in artistic work because he is no good at business? For a long time
I refused to allow my plays to be filmed because a screened play is a dead one in the
ordinary theatre. But the value of my film rights commercially is so great that unless I
realize them before I die my executors will sell them for twopencehalfpenny. Therefore I
am now quite prepared to sell for five years the rights of those plays which have had a big
revival lately are are consequently likely to go to sleep again for some years in the
theatre. Besides, I am artistically interested. Owing to the fact that in filming you can
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select all the perfect bits from your rehearsals (every rehearsal hits off some passage in
perfection) and piece them together into a perfect performance the screen can reach a
point of excellence unattainable by the stage. Only, you must know which are the best
bits. If, like many American producers, you prefer the worst, and piece them together, the
result is a sustained atrocity beyond the possibilities of a penny gaff.’
c. 1929, to Norman Clark, III:35 in Holroyd: ‘I take the view that the worse a job is the
more reason for trying to make the best of it. But my creed of creative evolution means in
practice that man can change himself to meet every vital need, and that however long the
trials and frequent the failures may be, we can put up a soul as an athlete puts up a
muscle. Thus to men who are themselves cynical I am a pessimist; but to genuinely
religious men I am an optimist, and even a fantastic and extravagant one.’
Jan 2 1929, to Elgar, 417 in Elgar: ‘Lazy! I’ve not only begun a new play but finished it.
Not since The Messiah has a work hurled itself on paper more precipitously. But after
St.Joan it will outrage the world as a hideous anti-climax. It is a scandalous Aristophanic
burlesque of democratic politics, with a brief but shocking sex interlude.’
Jan 13 1929, to Ludmilla and Georges Pitoëff, 123-25: Although he has not seen the
production of Cæsar and Cleopatra at the Théâtre des Arts, Shaw reflects the shock of
his translator Hamon who has been shattered by the negative notices. He conveys his
feelings and speculates about reasons to the two principal actors. He is even bold enough
to declare that Pitoëff ‘has overrated his talent and his authority with the Paris public; and
he must take the consequences.’
Feb 2 1929, to Molly, 131 in Tompkins: ‘You desire to know whether I am Thru with
you. At my age one is thru with everybody, and can only beg for a little charitable
tolerance from young persons. I hoarded my bodily possessions so penuriously that even
at seventy I had some left; but that remnant was stolen from me on the road to Baveno
and on other roads to paradise through the same district. Now they are all dusty highways
on which I am safe because nobody can rob a beggar. Nothing is left but my eternal
genius. When that endless book was finished … I thought I was finished; but when Barry
Jackson announced a festival of my plays at Malvern in August next, with nothing newer
than Joan and Methuselah and Heartbreak House, I erupted like a volcano and simply
hurled out a new play, inspiringly entitled The Apple Cart. As it is all about politics
except for twenty minutes in the middle between a He Man and a She Woman of my
patent brand, perhaps it will interest you.’
Feb 8 1929, to Theresa Helburn, 128: ‘By this time reports of my new play should have
appeared in the American press…. It is a play in three acts: the first long, the second only
a twenty minutes interlude, and the third nearly but not quite as long as the first. The
period is toward the end of the present century. With the exception of the interlude,
which is a duet for the leading man and his lady (who, by the way, does not otherwise
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appear), the action consists of a Cabinet meeting at which the King of England is present.
The King is the principal man and has the sort of part that George Arliss shines in. Beside
him there are two of his private secretaries, both of whom must be pretty good walking
gentlemen. Two of the Cabinet ministers are women. The Prime Minister has a strong
part; and there are five other ministers with character parts which you will have no
difficulty in casting. There is also a young princess with one short scene. In all, nine men
and four women, of whom one is a brilliant Millimant, one serious, one musical comedy,
and the princess as aforesaid…. The name of the play is The Apple Cart; and it is as
unlike St Joan as it possibly can be.’
Feb 11 1929, to Nancy Astor (hereafter Nancy), planning a Shaw reading of The Apple
Cart, 8-9 in Astor: ‘As to that list—what about Balfour? what about T[homas] J[ones]?
... what about [Walter] Elliot (for dinner and the last act: he heard the first)? what about
Mosley & his Cynthia? (to represent the Labor Party)? Griggs has suffered it all before:
need we plague him again? Ward, dear lad, is only one of many journalists; but why not
Geoffrey Dawson: wouldnt you like to see him wriggling on my skewer? ... I can’t think
of anyone else for the moment; but I presume you dont want a mob.
Feb 21 1929, to Norman Clark, a boxing enthusiast who had drafted an interview with
Shaw on prizefighting, which he sent him for revisions, 130: Shaw found
misunderstandings that needed correction, focusing especially on Gene Tunney: ‘you
have not got the hang of Tunney at all. On the evidence of the films I should say that he
is an extraordinarily difficult man to hit. Carpentier’s rights looked as fatal as ever; but as
they produced absolutely no effect they could not have got home. Tunney never
crouches, always has his head as far back as it will go, and has a peculiar biff that stalls
off every attempt to rush him…. His confidence in himself and his system amounts to
something like contempt for his most famous adversaries; reputations cannot frighten
him; personalities cannot hypnotize him. He does not need to be a brilliant boxer like
Carpentier or a terror like Dempsey: he wins by mental and moral superiority, combined
with plenty of strength, an inaccessible head, and that very disheartening biff.’ Shaw
followed this with a brief note on March 27 (131).
March 6 1929, to Cockerell, 37 in Cockerell: ‘I have had to get out of bed to attend the
final rehearsals of Major Barbara, and I am therefore not so forward in my convalescence
as I ought to be. I shall try a weekend at Hastings to clinch my recovery. In the Middle
Ages, when they died in heaps of plague, they took it seriously and went to church to
disarm God. Now we call it influenza, and die with a feeling of complaisant superiority to
those benighted times.’
March 29 1929, to Roy Limbert, editor of the BBC’s ‘literary weekly,’ who had queried
Shaw about serving as critic of a coming performance of Saint Joan, 47 in Conolly:
‘decency forbids…. What will you pay me for NOT criticizing it? … Is is, obviously, just
the one performance that I must not criticize.’
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March 31 1929, to Pat, on the Interlude in The Apple Cart, 274 in Campbell: ‘The honest
truth is that I am too shy to read you the only scene in that play that would interest you.
Its scandalous climax is a reminiscence of Kensington Square. Perhaps you will never
speak to me again when you have read it—or seen it. Ask D.D. [Edith Lyttleton’s
nickname].’ Shaw’s letter of April 6 (in CL 4 133) continues in this vein: ‘It is an ending
of the red hot poker order: wildly disgraceful. Of course the scene isnt true; but you will
recognize bits and scraps of it. And there are perhaps gleams of truth in it here and there.
Which of us knows the whole truth? Not I.’ Pat finally heard the scene described and, on
June 7 1929, told Shaw: ‘I am deeply distressed about The Apple Cart. I cannot imagine
why D.D. didnt tell me about it when she first heard you read it’ (285 in Campbell).
c. April 14-15 1929, to Tunney, after the Shaws hear about his wife’s relapse, 227 in
Tunney: ‘We got a fright about you. Just before we left Pola the captain said—quoting
an Italian paper—that Mrs Tunney had had a relapse. We both felt that we must jump off
at Brioni, to offer moral support if nothing more solidly useful. But the captain then
added that in the masterly hands of the Italian doctors from Trieste and Rovigno, a
complete cure had been effected and an “out of danger” bulletin issued.’
April 3 1929, to Brockway, after the Home Office had prohibited the showing of the film
Potemkin, 132: ‘Potemkin was exhibited to me privately. It is, artistically, one of the very
best films in existence. Its suppression is an undisguised stroke of class censorship,
utterly indefensible and inexplicable on any other ground. Simply an incident in the class
war, as waged by our governing classes. Remind them of it when they next wax indignant
against Soviet censorship.’
May 18 1929, to Nancy, once again vying for a seat in Parliament, 142: ‘you are in a
difficult situation: a violently Radical Conservative, a recklessly unladylike Lady, a
Prohibitionist member of The Trade party, and all sorts of contradictory things, including
… the most turbulent member of the Party of Order. The only tune to which you can win
in a seafaring constituency is Jack’s Delight Is His Lovely Nan. In that sign you will
probably conquer in spite of all the sober and virtuous publicans and brothel keepers who
minister to the paid-off mariners of our historic port. Knowing that you are on the side of
the angels they will give you a vote to set against their profits in the books of the
recording angel…. In short, dear Nancy, let yourself rip, and wear all your pearls:
prudence is not your game; and if you ride hard enough for a fall you won’t get it.’ He
appends a poster: ‘BERNARD SHAW SAYS “Lady Astor’s Defeat Would Be a
NATIONAL CALAMITY.”’
May 20 1929, to Pat, 282-83 in Campbell: ‘The Apple Cart will be safer with Edith
Evans; and the King will have a fair chance instead of being upset and unhinged.
However, bewitch Barry Jackson if you can. It is not a question of a few performances in
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Malvern: a short season in Birmingham and then a London production are in the program
as well.’
June 6 1929, to Cockerell, 143: Ravenna ‘is a sell only to those who dont know that
Christianity is like wine in respect of the fact that though the older it is the better up to a
certain point, yet, that point once passed, it deteriorates with age. This fifth century
Christianity was an article of fashion, not of faith, for people with money enough to
commission mosaics. The real stuff was bought with Peter’s pence.’
June 19 1929, to Unwin, who was miffed that Shaw had allowed H. C. Duffin to auction
off a letter of his that contained ‘libellous’ terms such as ‘shark’ about him, 148-49 in
Publishers: ‘I am very sorry. I was on the point of writing Duffin and Hodgson when my
secretary rang up from London to say that Duffin has withdrawn the letters. The present
mania for relics (prethumous) is a terrible nuisance to me. My letters fetch large sums;
and I have no power to prevent their sale.... At all events your protest has, I am glad to
note, proved promptly effective. I always tell young authors who consult me that
publishing is a gamble in which the publisher, who must make one best-seller pay for
several duds, must take every advantage he can obtain, and that it is up to the author to
take care of himself. That, I think, is sound. Of course, I had forgotten all about my
counsel to Mr Duffin when I said he could sell my letters, but I certainly did not mean to
absolve him from all discretion in the matter. Shark is a generic term, used without
malice. But it shouldnt be thrown about in public.’
July 11 1929, to Pat, 151-52: To mollify Pat, Shaw changes the King’s remark to Orinthia
about her son (‘Basil is a very good-looking young man, but he has the morals of a
tramp’) to ‘Your children are beautiful, wonderful children; but they are fairy children;
and I have several very real ones already.’ He also adds: ‘And to make it our immortal
play I have changed “Orinthia: It is out of the question: your dream of being queen must
remain a dream” to “Orinthia: We are only two children at play; and you must be content
to be my queen in fairyland.”’
July 12 1929, to Pat, 153: ‘There are no personalities in the narrower sense in the scene.
Orinthia’s husbands are not Patrick or George [Pat’s husband]: they are items in the many
millions of men and women who, seduced by a splendor that dazzles them, bite off more
than they can digest. The story is as old as Jupiter and Semele. Do you not know that
though you are marvellous, as all the flappers say, you are gey [very] ill to live with:
indeed impossible. You cannot have it both ways. I have made a superb picture of you,
God forgive me! and you must play the game.’
July 16 1929, to a lady who requested an autographed book to sell, 45 in Elliot:
‘Autographing a book for sale at a bazaar or the like is utterly, totally, completely,
inexorably and violently out of the question. I will autograph a book for you. You can
then present it to whom you please.’
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July 20 1929, to H. Reinheimer, III:53 in Holroyd: ‘I rather jib, myself, at the dualism of
mind and matter, but if I had to dogmatize I should say that I see in mind the promise and
potency of all forms of matter.’
July 21 1929, to Wells, 141-48 in Wells: As Wells published The Science of Life in a
series of articles in the Fortnightly, Shaw wrote extensive marginal comments and sent
them to his friend. The editor has organized these into a compact series of dialogues,
which reflect the disagreements they have voiced for years. Shaw sums up some of the
arguments in an ensuing letter, Aug 2 1929, 152-53.
c. July 23 1929, to Pat, who had urged Shaw to revise The Apple Cart, with Orinthia
omitted, 156: ‘I dont feel it to be a bit wrong. It plays magnificently. Orinthia never loses
her distinction and beauty even when she rolls on the floor. If she did I would amputate
her without a moments hesitation, and be ashamed of her. But I’m not. So stand she shall
to all eternity. Besides Orinthia is not a portrait: she is a study for which you sat as a
model in bits only—though the magnificence of the picture is due to you. And again I am
an artist and as such utterly unscrupulous when I find my model—or rather when she
finds me.’
July 27 1929, to BBC Programmes Director Roger Eckersley, 55 in Conolly: Shaw
declares that he will not ‘take the BBC seriously’ until ‘the childish absurdity’ about
‘expressions of opinion being free from argument and controversy’ was dropped, ‘finally
and without compromise.’
July 28 1929, to Pat, 156-57: ‘How troublesome you are! ... When I suggest you are an
Orinthia you repudiate the likeness as an outrage.... Of course we are a pair of
mountebanks; but why, oh why do you get nothing out of me, though I get everything out
of you? Mrs Hesione Hushaby in Heartbreak House, the Serpent in Methuselah, whom I
always hear speaking with your voice, and Orinthia: all you, to say nothing but Eliza,
who was only a joke. You are the Vamp and I the victim; yet it is I who suck your blood
and fatten on it whilst you love everything!’
July 31 1929, to Merle Armitage, an American writer and opera impresario, 78 in
Dickens: In a copy of Little Dorrit, Shaw wrote: ‘This is not the original edition of Little
Dorrit. It is part of an edition in monthly parts which I took in when I was a boy late in
the eighteensixties. The illustrations by Mahoney were evidently done in wash, and
butchered by the engraver, photographic reproduction being then impracticable. The
[Richard] Barnard illustrations in the other books are much better, as he knew how to
draw for the wood. My acquaintance with the story is of earlier date, as we had at home
the first complete issue with the original etchings by Phiz. It is in some respects
Dickens’s greatest book, following the change to complete seriousness which was
marked by his Hard Times. The Circumlocution Office has been improved out of
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recognition by it; but I still meet Mr Sparkler in all directions, and Merdles by the dozen,
though they unfortunately dont commit suicide. My old friend and political colleague
Sidney Webb, now Lord Passfield, also had his mind formed in youth by another copy of
the Phiz Little Dorrit which his parents left lying about.’
Aug 12 1929, to Elgar, on getting an overture to The Apple Cart, whatever the expense,
419-20 in Elgar: ‘My own view was that six bars of yours would extinguish (or upset)
the A.C. and turn the Shaw festival into an Elgar one; but that it would be a jolly good
thing to do so. I demanded overtures to Caesar, to Methuselah (five preludes), and a
symphonic poem to Heartbreak House, which is by far the most musical work of the lot.’
IPS Sept 1 1929, to Matthew Boulton, who was playing Boanerges in The Apple Cart, 93
in Bernard F. Dukore, Bernard Shaw, Director (London: Allen & Unwin, 1971): ‘B.
comes to court with a powerful conception of himself as a man of the people leading
them in the struggle against the governing classes. All the Boanergeses do. The notion
that there is no governing class—that government is carried on by the strong men, no
matter what class they belong to, and that his lot is with the strong men and not with the
people (whether he is on their side or not), is quite new to him, though everything he has
been saying the the king about democracy proves it. Consequently the princess’s “anyone
can see that you belong to the governing class” is a flash of revelation to him. I have
given him no dialogue to express this: it has to come out between the lines; but every
time I see it I feel that he must play to it. I cannot make him exclaim “Yes, by God! it’s
true” because it would run the scene right off the rails; but [it] can be done quite easily by
suddenly unfolding the arms, opening the mouth, and lifting the eyes at the cue
“governing class.” Just try it. You will find yourself doing it involuntarily when you get
the idea.’
Sept 17 1929, to the stage director H.K. Ayliff, who was preparing for the London
premiere of The Apple Cart, 185 in Theatrics: ‘They mustnt wait for the laughs: they
must kill them and get along with it.... My plays are nothing if not impetuous; and that
effect is produced not by hurrying or slurring, but by never letting the current of speech
(which is the action) halt for a moment. The audience shouldnt have time to think and
should never be kept waiting.’
Oct 8 1929, to Harcourt Williams, who had asked Shaw for two plays, 59-60 in
Williams: ‘Why on earth should I say NO to you of all people? I’ll send you a license
when I come up to town on Thursday. I haven’t a form down here.’
c. Oct 12 1929, to Charles B. Cochran, who had produced the world premiere of
O’Casey’s The Silver Tassie on Oct 11, 65 in O’Casey 2: ‘I really must congratulate you
on The Tassie before it passes into the classical repertory. It is a magnificent play; and it
was a magnificent gesture of yours to produce it. The highbrows should have produced it;
you, the Unpretentious Showman, DID, as you have done so many other noble and rash
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things on your Sundays. This, I think, will rank as the best of them…. There is a new
drama rising from unplumbed depths to sweep the nice little bourgeois efforts of myself
and my contemporaries into the dustbin; and your name will live as that of the man who
didnt run away. If only some one would build you a huge Woolworth theatre (all seats
sixpence) to start with O’Casey and O’Neill, and no plays by men who had ever seen a
five pound note before they were thirty or been inside a school after they were thirteen,
you would be buried in Westminster Abbey. Bravo!’ (Published in The Times but written
directly to Cochran.)
Oct 29 1929, to Hilda Matheson, the BBC’s director of talks who had approved of a
broadcast of Captain Brassbound’s Conversion in Dec 1928, 164-65: ‘As to the
broadcast of Brassbound, its infamy was such that I hereby solemnly renounce, curse, and
excommunicate everybody who had a hand in it…. The way the performers had to gabble
through their parts was beyond description. Brassbound, in his highest Restoration
Comedy soprano, set a pitch and a pace which probably convinced the listeners-in … that
he was the heroine. Lady Cicely’s basso profundo provided the necessary contrast and
made it clear that she was the pirate. Everything that could be done to make the
characters indistinguishable from oneanother, and the dialogue unintelligible, was done
and done thoroughly…. The second time was not quite so bad: the hour [7 to 9 pm] was a
reasonable one; and there were signs that after six more rehearsals the speakers would
have begun to guess what on earth the whole thing was about; but the cast was a bundle
of misfits; and I doubt whether anyone who listened will ever be induced by love or
money to give me another trial. I note that you declare you found it very interesting. How
can you have the cheek—!’
Nov 8 1929, to William H. Wise & Sons, who will publish the Ayot St. Lawrence Edition
of Shaw’s works between 1930 and 1932, 151 in Publishers: ‘In marketing my works in
their entirety the difficulty is that instead of having one public I have in effect several
publics living in compartments that do not communicate. My reputation as a playwright
may be left to take care of itself, as all the people who dont care for plays know that I
have written plays and stories. Then there are the fundamentalists who think I am a
notorious atheist and the patriots who think that the war was between America and
England on the one side against Germany and Bernard Shaw on the other. Above all,
there are the hundreds and thousands of people who have very vague notions about me,
but who are out for culture for their families and will, to satisfy their parental consciences
buy anything that is attractively encyclopedic. The Britannica circulation is one of the
most important in the market; and you must advertise with one eye always on it. If you
push me as a writer of plays—which is just where I need no pushing—you will risk
repelling many of your most likely customers. Rub this well into your publicity experts.’
Nov 9 1929, to Trebitsch, who had permitted Reinhardt to produce The Apple Cart, 303
in Trebitsch 1: Enraged by what he had learned, Shaw railed at the text having been
‘barbarously cut,’ with 80 new speeches interpolated; ‘scandalous business’ added to the
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Interlude which violates the king’s description of his meetings with Orinthia as ‘strangely
innocent relations’; and the final insult: ‘The ending has been cut out, and an idiotic “Bist
du allein?” “Ja” substituted.’ Shaw issues his orders: ‘It is impossible for me to leave
these changes unexposed. And you must tell Fischer that Reinhardt must be struck off his
list of managers eligible for contracts with me.’
Nov 20 1929, to Nancy, III:141 in Holroyd: ‘The papers may say “Lady Astor attended
Mr Bernard Shaw’s lecture last night at Kingsway Hall; and her attachment to him as she
sat by his side on the platform was very obvious”; but they will not say that you have
joined the Labor Party.’
Nov 29 1929, to Trebitsch, 305-06 in Trebitsch 1: Shaw explains to his translator what
the genuine impact of The Apple Cart should be: the play ‘is a warning to those who are
still dreaming the old dreams and listening to the old speeches. When King Magnus says
that democracy, having destroyed responsible government and given the political
leadership to neither king nor minister as such, but to the strong men and the adroit
humbugs, without giving them any real power over the organized might of private
capital, sensible Germans will ask themselves whether this is happening or not instead of
wasting time discussing whether I have changed my mind or not. Is democracy as we
have it at present anything more than a device to give the nation what King Magnus calls
a sensation of selfgovernment whilst it is really being driven hither and thither as
helplessly as it was driven into the trenches in 1914 and out of them in 1918!’
Dec 6 1929, to Viereck, who had published an interview with Shaw, 165-66: ‘There is
only one authentic sentence in the interview; and that is “I wont be interviewed.” … You
think you understand what I say; but you never do: you simply report some notion of
your own which is suggested by the subjects I mention. You know nothing about music;
and when I tell you something Einstein said about Mozart you turn it into utter nonsense
by substituting Beethoven for Mozart…. you have no excuse at all for giving anything
more than simply news which it may be convenient to have published at my express
request. But the sort of thing you are doing now, in violation of my repeated injunctions
to the contrary, and in spite of the trouble you made before by the remarks you attributed
to me about the British Navy, is quite out of order. I am forced to disclaim it. I have done
so in terms far more considerate than you deserve; but I have had to do it decisively. So,
no more interviews.’
IPS Dec 6 1929, to Otto F. Babler, who was asking leading personalities how they
developed their ‘far-reaching decisions,’ 279 in Notes & Queries, 166 (Aug 21 1934):
‘My case is one of many which you will have to deal with. I never made a resolution in
my life. I never struggled nor consulted other people. I took all occasions as they came,
and dealt with them according to my nature.’
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Jan 1 1930, to Huntly Carter, who requested Shaw’s comments on cinema as an “Art
Form,” 167-68: ‘The question has no meaning for me, as art is to me only a method of
intelligible or sensible expression, and art forms are processes to be carried out by
instruments under the control of the artist’ (167). ‘Drama is a method of re-arranging the
higgledy-piggledy happenings of actual life in such a way as to make them intelligible
and thinkable. Its forms, processes and instruments include the stage, the screen, the
camera, the microphone, the actor and all the other things by which the final effect
desired is wrought on the senses of the audience. There is nothing new in the art of
drama; but a cinema is a new art form like a new instrument added to the orchestra or a
new verse form, like that in Bridges’ “Testament of Beauty”’ (168).
Jan 6 1930, addressed to H. A. Silverman but aimed at R. F. Rattray, who had published
his syllabus of lectures on Shaw, 169: One thing Rattray had written was that ‘There is an
Irish streak of cruelty in him.’ Shaw qualified that, touching off from his novel about a
boxer: ‘Cashel Byron, when he said that he nearly killed his first opponent because he did
not know his own strength, explained the savagery of some of my early criticisms. It is
true that I was, and to some extent still am, very sensitive, but on the other hand I can
stand up to, and even enjoy, hammerings that drive other men to fury or reduce them to
tears; and I often fail to conceive how they can be hurt by blows that make me laugh
when I nap them myself. When, as a critic or debater, I have to inflict pain, I do it like a
dentist, with great reluctance, and with all the anaesthesia I can produce. But note that as
nothing is so maladroit as a show of sparing the victim’s feelings I always hit as
exultantly as I can, with an air of hitting as hard as I can. I have a horror of humiliating or
discouraging people. I like my man to feel that he has had a good fight and been worthy
of my steel, and not that I have been showing off my good taste at his expense. That is
the line that leaves the least malice.’
Jan 11 1930, to Harris, who wanted to write a biography of Shaw to solve his financial
problems, 217 in Harris: ‘Abstain from such a desperate enterprise. Nobody can do it but
myself. And anyhow, why collect information from aged amateurs when your own
powers of invention are so much more artistic? You ask for 30 or 40 pages, leaving you
to do the rest. It would run to 30 or 40 volumes; and the rest would overwork you for 5
years and leave you a broken and beggared man. Besides, you would have to read my
works! Say 33 volumes of the Collected Edition on which I am now wasting the precious
remnant of my days. That alone would take you several months, ending in madness and
the murder of Nellie and a tombstone inscribed “F.H. guillotined 25 Dec. 1930.”’
Jan 12 1930, to C. B. Purdom, who had written an article saying that ‘Shaw shows no
sign of being outworn,’ 170-73: ‘As you are interested in the matter of production, … let
me set you right as to what happened at the Court Theatre in the days of the VedrenneBarker enterprise…. I had been for years looking for an actor to play the poet in Candida;
and I found him when I saw G-B in Hauptmann’s Friedensfest…. He played the poet for
me at a Stage Society performance, and afterwards the American captain in Brassbound.
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His impersonation of the poet has never been surpassed or indeed approached within my
experience…. His genius as a producer was waiting for its opportunity; but he certainly
did not want to produce my plays, as my ring-and-sawdust comedy and Crummlesian
rhetoric were destructive of the atmosphere he aimed at’ (170-71). ‘A Shaw production
was always distinguishable from a G-B production. You make a rather acute remark
about fancying that I like to see my parts overdone or guyed. I dont; but when the
alternative is between crudity and nullity I encourage crudity. I must have vigor, vivacity,
brilliancy of attack, naturalness, surprise, perfect audibility and intelligibility at all costs;
and as actors at present are soft-trained at best, and sometimes not trained at all, the cost
is often—well, what you complain of. Variety, contrast, unexpected transitions are far
more important in my plays than the bourgeois refinement of the XIX century …: at all
events it is a phase of taste which, for good or evil, is passing. G-B does not feel that
way: he would kill a play rather than allow it to be coarsely played. And his characteristic
mood is elegaic. As mine is very much the reverse we were admirably complementary’
(172).
Jan 18 1930, to Harris, 218 in Harris: ‘You really are a daisy. You put six questions to
me, the replies to which would be a book: about a year’s work, which you would then
decorate with nonsense about impulses and resolutions and high purposes and all the rest
of the literary junk which is de rigueur in biographies. Also you propose to endow me
with a soul. Have you not yet found out that people like me and Shakespear et hoc genus
omne have no souls? We understand all the souls and all the faiths and can dramatize
them because they are to us wholly objective: we hold none of them.’
Jan 23 1930, to Pitoëff, 173: Shaw rails about his productions of Cæsar and Cleopatra
and Heartbreak House, and scorns his proposal to have Ludmilla play both the Queen
and Orinthia in The Apple Cart. ‘Because I was told that you had made a success—God
knows how!—as Hamlet, I … let myself be persuaded to allow you to play Cæsar. It was
the most unfriendly folly I could have committed. No tales about intrigues in the theatre
could account for such a crashing, smashing, ridiculous failure, ruinous to you, ruinous to
Hamon, ruinous to my reputation in France. It established you for ever as a perfectly
damnable actor, absolutely the worst in the world.’
Feb 6 1930, to Nancy, on the sculptor Jo Davidson, 18 in Astor: ‘Davidson worked at me
for 2 hours today. He is very keen on your seeing the result before he tackles you. That is
his way of interesting you. Highly intelligent man, Jo. I have to give him another sitting
tomorrow; and Charlotte is to come at 1 to see the bust and lunch.... The bust looks 90,
and convinces me that I do too.’ Feb 7, 18: ‘Charlotte demanded the entire reconstruction
of the bust the moment she saw it. Her criticisms were shattering; but Jo rose to the
occasion and did what she wanted with a turn of the hand, leaving her contemptuously
dissatisfied because my neck was too thick and the bust looked like flesh and not like
flame. It is a remarkable work all the same; but tomorrow is its last day in London as it
has to go off to the moulders & casters.’
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March 3 1930, to Harris, 177-79: ‘What a chap you are! You can of course compile a life
of me as half a dozen other people have done—the sort of life that can be published
whilst all the parties are still alive…. You have a right to make your own confessions, but
not to make mine…. You must not conclude that my private life has been a very
scandalous one’ (177-78). ‘In my play called Misalliance the leading young man is “the
man with three fathers.” I should not have thought of that if I had not had three fathers
myself: my official father, the musician [Vandeleur Lee], and my maternal uncle. So you
see, long before my own adventures began, my story took a complexion that cannot be
painted at second hand. Nearly all the guessing is bound to be wrong. That is why I am
afraid of your making either a ghastly mess of a biography, or a conventional affair that
will add nothing to your reputation’ (179).
March 16 1930, to Lady Rhondda, whose article, “Shaw’s Women,” was being serialized
in a journal, 179-80: ‘the essence of drama is conflict, either with circumstances or with
others. Orestes and Pylades, Hamlet and Horatio, as men who stand by one another, are
hopelessly uninteresting; and if I have not dramatized the comradeship of women, it is for
the same reason as I have not dramatized those of men. In The Philanderer Grace bullies
the wretched “womanly” Julia: but she stands by her against the men with a sensitive
esprit de sexe that is lacking in the friendship of Tanner and Octavius. Ann is of course a
cad; but it was not qua cad that I called her Everywoman, but as a man huntress and slave
of Nature. You see, if I had allowed her a single noble moral quality—if the vanquished
Tanner could have justified his surrender by any of the amenities which invite a judicious
choice, the play would have been spoiled. By all means insist that Ann is a cad, or Iago a
villain, or Autolycus a thief; but do not forget that they are by dramatic necessity.’ Shaw
discusses another aspect on April 20, 183: ‘There’s just one thing in the articles that I
think you might elaborate; and that is the Conduit Pipe view. In my religion of Creative
Evolution we are all only means to an end: in other words, Conduit Pipes. Einstein’s
mother was a C.P. for Einstein; Einstein is a C.P. for the theory of Relativity: and
Einstein’s son (if he has one) may be merely the C.P. through which the mother of the
next Great Woman will be fertilized. Not to be regarded as a C.P. rather than an end-inoneself is not a grievance: quite the contrary: it is the foundation of respect, which is far
more necessary to us than love. Complete your phrase; and make it The Conduit Pipe of
the Holy Ghost (instead of the old fashioned and less accurate Temple), and you will see
at once that it is a view which you should insist on rather than repudiate…. Tanner
rescues himself from entire sexual futility by this means, marrying a woman whom he
has just described (to her mother) as a liar, a bully, and a whore, because he realizes that
their union, being so patently willed in spite of his moralizing, must be a job of the Holy
Ghost. This leaves him with a much rosier chance of a bearable life than Benedick &
Beatrice. Would you not rather be considered a C.P. for Time & Tide than an attractive
female with a morbid taste for business?’
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March 17 1930, to Floryan Sobienowski, 160 in Wisenthal: When Shaw’s Polish
translator asked about Ellie’s line in Heartbreak House ‘O Captain, my captain,’ Shaw
replied: ‘It is an intentional quotation from Whitman. Ellie is a singer, and knows Cyril
Scott’s setting of the Lincoln poem.’
March 26 1930, to Irene Vanbrugh, who was playing Lina in a revival of Misalliance,
180-81: ‘Let me tell you a secret about it. Lina is the St Joan of Misalliance. She comes
into that stuffy house as a religious force. She has a vocation and a training as an acrobat:
the only thing of the kind—except the Russian ballet—which now gives such training
outside the convents and religious orders. She is devoted to difficult and dangerous
exercises; and has a nun’s grave disapproval of stunts that are not really either difficult or
dangerous, and of acting and clowning. In fact she is very like a modern nun except that
her sexual morality is not that of the Church: marriage is to her a sale of herself: she must
be free. Her stage foundation is a grave and almost mystical beauty; and Tarleton has the
surprise of his life when, touched by it, he finds that he cant buy it, even for love…. The
great final speech is effective but not yet quite impetuous enough. There should be an
agony of indignant shame carrying it along like a torrent. I think that with practice you
will have no difficulty in hurling it out as Coquelin could hurl out a tirade. Of course you
must not really be carried away: that would knock you to pieces and make the words
unintelligible; but you must seem to be so. Staccato always sounds swift, as patter singers
know, though it is really deliberately done. The feeling will do the rest. When she takes
Bentley she is devoting him to death, as she devotes herself every day. Something of that
should be felt by the audience; for it is to that that Bentley responds. It is a hieratic act on
her part.’
April 23 1930, to Trebitsch, 310-11 in Trebitsch 1: Shaw unleashes a biting critique of
Max Reinhardt’s production of The Apple Cart in Vienna, and deplores the fact that it
will be produced all over Germany, in spite of its being ‘shameless nonsense.’ ‘Tell him
to give up the theatre and grow turnips,’ Shaw quips.
May 1 1930, to Trebitsch, 314-15 in Trebitsch 1: ‘All those stories of my coming to
Warsaw in June, for Pen Club and Sexual Reform Congresses and the like are false....
Jitta was produced last night at the Arts Theatre [a private club] ... I was not satisfied with
the performance and doubt whether it will lead to anything; but Sir Henry Norman
[journalist] came to me twice between the acts, and expressed himself with such
enthusiasm about the play as a play full of interesting ideas which left him at the end of
each act keenly curious to hear the next, that I began to wonder whether my misgivings
were justified. I will write further about it when I send you the press notices. So far I have
seen only that in The Times, which says that I “have made the play a travesty of what it
must have been and made the task of Miss Violet Vanbrugh, as Jitta, quite impossible.”
In short, that I have spoilt your play, which I am afraid is true.’
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May 1 1930, to The Akron Little Theatre, who had wired to Shaw: ‘Akron Ohio police
refuse to consider knocking out two teeth sufficient justification for jailing. How can we
attract attention to Fannys First Play?’ (185): Shaw: ‘ASCERTAIN HOW MANY
TEETH WILL SUFFICE AND ALTER TEXT ACCORDINGLY.’
May 1 1930, to Nancy, 19 in Astor: ‘I have found Charlotte horridly ill. She has been in
bed since I left on Sunday, with a rash, a sore throat, sore eyes, fever, misery, and all
sorts of discomforts. The young Irish doctor says Tonsilitis, and declares that it is the
usual thing, and will go away as suddenly as it came. She is evidently recovering; but she
can’t read with her sore eyes, and is very wretched. Her temperature was normal this
morning, and is only 99 now (nothing for her); so I have great hopes of her being able to
get up tomorrow.’
May 2 1930, to Clara Higgs, Shaw’s long-time housekeeper, 64-65 in Chappelow: ‘Our
arrangements have been upset. Mrs Shaw has been in bed since Sunday with a slight
touch of scarlatina; but she began to recover yesterday, and is mending very satisfactorily
today. The doctor expects a quick recovery; but it is still uncertain when we shall be able
to pack up and return to Ayot [from Buxton].’ The day after, 65: ‘Mrs Shaw has had a
set-back: nothing serious; but we shall probably have to stay here for another week at
least…. She is much stronger and better generally; but there has been a return of the
throat trouble at the other side with a rise of temperature; and this will keep her in bed for
a couple of days more than we expected…. She does not wish the news of her illness to
get about.’ May 9, 66: ‘The doctor now says that there is no chance of our being able to
travel for another fortnight. Mrs Shaw is very much better today, her temperature being
normal at last; but the 11 days fever and the pain and discomfort she has had to suffer in
darkness (because of her eyes), have made a terrible drain on her strength; and I must
keep her here to be well fed up and rested before attempting to move her.’
May 5 1930, to Nancy, 185-86: ‘I should have liked to talk to you on the telephone; but it
is so situated that I cannot be sure that Charlotte will not hear what I say; and I am
deceiving her (as we all are here) about her illness: she thinks she has tonsilitis, which is
not alarming, whereas she really has scarlatina. One of the tricks of scarlatina is to start
on your glands when it has finished with your throat, in which event your restored normal
temperature suddenly shoots up again. That is what happened to Charlotte yesterday....
She said to me very earnestly “Have I got mumps.” “No,” I replied with conviction: “you
havnt got mumps.” This morning I did what I wanted to do on Thursday when I returned
from London. I engaged a nurse. When I first suggested it Charlotte wouldn’t hear of it.
“I couldn’t bear it,” she said. “She would be trained to be cheerful and to keep up my
spirits. She would WARBLE at me all the time.” And so she was left to me and to the
unskilled and overdriven chambermaids. But after six days without washing she
welcomed the nurse, who is an excellent young woman. She does not warble.’ May 12,
186-87: ‘Charlotte is reposing and peeling and eating voraciously and getting along
beautifully; but though she would dearly like to see you for a moment I dare not let you
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loose on her.You have not the least notion of her genius for worrying, and her conviction
that nothing will be done unless she gives exact instructions just as she did in her youth to
her Irish servants, and as you did to your negroes. She would feel obliged to order rooms
for you, to order meals for you, to explain carefully to you how to eat them, to buy your
railway ticket and see that you were washed and disinfected; and she would never believe
that I was doing all this properly or that you were quite comfortable and happy without
her immediate supervision. In short, you would give her an hour’s happiness at the cost
of imaginary anxieties which might throw her back seriously. Her sense of responsibility
is appalling. At Cliveden she is happy because running the house is not her job and she
must not interfere; but here—!’
May 25 1930, to Elgar, who will dedicate his Severn Suite to Shaw, 426 in Elgar:
‘Naturally I shall be enormously honored: it will secure my immortality when all my
plays are dead and damned and forgotten. I am really not worthy of a symphony; but a
Serenade, say:—A Serenade for Brass Band to the Author of Captain Brassbound’s
Conversion—that would be about my size.’ On Sept 28 (CL, 200), Shaw acknowledged
the tribute in his fashion: ‘I heard the Severn Suite yesterday only eight times, as extreme
hunger and the need for catching the 5.10 train at King’s Cross forced me to surrender
before I had ceased finding new things in it. If there is a new edition of the score I think it
would be well to drop the old Italian indications and use the language of the bandsmen’
May 30 1930 [letter: Easter Sunday], to Molly, whose attempted suicide had prompted
her husband to consult Professor Carl Jung, 136-37 in Tompkins: ‘I have worked seven
days a week for the last six months at the horrible drudgery of compiling a Collected
Edition of all my works; and now my machinery has stopped dead and left me with a few
days to write nonsense…. Jung should not get interested in a case so obvious as yours.
Give him these notes to copy. “Mary Tompkins. Young American savage. Found on
attaining adolescence that she attracted men irresistibly. Was thus in the position of a
young male savage coming into a fortune of several billions, or of the fiddler Nero
finding himself—a Cæsar. Being quite untrained for such a destiny became a beggar on
horseback; but having a strong head, kept her seat. All the symptoms pretty bad:
ungovernable, cruel, unscrupulous, unmusical, spendthrift, bad mother, ruinous wife, so
accustomed to adulation that she mistakes her crudest daubs for Monet masterpieces and
Goya triumphs. Sole redeeming feature an interest in old Shaw difficult to reconcile with
her general depravity, but probably a relic of innate inherited good taste. Not worth
bothering about: must concentrate on husband who is throwing himself away on her.”
May 31 1930, to Otto Kyllmann, as Shaw’s collected works began to come out, III:189 in
Holroyd: ‘We must give the purchasers something solid for their money—something that
will make them feel they have the whole WORKS ... above all something that will bring
£20,000 net; and that means 20 volumes on the nail.... Our broadside, when it does come,
must be a thundering one; and I am slaving to that end.’ Nov 20 1931, III:189: ‘To the
Standard Edition there is no limit but the grave.’
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June 5 1930, to Harris, 223-29 in Harris: Shaw begins to send detailed biographical
information to Harris, this letter focusing on the ‘remarkable granddaughter’ of a
pawnbroker, who was actually his ‘motherless mother’ (225), and on Vandeleur Lee and
his invention of a way of singing known in their household as ‘The Method,’ which was
‘his mother’s religion’ (228).
June 12 1930, to Baliol Holloway, who was considering a production of Ibsen’s Peer
Gynt, 187-88 in Theatrics: ‘you had better play it in its entirety or let it alone. This is not
now the impossibility it once seemed.... The Macdona Players gave Man and Superman
in every town in its entirety because it crams the house to the last seat. People go for
three successive days to Back to Methuselah afternoon and evening.’
June 16 1930, to Cornwallis-West, with a performance of The Apple Cart pending, 16364 in Cornwallis-West: ‘You know how crochety Orinthia is about money: how, for
instance, she [Mrs Campbell, who wanted to play the role] insists on being paid in odd
halfpence matinees even when the alternative is to be paid more to include them in her
weekly salary. Well, she considers you owe her a sum of—I forget it, but think it is either
.£6400 or .£4600—for debts etc. paid by her when the household broke up. I
demonstrated in the manner of an accountant that taking this sum plus compound interest
as due to her last year, £800 a year would much more than cover the interest on it.
But she is not accessible to accountancy; and as the success of The Matriarch took the
strain off the financial situation, nothing further passed to my knowledge. And since the
Apple Cart (I read the scene to her and altered a few strokes to please her) I have not
heard from her, less, I fear, on the play’s account than on that of the fifteen years which
have transformed me into a bore in the fashion of the Ancient Mariner.’
June 20 1930, to Harris, 188-89: ‘All that melodrama-bunk about my good heart and
open hand must come out, because (a) it is not true (if you had ever read my books you
would know that I loathe mendicity, almsgiving, and poverty, and hate the people I have
to help almost as heartily as they very naturally hate me); (b) that, true or not, it will only
set every beggar and charitable institution in Europe and America pestering me with
appeals (I am already brutalized by shouting No every day of my life); and (c) because
such stuff makes nauseous reading, utterly unworthy of you as an artist, and betrays the
fact that Buccaneer Frank is only the camouflage of a sentimental donkey’ (188). Shaw
then traces Lee’s movements from sharing a house with his mother to both of them
moving apart in Dublin, plus his own first affairs after he moved to London. He sums that
up as follows: ‘I was, in fact, a born philanderer, a type you dont understand. I am of the
true Shakespearean type: I understand everything and eneryone, and am nobody and
nothing’ (189).
June 24 1930, to Harris, 190-91: ‘First, O Biographer, get it clear in your mind that you
can learn nothing about your sitter (or Biographee) from a mere record of his copulations.
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You have no such record in the case of Shakespear, and a pretty full one for a few years
in the case of Pepys: but you know much more about Shakespear than about Pepys. The
explanation is that the relation between the parties in copulation is not a personal relation.
It can be irresistibly desired and rapturously executed between persons who could not
endure one another for a day in any other relation. If I were to tell you every such
adventure that I have enjoyed you would be none the wiser as to my personal, not even as
to my sexual history. You would know what you already know: that I am a human being.
If you have any doubts as to my normal virility, dismiss them from your mind. I was not
impotent; I was not sterile; I was not homosexual; and I was extremely, though not
promiscuously, susceptible. Also I was entirely free from the neurosis (as it seems to me)
of Original Sin. I never associated sexual intercourse with delinquency. I associated it
always with delight, and had no scruples nor remorses nor misgivings of conscience. Of
course I had scruples, and effectively inhibitive ones too, about getting women into
trouble (or rather letting them get themselves into it with me) or cuckolding my friends;
and I understood that chastity can be a passion just as intellect is a passion; but St Paul
was to me always a pathological case. Sexual experience seemed a necessary completion
of human growth; and I was not attracted by virgins as such. I preferred women who
knew what they were doing’ (190-91). ‘I lived, a continent virgin, until I was 29…. From
that time until my marriage there was always some lady at my disposal; and I tried all the
experiments and learned what there was to be learnt from them…. I found sex hopeless as
a basis for permanent relations, and never dreamt of marriage in connection with it. I put
everything else before it, and never refused or broke an engagement to speak on
Socialism to pass a gallant evening. I liked sexual intercourse because of its amazing
power of producing a celestial flood of emotion and exaltation of existence which,
however momentary, gave me a sample of what may one day be the normal state of being
for mankind in intellectual ecstasy’ (191-92). (The various versions of this letter are
graphically merged by editor Michel W. Pharand in ‘Shaw’s Sex Credo,’ SHAW 24
[2004], 215-20.)
July 12 1930, to the American publisher Elbridge L. Adams, who had bought Ellen
Terry’s letters from her executors to attain publication rights, 194: Shaw admonishes
Adams because he had ‘recklessly given £3000 for the letters without securing the
copyright’ and then ‘deliberately spent another £3000 on the Terry copyrights, still
without acquiring mine and again without letting me know what you were doing. You
then began threatening to publish my letters without my license and defying me to stop
you. Any less patient man than I would have thrown you out of the window into the
Thames.’ Instead, ‘I was kind to you as a lost baby, which is what you are in business,
and took care of your interests as I took care of the Terry interests. And my reward is that
the Terry infants, having had your money, will neither accept my explanation nor furnish
any explanation of their own, and that both you and Miss [Edith] Craig now imply that
the initiative in the whole affair came from me—that it was I who wanted to publish the
letters; that I broached the matter to Miss Craig and forced an agent on her; that I, in
short, am the villain of the piece. And you, monster of ingratitude that you are, ... repeat
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your threat to publish my letters without my authorization. May I venture to ask,
Elbridge, how much more of this sort of treatment you expect me to bear? I am sending
your letter to my solicitor in New York so that he may be prepared to stop you in case
you should really attempt to carry out your threat.’
Aug 5 1930, to John Maxwell, Vicar of St Martin’s-in-the-Fields, 197-98: ‘Some years
ago … you asked me to write in the St Martin’s Review about the revision of the prayer
book…. I found that the whole book was saturated with Transubstantiation to such an
extent that an attempt to eliminate it would be like an attempt to restore the spires of
Chartres: the first stone taken out for numbering would have brought down the whole
edifice. I had already found when my mother was cremated, and I had the Church of
England service read because it seemed so mean to do the Chaplain out of his halfguinea, that the skulls and crossbones of the fifteenth century were grinning and rattling
all through it in so heathenish a manner that when my sister followed my mother, I had to
improvise a service and officiate myself. At a wedding in St George’s Hanover Square,
my wife and I agreed that we could not have stood it, and that but for the alternative of
the registrar we should have lived in sin rather than endure it’ (197). My general
conclusion was that there was nothing to be done with the prayer-book but bury it in the
British Museum, make a new one, and ordain that no service should remain in use
without drastic revision or complete renewal for more than six years’ (198).
Aug 9 1930, to Nancy, on the impending Malvern Festival, 25 in Astor: ‘The Festival
begins on the 18th. There will be a new play about Elizabeth Barrett Browning by Rudolf
Besier, and 5 plays by me. 2 of them are little ones; but one of these has Queen Elizabeth
in it. The 3 full length ones are The Apple Cart (by the provincial company, which I have
never seen), Candida (Phyllis Neilson Terry’s debût as a Shavian actress: she’s charming,
but may play the devil with it at the last moment), Getting Married (a ghastly business)
and my masterpiece Heartbreak House (loathed by Charlotte) with Cedric Hardwicke as
the centenarian captain (fine). Why not come and improve your just-beginning-to-grow
mind.’
c. Sept 1930, to Laurentia, a day after he had visited Stanbrook and found her ill, and thus
unable to see him, 243 in McLachlan: ‘I am greatly concerned lest I should have “put a
thought” on you yesterday. I was wondering whether I should not break in on you at the
wrong moment, as your duties and devotions must be many. And suddenly came the
thought that you might be ill. As far as I can guess, it was at about that unlucky moment
that you felt ill and went to bed. But if I was the active party in the transaction you must
have recovered instantly and violently; for all my wishes and whatever corresponds in a
heathen like me to prayers have set with an overwhelming tide in that direction since
your ... understudy told me what had happened. But I prefer to believe that you were the
telepathist and I the recipient. Make them tell me how you are; for there are so few
people in the world that matter particularly that, being old (75) and selfish, I cannot
refrain from selfishly crying “Abstain thee from felicity awhile.” ... I fancy some
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meddlesome saint or other has made you ill to make your friends feel how much your
friendship means to them. As the trick has succeeded terribly well in my case, please
send your understudy to pray to St Meddlesome to drop it.’
IPS c. Sept 1 1930, to George W. Bishop, 122-25 in Bishop, My Betters (London:
Heinemann, 1957): ‘The history of The Devil’s Disciple begins in the last decade of the
nineteenth century, when the Adelphi Theatre reached the summit of its glory as the
home of melodrama, with William Terriss as the hero, Jessie Millward as the heroine and
Harry Nichols as the comic relief. All Europe was trying to make a hero of Dreyfus then;
and Terriss was the only man who succeeded. One day Terriss told me that he intended to
make a world-tour. He proposed that we should collaborate in a play which should
contain every known “sure-fire” melodramatic situation. He undertook to supply me with
the complete set, having acted them all. And he there and then produced a scenario which
certainly fulfilled its promise. In every act he was falsely accused of some acutely
dishonourable crime through the machinations of a beautiful but diabolical vamp, and
torn by the police from the frantic embrace of his virginal true sweetheart. My own
situation was less felicitous. Even if the scenario had been quite in my line I could not
afford to share my author’s fees with William and do all the work myself. And I could
not bear to hurt his feelings by the smallest disparagement of his chef d’oeuvre. So I
explained to him that what he needed for a tour round the world was not an Adelphi
melodrama. I said that in America (which was not what he meant by the world) every city
would have its own Adelphi and its own William Terriss, and that what would be
expected from him was something like Hamlet—on popular lines. He promptly put his
scenario into the fire (it was a carbon copy), and parted from me with the understanding
that I was to supply the popularized Hamlet. Theatrical problems seldom mature when
circumstances do not force them. The world-tour faded out like other actors’ dreams, and
Terriss had forgotten all about it when to his dismay I turned up again with The Devil’s
Disciple in my pocket. The play was stuffed with everything from the ragbag of
melodrama: reading of a will, heroic sacrifice, court martial, gallows, eleventh-hour
reprieve, and all complete with—as Ellen Terry used to say of her acting—just that little
bit of my own that made all the difference. It was Jessie Millward, I think, who forced
Terriss to submit to the ordeal of having the play read to him. At all events the reading
took place in her flat. He composed himself dismally as if she had taken him to church;
and I, finding in our hostess an appreciative listener, plunged into the play and forgot all
about him, until, at the climax of the first act, he said in a troubled voice, “is this an
interior?” I assured him that it was. “Good,” he said, “now I have got it. You’ll excuse
my interrupting you, wont you? I take it now perfectly.” I resumed my reading. I had
reached the fourth page of the second act when, in a still more troubled voice, he again
broke in: “I beg your pardon; but is this an interior?” Again I cleared up that point; and
again he apologised and affirmed that his grasp of the situation was now fully complete.
Three minutes later a long-drawn snore realised Miss Millward’s worst fears. We got him
into the next room before he was fully awake, and dosed him with tea. He was fearfully
ashamed of himself, and pleaded that he could read nothing but travels: all other
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situations sent him to sleep. To console him I assured him that Dr Johnson was just like
that; and Mis Millward, radiant, exclaimed: “Oh, Willie: can I have been doing you an
injustice?” No further allusion was made to The Devil’s Disciple. But I had written it
with one eye on Terriss and the other on Richard Mansfield in America. Mansfield
presently produced it there with a success that established him in New York in a theatre
of his own, and established me as a possible winner in the box-office gamble. When
Mansfield, at a congratulatory dinner, hinted that there were drawbacks to his triumph, a
senator told him that he ought to go down on his knees every night and thank God for
having sent him such a play. Mansfield replied: “I do, Senator, I do. I go down on my
knees and thank my Maker for that play. And the last words of my prayer always are:
‘But, Oh God, why did it have to be by Shaw?”’ When the news of Mansfield’s
sensational success reached Terriss, he sent for me urgently to retrieve the situation.
Before I could respond, a lunatic stabbed him at the Adelphi stage door. He was dead
within an hour; and that was the end of the great days of the Adelphi. The American
success was not followed up here. George Alexander shrank from a full-dress West End
production because pre-war playgoers were not yet educated up to the last act, and I was
not prepared to represent the battle of Saratoga as a British victory. During my absence
abroad the late Murray Carson experimented with the play at Kennington and had a
fortnight’s suburban success, in which Luigi Lablache as Burgoyne had a conspicuous
share. Later on Forbes-Robertson, to whom the part of Dick Dudgeon was child’s play,
gave a superb performance at the Coronet Theatre at Notting Hill Gate and in the
provinces; but when he proposed to produce it at the Comedy Theatre, I thought it too
late in the season to make as good a bargain for him as his acting deserved; and as he
went on to fresh successes the opportunity slipped. In the course of the Vedrenne-Barker
episode in theatrical history The Devil’s Disciple took its turn with my other works and
was played by Matheson Lang and Harley Granville-Barker. And so it happens that this
relic of my activity of thirty-five years ago is about to receive its first quite detached fulldress West End production in London from Sir John Martin-Harvey.’
Sept 18 1930, to Harris, 237-39 in Harris: ‘What an impossible chap you are! You want
stories about actresses. Dont you know that you might just as well ask a cardinal whose
life you are writing to give you a few stories from the confessional as ask a playwright to
give away the secrets of rehearsal? … the rule is that nothing that happens behind the
stage door must get into the press. The actor is entitled to his stage glamor…. Tree once,
joking about my vegetarianism, said to Mrs Campbell “Let’s give him a beefsteak and
see what the effect will be.” “Please dont” said Stella; “he is bad enough as it is; but if he
eats a beefsteak no woman in London will be safe.” Now that story, which has been
printed and spoiled in the printing, is quite permissible, because it is extra-professional
and might have happened if they had never been inside a theatre in their lives…. As to
personal relations with actresses, the freemasonry of the profession makes it very difficult
to let the public see it without being misled. Morals and emotions are not the same on
both sides of the footlights. Ellen Terry and I exchanged about 250 letters in the nineties.
An old fashioned governess would say that many of them were wild love letters; and yet
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though we were all the time within a shilling hansom ride of one another’s doors, we
never saw one another in private; and the only time I ever touched her was on the first
night of Brassbound, when I formally kissed her hand. For some time before the war I
was on exactly the same intimate terms with Mrs Campbell as King Magnus with
Orinthia in The Apple Cart (some pages in the scene are verbatim). Yet I was as faithful a
husband as Magnus; and his phrase “our strangely innocent relations” is true…. I have
been familiar with celebrated beauties and with what is by no means the same thing,
really beautiful women, without either I or them moulting a feather of our integrity. I am,
and always have been, an incorrigible philanderer, retaining some of the obsolete
gallantry of the Irishmen of my generation; but you may count the women who have
conquered me physically on less than the fingers of one hand. To these occasions I attach
no importance; it is the others which endure.’
Sept 18 1930, to Molly, 138-40 in Tompkins: ‘As far as I can judge from black and
white photographs your case as a painter is by no means hopeless. Your personal
combination of striking qualities and infamous defects is reflected in it. You have a very
just perception of the significant aspects of what you see: for instance that postcard
picture of your house is so right in its values that it is not only instantly recognizable (a
photograph might be that) but produces the effect of the place on the imagination….
These qualities, with your good looks and insensate energy, explain your rapid and easy
conquest of the London and Milanese exhibitors. But they will not carry you all the way,
because you not only have obvious faults of execution but frightful counterqualities, not
to say vices. To begin with the simplest and most obvious, you wont draw. I dont say you
cant draw; for the rapid success with which you changed your abominable handwriting
convinced me that you can do what you like with your fingers. But you are content to be
a blobber (more politely, an Impressionist); and there are things in nature that cannot be
blobbed: they must be drawn…. Therefore you must spend an hour a day for the next six
months at pen drawing: drawing butterflies, daddy-long-legs, grasshoppers in scientific
lepidopterous detail, also flowers and fishes, until you can draw fairies with perfect
daintiness and elegance of line. But there is something deeper than this…. When you deal
with human subjects your taste is depraved, wicked, beastly…. A fine natural figure
always has delicious drawing in it: that is why people who cannot draw, but who have a
sense of beauty, always want to get their hands on you. Think about it, Molly: cultivate
your taste: leave Red Gulch behind you; and angels will always love you, including
G.B.S.’
Oct 20 1930, to John Reith, 211: ‘On Tuesday the 28th I have to propose the health of
Einstein (who will be present) at a public dinner given ostensibly for the benefit fund for
the assistance of poor Jews throughout Europe. Our speeches are to be broadcast; but
your people have not quite grasped the importance of the occasion. They write as if I
were going to talk of Balkan politics or some such rubbish for 15 minutes. Now I have
nothing to do with Jewish charity: the appeal for that will be made quite separately…. I
must make a full dress oration about Ptolemy & Aristotle, Kepler & Copernicus, Galileo
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& Newton, gravitation and relativity and modern astro-physics and Heaven knows what,
hailing Einstein as the successor of Newton, and speaking on the largest scale in the name
of British culture and science welcoming the foremost natural philosopher of the last 300
years.’
Oct 25 1930, to Murray Feder, 51-52 in Peters 2: ‘If you do not want your wife to work
you must be prepared to keep at least two servants: a cook and housemaid, until a baby
comes, and then you will have to add a nurse. Also, as your wife, prevented from
working, will need a great deal of exercise and amusement to keep her in health, you will
have to provide her with a car and a subscription to a golf club, with, of course, a set of
clubs, and some smart sporting clothes. You will have to take her to the theatre a good
deal. Then, as you will have to work, you will not be so romantic as the heroes of the
stage and the film; and she will probably become so dissatisfied with you that you will
have to give her more and more money to keep her in good humor. As you say you do not
make enough money to support a wife, how is it to be done?’
Oct 29 1930, to Dr Arthur Gregson, II:33 in Holroyd: Shaw insists that The Doctor’s
Dilemma was ‘conceived in Wright’s laboratory’ and written ‘under careful medical
instruction.’
IPS Nov 7 1930, to Victor Gollancz, on Frank Harris’s biography, 81 in Sheila Hodges,
Gollancz: the story of a publishing house 1928-1978 (London: Gollancz, 1978): ‘All the
writings of mine in Frank Harris’s hands ... belong to me. I have never parted with a
copyright. I think I have made it clear to Messrs S[imon] & S[chuster] that there must be
no suggestion that I have any share in the authorship of the book or any responsibility for
it. The appearance of my name on the title page is quite out of the question. What I wrote
to F.H. in reply to his questions must not be published as a contribution to the book, nor
as a manifesto of mine under the very objectionable heading of my Sex Credo, a label
which is presumably the invention of Mr Scully. The book must be Harris’s book and his
only. He may use the material at his disposal as any biographer uses such material and
may quote sentences or reproduce sanctioned letters in the ordinary way. But the letters
that I have written to him for his information and the matter which is to appear in the
collected edition of my works must not be quoted in extenso. For instance, the so-called
Sex Credo must not be so quoted. Harris may write a chapter on my sexual character and
on the very absurd assumptions that have been made about it; and he may incorporate the
information and quote sentences as utterance of mine; but he must not throw the whole
thing in a lump in the face of the public as a sort of Rousseau’s Confession contributed
by me to his book.’ Aug 21 1931, after Harris died, 82: ‘I now send you the first 12
galley slips purged of their grosser misapprehensions and inventions, but not, I think,
diluted: rather the opposite, if anything. Truth is always more amusing than fiction if it be
distilled finely enough.... “Documents voluntarily supplied” will not do: they were
blackmailed out of me by the threat of an entirely fictitious biography.’ Aug 25, 82: ‘The
book falls off badly at the end. There are two chapters (one of them commercially
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libellous) so bad that I think he must have left them to Scully to write. I had better see the
book through the press now. I am doing my best to get it right—or at least fairly accurate
as to facts.’ Aug 28, 83: ‘I now enclose 56 more galleys: that is, 13 to 17 following the
twelve already sent, and 66 to the end. I have got 49 more to do, and am distracted as to
how to get them straight. They are a tissue of blunders and guesses and inventions. If they
went to press as they are, in America or here, I should be forced to take some action that
would damage Mrs Harris and be most distasteful to myself, to say nothing of the cost in
time and money.... There must be a postscript, I think, about his death. It is evident that
Frank was breaking up pretty badly when he was pumping all this stuff out of himself to
make some money. He was unable to remember what he had written from page to page—
sometimes from paragraph to paragraph; and the contradictions are glaring.... But for
Nellie, who is probably very ill provided for, I should give the whole business up as a bad
job.’ Aug 30, 83: ‘What do you think of a postscript by me explaining that F.H.’s death
left me in the quaint position of having to revise his proofs, and explaining what I have
done. It seems inevitable. It would help the publicity.’
Nov 17 1930, to Jackson, 53 in Jackson: Widowers’ Houses is produced by the Stage
Society in honor of Barry, following successes in Berlin and Brussels.
Nov 20 1930, to Murray, who had invited Shaw to join a League of Nations Union
division called the Committee of Arts and Letters, in Murray (forthcoming): ‘Experience
has convinced me that what I call Figmentary Committees: that is, committees with no
definite object or reference like committee rooms in Castles in the Air, are valuable as
well as humorous.... The C.I.C. [Committee of Intellectual Cooperation] is certainly the
most important such committee at present in the world ... ; and this Committee of Words
and Letters might possibly become important as its satellite. But whether the
establishment of contact between leading writers and artists will contribute to the peace
of Europe is very doubtful. It will certainly not contribute to the peace of the particular
apartment in which they meet; for these eminent creatures, not always amiable in private
life, are in committee simple hogs.... if I had a plan of campaign—if I could
see anything definite that the committee could do, I might be tempted to shatter the peace
of my senility by joining up. But I can see nothing of the kind.’
Nov 20 1930, to Beatrice, 218-19 in Webbs: ‘The Fabian Society is issuing a reprint of
Fabian Essays, and has asked me to provide a new preface. I propose to use for that
purpose what I intend to say at Kingsway Hall this day week: that is, to deal with the
impasse to which we have been led by our constitutionalism, which now turns out to be
impracticable because the silly constitution wont work.... Clearly what we want is a new
essay sketching the new constitution which we must have if we are to avert a choice
between (a) revolution, (b) dictatorial Fascism or (c) bankruptcy and decay. In short, your
address of tonight.... The addition of your proposals would end the book with a task in
front for its young readers, a task which is a reason for joining the Society.’ (Her essay
was instead published as Fabian Tract no. 236 in 1932.)
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Nov 30 1930, to Beatrice, 215: ‘What I now propose as far as the Fabian Society is
concerned, is a new set of Fabian Essays on the Political Machinery of Socialism. They
can appear in the Political Quarterly if the authors want to get paid; but as that would
involve a dangerous delay I should prefer advancing them the money if they need it and
getting the book out as soon as possible. There should be a very good historical essay on
the Party System, a very good practical one on the municipal system, an essay on the
existing local government boundaries and their obsolescence and the fact that modern
facilities of communication have made even regional divisions vieux jeu, an able survey
of the crashing of British and pseudo-British constitutionalism all over Europe and on the
essential impermanence of the dictatorial makeshifts which are bridging the landslide, a
Ponsonbystic essay on the need for division of ministerial labor, with illustrations from
the hopeless traffic block which has paralyzed the Labor Government, and finally an
essay (? by you) with specifications and plans of the new machinery. There you have
matter for six thrilling essays which would bring the Fabian to life again.’
c. 1931, to Tunney, 222-23 in Tunney: ‘The Cashel Byron proposals are only blind
snatches at your publicity and mine by people who dont know the book and couldnt judge
it if they did. There is not a single really likable character in it: Cashel, though honest and
super competent professionally, is selfish and limited; the lady is a prig and a
bluestocking; his relations with his egotistical actress-mother are odious; the other girl is
humiliated by her poverty and has to marry a man she doesnt respect; and the only real
hero in the plot is the footman Bashville: in fact I made him the actual hero when I had to
dramatize the novel in a burlesque to keep Corbett's travesty out of London.’ (The book
has two gaps; I have supplied key parts of the missing text in brackets from ‘G.B. Shaw’s
Letters to Gene Tunney,’ Collier’s, June 23, 1951, p. 51.) [‘In the Corbett version, which
I never read and never saw, Cashel was played off—so I was told—as the Long Lost Heir
of a noble family. That is just the sort of game they would have to play with C.B.'s P. to
make it what they call sympathetic; but the result would not be a success; or, if it were, it
would be so unlike the book that they might just as well change the names as well as the
natures of the characters and put it up as a new and original scenario by young Kipling
Snooks.’] ‘They would spoil it by putting a championship fight into it. Now you are one
of the few men on Earth who cannot be filmed in a sham fight, because you have been
filmed in no less than three real ones of the first order; and a stage one after that would be
unbearable’ [‘At Brioni 1 amused myself one evening by inventing quite an amusing
boxing film for you; but it was a movie; and since then the advent of the talkies has upset
everything. I could not produce genuine American dialogue even if I had time, which will
not occur for many months, as I am worked to distraction preparing a complete collected
edition of my works for America, and when that is through a new play to succeed The
Apple Cart is pressingly wanted.’]
c. Jan 1931, to Harcourt Williams, who was questioning Shaw about one of his plays to
produce at the Old Vic, 104-05 in Williams: ‘The success of Fanny in America and
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abroad proved that the audiences need not know anything about Walkley and Cannan and
the rest; they laugh at the critic as such, just as they laugh at the greengrocer or the
mother-in-law. I found to my surprise that I had added to the list of stock comic figures
on the stage. But I doubt whether Fanny is Elizabethan enough for the Old Vic, even with
you in your old part. Cæsar and Cleopatra would be more in the Shakespearean line, if
you could cast it. I really have no suggestions. I wonder whether John Bull would revive
as a historical play? It is still pretty good fun.’ (105) By the 20th the two had chosen Arms
and the Man, which induced Shaw to comment, ‘Would it help if I read the play to the
company? It generally helps.’
Jan 27 1931, to Molly, 141 in Tompkins: (A poem). ‘See what inexorable Time has
done / You that have beauty still / Waste no regrets: just say / This dog has had his day /
His flesh to fill. / Turn from the setting to the rising sun / Love bettering men, and let the
worsening die / For I, dear Mary, am no longer I.’
Feb 7 1931, to Molly, 142 in Tompkins: ‘I was touched by your letter, and yet felt that
you were thinking of a younger man and had better be prepared for the inevitable shock
of our next meeting, when perhaps I shall forget the passage of the years. You see,
Bellissima, you and Lawrence [sic] will still be in the prime of life twenty years hence.
There is a horrible possibility that I may be—I would not say what you would call
alive—but above ground. Have you ever thought of what I shall be like then? Even in ten
years I shall be 85, a doddering whistling anecdote repeating old bore. Therefore love me
as long as you can; but make young friends: the old ones will wear out long before you
are both worn out yourselves. I must have some provident care for you or I would not
take the trouble to warn you and shield you from disappointment and disillusion.’
Feb 7 1931, to Trebitsch, 318 in Trebitsch 1: ‘The German papers seem to have settled
into a habit of reporting everything I do as a failure. All I can say is that the film [How
He Lied to Her Husband] is the opening item in the program of the Carlton, which is a
first-rate London cinema. Although the principal film, to which mine is only a lever de
rideau, attracts the wrong sort of audience for my work, the people laugh at it as much as
cinema audiences ever laugh (or perhaps a bit more) and it is kept in the bill. It has just
been produced in America, with what result I know not. It has been a hazardous
experiment, because there is no change of scene, and the dialogue is absolutely
continuous from beginning to end except during the fight. As far as I know such a thing
has never been attempted before. Also the dialogue is English, not American, and prewar, not post war. Consequently the illiterate reporters who have never heard any
language but Hollywood American, nor any colloquialisms, except post war ones, and
who were mentally incapable of sustained attention, complained bitterly and just hated it.
The qualified literate critics were all quite civil.’
Feb 17 1931, to Molly, 145-46 in Tompkins: ‘When you meet the Granville-Barkers
dont mention me in her presence, as you will embarrass him and infuriate her. She hates
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me with a lethal malignity which seriously damages my health if I come near her; and if
by disregarding her feelings you draw any of that hatred on yourself you may not only
suffer in the same way but will certainly lose the interesting acquaintance of G-B. She
has detached him entirely from me … and he has thought the world well lost for her—
and lost it, because though she has quite serious literary talent she has not an idea in her
head later than 1865, and quite honestly believed that, in getting him away from his old
associates she was redeeming him socially and artistically. He was a playwright in the
running with myself: now he is almost forgotten. The Labor Party would probably have
made him a peer (they were desperately hard up for presentable men who could afford to
enter the House of Lords) if he had stuck to his Fabian politics. In 20 years he has
produced only two plays. One is no use: the other I have tried to persuade Barry Jackson
to produce at the Malvern Festival; so far in vain; but I have hopes…. Whatever you do,
dont call her Mrs Barker. She insists on the hyphenation.’
March 17 1931 (‘St Patrick’s Day in Damascus’), to Laurentia, 230-35: Shaw urges
Sister Laurentia to make the tour of the Holy Land that he is just completing, then
describes the highlights in terms that should convince her to do it. He digresses late in the
letter: ‘I have been writing all this in scraps; but there must be an end to everything, even
to a letter to you; besides, I finished with the Holy Land at Patmos, three days ago, the
intervening two days having been spent among heathen idols in and around Athens. For
climbing up that frightfully stony road to the top of the mountain where the Greek
monastery stands I shall claim indulgence for every sin I ever committed and a few
hundred which I shall hope to commit. The man who wrote the Book of Revelations, who
was not the John of the fourth gospel (the Dean assures me that his Greek was
disgracefully ungrammatical) ought to have married St Helena. I know he was a drug
addict, as all the wickednesses of which he accuses God, all the imaginary horrors, all the
passings of a thousand years in a second and the visions of universes breaking into three
pieces, are the regular symptoms of drug action and delirium tremens. The book is a
disgrace to the Bible and should never have been admitted to the canon’ (234-35).
IPS April 3 1931, to Rhys, 165 in Ernest Rhys, Letters from Limbo, with 63
Reproductions of Letters (London: Dent, 1936): ‘I have made a few trifling corrections in
the enclosed proof. Note that I am always Bernard Shaw professionally, and that nothing
exasperates me more than to be Georged in print.’
April 16 1931, to Douglas, 3-6 in Douglas: ‘It is a pity that Wilde still tempts men to
write lives of him. If ever there was a writer whose prayer to posterity might well have
been “Read my works; and let my life alone” it was Oscar. It is inevitable that you should
appear in these biographies as a sort of âme damnée beside him, not in the least because
you were a beautiful youth who seduced him into homosexuality (how enormously better
it would have been for him if you had: you might have saved him from his wretched
debaucheries with guttersnipes!) but because you were a lord and he was a snob. Judging
from the suppressed part of De Profundis ... I should say that you did one another far
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more harm socially than you could possibly have wrought by any extremity of sexual
affection. You had much better have been at the street-corner with me, preaching
Socialism’ (3). ‘Roman Catholicism was not what you needed: you should have turned
Quaker. I still hold that Creative Evolution is the only religiom in all the associations and
implications whereof a fully cultivated modern man can really persuade himself to
believe. Unless, indeed, he can content himself with Marxism’ (6).
April 21 1931, to Harris, 235-36: ‘I tell you, if there is one expression in this book of
yours that cannot be read aloud at a confirmation class, you are lost for ever. Your life
and loves are just being forgotten, and your old reputation as a considerable and
respectable man of letters reviving. This book is your chance of recovering your tall hat;
and you want to throw it away for the sake of being in the fashion of O’Neill, Joyce, and
George Moore. And even George does not imagine that force in literature is attained by
calling a spade a f—g shovel. Even if it were, that sort of thing does not belong to your
generation or mine, which could say all that it wanted to say without lessons from the
forecastle and the barrack guard room. So brush up your frock coat; buy a new tie; and
remember that your life now depends on your being Francis Harris Esquire, editor of the
Fortnightly and Saturday Reviews, from the great days of Victoria the Ladylike.’
April 24 1931, to Lady Hilton Young (Kennet), II:185 in Holroyd: Long after Rodin had
completed his bust, Shaw visited the Musée Rodin and made a discovery: the artist had
gone ‘seriously to work on his recollections of me and produced a small bronze mask ...
and a sort of marble Christ with the head dropping to one side ... for which I obviously
served as the model: both being frankly exhibited as portraits of me.... The contrast
between the heads done from life and the others is very curious, the others being much
better.’
April 28 1931, to Trebitsch, 236-37: ‘These accursed films are complicating life beyond
endurance. I will not license The Chocolate Soldier under any circumstances. It would
absolutely kill Arms & the Man for the screen; and it has done me quite harm enough
already without that climax of injury. I have tolerated two productions of it, and had
another revival made without my knowledge. I have had to defend an action taken against
me by an American purchaser of the rights which, though I won it triumphantly, cost me
about £1000. Attempt after attempt has been made to induce me to sell the film rights of
Arms & the Man with the object of shelving it and producing The C.S. with impunity. I
have defeated them all, and have steadily told that they must provide Strauss’s score with
a new libretto bearing a new name—exactly what you tell me they are at last threatening
to do. It is no threat to me: I am delighted (having urged it myself); for when it is done
we shall be rid of The Chocolate Soldier forever; and Arms & the Man will have a
chance. So cable O[scar] S[trauss] to go ahead with the new libretto and the new title, as
there is nothing I desire more, and there is no chance of my consenting to the abominable
C.S.’
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June 8 1931, to Muriel F. MacSwiney, who deplored the recent arrests in Germany of two
doctors who had performed abortions, 237: ‘It is a very difficult question. Herod’s
method of relieving family poverty is not easy to advocate when the method of Karl
Marx is available as an alternative. In London, people of good social standing seem to
have no difficulty whatever in getting rid of undesirable additions surgically on the
flimsiest pretexts. I am of course quite aware of the arguments in favor of legalizing the
operation; but like most operations it is not a fundamental cure: the trouble recurs. And as
my business is the fundamental cure I must leave the makeshift to those who see no other
way out. In short, it is not my subject; and it is not a man’s subject anyhow: the women
must handle it, as it is they who claim the right—or repudiate it.’
June 10 1931, to Pat, after their correspondence had been published, III:188 in Holroyd:
‘I can laugh with the comedian, but with the tragedian—oh my heart! ... Oh, Stella,
Stella, Stella, Stella, Stella!’
June 27 1931, to Waldorf Astor, 29-30 in Astor: ‘I have written to Sokolnikoff, asking
him to order his consul to rush our papers through instantaneously. We shall need entry
visas for Latvia, Lithuania, and Poland (unless we pass across the Corridor in a sealed
waggon). I dont think Holland & Germany now bother about them. I have told S that we
shall expect a salute of at least 101 guns on our arrival in Moscow, and that as we wish to
see the torture chamber of the Tcheka he should warn them to have a victim or two ready,
so that we may witness the process.... We must not burden ourselves with evening dress.
It is not actually contraband; but it is in bad taste, and extremely suspicious. Gordon
Selfridge went to the opera attired as for Covent Garden, and, being not only the sole
person in the theatre in that condition but in all Russia, distracted the attention of singers,
orchestral players, conductor and audience to such an extent that the performance was
wrecked. He did not enjoy his success as I should have done.’
June 28 1931, to Thomas F. Galt, who had created a phonetic system of spelling, 240-41:
‘Thank you for letting me see your phonetic alphabet. It is incomplete. You have omitted
what is perhaps the most important vowel in the English language: the obscure vowel.
This has driven you to transcribe Lincoln’s Gettysburg address with the word reemember
in it. There is no such word. Then you have reemaining and deevoeshun. There are no
such words…. The greatest difficulty in the way of spelling phonetically with our 26
letters for 36 or so sounds is that it looks like illiterate spelling. Illiteracy is associated
with poverty and ignorance; and English people cannot bear to be suspected of either….
You put the case for a reform of spelling very well; but as far as I can guess from your
transcripts your aural training is not yet complete enough to satisfy expert phoneticians.
The vowels are the weak spots.’
IPS July 2 1931, to Elgar, who had contracted cancer, 332 in Letters of Edward Elgar,
and Other Writings, ed. Percy M. Young (London: Geoffrey Bles, 1956): ‘What a
damnable nuisance! The regular doctors are no use; but it might be worth while to try
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homeopathy…. Charlotte is brokenhearted, and is still convinced that her beloved
osteopath would have found out all about it and traced it to a spinal lesion. It is an
extraordinarily puzzling, capricious, and unexplained condition; but your vital powers are
still obviously very vigorous. Damn the thing anyhow. If only one’s friends would curse
these aberrations instead of praying for one!’ Dec 3 1933, 474 in Elgar: ‘I have had
several impulses to rush down to see you and rescue you from the doctors; but I could not
escape from rehearsals … and the work of getting the new volume of plays and the
“omnibus” prefaces through the press…. Meanwhile trust to your mighty Life Force and
damn the doctors unless you can find a really Vitalist one.’ Elgar died on Feb 23 1934.
July 4 1931, to Hamon, 241: ‘I have completed the first draft of Too True to be Good,
and have begun revising it and working out the stage business. It is in three acts.
Lehmann & Co will be pleased to hear that it contains burglars, brigands, a stolen
necklace, a military expedition and a battle actually fought on the stage. But you will
have to damp their enthusiasm by adding that these stirring incidents are only pretexts for
speeches of unprecedented length and solemnity. All the characters orate at prodigious
length.’
July 4 1931, to Douglas, 41-42 in Douglas: ‘Why has Heaven afflicted me with this
infantile complex of yours which keeps you making “a low-spirited noise,” like Mrs
MacStinger’s baby, down the ages because somebody has been unkind to you—this
eternal “moreover the plaintiff here, the offender, did call me ass,” and now this
intolerable “Oo dave Frank a bit of cake and oo wont dive me my piece.” You are worse
than the tailor who got into London society on the strength of having once been kicked by
Count D’Orsay, because he, poor chap, had nothing else to say for himself, whereas you
started with all the advantages, social and personal. You are the literary man from
Shropshire, who died, a universally execrated nuisance, of his grievance. I tell you, you
must never have a grievance. Never excuse yourself, never deny, never explain, never
moan; and seize every opportunity to apologize (the most effective and popular of public
attitudes) and to embrace every accusation and expose yourself to every reproach until
your enemies are tempted to shift all the sympathy to your side by slapping your alwaysturned-other-cheek as hard as they can while you are good-humouredly knocking them
out with the disengaged side’ (11). ‘As to that notice of Getting Married [see May 25
1908], I honestly believed that you had not written it; and when, to my genuine surprise,
you said you had, I said: If boozy be bosie, as some folks miscall it / Then Bosie is
boozy, whatever befall it. You must have been as drunk as a boiled owl on that occasion;
and if you were to tell the whole story, couplet and all, exactly as it occurred, it would
amuse your readers much more than your allusion to it as it stands. But I shall never
make a good controversialist of you. You will always raise that wail—!’
July 15 1931, to Nancy, whose son ‘Bobbie’ had been arrested for a homosexual offense,
33 in Astor: ‘Why is Providence so jealous of your high spirits that it deals you these
terrible BIFFS at your most hopeful moments? What can one do to comfort you? I hope
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the Press will have the decency to say nothing about poor Bobbie’s step-connexions. In
his case I should plead technically Guilty, admitting the facts but not the delinquency.
The natural affections of many men, including some very eminent ones (Plato and
Michael Angelo, for instance) take that perverse turn; and in many countries adults are
held to be entitled to their satisfaction in spite of the prejudices and bigoted normality of
Virginians and Irishmen like our two selves. Bobbie can claim that he has to suffer by a
convention of British law, not by Nature’s law. At the other side of the channel there
would be no case against him, and no disgrace attached to him. I must go to Russia, sadly
enough now. If I did not, people would ask why; and that must not be. Oh Nancy, Nancy,
something is wrung in me by your sorrows. I supposed you would call it my heart. Better
tear this up.’ Shaw follows this up in a letter of April 15 1932.
July 16 1931, to Horace Plunkett, 242: ‘I start for Moscow on Saturday, and expect to
arrive there on Tuesday unless I am stopped by a revolution in Berlin. It will not be a
long visit; I shall reach these shores again on the 2nd August: that is, if I am not
despatched by the Soviet in the opposite direction to Siberia. My going is a bit of an
accident: the Astors suddenly took it into their heads to see for themselves whether
Russia is really the earthly paradise I had declared it to be; and they challenged me to go
with them. I felt, at my age, that if I did not seize the opportunity, I should never see
Russia at all; so I agreed.’
July 19 1931 through July 27, six letters to Charlotte, 243-56: Detailed descriptions of the
highlights of his trip with the Astors and others. A highlight for Shaw (July 25, 252-53):
‘This morning an unforeseen adventure ate up half the morning. They are making a great
Lenin talkie, and Lunacharski carried me off to the studio. I stage-managed and
improvised (really on the spur of the moment) quite a good little interlude—so good, in
fact, that Lunacharski was quite inspired when he made a speech introducing me. But of
course my English will be lost on a Russian audience. It was a fearful lapse from
holidaying; but I could not resist shewing off before the awestruck Russian talkie
experts.’
Aug 13 1931, to Molly, 150 in Tompkins: ‘Have the Italian papers reported me as
disappointed with Russia and unhappy about it? If so, their mendacity is colossal. Here
the scandal is that I am boosting Russia to the skies: my visit now seems like an
extraordinarily jolly dream: never in my life have I enjoyed a journey so much. You
would have been disgusted at my reception as a Grand Old Man of Socialism, my
smilings and wavings and posings and speech makings; but it made things smooth for us
all.’
Aug 21 1931, to Waldorf Astor, after Churchill attacked Shaw and Nancy in a
newspaper, 34 in Astor: ‘The reply to Churchill will appear on Sunday next in London,
in the Sunday Pictorial, and simultaneously in all the papers covered by the North
American Newspaper Alliance, which has purchasedd the world rights (first serial) from
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me for 200 guineas, and may therefore be depended on to push its circulation from this to
Japan both ways round. So Nancy is avenged: he will think twice before he again implies
that she is a tote fiend. You will notice that I have given away the Churchillian bit of our
interview with Stalin. I have not done so without careful consideration of Stalin’s
probable wishes. I feel quite sure that he wants his reasons for maintaining a heavy
armament to be well known. And he will certainly not dislike the publication of our
personal impressions as long as they are credibly complimentary.’
Sept 2 1931, to Nancy, after the financial crisis forced the Labour Cabinet to resign and a
National Government formed, which Ramsay MacDonald led, 36-37 in Astor: ‘Do not
commit yourself too hastily about this political crisis. They none of them know exactly
what they are doing. It happens from time to time that our MPs, in their hopeless class
ignorance of what the proletariat is feeling, approach a measure in the most superior
confidence that it is sound, necessary, and popular. Suddenly their agents and local
supporters send up frantic warnings that their seats will be lost if they vote for it. They in
turn rush to the whips, who carry the alarm to the Government, and there is an eleventh
hour stampede.... In your place I should be strongly tempted to tell the whips that you do
not know how you are going to vote, as you do not feel like losing your seat to save
Macdonald’s face. The bankers are the most Godforsaken fools. They have humbugged
Macdonald and Snowden into committing political suicide and thus making dreadful
examples of themselves to Labor leaders who sit on the horse’s head instead of riding it
hard. The measures they demand will not be of the least use; and the Labor Party will be
reinforced and driven to the Left.... Enough of this political twaddle. [Dont worry about
the sorrows and terrors of the poor things in Russia who are still foolishly trying to be
ladies and gentlemen: it does not hurt them half as much to be governed by Communists
as it hurts you to be governed by distillers and brewers and publicans and doctors and
“forty millions, mostly fools.” So buck up, and preach The Revolution. That trip to
Russia would have doubly endeared you and Waldorf to me had that been possible.’]
Bracketed section is the only part in CL (260). The quotation is from Carlyle.
Sept 18 1931, to Laurentia, 251-52 in MacLachlan: ‘I have just been in Russia—the
oddest place you can imagine. They have thrown God out by the door; and he has come
in again by all the windows in the shape of the most tremendous Catholicism. I hope they
strapped you down in bed and kept the door locked until your overwork had been cured
by a spell of thorough laziness.’
Oct 10 1931, to Nancy, 38 in Astor: ‘The election is a frightful gamble, though your
people dont know it. The Labor people think that the cry for a National Government,
being pure bunk, will carry the day and cost them 50 seats. I am not so sure: a landslide
the other way is quite on the cards.... I strongly advise you to say that you dont believe in
wage cutting and that the call for a national government is really a call for a strong
government with no opposition that the guillotine cannot deal with, and that no woman
can stand the silly way the men waste time when Rome is burning. The official program
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and the official phrases are not good enough for this election; and Tariffs are fatal at a
seaport. It is no use letting fools pull your strings: you must go for a personal success and
damn party politics.’
Oct 17 1931, to Nellie Harris (Frank had died), 262-63: ‘You may think I have been a
long time over this job; but I assure you it is only by putting everything else aside and
working double shifts on it that I have been able to get it ready so soon. You see, Frank
knew hardly more about my life history than I knew about yours; and the mixture of his
guesses with the few things I told him produced the wildest results. I have had to fill in
the prosaic facts in Frank’s best style, and fit them to his comments as best I could; for I
have most scrupulously preserved all his sallies at my expense’ (262). Shaw then asks
about Harris’s My Life and Loves: ‘do you think it would be possible to make it
conventionally presentable? You see, Frank, far from being the abandoned voluptuary he
supposed himself to be, was really a mid-nineteenth-century Irish prude; and I think that
the first volume, which was the only one I read (for he was much too disgusted with me
for not leaving it on the drawingroom table to send me the others), could be sufficiently
bowdlerized for general publication without losing any of its force or interest, or violating
his intentions in any way. Fifty years ago his determination to break down the taboos and
win freedom of speech about sex would have been sacred. But nowadays, when every
flapper at the dinner table and every lady novelist says things that would have made
Frank and myself blush like a couple of ingenues, that particular battle is won, and indeed
overwon…. As to the corrected proofs [of the biography], I think I had better destroy
them so that nobody shall ever know where the patches came in. If you like I will give
you the MS of the postscript; but it is in shorthand’ (263).
Oct 25 1931, to Laurentia, 265: ‘I dont mind being prayed for. When I play with my
wireless set I realize that all the sounds in the world are in my room; for I catch them as I
alter the wave length receiver—German, French, Italian and unknown tongues. The ether
is full of prayers too; and I suppose if I were God I could tune into them all. Nobody can
tell what influence these prayers have. If the ether is full of impulses of good will to me
so much the better for me: it would be shockingly unscientific to doubt it. So let the
sisters give me all the prayers they can spare; and dont forget me in yours.’
Nov 13 1931, to Mr. Greene, 60-62 in Lane: ‘Nobody has ever challenged the propriety
of the award of this prize [Nobel] to me six years ago; but I am quite sure that the twentyfive professors cited by Mr Quinn were convinced that it was a most unfortunate
selection. The Academy’s business is to find out the writers whose positions are so far
outstanding that it will be recognized internationally; and such positions are not attained
by pleasing the professors. They are never purely literary positions: writers who are great
pets in literary circles, and perhaps do exquisite literary work, may have no influence on
the thought of their time; whilst rougher talents, expressed forcibly by writers to whom
literary graces are not ends in themselves but only bait to catch readers for their ideas,
may have just the sort of importance that maintains the Nobel prestige. It is because Mr
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Upton Sinclair’s talent is of this order that I joined in his nomination as eligible for the
prize, and that the professors shrieked with horror at the suggestion. I put it to the
professors as to men who know the history of their own hobby that to award the Nobel
prize to an American belletrist pure and simple would be a very backhanded compliment
to a nation which has rightly placed the militant author with a social conscience, whose
pen is a weapon with which to cast down the mighty from their seats, above the idle
singer of an empty day.... Mr Upton Sinclair is not a Henry James: he is rather a Daniel
Defoe, and though Daniel still lives in his works after two hundred years, his
contemporaries put him where several respectable Americans would like to put Mr
Sinclair: in the pillory. The truth is that anything like unanimity as to the merits of an
author is, or ought to be, fatal to his chances of winning the Nobel Prize. Thus Mr
Quinn’s letter is all that was needed to complete Mr Upton Sinclair’s qualification. It
should accompany any recommendation that is made in his favor.’ (Sinclair did not win
the award.)
Nov 13 1931, to Sinclair, 62-64 in Sinclair: ‘The Glendale-Busick affair [an American
Legion raid upon a meeting in a private home in Glendale, California] is not one in which
a foreigner can interfere without doing more harm than good. I have (at 75) a long
experience of cases of this kind. They occur in every country; and they will continue to
occur as incidents in what is called the class war—and which unfortunately is not a class
war: If it were it would be over in a week; and those who are attacking the existing order
of society must be cured by bitter experience of the notion that by repeating constitutional
shibboleths they can obtain the protection of the forces of the established government.
Whenever the American Legion calls the police the police will help it because they are
allies fighting in the same cause. In the Glendale case the police seem to have called the
Legion, with the quite natural result that Mr Busick was thrashed and his followers
routed. What did he expect? And what on earth is the use of his complaining to the
thrashers, or of your trying to persuade rich American visitors that Glendale is not a safe
place to live in because Socialists are treated there as vermin? You could not give the
place a better advertisement. No: unless the Socialists can protect themselves they must
suffer the worst the legionaries and the police can do to them. When they come to you
indignantly demanding money and time to waste on lawyers to defend them in court and
on protest meetings that only give the legionaries a fresh chance, you must tell them that
you have something better to do, and that they must learn how to spread their ideas
without knocking their heads against stone walls. The thing can be done, even while the
legionaries enjoy a monopoly of their methods, and is being done by yourself and others
without breaking of heads. But in any case, I repeat, the Americans must decide for
themselves whether they will beat up Mr Busick or slaughter their Saccos and Vanzettis
and Mooneys; for the moment a foreigner interferes, to yield to him would be an
unbearable humiliation: perish a thousand Saccos first. I enclose a letter which I am
sending by this mail about the Nobel prize, which clearly could not be awarded at all
without some guidance from the professors throughout Europe to the Swedish Academy
and from former recipients of the prizes. My wife reads your books with great devotion.’
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Nov 24 1931, to Molly, 155 in Tompkins: ‘When you are old you will find yourself
watching rather anxiously for the inevitable falling-off in your painting and the equally
inevitable moment when old Mrs Tompkins must finally and decisively put off Molly and
all her vanities. I have arrived at that stage; and you must make allowances for it. Also
you must remember that, whatever age we may be in fairyland, in prosaic society we are
an old man and a young thing, and that to exhibit ourselves in any other relation would be
ridiculous and most unbecoming. So do not be angry if I play my part of pantaloon to
your columbine with my usual histrionic skill.’
c. 1932, to Tunney, 229 in Tunney: Reflecting on Tunney’s triumph over Georges
Carpentier in 1924, Shaw argues that he should have given his opponent more credit:
‘You greatly underrate the interest taken in Carpentier. You see him only when he was
like a pithed cockerel after he made the fatal mistake of clinching with Dempsey in the
very first exchange and being rabbit punched. If he had studied Dempsey and fought him
as you fought him, he would probably have beaten him easily on points and possibly
knocked him out, although his terrible right-hand punch may not have been what it once
was. Up to the moment when you knocked him out he seemed to be putting up a much
better fight against you than Dempsey did…. You do not see him as Europe saw him; and
you even speak of him as “the little Frenchman,” though he was quite big enough for
anybody and was very well built for boxing…. But you know … what an amazing
difference there is between the figure cut by one and the same boxer when he has his
opponent easily in hand and when it is the other way about. Your valuation of C a and
D is not the same as that of the public that remembers their victories. All you know about
them is that you took their measure and wiped the floor with them. You came, you saw,
you overcame. By doing so, you inevitably belittled them and have taken less credit for
your victories than a completely objective historian would give you.’
c. 1932, to Tunney, whose autobiography had come out, 242-44 in Tunney: ‘I have read
the book. Have you ever read the autobiographies of George Fox, the founder of the
Quakers, and Samuel Wesley, the founder of the Methodists? Perhaps not…. They are
very remarkable books about very remarkable men (especially George, who was a
magnificent fellow); and as such they must be read. But there is one difficulty about
reading them without skipping. The daily work of George and Samuel was to sail into
every town they met on their journeys and literally raise hell (and incidentally heaven) in
it. George sometimes tried to pass peacefully through; but it was no use: before he could
get away the church bells were sure to ring; and then, as he says, “they struck on my
heart”; and back he went to “the steeple house” all out, and let them have it all in. Even a
Catholic like Charles II saw as plainly as Cromwell that in some sort the spirit of God
was in the man. Wesley left the steeple house alone, but took on everyone outside, from
drunken bullies and blackguards to Beau Brummel, one down and t’other come on, in his
fights for salvation. So far, it was all very exciting. But you are finally forced to confess
that the sameness of their experiences makes you feel after a while that you are not
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getting any further. Only a small percentage of the meetings differ from the rest by some
exceptional incident or the appearance of some interesting historical character…. Now
you may ask what the devil all this has to do with your biography. Well, just one prayer
meeting is very like another, one fight is very like another. Just as at a certain point in
Wesley’s biography I wanted to skip to Beau Brummel, there was a point in yours at
which I wanted to skip to Dempsey.’
IPS Jan 7 1932, to Elgar, 333 in Letters of Edward Elgar, and Other Writings, ed. Percy
M. Young (London: Geoffrey Bles, 1956): ‘I rather disgraced myself over Falstaff; for I
did not spot the false entry of the clarinet and thought it was all werry [sic] capital; in fact
I gave myself away to Landon Ronald by asking why on earth you were repeating what
seemed to me to be a specially successful bit of recording!’
Jan 8 1932, to Hamon, 269-70: ‘I occupy my mornings on board with a book about
Russia, which I call, provisionally, The Rationalization of Russia: a history of the
revolution, not as to its incidents and persons, but as to its evolution in principle and
practice to its present comparatively settled plan of Fabian gradualness and opportunism
(Lenin-Stalinism) and nationalism (Stalinism pure). The secret of Stalin is that he is
entirely opportunistic as to means, discarding all doctrinaire limitations, and confident
that Russia is big enough to achieve Socialism by itself independently of the capitalist
world, which can follow its example or go its own way to perdition. This is obviously
sound; for the rest of the world is waiting to see whether his experiment can succeed or
not, and will not move in his direction until his success is beyond question. At the recent
series of Fabian meetings Sidney Webb said that the real business of the next dozen years
or so will be simply waiting for Russia to prove her case. At a later meeting I said that
Socialism, Fabianism, Collectivism, Social-Democracy must now be thrown on the dust
heap as useless outmoded terms: we are henceforth either scientific Communists or—
whatever Macdonald and Snowden (I might have added Kerensky) now are.’
Jan 9 1932, to Rev. Ensor Walters, 270-72: ‘The Russian situation is very interesting and
fascinating from the religious point of view. To be in a country where the Government is
fanatically religious and insists on every child being brought up religiously, one of its
religious aims being the total abolition of God, is a startling novelty, and one of those
things than only a really religious Protestant can understand. They have turned the
biggest church (or cathedral rather) in Leningrad (only foreigners call it so: the
Commissars and Stalin invariably say Petersburgh) into an anti-God museum…. It is in
fact anti-priestcraft, anti-relic, anti-bogus miracle. The only novelties are a couple of
natural mummies…. The Gay Pay Oo is an Inquisition pure and simple; and the contrast
between the leniency with which ordinary police offenders are treated and the
ruthlessness with which the G.P.U. “liquidates” you, using a pistol (unawares) as a
humane killer, if it concludes that you are one of the Better Dead, is curious. There is no
capital punishment: you can commit a murder for four years imprisonment or so. In the
police courts there are—as I saw for myself—no docks, no warders, no police, no bodily
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restraint of any kind, women magistrates with a man and woman at the table with them to
see fair. You are told to go to prison and you go, leaving the room like any member of the
public; and the imprisonment, as far as I could make out, means that you are locked up at
night and not let go to the Opera, doing your ordinary work all day.’
Jan 9 1932, to Rev. W. R. Inge, 272-73: ‘Being myself that fearfully old Victorian thing a
convert of Karl Marx I believe in revolutions for what they are worth. In spite of the
attempts of James II and George III, the English Whig revolution was never undone….
Revolutions really can dislodge top dogs and destroy their institutions; and the Russian
revolution has actually “expropriated the exproprietors” so effectively that I doubt
whether all the king’s horses and all the king’s men could set them up again even if they
got the chance. The Russians have “got religion”; and that makes them none the less
formidable because one of their 39 articles is that there is no God, and that is not a family
secret. They have got hold of the children; and it is very easy to mould human nature if
you catch it before it is set. The Russian experiment is enormously interesting and may
prove historically momentous.’
Jan 28 1932, to Ervine, 171 in Wisenthal: ‘The greatest political fact of your lifetime is
that nothing has happened in the twentieth century except the impossible. The conversion
of Tsarist Russia into a Communist Republic was wildly impossible. The swatting of the
Hohenzollern and Holy Roman Empire like two torpid flies was ridiculously impossible.
The two Labor Cabinets were impossible. The metamorphosis of the Intransigent
Macdonald [sic] of the eighties into a Conservative leader and a shamelessly reactionary
oratorical bunk merchant was impossible. The acceptance of your estimate of the British
House of Commons by Lenin, by Mussolini, by Primo de Rivera, Horthy et hoc genus
omne, was impossible. As Inge puts it, nothing has failed like success. As you must put it,
nothing has succeeded like impossibility.’ III:110, 111 in Holroyd: Shaw had praised
MacDonald as ‘the most imposing Parliamentary figurehead since Gladstone.’ In London
he had courted and ‘inevitably pressed away from the Socialism which he knew to be
impossible for him to prime ministership.... But he could not take his party with him: he
could only throw it into the gutter to be counted out for five years and to rise up then in a
fury against him, leaving him meanwhile in the air and partyless except for the
Conservatives, which was by no means what he intended at his age and with its failing
strength’ (110). His ‘clear course when the crisis came was to go into the Opposition and
lead the Labour Party. That, at least, he could understand, if he could not understand the
currency question. When he went over to the enemy and led the attack on wages and
doles instead without ever mentioning the alternative, he was lost to Socialism for ever’
(111).
Feb 18 1932, to Nancy, from South Africa, 43-45 in Astor: ‘We are laid up here in a
deuce of a mess. I have simply pollywogged poor Charlotte. On the 10th we were
motoring hither from a pleasant seaside place called Wilderness on our way to Port
Elizabeth. I was driving; and I negotiated several mountain tracks and gorges in a
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masterly manner. Then, unhappily, we came upon what looked like half a mile of straight
safe smooth road; and I let the car rip. Suddenly she twisted violently to the left over a
bump. I twisted her violently to the right, and, rising with all my energy to the sudden
peril, stood on the gas hard as I held the wheel in a grip of iron. The car responded nobly.
She charged and cleared a bank with a fence of five lines of barbed wire; carried the
wires to a bunker (a sudden path) three feet deep; banged her way through; and was
thrashing down a steep place to perdition when at last I transferred my straining sole from
the accelerator to the brake and stopped her with the last strand of barbed wire still
holding, though drawn out for miles. Except for a few negligible knocks I was not hurt,
nor the man beside me, nor even the car. But oh! poor Charlotte! When we extricated her
crumpled remains from the pile of luggage which had avalanched her I feared I was a
widower until she asked were we hurt. Her head was broken; her spectacle rims were
driven into her blackened eyes; her left wrist was agonizingly sprained; her back was
fearfully bruised; and she had a hole in her right shin which something had pierced to the
bone. And there was fifteen miles to go to reach this hotel. That was eight days ago. The
bruises and sprains do not worry now, but she is still flat on her back with the shin hole
giving no end of trouble. She put up a temperature of 103 yesterday (my heart jumped
into my mouth) but today the wound took a favorable turn, and the temperature is down
to 100. She is very miserable. By the time this reaches you I hope to have her at
Wilderness recuperating; and you may assume that all is well again unless I have cabled
in the meantime.... By a miracle the accident has not got into the papers. It would bring a
deluge of inquiries, and for other reasons should be kept as secret as possible. So keep it
within our more intimate circle. Up the the moment of the catastrophe the trip was a great
success. For sunshine, scenery, bathing, and motoring, the place is unbeatable. In Cape
Town I did a stupendous lecture on Russia, speaking for an hour and three quarters
without turning a hair, at the City Hall, and enriching the local Fabian Society beyond the
dreams of avarice. I also made the first broadcast to be relayed all over the Union of S.A.’
Feb 18 1932, to Lawrence (now T. E. Shaw), 181 in Lawrence 1: ‘I have surpassed all
my previous exploits as a motorist by driving our hired car at full throttle over a ditch and
hedge surmounted by 5 lines of barbed wire, through a bunker three feet deep (a sunken
path), and to a standstill in rough country with one strand of barbed wire still holding.
Neither the car nor its driver was disabled; but you must make Lady Astor shew you the
letter I am sending by this mail detailing the consequences to poor Charlotte. She is lying
up here quietly for repairs, all other arrangements being cancelled.... The catastrophe has
escaped the press so far: be discreet.’
March 19 1932, to Wells, who had recently published The Work, Wealth and Happiness
of Mankind, 278-79: Shaw brings up ‘a phenomenon of which I have been very conscious
for some years past. Compare Dickens and Thackeray with Wells and Shaw, and Fielding
with Chesterton. All of them are troubled by social abuses and regard comedy, alias the
chastening of morals by ridicule, as part of their business. But the moderns have tried to
do what Dickens, Thack., and Fielding never dreamt of. They have deliberately tried to
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produce something like the Bible, the Koran, the works of Aristotle, or the Institutes of
Calvin: that is, to lay down the law in religion, economics, history and philosophy for the
following generations. This is the intention of my “metabiological” Creative Evolution,
and my Communistic politics, with my essays on education, medicine & criminology. It
is the intention of your series of Outlines. Chesterton’s Romanism and his Distributive
League are evidently the ruins of a scheme which was hopelessly muddled by Belloc….
It never occurs to you that you ought to take my proceedings seriously as part of a
Shavian natural philosophy on exactly the same footing as the Wellsian philosophy. We
are the world’s family solicitors; and we should be partners.’
April 12 [14] 1932, to Laurentia, 281-83: After an apologetic start—‘Your letter has
given me a terrible fright. The story is absolutely blasphemous, as it goes beyond all the
churches and all the gods. I forgot all about you, or I should never have dared’—Shaw
describes in detail the action and ideas in The Adventures of the Black Girl in Her Search
for God.
April 13 1932, to Murray, in Murray (forthcoming): ‘More telepathy! When I read H.G.
Wells’s onslaught on the Int. Cop. and the League generally on the ship returning from
the Cape it came into my head that I might start something by addressing a letter to the
Committee calling on it to organize an Intellectual Terror for the defence of Europe
against the Philistines, and to urge the chemists and radio physicists to devise effective
methods by which we intellectuals will be enabled to liquidate numskulls and political
scoundrels duly sentenced by the committee.’
April 15 1932, to Nancy, 284-86: Shaw clarifies Bobbie’s behavior as ‘a condition for
which he is no more morally responsible than for color blindness.’ Recently, he
continues, ‘there has been a very large output of elaborate studies of the subject in
Germany and to a less extent in England. It has been quite conclusively established that
the curious reversal of the normal course of attraction is an entirely natural and genuine
phenomenon which is so far from being associated with general depravity of character
that some of the greatest men have experienced it (Michael Angelo, for example) and
some silly-clever intellectuals actually affect it as a symptom of mental superiority
though they are really quite normal.’ The case of his socialist friends Edward Carpenter
and Henry and Kate Salt serve as object lessons for latent homosexuals.
April 16 1932, to Pat, 299-300 in Campbell: ‘You should have sold those letters
(keeping copies, of course) when the boom in my letters was at its height. It could not
last, because it procured such a glut of Shaw letters than even before the financial slump
prices had fallen by about ninety per cent.’ On the publication of the Ellen Terry letters:
‘Ellen and I never saw one another and therefore put everything on paper. Ellen painted a
wonderful portrait of herself in her letters, and held her own and a little more against the
best that I could do, clever as I am. It was this portrait that broke my resistance to Edy’s
determination that it should be published to shew the world how silly the Sweet Nell
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convention was. Now we—you and I—dealt with one another téte à téte. Except when
we infuriated one another and wrote squabbling notes, we had everything out viva
voce…. You would not come out of it with a halo like Ellen’s. I should come out better,
because, though I amused you handsomely, you kept your head and were never
enchanted as I was. Perhaps you have written love letters, but not to me. Ellen, though
she came through with me virgo intacta, gave herself away heart and soul without a
thought of reserve to me as she did with everyone else who invited her confidence.’
April 27 1932, to Edith, who had played Lady Utterword in Heartbreak House, 150 in
Evans: ‘You had better be told—in case you dont know it—that your performance on
Monday was Magnificent, Superb, Stupendous, Surpassing, Masterly, Delightful,
Overwhelming, and Better-than-the-Part. It saved us from shipwreck. In short, quite
good. Bless you.’
c. May 2 1932, to Laurentia, 289-90: The letter consists of a brief dialogue between God,
Gabriel, and the Recording Angel set in God’s office in heaven; subject: Laurentia is ‘a
shocking nuisance with her Shaw.’
May 4 1932, to Henri Barbusse, who had asked Shaw to join an organizing committee of
a Congress against War, 291-92: ‘You may use my name for what it is worth in
convening your Congress provided the Committee for Intellectual Co-operation of the
League of Nations be invited to organise the Congress, and that we take independent
action only in the event of its refusal.’ But, he warns, that Committee has been ‘impotent
and almost useless because nobody takes any notice of it…. And we are repeating this
slight at the moment when Gilbert Murray, on behalf of the Committee, is appealing to us
to make use of it to conventulate our views by writing open letters to oneanother which it
can publish as complete correspondences on definite subjects.’
May 5 1932, to an activist in the nudist movement, 293: ‘It is not possible for me to add
sun bathing to the subjects on which I am an agitator. I cannot be everywhere and do
everything…. I am not a complete Nudist.’
May 6 1932, to Hamon, 294-95: In The Rationalization of Russia (its tentative title) Shaw
aims ‘to shew how a revolution made by doctrinaires, who alone have the requisite
fanaticism and selflessness, evolves under the pressure of actual experience into a
practical government: how points of doctrine have to be thrown to the winds in all
directions and all the revolutionists who will not accept this pressure have to be shot or
exiled. Also how completely Marx was mistaken in his opinion that Communism would
come first in the countries in which industrial Capitalism is most highly developed. It is
precisely because in Russia there was little industry, no powerful middle class, and an
enormous peasantry cultivating the soil without machinery by the most primitive methods
that Communism survived the destruction of the old order’ (294). ‘Our own path to
Communism is not so easy as Lenin—Stalin—Trotsky found it…. Unless Capitalism
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crashes violently enough to throw the police and soldiers starving on the streets, a
revolutionary situation like that of 1917 in Russia cannot occur’ (295).
May 8 1932, to John Fairleigh, 296-97: First in a series of letters that trace the progress of
selecting Farleigh to create the illustrations for The Adventures of the Black Girl in Her
Search for God and determining their exact nature. ‘As I am old and out of date I have
not the privilege of knowing you or your work. But Mr William Maxwell, of Clark’s of
Edinburgh, tells me that you can design, draw, and engrave pictures as parts of a printed
book, which, you will understand, is something more than making a picture and sticking
it a book as an “illustration.” The idea is that you and I and Maxwell should co-operate in
turning out a good-looking little volume consisting of the story contained in the enclosed
proof sheets (please hold them as very private and confidential) and, say, a dozen
pictures.’ He then suggest twelve subjects for illustration as if they were the cast, setting,
and action of a play.
May 10 1932, to Harcourt Williams, who had proposed Cæsar and Cleopatra to begin
the Old Vic season, 176 in Williams: ‘Go ahead with Cæsar by all means. It ought to be
in the Old Vic repertory. Cæsar has to have great charm as a comedian as well as big
bow-wow authority. However, do the best you can. What was wrong with Arms and the
Man? I thought it came off all right; but I hadn’t time to pay a visit.’
June 15 1932, to Fairleigh, 224 in Farleigh: He sends Shaw a design for the title-page:
‘This is all right as a design. But the girl looks a bit wooden and tubby. I enclose a
classical design which goes to the other extreme. Try striking an average. I send the
totem—a better one than the mask at Whitehall Court—by this post.... ??? You might
bung in the lion looking over her hip.’
June 24 1932, to Almroth Wright, 299: ‘I have made a horrible mess of the first act of
this [Too True to be Good] by introducing a microbe in a case study of measles, which is,
so far, amicrobic. Will you study the case for me, and tell me what the young lady ought
to be suffering from?.... Is there any imaginary fever produced by idleness, unhealthy
habits, and too much money?’
June 29 1932, to Elgar, III:167 in Holroyd: Elgar asked Shaw what ‘capital’ is; he
replied that his music was infiinitely consumable without limitation or deterioration. He
then proposed an Elgarian Financial Symphony: ‘Allegro: Impending Disaster. Lento
mesto: Stony Broke. Scherzo: Light Heart and Empty Pocket. Allo con brio: Clouds
Clearing.’
July 6 1932, to Fairleigh, 300: after Farleigh had submitted two alternative cover designs:
‘Yes: the portrait cover of course. What about the other for end papers? Just consider
whether she is not—for so critical a godseeker—a little too brutish. It is a quality that
justifies itself completely on the purely artistic side; and I hesitate to suggest anything in
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the nature of a literary and intellectual irrelevance; but still, ... I am not sure that the
slightest gathering up of the corners of her mouth and squaring of the outside ridges of
her brows would really damage her.... As to headlines have it your own way; only do
nothing for the sake of consistency alone: consistency is the enemy of enterprise just as
symmetry is the enemy of art.’
July 13 1932, to Farleigh, on the cover and endpapers, 229-30 in Farleigh: ‘Dont bother
about me: it is your job; and being an artist myself in my own line, I know better than to
find a good man and then interfere with him. The only thing I can suggest is that the label
on the cover need not be foursquare if it would please your fancy to scroll it. I’ve stuck a
bit of paper on to show what I mean. But I am not clear as to whether this admirable
design (I did not see the lovely black girl in it at first) is now to be an endpaper with the
big face as the picture cover. Do not forget that there will be a jacket with a striking
design. If so, I am for black and white, and not for red and yellow. What about the big
face for it? I rather hanker after a picture of the Roman soldier on guard beside the cross
before the arrival of the black girl.... And a bucketful of nails, scourges, thorn crowns,
etc. The soldier, very imperial and imposing, might have his foot on a torn-up scroll with
the inscription still legible on the four pieces. Judge not that ye be not judged. It would
serve him right if the knobkerry, grasped in a black hand, appeared over his unconscious
head like the sword of Damocles. However, I repeat, let yourself rip, and do not let me
hamper or distract you.’ July 18, after the drawing of the soldier arrives: ‘This chap ios
wrong: he is standing at ease and looking quite reassuring and good natured, which
destroys all the symbolism. Besides, artistically he is secondhand: the Italian Renaissance
pictures have that very soldier all over them. My fellow should be rigid, straight,
inhuman, threatening, ruthless, with a horrible sort of clean beauty and athletic training to
emphasize his mechanical cruelty. You must straighten up his knees and square up his
shoulders and give him Egyptian breadth of chest and slimness of flank.’ July 22: ‘As to
the beanstalk I could only express the subject by a blatant comic cut, but as to the
treatment it struck me that a repeated design like a miniature wall-paper, consisting of
strips of beanstalk with lots of foliage and repetitions of a tiny professor clinging on
between a pretty lizard-like crocodile and a dainty thread of a striking snake, might
appeal to you as a pretty pattern suggested (to me) by the repetitions of the black girl in
the endpaper, which are so very decorative. The Cavalry soldier is now perfect. Many
thanks.’ Aug 10: ‘The tree endpaper is perfect.’
July 15 1932, to Michael Sadleir of Constable, anticipating the paperback revolution,
III:323 in Holroyd: ‘The disease of high prices is curing itself. We must all turn honest,
however ruefully.’
July 20 1932, to Murray, who had asked Shaw to become a member of the organizing
committee of a Congress against War and Fascism, in Murray (forthcoming): ‘I think I
mustnt take this on: I am a thoroughly unsound pacifist. I really dont see how the world is
to be saved unless the Communists are as conscientiously resolved to kill the Capitalists
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(if it comes to that) as the Capitalists undoubtedly are to kill the Communists. And the
notion that the change can be made as a development of bourgeois democracy, with its
“liberties” and safeguards against any sort of real government, is chimerical. The Russian
experiment is conclusive on that point. We must accept its results and throw “the
putrefying corpse of Liberty” overboard.’
July 23 1932, to O’Casey, 74-75 in O’Casey 2: ‘Read the enclosed printed slip very
carefully. I strongly deprecate that transaction, as I have never sold a copyright nor given
a license to perform for longer than 5 years at the utmost. But there is a special difficulty
about amateur rights, because there is no agreement as to what the word amateur means;
and you may find yourself involved in lawsuits if you give professional terms, as I do, to
little societies of poor enthusiasts whom the agent and the snobbish authors class as
amateurs and demand impossible five guinea fees from because they cannot afford
salaries and play for the love of art, or even pawn their shirts to pay for the hall…. it is
these little ventures, affiliated to the Drama League, that keep the theatre alive at the
roots.’ The printed slip was entitled ‘Playwrights and Amateurs.’ The note Shaw wrote at
the bottom was ‘£300 for half rights for your lifetime plus fifty years is an absurdly bad
bargain for you, though it is perhaps as much as you could expect from them. My advice
is to let wife and child perish, and lay bricks for your last crust, sooner than part with an
iota of your rights.’
July 24 1932, to Harcourt Williams, who had asked about the Alternative Prologue of
Cæsar printed in the Collected Edition, 177-78 in Williams: ‘Cæsar got so muddled up
between the old days, when it had to be played with four intervals for the bars and for
striking the scenery, and the new style with instantaneous changes and only one interval
that I really don’t know how to answer your question. In the old style the play was much
too long; so I cut out the lighthouse act chock-a-block. But this very act was so furiously
successful in Berlin (where it ruined the rest of the play by making it impossible to
restore gravity) that Forbes Robertson wanted it restored; so I wrote the prologue and cut
out the first scene. But the prologue needed another star actor to carry its full weight; and
the entry of Cæsar just on the top of Ra was a difficulty. So when Barry Jackson took it
up, and the new continuous style made room for everything, I cut the prologue a little and
restored the first scene. Finally, on revising the play for definite publication last year I
restored enough of the prologue to enable the first scene to be omitted if desired. So you
may just do as you darn please. But unless you have two Cæsars at the O.V. you had
better play Ra yourself. It’s a magnificent part, but needs tremendous authority and bite. I
don’t remember either of the men you suggest for Apollodorus. By far the best up to date
is George Hayes.’
Aug 6 1932, to H.K. Ayliff, who had just directed Too True to be Good at Malvern, 192
in Theatrics: ‘Well, you have pulled it off—the double event: production and
impersonation. Desmond McCarthy has just left me: he was enchanted by the Elder. So
was I…. The doctor was a complete failure. He is there solely to express the audience’s
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impatience of Mrs Mopply and thereby make it a quality instead of a fault; but he simply
made her a bore instead of supporting her…. Make Scott take an eggcup full of laudanum
while he is off the stage in the second act. He will not slow down impressively for his
curtain, damn him!... For the rest it was success all the time. Leonora [Corbett, as the
Patient] gave an astounding exhibition of power and authority in the fertilizer scene. I
knew she would be good, but had to idea how much she had up her sleeve, and how
completely independent she is of her good looks.’ After the production had shifted to
Birmingham, Shaw wrote Ayliff again on Aug 25, 193: ‘I dont know how it is at the
Birmingham house; but I think that here you did not allow enough for the remoteness of
the Elder in that cave. … I am convinced that the cave speech should convey the effect of
being roared in the wilderness. If not, it seems like the rehearsal of the supreme tragedy
speech. You were afraid of seeming to roar, and became more and more pathetically
beautiful. Try the effect of roaring like a madman, or at least making the audience believe
that you are the prophet Micah, whose speech was that of a lion and a dragon.’
Aug 7 1932, to Cedric Hardwicke, who was playing Aubrey in Too True to be Good, 157
in Hardwicke: ‘First, congratulations that unto us a child is born, unto us a son is given.
Second, apologies for the indelicacy of leaving you with an uncompleted thought, and the
blunder of placing you at the mercy of the curtain dropper, who is always late. I enclose a
complete peroration which will see you through even if the stage hands do a lightning
strike and the curtain does not come down at all. If and when it does fall, go on at full
pitch for a word or so after it touches the ground. Then turn your back to it and walk up
stage and off through the centre opening, preaching away fortissimo all the time to the
end. They will hear you in front after the fall of the curtain—which is essential—and
hear your voice away into silence quite naturally…. With these final touches you will be
quite the limit in humanly attainable perfection in the part.’ Followup, Aug 14, 303 in
CL: ‘You have created a frightful ecclesiastical scandal by mixing up the Creed with the
Lord’s Prayer. I had to assure the Dean this morning when he preached on Too True at
Worcester Cathedral, and quoted the peroration, that I was innocent of the outrage…. In
Act II you must help Mops [the patient] out when she begins “This silly bitch—” by
cutting in promptly with “Oh no no no no no no no no no no: damn it, Mops, be a lady.”
If you dont, I shall have the trouble of writing her a long speech to keep her going until
you come to the rescue.’
Aug 8 1932, to Kyllmann, on book prices, III:323 in Holroyd: ‘Half a crown is the
extreme limit. I should much prefer sixpence or at least a shilling; but I think that the
book may tempt the people I want to get at to indulge in the extravagance (for them) of
two and six.... I am utterly sick of the futile handful of plutocrats to whom five shillings
is nothing.’
Aug 14 1932, to Hardwicke, who was playing Aubrey in Too True to be Good, 303:
Shaw points out religious and military missteps in his performance.
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Aug 21 1932, to Christopher St John, III:269 in Holroyd: ‘My new play, so deformed by
the Press (bar Lady Rhondda) is, so far, a fantastic Feminist success.’
Aug 25 1932, to Fairleigh, 304: ‘The lion and the Job are perfect. The other three need
slight modifications. Ecclesiastes looks dead, like a figure in a frieze, because he is not
looking at the girl. He also looks flat, like a profile cut in cardboard. All you have to do is
to turn his head away from the spectator and towards the girl and all this will come
right.... Most important is the Christ. You have curiously reversed the relation between
him and the girl. In the story he presents the cup to her; and he would obviously—since it
is both a funny conjuring trick and an act of kindness—smile as he did it. But in the
picture it is the girl who is the humorous conjurer with the kindly smile, and he who is
accepting the cup; so you must contrive to turn the situation inside out.’ Aug 29 1932,
305-06: Shaw had sketched the flight of the Irishman from the black girl, with Voltaire
looking on. ‘You will see by the enclosed masterpiece what is wrong with the drawing of
the flight of the laborer. My face is ... drawn from one of the old photographs taken on
ordinary plates without a color filter, which represented me as a dark man instead of a
very blond blond. The expression has not a trace of frantic terror; and the hat is an
absurdity. The man is a very sophisticated metropolitan critic, and not a raw youthful
laborer.... Keep me young, callow, fair, and scared out of my wits. Any photograph of a
hurdle race will supply a study: I think he must have one leg over the gate: nothing else
will give the necessary impression of headlong flight.’
Aug 25 1932, to Ellen Pollock, who was playing the nurse Sweety in Too True to be
Good, 194-95 in Theatrics: ‘A vulgar name would jar, unless it were quite unaffectedly
common, like Susan Simkins. But just try the effect of saying “My name’s Gwendolen
Anastasia St John Griffith-Evans, with a hyphen if you please.” Dont tell them
beforehand; and you will have the fun of drying up the entire company…. It is a mistake
to repeat Hell in the first act, and you dont get it quite right the first time. It should come
out sharp, like a pistol shot: “HELL I will.” … And now, another matter. The dress in the
first act is very ineffective: that washy blue in the dark room is no use. Just look at the
enclosed photographs of the American production. Dont you think that the surgical getup of brilliant white is rather a success? As measles are highly infectious there is nothing
wrong in an antiseptic overall. The blue looks insignificant and almost invisible.’
Aug 29 1932, to Farleigh, 240-43 in Farleigh: ‘You will see by the enclosed masterpiece
what is wrong with the drawing of the flight of the labourer. My face [the one he drew] is
like the photographs they stick on to a ready-made body to amuse Bank Holiday trippers.
Also it is drawn from one of the old photographs taken on ordinary plates without a
colour filter, which represented me as a dark man instead of a very blond. The expression
has not a trace of frantic terror, and the hat is an absurdity. The man is a very
sophisticated metropolitan critic, and not a raw youthful labourer. Compare your own
splendid portrait, full of dramatic energy and purpose, in the modeller’s picture.
However, you will see it in all my versions; for though I am an execrable draughtsman I
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am a skilled and observant stage manager, always on the lookout for the right expression
and movement.... In the modelling picture, which is a triumphant improvement, keep
Mahomet as handsome as you can: he was a princely genius. He is all right in the picture
which shows him as discussing Venus with the Black Girl.’ Shaw also comments on the
pictures of Voltaire, the caravan girl, and the colophon. On Sept 8 (244-45) he suggests
what might be done with the well of Samaria and the encounter with the conjurer. He
adds: ‘By the way, since you draw cathedrals so featly, why not let yourself go on a
regular holy grail of a cup?’ On Oct 17, 249, he says that he doesn’t feel that the story is
illustrated enough. ‘It needs two more picture: Pavlov sitting on the crocodile, and Micah,
with a flame shooting from his roaring mouth, and the Black Girl and the lion flying for
their lives in divers directions.’ Finally, on Nov 13, 257, ‘At last the book has gone to
press. The girl makes a charming Leitmotif running through all the pictures. Anyhow, it’s
been a bit of fun.’ On Nov 30, 259, he announces, Constable informs him that ‘the first
edition of 25,000 is already sold to the booksellers. He adds “Great excitement about
John Farleigh.”’
Sept 5 1932, to Clara Leiser, who was writing a book on the Polish tenor Jean de Reszke,
307: ‘You will find in my three volumes of Music in London, covering three years of the
heyday of the de Reszkes, that I never ceased to urge them to give up their eternal
repetitions of Lohengrin and Gounod’s Faust, and bring themselves up to date by tackling
the mature Wagner. At last, when some officious hanger-on tried to get up a testimonial
to Jean, I contemptuously refused to sign it or to take Jean seriously until he had qualified
himself as a modern first rank tenor by playing Siegfried and Tristan. My taunts had their
effect; for he presently appeared as Siegfried and sang the part as it had never been sung
before, in beautifully uttered German, with Edouard as Wotan. It was such an astonishing
new departure for a man who was then finishing his career that I then believed what I had
been told about his having been long familiar with the Ring and Tristan in private.’
Sept 9 1932, to Murray, in Murray (forthcoming): ‘By all means dedicate a book to me:
it will be something to be remembered for. Aristophanes was an early attempt at Shaw.
Almost all of the Greeks were early attempts at modern men, except when the modern
men are late failures at Athenian philosophers.’
Sept 20 1932, to John Reith, director general of the B.B.C., 309: ‘May I make a
suggestion? In 1823 the London Philharmonic Society passed a resolution to offer
Bethoven £50 for the MS of a symphony. In 1827 the Society sent him £100. He was
dying; and he said “God bless the Philharmonic Society and the whole English nation.”...
Now the only composer today who is comparable to Beethoven is Elgar. Everybody
seems to assume either that Elgar can live on air, or that he is so rich and successful that
he can afford to write symphonies and conduct festivals for nothing. As a matter of fact
his financial position is a very difficult one, making it impossible for him to give time
enough to such heavy jobs as the completion of a symphony; and consequently here we
have the case of a British composer who has written two great symphonies which place
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England at the head of the world in this top department of instrumental music, unable to
complete and score a third. I know that he has material for his first movement ready,
because he has played it to me on the piano. Well, why should not the B.B.C. with its
millions do for Elgar what the old Philharmonic did for Beethoven? You could bring the
third symphony into existence, and obtain the performing rights for the B.B.C. for, say,
ten years, for a few thousand pounds.’ (Elgar was granted a commission, but died in early
1934 without completing the symphony.)
c. Sept 21-22 1932, to Harcourt Williams, who had presented Cæsar and Cleopatra, 18889 in Williams: ‘I found Cæsar very enjoyable. The story is well told and that is more
than half the battle. As [Malcolm] Keen is not thin and stringy you should have altered
the text to plump and crumby. When they jump into the water you should have buckets of
rice thrown up to shew the splash; ... and Cæsar should sound very distant and open-airy
when he called to Apollodorus. Cleopatra should pounce on Charmion like a tigress and
pull her hair; otherwise the audience will not be prepared for her ferocity when she makes
Ftatateeta murder Pothinus. Ftata is a dame part: she should be played by a gigantic man.
Who’s your Charles the Wrestler? I was astonished to hear Apollodorus ask “Does Cæsar
then despair?” instead of Septimus. Is it wrong in the book? [It was.] The death of Ftata
was very well staged; but next time put a mess of rose-pink under her neck and when
Cleopatra, lifting the head, gets her hands into it, let her lift the roof with a scream. Then
slam down the curtain . . . no room for more.’
Oct 25 1932, to R. & R. Clark, 311: ‘I assure you that Liza did marry Freddy, and that
Higgins never married anybody. It does not follow in the least that Liza and Higgins were
sexually insensible to one another, or that their sensibility took the form of repugnance,
or that her combination of hatred and rebellion with dog-like fidelity was exactly what it
would have been had her instructor been a woman; but the fact stands that their marriage
would have been a revolting tragedy; and that the marriage with Freddy is the natural and
happy ending to the story.’
Oct 29 1932, to Ervine, who had reviewed Too True to be Good, 313-14: ‘As you are not
a bacteriologist you had better let the microbe alone; but as so many duffers have raised
the cry of The Doctor’s Dilemma over again, you might expatiate on the fact that the
dilemma in Too True is that of the unfortunate doctor forced by his patients’ folly and
ignorance and his own dependence on them, to humbug them. There is not a hint of this
in the old play, nor of the possibility which has been all along overlooked by the germ
theory pathologists: namely, that the bacillus has been infected and transformed by the
disease which has attacked the patient, instead of being itself the disease.
Nov 22 1932, to Irene Vanbrugh, Shaw comments on his speeches, I:194 in Holroyd:
‘audiences are illnatured enough to enjoy jokes at other people’s expense, and
goodnatured enough to hate you if you are illnatured. The way to get round this is to be
illnatured at your own expense.’
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Jan 6 1933, to Lowell Brentano, after being informed that his company faces bankruptcy,
319-20: ‘An older hand than you would have known that the report you sent me about the
action of your Bankers was decisive. I made every possible enquiry in quarters which, if
not actively friendly, were at least quite disinterested; but I could get no scrap of reason
for hoping that the Bankers would not foreclose in February, and involve me without
benefitting you. If you can transfer your stock of my books to Dodd Mead before your
creditors remainder them at waste paper prices, so much the better’ (319). ‘Whether
Dodd Mead will do any better for me in the way of distribution remains to be seen. They
gave up book selling long ago, and therefore do not enjoy the discount which enlarges the
fund out of which royalties come; so I am changing my plan and accepting lower
royalties on a guaranteed minimum circulation. Our 1931 results were so bad that I
foresaw that I must either make some change, or accept the position of an extinict
volcano in America’ (320).
Feb 1 1933, to Grein, 195-96 in Theatrics: ‘I am tired of being an intruder in West End
theatres. It was bad enough thirty years ago, when George Alexander complained to me
that his expenses at St James’s had reached such a figure that he could not keep a play on
unless it drew a thousand a week. Well, my last play was drawing more than a thousand a
week when it was taken off as a failure. Managers cannot get on with less than sixteen or
seventeen hundred. Such figures from anything like our sort of drama are out of the
question except in large theatres with low prices and three hours entertainment, with the
West End audience practically excluded…. London has always ruined every actor and
entrepreneur in the long run…. In all the professions there is nothing so deadly as a
London success. All the arts and sciences are kept alive, not by the big fees of
fashionable London, but by the half-crowns and florins and sixpences of the Provinces
and suburbs.’
Feb 4 1933, to Rev. Ensor Walters, 322: Shaw has been sightseeing in Asian countries, in
part ‘inspecting a remarkable collection of religions in Egypt and India.’ He describes
several of these religions after this introduction: ‘The apparent multiplicity of Gods is
bewildering at the first glance; but you presently discover that they are all the same one
God in different aspects and functions and even sexes. There is always one uttermost God
who defies personification.’ A sharp contrast between ‘the most tolerant religion in the
world,’ Hinduism, and ‘ferociously intolerant’ Islam, follows.
March 14 1933, to Ethel Warner, director of the Academy of Political Science, for whom
Shaw will lecture on ‘The Future of Political Science in America,’ 329: ‘My contention
will be that nothing but political science can save civilization in America now; and that
political science involves an almost complete scrapping of the present constitution and a
reconstruction on diametrically opposite principles. I have consented to speak to the
largest possible audience because I wish to make as much money as possible for the
Academy; and it must be fully understood that I speak at my own expense.’
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March 27 1933, to Thomas Mooney, a labor leader who had been convicted and
imprisoned after a bomb explosion killed nine persons in a political parade, 331-32: ‘All
civilized countries now have an elaborate theory of criminal law. If when a crime is
committed something cruel is done to somebody and the public can be persuaded that this
unfortunate somebody is the person who committed it, then the rest of the community
will be “deterred” from committing similar crimes by the fear of suffering similar cruelty.
All our judges and juries (except those who are naively vindictive) cling to this theory to
justify the atrocities in which they take part every day. The advantage of this theory is
that it does not matter in the least whether the person who is hanged or flogged or
imprisoned is the real culprit or not. The deterrent effect is precisely the same in either
case. The disadvantage is that if the guilty party cannot be found, the police have a very
strong incentive to substitute an innocent one and to persuade themselves that the
substitution is a genuine detection. And the judge and jury have the same incentive to
support the operation…. Now I have no interest in the theory of deterrence. And I do not
consider it humane to use you as a stick to beat Capitalism. My sole concern with you is
to get you out of prison.’
April 14 1933, to Constance Collier, III:309 in Holroyd: Docked in New York before his
speech at the Met: ‘It was a terrible business for me. On the day of our arrival I had to
fight off a raging press to get some sleep and quiet before my big effort.’ III:312, the next
morning: there was ‘a riot of reporters and camera men all over the ship.’
May 11 1933, to Cornwallis-West, who had asked Shaw to attend a rehearsal of his play
The Methods of Margot, 171-72 in Cornwallis-West: ‘You are up against professional
etiquette in this matter. I cant go to another producer’s rehearsal unless he invites me. He
cant invite me unless the author joins in the invitation. Even if I go, how can I interfere
with the producer’s work, or, being what I am, refrain from forgetting everything else and
meddling all over the place? The company may dislike it, though, poor things, they dare
not offend any author who may have a part to give them tomorrow. The producer might
not mind if I could make suggestions to him to be handed on. But that is no use to me: I
must show the actor what I want on the spur of the moment or as soon after as I can
without interrupting. As to the company not being aware of my presence you might as
well try to conceal a giraffe in Piccadilly Circus.’
May 12-15 1933, to Trebitsch shortly after Hitler had been appointed Chancellor, 336-37:
‘My first impulse was to write you a long and fierce letter for publication in the German
press, bringing all my guns to bear on Hitler’s stupid mistake in trying to make political
capital out of the Judenhetze, and on his attempt to cover up the essentially Communist
character of his proclamation of compulsory labor and his nationalization of the Trade
Unions (the first being pure Bernard Shawism and the second borrowed from Russia) by
a senseless denunciation of Marxism. For in such a crisis as the present you have either to
hit back and hit hard, or else accept the situation in an attitude of complete submission.
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But on reflection I saw that I could not involve you in such a controversy, not only
because you would run all the risks of it and I none, but because your sympathies, except
to the extent to which they are Bohemian artistic sympathies, are Junker sympathies’
(336). ‘You have not analyzed the position because you hate politics, and are quite
unaccustomed to and inexpert at the sort of political controversy in which I am as
practised as I am in playwriting. You have better keep out of the melée as much as
possible.’
May 30 1933, to Elgar, who was in Paris to conduct his violin concerto (starring 16-yearold Yehudi Menuhin), 340-41: ‘Why Paris? I recommend Peiping . . . where you must go
to the Lama temple and discover how the Chinese produce harmony. Instead of your
laborious expedient of composing a lot of different parts to be sung simultaneously, they
sing in unison all the time, mostly without changing the note; but they produce their
voices in some magical way that brings out all the harmonics with extraordinary richness,
like big bells. I have never had my ears so super-satisfied.’ Shaw also raves about
performances of a Chinese band in Tientsin and the Japanese theatre orchestra.
c. June 1933, to Douglas, 15-18 in Douglas: ‘Your book on the sonnets is by far the best
of all those known to me. Nobody else has understood the case of Mr W. H. [the
unrecorded actor Will Hughes] in the least; and nobody else has understood the case of
Shakespear so naturally and unstudiously. The first success is the more important; and the
explanation is that you yourself have had the experience of Mr W. H.: men fell in love
with your personal beauty; and you learnt thereby what neither Wilde nor [Samuel]
Butler had discovered, that the attraction of beauty is entirely distinct from the
homosexual attraction, and that the one is no evidence of the other. And you are poet
enough to move easily in the Shakespearean atmosphere and not be oppressed by the
awful duty of worshipping a panjandrum in a sarcophagus’ (15). ‘I think your view of
Shakespear’s complaints of senile decay and decrepitude as proofs that he was a very
young man indeed when he wrote them is brilliantly sound; but you had better keep at the
back of your mind the fact that such complaints have two characteristic ages. One of
them is twenty and the other forty. Forty, which decisively ends all pretension to youth,
makes a fearful impression. If I were you I should take the complaint as proving that
Shakespear was either twenty or forty, and then show that forty is out of the question. My
own feeling without studying dates is that the sonnets are the work of a young man selfdestined to be a poet and write Venus-and-Adonises and such like, and that the theatre
caught him as being the only place where he could earn a living, and presently compelled
him not only to gobble up Henry VI and become an adapter of other men’s inventions,
but to make himself a motley to the view, which was extremely hurtful to his dignity. I
know too well the snobberry of a man in Shakespear’s social position’ (17).
June 9 1933, to Katharine Hecht, who had read Shaw’s recent interview entitled ‘Halt,
Hitler!’ and asked for an explanation, 342-43: ‘As the Nazis are shouting “Down with the
Jew Shaw” in the German theatres, and as a protest against the persecution would have
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much less value from a Jew, it is necessary for me to emphasise the fact that I am a
Gentile, and an Irish Gentile at that, to clear myself of any suspicion of pro-Jewish bias. I
even claim a pro-Nazi, or at least a pro-Fascist bias, to give greater weight to my protest.
Otherwise I should seem to be only using the Jew as a stick to beat Hitler, as some of our
papers are obviously doing.’
June 29 1933, to Julius Bab, who was being persecuted as a Jew, 343: ‘This is a horrible
business; but what can I possibly do? I was greatly distressed when your letter reached
me simultaneously with others to the same effect from victims of the persecution. I set
aside my work to write an article strongly denouncing the persecution and pointing out
that it was not a part of Fascism or any other ism, but a pure phobia, and that it had done
the greatest damage to the Nazi cause abroad.’
June 29 1933, to Laurentia, 344-45: ‘I have a wretched tale to tell, and can only hope that
you will laugh at it. I was ridiculously surprised at your reception of The Black Girl story,
which I innocently took to be a valuable contribution to the purification of religion from
horrible old Jewish superstitions; and even my callousness was pierced by finding that it
had shocked and distressed you. On the ship going round the world I wrote you a long
letter about it, but could not feel sure that it might not wound you again, and so tore it up.
Then I wrote you another, with the same result after a few days reflection. But at the third
attempt I succeeded, or thought I did. It was a long letter; and as I had no typewriter to
make it legible for you I wrote it in shorthand for the ship’s stenographer to transcribe.
Alas, you never received it; for the next thing that happened was a ludicrous catastrophe.’
Publicity worshippers stole his notebook, so that the letter is no doubt ‘in the collection of
some devoutly Shavian thief.... I will not try to reproduce the letter: the moment has
passed for that. Besides, I am afraid of upsetting your faith.... Now that I think of it, it
was a venial sin to write me such a cruel letter; and I think you ought to impose upon
yourself the penance of reading The Black Girl once a month for a year. I have a
sneaking hope that it might not seem so very wicked the tenth or eleventh time as you
thought at first. You must forgive its superficial levity. Why should the devil have all the
fun as well as all the good tunes?’
June 30 1933, to Katharine Cornell, 197 in Theatrics: ‘I dont think I was ever so
astonished by a picture as I was by your photograph. Your success as Candida, and
something blonde and expansive about your name, had created an ideal suburban British
Candida in my imagination. Fancy my feelings on seeing in the photograph a gorgeous
dark lady from the cradle of the human race, wherever that was—Ceylon, Sumatra, Hilo,
or the southernmost corner of the Garden of Eden! If you can look like that it doesnt
matter a rap whether you can act or not. Can you?’
July 4 1933, to Emmeline Pethick-Lawrence, who invited Shaw to speak at an affair
entitled ‘Should Married Women Earn?,’ 346: ‘Nothing will induce me to speak at a
meeting to demand rights for women. I have lost no opportunity of giving The Cause a
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lift in my writings, and have only just sent off a proof in which I have put in a strong
word on the strange survival of celibacy in the Education Office. But, as I have
repeatedly explained, my personal vanity will not allow me to be led in triumph by
eloquent militant women.’ See also his letter of Oct 29 1946.
July 17 1933, to Kyllmann, 169 in Publishers: ‘what are we to call the damned thing?
The Future of Political Science is all right for a lecture; but it wont do for anything short
of a big treatise in book form. How are we to let the public know exactly what it is
buying? The proper title would be Political Science in America: is Ours Any Better? A
Lecture. But that sounds too dry and is too long. The best subtitle I can think of at present
is The Political Madhouse in America and Nearer Home: A Lecture’ (its future title).
July 24 1933, to Laurentia, who is insistent that Shaw ‘withdraw the Black Girl from
circulation, and make a public act of reparation for the dishonour it does to Almighty
God’ (headnote), 349: ‘You are the most unreasonable woman I ever knew. You want me
to go out and collect 100,000 sold copies of The Black Girl, which have all been read and
the mischief, if any, done; and then you want me to announce publicly that my idea of
God Almighty is the anti-vegetarian deity who, after trying to exterminate the human race
by drowning it, was coaxed out of finishing the job by a gorgeous smell of roast meat.
Laurentia: has it never occurred to you that I might possibly have a more exalted notion
of divinity, and that I dont as a matter of fact believe that Noah’s deity ever existed or
ever could exist? How could it possibly comfort you if I declared that I believed in him. It
would simply horrify you. I know much better than you what you really believe.... You
think you are a better Catholic than I; but my view of the Bible is the view of the Fathers
of the Church; and yours is that of a Belfast Protestant to whom the Bible is a fetish and
religion entirely irrational. You think you believe that God did not know what he was
about when he made me and inspired me to write The Black Girl.’ Shaw concocts a story
that involves God justifying what he has written and scolding the Abbess for her
recalcitrance.
IPS Aug 2 1933, to Allan M. Laing, who pointed out that an interview with Shaw quoted
him as saying ‘like they did’ in Russia; 34 in Laing, ‘Writing to G.B.S.,’ Independent
Shavian, 6 (Spring 1968): ‘I never use “like” instead of “as” or “just as”; but I ought to,
as it is less ambiguous, more striking, and perfectly good English. “Like quills do on the
fretful porcupine” is usually better than “like quills upon etc. etc.” The objection to it is
that it sets up a presumption that the utterer is no gentleman: an objection not the less
snobbish because it is generally well founded.’ Feb 3 1947, Shaw gives Laing permission
to print the letter in full in the Times Educational Supplement: ‘You have my permission
to quote the You and I note in full. As to the rest you have a statutory right of “fair
quotation,” which you are quite welcome to exercise as far as I am concerned provided
you dont bother me about it.’
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Aug 5 1933, to Robert Fraser, on fascism, III:243 in Holroyd: ‘It is useless to criticize a
blind reaction; one might as well criticize an explosion of dynamite.’
Sept 13 1933, to Brockway, after the I.L.P. had disassociated itself from the Labour
Party, 207 in Brockway: ‘This is what you call a Socialist Movement: half a dozen little
cliques of snobs pretending each that the others are beneath their notice. The Fascists are
beneath your notice. The Catholic peasant reactionaries are beneath your notice. Mosley,
so far a much more able man than either Napoleon III or Hitler at his age, is beneath your
notice. Chesterton and Belloc, with their very readable paper, are beneath your notice.
Henceforth be styled, not the I.L.P., but the P.B., or Pooh Bahs. I can do nothing with
you.’
Sept 22 1933, to Dodd, Mead & Co., 171 in Publishers: ‘I will have nothing to do with
schools and colleges at any price: no book of mine shall ever with my consent be that
damnable thing, a schoolbook. Let them buy the dollar editions if they want them. By a
school edition they mean an edition with notes and prefaces full of material for such
questions as “Give the age of Bernard Shaw’s great aunt when he wrote You Never Can
Tell and state the reasons for believing that the inscription on her tombstone at
Ballyhooly is incorrect.” The experienced students read the notes and prefaces and not
the plays, and for ever loathe my very name.’ Sept 10 1934, 175-76: ‘As to the school
edition I will not entertain that on any terms. I was horrified when, under date May 30th,
Mr John B. Opdycke sent me an announcement made by you that I had consented for the
first time to the publication of one of my plays in a school edition. For this you will be
called to account on the great Day of Judgment. Three Masters of the English Drama was
not sanctioned by me as a school book but as an ordinary piece of literature with the
ordinary editorial introductions necessitated by the inclusion in the volume of
Shakespear’s play and Dryden’s’ (175). ‘So tell your “excellent text book publisher” that
I should just like to catch him at it.’
Oct 21 1933, to Trebitsch, 354: ‘You must keep your head clear about this Nazi business.
Hitler’s withdrawal from the League of Nations is a masterstroke; and no German,
whether he be Austrian or Prussian, can refuse his hearty approval without placing
himself in a hopelessly false position. You, as an Austrian, must be in favor of the
repudiation of the Treaty of Versailles, and the refusal of any German or Austrian
government to remain in any league or international committee in an inferior position. It
is by taking this stand that Hitler has rallied the whole German nation to him, and made
such an impression in Austria. And on these points you should support Hitler without
reserve. It is only by making this clear that you can repudiate Hitler’s Judophobia, and his
persecution of Social-Democrats and Communists as such, and declare that an Ausgleich
[settlement] is impossible until the German Nazis discard this irrelevant and discreditable
side of their program.’
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Nov 11 1933, to Margaret Mackail, who was soliciting verbal support for a children’s
hospital, 355: ‘Yes: by all means. But as the world is not at present fit for children to live
in why not give the little invalids a gorgeous party, and when they have eaten and danced
themselves to sleep, turn on the gas and let them all wake up in heaven?’
Nov 14 1933, to John Barrymore, who wanted to work on a film under Shaw’s
supervision, 355-56: ‘R.K.O., through Macgowan, has been sounding me on the subject
of films for a year past. I suggested The Devil’s Disciple as the best selection, provided
you could be induced to play Dick Dudgeon. This has just come to a head; and my terms
are accepted; but there is one stipulation which I have sprung on them too lately to
receive a reply. That is, that Dick must not be represented as being in love with Judith. If
you have read the play you will understand that Judith is a snivelling little goody-goody,
as pathetically pretty as she pleases, and spoilt and conceited enough to imagine that Dick
has faced the gallows for her sake instead of “by the law of his own nature.” But the least
suggestion that he was prowling after her instead of standing up to her husband would
belittle him unbearably and reduce the whole affair to third rate Hollywood sobstuff.’
(Shaw’s note to MacGowan: Nov 10, 354.)
Nov 22 1933, to Gertrude Kingston, on On the Rocks, III:343 in Holroyd: ‘There won’t
be any dress rehearsal. It is one of those abominable plays in which there is one part
which needs six weeks work, and sixteen others which could be over-rehearsed in a
fortnight.’
Dec 15 1933, to Basil Liddell Hart, who sent Shaw the manuscript of his book on T. E.
Lawrence, 356: ‘If I were the author I should rewrite these chapters … because they
violate my rules as a playwright…. One of the most important of these rules is that you
must not introduce, or even mention if you can avoid it, any character who is not a live
wire in the story. You have discarded this rule recklessly. Those chapters are like mess
tables at dinner: they are crowded with officers who might as well be sentries or lorry
drivers for all they have to do with the story. Why do you insist on introducing them all
to me? I dont want to know them; I forget their names before I have turned the page; they
do not carry the tale a step farther.’
Dec 22 1933, to Trebitsch, 359: ‘I am very uneasy about this business of On the Rocks
and Reinhardt. If he is let go within ten miles of the play, he will turn it into an intrigue
between the Prime Minister and his secretary, and use the table as a cover for indecent
liberties between the Duke and Aloysia. My reputation suffered greatly in Germany from
his version of The Apple Cart. You must just tell W[erner] K[rauss] that I will not have
On the Rocks produced by Reinhardt … who revels in pornographic farce and has no
respect for actors and actresses…. Now as to politics. I tried to dissuade you from going
to Berlin, but I guessed that you would go; so I fired my shot in the Europaisches Revue
just in time. I am informed that Colonel Goebbels, on being asked why my plays were out
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of favor, declared that I am persona gratissima in Berlin, and that my plays are welcome
“when they are not opposed to Nazi principles.”’
Jan 14 1934, to Robert Young, who was soliciting verbal ads for his theatre’s pending
performance of The Doll’s House, 361: ‘The adjective “epoch making” is so hackneyed
that it has almost lost its literal meaning; but Ibsen’s Doll’s House was really “epoch
making.” Young people today cannot imagine the impression it made in England in 1899.
It was the same all over Europe. The stage has never been quite the same since. It killed
Queen Victoria, though she never saw it and probably never read it.’
Jan 18 1934, to Charles A. Siepmann, director of talks for the BBC, 362: ‘May I suggest
that now is the time to turn on Oswald Mosley, if you have not already included him. He
is said to be a very good speaker; and he puts real work into his speeches. You will have
to warn the politicians that their platform bunk is no use on the wireless. They are so
accustomed to stoking up audiences of excited partisans that they have no notion of how
to handle millions of innocent non-politicians sitting quietly by their firesides. Besides,
the mike gives away the least insincerity mercilessly.’
Jan 24 1934, to the political scientist William A. Robson, who had asked Shaw to further
support the Political Quarterly, 359 in Henderson 2: ‘Derelict magazines are hard to kill;
or rather they are hard to bury. Their ghosts keep walking often for years and years. I
think it is shocking to bleed [Stafford] Cripps personally to keep the wreck afloat; but if I
were the editor I should offer to make the paper the organ of all the dictators: of Kemal,
Hitler, Mussolini, Roosevelt, Pilsudski, Doumergue, De Valera, Mosley, and of Cripps,
too, if he cares to give a final kick to “the putrefying corpse of Democracy.” The blazing
fact that nobody mentions is that of late years every political adventurer who promises to
suppress or sidetrack parliament instantly gets an overwhelming vote of confidence from
his nation. If the P.Q. were to make itself the mouthpiece of this movement a modest
subvention from each of these heroes, accompanied by an occasional article from their
pens, might keep the rag afloat; but if it sticks to the Labor Party, or to any parliamentary
party whatever, it will succumb to the general nausea which the words parliament,
liberty, democracy, etc., etc. now set up. The nausea may not be intelligent; but it is a
reaction that must be catered for; and one of its symptoms is a curious appetite for bad
language. But as blackguardism without artistry is mere commonness, all the political
notes should be written by Virginia Woolf. The old politico-literary stodge is no use
now.’ June 16 1934, 360: ‘I have done my share for the P.Q., and will waste no more
money on it.’
Feb 9 1934, to Nancy, after O’Casey’s Within the Gates was produced, 90 in O’Casey 2:
‘Sean O’Casey is all right now that his shift from Dublin slums to Hyde Park has shown
that his genius is not limited by frontiers. His plays are wonderfully impressive and
reproachable without being irritating like mine. People fall crying into one another;s arms
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saying God forgive us all instead of refusing to speak and going to their solicitors for a
divorce.’
March 4 1934, to H. R. Tomalin, Chairman of the Jaeger Company, 240-41 in
Chappelow: ‘There certainly was a full length photograph of me in that old Jaeger
costume; but it has vanished. However, there was nothing unusual about the trousers
except the material, which was brown worsted knitted. It is evident that I wore it on
certain visits of mine on Sundays…. But my only recollection of trying the effect on the
public is a walk one evening from Fitzroy Square to Oxford St at Rathbone Place, and
thence to the Marble Arch and back. This was in full daylight. No man ventured to molest
me or to hurl any gibe at me. After all, with so many members of the Salvation Army
about in jerseys, to say nothing of other armies and leagues and the general
cosmopolitanism of London, there was no reason to expect anything of the kind. And as I
was six feet high and had a resolute looking stride, most people would have thought twice
before annoying me.’
March 11 1934, to R. M. Campbell, Secretary to the New Zealand Ministry of Finance,
III:315 in Holroyd: ‘I cannot yet say what I shall do when I land.... As to taking on a big
meeting at the Town Hall ... though I can still carry a lecture through with apparent ease
as I did in New York last April I pay for it a day or two afterward, and resolve, with good
reason, never to do it again. Broadcasting for half an hour is what I prefer now. I get a
much larger audience and suffer much less.’
April 2 1934, to the New Zealand journalist W. I. Forde, III:318 in Holroyd: ‘I have
never seen a Maori unhappy, in spite of our endeavours to make them religiously
miserable.’ His reaction to their formal music: it is ‘what we call Gregorian chanting. It is
not primitive: it is rather music refined upon to the verge of effeteness, like Highland
pibroch or the ornamentation in the Book of Kells.... The Maoris now care for nothing
musical but the sentimental German waltz tunes of the early nineteenth century, and the
best rhythmical jazz.’
Apr 27 1934, to Theresa Helburn, 200 in Theatrics: ‘I take it that I may now deal with
On the Rocks as discarded by the Theatre Guild and free to find shelter wherever it can.
In London it flopped in the most annoying manner: huge first night success, unanimously
good press (for once) presaging an unlimited run, audiences apparently delighted by
every line, AND receipts £400 a week! I had insisted on an experiment at half the regular
theatre prices; but this involved a slightly out-of-the-way new theatre, and the general
playgoer would not come, though the fans came again and again. In short, it was a
magnificent success with the people—say 5000 or so—who are interested in politics. To
the others it meant absolutely nothing.’ (The play was presented at the Winter Garden
Theatre in London, and lasted for only 41 performances.)
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May 8 1934, to Churchill, 19 in Wisenthal: ‘I read Karl Marx 14 years before Lenin did,
and therewith got Macauley out of my blood forever.’ What one has to beware of in
Macaulay’s Whiggery is ‘his idolatry of parliament, of public opinion, of “free”
institutions, of an underlying divinity in the British character, and all the monstrous
optimism which Karl Marx smashed like a conjuror kicking a very pretty lid off hell and
shewing the horrible and grotesque realities beneath.’ As for Churchill’s biography of
Marlborough, ‘the stale parts … are the Whig parts, the Macaulay parts.’ 58f: Macaulay
‘did not reckon with genius. I wont say he didnt understand it: nobody understands it; but
some writers recognise it. Carlyle did, for instance: he was so good at heroes that when
his stock ran short he began manufacturing heroes out of mere arrivistes. But Macaulay
could not tackle even such obvious cases as Byron and Bunyan.’ 97f: The party system
‘destroyed parliament as the Revolution destroyed the monarchy, and substituted the
anarchy of Capitalism. It led to Dickens’s Little Dorrit in the XIX century, and in the XX
to what you have lived to see: a disgust with Macaulayism so extreme that all the able
political adventurers achieve their irresistible successes and overwhelming 97%
plebiscite majorities by denouncing Liberty, Democracy, Opposition as putrefying antisocial superstitions.’
May 12 1934, to Nora Ervine, on The Simpleton of the Unexpected Isles and The
Millionairess, 554-55 in Ervine: Sailing from Wellington to London, Shaw sent a long
update: ‘I have written two plays on the double voyage. The second is only just
finished…. When I say finished, I mean that the first wild draft in shorthand is
finished…. Playwrighting is becoming a Platonic exercise with me. On the Rocks, which
of course meant nothing except to a little congregation of Fabians and their like, started
(at half prices) at £600 a week, dwindled to £400, and perished. The congregation is more
enthusiastic than ever, especially the mouldier section of it; but it does not grow. Old age
is telling on me. My bolt is shot as far as any definite target is concerned and now, as my
playwright faculty still goes on with the impetus of 30 years vital activity, I shoot into the
air more and more extravagantly without any premeditation whatever—advienne que
pourra. The first of these two plays, which were written mostly in the tropics, is openly
oriental, hieratic and insane. The second, by reaction, is quite commonplace in form:
three acts in the metropolitan area, and the theme quite stuffily matrimonial; but the
dialogue is raving lunacy from beginning to end. I shall not ask any manager to waste
gambling on either of these dotings.’ He mentions the death of Elgar, ‘with whom we
have of late years become specially intimate,’ and he appreciated ‘my musical side,
which is so important in my development that nobody can really understand my art
without being soaked in symphonies and operas, in Mozart, Verdi and Meyerbeer, to say
nothing of Handel, Beethoven and Wagner, far more completely than in the literary
drama and its poets and playwrights.’
May 23 1934, to Richards, on the Boer War, 128-29 in Richards: ‘When the war broke
out I was expected as a matter of course to go pro-Boer with Ramsay Macdonald,
Chesterton, Lloyd George, and the group which left the Fabian Society because the
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utmost concessions I could make to it in drafting and amending Fabianism and the
Empire did not satisfy it. But though I was under no illusion as to the commercial basis of
the war, I for my own part answered Ibsen’s question, “Are we really on the side of Mr
Kruger and his Bible?” in the negative. The line I led the Fabian Society into taking (with
plenty of assistance: I was only the draftsman and spokesman) was justified by events,
just as my 1914 war manifesto, which I did single-handed, has been justified.’
May 23 1934, to Richards, on Author Hunting, 174-75 in Publishers: ‘I enclose the
proofs with one or two suggestions and one deletion of a sentence or two of no public
importance. The one about the Kelmscott Press—one of the phenomena of the time—is, I
think, topically interesting enough to be mentioned; and it explains the letters better. You
should call the book The Tragedy of a Publisher who allowed himself to fall in Love with
Literature. The publisher who does that, like the picture dealer who likes pictures or the
schoolmistress who gets fond of her pupils, is foredoomed. A certain connoisseurship in
the public taste is indispensable; but the slightest uncommercial bias in choosing
between, say, Bridges’ Testament of Beauty and a telephone directory, is fatal. The stuff
is very readable: you have a pleasant style.’
May 25 1934, to Lillah, on Village Wooing, III:332 in Holroyd: ‘I do not see myself as
the Man: he is intended as a posthumous portrait of Lytton Strachey.’
May 30 1934, to Christina Walsh, a Communist, 373-74: ‘What more can I do for
Communism than I am doing? I went to Russia to be able to speak with the authority
(such as it is) of the man who has been on the spot. Since then I have gone round the
world and paid a special visit to New Zealand, shouting that I am a Communist and
urging in season and out of season that even on the most old-fashioned Balance of Power
diplomatic lines it is our interest to back up Communism in Russia and China. I have
given every scrap of my support for what it is worth to Russia…. Communism in Britain
must be as British as the Fabian Society before it can have the slightest weight
internationally. In short, your “Communist Party” as it calls itself, behaves in such a way
that I could not touch it without losing the little influence I have in fighting the battles of
Communism and of Russia contra mundum.’
June 24 1934, to Boughton, on ‘The Lily Maid’ as a musical piece, 114 in Boughton:
‘Now that Elgar has gone you have the only original personal English style on the
market, free at last of all survivals of the Wagnerism and Debussy-Ravelism that give an
exotic flavour to your rivals. I find that I have acquired a strong taste for it. So much so
that I even suggested to Kathleen [his wife] that you should compose a Symphony so as
to let your harmony breed undisturbed by words and stories.... This work will give you a
considerable lift: its quality is more intense and solid than anything you have yet done.’
June 26 1934, to Trebitsch, 342 in Trebitsch 1: ‘One of the three new plays is a brief
trifle—historical—called The Six of Calais. I will send you a printed copy in the course
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of a week. The others are full length, or will be when I have finished arranging them for
the stage. One is an ultra-fantastic oriental modern (or futuristic) play [The Simpleton of
the Unexpected Isles], the other a contemporary comedy [The Millionairess]. No plots,
and contents indescribable.’
July 20 1934, to Trebitsch, 343 in Trebitsch 1: ‘I have committed myself to a Joan[Elizabeth] Bergner film for the English language. She has been extraordinarily
successful here, playing to full houses every night.’
IPS c. early Aug 1934, to Kingsley Martin, editor of the New Statesman, who had
proposed to print the interview between Wells and Stalin, 84-86 in Martin, Editor: A
Volume of Autobiography 1931-1945 (London : Hutchinson, 1968), 85: ‘I still think the
interview quite disappointing; it’s like a conversation between Louis Napoleon and Lord
Melbourne in 1840; not a word of it belongs to 1934. A cover by Low—or better still, a
set of illustration—might give the book some value; but you would have to pay him at
least £100. I leave the decision with Wells and Keynes: if they want to exhibit themselves
at their worst, I will give way. Mrs Shaw is writing to H.G to that effect, making it clear
that I am against.’ (The interview is printed in the pamphlet Stalin-Wells Talk [London:
New Statesman, 1934]).
Aug 17 1934, to William H. Reed, distinguished violinist, 378-79: Edward Elgar, Shaw
informs Reed, ‘left some sketches of a third symphony and was actually at work on it
when he died.’ Unfortunately, ‘no completion or reconstruction is possible: the
symphony, like Beethoven’s tenth, died with the composer’ (378-79). The latter is true
largely because ‘no composer of symphonies nowadays adheres to the decorative
patterns. The musical romances and extravaganzas of Berlioz, the symphonic poems of
Liszt and Strauss, and the tone-dramas of Wagner could not have conformed to
symmetrical decorative patterns: they had to find expressionist forms; and to reconstruct
a lost expressionist composition from a fragment would be as impossible as to reconstruct
a Shakespeare sonnet from the first two lines of it. All the great symphonies after
Beethoven are as expressionist as Wagner’s music-dramas, even when, as in the
Symphonies of Brahms and Elgar, the skeleton of the old pattern is still discernible. All
possibility of reconstruction from fragments or completion from beginnings is gone’
(378).
Aug 23 1934, to Ervine, 18-19 in Wisenthal: ‘It is this Marxian debunking which has
changed the mind of the whole world that you seem to have missed: you write like a man
who had read no history after Macauley, Taine, and Guizot. But I was completely
Marxed.’
Sept 15 1934, to Christina Walsh, III:49 in Holroyd: ‘Take your convictions easily or
they will become phobias and manias.’
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Oct 3 1934, to the nuns of Stanbrook Abbey, 380: ‘Through the mislaying of my letters I
have only just received the news of the death of Dame Laurentia McLachlan.... I had no
knowledge of the state of her health and no suspicion that I should never see her again in
this world. There was a time when I was in such grace with her that she asked you all to
pray for me; and I valued your prayers quite sincerely. But we never know exactly how
our prayers will be answered; and their effect on me was that when my wife was lying
dangerously ill in Africa through an accident I wrote a little book which, to my grief,
shocked Dame Laurentia so deeply that I did not dare to show my face at the Abbey until
I was forgiven.’ Oct 7, to Laurentia, having been informed that he had misconstrued a
jubilee celebration in her honor, 381: ‘Well!!!!! Is this a way to trifle with a man’s most
sacred feelings? I cannot express myself. I renounce all the beliefs I have left. I thought
you were in heaven, happy and blessed. And you were only laughing at me. It is your
revenge for that Black Girl. Oh, Laurentia, Laurentia, Laurentia, how could you. I weep
tears of blood. Poor Brother Bernard’
Oct 5 1934, to Boughton, after the Stroud Festival, 114-15 in Boughton: ‘It is my
business to tell you what is wrong and possibly remediable. You may infer that what I
dont complain of is right. Next time you must try for a really young Elaine, without an
obvious wig. And you must try and overcome your Elgar-like hatred and contempt for
singers. A singer is really a musical instrument and not a dustpan.... I was sorry not to
hear [The Immortal] Hour again; but I damaged myself slightly ... and had to take extra
care of myself that week. I never enjoyed the London performance of the Hour: they were
unendurable after Glastonbury. There was the same quality at Stroud.’
Oct 16 1934, to a collector of cattle brands, 381: ‘Paint it on them, you idiot. You can put
your name on your handkerchief without using a red hot poker, cant you?’
IPS Oct 31 1934, to Rhys, who requested a volume of Shaw’s plays for the Everyman’s
Library, 166 in Ernest Rhys, Letters from Limbo, with 63 Reproductions of Letters
(London: Dent, 1936): ‘Nothing doing Ernest. Obviously I cannot sanely put an
extinguisher on one of my own best selling volumes for £***. You must be dreaming,
Welshman that you are.’
c. Nov 4 1934, to Wells, 384-87: Shaw purposefully instructs his irritating friend with
detailed information on the origins of the Fabian Society. On his antagonist’s intrusion:
‘When you burst into the Fabian Society and played Old Harry there, you did not know
where you were or where we were. WE (the old gang) were hard at work bringing a
magnificent revolutionary conception down to tin tacks and gas and water municipalism,
to black and white Bills, to Webbian “devices.” We were exploiting our piffling
congregation, which we well knew could never exceed (as it never did) two thousand
harmless middle class people who did not go to church and practised birth control, to
“permeate” the Opposition-local-Associations and foist Newcastle programs and the like
on the parties and newspapers. And you, trying to drag us back—forward, as you saw
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it—to the magnificent dream which had had its day long before you dreamed it, were
disgusted with such trifling…. Nothing but a senseless discord could come of such a
misunderstanding’ (385).
Nov 19 1934, to Gertrude Parry, who had asked about a manuscript to be called The
Forged Casement Diaries, 387-89: ‘I have read Dr Maloney’s book. It is a monument of
zealous industry; but it does not clear the ground’ (387). Shaw then reviews the case in a
page and declares: ‘This is the case, the whole case, and nothing but the case’ (388).
Nov 30 1934, to John Maynard Keynes, who was being urged by the editor of the New
Statesman to prepare a series of articles by himself, Wells, Shaw, and others for
publication as a book, 390: Shaw begins by criticizing the contribution by Wells, ‘who
has an infatuated belief that he has put Stalin in his place and given me an exemplary
drubbing, whereas it is equally clear to me that he has made a blazing idiot of himself.’
Then he turns to Keynes’s own article: ‘I suggest that you should recast what you said
about Marx being a back number, as this will certainly be misunderstood…. When I read
Marx 50 years ago, I could not find an English translation of Capital in the British
Museum…. Today the book is the best seller among the serious books in the Everyman
Library, and the world is gasping at the Russian revolution, which was put through by
men who were inspired by Marx…. In such a situation it is impossible for a sociologist of
any standing to write about Marx as forgotten and negligible. I have picked Marx’s
mistakes to pieces as meticulously as anybody; but I am always very careful to reserve
the fact that he was an Epoch Maker. Besides, the Class War is perfectly sound as a
proposition in political physics. It is not disposed of by saying that the lines of disruptive
strain do not follow the lines between classes; but that the strain is there and can be got
rid of only by the abolition of “real” property is beyond all sane question. At present
Marx’s demonstration of the blind ruthlessness of capital in the pursuit of “surplus value”
(practically of cheap labor) is producing a dangerous conflict between our obvious
balance-of-power interest in an alliance of England and France with Russia and the
U.S.A. and the class war pressure to join with Japan in the exploitation of Manchuria.
Your article reads as if you had never heard of all this; and therefore, if it is to be
reprinted, I think you ought to revise it sufficiently to avoid this impression.’
Dec 3 1934, to John Reith, with Shaw a prominent member of the Advisory Committee
on Spoken English, 53 in Conolly: Shaw calls the new committee ‘a ghastly failure.’
Generation gaps and issues of principle caused rancor: ‘the young people just WONT
pronounce like the old dons’; ‘Are we to dictate to the mob, or allow the mob to dictate to
us.’ Shaw lightly proposes reconstituting the committee ‘with an age limit of 30, and a
few taxi drivers on it.’ He finally concludes: I give up.’
Dec 28 1934, to Francis Younghusband, soldier, diplomat, and religious mystic, who had
written Philosophy, Science and Religion, 393-95: ‘I have had a good deal of experience
in trying to induce men of different faiths, and what is much more difficult, of the same
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faith to work together in response to the constant clamor for unity and fellowship. But
nothing ever got done until the “fellows” divided themselves into small sections
according to their speed of brain, their general knowledge, their facility in social
intercourse as well as to their possession of a common object or program…. In your
pamphlet you speak of “men of burning faith in the redeeming power of love”; but when
you ask them to work with people whom they do not and cannot love or who do not or
cannot love them you find that the world is not an Agapemone [Greek for ‘abode of
love’] but a place in which dislikes and antipathies are so common and so strong that the
real problem is not superfluously to unite people who love oneanother, but to hammer it
into them that their dislikes do not give them the smallest right to be unjust or uncivil to
oneanother.’ Shaw then gives some illuminating examples, both good and bad, involving
illustrious people.
Jan 10 1935, to Trebitsch, 396: ‘The Irish Free State has repudiated the British citizenship
of the Irish people. The question then arose, what is the status of Irishmen living in
England? The press asked me whether I intended to take out papers of naturalization to
make me legally an Englishman. I said I had the whole world to choose from and could
just as easily become a Peruvian as an Englishman. I said that if I changed at all (which
of course I have no intention of doing) I should choose the country where I was most
highly appreciated. I warned England that Russia might win in that competition…. The
joke seems to be taken seriously by some of the German journalists.’
Jan 21 1935, to Shaw’s Polish translator Floryan Sobieniowski, on The Simpleton of the
Unexpected Isles, 201 in Theatrics: ‘The matter is quite simple. The four young
creatures, in their exquisite dresses, never utter a word naturally. They declaim, their
speech is musical, rhythmical, artificial in the last degree. When Maya is making love she
coos like a dove. Their attitudes are all deliberate poses, beautiful and dignified, but as
natural as the poses of a dancer or tragedian. Pra and Prola are distinguished by their
Eastern dress and measured gravity of demeanour: they speak English (Polish) quite
easily and pleasantly, but still as an acquired foreign language. The others, in modern
European dress, play and speak just as they would in a modern comedy. Lady Farwaters
and her husband are distinctly upper class: their tone is that of the embassies. Mrs
Hyering is pleasantly vulgar, with the selfconfidence of a pretty woman. She may have
been a shop assistant in a west end shop. All this is as easy as A.B.C. The parts are
written to suit the various styles of delivery.’
Jan 22 1935, to Siegfried C. Owlett, promoter of the restoration of ancient playhouses,
397-98: Shaw’s finale: ‘this Resurrection Pie project of yours is utter folly in its present
form.’ His argument starts with his own case: ‘My career, in so far as it is connected with
any theatre, is connected with the Court Theatre in Sloane Square. It had every drawback
that a nineteenth century small theatre could have; and that is saying a good deal. Even
after it was reconstructed in bits it was, from the author’s point of view, a damnable
place. Conceive, if you can, a body of Shavian enthusiasts in the year 2235 proposing to
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reproduce the Court Theatre on its present site! It would make me turn in my grave.’ He
turns to his rival dramatist: ‘What warrant have you for supposing that the old Globe was
any more Shakespearean than the Court is Shavian? He may have loathed it and cursed it
at every rehearsal for its inconveniences. But suppose he liked it and was satisfied with it.
What would the London County Council say to its sanitation? Or its exit doors? What
would a producer say to its lighting, or a modern audience say to its seats or the pit with a
clay floor and nothing to sit on? By the time you had made the compromise between a
bear pit and an inn yard fit for modern use it would be no more like Shakespear’s Globe
than the baths of Caracalla are like the private suite at the Ritz.’
Jan 25 1935, to Laurentia, after a lecturer had reported that she had protested parts of the
Epilogue in Saint Joan, which was cited in several periodicals which Shaw had not seen,
267-68 in McLachlan: ‘Sacrilege! I am horrified. I know of course, that any public
contradiction would just increase the publicity a hundredfold; and it is this publicity that
is such an abominable desecration of your seclusion. But ... I must stop him if I can. I
have failed to find either his address or that of the ... Society. I am therefore writing to the
Mother Superior ... asking her to give me Mr ——’s address. If I can get it I will write a
private letter to him and will, I hope, prevent his repeating the story in the course of his
lectures. I will keep you au courant. The cruises are off. On the 24th November I
dropped down dead. A few minutes later my too officious heart resumed its beat. I slept
for three days and stayed in bed for a week afterwards. You see, I was simply tired. But I
had no sooner recovered when my wife entered on a quite serious illness; and though she
is no longer “in danger,” as they say, the house is still full of doctors and nurses.’ The
newspaper reports ceased.
Feb 16 1935, to Sydney W. Carroll, who was producing Shakespeare’s Henry IV Part I,
402-403: Shaw revs up his old skills as a Shakespeare critic and makes several
suggestions about characters and scenes.
March 2 1935 (misdated Feb 2), to Rev. J. Barlow Brooks, who had lost his brother and
been told ‘A man who does not desire a future loves nobody,’ 404: ‘The preacher you
quote was probably thinking of a fact that every table rapping spiritualist can confirm:
namely, that the desire to communicate with a lost and beloved friend or relative is the
strongest incentive to believe in personal immortality among people who are free from
the mere vulgar fear of death which leads to the common pretence that it does not exist.
The pretence will not stand examination. Those who maintain it make it a condition that
the person who survives forever and ever shall not be like themselves, but an ecstatically
happy and sinless soul with nothing to do but enjoy being happy in a celestial city where
nobody works and everybody wears beautiful clothes and the sun shines always. In this
fairy tale there is no real continuity nor identity with Tom and Dick, Fanny and Sally.
The so-called immortality is accepted only on impossible conditions of transfiguration
and depersonalization. As to real immortality—persistence of the individual with all his
limitations and imperfections and memories to all eternity, I do not desire it, not only
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because no sensible man desires what he knows he cannot get, but because nothing more
horrible can be imagined than the doom of the Wandering Jew and the Flying
Dutchman.’ In a few days Brooks replied, ‘Why shouldnt life after death be evolutionary,
and therefore relieved of monotony?’ Shaw (405): ‘There is not a scrap of evidence for
post mortem evolution. How many feet high would an oak tree be in the year
193,500,000,000,000,000 if it went on growing for ever and ever? To an intelligent and
reasonably modest person the grapes are really sour.’
March 17 1935, to Pat, after The Simpleton of the Unexpected Isles opened in New York,
to survive for only 40 performances, 405-06: ‘As it turns out you are lucky to have
missed the part of Prola—not, O most just God, Pralo—for the critics have fallen on it
with such fury that it has flopped completely and is now playing to the Guild subscribers
only, which means $8000 a week for a few weeks and then, extinction…. I have just had
the flashlights of the production, which was lavish and earnest, but all wrong. Nazimova,
in your part, appears as a slinking sinuous odalisque. She should have been straight as a
ramrod: an Egyptian goddess. My four wonderful young Indian deities, clothed to the
wrists and ankles in silks and bangles, and full of mystery and enchantment, came out
simply as a naked cabaret troup in the latest Parisian undress. And so on and so forth.
When I am not on the spot the harder they try and the wronger they go.’ April 7 1935, to
the Theatre Guild, 408: Shaw repeats most of these objections, and inserts: ‘I should have
made you send [Lee] Simonson [the set designer] to Bombay for a month, not only to see
the Elephanta caves, but to feel the sex appeal of the women, especially the Parsee ladies,
and the enchantment of the temple gods, especially the Jain no-gods.’ He addss: ‘It is a
pity your attempt to capture Mrs P.C. for the part failed.’
April 8 1935, to Nancy, 66 in Astor: ‘I am finishing—practically rewriting—my play
called The Millionairess. People will say you are the millionairess. An awful, impossible
woman.’
April 12 1935, to Laurentia, who has called The Simpleton of the Unexpected Isles
‘offensively profane,’ 409-11: ‘You want me, as if it were a sort of penance, to say a lot
of Hail Maries. But I am always saying Hail, Mary! On my travels. Of course I dont say
it in that artificial form which means nothing. I say it in my own natural and sincere way
when She turns up in the temples and tombs of Egypt and among the gods of
Hindustan—Hallo, Mary! For you really cannot get away from Her. She has many names
in the guide books, and many disguises. But She never takes me in. She favours Brother
Bernardo with special revelations and smiles at his delighted “Hallo, Mary!” When I
write a play like The Simpleton and have to deal with divinity in it She jogs my elbow at
the right moment and whispers, “Now Brother B. dont forget me.” And I dont. But then
you come along in a fury and cry “How dare you? Cut all this stuff out, and say fifty Hail
Maries.” Which am I to obey? Our Lady of Stanbrook or Our Lady of Everywhere?’
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April 20 1935, to Stanley and Beatrice, who sent proofs of Soviet Communism to Shaw,
226 in Webbs: ‘The more I read of the book the more I am inclined to believe in a
Providential element in nature. I have sometimes wondered in the past whether your
stupendous labors on local government after the History of Trade Unionism and
Industrial Democracy were worth while—whether the Manor and the Borough and all the
rest of it was not running you into antiquarianism. But it is now plain that Providence was
equipping you for the colossal work on Russia. Nobody else could possibly have done it;
and you could not have done it but for your clinical practice on live social organizations
.... I finished the Millionairess play in Mombasa and (having now three plays
unpublished) am starting to work at prefaces. Beatrice will have to revise the
Millionairess, as she has a scene in a sweater’s den!’
IPS May 18 1935 (clearly dated), recipient unknown, copy sent from Durban, South
Africa, to The Natal Witness, a newspaper, and published on May 15!: ‘I was tempted to
say that nothing less than a dukedom could properly be offered to Lady Mary’s husband,
but forebore. Still, it’s a real difficulty. We expect to be back in the middle of June.’
June 22 1935, to Trebitsch, 348-49 in Trebitsch 1: ‘On my voyage I got through a lot of
work. I have finished The Millionairess, which was only half completed. I have written
two prefaces, one of which will get you into trouble if you translate it, as it contains an
exposure of the silliness of Anti-Semitism. I have offered to prove that it would have
been better for the world if the Jews had never existed, and then to prove exactly the
same thing of the Germans or any other human group.’
June 27 1935, to Trebitsch, 413: ‘Tell Colonel Goering with my compliments that I have
backed his regime in England to the point of making myself unpopular, and shall
continue to do so on all matters in which he and Hitler stand for permanent truths and
genuine Realpolitik. But this racial stuff is damned English nonsense, foisted on
Germany by Houston Chamberlain. The future is to the mongrel, not to the Junker. I,
Bernard Shaw, have said it. And if Germany boycotts me, so much the worse for German
culture.’
July 28 1935, to Herbert M. Prentice, who staged the Malvern production of Misalliance,
414-15: ‘Here is a note or two about Misalliance. Lina’s costume is frightfully wrong:
those riding breeches are not only ugly but they suggest the equestrienne, which is just
what she is not. She should have a complete acrobat’s performing suit, skin tight from
head to foot, as brilliant as possible, but not loud, as she has to be very dignified and
refined. There is no other costume in the least like an acrobat’s; and unless her costume
proclaims her profession and incidentally overwhelms Mrs Tarleton all her distinction is
gone. Gunner is wrong also. He must look extremely respectable in the shop assistant’s
style: black coat, carefully brushed, white collar, black tie, white shirt, grey trousers, and
bowler hat, if not a tall one. His speech must be that of a shopman, not of a rough. If the
wardrobe does not run to this, he might wear a neat blue serge suit and bowler hat with
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the white collar and black tie and white shirt; but the other would be better. Tarleton is
hopeless. He should be a handsome, imposing figure with white hair, nearer seventy than
sixty, a king of men in his line. But Lawson has become so completely the slave of his
box of tricks that he has lost his instinct for make-up (if he ever had any) and produces no
impression except that he has been too lazy to dress himself for the part.’
Aug 2 1935, to Edith, 168-69 in Evans: ‘The Millionairess is not going into Macdona’s
repertory, though it will, I hope, go into yours. He has struggled with my plays for so
many years, and risked his little all on them so often, that I owe him a play or two to help
him plant himself in London at last. But he must make a regular West End production
with an ad hoc cast, and not a repertory reach-me-down. What I contemplate at present is
the possibility that his project of reviving my plays at the Cambridge for three weeks
apiece may succeed well enough to oblige him to take another theatre for The
Millionairess. In that case I shall suggest the St James’s on sharing terms with Gilbert
Miller, who is keen on the play, perhaps because he has not read it. You are indispensable
in this combination, as one of your greatest box office successes has been at this theatre,
which is still the most distinguished in London for star work. It is not really a difficult
play. It all depends on your part and not on any great nicety of production: either you can
do it or you cannot; and I think you can. So far I have nobody in mind except Lewis
Casson, who is exactly right for the shabby little Mahometan doctor who carries off the
prize—or is carried off by her, whichever way you choose to look at it. He is the right
size, and has the right voice and the right irascible peremptoriness, also the right
intelligence.’
Aug 8 1935, to Edith, whose husband had died in January, 167-68 in Evans: ‘Nobody
can appreciate poor Charles’s [Macdona’s] position more keenly than I, because I am
very largely responsible for it. For the same reason I am anxious to get him out of it if I
can.... He considers me a monster of ingratitude for giving The Apple Cart to Barry
Jackson; and Barry’s feelings, when I forget all he has done for me so far as to give plays
to Macdona, are beyond expression. I have not all the managers at my feet as you have.
You will find, like me, that the more famous you become the more precarious your
position will be. Only the secondrate are safe. I heard of the disappearance of the husband
in whose existence I so steadily refused to believe. Well, that is the end of the avatar in
which you met him; but though the life has left the form that you knew, thrifty Nature has
not wasted it: it has by this time found some other form; it will turn up some day; so be
respectful to flowers and babies: they may have a bit of him or even the whole of him.
Anyhow you will not have to watch him becoming an old pantaloon like me. But do not
let this ridiculous consolation make you afraid of growing old yourself; for old age, in
spite of all its infirmities and second childishnesses, is the happiest time of life:
something is newly born every day more exquisite than the old things that are dead or on
their last legs. So do not be a widow like Queen Victoria: it is the life to come that keeps
us young.’
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Aug 30 1935, to Laurentia, 416-17: ‘You cannot imagine how delighted I was to find you
shining in all your old radiance before the cloud of illness came upon you. If ever I write
an opera libretto, it will be rather like Die Zauberflöte; but I shall call it The Merry
Abbess. As I drove back here it was a magically lovely evening, or seemed so to me. I
felt ever so much better for your blessing. There are some people who, like Judas Iscariot,
have to be damned as a matter of heavenly business; and it is clear that I may be one of
them; but if I try to sneak into paradise behind you they will be too glad to see you to
notice me.’
Sept 21 1935, to Boughton, after a festival of his work in Bath, 117-18 in Boughton:
‘What an appalling result! Evidently it does not run to an orchestra. And though the
[Immortal] Hour does well enough with a piano (it was never really itself in London as at
Glastonbury) The Ever Young would lose heavily without all the very delightful descants
which continually play around your cantus firmus and which constitute the special art of
Rutland Boughton orchestration. And to think that you never knew there was an art of
orchestration until I mentioned it to you! You still have some discoveries to make. Your
rough stuff is naive rough stuff and nothing else: it has never occurred to you to seek an
artistic form for it. The same with your comic stuff. If one of your characters has to fall
downstairs you say, very reasonably but not quite artistically, “Falling downstairs makes
an ugly noise and a scramble, therefore all I have to do is make an ugly noise and a
scramble with the band.” Mozart would have made a musical staircase like the leaning
tower of Pisa out of it. When your male characters are not love making or describing the
magic of fairyland, and are being rumbustious, you write prosaically appropriate music
for them: that is, horrible music, and make them sing it horribly.... You are still only half
awakened to your art. Before you print and publish the vocal score, get some literary
friend to go over the words with you and straighten up the bits of reckless doggerel in
which it abounds.... However, in spite of your ridiculous bits of string the chain holds and
the work is a masterpiece.’
Sept 23 1935, to William Saroyan, who had sent Shaw some of his one-act plays, 417:
‘They are very good: good everyway: character—action—musical talk (style)—modern
screenable technique—full range of interest—sound economic and political foundation—
all-alive-O—make me feel like an ancient classic on the shelf. Go ahead, hard, William:
you are IT.’
Sept 26 1935, to Victor Barnowsky, a Berlin theatre manager, 202-03 in Theatrics: ‘All
the directors who have suffered in the abominable persecution in Germany have come to
me believing that I could help them in establishing themselves in London, if possible in
connection with productions of my own plays. I can do nothing. The persecution is not
confined to directors of theatres; and its relief is far beyond their means of any private
individual. As to taking a financial share in a theatrical enterprise that is not my business.
I take money out of the theatre (when there is any); I never put any into it; and I strongly
advise you to make the same rule. I remember your production of Back to Methuselah
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very well. Your running the Lloyd George-Asquith section and dropping all the rest was
a shocking breach of contract; but I hope it brought you in a substantial revenue; and I
have of course long forgiven you for succumbing to what must have been an irresistible
temptation.’
IPS Oct 10 1935, to George Bishop, 114 in Bishop, My Betters (London: Heinemann,
1957): ‘I accept with my best bow the honor magnanimously conferred on me by the
Critics’ Circle; and I promise not to abuse it by blighting the reunions of the Circle by my
abhorrent presence. When the Circle was formed about a hundred years ago I joined it to
the great consternation of its members. But as I never, as far as I can remember, paid any
subscription, and certainly never received any notice of its meetings, I think I may take it
that though I was never formally expelled, I may now take my place as a new recruit.’
Oct 16 1935, to A. A. Roback, a Freudian psychopathologist, 418-19: ‘In reply to your
letter of the 1st instant, I am not qualified to contribute to the Freud volume. When I was
young I rejected all the standard books on psychology as worthless. I said that a science
of psychology was impossible because it could be established only by the personal
confession of the workings of the human imagination which nobody would make, and
which would be unprintable in any case. Dr Freud proved that I was right as to the
science, but quite wrong as to the difficulty of obtaining the confessions and the
permanence of the Victorian prudery which inhibited their publication. But that does not
qualify me to contribute to a serious work on psycho-analysis. I must therefore excuse
myself.’
Oct 23 1935, to Brockway, who wanted Shaw to break his silence on the Italy/Abyssinia
war crisis, 225 in Brockway: ‘Dash it all, Fenner. I have launched thunderbolts. The first
was in Time and Tide of the week before last. The second was in The Times of Tuesday
the 22nd. And there will be a screed in Time and Tide for this week. What more wouldst
thou of Man? The practical moral is Hands off Italy. Through the hopeless incapacity of
the Labor people in foreign affairs they have been very nearly landed in another
Imperialist war. Look at the Herald!!!’
Dec 30 1935, to Trebitsch, 420-22: ‘A notice of The Millionairess has appeared here in
The Observer [the world premiere in Vienna] and made me rather nervous, because
though its quotations from the text prove that the writer had access either to the prompt
book or to the rehearsals, his account of the plot is extraordinarily confused and
incomplete. Are you sure they are not tampering with it? If you allow them the smallest
latitude they will spoil it and the play will be a ghastly failure. If they have found the
right woman for Epifania, and she sticks faithfully to her part as I have written it, it will
be a success, and you will make some money. But if you let them talk you into accepting
the smallest variations, the danger of failure will be very great…. Unless it is pure Shaw,
it is doomed.’ Later Trebitsch confessed that he had permitted changes in Shaw’s plays
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for several years ‘in order to assure success and to achieve productions’ (editor’s note,
355).
Jan 16 1936, to Trebitsch, who had been allowing cuts to assure success, 423: ‘Why
should not the hundred stages of Germany produce The Millionairess? If the Pygmalion
[film] is not banned, why should The Millionairess be banned? ... Since writing the above
I have received your letter of the 14th, in which you promise me that when you come to
London in October you will tell me how you have been deceiving me for the last 30
years. But the present trouble is about your deceiving me for the last 30 weeks. Why
dwell on your past crimes?’
April 13 1936, to May Morris, who sent Shaw proofs of her book on William Morris,
427: ‘I have gone through all these proofs, and suggested corrections in pencil as they
occurred to me. But I do not presume to dictate. I have a certain system of punctuation
which has no authority except in so far as it is founded on the Authorized version of the
Bible, which is not consistent…. In the Bible there is not from beginning to end a single
dash or inverted comma…. I argue that if the Bible could do without dashes and inverted
commas, both being disfiguremens of the printer’s work, any book can.
April 25 1936, to Mrs Lionel Ames, neighbor, 147 in Chappelow: ‘Why waste our
money on the charities? It only relieves the ratepayers of their public duties. Why not
start a Village Culture Treasury? In a thousand years or so we could build a Festival
Theatre with it.’
April 28 1936, to Ervine, who was planning a biography of Shaw, 428-31: ‘Dont…. What
there is still room for is a compendium and a criticism of my doctrine; and you would
make a horrid mess of this because you would never have the patience, even if you could
afford the time, to equip yourself for the task. My economic doctrine is Communist; and
now that Communism has got on its legs at last in Russia, you splutter against it like the
General in your play [People of Our Class). My religious creed is Creative Evolution, the
biological side of which involves the controversy which began with Butler’s attack on
Darwin, and has since reached gigantic proportions. In this you have never shewn any
interest. On the religious side, you splutter again, amusingly but nonsensically,
demanding a proper Belfast God, and not a creative purpose in the universe that proceeds
by trial and error and produces appalling evils by the errors.’ Shaw’s long PS supplies
Ervine with data on his family background.
c. May 1936, to O’Casey, concerning Within the Gates, 93-94 in O’Casey 2: ‘There is no
reason on earth why W.I.[sic]G. should not go on at the Old Vic if Lilian Baylis wants it.
But as she has a competent producer (Guthrie) on her staff, there is equally no reason
why you impose St.D. [Michel Saint-Denis] on her unless his qualifications are
extraordinary and indispensable. An author can pick and choose his cast and even his
staff for a West End production at a theatre hired ad hoc; but repertory theatres must be
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taken as they are, lock, stock (especially stock), and barrel. As to rehearsing, all an author
can do is to produce the original performance so as to establish a tradition as far as
possible; but beyond that he cannot go without ruining himself.’
May 22 1936, to Edith Evans, who had joined the Old Vic repertory, 432: You ‘insisted
on an ultra fashionable west end production [of The Millionairess]. I have cleared the
ground for that…. And now you offer me as a climax of magnificence, what? repertory at
the Old Vic! Not even a run at Elephant and Castle. Dearest, I cant afford it. I have not
written a potboiler since The Apple Cart; and I must make some money out of The
Millionairess or drop the theatre. The Old Vic can have the play in repertory as much as it
likes when it has been squeezed dry at the west end, but not before.’
June 22 1936, to Sydney W. Carroll, manager of the Open Air Theatre in Regent’s Park,
203-04 in Theatrics: ‘Have you ever asked yourself this momentous question? Why is it
that old Shaw, who has been in the theatre business for 44 years, is not an inmate of
Fulham workhouse? The instructive answer is that he has never lost sight of the fact that
it is the business of a playwright to take money out of the theatre and not under any
circumstances put money into it. I have carried out this policy strictly in the Open Air
Theatre. You have lost £10,000; and I have had some of it. Where did you get that ten
thousand? Certainly not by criticism: I have been a critic myself; and I know. I cleaned
out Miss Horniman in 1894 with my first commercially produced play. That was tea
money. When the famous Vedrenne-Barker management was dissolved after its
adventure in the Shaw business, G.B. pawned everything short of reducing himself to
nudity and I disgorged most of my royalties to make a solvent ending…. Who is to be the
next victim?’
May 23 1936, to Ervine, potential biographer, II:213 in Holroyd: ‘I have found that if I
invent all my facts on a basis of my knowledge of human nature I always come out right,
whereas if I refer to documents and authorities they weary me and set me wrong. Trust to
your genius rather than to your industry: it is the less fallible of the two.’ III:366: Some
day ‘I shall have to write The Quintessence of Shavianism—probably in the form of a
catechism—unless you do it first.’ vii in Ervine: ‘I began to write it.’
c. July 1 1936, to Eberhard K. Klagemann, head of a German film company which had
produced Pygmalion, 435: ‘you are under the impression that you discarded my scenario
in favor of one which followed the original stage version more closely. Now it is true that
your scenario writer took the trouble to put in the things I had carefully left out, as well as
leaving out several things I carefully put in. But as the great art of storytelling . . . is to
know exactly what to leave out and what to leave in, every one of these breaches of
contract was an artistic blunder. If you study the effect of your film at the actual
performances you will find that all attempts to drag in matters and people that are
mentioned but not shewn in both my scenario and the original play—Doolittle’s wife, the
lesson in phonetics, the dance at the party, &c. &c.—are failures, and that the successful
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parts are precisely those with which I had nothing to do, representing Eliza as a violent
tomboy, always a popular figure in knockabout farce. I congratulate your libbretist on the
fun he has got out of this; but there was really no need to put my name to it. When he has
learnt that a dramatic surprise, such as the entry of Doolittle, should not be spoilt by
telling the audience beforehand that it is going to happen, he may become quite an
effective playwright.’
Aug 7 1936, to Hannen Swaffer, about the St Pancras Vestry, I:413-14 in Holroyd: ‘’I
never had to vote on any question otherwise than on its specific merits.... in Parliament I
should have been a back row chorus man, allowed to amuse the House with a speech
occasionally.... [the] perversion of parliament has produced all the modern
dictatorships.... The little socialism we have is gas and water Socialism. And it is by
extension of Gas & Water Socialism that industry will be socialized.’
Aug 17 1936, to Wendy Hiller, who had played Joan at Malvern, 437-38: ‘I had another
look at St Joan and saw you trying your pet stunts for all they were worth. They failed
completely, as I told you they would; but I saw what you were driving at, and can now
explain why they failed. What you have conceived is a cataleptic Joan who, in her highest
moments, goes up out of the world into a trance. Such an effect is not impossible on the
stage if the author has prepared it properly. If the play began with Joan in the fields with
her sheep, hearing the bells, and going into a trance of ecstasy ending in a sleep from
which she would be awakened by village folk who would discuss the strange power of
hers, so that the audience would learn about the trances and be able to recognize their
symptoms, then you might produce an electric effect by making such a trance the climax
of the cathedral scene and of the trial scene too, to say nothing of the epilogue. Without
such careful preparation the effect is quite impossible. To the unprepared audience the
trance appears a collapse, unaccountable and disappointing. When you collapsed at the
last moment of the cathedral scene, with victory just within your grasp, the man next to
me threw up his hands in despair and exclaimed “Good God!!!” To those who
remembered Sybil Thorndike’s exit it was worse than disappointing: it was infuriating. In
the last speech of the trial, where you have in a few sweeping words to paint a landscape
of a frosty morning in the country in the lambing season, and you suddenly try a
cataleptic convulsion in which not one word is audible or intelligible, you are simply
puzzling. In both cases the result is a complete and astonishing knock-out…. Now I cant
rewrite Joan for you, though it would be great fun. I must be faithful to her as well as nice
to you; and Joan wasnt a cataleptic. She was forcible and sure from beginning to end, and
never played pianissimo—your pet pianissimo, which, dearest, you have not yet got the
art of making perfectly audible. So deny it to yourself if you can in this play.’
Sept 2 1936, to Nicolas Slonimsky, a Russian composer and musicologist, 438-39:
‘Within my lifetime there has been a complete liberation of modulation from its own
rules. All the composers, great and small, have now availed themselves fully of this. New
modes have been tried, like the whole tone (or organ tuner’s) scale of Debussy; and the
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obsolete modes have been played with a little. But all this music was in terms of some
tonality or other, however sudden and frequent its modulations and transitions might be.
And the harmonic practice was so free that the scale became a 12 note scale with nothing
of the old tonality left but a keynote. Still, as long as there was a keynote there was no
fundamental difference between Bach and Richard Strauss. Schönberg tried to get loose
from the keynote by writing pieces in listening to which you could not guess which was
to be the final chord, because there was no tonal cadence. The revolutionary young
composers rushed in at this new game and dropped key signatures; so that their scores
were a mass of accidentals; but Schönberg exhausted the fun of this and relapsed more
and more into tonality. This drift is apparent in all the big composers now. It is hard to
say that the symphonies of Sibelius are in this key or that; but when we come to know his
symphonies by heart as we know those of Mozart and Beethoven they will appear as
tonal to us as Elgar’s. In short the post-Wagnerian anarchy is falling into order as all
anarchies do pretty soon; and I expect soon to hear the Wagnerian flood of endless
melody getting embanked in the melodic design of Bach and Handel.’
Sept 4 1936, to C. H. Norman, 440: ‘As long as the Deterrence or Terrorist theory of
punishment prevails, judges and authorities will hold, more or less consciously, that
every murder must be followed by an execution to deter others from doing likewise.
Whether the person executed has had anything to do with the murder does not matter in
the least, as the hanging of an innocent person is just as terrifying as the hanging of a
guilty one. Therefore the police have every inducement, if they cannot find the guilty
party, to pick out some bad character and frame up a case against him or her…. A British
jury will always hang a prisoner whose conduct is improper. They must; for otherwise
they would be condoning improper conduct…. It is useless to insist that these people
were innocent. You cannot get any sympathy for them: the feeling is that they deserved
hanging whether they were guilty in the particular instance or not…. The point to
hammer at is that the dice are loaded against the prisoner by the Deterrence theory, which
also explains the desperate reluctance of the Home Office to admit a miscarriage of
justice.’
Sept 4 1936, to Beatrice, after Stalin’s campaign of political terror began, 441: ‘The
Russian business is very puzzling. It looks like a Popish Plot without any Titus Oates, or
another witch burning epidemic. An assassination of Stalin could do nothing but make
him a national saint like Lincoln, and make Trotsky for ever impossible. If he came back
it would be as “the priest who slew the slayer and shall himself be slain.” Why should
Sokolnikoff lend himself to such insanity even if Trotsky were mad enough for it? And
what grip has Stalin on his fabulous dictatorial power except his efficiency and
popularity?... a conspiracy to kill him by level headed men like Sokolnikoff suggests the
one real danger to Communism: that its leaders have not minds of the necessary size to
take it in and are relapsing into pre-Marxian conceptions of politics. Was the new
constitution a symptom of this, or was it only a stupid attempt to conciliate western
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prejudices instead of deliberately shocking them at every topical point until they collapse
under the moral bombardment?’
Sept 22 1936, to Edith, whom Tyrone Guthrie had secured for a role in Wycherley’s The
Country Wife, 180 in Evans: ‘What!!! This thing, with the Millionairess at his disposal,
offers you an obsolete obscenity like The Country Wife! Enough. He is wiped out of the
book of life. He is not fit company for the likes of me. Never mention his name to me
again. This is what comes of playing nurses: you appear as a comic old woman, and, next
thing, you are asked to play a pornographic old woman.... Edith: your cheek is
stupendous. Am I a dog, that you should treat me thus? The Country Wife! Well!!!!!!!!!!’
Oct 6 1936, 181-82: ‘I am much distracted in my mind about this Millionairess business.
Still more about this Country Wife business. With the censorship now raging in the
United States ... has Gilbert [Miller] really been able to square Mr Breen and the
American Legion of Decency? Will the Legion face a situation in which St Joan is
banned and The Country Wife whitewashed? It would be quite like the censorship to get
itself into such a situation.... Have you considered it? I have been having a talk with C. B.
Cochran who is my selection for The Millionairess. He sees without prompting that as to
the cast it is a case of E.E. first and the rest nowhere. I explain that though you are bound
to me and to the play by every pledge that one human heart can give to another you have
thrown me over without a gesture of remorse. But who could believe it? I, the greatest
playwright of your time, write a play for you to display all your powers as our most
unique actress: one that has succeeded sensationally wherever it has been played. He
waits patiently until you have disentangled yourself finally from your engagements. Then
you inform me that you have deliberately engaged yourself to return to America, where
your future hangs in the balance, in an ancient and infamous play fit for a smoking room
in a disreputable club only. It is incredible. Posterity will remember you as THE
WOMAN WHO WOULDNT.’
c. early Nov 1936, to Beaumont, who asked Shaw for permission to produce Candida in a
triple partnership, 209 in Beaumont: ‘I do not understand why you are dividing this
adventure with two other firms. You say it increases my security and makes no other
difference to me; but this is not so. One manager and one author make quite as much as a
moderately successful play can bear. Now even the most successful play tails off into
moderate success at the end of the run. If there is only one manager—and one is all that is
necessary—it is worth his while to go on with a moderate profit unless he wants his
theatre very badly for a promising new play. But if he has to divide with two superfluous
partners, each with a rake-off, he will stop the run much sooner and leave the author
destitute. You have a theatre. You have capital enough to produce the cheapest play on
earth. The author is quite satisfied with your proposal. Where, then, do H & W and N.T.
Limited come in?’ Beaumont felt compelled to do what Shaw advised. Nov 10 1936, 210:
‘I enclose a draft agreement for your approval. You will see that it excludes any
secondary or joint management. My plays will not bear more than one profit; and my rule
is that there must be no sub-letting, and that no one who does not take the financial risk
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and do the work is to have any interest in the affair or receive any rake-off whatsoever.
The manager has the author on his back and the landlord on his back and perhaps his
banker or a money lender on his back too, all taking money out and putting none of it in.
These he cannot do without; but if in addition he wants to admit other deadheads, I
conclude that he is an idiot.’ Beaumont agreed promptly.
Nov 3 1936, to Matthew Forsyth, who was staging The Millionairess at Bexhill-on-Sea,
and queried Shaw about the factory scene, 444: ‘The sweater and his wife speak
Whitechapel cockney. I have given up trying to write these dialects phonetically: it
cannot be done with our alphabet…. The pair would ordinarily be Jews; but you must
carefully avoid any suggestion of this at present, as it would drag in current politics.
Deary will do as well as darling; but anything that sounds comic must be avoided. The
woman’s quiet crying must give a hopeless pathos to the end of the scene…. The danger
is that if you tell a younger actress to play cockney she will conclude that she has to be
funny, which would ruin the scene. There is not a gleam of fun in these two poor devils.’
Nov 10 1936, to Doctor Barton of St Bartholomew’s Hospital, 445-46: Shaw resists
naming the hospital his residuary legatee, since he and Charlotte ‘have a crowd of old
servants and destitute relatives’ to finance. Anyway, he continues, ‘why should I leave
my money to be spent on guinea pigs, stolen dogs, torture chambers called laboratories,
and all the other expenses of mechanistic surgery, pseudo-medical voodoo, and all the
other fruits of the idiotic claim that the pursuit of knowledge is exempt from all moral
law. The result is the modern doctor cant cure anything: cant even correct a dislocation,
and tells you—as a bright young practitioner in South Africa assured me lately—that in a
few years all child births will be effected by section. Yet the other day, when I asked a
brilliant young surgeon (an M.C.) what manual training he had had, he replied “None
whatever” (445). At a performance of a comparatively recent play of mine called Too
True a doctor was sitting behind me. The first act takes place in a sick room. It shews
how foolish and ignorant parents force doctors to prescribe things that they know to be
quite useless. The doctor whispered to me “Every medical student ought to see this play
before he starts in private practice.” In short, I have spent a good deal of my life in trying
to reform the medical profession. It says in effect “We dont want your amateur advice:
we want your money.” It wont get it’ (446).
Nov 21 1936, to Hamon, to whom Shaw had described Pascal, 447: The man, he says, is
a ‘fabulist incomporable. However, I like the fellow; and I have placed him “on the map”
by giving him a contract to produce the English film of Pygmalion…. Your letter has let
the cat out of the bag as to his intentions of playing me false about the scenario. He is
strictly bound by his agreement to use my scenario and not to depart from it by a hair’s
breadth…. He knows that I am determined not to allow Higgins to be represented as the
lover of Eliza. His scene of jealousy between Higgins and Freddy, which makes Higgins
a lover at once, shews that he intends to cheat me on this point also. I am not surprised;
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for though his own artistic sense is unusually fine, he is as weak as water, and will let
himself be led into any sort of folly by the film people unless I hold him in a grip of iron.’
Nov 28 1936, to Elizabeth, who was writing a biography of Annie Besant, 448-49:
(headnote, Nov 17: ‘I hadnt the least idea that you and Mrs B. had ever met. She was
what Ibsen calls an episode in my life, and I in hers. It came to nothing. Nothing from the
inside ever did come to anything with her: she was a public person first and last.’) She
liked helping ‘lame dogs,’ but the Herbert Burrows incident ‘is not to be compared with
her action in the [Bryant & May] match strike. She was sitting in her office behind a Fleet
Street shop when in walked a group of London’s poorest of poor girls. They told her of
their five shillings a week and their “fossy jaw” and all the rest of it, and said they had
heard that she was a noble minded lady who could help them to make their sorrows
known. And she went bang into it without a moment’s hesitation…. I went with her by
way of escort when she took the bags of silver down to Charrington’s great hall in the
Mile End Road to distribute it in strike pay. All the way there in the cab she was in
hysterics from sheer exhaustion. I did all I could to soothe and pet her; but when we
arrived I had made up my mind that her condition was hopeless and that I should have to
take the meeting in hand myself. But a big meeting was the elixir of life to her. She sailed
into the hall as if she were fresh from six weeks holiday, and took command of that
multitude of palpitating girls like an extremely self possessed queen, with her voice in its
best order, low and quiet and irresistibly authoritative. If you want to shew the quality
that made her great, dwell on her pugnacity. She was not only helping the girls: she was
fighting, not Bryant & May, who were only names to her, but oppression, starvation,
compulsory prostitution and all the villainies of capitalism. After “Bloody Sunday” she
wanted to go to Trafalgar Square the next Sunday and overwhelm the police. At the
Council meeting G.W. Foote and I had to oppose her, as there was not the faintest
possibility of the attempt ending in anything but more broken heads and sentences of
imprisonment. She moved her fighting resolution in a magnificent speech which swept us
all away in thunders of applause. Foote’s speech and mine in moving the amendment
were received in dead silence with shame and loathing. But our descriptions of the
barricade warfare they would have to be prepared for if they decided to march to the
square were unanswerable, and though she got all the applause we got all the votes.’
c. Dec 1936, to Hugh Kingsmill, whose biography Shaw had criticized in his preface to
Great Expectations, which Kingsmill criticized in turn, 82-83 in Dickens: ‘This is worse
than the book. You have allowed your zeal as advocate diabolic to carry you beyond all
reason. What does all the evidence you have hunted out with such admirable diligence
come to? Before you produced it we had an entirely goodnatured impression of Dickens’s
parents. Nobody disliked Mrs Nickleby. Everything was forgiven to Micawber. Miss
Beadnell was comfortably immortalized as an entirely kindly and harmless person:
nothing worse than a bother. That was the result of Dickens’s handling of them. Well,
you have revealed and rubbed in the truth about them, which is, that they were utterly
impossible as associates for a man of genius, by which I do not mean a person of
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inexhaustible high spirits and whimsical observation (a Variety Star, in short) but a man
with a high sense of values, personal and social. I took up the cudgels long ago privately
for Mrs Dickens as a victim of excessive Victorian childbearing; and I happen to know
that she died believing that Dickens had been deeply in love with her when he married
her, in which, poor lady, she was quite mistaken. But you and others have shewn that if
she had borne only two children instead of ten, she would have been an impossible wife
for Dickens. The world did not learn from him that it was his bad luck to have impossible
parents, an impossible wife, and—barring Kate and Harry—not very interesting children.
It is you who have revealed how much Dickens let the case against him go by default
when there was so much to be said for him. Why you have insisted in appearing as a
hostile witness instead of a friendly one is for you to explain. I do not know what you
mean by saying that Dickens neglected his children, unless you consider that instead of
killing himself as he did by making money to provide for them by frightful overwork he
should have spent time in the nursery with them. Which of them has ever complained of
neglect? He actually wrote a very bad History of England for their edification. You have
shewn that their mother was too much burdened with their procreation to attend to their
education, and that without Georgina Hogarth the household would have been a pretty
helpless one; but if Dickens himself had attended to them they would have starved. What
do you think he should have done? What would you have done in his place? You may
contend on the strength of his experience that men of genius should not marry, should not
have children, should not have parents, either practise birth control or separate their
families over several wives like the Latter Day Saints, or half a dozen other interesting
proposals. But all you get out of it is the absurd verdict that Dickens was’ [the shorthand
draft ends here].
Dec 10 1936, to F. E. Loewenstein, a German Ph.D. who wants to be Shaw’s
bibliographer, 450: ‘I am really the last person to consult; for I dont keep an opus list; and
my recollection of the literary work I did for the Fabian Society is hopelessly imperfect
and confused…. All I can do is to look through the draft of your bibliography when you
have completed it, and see whether I can add anything to it.’
Dec 11 1936, to Beaumont, 211-12 in Beaumont: ‘I enclose copy for the programme
note. If is for the instruction of the critics, and need not be used after the first night in
London…. Unless I am held up by fog I shall come up from the country on Monday in
time to reach the Globe at 11 or very shortly after. I must stick to the rehearsals for a
week or so so as to save waste of time and get the stage business firmly settled, book in
hand. Then they can knock off for Christmas and to swallow the words.’ Dec 14, 212:
‘Please give iron orders that no pressmen or cameramen are to be let into the theatre
again until we are ready for them, not even your own press agent if you have such an
incubus. I was appalled to see Miss Harding [who would play Candida] letting them take
scores of flashlight shots at her in ugly surroundings and in rehearsal mufti like nothing
on earth.’
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Dec 17 1936, to Beaumont, who had chosen Irene Hentschel to direct Candida, 451-52:
‘The business of a producer is to carry out the author’s design. Miss I.H. says “Oh no: I
am going to carry out a new design of my own.” In the normal course you would say
“That is not what you are engaged for; so we must replace you by some producer who
will give us Shaw and not I.H.” And I, in the normal course, should insist on this. But,
instead, we both agree to take a sporting chance and let her try her plan, knowing that my
plan is sure fire and hers untried and unknown to us. It may produce misfits between the
business and the dialogue that may be very awkward, especially as the producer cannot,
as I could, alter the dialogue to fit the new business; and heaven knows what would
happen then. Now I am taking this chance with my eyes open. But it will be more serious
for you than for me if the play flops…. you stand to lose a lot of money if things go
wrong.’
Jan 9 1937, to Harriet, who was apparently ill, 265 in Cohen: ‘Say nothing to your
doctor, but take the enclosed at once to X— X— ... and ask him whether he can do
anything for you. It is his fee for a diagnosis. It is cheaper than an operation. He will not
hurt you nor send you back to the surgeon. He will give you nothing but a little sugar to
lick. He is unregistered of course.... He is old; he is a Jew; and he began life as a pianist.
Try, anyhow. If he fails I lose my money and you are none the worse. If you cant go to
him, he can come to you; but take care he doesnt bump into the doctor.’ Harriet resisted,
and in an undated succeeding letter noted that her Life Force had ‘slipped down a
notch.... You can say to your Life Force “None of that, you. Behave yourself.” If you say
it with sufficient conviction, the L.F. will resume its higher work, and you will have
effected a Christian Science or Coué cure. But if you have let the top of your L.F. go to
sleep and lost your control of it, you must get somebody to give it a kick that will alarm it
and wake it up. This is exactly what X professes to do.’
Jan 11 1937, to R. & R. Clark, Ltd., 459: ‘This little amusement may surprise you. It
arose out of a proposal made at the last meeting of the Stratford-on-Avon committee to
revive Cymbeline. I said they had better let me rewrite the last act; and to my surprise
they jumped at it. Curiosity, no doubt; but it stuck in my mind like a mosquito until I
actually perpetrated the outrage.’
Feb 13 1937, to M J. McManus, an Irish journalist, 461-62: ‘I am not Minos judging
which particular circle of hell the Asquith Cabinet of 1916 should spend eternity in. I
simply want to remove a stain from Casement’s reputation. When that is done [William
J.] Maloney [author of the forthcoming Forged Casement Diaries] Minos can push his
face as far as he can and as hard as he likes. Meanwhile, however, it ought not to be hard
to obtain from the present Cabinet a statement to the effect asked for in my letter.
Casement being safely hanged and the Irish question settled, there is no further need to
blacken his name. The English are not vindictive as we are: they commit every atrocity
on Monday when they are alarmed, and forget it with perfect goodnature on Saturday
when the danger is passed. What I advise accordingly is that we get some friendly M.P.
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to sound the Government as to whether, in view of the Putamayo explanation, they have
anything against Casement’s private character, pointing out how very unkind it is to his
relatives to leave the matter in doubt when the documents are locked up in the Foreign
Office. I see no reason why John Bull should not give that assurance in his best genial
and gentlemanly manner. But what I understand you and the Irish Press demand from
John is a full public confession that he is a forger, a liar, a slanderer, a plotter, a sneak,
and a murderer. I think it is unreasonable to expect that from John; and I am quite sure
that not only will you not get it, but you will revive the diary scandal without being able
to disprove it. The matter should be handled by Mr de Valera. What does he think about
it?’
March 11 1937, to Allen Lane, publisher, who had sent him part of a book contract that
said that this book does ‘not contain any libellous, defamatory, obscene or improper
material’; 58 in Lane: Shaw crossed this out, wrote in ‘any hidden libels,’ and said
‘These clauses are publishers’ delusions. A publisher cannot evade his responsibility for
every word of the author’s. He might as well murder his mother-in-law and produce in
defence a contract in which the author agreed to hold him blameless for murder
committed by him.’ He continued: ‘I always refuse to sanction school editions, because
they make generations of student loathe my name and avoid my books and plays to the
end of their lives, and because they have to be provided with schoolmasters’ prefaces
containing the date of my grandfather’s birth and other matters on which the wretched
children can be examined and punished. The experienced student reads the preface only.’
c. late March 1937, 58 in Lane: ‘I am just finishing the special preface [to The Intelligent
Woman’s Guide to Socialism, Capitalism, Sovietism and Fascism] for the Pelican. I have
still to pass the paged revises of the two new chapters for press...; and the indexer has to
index them and to correct the index of the final chapter, as the new chapters are inserted
before it. I am sorry all this has taken so long; but I hope to be able soon to signal to
Clarks that all is clear for the Pelican.’
March 21 1937, to Sidney, 462: ‘We had Alexis Tolstoy to lunch yesterday (at his own
suggestion), also his wife and a member of the Communist Party as interpreter. It was
quite a success: very nice people, converted emigrés, she goodlooking and perfectly
dressed, his literary career remarkably like mine. I fired off what you called my
paradoxes (why?) at them with great effect. We parted with the most cordial au revoirs.
[Ivan M.] Maisky’s speech was a paraphrase of “We dont want to fight; but by Jingo if
we do, We’ve got the guns; we’ve got the men; and we’ve got the money too.” I
suggested a translation into Russian.’
March 25 1937, to Nancy, 71-2 in Astor: Reactions of Lady Astor and Shaw to the
widely circulated film ‘The King’s People,’ in which they both appeared.
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April 6 1937, to A. W. Tuke, Ayot neighbor, 136 in Chappelow: ‘As we are both
iconoclasts this coronation idolatry is entirely against our principles. On the other hand,
the village should have a bit of fun occasionally, if only to find out what having a bit of
fun means. So we must earmark our contributions for the fun. My people will give any
assistance in their power; but they will not go on the committee, as the extraordinary
ferocity with which the inhabitants quarrel when they get together makes it undesirable
for them to take sides.’
April 28 1937, to Sybil Thorndike, on The Simpleton of the Unexpected Isles, III:358 in
Holroyd: In Britain the play ‘is having hole-and-corner performances all over the place,
[and] will be played at the Malvern Festival, by whom God knows. Whether it will ever
get any further not even God knows.’
May 10 1937, to Pascal, 4-5 in Pascal: ‘Here is Eliza exactly: hat and feathers, shawl,
apron, and above all the basket, so ridiculously misrepresented by a lady’s gardening
basket in the Dutch & German films.’
May 22 1937, to the Federal Theatre, 464-65: ‘I know quite well what you are up against
in this undertaking. It is useless to hope that you can find “groups with a high degree of
skill in acting and direction” everywhere. You may not be able to find them anywhere.
The plays will be murdered more or less barbarically all the time. That happens on
Broadway too; and you must take what you can get in the way of casting and direction
just as if you were a fashionable manager. So far from avoiding Negro casts you will be
very lucky if you can get them; for Negroes act with a delicacy and sweetness that make
white actors look like a gang of roughnecks in comparison’ (464). ‘As long as you stick
to your fifty cent maximum for admission, and send me the accounts and payments
quarterly, or half yearly if you prefer it, so that I shall have to sign only four or two
receipts a year, and forget all about you in the meantime, you can play anything of mine
you like unless you hear from me to the contrary as in the case of On the Rocks, which
will soon be at your disposal like the rest. Can you arrange things in this fashion for me?
Any author of serious plays who does not follow my example does not know what is
good for him. I am not making a public spirited sacrifice: I am jumping at an
unprecedently good offer’ (465).
May 27 1937, to O. A. Forsyth-Major, 465: On T. E. Lawrence: ‘Lawrence called on us
at Whitehall Court one frightfully cold day, dressed as usual in his aircraftman’s uniform
with nothing over it…. His assumption of the name Shaw had nothing to do with me.
When he was enlisting he gave a name which happened to be that of an officer who was
on duty at the time. He remonstrated, knowing quite well, of course, that the name was an
assumed one. Lawrence then decided to open the telephone directory at random and take
the first name of four letters his eyes lighted on. This was Shaw; and so he became
T.E.Shaw.’
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June 20 1937, to Charles Sumner, on the Soviet Constitution of 1936, III:243 in Holroyd:
It can be dismissed as a feat of window dressing to conciliate Liberal opinion in Europe
and America. He described Stalin’s show trials as ‘another witch burning epidemic’; and
as for Trotsky, ‘I hope that Trotsky will not allow himself to be brought before a
narrower tribunal than his reading public where his accusers are at his mercy.’
IPS c. July 1937, to Stanley Unwin, about publishing Shaw’s letters, 175 in Unwin, The
Truth about Publishing: An Autobiographical Record (London: Allen & Unwin, 1980):
‘There are some billions of letters of mine in existence. Some thousands of them have
been purchased and kept by Gabriel Wells, who has often proposed to publish collectors’
editions of them. But as this would have involved my reading them, and I’d rather have
died, they await my death and the action of the Public Trustee who will inherit them. I am
delighted to learn that you have a very large sum of money to gamble with; but I doubt
whether it would be really friendly to let you. I am grateful all the same.’
Aug 11 1937, to Pat, 470-71, and Aug 14, 472: Business about the Shaw-Campbell
correspondence, considering the various circumstances that might come up. 472: ‘I have
now, with infinite labor and a little heartbreak, packed all the letters, from the polite one
to dear Mr Shaw in 1901 when you wouldnt be Cleopatra, to your last cablegram…. I
cannot remember anything in these letters that could hurt anyone except, perhaps, those
concerning George’s bankruptcies and infidelities…. There can be no question of
publication in our case until Charlotte’s ashes and mine are scattered in the gardens of
one of the crematoria in which I hold shares.’
Sept 18 1937, to Kyllmann, 180 in Publishers: ‘Have you read a book entitled Shaw,
Frank Harris, and OSCAR WILDE by R.H. Sherard? Harris’s widow is in Nice, destitute.
She says I can do her only one service besides giving her a few pounds for which she has
never asked. That service is to write a preface to Harris’s Life and Confessions of Oscar
Wilde, which can easily be edited so as to make it proof against any possible litigation by
Lord Alfred Douglas or anyone else. I dont think it has ever been published in England
for fear of such litigation. In a rash moment I read Sherard’s book; and the bait was
irresistible: I have wasted half my time here in slicing Robert Harborough Sherard into
many more pieces than there are letters in his long name. The preface is practically
finished; and it remains to find a publisher who will advance Mrs Harris a few hundred
pounds to set her up in a teashop in Nice on account of royalties.’
Oct 8 1937, to Douglas, 475 (headnote: Shaw had told Pearson in a letter of Feb 28 1934
that Harris’s biography of Wilde ‘is still, as far as I know, by far the best literary portrait
of Oscar in existence, simply because Frank was the best writer who tackled the job, and
because he knew Wilde well personally. Sherard’s picture of Wilde ... is obviously
false.’) ‘that funny book of Sherard’s has given me a cue for a preface to a new edition of
the Life and Confessions of O.W. The book, as you know, has never been published in
England because the publishers were afraid of litigation from you. I can quite easily edit
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the book so as to make it quite inoffensive to you; or, alternatively, delete all references
to you, if you would prefer that. But on examining the last American edition … I find that
you actually contributed a long letter—practically a very readable chapter—to this
edition. Do you wish this to be included in the english edition; and, if so, will you give
Nellie [Harris] the necessary authorization? Both the style and the matter of this letter
make it a valuable attraction; but much as I appreciate its extraordinary candour I am not
sure that some of it will not suggest more than it really means. And Frank’s reply, to say
the least, is not gracious.’
Nov 2 1937, to Douglas, 24 in Douglas: ‘I still stick to my old opinion that Harris’s
portrait of Oscar is by far the most vivid we have. Ransome’s is far more respectable and
judicial; and Sherard’s little account of the spaniel-like attachment that made him at last
unbearable is pitiful and sincere; but neither of them can push the trenchant Frank off the
stage; his power of assertion and readability will carry the day with posterity if posterity
ever troubles about any of us. It is important to get Harris right: he is unsuppresible.’
Nov 17 1937, to Charles McMahon Shaw, an Australian cousin, had sent Shaw a draft of
Bernard’s Brethren, 478-83: He supplied voluminous emendations and additions, many
later published on facing pages of the book. A revised text of this letter appears in Sixteen
Self Sketches.
Dec 8 1937, to Hamon, concerning Ludmilla Pitoëff’s portrayal of Joan in the French
production of June 1930 in London, 485: ‘As to Pitoeff, you have no notion of how she
falsified the play. Of course, being a very exceptional actress, she was able to make a
Porte St Martin success of the Inquisition scene. So could any actress worth £10 a week.
But it was to destroy that sort of St Joan that I wrote the play. I told her quite frankly that
she had given a wonderful representation of a scullery maid being sentenced to a
fortnight’s imprisonment for stealing a pint of milk for her illegitimate child; and I have
no reason to suppose that she could do anything better now. [Henri] Bernstein was
exactly right when he said that her success was due to the fact that every word and
gesture was a flatt contradiction of the Shavian text.’
Dec 29 1937, to Margaret Epstein, wife of scultor Jacob Epstein, who had made a bronze
bust of Shaw, 486-87: ‘What happened is this. Jacob, as you know, is a savage, always
seeking to discover and expose the savage in his sitters and often betrayed by the fact that
his sitters are not savages. When he said to me “I will shew you what you really are” I
knew quite well that he would do his utmost to represent me as an Australian Bushman.
The result was a very remarkable bust; but as I am neither an Australian nor a Bushman,
my wife, when she saw a photograph of it in the papers, absolutely refused to see it or
have it in her house on any terms…. A Hungarian sculptor, Sigismund Strobl (or de
Strobl) came over with a commission …; and I gave him sittings down at Malvern. He
turned out to be one of the finest sculptors in Europe. But he was a civilized man who
was not in the least interested in the Shavian Bushman …, and very much interested in
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the dramatic poet and philosopher Bernard Shaw. He produced accordingly a beautiful
bust of a man of genius (Michael Angelo made all his sitters geniuses) with comedy in
one side of his mouth and philosophy in the other, the whole bearing a flattering
resemblance to Bernard Shaw at his best. My wife was naturally delighted. She made
him carve it in hard Austrian marble and gave it a place of honor in her drawingroom….
Jacob had done what he wanted to do as successfully as Strobl had done what he wanted
to do; but as Jacob was at his old game of illustrating a biological theory and debunking
civilized mankind, whereas Strobl was honestly working on the facts and making the
highest of them, he won the heart of my wife, who did not want to see me debunked….
What interests me at an exhibition of Jacob’s work is always the work in which the truth
breaks through the biological theory, which began as a phallic obsession and held him
back for years.’
Jan 13 1938, to Mary Catherine Inge, wife of the Dean of St Paul’s, 488-89: ‘Dare you
tell Himself that one of the surprises of Moscow is that Lenin was a delicate little blonde
who might have been your twin? Only you are a little bigger and not so fragile. You
might have knocked me down with a feather when I saw him. Stalin, with his Georgian
eyes and frank smile, is the lady killer as far as looks go; but he is said to be a model of
domesticity, virtue, and innocence. Instead of making himself President he remains a
nondescript nobody. He knows what Lawrence of Arabia found out, that he that is least
among you is master of all the rest.’
Jan 25 1938, to Douglas, 25-26 in Douglas: ‘At last I have finished this job for Mrs
Harris. By this post I send to the publishers (Constable’s) the edited copy for Frank’s
Oscar Wilde, with a preface by me running to eighteen thousand words or so in the form
of a reply to Sherard’s Shaw-Harris-Wilde explosion.... I think Wilde took you both in by
the game he began to amuse himself with in prison: the romance of the ill-treated hero
and the cruel false friend. Once you see the character of this make-believe, all his lies and
your imaginary crimes become merely comic.’ On the same day Shaw wrote to
Constables (25): ‘Here at last is this accursed job finished. I think it is lawyer proof now.
Far from libeling Douglas, it gives him his first coat of whitewash.’
Jan 27 1938, to Viereck, author of The Kaiser on Trial, 490-91: Shaw’s letter was later
published as preface to the English edition (headnote). It begins: ‘I congratulate you on
The Kaiser on Trial. It is a new method in the writing of history, and by far the most
effective and readable one, as instead of the usual academic efforts to be impartial it
presents all the partisans doing their very worst and very best, and leaves the reader to
find the verdict.’
Feb 5 1938, to a person who had sent him an appeal against air bombing of densely
populated cities, 492: ‘I am afraid I cannot sign this. The notion that the killing of
civilians, women & children is worse than the killing of soldiers can be held only by
horrified people who have not thought out the subject. The object of war is to vanquish
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the enemy; and its method is to kill as many of them as possible. The civilian is the
enemy just as much as the soldier; and it is very undesirable that he (or she) should be
immune from the horrors faced by the soldier. Such an immunity perpetuates war as an
institution and prolongs its campaigns. Its abandonment is a great step towards the
abolition of war as a glorious institution.’
Feb 6 1938, to Beatrice, reacting to Sidney’s partially paralyzing stroke, 493: ‘Sidney has
given us rather a fright. We are the only members of the old gang left; and we shouldnt
do such things…. However, the alarm is over: if Sidney can talk he is all right…. Did you
see my little letter in The Times yesterday [“Italians in Abyssinia”]? I think we ought to
tackle the Jewish question by admitting the right of States to make eugenic experiments
by weeding out any strains that they think undesirable, but insisting that they should do it
as humanely as they can afford to, and not shock civilization by such misdemeanors as
the expulsion and robbery of Einstein. The prevailing thoughtlessness is damnable.’
Feb 24 1938, to Pascal, 494: Shaw sharply criticizes the proposed ending of the film of
Pygmalion, and (vainly) dictates how it must be done. His (equally vain) goal: ‘Our
advertising line must be an insult to Hollywood all through. An all British film made by
British methods without interference by American script writers, no spurious dialogue but
every word by the author, a revolution in the presentation of drama on the film. In short,
English über Alles.’
March 18 1938, to Pat, 496-97: ‘Now that you put me to it, I find this business of the
letters much more complicated than I thought…. This is all I can do at present. If I
become a widower I may be able to make the situation clearer by a codicil to my will; but
if she becomes a widow this will not be possible. She will inherit the copyright in my
letters with all my other copyrights; and you may regard it as certain that she will not
consent to publication, and had better not be reminded of the existence of the
correspondence. On her death the copyrights will go to the Public Trustee; and then
publication will be possible…. I strongly advise you to have two copies of the
correspondence typed in sections of two or three letters at different offices so as to
prevent the possibility of surreptitious copies…. I have no copies myself, nor have I ever
shewn your letters to anyone.’
March 24 1938, to Pascal, 26 in Pascal: (Pascal had chosen Wendy Hiller as Eliza) ‘The
stills are wonderful; and Wendy is perfect. But Higgins is fatally wrong. He should have
a topper (cylinder hat) badly in want of brushing, stuck on the back of his head, and a
professorial black frock coat and black overcoat, very unvaleted. This is the only way in
which he can make a unique figure in the crowd. And it is this rig-out which should be
reproduced in the final scene.’
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April 16 1938, to Pascal, 28 in Pascal: ‘The stills are all right, and the scenes beautiful;
but it is amazing how hopelessly wrong Leslie [Howard] is.... However, the public will
like him and probably want him to marry Eliza, which is just what I dont want.’
April 18 1938, to Douglas, who had sent Shaw his book Without Apology, 498: ‘The
book is extremely readable: I enjoyed it very much. And it is quite convincing as to your
entire sincerity as a writer of Confessions and your innocence in the Wilde affair and
generosity in your relations with him. But you have not got the hang of Harris. There are
in the story two George Washingtons: one who could not, and the other who would not
tell a lie. One was Harris; the other was yourself. In your case this dangerous virtue was a
trifle compared to the tragedy produced by your father. But Harris was ruined by it.
Sherard describes him as trumpeting lies all over the place. That is exactly what he
should have done to establish his place in London society. What he did was to trumpet
the truth all over the place and make himself quite impossible.’
April 24 1938, to Douglas, 36-37 in Douglas: ‘I always made a point of treating Wilde
with great respect as a serious writer, scrupulously avoiding the current Oscar-Jimmy
[Whistler] badinage in the fashionable weeklies. Oscar made a point of doing exactly the
same with me. The consequence was that when we met, which was seldom, we put one
another out absurdly until at last we met accidentally in an exhibition in Chelsea, when he
entertained me with a first-rate performance as raconteur. After his imprisonment I sent
him all my books as they came out, thus keeping up my policy of distinguished
consideration; and he sent me all his. The only jar in our relations was when I denounced
The Importance of Being Earnest for the mechanical farce which it is. But I dont think
that rankled for very long. You must always remember that we were Irishmen, resenting
strongly the English practice of making pets of Irishmen. We understood one another on
this point, and thereby made our relationship quite unintelligible in England.’
April 25 1938, to Douglas, to whom Shaw had returned his favor by sending him
Einstein’s and Leopold Infeld’s The Evolution of Physics, 500: ‘the Einstein book is not a
joke. Just put it by until you feel the necessary curiosity about the revolution in physics
which has taken place in our time. You see, the whole Catholic philosophy is founded, on
its scientific side, on Aquinas, who was founded on Aristotle, a pagan whose works were
made virtually canonical in the XIII century. Nowadays a Catholic who is ignorant of
Einstein is as incomplete as a thirteenth century Dominican ignorant of Aristotle. The
protest against scientific physics was led by Luther, Melancthon, and the Protestants
generally. Religion without science is mere smallmindedness.’
May 10 1938, to H. K. Ayliff, 501: ‘Geneva is finished as far as the dialogue is
concerned; but to cut it to the bone and get it through the press for rehearsal copies will
be a job long enough to run up and into June. Then there is the question of the censorship
with a new Lord Chamberlain. The play is a lampoon with Hitler and Mussolini
inmistakably on the stage, and a thinly disguised Austen Chamberlain as the British
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Foreign Secretary. Until Limbert has a license we cannot be sure of anything except, at
worst, the publicity for the Festival of a refusal. At best it will be a rush for you. All the
parts demand considerable powers of oratory. The heroine, a vigorous young Camberwell
typist, must be a capable and pushing comedian.’
May 22 1938, to Douglas, 53 in Douglas: Shaw had failed to respond to Douglas’s recent
letters. ‘For the moment (I hope) I am seriously ill. My head is all right, and my organs
are all sound; but I can hardly walk. At eighty-two that may mean anything. So all
appointments are impossible: we must put off meeting until you are in London next time,
unless you have to substitute a sonnet entitled “Poor Old Shaw.” June 25, 59: ‘I have
pernicious anæmia and am for the moment forbidden to write anything. I also have to
deal with a rupture.... I quite understand about Oscar’s “ferocious will.” He went to the
devil his own way in spite of everybody.... I expect to be an invalid for a month or so.’
IPS May 23 1938, to R. F. Rattray, on Professor Maranon, in his Evolution of Sex,
crediting Shaw for diagnosing Wilde’s pathology as giantism, 239 in Rattray, Bernard
Shaw: A Chronicle (London: Leagrave Press, 1951): ‘Many thanks for the Maranon
quotation, which is far more interesting to me than any literary criticism.’
July 4 1938, to Pearson, after J. M. Barrie’s death, 502-03: ‘I was always on affectionate
terms with Barrie, like everyone else who knew him; but though I lived for many years
opposite him in the Adelphi and should, one would surmise, have met him nearly every
day, we met not oftener than three times in five years in the street. It was impossible to
make him happy on a visit unless he could smoke like a chimney …; and as this made our
flat uninhabitable for weeks all the visiting was on our side, and was very infrequent….
Though he seemed the most taciturn of men he could talk like Niagara when he let
himself go, as he did once with Granville-Barker and myself on a day which we spent
walking in Wiltshire when he told us about his boyhood. He said that he had bacon twice
a year, and beyond this treat had to content himself with porridge…. He had a frightfully
gloomy mind, which he fortunately could not afford to express in his plays. Only in
child’s play could he make other people happy.’
July 5 1938, to Almroth Wright, about Alfred Douglas’s influenza, 504: ‘Yesterday a
patient went into the Almroth Wright Ward for an operation. Being, as he says, “slightly
frightened” he begs me to pray for him. I am [in] some doubt as to whether my prayers to
heaven would be much of a recommendation; but a prayer to you to be kind to him seems
practical. He is Lord Alfred Douglas, whose father, old Queensbury, ruined him
(purposely, he believes) by announcing that he was being corrupted by Oscar Wilde. He
was a very beautiful youth and a quite considerable poet; and he stuck to Wilde through
thick and thin, with the result that he never shook off his father’s imputation, though he
was victorious in all the lawsuits that followed. He is now a pious Catholic and a
teetotaller, but he still has an infantile complex that is amusing, especially as he is quite
conscious of it himself. Tell the students that he is not a homosexualist, and that his
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brother the Marquess is a great figure in the hospital world. I am at present floored by
pernicious anaemia. They are injecting liver hormone; and my blood count is running up
(probably because I am resting) but for the moment I am hors de combat.’ (The letter did
not reach Wright until after Douglas had left the hospital with minimum treatment—for a
rupture rather than influenza.)
July 8 1938, to Murray, 504-05: ‘You may remember our correspondence about the
Intellectual Co-operation Committee. It ended in my being invited to write letters to the
Committee about nothing in particular, for burial, apparently, in the Committee’s pigeon
holes. I made one or two efforts to induce Barbusse, Romain Rolland & Co, to make use
of the Committee instead of firing off manifestoes of which nobody took any notice.
They repudiated the suggestion as “bourgeois.” Finally I produced THIS [Geneva]. I was
driven to the conclusion that the Hague court, not the Geneva Assembly, is the possibly
operative organ, and its weapon (or “sanction”) so far, Excommunication. What do you
think?’
Aug 27 1938, to Trebitsch, after Elizabeth Bergner had botched the role of Joan at the
Malvern Festival, 376 in Trebitsch 1: The press, Shaw begins, ‘was practically
unanimous as to her hopeless inadequacy as the Warrior Maid. She not only cut out all
the lines she promised me not to cut out, but a great deal more into the bargain. The end
of the court scene fell quite flat because she would not say “Thou’rt answered, old
Gruffandgrum” and grovelled like a hedgehog instead of kneeling with a radiant face to
heaven. The cathedral scene was a complete failure as far as she was concerned. She cut
out the final speech all but a few words, and walked out like a parlormaid answering a
telephone ring. But for Dunois roaring his way through the scene it would have sent
everyone to sleep…. Ayliff has nothing to say in her defence. He could not persuade her
to speak the rough soldierly lines or the religiously exalted ones. She cut the scene with
the Dauphin to pieces. The truth is that not only has she not the physical size and strength
for Joan, but she understands neither Joan’s religion nor her politics, and wants only to be
pathetic and little.’
Aug 29 1938, to Henry S. Salt, 506-07: ‘in June last I collapsed with “pernicious
anæmia” or whiteness of blood. My own view is that I am by nature a white-blooded
man; and after lying on a sofa and doing absolutely nothing for six weeks I got rid of my
angina pectoris and locomotor ataxy and other disablements and shewed signs of a new
lease of life (of sorts). Meanwhile the doctors, called in by my distracted wife, had begun
by “ordering” me beef and whisky, a prescription which I received with the thumb to the
nose. However, they guaranteed a cure if I allowed them to squirt into the muscles of my
seat a hormone extracted from the livers of countless unspecified fish or animals by a
process which gets rid of the liver tissue and leaves the mysterious hormone which reds
the blood. To this treatment I responded so promptly that I challenged the doctors to
become vegetarians and, when they had a vegetarian patient, thank God for him instead
of “ordering” beefsteaks and brandy. I then studied the subject and discovered that the
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Chinese had for 2000 years past treated anæmia with ravens’ livers, and that the modern
hormones have been arrived at by thousands of experiments on dogs, and that many of
them are extracted from unappetising materials which I shall not nauseate you by
particularising.’
Sept 1 1938, to Pascal, 508-09: ‘Now is the time to be careful—extraordinarily careful.
The success of the Pygmalion film will set all Hollywood rushing to get a rake-off on the
next Shaw film. Where the carcass is, there will the eagles be gathered’ (508). On St
Joan: ‘I make it an absolute condition that the Catholic Action shall be entirely ignored,
and the film made in complete disregard of these understrappers of the Church…. When
the Catholic Action can keep these Americans out of the saloons and gambling casinos
and Ziegfeld Follies I shall believe in its power to keep them away from St Joan. Until
then, we go ahead’ (509).
Sept 20 1938, to Langner, who was disturbed by the representation of The Jew in
Geneva, 511: ‘Can you wonder at Hitler (and now Mussolini) driving out the Jews? Here
I am who have written a play in which I make ruthless fun of British Cabinet Ministers,
of German and Italian Dictators, and Cockney young women, of the Buchmanite Oxford
movement, of Church of England bishops, and of the League of Nations. Everyone
laughs. Not a voice is raised in their defence. But I have dared to introduce a Jew without
holding him up to the admiring worship of the audience as the inheritor of all the virtues
and none of the vices of Abraham and Moses, David and Isaiah. And instantly you,
Lawrence, raise a wail of lamentation and complaint and accuse me of being a modern
Torquemada…. The Jew in Geneva … is introduced solely to convict the Nazis of
persecution…. You really are the most thoughtless of Sheenies. However, to please you, I
have written up the part a bit. Musso let me down completely by going anti-Semite on
me; and I have had to revise the third act to such an extent that you may now put the copy
I sent you in the fire as useless, or, better still, sell it as a curiosity.’
Sept 20 1938, to Pat, 322-23 in Campbell: ‘The doctors seem to have cured me by
stabbing me in the seat once a fortnight or so with a monstrous hypodermic syringe, and
injecting one of the newest hormones into me…. So for the moment I am not dead,
though keeping me alive is pure officiousness, as I am 82, and look it’ (322). ‘I havent
seen the Pygmalion film yet; bit it has won la coppa [cup] Volpi in Venice. I stuck in a
very expensive scene of Eliza’s success at the ambassador’s party. The whole thing cost
about £75,000 reported in the papers as £150,000’ (323).
Oct 8 1938, to Pearson, who had decided to write a biography of Shaw rather than Barrie,
512: ‘Dont. I have got everything out of myself that there is to be got. My autobiography
by Frank Harris has left nothing to be gleaned. The huge biography by Archibald
Henderson laid his life waste, as I warned him it would. I need inbunking, not debunking,
having debunked myself like a born clown.’
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Oct 15 1938, to Douglas, 95 in Douglas: ‘Beginning Tuesday October 25 and onwards
OSCAR WILDE a play by Leslie and Sewell Stokes Francis L. Sullivan as Oscar
Wilde Peter Osborn as Lord Alfred Douglas!!! Alan Wheatley as Frank Harris
Leonard Coppins as Charlie Parker??? Earle Grey as Sir Edward Carson Francis
James as Dijon Have you seen this and sanctioned it? I like not Charlie Parker.’
Oct 17 1938, to O’Casey, 752-53 in O’Casey 1: ‘Your landlord, being a dentist, has
developed an extraction complex. He proposed a lease in which I was not only to
guarantee all your covenants, but indemnify him for all consequences. I said I did not
know his character, but knew enough of yours to know that the consequences might
include anything from murder to a European war; so I redrafted the agreement. The
lawyers, knowing that their man was only too lucky to get a gilt-edged (as they thought)
security, and that his demands were absurd, made no resistance. I mention it as you had
better watch your step, not to say his, with the gentleman. Anyhow I had a bit of fun with
him. I seem to have picked up completely. The anaemia was not really pernicious. I am
glad to learn that the two miniature O’Caseys are happy among the young criminals at
Dartington, and that their mother is now one of the Beauties of Devon. Charlotte sends all
sorts of affectionate messages.’
Nov 12 1938, to Douglas, 98-99 in Douglas: ‘The reason your Catholicism has ended in
darkness of the soul is that becoming a Catholic (being born to it is quite a different
thing) is only a sociable way of becoming an atheist. You put the church between you
and God, and never mention God again. You never get any further, and wont read
Einstein, or Shaw on Creative Evolution. The miraculous world goes dead for you. You
change your shoes once a year, but wont change your religion, which wears out faster,
once in ten years.... No sonnet, please: what I want is an epitaph. Lady Kennet of the
Dene has sculpted a Shakespearean tomb; but she rejects my epitaph (on green paper
enclosed) as “nonsense verse.” Weep not for old George Bernard: he is dead; And all of
his friends exclaim “A d—d good job” Yet classing George’s celebrated head Among
the more uncommon sorts of nob. Behold his image! On it Kathleen plied Until one day
the Lord said “No, my lass: Copy no more. Your spirit be your guide. Carve him sub
specie aeternitas “So, when his works shall all forgotten be He yet shall share your
immortality.” Turn this into poetry if you can.’
Dec 7 1938, to Harriet, 283-84 in Cohen: ‘The Music Cure mustnt be brought up to date,
because the inroduction of living persons in a film will become a burning question
presently. The playlet is just the right size and weight as it is.... It would have to be done
in all simplicity as it is. If a pack of your young friends are let loose on it to tomfool with
it they will spoil it. They all think they know better than I; but they dont.’
Dec 11 1938, to Ayliff, on Geneva, 206-07 in Theatrics: ‘What a horrible horrible play!
Why had I to write it? To hear those poor devils spouting the most exalted sentiments
they were capable of, and not one of them fit to manage a coffee stall, sent me home
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ready to die…. Begonia petered out in the third act. The reason was that she and the
betrothed kept up their spooning all through. They should straighten up when the judge
tells them that the world is looking on, and put on their best behavior until the end.
Begonia should change her accent to a refined hawhaw. The betrothed, being disciplined
socially, should wear his best wedding garments, and not be indistinguishable from the
American journalist. He, by the way, should be smarter, not only because he is a stetson
hatted American but also a special correspondent and not a Fleet St free lance.’ Many
more comments on the various characters follow. Finale: ‘The production is as right as
rain.’
Dec 17 1938, to Lady Londonderry, the day after he collapsed in her home, 520-21: ‘I
was extraordinarily lucky in flopping where I did yesterday. Inconvenient for you, but
ideal for me. I had just given up my coat and hat and umbrella when I found that I could
not stand, and put my hand against the wall to steady myself. Next thing I knew I was flat
on my back with Charles [her husband], unaccountably looking 20 years younger than
when I saw him last, kneeling by me and trying to rub some warmth into my cold hand,
which was very comforting. I was perfectly happy in spirit, though physically convinced
that if I moved I should be sick. I felt quite willing to lie there for a month, but could not
forget that this would hardly be a suitable arrangment for the household.... Your footman
was evidently a non-Aryan refugee doctor in disguise: he was immensely capable and did
not leave me until he had planted me safely in bed; and Sister Chigi was a jewel. Today I
am quite well—exceptionally well, in fact.... That book will get you into trouble by one
immortal sentence. “Now” sez you “you very rarely see anyone who looks like a lady.”
You should be careful how you tell the truth so recklessly: the poor things cant help
themselves; and they are really better than that upholstered fraud the Victorian lady,
whom, by the way, you dont in the least resemble and happily dont remember. I, being
82½, do.’
Dec 17 1938, to Douglas, who is fighting pneumonia, 103 in Douglas: ‘Adventures with
death rob it of its terrors. I am exceptionally well today; but yesterday I flopped in the
hall of Londonderry House on my way in to lunch, and created a devil of a to-do for the
rest of the day. In effect, I dropped down dead for the second time in my life. The third
time will do the trick, probably.’
Dec 19 1938, to Pat, 328-29 in Campbell: ‘Your consciousness is so entirely imaginary
that I give you up as hopeless. There is not one item in those reminiscences of yours that
has the remotest derivation from the truth, much less foundation in it. It is a pity; for the
true story has some comedy in it, and some interest as a record of your queer psychology’
(328). ‘Geneva is a horrible play: I went to see it the other day and it made me quite ill.
Splendid for the actors though. The performances are like election meetings…. I have to
write letters like this, just as I have to write plays like Geneva.’
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Jan 1 1939, to Nancy, after an article by Frederick L. Collins had stated that the
‘Cliveden set’ was ‘hell-set for Hitlerism,’ 75 in Astor: ‘I agree that the Liberty article
should be contradicted; and since you authorise me to blab about Cliveden I am by this
post sending to Liberty a full dress article (gratuitous) about you and Waldorf and Garvin
and Geoffrey [Dawson] which will, I hope, explode the Collins story. Possibly it may
infuriate you; but I think it will do the trick.... Once a month they squirt “Pernemon
Forte” (I believe it is the gastric juice of a hog) into my muscles. Usually it does not
interfere with my movements; but last time I went out to lunch with the Londonderries
too soon after the operation, I felt queer in the cab; and when I had given up my hat and
things in the hall in Park Lane I flopped bang on the flags, and upset the whole luncheon
party, to say nothing of apparently dropping dead under Charlotte’s eyes.’
Jan 26 1939, to Trebitsch, 381 in Trebitsch 1: ‘When I suggested letting Hitler read
Geneva, I did not mean to reveal the name of the translator. I find it very difficult to get
any credible account of the man. Emil Ludwig … believes as you do that H. is an
illiterature semi-idiot; that Mein Kampf was written for him by other people; and that he
knows no language except an Austrian dialect, and very little of that. This is quite
incredible. A book entitled “I Knew Hitler” by an educated German who worked with
Hitler from the beginning … gives a very different account of him, and one fully
consistent with his extraordinary career. As the author has quarreled with Hitler and was
writing in exile, his book cannot be said to be written to order…. In spite of Hitler’s crazy
anti-Semitism and anti-Bolshevism, der Führer is a man to be taken very seriously.’
Jan 31 1939, to Trebitsch, whose relative Leopold Lipschütz and his wife had committed
suicide, 525: ‘Suicide, the last extreme of egotism, is sometimes justifiable and even
obligatory. But under all ordinary vicissitudes of fortune it must be ruled out. One should
not do it in a hotel, but in some place where the police will find the body and dispose of
it. I am not sure that one should not commit half a dozen murders first, since it can be
done with impunity; but the difficulty is to secure for the victims the fair trial to which
they are entitled. Still, suicide is so unnatural that you will feel that Leopold’s way out is
not really open to sane men. It is mystically barred. You see, I was right about Hitler. His
speech was a wonderful performance: nobody else in Europe could have made it. Of
course the part about the Jews was stark raving nonsense: he is mad on that subject; but
the rest was masterly. Naturally you have no reason to love him; but nothing is more
dangerous than to underrate your adversary; and, believe me, it is childish to think of
Hitler as E[mil] L[udwig] does: Adolf leaves the next ablest statesman in Germany
nowhere.’
Feb 20 1939, to Douglas, who had asked about an American lecture tour for himself, 10506 in Douglas: ‘I have known men—for instance Graham Wallas and Bertrand Russell—
make, as I guess, round about fifteen hundred pounds a year by American lecture tours.
But it takes some toughness to stand the daily travelling to and from “one-night stands.”
The distances are sometimes pretty long. I have seen actors finish a tour in the condition
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of broken-down cab-horses. But their pockets were full; and you can of course limit the
tour to what you can stand. I should think an American tour, if it does not kill you, will
do you good. As a staunch R.C. you will have to keep off the subject of birth control with
its prophetess [Marie Stopes]. She is about fifty, a tremendous scientific swell, as
litigious as you used to be, about as soothing as a bombardment and liable to drop into
reckless poetry and drama at any moment. I have always got on very well with her.... I
flopped again last Friday after an injection; and all the staff of our two residences are
down with flu. Hence great haste and neglect of letters.’
March 5 1939, to Beatrice, about Pearson’s biography in progress, 234 in Webbs: ‘The
biography is the usual thing. Hesketh Pearson is a clever litterateur who had quite a
successful episode as an actor, being a good looking chap. As he has written biographies
of Sidney Smith, Erasmus, Darwin &c &c, which came off quite well, ... the publisher
Collins has commissioned him to do a biography of me and made him a handsome
advance thereon. As he and I are old acquaintances since the days of Frank Harris I have
promised to tell him anything he wants to know, and to recommend him to you, which I
do accordingly, as anything is better than to leave biographers to their imagination and to
press gossip.’
March 10 1939, to Jackson, 99 in Jackson: Shaw describes how to get good reviews for
your plays in England: ‘Before the war German managers begged me to let them have my
plays before they were produced in England, because Reuters always reported the
London production as a failure, and forced them to put off production abroad for months
until the evil report was forgotten. I accordingly adopted this practice, and from
Pygmalion onward inclusive, took care to let the continent in first. The reports of these
productions were ordinary news and always favorable, acting useful preliminary pars for
English productions.’
April 2 1939, to Nancy, 76 in Astor: ‘Hesketh Pearson, a littérateur who specializes in
biography and has been commissioned by the publishing firm of Collins to operate on
me, is very anxious to get from you some account of our Russian elopement. I have no
power to prevent these “lives” of me, and therefore do what I can to substitute
information for invention, as a well told lie can never be overtaken. This is only to let you
know that H.P. is a genuine biographer and a presentable person, should he attempt to
interview you.’
April 17 1939, to Douglas, who had queried about getting a civil list pension, 107-08 in
Douglas: ‘The usual course is to send a letter to the P.M. with a string of well-known
signatures, at least six, ten if possible, setting forth the literary achievements of So-andso, and stating that he or she is “in straightened circumstances” (this is indispensable) and
is disabled from earning a living, therefore is in need of and eligible for a civil list
pension. As your literary achievements include a criminal libel on a cabinet minister and
six months’ expiation thereof, I have some doubt as to the success of this course. The
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alternative is private wire-pulling. Some unaccountable pensions have been worked in
that way. But surely you can whitemail the Marquess into saving so near a relative from
being put out into the street. You can urge that this possibility makes it impossible for
you to get help elsewhere. Of course the war scare is all nonsense. Now that the last page
of the Versailles treaty has been torn up and flung in our faces (it being quite certain that
we would not fight for it), and that we are frightened into a combination with Russia at
last, there is no sane risk of war an the cards. Still, there are a good many fools about.’
May 8 1939, to Catherine Salt, whose huband had died, 529: ‘You may smile when I say
that Henry was one of my most intimate and valued friends, seeing that at least 30 years
have passed since I last called on him…. In the last century, when he was married to a
queer wife who fell in love with every woman who was kind to her (or who told her lies
enough) and who tolerated as friends Henry, Edward Carpenter and myself, I was quite at
home with them at Tilford, Oxted, and once in Yorkshire; but when she died and he got
really married and happy, and I also married and had to keep my wife out of Kate’s way,
we both began a new and separate life and never got together again, though we
corresponded on the old intimate terms.’
June 6 1939, to Rachel Mahaffy, I:8 in Holroyd: ‘Fortunately I have a heart of stone: else
my relations would have broken it long ago.’
July 19 1939, to Gladys Storey, who wrote Dickens and Daughter after Kate Perugini
urged her to, 84-85 in Dickens: ‘As Kate decided to tell the story that way, told so it must
be in any authorized biography of her, though the untruth-to-nature of Victorian romance
is more obvious today than it was in her time. What actually happened was this.... the
letters remained sealed in the BM until the death of Henry Dickens, the last and only
lucky survivor of Kate’s band of brothers and sisters. They were immediately published
[in 1935]; and I read them for the first time. They gave me as great a shock as they had
given Kate; for they proved just nothing at all, being the most innocent chops and tomato
sauce. Any young man in love might have written them to his fiancée or to his wife. They
were like all Dickens’s family letters: either chops and tomato sauce or brandy and water:
usually both. I was sorry I had not let her burn them. I should certainly have done so if I
had read them.... The only thing missing in your book is a photograph of Miss [Ellen]
Ternan. Is she still alive? I have sometimes wondered where he got Estella from: she
must be drawn from the life. Kate was quite wrong about her father knowing nothing
about women.... she was thinking of Agnes Wickfield and Esther Summerson who were
rather irritating idealizations. Estellea, who is neither a shrew nor a guy, is ruthlessly true
to life.’
Aug 9 1939, to Douglas, who was writing a book on Wilde, 117 in Douglas: ‘Splendid
idea, that about the free-thinking! Go it for all you are worth. But dont forget that it
serves the church right for not clearing out its old rubbish. None the less, nineteenthcentury freethinking was disastrous. My old cliché about it—that its leaders were not
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really pursuing science, as they thought, but smashing the Bible, abolishing God and
marrying their deceased wives’ sisters—is roughly true. There was no salvation in that
for your father: it lifted him out of the Bastille only to throw him homeless on the streets.’
Same day, 117: ‘Wilde’s court costume was quite becoming; and you should not ignore
the genuine aestheticism of his motives in adopting it on the platform. I dont think he
ever wore it on the street. I did not dislike Wilde; and I dont think he disliked me, though
it was of me that he said, “Shaw hasnt an enemy in the world; and none of his friends like
him.” This was true; and so good that he used it several times on different people. He
always did.’
Aug 16 1939, to Douglas, 120-21 in Douglas: ‘To come down to tin tacks. You must
rearrange that idiotic book as follows. You must begin with Wilde’s birth and follow his
history to his grave as matter-of-factly as the Dictionary of National Biography. Then,
when the reader is in full possession of all that Wilde was and exactly what happened to
him, you can moralize about him to your heart’s content; for not until then will your
alarums and excursions be intelligible. You must explain why the new biography is
needed in spite of the admirable work of Harris, revised by yourself and, considering its
date, a model of what a biography should be (just as your manuscript is a model of what
shouldnt be). You must explain that Harris and Sherard were hampered by the fact that in
that time it was generally believed that homosexuality involved the most horrible
depravity of character, and was unnatural and unmentionable. Since then the work done
in England by Havelock Ellis and Edward Carpenter and abroad by Freud and the
psychoanalysts has completely changed all that. Not only have sexual subjects become
mentionable and discussable (compare Thackeray’s novels with Lawrence’s) but it is
now known that a reversal of the sex instinct occurs naturally, and that the victim of it is
greatly to be pitied and may be a person of the noblest character. Wilde’s life must
therefore be taken out of the old atmosphere in which Harris and Sherard wrote, and
retold with a healthy objectivity which was impossible before the war. In doing this you
must clear your mind of Sodom and Gomorrah and the Catholic categories of sin-asdistinguished-from-crime and all the rest of it. You will have to explain that Wilde was
prosecuted not for sodomy but for offences under the Criminal Law Amendment Act for
the protection of boys, as to which he was guilty. It is not necessary to pester the reader
with assurances that you are bound as a Catholic to proclaim Pickwickian opinions and
values that are now obsolete, irrelevant and ridiculous’ (120). ‘You are bound not only to
narrate the trial with documentary calm, but to tell the important and indispensable truth
that Wilde, like Edmund Kean, [Thomas] Robson and Dickens, died of an attempt to live
on alcohol for the sake of the extraordinary power it gave him as an actor. You must
make up your mind as to whether De Profundis is a forgery or not. If it is, you have no
grounds for complaining that Wilde attacked you; and all that stuff must come out. If you
accept it as genuine, which it obviously is, you have no ground for describing it as a fake.
As noboby now remembers anything about Ross, your weakness for vulgar abuse really
does him a resurrectional service.... Years have passed and oblivion has thickened since
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your autobiography was published. Symons was right in concluding that what you
wanted was not criticism but adulation; and he laid it on accordingly.’
Aug 18 1939, to Douglas, 123 in Douglas: ‘You BLASTED idiot, who had asked you to
change your views? Is a couple of days’ work too much to give to providing your
pronouns with antecedents and deferring your criticisms and moralizings until the reader
knows what you are talking about? Three or four sentences omitted and perhaps half a
dozen modified will get rid of the contradiction. You will aspire in vain to be even a
sixth-rate Bernard Shaw until you learn to forget yourself and, bearing your reader in
mind all the time, hammer at him incessantly as a capable barrister hammers at the jury
and the judge until nothing but his case—least of all himself—fills their minds. Then
there will be no reason why you should not be a first-rate B.S. At present you are a
squalling baby. It is no use asking me to like you: I HATE a slovenly workman. You are
a monster of selfish ingratitude. Let me hear no more of your bungled book.’ August 27
1939, 123-24: Shaw sends him a ‘scenario’ of 24 chapters of his book.
Aug 19 1939, to R. & R. Clark, who printed Shaw’s books, 532: ‘—Some corrections—
Page 279-80 of Pygmalion: standard edition. Delete the last 5 lines of 279 and the first
two on 280. Substitute the following: MRS HIGGINS. I’m afraid youve spoilt that girl,
Henry. I should be uneasy about you and her if she were less fond of Colonel Pickering.
HIGGINS. Pickering! Nonsense: she’s going to marry Freddy. Ha ha! Freddy! Freddy!
Ha ha ha ha ha!!!!! [He roars with laughter as the play ends]. (I should like to have a
dozen pulls of the corrected page to send to the acting companies.)’
Aug 21 1939, to Pat (Shaw’s last letter to her), 333 in Campbell: ‘The giant is decrepit
and his wife crippled with lumbago. Constance Collier tried for the part Pascal wanted
you for; but he had engaged Marie Löhr for the season and could not afford to have her
eating her head off. He gave you up because you would not be separated for six months
from your dog. For Heaven’s sake, when that wretched animal perishes in the course of
nature or is slain by an automobile, buy a giant panda or a giraffe or a water buffalo or a
sea lion, any of which you can take with you anywhere. They make affectionate pets,
though the water buffalo has a dangerous preference for black children. They are also
splendid advertisements. Cheetahs are real dears: I have petted one. I am keeping away
from Malvern this year; but my new play has enlivened the Festival. It is all about
Charles II, his wife, two of his whores, an actress, Isaac Newton, his housekeeper and
housemaid, Kneller the painter, George Fox the first Quaker, and James II (Duke of York
in the play). I have given up producing; I am too old, too old, too old.’
Aug 21 1939, to Pascal, 533: ‘I have read the Undershaft-Sardanapalus scenes you and
Lawrence [Irving] mapped out. You and he must have got frightfully drunk in Hollywood
to conceive such a thing. Stephen and Cusins playing baccarat and Undershaft living like
a second lieutenant just come into a legacy, with nautch girls all complete, is beyond the
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wildest dreams of Sam Goldwyn. I cannot put on paper the imprecations with which I
hurled it into the waste paper basket; so unless you kept a copy it is dead.’
Sept 5 1939, to Blanche Patch, two days after Britain declared war on Germany, 535:
(Shaw was in Frinton-on-Sea.) ‘There are no shelters in Frinton. When that wicked false
alarm was sounded on Sunday night I was wakened and urged to get up and crowd with
the other people downstairs, where one lady was proclaiming that “passages” are safe. I
absolutely refused to budge. As there are no safe places in Frinton and the beds are very
comfortable, besides being respectable places to die in, I advised everyone to follow my
example. Presently the All Clear sounded and settled the question except for the people
who took it for a fresh alarm. I slept in peace for the rest of the night. I should have done
the same at Whitehall, as I have no reason to believe that the club basement is
bombproof; and your account of it confirms my guess at its horrors. I have a furious letter
in today’s Times which will clear up your mind as to your duty to your country. Theatres
and film will be needed most desperately for the soldiers on leave and for the evacuated
children. You cannot possibly be more usefully employed than in helping Gabriel and
myself with the Barbara film and keeping the theatres going. And you will be giving
people pleasure instead of helping to kill them. So you may give your conscience a
complete rest as to all that.’
Sept 9 1939, to Kenneth Barnes, 536-67: ‘Why not carry on? I see no reason on earth
why the R.A.D.A. should close for a single day. We kept going last time with only eight
male students and a crowd of girls. The difference of your case was that you were of
military age and had not yet “given your proofs.” Now there can be no question that no
work that you can do is of greater national importance than yours and no one can do it
nearly so well. The ridiculous funk which has closed the theatres and ordered the
abolition of light will soon pass: all the sooner the more institutions carry on without
turning a hair.’
Sept 17 1939, to Constable & Co., 537: ‘I have added a new scene to Geneva which is a
great improvement, as the play lacked a solid climax. It contains the declaration of war
and the betrayal of Battler by Bombardone and Flanco, a fact of which the press and the
Cabinet seem idiotically unconscious.’
Sept 17 1939, to Roy Limbert, co-founder of the Malvern Festival, 208 in Theatrics:
‘The declaration of war is the making of Geneva, which has always lacked a substantial
climax…. I have written a new scene—the arrival of the news of Battler’s attack—which
will just do the trick.’
Sept 17 1939, to Beatrice, 539: ‘we have had a terrible time with Charlotte’s lumbago,
which is the form taken by a nervous breakdown, induced, I fear, by seeing me drop dead
three times in the last year or so. The outbreak of war produced a very painful relapse;
but the local doctor has taken her in hand; and today and yesterday she is out of bed and
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apparently recovering. I am robustly well (for my age) and have written not only a new
scene for Geneva (declaration of war by Hitler and his betrayal by Mussolini and Franco,
so far idiotically unnoticed by press and Cabinet) but some stupendously expensive
pictures for the film of Major Barbara. Why have we lived so long? One war was enough.
There is a point at which continuous successes will make a man believe that he can
achieve anything. As I read it, this point was reached when we let Hitler get away with
Czechoslovakia. Until then he had calculated accurately how far he could go without
fighting. But when France let him into Prague he lost his head, and, like Danton, cried
“l’audace [the audacity], l’audace, et toujours l’audace.” Now, if we go through with it,
he will go to St Helena and Benes to Prague. The worst of it is that we had a good case
for Prague, and now we have to fight for the corridor, where he has the good case. But
what concerns us is the unintended consequences of the war, like the Russian
consequence in 1917. Stalin, having to take one or other of the belligerents by the scruff
of the neck, was right to take Hitler; but I do not know what the Soviet is driving at.
Obviously it cannot desire either a British or German hegemony.’
Sept 22 1939, to Trebitsch, 389 in Trebitsch 1: ‘I have added a scene to Geneva
including the declaration of war and the Russian intervention which you must add to your
translation—about six hundred words.’ Sept 7 1946, 436: ‘There is no changed last act of
Geneva. There is a new act: the third. It is now a play in four acts.’
Sept 28 1939, to Nancy, 539-40: During the ‘phoney’ phase of the war, Shaw derides
Britain’s rash guarantee to aid Poland ‘WITH ALL OUR RESOURCES,’ hails Stalin’s
effective intrusion, calls for a truce, and encourages the International Court at the Hague
to try Hitler on charges of unfitness for state control and an obsessive anti-Jewish
complex. Oct 5 1939, to Nancy, 82-83 in Astor: He heralds the virtues of Stalin’s
policies.
Sept 30 1939, to Pascal, 69 in Pascal: ‘the war is over. It was over the moment Stalin
crossed the Polish frontier. The only question left for us to consider is how soon the order
to cease Fire will be given.’
Oct 5 1939, to John Maynard Keynes, who wanted Shaw’s “Uncommon Sense about the
War” submitted to the censor, 541: ‘Kingsley Martin had told me the day before that you
wanted to take my article to the Censor, and that the risk of his suppressing it, and even
the paper itself, was so great that I was sure to object. I hastened therefore to assure you
that I had no objection in the world to its being shewn to the Censor … and to the whole
Cabinet, as I was sure that they would rise up and call me blessed for saying what they all
wanted to say, but dared not. It never occurred to me that you might not connect this with
my conversation with Martin, and so might suppose that what I meant was that the article
should go no further than the Censor and the Cabinet. I am sorry. I could not have
restricted my circulation to that extent even if I had not been convinced that it would be
of notable public service.’
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Oct 5 1939, to Nancy, 82-83 in Astor: ‘Send out instantly for this week’s New
Statesman. There you will find full instructions as to your line about the war. Everybody
wants to have these instructions issued; but nobody but myself can afford to—or dare—
issue them.... As you are the only living person known to have bullied Stalin with
complete success; and as such he is by countless chalks the greatest statesman you ever
met, and the pleasantest man except myself, you must stop blackguarding him like an
Evening Standard article writer. To our shame we have betrayed and ruined Poland out of
sheer thoughtlessness; but it is to our credit, and to that of France and Germany, that
when it came to the point of starting a European bombing match we funked it and left
Poland to her fate. Stalin rescued her. Do you remember that journey through Poland with
the harvest still standing and the long wheel spokes of golden strip cultivation turning
round us. It looked lovely; but did you know, as I knew, that strip cultivation means
poverty and ignorance, savagery, dirt, and vermin? Not to mention landlordism. Well,
Stalin will turn that into collective farming; and the Pole will no longer be a savage. The
Pole will keep his language, his laws, his character as a citizen of a Federation of
Republics like the United States, only much more highly civilized. And with such an
object lesson staring his part of the booty in the face, Hitler will have to make his
National Socialism emulate Russian Communism or else find Poland worse for him than
ten Irelands. So be comforted; and join me in three weeks in three cheers for the Red Flag
(young Glory) the Hammer and the Sickle. We two are both absentee landlords; yet Stalin
was civil to us.’
Nov 7 1939, to Molly, 172-73 in Tompkins: ‘As you are not a politician, and other
people are entitled to their opinions, you had better say in future that all you know about
it is that people are always talking about me like that and always finding out a month
later that I was quite right. In the present case I am supporting the Duce’s plea for an
armistice and a conference. I was almost singlehanded when I declared for Italy in the
Abyssinian affair. Italians who abuse me dont know what they are talking about.’
Nov 15 and 16 1939, to Beatrice, 240-41 in Webbs: ‘Have you read Gerald Heard’s Pain,
Sex & Time? I think you ought to. It deals with the possibility of man evolving into a
capable political animal and making both Socialism and Democracy possible. Twenty
years of Adult Suffrage have ended in two first class Old School Tie wars. Two were
necessary to try whether the first had taught us anything; but the result is Nothing. I have
written another letter to The New Statesman giving up the useless argument about war
aims which dont really exist (imagine Chamberlain and Halifax having aims, poor dears!)
and accepting the fact that we are in for a war and therefore now have no aim, and can
have none, except the aim to win. After the war there will have to be some international
settlement; and as the influence of each Power will depend on its fighting strength and
prestige we cannot, from the O.S.T. [Old School Tie] point of view, afford to let Hitler go
into it as a victor. Therefore we must have a trial of strength and prove if we can that the
British Empire still holds the ace of trumps.’
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Nov 18 1939, to C.B. Purdom, 209 in Theatrics: ‘I have to thank you for the copy you
have sent me of the proposal for an Actors’ Theatre as part of the work of Equity. I have
read it attentively. Equity is a Trade Union; and the history of Trade Unionism is a
warning against such schemes. They have been tried, and have always failed. The job of
Equity is to prevent the sweating of actors by their employers, not to provide employment
for them, which is a completely different and highly speculative business. They should be
kept entirely separate…. What is needed is a scheme like that of the late Federal Theatre
of the United States, now unhappily abandoned under the pressure of influences partly of
Puritan hostility to the theatre as such, and mostly by the indifference to cultural
institutions and the objection to taxation of the common Philistine. While it lasted I
placed all my plays at its disposal on easy terms on condition that the price of admission
to the performances should not exceed half a dollar. It greatly relieved unemployment in
the profession and had some marked artistic success. Now that we have a British Council
for handling such a scheme Equity might quite properly approach it and urge the
establishment on the same lines for the relief of unemployment.’
Nov 21 1939, to Pascal, 542: ‘Your notion of a scene representing the conversion of
Shirley by Barbara is the very worst I ever heard. Shirley is not converted: the bitterness
of his lot is that being an atheist sacked as “too old over forty” he is driven to starvation
to beg a crust from the Salvation Army. Get Shirley out of your mind: there is just
enough of him in the play. Beware of the temptations to overdo every good effect.
Enough is enough: another word and enough becomes too much: the fault of Hollywood.
Besides, such a scene would collide to the Mog Habbijam—Bill Walker scene, and wreck
both, besides spoiling Barbara’s conversion scene with Bill. Big effects must not be
repeated.
Dec 7 1939, to Wells, 184-85 in Wells: Shaw explains Capitalism, the class war, and
Marx. ‘I have been reading the Fortnightly Review, and find you saying there that
Capitalism is a chaos without a theory. This is a most dangerous hole in your case. It is
by its theoretical strength on paper that Capitalism has convinced men as able and
beneficent as DeQuincey, Austin, and Macaulay that it is inevitable, irresistible, and on
the whole, beneficial. From Turgot and the Physiocrats to Malthus and Ricardo it was
built up on paper until it collapsed into Socialism in the hands of John Stuart Mill and
Sidney Webb and was violently smashed into abhorrence by Karl Marx. But it is still
orthodox at the universities.... There are a good many Socialists who would succumb to it
if they understood it’ (184). ‘It is no use remonstrating with you about Marx.... You are
like myself, a pamphleteer: well, read the Communist manifesto and ask who but Marx
has ever produced such a pamphlet. The first volume of Capital (all I ever read of it)
changed the mind of Europe: a thing we two have been trying to do all our lives.... His
blunders are nothing: his big generalizations have never been shaken’ (185).
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Jan 20 1940, to G. M. Trevelyan, 45-46 in Wisenthal: In Good King Charles’s Golden
Days ‘was read by two astronomers (Jeans + Eddington), by the omniscient Webbs, and
the entire personel [sic] of the Malvern Festival. They all swallowed the Calvin blunder
without a grimace. I was quite right about it myself; but most unfortunately instead of
trusting to my historical instinct (the true method) I foolishly looked up the date in the
Enc. Br. and of course was set wrong, misreading the century because my head was full
of the seventeenth. I dont know why I made Charles say he couldnt remember his father.
I didnt believe it; but at 83½ (my present age) I find myself doing all sorts of silly things.
Thanks for the corrections.’
Feb 15 1940, to Douglas, 128-29 in Douglas: ‘It is so long since I have seen or read a
play of Wilde’s that I shall not commit myself until I have refreshed my memory. Only
the other day a manager who was looking out for revivals ... told me that he had looked
up A Woman of No Importance and found it utterly impossible and obsolete. My own
recollection of them from their first production is that they were of a godlike brilliancy
compared to the fashionable pieces of that day: they were not only witty but literature
with a large “L.” If Wilde had not been up against Ibsen, who reduced even Shakespear
to flapdoodle, they would have been epoch making. I must read them again.... Oscar’s
superiority to Sheridan and Congreve lies in the fact that he was an original moralist,
whereas, though Sheridan could create characters like Sir Peter Teazle, Joseph Surface, ...
Mrs Makaprop, etc. etc., Oscar couldnt or at any rate didnt, Sheridan’s morality being of
the most barren conventionality.... As to Congreve, he had literary and dramatic talent;
but how are you to class a playwright whose notion of humour was to ridicule cuckolds
and lecherous old women, and to make a laughing matter of syphilis? Wilde was heavens
high above that.... Goldsmith, who in The Deserted Village and The Vicar of Wakefield
anticipated Karl Marx, was by far the biggest of the Irish bunch, the only one who cuts a
noble figure. In The Goodnatured Man ... he made the first move in the direction of Ibsen
and Wilde by challenging the moral valuations of the bourgeoisie, but unfortunately
accepted the convention that a play must have a plot, and killed his play with it.
Feb 23 1940, to Wells, 187 in Wells: ‘I should drop the word punishment altogether and
argue that organized society must put a price on the privilege of living in it and of living
at large in it. Public nuisances should be unvindictively and painlessly liquidated. People
who are all right under tutelage (the soldier & habitual criminal type) should be handled
accordingly. When the restraint is humane, as it should be, there is no reason for placing
a limit on its duration.’
March 8 1940, to George Sylvester Viereck, on Hitler via Battler in Geneva, 547: ‘I think
I made Hitler give a better account of himself than he has ever done in real life. He is a
very difficult character to dramatize because of his incongruous assortment of qualities.
His Nordic anti-Semite rubbish is Houston-Chamberlain at secondhand in theory, and in
fact the reaction of his resentment complex to the circumstances that he has never been
able to impose himself upon the Jews. Also he has failed to hypnotize the Marxists, and
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has therefore abused them and attempted to head the capitalist movement against
Communism whilst establishing himself by National Socialism: a contradiction which
has finally landed him in a very unstable alliance with Russia. The people he has
impressed are the ultra-Prussian Conservatives and the simple everyday idolators. But he
has lifted Germany from the gutter into which the Allies kicked her into the most dreaded
power in Europe; and a man who, himself started in the gutter, has been able enough to
do that without a single Napoleonic victory must be ranked among the great men (a
fabulous species by the way). But he is in a tight corner.’
March 11 1940, to Trebitsch, 549-50: ‘You must not mind my hardheartedness. Charlotte
and I are old and in our second childhood. We can no longer feel things [except little
things (Shaw’s brackets)] as you do, which is very fortunate for us, because human
misery is so appalling nowadays that if we allowed ourselves to dwell on it we should
only add imaginary miseries of our own to the real miseries of others without doing them
any good. When the inflation of the German currency ruined the middle classes after the
treaty of Versailles I received hundreds of heartbreaking letters from Germans telling me
all about their wrecked lives and begging for sums from five shillings to five hundred
pounds or even for an abusive postcard which they could sell as an autograph. I had to
harden my heart until it was like that of a professional torturer and executioner; and I
have not yet recovered from that anaesthetic, nor shall I dare to until this war is over. But
I am none the less conscious of your misfortunes, and of how much more they afflict you
than they would me, who have been really poor as you have never been. I could live on
£2 a week; but Tina could not, nor Charlotte, nor you.’
April 3 1940, to Langner, 551: Shaw admits that he isnt surprised that the Theatre Guild
has dropped him as an author since his recent plays, especially Geneva, have been
relative flops. He briefly compares Katharine Cornell, Audrey Hepburn, and Wendy
Hiller as potential Joans, then advertises The Millionairess, starring Edith Evans, soon to
appear at the Globe Theatre. ‘In the original version I made the woman a boxer; but, on
the stage, that was unconvincing and unladylike. So I have made her a Judo expert. Judo
is what we vulgarly call jiujitsu, which is magnificently spectacular. The part requires
just such a personality as Miss Hepburn. Has she ever read the play?’
April 3 1940, to Dodd, Mead & Co., 190-91 in Publishers: ‘I am in the queer position of
having a publicity so enormous that all advertising of my books seems superfluous; but
the fact remains that nobody buys them in the U.S.A. Out of 38 titles in your account for
Feb-Aug 1939, only a dozen sell sufficient to be worth finding shelf room for; and of
these only 4 sell more than two a day.... I feel that my market has changed in such a way
that I must be free in America as I am in England to dispose of my books as best suits the
circumstances without being bound to any particular publisher. Constables (Kyllmann)
are my regular publishers in London; but the Penguin Press and the Odham’s Press sell,
by the hundred thousand, editions of my works at prices which Kyllmann could not
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touch. But he has no rake-off on these transactions: why should he? I am not sure if you
will care to remain my regular publishers under these conditions.’
April 5 1940, to Leonard Elmhirst, 552-53: Pascal had visited the Elmhirst estate as a
possible site of the film of Major Barbara. Shaw describes how he met him and engaged
him to direct Pygmalion, which was an overwhelming success.
April 17 1940, to Ada Tyrrell, who wrote to Shaw about Pat Campbell’s death, 553:
‘Yes, she is dead; and everybody is greatly relieved: herself, I should say, most of all; for
the last pictures of her are not those of a happy woman. She was not a great actress; but
she was a great enchantress, how or why I dont know; but if she wanted to capture you
you might as well go quietly; for she was irresistible. Unfortunately she was
professionally such a devilish nuisance that nobody who had been through a production
with her ever repeated that experience if it were possible to avoid it.’
May 5 1940, to H. K. Ayliff, actor/manager who was working up In Good King Charles’s
Golden Days for a pending West End presentation, 554-56: ‘I saw the show yesterday at
Golders Green. My general impression is that it was not quite up to West End concert
pitch.’ Shaw then criticizes the main cast members—e.g. ‘Charles’s first entrance missed
fire through a lack of the large condescending courtesy and charm that should captivate
Fox and Newton’; ‘Eileen [Beldon] was too conscious of being Nell Gwyn’; ‘Newton
and Fox got the last inch out of their parts’—and then singles out a crucial scene: ‘I
should give Charles the centre of the stage for the great pessimistic speech, which should
act as a grand exordium for the formality of the rest.’
May 10 1940, to Virginia Woolf, who was writing a biography of Roger Fry, 556-57: ‘I
do not remember the occasion described by Roger; and I could hardly have dismissed art
so very summarily from consideration as a social factor as if I had just looked into it as a
foreign subject for five minutes or so. As a matter of fact I am an artist to my finger tips,
and always contend that I am a highly educated person because I had continual contacts
with literature and art, including music, in my childhood, and found school and its Latin
and Greek grind nothing but a brutalizing imprisonment which interfered disastrously
with my real education. Now that I am nearly eighty I am more convinced than ever that
an æsthetic education is the best now available, and that the neglect of the æsthetic factor
in science has deprived it of its claim to be scientific. Probably what Roger heard me say
was that nothing fundamental can be done by art until the economic problem is solved. I
am fond of saying that 12 hours hunger will reduce any saint, artist, or philosopher to the
level of a highwayman.’ He then recalls an argument about art between Fry and Edward
Elgar.
May 19 1940, to Roy Limbert, after In Good King Charles’s Golden Days had opened to
minimal audiences, 558: ‘There is nothing for it but to wait until a) the war settles into
the old routine of leave providing huge audiences every night, or b) blue blazes for
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everybody makes an end of all the questions…. It is all right now we are thoroughly
frightened. England never does anything until that happens; but, when it does, then Lord
help her enemies!’
May 23 1940, to Dodd, Mead & Co., 195 in Publishers: ‘Changes in the book business in
the United States and elsewhere have made it necessary for me to cancel all agreements
binding me to one publisher.... This step will not, I trust, make any difference in our
friendly relation. As far as I can foresee, at present, all that part of my business which is
concerned with retail prices between $2.50 per volume and upwards need not be
disturbed: we can go on as before until further notice.’
June 17 1940, to Beatrice, just after France had stopped fighting and called upon Hitler to
agree on an honorable peace settlement, 559-60: ‘We must not let Adolf give Socialism a
bad name. We are National Socialists, and for Socialism in a single country as against
Trotsky; and we cannot too srongly insist that we are not objecting to German Socialism
but to persecution and bogus Racialism, which are completely foreign to Socialism and
incompatible with it, and have been attached to it illogically and insanely by the Führer. I
was horrified when The New Statesman made the slip of denouncing Natl. Soclm as the
enemy instead of Hitlerism.’
June 19 1940, to Dodd, Mead & Co., 561-63: Shaw explains in detail why he submitted a
notice to cease dealing with the company, and counters their attempts to profit further
from him: ‘Dodd, Dodd, Dodd: what sort of fool do you take me for? Any capital you
invested in me you invested with your eyes open and our agreement before you. You had
to make it good within five years; and the operations of Wise were reserved. I have asked
for no advances; and you have had every advantage that you could expect from books
that live for two years or less. But my books are not for an age but for all time, provided,
that is, that the $2.50 editions are followed by cheaper ones and travelled and canvassed
and advertised in all sorts of ways that are beyond your resources. You have refused to
take any such risks, very wisely; but for your refusal you demand 50% of my royalties.
The proportion bereaves me of breath. I will see you in heaven first.’
June 28 1940 (erroneously dated Feb), to Pascal on Major Barbara, 565: ‘This thing that
you want is WRONG and mustnt be done. The play must begin with two people,
rousing interest in two new couples, all six piling up the interest in Undershaft, the
protagonist. Then they must go away one after the other until even Lady Britomart goes
and leaves Stephen to finish the sequence alone.... The unity of place must be kept
unbroken throughout’
July 6 1940, to Pascal, 566: ‘As I feared, you have made a worse financial mess of
Barbara than you did of Pygmalion…. Now here are my instructions, which you must
obey like a lamb. You will finish screening my script without a single retake, until you
have it complete. When it is finished, and not until then, you will go through the rushes
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and be satisfied with what is good enough, no matter how much better you could make it
if you had another hundred thousand pounds and another six months. Any sequences that
are really unpresentable you can then retake…. The cast must absolutely refuse to do
anything twice over. You must finish, finish, finish at all sacrifices until a Barbara film is
ready for release, no matter how far it may fall short of the film of which you dream.’
July 26 1940, to Douglas, 130-31 in Douglas: ‘A relative of mine acquired a duodenal
ulcer lately. I sent her to University College Hospital, where they are up to date and dont
operate.... They cured my relative in five weeks by the simple and inexpensive method of
giving her nothing to eat. Nursing homes are out of date; keep Olive out of them at all
hazards. The new private wards at the Westminster are the latest and said to be the best;
but I know nothing as to whether they are up to date in duodenal ulcer [treatment].’
July 28 1940, to Pascal, 94-95 in Pascal: ‘It is not possible to bring back Bill unless you
are prepared for his marrying Barbara and becoming the hero of the play in place of
Cusins. He is finished and done with in the second act.... What you really miss is a more
complete reassurance of Barbara as to the loss of Bill’s soul. But the only way to mend
that is by enlarging Undershaft’s speech to her before they go to the factory when she
reproaches him with having turned her convert into a wolf, like this—“Did he not spit on
Todger’s eye to save his honor? Did he not give up his hard earned pound to save his
soul? ... [95] Will he ever strike a woman again as he struck Jenny Hill? It is your faith
that is failing, not his. You have set him on the road to his salvation: it may not be your
road; but he will not turn back. You have finished with Bill: your work is done in the
Army. So put on your hat and have a look at my work.”’ Three months later, Oct 15, 113
in Pascal, Shaw was still urging him to realize that ‘the intrusion of Bill at the end of
Barbara is a mistake.’
c. July 1940, to Ronald Gow, whom Shaw inadvertently blamed for suggestions Pascal
had adopted for the film of Major Barbara, 567-68: ‘When you come to do
this sort of job for yourself, as you very likely will, you must be very careful how you
introduce your characters. The star plan is to talk about them before they appear so as to
make the audience curious to see them, and sufficiently informed about them to save
them the trouble of explaining their circumstances…. You have also quite disregarded
building up the interest to the climaxes of the play, cutting it into little pieces like a jig
saw puzzle, but assuming that it did not matter in what order you put them together again.
The havoc you wrought by this is not to be described. It is not the story that matters but
the way it is told. You think that it is the story that matters and not the way it is told. That
delusion will be your ruin if you really entertain it, which you probably dont on
reflection…. The legalization in England of marriage with a deceased wife’s sister or
husband’s brother is quite recent and did not exist at Cusins’s birth. It knocked Barbara
out of date; but as it also knocked Hamlet I left it as it was in good company.’
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July 17 1940, to Edith Craig, 568-72: A commemorative ceremony for the twelfth
anniversary of Ellen Terry’s death prompts Shaw to present a history of his famous
actress contemporaries. On Ellen: ‘There is no such a thing as an actress type: any sort of
woman may be an actress; but Ellen was not a sort of woman: she was absolutely unique,
and so extraordinarily unlike Madge [Kendal] that I was not surprised when she said, not
at all illnaturedly, “Mrs Kendal is my idea of hell.”
IPS Aug 1 1940, to J. B. Priestley, 257 in Vincent Brome, J. B. Priestley (London:
Hamish Hamilton, 1988): ‘Evidently you have never been on a Committee of Authors. I
had ten years of it in the Society of Authors. In their books they are more or less
delightful creatures according to taste. In committee, to call them hogs would be an insult
to a comparatively co-operative animal. Outside literature I have no special abilities
which you could conscientiously advise the Government to employ. There are quite
enough duffers in the national service already; and I am the prince of duffers except when
I am doing what terrifies the Government and confirms its “strange prejudice” (surely a
very natural one) against an ungovernable profession. So dont put my name down. It is an
author’s business to find out and decide for himself what he can best do in a national
emergency. Official direction is of no use to him: if he needs it or will submit to it he had
better go into the barrack yard and form fours threes [?] until somebody shoots him. I am
not that sort; and neither are you. For the moment there is nothing to do but fight, because
until we make up what we have lost in the first round we cannot negotiate from a strong
position; but when that phase is over and we have to state our terms, then we shall have
some fun, you and I.’ See his letter of Jan 16 1948.
Aug 15 1940, to Robert Donat, who was playing Dick Dudgeon in a revival of The
Devil’s Disciple which opened in late July, 573-74: ‘I saw the show yesterday. It was a
queer experience; for the play was simplified and changed in unexpected ways. You had
an immense success as a good-natured blackguard, always a popular character on the
stage. As the years go on you will add other sides of the Devil’s Disciple to that simple
one, and end up as a tragic figure, sardonic, sensitive, a fanatic and a gentleman, until you
have built up the complete Richard…. The new feature in the play was the discovery that
the minister, announced as having married a pretty wife, had in fact married an escaped
lunatic. The effect is queer and rather funny; but it is hard on poor [Roger] Livesay to
have his big scene stolen from him by a madwoman screaming him off the stage…. The
staging of the last scene is very poor. Milton [Rosmer] has evidently never been hanged
by the military. I hope he will be, just to larn him.’ Shaw repeats these criticisms with
variations in a letter of Aug 16 to Pascal (574-75), the roughest of which are: ‘The
production is so outrageously bad that if I could have done so without breaking my neck I
should have jumped from my box on to the stage and rehearsed it before the audience’;
and ‘The whole affair is provincial, and second-rate at that.’
Aug 28 1940, to Douglas, 575-76: ‘We also sleep through the raids. My wife does not
give a damn for bombs, but dreads shelters and prefers death to getting up and dressing.
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After all bed is the proper place to die in…. The Catholic Church is like democracy, an
eternal ideal, noble and beneficent as such; but all attempts to manufacture it in the
concrete reduce it to absurdity. Read my old play John Bull’s Other Island. Father
Keegan is an ideal Catholic; and he is “silenced” for his pains. Father Dempsey is the
very parochial reality. Democracy was great in the XIXth century, when Gladstone and
Bright and Dizzy [Disraeli] and your father believed in it. What is it now when every fool
and every flapper has a vote? Government by the unqualified, chosen by the if possible
less qualified. Russia shoots such impostors. Can you blame her?’
Aug 28 1940, to Stephen Gwynn, an Irish writer who was edited a collection of essays on
Yeats and had invited Shaw to contribute one, 576-77: ‘Somehow I cannot write about
Yeats in the way proper to the volume you have in hand. I was always on very good
terms with him personally; but I was not on literary terms with him; did not read enough
of him to pontificate about his work; and did not get into his movement at all. At first he
amused me because of Gilbert’s entirely unsuccessful attempt to put Wilde on stage as
Bunthorne in Patience. Bunthorne was not a bit like Wilde; but he presently came to life
in the person of W.B.Y., who outBunthorned him enough to make him seem
commonplace. Not until I spent some time in the house with him at Lady Gregory’s,
years later, did I learn what a penetrating critic and good talker he was; for he played
none of his Bunthorne games, and saw no green elephants, at Coole.’
Sept 12 1940, to Pascal, 103 in Pascal: In effect, rehearsal notes for the film of Major
Barbara.
Sept 21 1940, to Nancy, on ‘The Battle of Britain,’ 86 in Astor: ‘Charlotte has had
another accident. She stumbled and came down plump on the gravel on both her knees,
one of which took most of her weight and has since been disabled for walking. For a
week she had to go upstairs backward, with me at the helm. Now she goes forward
between her stick and the bannisters, and will soon, I hope, be completely mobilized.
This happened the day before the Blitz-krieg began in earnest, and gave us an excuse for
skulking down here [Ayot] instead of coming up to town for half the week in our regular
routine. We can see the flashes over London and hear the distant thunder of the guns.
Casual raiders occasionally drop a bomb near enough to shake the house and alarm the
shelterless village; there is a dump about a mile off where they make me jump by banging
off all the delayed action bombs that fall into the county; and we have a little pip-squeak
of a siren that gives us all the London alarms quite unnecessarily; but we sleep in our
beds regardless. Happily Charlotte, who hates the distant sounds, is infuriated by the big
bangs, which she takes as personal insults.’
Sept 29 1940, to Douglas, 133 in Douglas: ‘We are like the Poles: geniuses and cretins,
lacking in mediocrity. Nature maintains that sort of balance. The most horrifying of
subhumans I have seen only in two places: 1. the charcoal people in the forests of
Luxembourg; 2. the waterside people of Ringsend, the Dublin Isle of Dogs. Curious that
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Norway should produce in extremes, and Sweden, so contiguous as to be geographically
identical, surpass the Swiss in mediocrity, though on a very high level. Your fatherland
also produces Rob Roys and Dougal creatures, mad Marquesses and poets.... Meanwhile
I embusk myself here in Ayot, where I can see and distantly hear the London fireworks,
with only an occasional stray bomb to add a twist of funk to the enjoyment.’
Oct 9 1940, to Robert Donat, 579-81: ‘let me give you a few hints about Bow Wow
acting [declamatory style of performing] which became extinct before your time, but
which I remember quite well, and for which I have written many of my plays, including
The Devil’s Disciple’ (579). ‘Never make your entry into a crowd, and form merely one
of it. The star must always be a figure apart. When you enter in the first act, everyone
must be sitting down except Uncle William at the extreme side. There should be a long,
awkward, solemn pause of silent prayer for the dead, broken only by Christy’s lumpish
(not smart) “Here’s Dick.” The door opens (no kick) and there stands the D’s D in black,
silent and saturnine, surveying the family…. You will see that this entry is entirely
spoiled if Richard bursts into a mob of relatives and becomes one of the mob. They must
all sit, Uncle William out of the line of sight. The funeral atmosphere must be kept up
carefully. Otherwise, Richard has nothing to play against’ (580). Referring to Rosamund
John as Judith, Shaw states: ‘I should tell her uncompromisingly that if she tried to steal
the end of the second act from Anderson by bawling all over the stage and ruining his
vital scene, I should have to sack her. It is hard enough for Anderson to produce the
necessary volcanic effect with the utmost help she can give him. With her playing against
him, it is impossible. She must be in weak, hopeless, pitiable despair all the way through,
not raising her voice for a moment, and obeying his orders in dazed astonishment….
Make as much as you can of the impression that Anderson’s magnanimity makes on
Richard before the supper scene. That is why he finds it impossible to betray him’ (581).
Oct 16 1940, to J.M. Dent, who had published Richard Albert Wilson’s The Birth of
Language, which prompted Shaw to write a preface, 200 in Publishers: ‘I did not expect
anything very startling to come from Saskatoon; but you have discovered a book by a
Professor Wilson of the University there which is the best essay on Emergent Evolution
since Samuel Butler’s. Couldnt you issue a sixpenny edition and print 100,000 copies? I
should like that; for all the Mechanists and their religious opposites ought to be made to
read it, and the world contains millions of them.’
Oct 23 1940, to Murray, 583-85: ‘We are here in a village where there are no shelters, no
fire brigade, no guns, nothing warlike except a searchlight and little siren which explodes
every ten minutes or so. As the raiders are highly scientific, and fly blindly by their
instruments, they begin every night by bombarding us in the firm conviction that they are
making direct hits on Churchill’s hat when as a matter of fact they are missing mine by a
mile or two and shaking the house to remind us that there is a war on and that we are all
in the front line. I began by being pigheaded and refusing to let them disturb my routine
of 3½ days in the country and 3½ in town every week. This alarmed Providence for my
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safety. The day before the Blitz, as we were starting for town as usual, Charlotte fell and
hurt her knees so badly that she had to be helped upstairs, and the journey to London was
out of the question. She is well now; but the pigheadedness has been bombed out of us;
and we havnt been up to Whitehall Court for seven weeks…. The village people all call
the war senseless; but as they are as helpless as you and I there is nothing for it but
fatalism, which the wireless calls our heroism, and a strong objection to allow Ittler to
control our destinies. The childishness of the politicians is appalling. Churchill
occasionally tells as much of the truth as he safely can over the wireless. Then he takes an
audible gulp of his favorite stimulant and, with a preliminary yell, gives the gallery a
peroration and denounces Nazi scoundrels who actually bomb civilians, women and
children. He is immediately followed by the news announcer, who begins by describing
how the R.A.F. has rained bombs on the railway stations of Berlin etc. etc. In a sardonic
mood one can turn on the Rome Radio, or Haw Haw, and listen to the news over again,
with the names reversed, but the moral indignation an exact echo. But this poor
amusement does not bear its daily repetition’ (583-84). ‘why does not the League of
Nations take the initiative? It is true that the Assembly does not exist, and cannot be
resuscitated until the Powers consent to assemble. It would be no use if they did, as from
the first it has been reduced to absurdity by the rule that its decisions must be unanimous.
The fact is that when Chamberlain declared war it never even occurred to him that he
should have referred the case to the League. So much for the Assembly. But Begonia
Brown still exists, and is indestructible as long as the Committee exists. What is to
prevent her pointing out that it is not for the belligerents to declare their aims, which are
necessarily selfish. It is for the intellectual élite to demand in the name of civilization
why they are disturbing the peace of the world, and what they hope to gain by the
senseless and horrible bombing match which they are at present carrying on. In England
Hitler is exterminating the natives at the rate of 233 a day. There are 40 millions to be
exterminated. Begonia can do arithmetic enough to demonstrate that at this rate it will
take 470 years to finish the job, or, since the extermination of the women would be
sufficient, say 235 years. Similar figures confront the R.A.F. The Committee can ask
whether ministers entering on such programs can be regarded as sane. Then the
Committee can state the minimum requirements of civilization as impartially as it can’
(584). ‘Oh, I forgot. The filming of Major Barbara, now just completed, convinced me
that the old beginning would not work, as nobody with the punch of Lady Britomart was
available. So I had to begin with the first meeting of Cusins and Barbara, including his
courting and proposal, all in ten minutes or thereabouts!!! It seemed impossible; but it
came off quite well. I had to add dozens of new scenes. I wonder what you will think of
them. It is so new to have a production-cost-limit of £200,000 instead of £200. I await the
Antigone. It is something to think about—and I often do think about it that though I have
lived in the thick of a revolutionary burst of playwriting activity in London, the only
plays that seem to me likely to survive it are the old Greek ones in your translations’
(585).
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Nov 14 1940, to Douglas, who had published the pamphlet Ireland and the War Against
Hitler, 135-36 in Douglas: ‘Childe, Childe, Politically you have the brains of a
grasshopper; and you have far too much courage. If the Douglases had had less courage
and more common sense they would now be the royal house of Scotland. Providence,
knowing how valuable my life was going to be, took care that I should be born a devout
coward. As a boy I was horribly ashamed of my poltroonery; now I am thankful for it....
The Irish question is going to be a very vital one. If the submarine campaign on the west
coast of Ireland continues to be successful and we come, as we did before, within five
weeks of being starved out, we must seize the Irish ports or surrender. Obviously we will
not surrender for the sake of the I.R.A.’s beautiful eyes. We will exterminate the whole
four millions of Irish in Ireland first. Your notion of dealing with this situation is to rake
up old dirt to set the Irish by the ears again, and to call de Valera a skunk and declare that
you do not care two damns about his difficulties. How much farther will that get you or
anyone else, do you think? De Valera is not, as a matter of dispassionate fact, a skunk. He
is an ex-schoolmaster who, when, like you, he had more courage than common sense,
risked his life in the Easter Rising and escaped hanging by the skin of his teeth. He is
where he is because Ireland needed a schoolmaster very badly and had enough of hanged
heroes. His difficulties, about which you do not care two damns, happen to be England’s
difficulties as well. If I were in his place I should probably write a very private letter to
the P.M. as follows: “Dear Churchill: I cannot give you the ports because I should
provoke an I.R.A. rising and lose such power for good as I have. I cannot prevent you
from taking the ports, as I have only four millions to your forty, and you have America at
your back this time. So for God’s sake take the ports as nicely as you can as a temporary
forced loan. promising to give them back when our common enemy the atheist Hun is
disposed of. Faithfully, Eamon de Valera.” What have you to say to that, courageous but
idiotic Douglas? Which cat, by the way, are you going to bell?’
Nov 14 1940, to Anmer Hall (theater name of Alderson B. Horne, actor-manager of the
Westminster Theatre), after Shaw heard objections to a ‘keepsake’ he wrote for
R.A.D.A., 86-87 in Dickens: ‘I want you to consider the case of Dickens a little before I
strike him out at your request. Let me say to begin with that I was brought up on Dickens
and have been an ardent Dickensian since I could read. I do not think the cases of
[Edmund] Kean and [Frederick] Robson will bring the danger home as it should be
brought home. To our young people they belong to a dead and gone world in which
actors were vagabonds who drank like fishes and did not think it mattered. Anyhow the
deaths of Kean and Robson at 46 and 43 were nothing like so great a loss as that of
Dickens at 58. If Defoe had died at 58 we should never had Robinson Crusoe and the
string of famous novels that followed it. He would have been utterly forgotten. If I had
died at 58, Heartbreak House, St Joan and Back to Methuselah would not exist. If
Alderson Horne had died at 58, the Westminster Theatre would have been a second rate
cinema instead of the home of the best management since Vedrenne-Barker and Shaw at
the Court. Think of it. However, I feel as you do about the passage as it stands. Kean
gave way to drink when he discovered on a visit to Jersey that brandy cost only fourpence
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a gallon. Robson was an ordinary bar customer. Dickens, not in the least a Bohemian,
was landed by his enormous family in expenses which he could meet only by public
readings (he was a born actor) in which he had to produce superhuman effects in such
scenes as the murder of Nancy by Bill Sikes. When he was overworked by this and he
found that he had either to stop or live on cocktails, he did not stop. He earned the
money; but his next book, Edwin Drood, was the work of a dead man. All the old
gestures are there; but nobody has ever laughed at Sapsea and Grewgious as they laughed
at Pecksniff and Captain Cuttle. I might substitute Balzac (51) or Oscar Wilde (44); but
the effect would not be the same. What I had better do is to enlarge the passage, or
append a foot note, so as to distinguish Dickens’s case from the others. What do you say
to this?’ Jan 8 1941, 87-88: ‘I have cut Dickens out of the gift book, and substituted a
little scientific lecture which is a great improvement; so your remonstrance has been all to
the good.... [Dickens] was not a drunkard, though the quantities of brandy and water
drunk by the Pickwickians are far beyond anything of the kind now customary. But when
his enormous family got him into financial straits, and he found that he could make much
more money by his public readings than by his books, he overworked himself
desperately, and undertook an American tour when he was exhausted and needed rest
very urgently. He could not eat, and he would not stop. He was simply nursed from one
reading to the next, and then primed with staggering cocktails (their composition is well
known, for he was not in the least ashamed of them) to read the murder of Nancy by Bill
Sykes and so forth. He made the money he needed and got through, but only half alive.’
Dec 4, 1940, to Wendy Hiller, 80-81 in Albert 2: ‘Pascal tells me that you dislike the
river scene in Barbara, and that he is not pressing you to do it. Now this will make no
difference to the film, as it can do without it without drawing a penny the less; but it will
make a difference to you professionally which I want you to consider carefully. In the
stage version of Barbara the incidents of the night following the second act are not
shewn. They are described in a few words next day; and Barbara is thus left in full
possession of the audience's imagination. But in the screen version this is entirely altered.
There are several new scenes for Cusins and Undershaft, and a grand show with band and
chorus for Mrs Baines. Without a strong contrabalancing scene for Barbara she is wiped
out, and Mrs Baines steals the play from her. You dont really want this to happen, do
you? It is true that the river scene is a bit of claptrap which any melodramatic leading
lady could play with Walton’s music and a Thames-by-Moonlight scene to back her; but
the people in front know nothing about that: for them it will be the climax of the shelter
scene and of Barbara's catastrophe, giving her a sensational share in the story of that
night, and keeping her in her place as the star turn. That is what I wrote it for. Think it
over before you throw it away. I strongly advise you to make Pascal take it and shew it to
you on the screen. You can then decide the question of cutting it out for yourself. You
see, you are in the dreadful position of having made such an enormous success as Eliza
that the public will expect you to do it every time; and you must leave no stone unturned
to fulfil that very unreasonable expectation. In Pygmalion Eliza is the whole play: all the
other characters revolve round her and help her; and none of the women are her rivals in
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any way. In Barbara this is not so: all the other characters are her rivals professionally;
and Sybil Thorndike can do a tremendous lot with half a dozen lines, especially in a
religious part which suits her own saintly temperament. So think it over once, twice, fifty
times; and then do exactly what you please. You must have good critical faculty; for your
eyebrows are exactly like mine.’
IPS c. 1941, to Morris Harvey, who sent Shaw his poems to evaluate, 263-64 in
Guardian, 6 May 2005 (reference from John R. Pfeiffer): ‘If a German is trying to kill
you, you have only three courses open to you. 1) Kill him. 2) Run away. 3) Put up your
hands and surrender. As you have no guarantee that he will give you quarter, N. 3 is a
doubtful alternative. No. 2 is open to the objection that your wife, being only a short
remove from the Danakil woman who will not marry any man who cannot prove that he
has killed at least four men and is therefore an efficient protector for her children and
herself, will regret that her pet is a coward and be ashamed of him.’
Jan 22 1941, 88 in Dickens: ‘Dickens does not dramatize well, because his most
excrutiatingly funny characters do not develop. I have stolen some of them, and I know.
The barrister [Bohun] in You Never Can Tell is obviously a rechauffée of Jaggers in
Great Expectations, and he is effective enough; but he has only one entry and one scene. I
could not have carried him through the whole play.’
Jan 30 1941, to Nancy, on Pat Campbell, 90 in Astor: ‘A letter written by her to me just
before her death began “Dear dear Joey” and on the last day on which she was intelligible
she said something about me; so there was no malice between us. Her doctor said he
could cure her of her pneumonia—had cured her, in fact, but, said he, “I cannot keep
alive a woman who has no intention of living. Is it worth while to have been an
enchantress when the charm no longer works? She had many gifts but no savoir vivre.’
Feb 5, 1941, to Ervine, 89-91 in Dickens: ‘I drank in Dickens to the dregs in my
boyhood. One must agree with Inge that the number of vital public movements that left
Dickens untouched is amazing, and that the only thing that interested him in a church was
the pew opener. His home life as a child was hopeless. Except for a bundle of old novels,
by Smollett and that lot, which he found in a garret, he had no contacts with music or art
or philosophy of any kind. His ignorance was stupendous. The only thing he learnt was
shorthand to make himself a verbatim reporter; and as a reporter he acquired a contempt
for our parliamentary machine which never relaxed from Eatanswill in Pickwick to
Veneering in Our Mutual Friend. Curiously, both Webb and myself were brought up on
Little Dorrit, a volume of which with the old illustrations happened to be lying about in
both our houses; and though the How Not To Do It chapters ought to have warned us not
to waste our time in forming a Labor Party in Parliament it was not until we had seen
what became of that Party under the leadership of MacDonald and witnessed how it
changed him from an ultra-intransigent Socialist into a sold-out bunk merchant that we
began to realize how right Dickens was, though unfortunately he could only observe the
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fact, and could not explain it or give the history of the trick by which Sunderland taught
William III how to spiflicate the victorious Parliament. All the same, Dickens, who was
as full of social compunction as his contemporary Karl Marx, became a changed man
when Carlyle and Ruskin opened his eyes to the condition of the proletariat, of which he
knew nothing but what he had picked up in the streets, in the hotels, and in the kitchen.
You have just read Copperfield. Well, read its successor Bleak House, an Adelphi
melodrama complicated with an attempt to shew that what was wrong with property was
the Court of Chancery. Then read Hard Times, which is comparatively hard reading, and
Little Dorrit, a story so great that it is hard to believe that it could have been written by
the author of Copperfield and Bleak House.’ Shaw describes a galaxy of Dickens’s
creations, ending with a ‘frightfully lifelike gallery of detestable women.’ Another part of
the letter is in Wisenthal, 23: ‘Browning captured me by the music of his verse, just as
Carlyle did by the music of his prose. Both of them were reviled as discordant and
uncouth because they left out the fashionable Tennysonian excess of sugar. I like it that
way: I never took sugar in my tea.’
Feb 17 1941, to Beatrice, 594-96: ‘Charlotte has had another very bad bout of lumbago
and has been in bed for many weeks…. Up to the middle of November we had a
searchlight here, and were consequently under fire. After a great bombardment in which
we had 8 H.E. [High Explosive] bombs in the village (one in the next garden) and
incendiaries ad lib, the searchlight was taken away; we ceased to be a military objective;
and we now see and hear the raids on London 30 miles off; but nothing has since come
near enough to keep us awake’ (594). ‘I am convinced that what is the matter with
everybody is ignorance, and every day read something about our own time which
occurred without my ever hearing a word of it. But there is no remedy for it. No
statesman can ever know the facts of the moment at which he must act: he will not learn
them for at least 20 years, and then only some of them. He must guess by instinct and
knowledge of human nature and history. The wisdom of the people is a myth. Democracy
should secure them a means of ventilating their grievances and give them a choice of
qualified rulers every four or five years. Anything more means the sort of government we
have, or worse. The problem to be solved is the qualification. I cannot solve it, nor can
anyone else; but somebody must begin with a minimum list of things rulers must
understand, no matter what their conclusions may be. I am drafting such a list, leaving
those who can to amend it’ (595). (This is the nucleus of Everybody’s Political What’s
What?; see his letter of April 15 to Wells.) ‘I work at this job until lunch in my shelter in
the garden …, sleep for an hour or so after lunch and then go out carrying a chopper and
a saw and do amateur woodman’s jobs or cut up firewood until the black-out, when I
come indoors again and write letters until dinner. I am very old and ought to be dead. My
failing memory plays me the most terrifying tricks. I am losing weight so fast that I shall
presently have totally disappeared’ (596).
Feb 24 1941, to Kyllmann, 596-97: ‘I am stoney broke, and have paid my January taxes
only with the help of some insurance money I got when my books were burnt at
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Leighton’s. On the 25th March you must send me my accounts and pay me up to the 31st
December. Wilson tells me that my books are being bought for the soldiers; so you must
have a few pounds in hand for me. I would not press you but for the appalling misfortune
of my having received within one financial year £25,000 from the Pygmalion film. This
put me into the millionaire class, in which I am taxed 18/- in the pound not only on the
£25,000, but on my wife’s income and everything else as well. The U.S.A. also takes
15%. Result, ruin. If I were younger I should abandon authorship and become a
publisher.’
March 6 1941, to Ronald Kidd of the National Council for Civil Liberties, to whom Shaw
wrote to protest the B.B.C.’s ban on actors and musicians who had taken part in a pacifist
People’s Convention (headnote), 600: ‘The whole managing staff of the B.B.C. should be
sacked instantly. Here we are in thick of a war which we claim to be fighting as the
champions of western democracy. Daily we throw in the teeth of Germany and Italy the
reproach that they have abolished the rights of public meeting and free speech. And this
is the moment selected by the B.B.C. to give the world an exhibition of British Nazi-ism
gone mad.’
March 26 1941, to Douglas, 138-39 in Douglas: ‘I have never been insolent to you. I may
heap vulgar abuse on you: but I regard you as a fellow-creature. Politeness is a deadly
weapon against rudeness; and brutal rudeness is perhaps the best counter for it.
Exchanging punches is all very well if you are the harder hitter and great fun for the
spectator. I know all that; but it has nothing to do with insolence. De Valera made a
mistake when he said I was contemptible. That was because he regarded me as being of a
different class and religion, and supposed I thought myself better than he. He retorted in
imaginary contempt. You must not make the same mistake in political controversy,
especially when you have a good case.’
March 31 1941, to Jackson, 120-21 in Jackson: Shaw argues that more consideration
should be given to amateur actors.
April 15 1941, to Wells, who had sent Shaw his ‘dialogue novel of contemporary ideas,’
Babes in the Darkling Wood, 601-04: ‘I have just finished The Babes…. I was especially
tickled by your onslaught on brass tacks, because I am trying to write a book with the
express object of bringing your Declaration of Rights down to these useful articles…. My
book is a little list of the things a person ought to understand (no matter what his or her
conclusions may be) before being trusted with a vote or put on a panel as eligible for
public work of this or that grade. You are less splenetic than you were. The British spleen
that broke out occasionally and upset your valuations is mellowing a bit. This is very
noticeable in your description of Stalin. I rate him higher than you do. He was equal to
two very big opportunities of going wrong. The first was Socialism in a single country
versus Trotsky’s world revolution. The second was collective farming versus the moujik.
His choice and success with which he carried it out rank him as the greatest living
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statesman…. He made a favorable impression on me when I met him in 1931. The
attentive silence in which he listened to us until we had said everything we had to say and
the goodhumor with which he laughed at us when his turn came (for he did laugh at us)
could not have been improved on in point of pleasant manners and grasping of the
situation…. When Lady Astor told him that the Soviet knew nothing about handling
children of five years he was outraged. “In England” he said “you beat children.” But
Nancy went for him like a steamroller and ordered him to send a sensible woman to
London to learn the business. The moment he saw that she knew what she was talking
about he made a note of her address, and presently dumped not one but half a dozen
sensible women on her doorstep…. He was very friendly; and as I was treated all through
as if I were Karl Marx risen from the grave, I did not see the rough side of anybody or
anything. But there was no attempt to humbug me. They were too full of their
achievements to dream of any need for that, especially as they were convinced that
Capitalist England was in comparison a Chamber of Horrors.’
April, Easter Sunday, 1941, to Mrs F. E. Berry, who received a first edition of The
Adventures of a Black Girl in Her Search for God, 179-80 in Chappelow: ‘As this is a
first edition it has all the original mistakes in it. See my marginal notes on pages 11, 35,
and 63. Sell it to the foolish people who collect first editions; and buy a properly
corrected copy with the proceeds. The transaction will be quite profitable.’ The
corrections: p. 11, rattlesnake. ‘There are no rattlesnakes in Africa.’ P. 35, minus x,
minus x. ‘A blunder. It should be the square root of minus one.’ P. 63, “O God our help
in ages past.” ‘That was not what they sang. It hadnt been composed then.’
May 8 1941, to Wells, 197-98 in Wells: Shaw has suddenly learned that Wells had
‘advocated the bombing of enemy cities some time ago. I did not know this when I urged
you to sign the letter to The Times. I should have urged you all the same ...; but I should
have mentioned it. Anyhow Churchill’s characteristic splutter about Rome was a new
departure and a moral mistake; and it did not affect the spear point of the letter, which
was that experience had now proved that retaliatory bombing, equally mischievous to
both parties, cannot produce either victory or defeat, and as a matter of fact produces the
sort of exasperative demoralization that neither of them is aiming at.... Your other point,
that man must be decivilized and recivilized from the ground up, is a return to Marx’s
rival Bakunin, who preached the same doctrine in a very fascinating manner. It was the
climax of Nihilism and Anarchism, and had quite a little Party in the Fabian Society until
Webb and I extinguished it. Decivilized mankind, being the children of its bourgeois
parents, would reach Socialism by the same old road through the valley of dry bones; so
that the return to the starting point would be sheer waste of time. Until you get round this
objection the question remains where Bakunin left it.’
July 7 1941, to F. R. Brown, an American, III:438 in Holroyd: The British argument is
simple, Shaw states: ‘there is a very dangerous madman loose in Europe who must, we
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think, be captured and disabled. If we are right, he is as dangerous to you as to us; so we
ask you to join the hunt.’
c. mid-July 1941, to Paul Koretz, a copyright lawyer, 605-06: ‘I cannot understand on
what ground Trebitsch can claim an interest in the English version of the Chocolate
Soldier…. I exercise my right to forbid absolutely any filming of the C.S. until Arms and
the Man has been filmed and has exhausted its vogue…. Meanwhile the intention to
produce the C.S. in its old form has been abandoned, as Gabriel Pascal objected on my
behalf, and as a lawsuit on the point had been decided in my favor in London when a
similar proposal was made by an American who had bought the musical rights. My right
to prohibit was not disputed.’
July 19 1941, to Nancy, 95-96 in Astor: ‘We are not stuck on the 12th: the 14th or 15th
would suit us better if we might stay until the 30th (Saturday) so as to give our people a
couple of days to travel in. We should clear out in time to let in a weekender. We shall be
a horrible imposition. Ten years ago I could still earn my keep by entertaining your
guests by my celebrated performances as G.B.S. Now if I attempt to talk my teeth fall
out. I am a decrepit old bore; and you must hide me in a corner of your house as best you
can or your friends will begin to shun Cliveden. You have not the faintest notion of what
it is to be 85 and three quarters dead. Charlotte is still a bit of an invalid, and cannot walk.
She cannot even ride one of Waldorf’s horses, though she could perhaps manage an
elephant (if you have such a thing) with a very comfortable howdah.’
July 20 1941, to Alexander Fadeyev, Chairman of the Union of Soviet Writers, 143-44 in
Douglas: ‘Never mind the barbarism: all war is barbarous; and to squeal is childish. Let
us rather apologize for the terrible thing we must do to our German comrades before their
Führer loses his glamour for them. When two mighty ideas clash millions of lives count
for nothing. It is as the champion of an idea that Adolf Hitler has flung down his glove to
Russia. Russia picks it up as the champion of a far mightier idea. When she strikes down
Adolf’s idea she will become the spiritual centre of the world. And with that task before
her she may not heed the cries of the wounded or the tears of the bereaved. The combat is
between Lohengrin and Telramund; and it has fallen to the lot of Russia to show the
world which is Lohengrin and which Telramund. Remember: we are at a corner that
civilization has never yet got round. Russia is pledged to get us round it this time or
perish; so ONWARD RUSSIA FOR THE LEADERSHIP OF THE WORLD, FOR THE
SICKLE, THE HAMMER AND THE SWORD OF JUSTICE.’
July 23 1941, to Kenneth Barnes, 607: Shaw had announced his planned withdrawal from
the R.A.D.A. Council; ‘I understand your dismay at my threatened resignation; but you
must endure my going hence as my coming hither. The years are inexorable: you cannot
imagine how dotty I am, though I can still write a bit…. Our only chance of escaping
reckless mortgaging is a sudden collapse of the war. That may happen. Our notion that
Hitler was going to have a walk-over in Russia was only an aftermath of the silly lies we
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have been telling ourselves about the U.S.S.R. for twenty years. Germany is getting
frightfully hammered before and behind, with worse to come; and she cannot stand it for
long. The air war, in which the vanquished cannot surrender and the victor has to run
away, is reducing war to absurdity: nobody wants it to go on. Anyhow war never does
what it is expected to do. Nothing that I can see except utter desperation could have
induced Hitler to take on Russia when he was fighting Britain and America. He must
have felt certain that Stalin would do what he (Hitler) would have done in Stalin’s place:
that is, go for him when he was exhausted by the fight in the west.’
July 26 1941, to Jackson, 123-4 in Jackson: Shaw on spectator interruptions; Aug 2, to
Jackson, 124 in Jackson: ‘My plays, exactly the right lengths at the dress rehearsals,
have been interrupted, prolonged, and half spoiled by from 25 to 45 minutes of
heehawing. I have circulated printed appeals to the audience not to keep themselves late
for their last trains by this detestable misbehaviour, which is as inexcusable as brawling
in church.’
July 30 1941, to Katharine Cornell, 608-09: ‘I took the success of The Doctor’s Dilemma
as a matter of course, with you in it. I got the photographs: they look all right except that
Dubedat is fifty years too old. He should be a beautiful stripling who looks 18, though he
is in fact a few years older, and not in the same street with the other men, morally or
physically. Jennifer is the sort of woman I hate: one who never looks facts in the face,
and lives in a lying dream. My favorite female in the play is Minnie Tidwell, daughter of
joy and shyboots, who can steal the play in two minutes if she is put to it.’
July 31 1941, to Douglas, 145-46 in Douglas: ‘The war situation is amusing though
horrible. We have lied to one another about Russia so frantically for twenty years that we
have persuaded ourselves that the Bolsheviks, far more than the Nazis, are a gang of
thieves and murderers who must be scattered like chaff the moment they come up against
a civilized army led by gentlemen. In 1918-20, in Mongolia, in Poland, in the Baltic
provinces, in Finland, there was plenty of evidence that the Red Army was the most
formidable in Europe, just as there was an uttter lack of evidence that the French Army
was the wonderful fighting force that we insisted on assuming it to be. And now that the
French Army has cracked up worse than in 1870, and Hitler is fighting like a rat in a
corner without a dog’s chance of getting even as far as Napoleon did, we are still wishing
that Russia will be smashed and partitioned whilst hoping that Hitler will presently be in
St Helena. It seems impossible that the enormous economic and moral superiority of
Communism will not prove its ruin in the midst of a world of robber-barons and their
money-lenders; but it has not weakened Stalin, who has shot the right people whilst we
have given them peerages.’
Aug 4 1941, to Beatrice, on Everybody’s Political What’s What?, 261 in Webbs: ‘In my
book I am insisting that statesmanship is entirely metaphysical fundamentally, and
consists in devising means whereby all our egotisms shall be subject to an obligation to
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do justice and love mercy and walk humbly with whatever we call the urge in this
direction ... , the Light of the World, or the Elan Vital, or the Life Force or the
Evolutionary Appetite or whatever trademark is to your taste.’
Aug 11 1941, to Gordon Wormald, II:112 in Holroyd: ‘Spiritual values do not and
cannot exist for hungry, roofless and naked people. Any religion that puts spiritual values
before physical necessities is what Marx meant by opium and Nietzsche called a slave
morality. Barbara despairs only for the moment before she grasps this truth. She ends in
very high spirits, having at last got the values in their proper places.’
IPS Sept 1 1941, to the B.B.C., on Baudricourt in Saint Joan, 98 in Bernard F. Dukore,
Bernard Shaw, Director (London: Allen & Unwin, 1971): If he ‘goes for PACE and
picks up his cues smartly, evidently knowing all about them beforehand, he will ruin the
first scene. Everything that Joan says to him takes him aback.... He is trying to bully her;
but she counters all his leads in an utterly unexpected way. She always surprises him.’
Sept 5 1941, to Murray, after Shaw had seen the film of Major Barbara, 613-14: ‘As I
write plays as they come to me, by inspiration and not by conscious logic, I am as likely
as anyone else to be mistaken about their morals. It seems to me that what Barbara finds
out is that the ancient Greek ... who said “First make sure of an income and then practise
virtue” was rightly preaching natural morality. Clearly the conversions of Snobby Price
and Rummy Mitchens by “the bribe of bread” were not worth the few pence they cost. It
was Barbara’s business to get rich with Cusins while he fed the poor with honestly earned
wages, and then, when their bellies were full, see what she could do with their souls, if
she still thought herself qualified for that impertinence’ (613). ‘The enclosed book,
originally called The Birth of Language, seemed to me worth boosting with a preface and
a revised title to secure a cheap edition here. I grow more and more intolerant of official
religion as I grow older, and also more convinced that a negative attitude towards it is no
use. People rightly object to having their minds just emptied, no matter how poisonous
the contents are. Better die of drinking brandy than of thirst. The only thing we have to
fill up with is Creative Evolution; and Professor Wilson is strong and positive on that
point. The preface is nothing but an expansion of my Spelling Reform letter to The
Times. I calculate that I have lost four years of my productive life writing superfluous
letters. I could have written at least three good plays in four years’ (614).
Sept 16 1941, to I. J. Pitman, grandson of the founder of the Pitman system of
phonography, 615-19: A detailed analysis of ‘the spelling business,’ which Shaw had
detailed in his Times article, “A King’s Spelling,” in April, and which he now declares
‘has been the turning right-side-up of the enormous economic case for the reform, which
is the only one strong enough to move mountains…. What I visualize is the designing of
an alphabet of 42 letters plus a few double consonants as you suggest, and the casting of a
fount of type to enable it to be printed. Then the compilation and publication of a manual
like your New Era Pitman instruction book. Then the issue of a propagandist journal, or
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the planting of a section about the New British Writing (N.B.W.) in an existing journal or
even a newspaper…. Then the publication of some modern books in the N.B.W.: not the
Bible and Shakespear, but Wells, Shaw, and Gilbert Murray’s version of the Greek
classic drama…. The old spelling and the new would run side by side until the old faded
out and the new became official. The old spelling must not be altered’ (615-16).
IPS Sept 20 1941, to Laing, who had told Shaw he made a bad slip when he had the
Dauphin in Saint Joan say, “Let you and I ...”; “‘You and me” is so often spoken
incorrectly that it produces an effect of vulgarity even when it is correct. “You and I” is
so often spoken correctly that it seems right even when it is in the accusative. The
Dauphin thinks so. You think so. I think so. None of us would dream of saying “Let I
mind my own business” but only by a violent effort to be pedantically grammatical can
we make ourselves say, “Let you and me mind our own business.” Yet we always say
“Let us” and not “Let we.” There was no slip in the business. The Dauphin says just what
he would have said if he had spoken English, though he would certainly not have said
“Que vous et je” instead of “Que vous et moi.” Dozens of people write to me about it. I
wish they wouldn’t.’
IPS Sept 27 1941, to the actor George Arliss, who had pleaded guilty to a financial
infraction and paid the fine; pp. 28-29 in Matthew W. Black, ‘Shaw to Arliss.’ Shaw
Review, 6 (Jan 1963): ‘You have been misdirected. You should not have pleaded Guilty,
as there can be no guilt where there was no guilty intention. You should have pleaded
Not Guilty, but have admitted all the facts while proclaiming that the presumption that
you understood the regulations was not reasonable in your case. Ask your legal adviser
whether you can appeal for a retrial or a revision of the sentence on the ground that you
pleaded Guilty under a misapprehension. Guilty or Not Guilty is not a question of fact,
though of course the facts must be ascertained before the court can arrive at any decision
at all. But when the facts are established the question of guilt remains entirely open. If
you were firing at a target for practice as a Home Guard, and your bullet missed your
target and killed me, and you said, “I cannot deny it: I killed him: I plead guilty” the
judge would have to sentence you to death. You would of course plead Not Guilty, and
be acquitted on the ground that the killing was an unintended accident. If the jury disliked
me enough, they might even bring in a verdict of justifiable homicide. Try it on anyhow.’
Sept 30 1941, to Wells, 200 in Wells: ‘I have gone through Pavlov again, and find that I
only half realized what a damned fool his Druidical reflex made of him. This reflex, and
the anti-God reaction, have reduced biological thought to mischievous imbecility
throughout our lifetime. Butler was not spiteful about it: he was horrified.’
Oct 16 1941, to Sir Frederick Osborn, 191 in Chappelow: ‘In 1918 I wrote to you that
your New Towns After the War was the best written and best argued case for garden
cities I had read. I am glad to learn that you are bringing out a new edition of it. I am one
of those investors who like to see something for their money instead of merely changing
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transfers with some old shareholder and adding nothing to the country’s fixed capital. I
found the new garden cities just what I wanted. I saw waste places changed into pleasant
and well planned dwellings and handsome markets by my spare cash. The investments
never gave me a moment’s anxiety or trouble: they were and are entirely satisfactory,
both morally and economically. I am glad I foresaw their future when my neighbors were
buying shares in South American railways which are now bankrupt. I knew Ebenezer
Howard personally and mentioned him in my play called John Bull’s Other Island nearly
forty years ago. An amazing man, whom the Stock Exchange would have dismissed as a
negligible crank.’
Oct 20 1941, to Pascal, 135-37 in Pascal: Interpretive notes on the characters of Arms
and the Man.
Oct 26 1941, to Noël Coward, who had been charged with currency regulations he was
not made aware of by his accountants, and at the advice of an eminent attorney was about
‘to plead guilty in hopes of receiving a lighter fine’ (headnote), 620: ‘The other day
George Arliss, being in trouble about his American securities, pleaded Guilty under the
impression that he was only admitting the facts and saving the Lord Mayor useless
trouble. There was nothing for it then but to fine him £3000. He should have admitted the
facts and pleaded Not Guilty, being as innocent as a newborn lamb…. There can be no
guilt without intention…. Therefore let nothing induce you to plead Guilty. If your
lawyers advise you to do so tell them that I advise you not to. You may know all this as
well as I do; but after the Arliss case I think it safer to warn you.’
Nov 14 1941, to Loewenstein, who had asked Shaw for permission to found a Shaw
Society (the one that still survives), 621: ‘The Browning Society was a terror to
Browning. Shelley was dead. Shakespear was dead. I shall soon be dead. We all provided
a rallying point for the co-operation and education of kindred spirits and a forum for their
irreconcilable controversies. So go ahead; but dont bother me about it. I am old, deaf, and
dotty. In short, a Has Been.’
Dec 12 1941, to Sinclair, 64-67 in Sinclair: ‘I am up against the paper shortage in all
directions. I am finishing a volume of senile ramblings to be called Everybody’s Political
What’s What, or Machiavelli Up To Date, as I find myself in a world in which everyone
knows the XYZ of politics, philosophy, religion, science and art, and nobody knows the
ABC of them. A Child’s Guide to Politics is what is needed; and I, being now in my
second childhood, and rather deaf and dotty, but still able to write a bit, had better write
for non-adults: that is, for 100% Americans and English. I want to have this book sold for
ten cents or so, and printed in editions of 100,000; but I cannot get even the perishable
stuff on which such editions are now printed. The Webbs have had the remaining stock of
their great book on Russia bombed and burnt by Hitler & Co.; and my unbound stocks
have shared its fate; so the Webb book and most of mine are out of print and not able to
get back into it. Wells has written a letter to The Times about it; and I am inciting the
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publishers to follow this up with an agitation for either or both of two policies: (1) To
make room in the ships for imports of paper (and here I cite your offer to send paper),
and (2) To make paper making on the same footing as coal mining, munition work, and
agriculture as a prime national necessity. I think that is all that can be done at present. I
have been contemplating your extraordinary career and intending to write to you for
thirty years, but have never found the needed leisure at the right moment. I have regarded
you, not as a novelist, but as a historian; for it is my considered opinion, unshaken at 85,
that records of fact are not history. They are only annals, which cannot become historical
until the artist-poet-philosopher rescues them from the unintelligible chaos of their actual
occurrence and arranges them in works of art in novels, gospels, dramas, operas, pictures,
etc. etc. Until this is done, history does not exist: that is why history is always late; so that
the statesmen find themselves with a vivid notion of what happened up to, say, the civil
war of 1860, and with no notion at all of what has happened since, or what is happening
today. When people ask me what has happened in my long lifetime I do not refer them to
the newspaper files and to the authorities, but to your novels. They object that the people
in your books never existed; that their deeds were never done and their sayings never
uttered. I assure them that they were, but that Upton Sinclair individualized and
expressed them better than they could have done, and arranged their experiences, which
as they occurred were as unintelligible as pied type, in significant and intelligible order. I
refer them to a play of my own in which, by bringing Charles II into the same room with
Newton and George Fox, and being joined presently by his mistresses, his brother James
and Godfrey Kneller, a collocation which never occurred, I have taught the spectator
more of the year 1680 than Macaulay at his best taught in a thousand pages. Lanny [the
protagonist of the Lanny Budd novels], by the way, is just the right choice for a peg to
hang your history on. But dealing as you must with types, bear in mind that they have no
individual counter parts. When you lately substituted for Waldorf Astor, Nancy Astor,
and myself, a typical London political peer complete with fashionable hostess wife and
literary celebrity promoted to the rank of diner-out and society clown, the type pictured
was perfect; but it was no more like the three of us than you are like a Tammany
candidate for the governorship of New York.’ Same letter, printed more accurately than
the above, xiv-xv in Astor: ‘I spent three weeks with the Astors at Cliveden last August. I
had not been there for eleven years! Waldorf, though like myself he is an absentee
landlord, is by temperament a Communist who offended his father by introducing a Bill
in the House of Lords to enable people like himself to get rid of their peerages. Nancy is
a unique and amusing phenomenon. It would take me a whole chapter to describe her.
Her hospitality is utterly indiscriminate as far as class and party is concerned; only you
must be “good” or you shant darken her doors. She wont give you a strong drink, as she
is a bigoted teetotaller. She is a Christian Scientist, and, though she is as fiercely
Protestant as if she was a Belfast lady instead of a Virginian aborigine, she eschews the
Church of England. A Speaker of the House of Commons told me that she was more
trouble than ten Maxtons and Gallachers (both Left extremes). Her philosophy begins and
ends with her being a good sort; and her being a Conservative means no more than that
she lies where she was dropped, as the scope of her mind is not Marxian. I refused all her
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invitations until I happened to meet her in person at a London party. In ten minutes we
were as thick as thieves; and that is what will happen to you if you come to England and
make her acquaintance.’ Finale, 68 in Sinclair: ‘However, all this is only to reassure you
that the cleverness with which the British aristocracy nurses Labor Leaders and such like
onto apostacy is lost on me. No London social patronage can impose on an Irish Shaw. I
am not proletarian by origin, but super snob.’
Dec 27, 1941, to Douglas, who had predicted that Shaw will become a Catholic, 623:
‘When you say that I will become a Catholic you miss the point that I am already an
ultra-Catholic, being a Communist of sixty years standing. Rome is behind me, not before
me. Am I an Aztec that I should eat the god, or a child that I should believe the Apostles’
creed, or a tribal savage that I should worship an idol like Jehovah and offer blood
sacrifices to appease him? As to becoming a Christian and letting Jesus suffer for my
sins, damn it, ... I still have some instincts of a gentleman left.... I am shewing you my
background just for a moment so that you may understand that you are up against a
modern Catholicism compared to which the Vatican is only a little meeting house in a
village, preaching an impossible Protestantism.’
c. 1942, to Epstein, whose book Shaw is almost surely discussing is the earliest edition of
his autobiography, Let There Be Sculpture: The Autobiography of Jacob Epstein
(London, 1942), 297-301 in Pearson: A huge letter tracing his career as the model for
various sculptors, with Epstein the most recent. Excerpts: ‘I have just finished reading
your book, from which I have learnt a good deal, learning being one of the privileges of
old age.... I have sat to so many well-known sculptors and painters that H.G. Wells
complains that he cannot move about Europe without knocking against some image of
me.... I began with Rodin, who, never having heard of me, made every possible excuse to
avoid a job that had no interest for him. But my wife would not be put off. She ... wrote
to Rodin explaining that her husband was a famous writer with a great knowledge of art;
that she wanted a memorial of him; and that he had refused to sit to anyone but Rodin....
Rodin could not resist such treatment.... We said that I would sit to him wherever and
whenever would be most convenient to him.... It was a curious experience, for the bust ...
went through the whole history of sculpture since the Middle Ages. When it reached the
twelfth century it was such a jewel that I begged him to let me take it away; but he said
he could “carry it further”; and to my horror it became successively a Bernini, a Canova
or Thorwaldsen, a Gibson or Foley, before it finally became a Rodin’ (298). ‘Well, what
were the visible physical facts that Rodin had to suggest in clay? I am a civilized
Irishman with a thin skin and hair of exceptionally fine texture, always well-brushed.
Though six feet high, I weighed only ten stone eight instead of twelve stone ten or
thereabouts. I am obviously a brain worker, not a manual laborer. All this Rodin
conveyed perfectly.... But I am a comedian as well as a philosopher; and Rodin had no
sense of humor.... Accordingly, the bust has no sense of humor; and Shaw without a
sense of humor is not quite Shaw, except perhaps to himself.... When Troubetskoy saw
the Rodin bust he said, “This face has no eyes. All Rodin’s busts are blind.” He swooped
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down on me and demanded one sitting of half an hour.... The half-hour of course meant
three hours, and involved two sittings in [John Singer?] Sargent’s studio, where
Troubetskoy flung clay about so recklessly that he covered not only himself but Sargent’s
pictures and carpets with it.... My humor was lost on him as on Rodin; but the bust was a
marvel as the result of three hours work’ (299). ‘My next famous sculptor was ... the
genial Jo Davidson; and his facial resemblance to Karl Marx was almost perfect. But he
had only a few days before leaving London.... Still, he turned out a lively presentation of
me as a jolly old wisecracker. Next came a sculptor of whom I had never heard: Sigmund
Strobl: a Hungarian. He got all that the others had got and all that they had missed. He
was as right as Rodin as to my physical type. In my right and left profiles he shewed the
philosopher in the one, and the comedian in the other. My wife made him carve it in
marble for her, which he did in an intensely hard block ... with apparent ease. Everyone
who comes to our house has to look at that bust. Finally you, Jacob Epstein, come along,
waving your hand over Rodin, Troubetskoy, Davidson and Strobl, and saying in effect,
“These men are not sculptors.” There is something that you want to get out of me that
they have not got. Though I have had more than enough of being a sculptors’ model
when I should have been writing plays I cannot refuse to sit: you are great enough to
claim that a bust by you is a more valuable contribution to the world’s art than a play by
me. So I sit patiently and you do exactly what you want to do, which is, to strip from me
the mask of my civilization, to abolish the artificial refinements copied by Strobl and
Rodin, to shew me in my crude humanity as you learnt it in Brooklyn. Your first sketch,
copied from the facts before you, is a brilliant thumb-nail version of me as I am. Then
you went on to peform marvels of modelling on lips and cheeks and mouth with all the
mastery that makes your busts precious. But you had also to introduce the theories with
which you are obsessed; and here you were recklessly mendacious. I became a Brooklyn
navvy in your hands. My skin thickened, my hair coarsened, I put on five stone in weight,
my physical strength trebled. The brilliant sketch became a thundering lie.... My wife saw
the picture, and immediately said that if that bust came into our house she would walk out
of it.... There is no question of art here: it is a question of fact. Theoretically I may be
only a sickly veneer over a Brooklyn navvy; but without my veneer I am not Bernard
Shaw: and without the peculiar critical lift at the outer ends of my eyebrows I am only a
barbarous joker and not a high comedian. The bust is a masterpiece; but it is not a
portrait’ (300-301). ‘That is enough for to-day. What it all comes to is that sculptors are
set working by two impulses (among others). (1) Some deficiency in the treatment of an
interesting stock subject which they believe they can make good. (2) Temptation by the
sight of materials. Your Consummatum Est was promoted by a block of alabaster, as
Michael Angelo’s David was by a giant block of marble. Your book was very well
written to get all this out of me’ (301).
Jan 6 1942, to Douglas, who had written a preface on a book about Wilde and sent it to
Shaw, 148 in Douglas: ‘The preface is all right. It has your extraordinary quality of being
what Shakespear called unpolicied. Every sentence I write is policied to the last comma;
but what you write is the cry of a living soul, with the result that people wonder what is
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behind my writing and must sometimes doubt—I do myself occasionally—whether there
is anything behind it. They know you and love or hate you as the case may be; but they
cannot make me out clearly enough for that. I am an invented, histrionic figure, mostly
quite impossible; but you are a human being for them. We both get round them by our
literary power, reinforced in your case by attractive good looks.’
Jan 17 1942, to A. W. Tuke, local churchwarden, 625: ‘I used to pay £2-2-0 pew rent
whenever your predecessors dunned me for it. They stopped doing this for some reason:
perhaps because I had to pay £20 to keep the tower of the old abbey church from falling,
and later on £100 to preserve the Lyle tombs and colonnade of the newer church. Now
that I have succeeded our late neighbor Archer as the Village Atheist and the late
gravedigger Richards as the Oldest Inhabitant the occasion seems a fit one for resuming
the two guinea arrangement…. I renew my offer to defray the cost of removing the three
trees which now hide and disfigure the classic front of the church as soon as labor can be
found to do it. The parishioners will not consider this generous on my part, as they
believe me to be a millionaire. You, being a banker, know better.’
Jan 23 1942, to Murray, in Murray (forthcoming): ‘It is such an appalling come-down
from Aristophanes to Menander, and so impossible to put him in the same street with
Euripides and the two other great Greeks that his admission to your collection revolts me.
Cropped Hair (Rape of the Locks) might very well be placed on record in a magazine
article or a volume of Learned Society Transactions. It might even be printed as an
appendix in your First Folio; but except in some such casual way it is an intruder to be
kicked out from the glorious company of the apostles and the goodly fellowship of the
prophets. I believe that when the drama of this time fades into the distance and only the
peaks are seen, your resurrection of the great four will stand out alone in a waste of dust
and ashes.’
Feb 6 1942, to Douglas R. Allan, a B.B.C. producer who was preparing a broadcast of
excerpts from Saint Joan designed for schools, 626-27: ‘I return the script for the St John
School Broadcast with some amendments, and an alternative version of the Narrator’s
part. Your version seems to me to be too critical and to assume that the listeners know all
about it already, which is a fatal mistake. Also it treats the narrator as an announcer. He
should be treated as an actor taking part in the performances: you should give it to one of
your best speakers…. Dunois should be your best leading juvenile with a pleasant tenor
voice, contrasting as strongly as possible with Baudricourt’s, which should be a robust
baritone or bass. The steward’s voice should be that of a weak old sniveller. And for
heaven’s sake, dont give the part of the page to a woman and make him the principal boy
in a pantomime. He must be a real boy.’
Feb 7 1942, to Beatrice, on G.D.H. Cole’s ms. book Fabian Socialism, 263-64 in Webbs:
‘I have read Cole’s book, and think the opening chapters very good: he is really a
Socialist, though the species seems to be extinct nowadays.... [He] leaves it to be inferred
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that he identifies Democracy with adult suffrage and the British party parliament, both of
which mean checkmate to Socialism’ (263). Then on his own book in process, ‘My main
theme is that what is the matter with us politically is not natural ineradicable villainy but
simply ignorance. The last words in political science are unintelligible to the mob
because they have not been grounded in its beginnings. But the book is such a pitiable
affair that you will not be able to read it’ (264). ‘When I arrive at an English conclusion I
never reach it by the same path as an Englishman does: his first impression is that I am
perversely uttering a paradox. And I have the unpopular advantage of being able to look
at British rule as a foreign rule, and with quite as wicked a record. It is still Empire rule
and not Commonwealth rule, in spite of Sidney’s remonstrances’ (265).
Feb 19 1942, to Trebitsch, who was now living in Lausanne, 627-28: ‘Do not torment
yourself with the delusion that you should have remained in England. You would have
been interned in a concentration camp in the Isle of Man; and though you would have
been released after some months your situation would have been much more difficult
than it is in Switzerland even if you had escaped the Blitz. On the whole you are better
off in Lausanne than you would be in London. I have done all I could to obtain a permit
to send you £100 through United Artists or through my bankers. I pleaded that you had
been the means of transferring a good deal of money from Germany to England; that you
were not a Nazi but a Jewish refugee; that an exception should be made in your favor etc
etc; but it was all in vain: the Treasury was obdurate and maintained that any action
which would have the effect of transferring money to you would be against the defence
regulations. In any case I could do very little; for my own financial situation is difficult
enough, as you may judge from the fact that when the enormous success of the
Pygmalion film put £29,000 in my pocket, the Chancellor of the Exchequer took £50,000
out of it. Another such “success” and I shall be poorer than you are.’
Feb 25 1942, to Irene Hentschel, a director staging a West End revival of The Doctor’s
Dilemma (which will have an amazing run of 474 performances), 212 in Theatrics:
‘Vivien [Leigh] is absolutely right. She must play the beautiful romantic heroine for all
she is worth. The least touch of comedy, the famous suggestion of a sense of humor in
Jennifer would ruin the play. Nevertheless I agree with you most heartily. Women (or
men) who live in a false world and sincerely believe in it, who never for a moment look
facts in the face or see people as they really are, are to me unbearable: I detest Jennifer….
Now you share my dislike of Jennifer; and you want to use the last act to expose her. Not
on your life, Irene. Let Vivien alone: the exposure of Jennifer is another play.’
March 10 1942, to Kingsley Martin, editor of the New Statesman, 629-30: Responding to
Martin’s reaction when Japan attacked Singapore and the British command surrendered,
Shaw lectured him: ‘Steady, steady, steady. You need a holiday…. An editor must never
let the news upset him. If he does so he will be lost exactly as a school teacher is lost if
she allows herself to become fond of her pupils, or a Bond Street picture dealer if he lets
himself care so much for pictures that he cannot bear to part from them. To him [an
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editor] the collapse of the British Commonwealth in the far east must be as much in the
day’s work as the collapse of the Spanish empire in South America…. The last
regrouping of the world must be to him like the last murder of the last opening of
Parliament: news and nothing but news. He must be as good a judge of news as a licensed
victualler must be of liquor; but he must remember that a public house will kill its keeper
if he drinks, and that a newspaper will kill its editor if he cannot announce the Day of
Judgement without turning a hair’ (629). Final lesson, on the previous editor: ‘Clifford
Sharp let himself be rattled by the sinking of the Lusitania and then drank himself to
death. Yet the Lusitania did not matter a damn beyond bringing in America on our side
(630).
March 15 1942, to O’Casey, 107 in O’Casey 2: ‘The Epstein bust [of Lady Gregory] was
a failure because E. changed his plan when he was half-way through and ended with a
muddle of the two. Besides, he was always seeking to reveal the aboriginal savage
beneath the civilized sitter; and nothing could change Augusta into a Brooklyn
washerwoman, much less into a half humanized lizard.’
April 22 1942, to Nancy, 104 in Astor: ‘Your letters please Charlotte greatly; but your
plans are impossible. Her case is graver than you think. Her spine has collapsed to such
an extent that she cannot stand without hurting herself unbearably by a one-sided stoop
that brings her left ribs down on her haunch bone. We are ordering a corset that will hold
up her shoulders; and if this fails she will be permanently bedridden.... Our osteopath was
here this morning. He says nothing can be done except try the corset. He understands
what has happened, and that she is beyond manipulation. Do you know of a C.S.
[Christian Scientist] practitioner who can renew old bones?’ April 24, 104: ‘Charlotte’s
amazing powers of recuperation are now asserting themselves. She is well enough today
to be terrified by the suggestion of a nurse.... So let it be between ourselves for the
moment that if the worst comes to the worst, and the strait waistcoat proves a failure (she
is to be measured for it on Monday) I shall turn to you for your dearly kind help.’
May 21 1942, to Beatrice, 267 in Webbs: ‘I have written to Longmans and the BBC; so
you may dismiss both from your mind. I cannot talk about Stalin. What I have to say
about him is that if when he has extinguished Hitler for us the Allies will relapse into
Fascist plutocracy they will combine with Germany to crush Communism unless we can
work up the proletariat to the point of resolving to fight their own rulers rather than fight
Russia. This is hardly suitable for broadcasting yet.’
May 25 1942, to Nancy, 107-08 in Astor: ‘The times are changing with a vengeance.
Cripps, the Leader of the House, makes speeches which might be made by Stalin; and
The Times leaders on them next day approve every word of them. The Archbishop of
Canterbury comes out with a Penguin volume advocating a full Socialist program.
Nobody expresses the least surprise.’ In his pending biography, ‘Pearson quotes my
account of how completely you bowled Stalin over when you attacked him about the
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children. I was very favorably impressed by the way—after the first shock of incredulous
amazement with which he received your assertion that he didnt know how to treat
children ... —he saw not only that you had really something to say; listened like a lamb;
and ... did exactly what you told him.’
June 23 1942, to Douglas, 151 in Douglas: ‘Last week I had to go up to London and
tackle a conference with the County Council about the National Theatre project. The
effect of my revisit as a gibbering ghost to the scene where I was once a star tub-thumper
was so ghastly that I stupefied the meeting; and the leader of the opposition rose
chuckling and said that his presence was superfluous, as the opposition was safe in the
hands of that fine old Tory, Mr Bernard Shaw. Fortunately my teeth did not drop out; and
I got through without forgetting what I was talking about and who I was talking to: a
great triumph at eighty-six. But it was positively my last appearance: I darent try again.’
July 17 1942, to Nancy, 110 in Astor: ‘Just a line to say that the usual vegetarian supply
of maccaroni, rice, haricots, eggs, is no longer necessary, and will be wasted if laid in. I
now live on bannock bread (sent to me daily by the Army & Navy stores) and marmite,
which I carry about with me. The rest of my meal is ordinary vegetables as for everyone
else. I dont even need oatmeal, as I carry a special breakfast food which requires no
cooking as well as the marmite.’
Aug 4 1942, to Erich Strauss, author of Bernard Shaw: Art and Socialism, 631-33: Shaw
has received his book, and has ‘enjoyed reading it, as is natural considering how high you
rank my work for its thought and art. You are evidently a connoisseur in both
departments…. Now let me tell you where you have [made] a mess of the job. You have
taken for your framework what you call my development, and got frightfully mixed up
between [a] simple matter of facts and stages in that development. You demand happy
endings, which you call “solutions” to all my plays and treatises; and when you dont get
them, you infer failure, disappointment, embitterment, disillusion, and even despair on
my part, and cannot understand why in the face of these catastrophes I still stick to my
Socialism. Assuming (without noticing it) that all capitalists, plutocrats, bosses, and top
dogs generally must be exactly alike; and finding that they are not exactly alike in all my
plays, and are in fact all different types, you infer that here also my whole outlook on
society has again changed catastrophically, and cannot make out why I have not changed
from a Fabian into a diehard. All this has led you to write several passages of poppycock’
(631-32). ‘As a Socialist it is my business to state social problems and to solve them. I
have done this in tracts, treatises, essays and prefaces. You keep asking why I do not
keep repeating these propositions and principles Euclidically in my plays. You might as
well ask me why I dont wear my gloves on my feet or eat jam with a spade. And when
you make all these thoughtlessnesses the basis of a tragedy of ambition (a blind lust
which I never felt in my life), disappointment, failure and despair, your book gets out of
all relation to the facts, much more to the poetry of my life and work.’
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Aug 21 1942, to Cockerell, 634: ‘I must drop you a line as Charlotte cannot write easily.
We have just spent three weeks with the Astors at Cliveden; and the Canadian medical
service at the military hospital there took her on for a thorough overhaul in a businesslike
way: Xray, blood sample, life history all complete. Verdict: suffering from the effect of
an accident in her teens, and incurable because the only treatment—steel corsets, plastic
jacket, immobilization for months—is bearable by men under forty only. No danger to
her life beyond that of all octogenarians; but she will be an invalid as far as medical
science goes: a sentence of lumbago for life.’
c. Aug 25 1942, to Herbert Morrison, Home Secretary, after an I.R.A. group of six got
into a gun battle with police and a constable was killed. All of the men were sentenced to
death, 634-35: Urged to address Morrison on the issue, Shaw states that unless an appeal
to the King results in clemency, the case will be the purview of the Judicial Committee,
whose ‘business it is to declare the law in the case; and as the sentence in question is
beyond all dispute lawful and the verdict and sentence in perfect order, reference to the
Committee must result in the hanging of the condemned men: that is, in the very event
which its advocates want to avert. I also want to avert it, because I am old enough to
remember the parallel case of the Manchester Martyrs, who were hanged in a batch
because one of them, in breaking the lock of a prison van with a pistol shot, accidentally
killed a police officer at the other side of the door. The sentence was good in law; but the
execution gave so much trouble afterwards that less harm would have ensued if the
victims had been pardoned, pensioned and decorated…. If I had any influence with you
… I should use it to persuade you, if any persuasion was necessary, to intervene with an
act of signal clemency from which the actual slayer might or might not be excluded. The
Manchester case had no effect beyond these islands and Irish America. But in the present
crisis, with Dr Goebbels at the radio, a similar tragedy, coming on top of the Indian
arrests and the Flogging Act, would be inopportune.’ This may well have contributed to
the final disposal of the case: reprieves for five of the men, but hanging for their leader
(though he had not killed the constable).
c. Sept 1942, to Nancy, 114 in Astor: on his book in progress, Everybody’s Political
What’s What?: ‘Second title for the book MACCHIAVELLI MODERNIZED. Ha! ha!
ha!’ (He didn’t end up using it.)
Sept 3 1942, to John Wardrop, who was vying with Loewenstein for the title of literary
executor and knew Shaw’s fellow adulator Erica Cotterill, 637: ‘I am very glad you have
both seen E.C. and appreciated her. Nobody who had not seen her and known her could
possibly believe in her existence, or understand how I felt about her. But you can only
guess at what she was like when she was young; for she must in thirty years have
acquired some sort of savoir vivre in this world of tribal conventions or she would have
been locked up as a madwoman. She was not mad; but she was overbred and refined to
such an extraordinary degree, so sensitive and yet so utterly fearless in acting on her own
superiority without being conscious of it, that she seemed mad to people who could not
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take her measure. If a man interested her she would walk into his house at any hour:
mostly in the middle of the night; take possession of him as if his astonished and outraged
wife did not exist; and be quite unconscious of any reason why she should not sleep with
him and live in the house as long as she wanted to. When she was put out (there was
nothing else for it) she would sometimes sleep in the woods, sometimes unexpectedlty
produce a motor bicycle from the hedge and ride off God knows where after with great
difficulty persuading it to start.’
Sept 11 1942, to Loewenstein, who had started a Shaw Society, 639-40: ‘You are too
young to understand what I felt when you announced the formation of a Shaw Society. I
was already an active young lion in the eighties, which is to you a remote and largely
incomprehensible historical period, when I saw the foundation of the Browning Society
and the Shelley Society. The Browning Society was the most talked about; for it
succeeded quite unintentionally in making its hero ridiculous. It was always described in
the newspapers as a gang of long haired poetasters. It was really a conventicle of elderly
Evangelical ladies, though its founder, F. T. Furnivall, was an aggressive Victorian
Agnostic. Furnival induced these ladies to join the Shelley Society when he founded it
later on; and when at the first big public meeting of that Society I rose and introduced
myself as “Like Shelley, a Socialist, atheist and vegetarian,” they were unspeakably
horrified. Two of them resigned on the spot. Furnival put me down as a member of all his
Societies without consulting me, as I could always enliven a meeting. Shelley was dead;
but Browning, very much alive, contemplated the proceedings of the Society which bore
his name with feelings that can only be guessed, because he kept rigidly aloof....
Suddenly you broke the peace by announcing a Shaw Society. I was to share the fate of
Browning. Well, you were too young to know what you were doing. I bore you no malice
and bear none. But, like Browning I lie low and take no responsibility for the proceedings
of the Society. My only hope is that nobody will join it, and therefore there will be no
proceedings. I have heard of three members; but they have all left. What is your present
membership?’
Oct 22 1942, to Nancy, 643: ‘I have been reading Hitler’s Mein Kampf really attentively
instead of dipping into it. He is the greatest living Tory, and a wonderful preacher of
everything that is right and best in Toryism. Your Party should capture him and keep him
as a teacher and leader whilst checkmating his phobias. On the need for religion, on the
sham democracy of votes for everybody, on unemployment and casual labor, he is
superb. The book is really one of the world’s bibles, like Calvin’s Institutes …, Adam
Smith’s Wealth of Nations, Marx’s Capital: it has changed the mind of the reading
world.... Where he has failed is in not making the occupied countries the better for his
coming, as Julius Caesar managed to do in Spain. To put it another way, he has failed as
Messiah. His army service suited him and made him a Terrorist and a tough. His
smattering of cheap science .. filled his head with a crude notion of “the survival of the
fittest” which would justify the ruling of the U.S.A. by a Congress of grizzly bears. And
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so he will be a failure. But then most of the Messiahs have been failures, though they had
their points all the same.’
Oct 31 1942, to Ervine, 645-47: ‘I return the aborted biography, which I read through last
night. It is hopeless; and I will tell you exactly why. Like Beatrice Webb you seem
interested not in individuals but only in their classes. Yet she, though disliking people
who were not typical of their classes and dismissing them as unmanageable accidents,
admitted their existence, and, after some natural repugnance, put up with me and found a
class for me as “a sprite.” … Class bringing-up not only stamps its types but on rare
occasions provokes violent reactions against itself. I was always in intense reaction
against the Shaw snobbery: I exceeded in the opposite direction, derided my relations,
and before I reached my teens quite deliberately stopped saying my prayers and
proclaimed myself an atheist’ (645). ‘Art is a great solvent of bigotries and snobberies.
The result is always more or less a Bohemian society; and I became what I can describe
only as an unconvivial Bohemian. Being unconvivial I was not even a typical Bohemian.
Representation of me as a typical Protestant snob is widely off the mark anyhow.
Sociology is not biography. Genius abolishes it. If I am not a genius I am not worth a
biography. If I am a genius you must keep your spotlight on me and your ambers only on
Protestant Dublin’ (646). ‘You are always readable; but you have no intellectual
conscience. Francis Place tells us that his father never passed by one of his children
without hitting it. You do the same with your aversions. You really shouldnt have any.’
Nov 10 1942, to Ellen Pollock, who was playing Barbara in Major Barbara, 648: ‘As to
how to play the long silence of Barbara in the last act it is clear as a matter of technique
that you must do just nothing and leave the whole scene to Undershaft. If you as much as
twinkle an eye-lash to draw the attention of the audience away from him to you you
shake his hold on it and raise hopes that you are going to cut in: hopes that only
disappoint. He has to carry the scene through by fixing the entire attention of the house
on himself. As to what she feels about it, that is quite another matter…. She is not
horrified: her Salvation Army experience has accustomed her to shocks; but she is now
suffering the supreme tragedy of being forsaken by God and seeing her father put the
army in his pocket. But her father has rescued her from her despair by suggesting to her
that though Bill Walker has shewn her that the conversion[s] of penniless Rummy
Mitchens and Snobby Price are worthless, he has been converted himself even more
deeply than Todger and Mog, who were not penniless. From that moment she has a new
light, and begins first to suspect and then to realize that Undershaft is right, and that it [is]
the full fed people who need conversion. In the third act she listens with the most intense
attention to Undershaft, and at last grasps the situation and makes her final confession of
faith.’
Nov 14 1942, to O’Casey, on his son Breon, 107-08 in O’Casey 2: ‘Dont on your life
bring up your boy as that most despicable of all shams, the stage Irishman. A man’s
country is the one whose air he breathes and whose people he knows. Breon is an
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Englishman, born in British Battersea, bred in British Devon, singing Drake’s Drum and
not Let Erin Remember; having Raleigh for his local hero. To him his dad must always
be a funny sort of fellow, let us hope beloved and admired, but still a curiosity’ (107).
‘The air has made an honest English lad of him, that is all. Sixty-six years of English air
have not made an Englishman of me because I started with 20 years of Irish air…. By the
way, he will be greatly hampered by his father’s fame if he does not change his name.
Think of Mozart’s son! of Wagner’s son! of that unlucky Mendelsohn who said “I have
been the son of my famous father and the father of my famous son, but never myself.” If
he intends to become famous he had better call himself O.K.C. Totneson or Devonson.’
Nov 26 1942, to Beatrice, 650: ‘I am seriously thinking of writing an open letter to Hitler,
and sending it to the Observer, which has asked me for an article. This is the result of
reading Mein Kampf right through attentively and seriously. It is a curious combination
of an extraordinarily penetrating observation and comprehension of the political and
psychological situation with epileptic phobias and conviction of the eugenic value of
racial inbreeding. The war, in fact, is a war between inbreeding and cross breeding,
between mongrels and pedigrees; and Hitler has the courage of his convictions to a
sublime height which has nerved him to stake a world war on it. Altogether a very
remarkable fellow this Hitler, though a doomed Impossibilist…. Do you take in The
Listener? I am having a bit of a scrap with Julian Huxley in which Wells is implicated.
They insist that I am a brainless emotionalist incapable of reasoning and ignorant of
science. I tell them that their materialist neo-Darwinism is only an anti-clerical backwater
which has no connection with real science. My book rubs this in very hard. I read Pavlov
very thoroughly (nobody else could or did, I believe) and found it a tissue of ridiculous
nonsense founded on a set of disgustingly cruel experiments—25 years of them, all
failures.’
Nov 30 1942, to Binkie Beaumont, who was anticipating a production of Heartbreak
House at the Cambridge Theatre, 216-17 in Theatrics: ‘Surely Robert Donat is too young
for Shotover, and just the right age for Hector, who is the juvenile lead. The part has
never been played with the proper romantic air and D’Artagnan make-up which makes
his fascination for Ellie credible. Donat could pull that off…. Failing Hardwicke, the
obvious choice for Shotover is Cecil Trouncer, who is by far the best heavy man now on
the stage’ (216). ‘I have not seen Isabel Jeans since … a longish time ago. She is not big
enough to look like Edith’s elder sister; but she had, I thought, the quality to play the
irresistible enchantress Hesione. The real difficulty therefore is Ellie, who, whatever else
she may be must be virginal, and have no sexual glamor. No woman in the cast should
compete with Hesione in that department…. the combination of real youth with power to
take a strong lead and a virginity that makes her mystic union with the old captain wholly
spiritual is not easy to find’ (217). Shaw also discusses an impending production of You
Never Can Tell.
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Dec 3 1942, to Grace Goodliffe, a distant cousin of Shaw, who apparently criticized his
treatment of his family, 651-53: Partly in defense, Shaw reviews in detail relevant parts
of his early life and acquaintances, after beginning: ‘Come now: have I been so very
unkind to the family?’
Dec 26 1942, to George Orwell, a talks producer for the BBC who was preparing
programs for schools, 219 in Theatrics: ‘[Y]ou must not broadcast any of the first act of
Arms and the Man. In the third act the scene where Raina and Blunschli are alone
together for the first time since his return, beginning “You look ever so much nicer than
when we last met” and ending with “Oh, I wish I had never met you,” prefaced, of
course, with a sketch of the story of the play up to that point, would be possible; but if the
course is on English literature something from my prose works, or a piece of oratory such
as Cæsar’s first soliloquy, or the Devil’s speech of death from the third act of Man and
Superman, or the prologue to Cæsar and Cleopatra spoken by the god Ra, would be more
suitable. The dialogue in Arms and the Man has no special literary pretensions. The
passages I suggest are deliberately rhetorical.’ (Orwell chose the third-act scene from
Arms and the Man anyway.)
c. late 1942, to the veteran actor O. B. Clarence, who asked Shaw for ‘a few lines’ for his
autobiography No Complaints (1943). The letter appears there, but since it is hard to
locate it is excerpted here (using standard writing), 654-58: ‘You can have no notion of
what the London theatre was like when I came from Ireland and began business in it.
Though there were no schools like the Royal Academy of Dramatic Art and Elsie
Fogarty’s Central Training School, actors who had been “through the mill” were highly
skilled technically; but they knew no world outside the theatre, and were bewildered and
scandalized if they were engaged to play a character with any politics or religion or even
any intellect. And because they did not want such parts they of course insisted that the
public did not want them. As the people who did want them gave up going to the theatre,
the London playgoer had ceased to represent the public, and bore out the opinion of the
actors. Besides, stage technique was a product of the stuff they had to perform, which
consisted of adaptations of Parisian “constructed” plays, with the same old plot about the
same old triangle, and about as much real life in them as in a clockwork mouse. Such
plays, having no life of their own, had to be animated by the players. The heroines being
only dolls with nothing real to say, the leading lady had to make the most of her personal
charm, and to conceal the emptiness of her dialogue by throwing away her lines and
looking unutterable things between them. The comedians had to acquire the same trick,
getting their laughs not by their lines but by making funny faces between the lines. This
technique was not merely useless for real drama but destructive of its stage effect….
(654). In time, Ibsen’s plays and mine produced their own technique, which was also the
Shakespearian and Shavian technique. You had to get your lines across in their full
meaning and leave them to get their effect without interrupting the performance to look
unutterable things or to mug, just as in Shakespeare. The first acting successes made in
my plays in London were by Louis Calvert, an old Shakespearian who was with difficulty
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persuaded to appear in modern dress, and Granville-Barker, a young genius who simply
could not act a constructed Parisian play…. But human nature would not be denied for
long. There arose a generation of born actors who could not help acting, and born
dramatic poets who could not trade in clockwork mice even if they starved for it. The
flood tide began with Ibsen; and at last a night came in which John Bull’s Other Island
was played by royal command with the stalls full of Cabinet ministers and duchesses….
(655). When you played the Inquisitor in St. Joan, you accepted the part without
comment and played it “on your head.” Thirty-two years before, when my first play was
first performed, I could not have persuaded any experienced actor to undertake a speech
seven minutes long…. What tickled me when I began producing my own plays was that
the critics at first pooh-poohed me as a pamphleteer who had no theatre sense, and, when
that would no longer wash, gave me credit for the most audacious and startling
innovations, the truth being that I was only reviving the old operatic declamatory
technique of which the public favourites of the cup and saucer school knew nothing. The
Inquisitor’s speech is an operatic solo as much as “Il balen” in Verdi’s Trovatore. There
is nothing I like better than composing arias, cavatinas, and grand finales for good actors.
My technique I had learnt, not in the cup and saucer school, but from Salvini and Ristori,
and from Barry Sullivan, last of stage supermen’ (656). ‘The greatest novelty of the day
in the theatre began in Ibsen’s Doll’s House, which, though a constructed play in the
French manner, ended astonishingly not with a dénouement but with a discussion of the
play. In Candida, which is The Doll’s House with the tables turned and the wife not the
husband’s doll but the husband the wife’s baby, the heroine, when the play is over,
instead of bringing down the curtain says simply, “Let us sit down and discuss all this.”
Ellen Terry said it couldnt be done: the audience would just get up and leave the house.
But the audience didnt: it only gasped; and the discussion became the big scene of the
play. But this was no daring novelty; the most popular play on the English stage is
Hamlet; and Hamlet does nothing all the evening but discuss. Certainly he sees a ghost
and commits four murders; but they are momentary and are not even discussed. All
serious drama is discussion: the critics called it “all talk” and “no action” in vain. As
H.G. Wells said when he chose novel writing instead of play writing, “On the stage
nothing can happen’ (657-58).
Jan 28 1943, to R. Kingsley Read, an alphabet reform advocate, 661-63: ‘If you let
yourself be drawn into the general question of phonetics you are lost. Stick to your
special contribution: every step you take outside it will be a false step. Your department
is English Writing Reform: the Greatest Labor Saving Reform in the world.... you simply
make it possible to write English economically with a single unequivocal letter for every
spoken sound. Your alphabet is a 42 letter alphabet; but it is not new or untried: it is the
alphabet of Pitman and Henry Sweet, and has been found sufficient for all practical
purposes for a hundred years past’ (661). ‘Your business is to provide such an alphabet,
and save your country the appalling waste of time involved in spelling the two sounds in
the word though with six letters instead of two, to take one instance out of thousands. All
you claim is to have done this, and made your script attractive in appearance without dots
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or crosses or diacritical marks of any kind…. This is your line; and you must set your
teeth and stick to it’ (662).
Feb 7 1943, to Beaumont, director of a revival of Heartbreak House, 664-65: ‘Tell
Donat, on the cue “I hope so,” to bring down the curtain with a commanding “Well said,
child. They will awaken your country’s sleeping soul.” … There must be no interval
between Acts II and III. This is frightfully important. At the first performance I had made
the change from the interior to the exterior so instantaneous that except for the briefest
possible blackout Hector’s exit from the house and his entry into the garden were
practically continuous…. Who is playing Hector? His make-up has always been a
difficulty. If we could get a photograph of the late novelist Marriott Watson …, it would
solve the problem: for he looked like Athos, Aramis and D’Artagnan rolled into one:
Ellie would certainly have fallen in love with him and believed all his stories. And yet he
was obviously a modern gentleman…. The aeroplane noise is made with a vacuum
cleaner.’
Feb 13 1943, to Nancy, 666: ‘Tell Winston to stop talking alarming nonsense about
unconditional surrender. Make him explain that the surrender cannot be unconditional,
but that we shall dictate the conditions. As to whether “we” includes Uncle Jo[e], the less
said just now the better.’
Feb 27 and March 6 1943, two notes to Nancy, on Mahatma Ghandi’s arrest for
advocating England’s withdrawal from India, both on 129 in Astor: First note: ‘Ghandi is
not in the slightest danger ... but the King should release him at once as a gesture to undo
a gross Hitlerish blunder.’ Second note: ‘Mahatma is not a crook; he is a saint, and as
such under the covenant of grace, of which the King is the minister. Just like Mrs [Mary
Baker] Eddy, or Mahatma G.B.S.’
March 1 1943, to Douglas, 153-55 in Douglas: ‘The two secretaries of the Society of
Authors, both of them lawyers, agree that there is no such thing in English law as a right
of privacy. Apparently anyone may write your private life, paint pictures of you, draw
and publish caricatures of you, impersonate you on the stage or screen, copy your style of
dress and cut of beard, and you have no remedy unless you can prove pecuniary loss or
malicious hatred, ridicule and contempt, in which case I presume you can sue for
damages or initiate a criminal prosecution for libel’ (153). ‘Religion is so utterly
thoughtless with most people that it is, as you say, quite common for the dogma of the
Immaculate Conception to be confused with the Virgin Birth. You will find Protestants,
to whom the two are the same, denouncing one as a folly of Pope Pius IX and accepting
the other as part of the Apostles’ Creed. That was my view when I first heard it talked
about; but I was enlightened by the Belfast contention that Pope Pius’s logic leads to the
conclusion that not only the Blessed Virgin, but her mother, her grandmother, her greatgreat-grandmother and so on back to Eve (conceived parthenogenetically whilst still in
her primal state of innocence) must have been equally free from original sin’ (154). ‘As
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to my politics, they are those of Shelley and Keats, Ruskin and Morris, plus Karl Marx
and myself. Yours are those of a Culloden Jacobite’ (155).
March 16 1943, to Brockway, about his book Inside the Left, 218 in Brockway: ‘I have
read the book word for word to the end. It is the tragedy of proletarian politics, for which
you are far too good. Your imprisonment, really an attempt to murder you, was and is
heartbreaking.’
April 24 1943, to Brockway, who had asked Shaw for a message to the I.L.P. Jubilee
Conference, 221-22 in Brockway: ‘Do not waste time and big opportunity of the Jubilee
on messages and senile reminiscences. Move that: “In view of the German Government’s
attempt to obtain support in this country and elsewhere as the leaders of a crusade against
Russian Socialism, and the plain fact that British anti-Socialists look forward to this
leadership being taken on by ourselves when Germany is defeated, this Conference
pledges the I.L.P. to organize by every legitimate means Conscientious Objection to
military service against the USSR, and thereby make the crusade impossible by
constitutional action as opposed to the alternative of civil war.” Ask for urgency for this
resolution. It will get into the headlines. This will bring the I.L.P. to life again. Bear in
mind that such a resolution is not a Pacifist one. Pacifism, as you know too well, is not a
ground for conscientious objection; but a militant conviction that the war specifically in
question is an unrighteous one is.’ The resolution was not adopted.
April 29 1943, to Sidney on the day before Beatrice died; Sydney Olivier had died in
mid-February, 668: ‘Not having heard from Beatrice for some time I feared she was ill….
In particular there was an article on Marx which was extracted from me by The Daily
Herald, and which I wrote mainly for your amusement, as it made out that the Soviet
government was a disastrous failure until it was Fabianized on your lines by Lenin and
Stalin, whom I hailed as the arch-Fabian…. Charlotte is so crippled and invalided with
this wretched osteitis deformans that there is not much joy in life for her. The doctors can
do nothing…. You and I are now the sole surviving Essayists. The war is interesting all
the same, diabolical, senseless, useless as it now seems. A mere trifle in history; but I am
rather curious to see how it will end; and so no doubt are you. So let us hold on as long as
we can.’
May 7 1943, to John Maynard Keynes, 669: ‘You are the fourth editor who has pressed
me for a Beatrice obituary. I cannot do it, for two reasons. First, only the other day an
article I wrote on the Webbs got a large circulation in The Picture Post…. Second, I knew
her too well and saw her too closely at home to get her into her distant perspective as a
great woman. If I wrote about her intimately I should write gaily; and that would not have
the funeral solemnity proper to the present occasion. Her ashes should go to Westminster
Abbey, which is now much too masculine. She was not noticeably strong in economics.
She was, to her great credit, a selfmade ethical Socialist, and not a convert by Marx or
Mill or any other economist. I never could persuade her that it was fundamental in the
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Manchester School that Laisser-faire must make unemployment impossible because
demand is insatiable, and that as neither of these propositions were borne out by the facts,
the Manchester School was a convicted failure. That is the sort of economic argument she
never used.’
May 15 1943, to McNulty’s daughter Vera Gargan, 670: ‘It was very kind of you to wire
me the news. It came to me by telephone; and I, being old and deaf, could make nothing
of your name. I have to address this to your father, knowing it will come into your hands.
He was in his 87th year, like myself; and at that age it is time to rest; so there is no
occasion for sadness. He had a good long time to enjoy his life in his own way after
escaping from his drudgery in the Bank of Ireland.’
May 24 1943, to Sidney, 271-72 in Webbs: ‘You know ... that I advised Mrs [Margaret]
Cole to urge the Fabian Executive to approach the Dean of Westminster, and, failing him,
the Dean of St Paul’s, with a view to a memorial of Beatrice in the Abbey or the
Cathedral. The notion that [Sir Henry] Irving, for instance, should have a place in the
national Pantheon, and Beatrice be excluded, is revolting, he being a complete egoist who
did nothing for the English drama, and she the complete Republican, who worked all the
time for her fellows.... The suggestion must come from a disinterested public body and be
quite independent of any personal feeling. I think Beatrice would have approved, not that
she would have cared a snap of her fingers for the honor and glory, but that it would open
the whole question of the right of women to their places in the Pantheon. I was pressed
hard by four editors for an obituary; but I could not bring myself to write funereally about
her; for, as we were all young together and never thought of ourselves as great people, I
felt that those of a later generation would see her in her true perspective and have a
natural reverence for her’ (271). ‘Charlotte is very much crippled by her osteitis
deformans. and rebels intensely against her immobilization: she has not been away from
Ayot for years, and indeed hardly outside the gates here; and it hurts her physically to
move much even about the house; but her vitality does not seem to diminish’ (272).
June 1 1943, to Nancy, 133-34 in Astor: ‘The Cliveden set is really a Fascist set,
originating with Milner in South Africa, and picking up Virginia on the way thither.
Fascism is an attempt to moralize Capitalism and enrich it at the same time through
Fabian State organization: Comte up to date, in fact. Stalin’s way is the alternative.’
June 17 1943, to Nancy, 134-35 in Astor: ‘I know what is possible to know here about
Russia because I get it from the horse’s mouth [probably Russian ambassador Ivan M.
Maisky, an old friend], and never had any illusions about it. Nothing that you are told is
true, because your informants understand neither their own position nor the Russian one.
As you know, I never try to convert anybody: my business is to teach the natural laws
which govern all political action without regard to parliamentary labels. I’m a
philosopher, not an election agent.’
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July 3 1943, to William A. Robson, who had said in an article on Beatrice Webb that she
had an ‘artistic strain,’ 672: ‘There is only one thing in your excellent article which you
must change…. The notion that Beatrice supplied the facts and Sidney put them into
literary form is wildly wrong. Webb combines extraordinary ability with an equally
extraordinary simplicity of character that makes him so indifferent to purely artistic
considerations that nothing could ever induce him to study writing or public speaking as a
fine art…. He could make himself perfectly clear in writing; but beyond that he would
not go. He had no patience with people who wanted airs and graces as well. Beatrice was
much more complex. You have rightly said … that she was something of an artist…. You
can see from her autobiography that she had an artistic style, and needed no help on that
side.’
Aug 12 1943, to Clara Higgs, from London, 76 in Chappelow: ‘I do not think we shall
bring down the nurse with us; she will not fit comfortably into the household…. This will
throw all the nursing on you; but we think you would probably prefer this (Mrs Shaw
certainly would) if we could make some arrangement to relieve you from having to attend
to everything for everybody.’ Aug 25, 77: Shaw first requests that his motoring papers be
sent; ‘I need them here to get our petrol allowance.’ As always, he updates her on
Charlotte: ‘Mrs Shaw is much the same: rather scatterbrained in the mornings, but much
better later on.’
Aug 21 1943, to Nancy, who had sent a letter to The Times on nursery schools, 138 in
Astor: ‘Your letter in The Times was badly needed. William Morris used to say that it is
very difficult to judge who are the best people to take charge of children, but it is certain
that the parents are the very worst.’
Aug 25 1943, to Douglas, 155-56 in Douglas: 87-year-old Shaw tells his friend this
anecdote: ‘On Saturday last I was robbed by a confidence-trick crook whose technique
was new to me. I fell for it like the veriest greenhorn. The fellow squirted some shiny
stuff on my back, and stopped me to point it out. He took me to an underground railway
lavatory and helped most kindly to clean me up [and] cleaned out my pocket.’
Aug 29 1943, to Beaumont, on a performance of Heartbreak House, 673-74: ‘I see by the
returns that H.H. is dropping slowly to death. I saw it at the Wednesday matinée the week
before last. It was a dull performance, considering what the play can do at concert pitch.
The miscasts, which are really very bad, killed it. Donat, though he is popular, is … too
young for Shotover, and not right for the character anyhow. Ellie and Hector, though they
are intelligent and did their best, are hopelessly out of it; and nothing can get the play
right if they are wrong. Randall works honestly for his salary; but not having the Foreign
Office touch he is quite undistinguished. Guinness is all wrong…. I know that war time
difficulties are very troublesome. There is only one way of checking the rot in the
receipts; and that is to have another first night and set of notices, with Donat as Hector,
Freda Jackson as Ellie, and Ayliff as Shotover…. But if you let the run die a natural death
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we shall not have done so badly. I am not complaining, only criticising, which is my
special job.’
Sept 3 1943, to Henry Higgs, 77 in Chappelow: ‘Will you ask Maggie to go to one of the
yellow drawers in the study labelled SELF on the left, second from the top. In it she will
find two Cremation Society certificates, nearly as large as the drawer. I want these sent to
me…. Our wives are very anxious about one another. You and I can do nothing but hope
for the best.’
IPS Sept 11 1943, to Ronald Mavor, on James Bridie’s Mr Bolfry, 117 in Mavor, Dr
Mavor and Mr Bridie: memories of James Bridie (Edinburgh: Canongate and the
National Library of Scotland, 1988): ‘I saw the play at the Westminster, and remarked to
Roy Limbert that I was glad to know that if I had done nothing else for the drama I had at
least made the production of such stunners as Bolfry possible. I enjoyed it all except for
the servant’s part, of which not a word got across, because she had not been warned that
dialect has to be articulated as clearly and artificially as blank verse. She thought only of
imitating it successfully.’
Sept 11 1943, to Daniel Macmillan, chairman of Macmillan & Co. and descendant of its
co-founders, who requested memories of the firm which was being written, 674-76: ‘I
had no idea that the reports on novels I submitted were so appreciative. I consider them
highly creditable to the firm’s readers; for they made it clear that what was wrong was
not, as I thought, any failure to spot me as a literary discovery, but the strageness at that
time of my valuations. In fact they thought more of my jejune prentice work than I did
myself; for I really hated those five novels, having drudged through them like any other
industrious apprentice because there was nothing else I could or would do…. But the
novel was not my proper medium. I wrote novels because everybody did so then; and the
theatre, my rightful kingdom, was outside literature. The coterie theatres in which I first
reached the public as a playwright did not then exist…. I began, not very wisely, by
calling on all the publishers in person to see what they were like; and they did not like
me. I did not like myself enough to blame them. I was young (23), raw, Irish from
Dublin, and Bohemian without being in the least convivial or self-indulgent, deeply
diffident inside and consequently brazen outside, and so utterly devoid of reverence that a
phrenologist whom I asked about my bump of veneration replied “Why, it’s a hole!” ….
The Transvaluation of Values in which I was an obscure pioneer can hardly be imagined
nowadays by people under 70. I was a Nietzschean and an Ibsenist before I had ever
heard of Nietzsche or Ibsen’ (674-75). ‘John Murray’s Byronic prestige was so select that
I did not dream of trying him until years later, when I was an author of some note and had
already helped to bankrupt three publishers. I offered him Man & Superman. He refused
in a letter that really touched me. He said he was old-fashioned and perhaps a bit behind
the times; but he could not see any intention in my book but to wound, irritate, and upset
all established constitutional opinion, and therefore could not take the responsibility of
publishing it. By that time I could command sufficient capital to finance my books and
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enter into direct friendly relations with the printers (this began my very pleasaant
relations with Clarks of Edinburgh). I took matters into my own hands and, like Herbert
Spencer and Ruskin, manufactured my books myself, and induced Constables to take me
“on commission”’ (676-77).
Sept 12 1943, to Wells, 677-78: ‘Charlotte died this morning at 2.30. You saw what she
had become when you last visited us: an old woman bowed and crippled, furrowed and
wrinkled, and greatly distressed by hallucinations of crowds in the room, evil persons,
and animals. Also by breathlessness, as the osteitis closed on her lungs. She got steadily
worse: the prognosis was terrible, ending with double pneumonia. But on Friday evening
a miracle began. Her troubles vanished. Her visions ceased. Her furrows and wrinkles
smoothed out. Forty years fell off her like a garment. She had thirty hours of happiness
and heaven. Even after her last breath she shed another twenty years, and now lies young
and incredibly beautiful. I have to go in and look at her and talk affectionately to her. I
did not know that I could be so moved. Do not tell a soul until Thursday when all will be
over. I could not stand flowers and letters and a crowd at Golders Green.’
Sept 14 1943, to Barker, 199-200 in Barker: ‘Charlotte died last Sunday, the 12th.
September, at half past two in the morning. She had not forgotten you. Since 1939 she
has suffered much pain and lately some distress from hallucinations of crowds of people
in her room; and the disease, a horror called osteitis deformans which bent and furrowed
her into a Macbeth witch (an amiable one), was progressing steadily and incurably. But
last Friday a miracle occurred. She suddenly threw off her years, her visions, her furrows,
her distresses, and had thirty hours of youth and happiness before the little breath she
could draw failed. By morning she looked twenty years younger than you or I ever knew
her. It was a blessedly happy ending; but you could not have believed that I should be as
deeply moved. You will not, I know, mind my writing this to you. She was 86. I am 87.’
Sept 15 1943, to Douglas, 678: ‘A mass does nobody any harm; and I may for all I know
have been living on prayers for years past. But my wife’s orders in her will were “No
flowers; no black clothes; no service.” So this morning at Golders Green not a word was
spoken; but Handel gave the music he set to “nor didst Thou suffer thy Holy One to see
corruption” for the comittal, and “Ombra mai fu” (vulgarly known as Handel’s Largo) for
the voluntary. Who could ask for more? Handel was her favorite composer. Miracles of
rejuvenation occurred and made the end touchingly happy, making grief and sorrow
impossible. Envy me; but dont condole. I am exaltedly serene and vigorous.’
IPS c. Sept 12-20 1943, to Stanley Unwin, in response to his letter praising Charlotte,
176 in Unwin, The Truth about Publishing: An Autobiographical Record (London: Allen
& Unwin, 1980): ‘She always assumed that I was the attraction, even when I was clearly
the detrimental; and it pleases me greatly when I get fresh evidence that she was wrong.
So your letter is right on the spot.’
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Sept 17 1943, to Almroth Wright, III:450 in Holroyd: Shaw describes Charlotte’s phase
of dementia: ‘She saw crowds of strangers in the room, and kept asking me to
remonstrate with the managers and housekeeper here for allowing them to come up and
intrude. She also spoke to me of imaginary kittens and little dogs in my lap. She was,
however, perfectly reasonable on every point except the actual existence of these
phantoms. Her best hope was to die before she became worse.’
Sept 21 1943, to Lady Mary Murray, 679-80: After a prelude about his wife’s death—‘It
was not a bit sad: the vigorous serenity with which I made all the arrangements was
almost indecent’—Shaw repeats his account of her last months and days in detail. After
that, he unveils a brief ironic story: ‘Some months ago I said to her one day “Why do we
see so little of Gilbert Murray? Have you turned against him?” If he had heard how
vehemently she repudiated this suspicion he would have been amply assured of her high
regard for him. What made me ask was that she had lost her interest in another famous
man [“Lawrence of Arabia”]; and when I asked her why, she said “I have not turned
against him; but he is such an infernal liar!”’
Sept 24 1943, to Sinclair, who had published an article calling for internationalization
of disputed territories in central Europe, 69 in Sinclair: ‘I have read the article. It is
sound in its wide scope, as it was sure to be coming from you; but how far our present
available statesmanship can get with the job, and how far the Nazis have really carried it
is another matter. Here in England we are up to the waist in State-financed Capitalism
(Fabian Fascism); and simple Waterloo Restoration, which is what our Diehards want, is
impossible. We shall land somewhere between Fascism and Communism. Government
by Anybody elected by Everybody is death to democracy. We must have panels of the
qualified. Lincoln’s “of” and “for” are all right, but “by” will ruin us unless the people's
choice is guided and restricted by capable rulers. My wife died on the 12th of this month.
During her long illness she read the Lanny Budd saga over again and again.’
Oct 24 1943, to Clara Higgs, 78 in Chappelow: ‘I came down here on Thursday, and
found everything in apple pie order, and Higgs looking very much better that when I left
in July. I was glad to hear from him that you are also comfortable in St Albans and are
recovering from the long overstrain of Mrs Shaw’s illness. Mrs Shaw had a happy end
after all.’ He repeats the account of her transformation during her last two days, and
comments: ‘She was much more anxious about your condition than about her own.’
Nov 27 1943, to Marie Stopes, I:18 in Holroyd: ‘The fact that I am still alive at [8]8½ I
probably owe largely to her [his mother’s] complete neglect of me during my infancy,
because if she had attempted to take care of me her stupendous ladylike ignorance would
certainly have killed me. It used to be a common saying among Dublin doctors in my
youth that most women killed their first child by their maternal care.... motherhood is not
every woman’s vocation.’
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Dec 2 1943, to Douglas, 160 in Douglas: ‘T. S. Eliot made a fool of himself in his
reaction against formalism, as all young reactionaries do; but his Murder in the Cathedral
is dramatic poetry good enough to make it ridiculous to dismiss him as a sham poet of no
account. Yeats could neither spell nor count; but his Celtic Twilight was not a black-out
for all that. All this you know as well as I do; but only extreme intellectual laziness and
self-satisfaction could have made you leave yourself open to getting it on your jaw as a
cross-counter. However, that is your way; and probably none of the twaddlers will be
adroit enough to see the opening and take it.’ Dec 3, 161: ‘I dont agree with you that
Murder in the Cathedral is “good dramatic poetry.” It is feeble stuff and not anything like
poetry…. I wish you would read my stuff before criticizing it!’ Jan 11 1944: ‘Dont be too
disrespectful to Eliot. His cathedral play not only took him out of the mob of would-be
moderns whose stuff is neither prose nor verse but just twaddle: it shows that he is a bit
of a virtuoso in versification when he needs it to express himself. Anyhow do not treat
him as a moral delinquent. That is a bit too Victorian and pre-Shavian.’
Dec 4 1943, to James Bridie, the Scottish playwright, 220 in Theatrics: ‘This notion that
plays can be classified as educational and non-educational is such utter thoughtless
nonsense that there is nothing to be done about it but stick to our royalties and let the
managers take their luck in getting exempted. Argument is impossible: it may be
worthwhile to humbug the competent authority into passing your Jonah as a scripture
lesson, or my King Charles as a table of logarithms and a page of history; but there is no
logic in the business: it wont stand stirring-up.’
Dec 22 1943, to John Wardrop, a young aspirant to the office of Shaw bibliographer and
biographer, 687: ‘Maxwell has sent me page proof of signatures A to K [of Everybody’s
Political What’s What?] without my corrections but with yours. He should not have had
the sheets marked by you at all. If I have to read the nine sheets through critically all over
again it will mean weeks of drudgery. I have told him that there must be some mistake
and that I will do nothing until he pulls a fresh proof from the type as it actually stands, as
I cannot believe that my corrections were not made. I have not the slightest intention of
doing anything so foolish as to name an official biographer. My intention is to leave all
documentary evidence finally to the British Museum, where all the would-be biographers
can find it and do their worst or their best.’
Jan 5 1944, to D. Kilham Roberts, on British authors’ burden of double taxation on
income derived from America, 697-98: ‘I could not take this in … even if I were not so
damnably old, because you have no case. There is no double tax on my American
income: I pay only on the net left me when the American Revenue has done its worst.
What America keeps is free of British income tax. Our real grievance is a very substantial
one. We authors provide for our old age, when we can afford to do it at all, by windfalls,
which occur sometimes once in a lifetime, and at best intervals of, say, fifteen years. All
the rest of the time we live from hand to mouth…. Yet when once in a way we get
£25,000 by a best seller or a hit in the films, we are taxed on it exactly as a millionaire
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with a settled income of £25,000 is taxed. At present the rate is 19/6 in the £, which
means that we collect the money for the government for a commission of sixpence in the
£, which does not pay for our work and our overhead; and we die in the workhouse
leaving our widows to follow us there, and our children uneducated. This is a monstrous
injustice, and acts as a tax on our capital from which capitalists are exempt…. I myself,
once a rich and exceptionally lucky author, am now overdrawn at the bank for the first
time in my life by some £20,000; and instead of doing all I can to get my plays performed
I am doing all I can to keep off the stage and reduce my income to a figure at which the
rate of tax would be bearable.’
Feb 5 1944, to Brockway, who was writing a biography of a pioneer of the Socialist
movement, F. W. Jowett, and wanted to know if Shaw had worked with him, 225-26 in
Brockway: ‘I am afraid I cannot be of any use. I had no personal contacts with Jowett,
except possibly in very early days when we were nobodies. I dont remember any. In my
new book now in the press [Everybody’s Political What’s What?] there is a strong
chapter on the history of the party system in Parliament and on the escape of the
municipalities from it, the moral being the abolition of the P.S. and the municipalization
of the procedure in the Commons. I never knew that Jowett was on the same tack. That
we should have arrived independently at the same conclusion strengthens our case and
our credit much more than if we were merely associated in a common program.’
Feb 6 1944, to Douglas, 166-68 in Douglas: ‘You HAVE got it wrong this time. I did not
disagree with your lecture. I entirely agree with you and with St Thomas Aquinas, whom
you quote (and contradict) as happens to suit your mood at the moment. What I did was
to criticize the way you did the job, which is a quite different matter. You cannot bear
criticism: I dare not tell you that I doubt whether you can play the violin as well as
Menuhin or Heifetz: you would immediately shriek that you understood Beethoven and
Brahms far better than either of them, and that I am a malicious liar sneering at you’
(166). ‘when it comes to criticism, I am the master technician and you are the duffer....
You have not been through the mill. I supported myself for ten years by criticism of the
arts: literature, painting, music, the theatre. I began, of course, as an amateur, and made
all the mistakes that you make. I read and watched and listened for the diagnostic of the
greatness of the great artists I had to criticize. I praised them eloquently for some feat of
execution, and next week found some third-rater doing it better.... In hunting down the
diagnostic I had fall after fall. But at last I learnt my job, and gained what I was really
after, the power to criticize myself. When I write a chapter I get it down as it comes just
as you do; but I then read it over carefully once, twice, three times before I let it go to
press.... Even if you had to go through the mill I doubt if you would ever be a really foolproof critic. I have a special faculty of analysis which is indispensable in diagnostic
hunting. Without it a critic is like a foxhound without a nose. You seem to me to lack it.
You mistake your association of ideas—your “conditioned reflexes” as Pavlov called
them—for logic. You do not know what a diagnostic means’ (167). ‘There is another
queer difference between us. I have never liked myself much. Your self-love (a very
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valuable quality, as I know by my experience of the lack of it) is extraordinary. Whatever
you do you are delighted with. As to reading it over to get it right as I do, the least
suggestion that there could be anything wrong with your masterpiece makes you as
wrathful as a god whose omniscience has been questioned. Luckily for you the stuff is
always good enough to enthuse a retinue of flatterers, whose compliments give you the
keenest pleasure. But poor me, the critic! I am accused of sneering and rebuked for being
“impertinent.” If you can recognize anything of yourself in this, and can humble yourself
by communing with your saint instead of writing to the papers, you will be able to
produce a marvellous sonnet called “Narcissus.” I suppose this is what I am trying to
evoke from you’ (168).
Feb 9 1944, to E. Margaret Wheeler, an educated woman who was convinced that her
young child had been accidentally exchanged at birth with another infant with workingclass parents, 699: ‘If I were the other couple I should say “By all means let us have the
tests and find out which child is whose; but on the strict understanding that the two
couples shall retain the children they have adopted and grown fond of and that these
infants shall never be psychologically wrecked by being told about the tests until they are
at least 40, if at all.’ Margaret was also inspired by Shaw’s preface to R. A. Wilson’s
book The Miraculous Birth of Language, which provided a second point of discussion.
Shaw’s first response to this, not printed in CL but on 13 in Wheeler, was: ‘The
conditions you lay down for the alphabet are right and complete: at least I could not state
them better myself.’ Their correspondence was carried on for six years.
Feb 12 1944, to the BBC, which wanted to broadcast Shaw’s mini-play Beauty’s Duty
(written 1913, published 1932) in an Arabic translation, 128 in Conolly: Shaw quipped
that he ‘must have been speechless with amazement’ to have replied so late, and added:
‘How anyone with the faintest conception of the difference between Arabia and
Bloomsbury could contemplate throwing B’s D at the head of a Bedouin passes my
understanding. B’s D is not good enough even for Bloomsbury, and you may strike it out
of your list of broadcasting possibilities once for all.’
Feb 19 1944, to Margaret, 16 in Wheeler: ‘The job in hand is the designing of an
alphabet capable of spelling the English language economically and phonetically. With
inventors of universal alphabets and languages I resolutely refuse to correspond.... In the
other case that you refer to, the gentleman is quite right to stick to his good luck, and to
have anyone who molests him bound over. And I still think it would be wicked to upset
the good luck. Do not forget that the validity of what are claimed to be scientific tests is
too doubtful to justify a court of law in upsetting on the strength of them. A fond and
proud parent is not necessarily a worse one than another.’
Feb 22 1944, to Lane, 63 in Lane: ‘I think it is perfectly wicked to start an innocent child
wasting her time and worrying her neighbouring fellow creatures with the useless
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practice of autograph collecting (except at the foot of cheques). Why not buy her a Teddy
Bear? However, if you will take the moral responsibility, I suppose I must oblige you.’
IPS Feb 26 1944, to Augustus John, 231-32 in Montgomery of Alamein, The Memoirs of
Field-Marshal the Viscount Montgomery of Alamein, K. G. (London: Collins, 1958):
‘This afternoon I had to talk all over the shop to amuse your sitter and keep his mind off
the worries of the present actual fighting. And as I could see him with one eye and you
with the other: two great men at a glance—I noted the extreme unlikeness between you.
You, large, tall, blonde, were almost massive in contrast, with that intensely compact
hank of steel wire, who looked as if you might have taken him out of your pocket. A
great portrait painter always puts himself as well as his sitter into his work; and since he
cannot see himself as he paints (as I saw you) there is some danger that he may substitute
himself for his subject in the finished work. Sure enough, your portrait of B.L.M.
[Montgomery] immediately reminded me of your portrait of yourself in the Leicester
Gallery. It fills the canvas, suggesting a large tall man. It does not look at you, and Monty
always does with intense effect. He concentrates all space into a small spot like a burning
glass; it has practically no space at all: you havent left room for any. Now for it. Take that
old petrol rag that wiped out so many portraits of me (all masterpieces) and rub this one
till the canvas is blank. Then paint a small figure looking at you straight from above, as
he looked at me from the dais. Paint him at full length (some foreground in front of him)
leaning forward with his knees bent back gripping the edge of his camp stool, and his
expression one of piercing scrutiny, the eyes unforgettable. The background: the vast
totality of desert Africa. Result: a picture worth £100,000. The present sketch isnt
honestly worth more than the price of your keep while you were painting it. You really
werent interested in the man. Dont bother to reply. Just take it or leave it as it strikes you.
What a nose! And what eyes! Call the picture INFINITE HORIZONS AND ONE MAN.
Fancy a soldier being intelligent enough to want to be painted by you and to talk to me!’
Feb 27, 232-33: ‘Having slept on it I perceive that part of my letter of yesterday must be
dismissed as an ebullition of senile excitement; for as a matter of business the portrait as
it stands will serve as the regulation one which its buyers bargained for and are entitled to
have (plenty of paint and the sitter all over the canvas). And between ourselves it has a
subtle and lovely Johannine color plan which must not be thrown away.’
Feb 29 1944, to Douglas, whose wife had died, 174-75 in Douglas: ‘Are we both
widowers, within six months? I never look at the front page of The Times: your letter was
a surprise.... Marriage is a mystery, even when, like mine, it is effected by a registrar (we
neither of us could stand the Church of England service). I suppose every marriage is
different: some are failures and never consummate themselves except physically, which
means that they are not human marriages at all. I dont know why you did not live with
Olive; her treating you very badly (as I do) has nothing to do with it: all couples who live
together treat each other badly occasionally, and treat third parties very well. But the
relationship is unique and mysterious. I have known women with whom I could get on
with less friction than with Charlotte; but their deaths have not affected me in the same
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way. Her ashes are preserved at Golders Green, and my instructions are that mine are to
be inseparably mixed with them, after which they may be scattered to the winds or
immured in Westminster Abbey for all I care. When I come across something intimate of
her belongings I have a welling of emotion and quite automatically say something
endearing to her. But I am not in the least desolate; on the contrary I am enjoying my
solitude and have improved markedly since her death set me free. But you, who lived
alone, feel desolate. There is no logic in it: it is a mystery.’
March 5 1944, to Nancy, 148 in Astor: ‘My will is giving me no end of trouble. I want to
leave all I possess to the country for the country’s good, and find that the country places
every possible obstacle to such a proceeding whilst offering me every facility for
bequeathing my goods to relatives whose sole idea of the use of property is to mortgage it
and pawn most of the things they buy with the money thus raised.’
March 15 1944, to Margaret, who had cited eminent scientists and lawyers on her case,
23-24 in Wheeler: ‘I dont think you have a leg to stand on legally if Fred stands to his
guns. If you are going to law, dont write letters to the other litigant: leave all
correspondence to the solicitors.... To threaten the publication of letters with an
intimation that they will discredit the writers is blackmail, which is mercilessly punished
on conviction.’
March 15 1944, to Pascal, II:19 in Holroyd: Not Cleopatra but Ftatateeta ‘must be the
sexual attraction’ of the play.
April 2 1944, to Sidney, 705-06: ‘Charlotte’s death has been a financial disaster for
me…. She saved and invested, with the result that whereas she had £4000 a year when
we married she had £8000 when she died, on which I paid the supertax…. I am living
alone here in Ayot; but I like being alone. After being taken care of devotedly for 46
years I rather enjoy being free to take care of myself. I work longer and later than
Charlotte would ever have allowed me to; and a marked improvement in my health and
vigor since her death shews what a strain her four years illness was, though I was not
conscious of it at the time. I have finished the book at last. Though I had to cut it short
abruptly to prevent its going on for ever I found on casting it up that it contains 180,000
words. You will find it unreadable, as it contains nothing that you dont know already…. I
am still trying to convince Margaret Cole that Beatrice must have a visible monument,
and that it should be a monument to the Webbs and not to one of them alone. My latest
suggestion is that if the fifty thousand asked for is forthcoming, a couple of thousand of it
should be spent in a statue of Sidney and Beatrice on the same pedestal, to be sculpted by
Lady Kennet of the Dene (Scott’s widow) and placed on the Embankment by the L.C.C.
[London County Council]. The rest of the money (if any) could found scholarships
earmarked for proletarian schools, with Eton and its like absolutely barred. Eton and the
new secondary schools should meet only in street fights.’
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April 6 1944, to Nancy, 152 in Astor: ‘To old hands like me Equal Pay is a masculine
Trade Union dodge to keep women out of industry, the calculation being that if
employers have to pay a woman as much as a man they will always choose a man. So the
Unions admitted women on condition that they earned the Union wage: that is, on the
same terms as men. Artful, wasnt it? But there was no excuse for trying to slip E.P. into
an Education Bill; and if Winston had stuck to that with polite regrets there need have
been no unpleasantness. The Vote of Confidence was worthless and actually damaging.’
IPS April 17 1944, to Department of Manuscripts, British Museum Library, after
Charlotte had bequeathed her letters from T. E. Lawrence, upon adding Lawrence’s Mint
draft to the collection, 1144 (f. 33) in Jeremy Wilson, Lawrence of Arabia: The
Authorized Biography of T. E. Lawrence (New York: Atheneum, 1990): ‘If a word about
The Mint gets into the press there will be the devil to pay. You will be inundated with
journalists wanting to see it and to have a story about Lawrence and my late wife. I
remember the horror of Ronald Storrs when he learned that Lawrence had given a copy to
a lady, and that she had perhaps actually read it (which, by the way, I greatly doubt that
she ever did, though she may have sampled it as I did myself).’
IPS April 30 1944, to Arthur Bliss, a composer Shaw had approached to write a score for
a possible film version of Cæsar and Cleopatra, 166-67 in Bliss, As I remember
(London: Faber and Faber, 1970): ‘Are you a copyright expert and a good man of
business? If you are, read no further and tear this up. If not, be careful not to let yourself
be placed in the position of an employee of Pascal or of the film company, as anything
you compose for them in that capacity will belong to them and not to you. If I were a
composer writing for a film I should make a skeleton piano score of an orchestral suite
consisting of overture, nocturne, barcarolle, intermezzo, and finale. I should copyright
this in my own name in England and America. Then, being in an impregnable position as
sole owner of the music, I should license the film people to use the material as an
accompaniment to their film for a stated period on stated terms, giving them no rights
whatever. I gathered from Pascal that he was dealing with your publishers. That is usually
the very devil: they naturally look after rights for themselves, which you should never
allow. Always hold on to your rights like grim death; and license publishers and
performers. Do you belong to the Society of Authors, Playwrights, and Composers ...?
You should. Forgive this impertinent interference in your business. But I served ten years
on the committee of the Society, and learned that all artists, hating business as much as I
do myself, are in danger of being plundered by publishers, who, being all gamblers by the
nature of their business, cannot be blamed for playing “with the advantages.” Remember
that an orchestral suite by you will long survive Pascal’s film and become a standard
concert piece quite independently of my play, like Grieg’s Peer Gynt music. Let no
parasites fasten on it.’ May 7, 167-68: ‘In Heaven’s name, no Egyptian music. It must not
even be sham Egyptian: it would be sham Aida. It must all be Blissful and British....
Write your Blissfullest, and your imagination will give the music the necessary cast
without knowing it.... Let yourself rip in your own way and it will all come right. Pascal
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will be Schickaneder, of course; and there will be sub-Schicks all over the place, each
believing that he knows better than you what is needful; but you are master of the
situation.’ Bliss met Pascal; ‘one look at him made it self-evident that he would never be
a sympathetic collaborator,’ and he ‘withdrew from the assignment.’
May 6 1944, to secretary of the Food Relief Campaign, 708: ‘We must realize that the
Anglo-American alliance will come out of this war with a terrifying reputation not only
in enemy countries but in allied ones. Our air warfare strikes friends and foes alike; and
instead of gaining rich cities and subjugating industrious populations we reduce the cities
to heaps of rubble, and leave those of their inhabitants whom we do not kill without the
means of practising their industries. The fact that this horror has been forced on us by
circumstances may excuse us; but it does not lessen the terror of it; and terror breeds
hatred and brings us into mortal danger of a world combination to deprive us of our
destructive power. From this nothing can save us but a conspicuous humanity in all our
dealings with the victims and the vanquished. In 1918 we maintained the blockade after
the Armistice and starved millions of children. If we do that again we shall deserve the
worst that may happen to us later on. This time we must feed the children at all costs and
hazards. Every meal they eat at our table will be a premium of the very safest form of
insurance against another war.’
May 8 1944, to Brockway, who had asked Shaw for a preface to an exposure of the
armaments industry, 226 in Brockway: ‘I am eighty-eight. I have shot my bolt on every
subject that I specialize on. I know nothing about armaments that everybody else doesnt
know. And the time has long gone past when you needed any name but your own to
recommend your books. With the best will in the world I can find nothing to say that
would be of any use to you, or that would be anything but a disappointment to the people
who expect something new from me. I’m a back number from your point of view.’
May 8 1944, to Nancy, 154 in Astor: ‘I have found among Charlotte’s papers some very
interesting letters of hers to [T.E.] Lawrence, to whom in 1927 she told all the things
about herself that a woman never tells her husband. She had treasures in the way of
Lawrence MSS. I am sending them all to the British Museum.’ May 30, 155: ‘I have sent
all the letters to the British Museum, including one from the lady you mention [Mrs
Sydney Smith]. I have typed copies. Lawrence was so desperately frightened at first lest
he should have to play Joseph to Potiphar’s wife that he may have left letters that are very
unfair to her. He certainly communicated his apprehensions to Charlotte. But the letter
she wrote to Charlotte after his death was so entirely frank, decent, and innocent as to
how she “adored” him that I thought it better to include in the B.M. collection.’
June 29 1944, to Nancy, 158-59 in Astor: ‘The Whitehall flat has been blasted again; and
if it is not made habitable before the servants here need a holiday I may be homeless. So
there is half a chance for Cliveden after all, though I still hope to escape. The pilotless
bombs have driven everyone out of London, including Blanche, who has returned to
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Ayot. The village is crowded with refugees. But the bombs in their blindness stray this
way: two came down near enough to shake the house last week.’
June 29 1944, to Lady Londonderry, I:173 in Holroyd: ‘All I could do for Webb was to
beat the big drum in front of his booth, as he would not master that useful instrument
himself.’
July 1 1944, to Pascal, on the filming of Cæsar and Cleopatra, 713-14: ‘You have
surpassed yourself in this production already in one scene. When it is all finished it will
lick creation…. Britannus is so hopelessly wrong that he will hold up all the scenes in
which he appears until he is redressed.... At present he is a handsome young military man
instead of an elderly academic literary secretary, very unlike all the others. He must have
an academic gown…. And the retakes! With Vivien [Leigh] gabbling tonelessly such
sounds as cummineechoo and oaljentlmin! Does she always go on like that; or should I
have had her here to drill her in the diction of the part?’
July 4 1944, to Murray, 716: ‘I am greatly pleased with Eisenhower’s military disregard
of Churchill’s unconditional surrender slogan in his offer of a detailed list of conditions
to the German soldiers. My Whitehall flat has been blasted again, this time by a Robot. A
window in my study was shivered into smithereens, my front door blown in, the
grandfather clock prostrated, one of Charlotte’s Tang horses shattered, and—comble de
malheur—Strobl’s bust of Lady Astor done in. Our devastation of Europe is almost
beyond endurance. And they call it a Savings Campaign!... PS I could not in any passage
draw the line between Menander and Murray. The translation is perfectly homogeneous.
It would act quite well.’
July 10 1944, to Margaret, 717-18: ‘Let me now repeat and explain my warning to you
not to prove your case legally and publicly. If you do, Fred will be obliged to say “Here
then: take your brat and be damned; and give me my own child.” The children, violently
uprooted and transplanted, must know all about it. Nothing short of this can possibly
happen if the case is proved in court. Do you wish it to happen or not? If not, you must be
content with the establishment of a private understanding between the two families,
leaving them as they are’ (717). ‘Complete separation and group marriage are the only
possible extremes: many degrees (for instance, reciprocal adoption) are possible on the
scale between them. There is much to be said for leaving things as they are. You cannot
have them both ways’ (718).
July 11 1944, to Cockerell, 123 in Cockerell: ‘This reminds me that I am reading for the
first time [Charles Montagu] Doughty’s Arabia Deserta, which I find amazingly readable,
though it is not a book but the diary of a bigoted parsonage-bred beachcomber who found
his natural place with the Beduwy [bedouins] as a deserter from civilization, they having
been deserted by civilization. But he was a poet. Are his dramas (or are they epics?) any
good?’
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July 14 1944, to Cockerell, 123-24 in Cockerell: ‘You knew Doughty when he was an
old fully developed man. I am reading the diary of a young one…. I have read the book
two-thirds through and there is not the slightest danger of me not finishing it. It is, as you
say, inexhaustible: you can open it and dip into it anywhere all the rest of your life. But
for it The Seven Pillars would never have been written, or would have been very
different…. To describe was a natural necessity with Doughty and a mania with
Lawrence…. I have given this house of mine at Ayot to the National Trust, who are to
keep it as the next best thing to a Shaw birthplace; and I propose to leave it furnished and
adorned with all the works of art and precious books that I do not dispose of otherwise. I
shall keep the Kelmscott Shakespear Sonnets which Morris gave me autographed. I gave
my Kelmscott Chaucer to Rodin, and actually wrote a verse in it. It is now in the Rodin
museum in Paris, unless the Germans have stolen it. The National Trust will let the house
furnished on condition that the lessee lets it be shown to Shavian pilgrims on one day a
week or month or some such arrangement.’
July 16 1944, to Murray, in Murray (forthcoming): ‘Your Moncure Conway lecture was
entirely hidden from me by the newspapers. Meanwhile the jingo romance of Churchill
and the rancorous explosions of Vansittart were shoved down my throat, and the war
atrocities rubbed into me by the wireless most sedulously. Even Geoffrey Crowther, who
has made The Economist a much more advanced paper than The Daily Worker, in a
passionate exordium in praise of you at the Brains Trust, could find nothing better to say
of you than that you had been Regius Professor of Greek (which might have happened to
any pedant) and that “above all” you had been President of the League of Nations Union!
Not a word about your resuscitation of the ancient Greek drama in immortal verse which
will survive all the Regius professors and all the presidents (except yourself) that ever
walked. As it happened, just before your lecture arrived I had finished a Credo of my own
for the 1945 Rationalist Press Annual. The title is “What is my Religious Faith?”. I will
send you a proof when I get one…. ‘“Conversational” is a dangerous word, like
“natural” or “realistic”. Blank verse, or any other sort of verse, is neither natural nor
conversational nor realistic in the ordinary slipshod sense: the moment it becomes so it
ceases to be verse, and your artistic form is gone. Readers and listeners either accept this
form as pleasurable or they dont, in which case they neither read nor listen: they get
another book. But if they do, they rightly resent every lapse into unmusical prose. None
the less every speech must have a “natural” and intelligible cadence so as not to worry or
puzzle the customer. Henry James made his later plays impossible by filling them with
speeches that no listener could understand, though a grammarian could gather the
meaning from the printed page. Did I ever send you the fifth act I wrote for Cymbeline,
Shakespear’s ending having been spoiled by the passing fashion which obliged him to
introduce a masque at all costs, just as a ballet was indispensable at the Paris Opera, and
Wagner had to perpetrate the Venusberg atrocity in his Tannhauser? The Stratford people
funked it; but it came off all right in the theatre at Swiss Cottage. It contained 70 lines of
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Shakespear; and when I read it to Charlotte she protested, whenever I came to an original
passage, that I must cut that out.’
July 19 1944, to Pitman, IV:18 in Holroyd: ‘If nothing happens, or the bequest fails
through any cause, I have provided alternative destinations for the money which will
prevent its being “left in the air” in any case.’
July 24 1944, to Clara M. Kennedy, secretary of the Women’s Missionary Association,
718-19: ‘What a letter! Where have I ever suggested that the missionary vocation is a
neurosis? I am a missionary on the home front…. You should read my plays again. The
greatest women in them are missionaries: the love scenes are replaced by conversion
scenes: the only male professional missionary in them is a blameless and entire[ly]
amiable character. Before I took the theatre by storm I discussed African missionary
work with H. M. Stanley, the explorer who found Livingstone and converted Mtesa, the
native king of Uganda, to Christianity. Many years later I corresponded with and met one
of the missionary women on your list, who had an extraordinary gift of description. She
told me about her work in Rhodesia…. So you see I am not so ignorant of African
missionary work as you imagine…. Jesus was a missionary who sent his disciples as
missionaries “to the ends of the world”; yet he warned them that if instead of adding
Christianity to the established religions they tore them up by the roots and tried to
substitute their own (the besetting sin of missions) they would root up the wheat as well
as the tares, and leave their converts without any real religion at all.’
July 28 1944, to Pascal, 720-21: Shaw tries to solve problems with music in Cæsar and
Cleopatra, then digresses: ‘Hitler celebrated my birthday by smashing my bedroom
window with a bomb; and in the afternoon I had to do a newsreel about it.’
July 29 1944, to Conal O’Reardon, on Elgar, III:166 in Holroyd: He could talk about
every unmusical subject on earth, ‘from pigs to Elizabethan literature,’ and gave the
impression of not knowing ‘a fugue from a fandango.’ And yet ‘Music was his religion
and his intellect and almost his everything.’
July 29 1944, to Murray, in Murray (forthcoming): ‘I think I managed to make a fairly
decent job of this, as there was really a story to finish; but when I re-read The Two
Gentlemen of Verona I found not only the last act hopeless, but the first and second too
silly for words. The genre is silly: the whole play is not good enough even for an early
XIXth century Italian opera libretto. It is the work of a beginner who had not found his
proper field—like my five novels.’
Aug 4 1944, to Nancy, 161 in Astor: ‘Now is the moment for the Church of Christ
Scientist to cut in with a vigorous reminder that the need for keeping a health service and
a sickness service carefully separate exists as urgently for adults as for children. If we put
our health in charge of the doctors instead of the anti-doctors we shall have forty
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compulsory inoculations for every citizen ... and all childbirths will be effected by the
Caesarian operation with the midwives restricted to counting the sponges.’
Aug 7 1944, to Pitman, 721-22: ‘I cannot guard against litigation over my definition of a
British alphabet; but as I attach much more importance to advertisement of the need for
the alphabet than to the success of my attempt to provide it my ghost will be perfectly
satisfied if the lawyers and litigants keep the subject in the headlines for the twenty years
perpetuity limit…. My name has only two sounds: there is no s at the beginning nor ooh
at the end. The sounds are simple: there is no double gesture of the tongue.’
Sept 2 1944, to Boughton, who had completed his work of forty years, the Arthurian
Cycle, 123-24 in Boughton: ‘I thought I had sent you back the enclosures and written to
you about them months ago. I am too old to distinguish between my intentions and my
performances. And now I have really nothing to say. Like Wagner in the Ring you are
combining differing arts: verbal music, like mine and Shakespear’s, with vocal and
orchestral music, and epic with dialogue and drama. They dont always mix very well.
Sometimes the result is an immortal masterpiece, like Messiah, or Acis and Galatea, or
Alexander’s Feast, or The Immortal Hour. Sometimes the composer gets the better or
worse of a poet, so that the book becomes a libretto that doesnt matter. Rarely, except in
simple ballads, does the contrary happen. Anyhow the work cannot be judged except as a
whole: nobody can tell what effect the music will make without the words or what the
words will sound like with the music. Your epics in rhymed metrical dialogue are full of
liberties taken with them because the music will cover them. What, then, can I say except
that the epic will be good enough if the music is good enough; so go ahead and see what
you can make of it. If you cannot help composing it so much the better. My plays really
write themselves: if your scores dont compose themselves, leave them uncomposed’
(123). ‘The story of those Round Table people is to me hardly more interesting than
round tables are as such, whereas Alkestis and the Hour are dramatic not epic, and
therefore are music-dramas and not this unmanageable hybrid, music-epic. The Ring,
though an epic, is in four fairly dramatic sections, each with its set of strikingly
dramatized heroic characters; and you will have to find some new message to compose if
your work is not to be wasted as a mere aftermath of Wagner. You see, I cannot honestly
encourage you to go on trying to revive the corpse of King Arthur, who to me is as dead
as Titurel. But heaven forbid that I should discourage you: this is to me the worst of
crimes. You must do what comes to your soul, advisedly or not. I am really too old now
to be of any use; and romantic epic was never my line. I can only say my senile say, of
which I advise you not to take the smallest notice. In art, it is no use asking other people’s
opinions’ (124).
Sept 4 1944, to Laurentia, 723: ‘I hope this will not arrive late for your Diamond Jubilee
tomorrow. It is too late for mine by twenty years: I was eightyeight last month but one.
The saint who called me to the religious life when I was eighteen was Shelley. But you
have lived the religious life: I have only talked and written about it. You ask me how I
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am. I must reply, the better for your prayers; for, deaf, and doddering and dotty as I
inevitably am at my age, I am astonishingly well, much weller than I was a year ago.
Look at my portrait: it was taken this year. You would still know me if you met me. I
wish you could. I count my days at Stanbrook among my happiest.’
Sept 8 1944, to Ann Casson, who was playing Joan in a touring production long after
Shaw had encouraged the casting in a letter of Feb 9 1942 to her mother, Sybil Thorndike
(headnote, 723 : ‘She has the authentic St Joan tradition; and I look to her to rescue the
part from the snivelling Bergners and Pitoeffs who do nothing but cry and leave out all
the strong lines.’) 723: ‘You are in exactly the right humor for it; for J. is a volcano of
energy from beginning to end, and never the snivelling Cinderella, born to be burnt, that
all the others—except the first—made her.’
Sept 17 1944, to Margaret, who had sent Shaw letters exchanged with Fred, 59-61 in
Wheeler: ‘I have read through the correspondence.... I find that it has proceeded
throughout on two assumptions, neither of which will hold water. 1. That an appeal to the
courts to decide the question of parentage would be so scandalous and unpleasant that the
threat of it can be used on your side to blackmail Mr. Rylett [sic] into a private
arrangement that Peggy, legally his daughter, shall become yours, and Valerie, legally
your daughter, shall become his. 2. That it is possible for him, even with the best will in
the world, to do this without a judicial decision that the children are changelings. Both
assumptions must be ruled out. It is perfectly possible to bring, by consent of both parties,
a friendly action to obtain a legal decision without a quarrel, recrimination, hostile cross
examination of witness, or mud slinging of any kind, with complete sympathy in court
and in public for both sides. It is not possible for private parties to legislate by private
contract or to override or underduck the law of the land, or to ignore it. Even if you
convince Mr Rylatt that Valerie is his child and Peggy yours, and he becomes as anxious
to make the exchange as you are, he cannot escape his parental responsibilities for Peggy
as his lawful daughter, nor can you get rid of your lawful duties as Valerie’s mother until
the existing registrations are annulled and the mistake rectified in court.... The only
alternative is reciprocal adoption; and this, being a fiction, is not a safe solution.... It
looks to me as if an action for the custody of Peggy by you and a simultaneous action for
the custody of Valerie by Mr Rylatt, both of them friendly, is the only available humane
solution.’
Sept 23 1944, to B. N. Langdon-Davies, a bookseller, 213-14 in Chappelow: ‘It has
taken me years to write that book [Everybody’s Political What’s What?]. It is up to you to
sell it. I’ll not spend another minute on it. Abandon all hope of inducing me to take any
part in your window dressing. I have made no appointment to be at the Stores on
Monday: my next haircut is at least a fortnight off. But you are wasting your time trying
to sell a book that will either sell itself or flop. The booksellers have gone quite mad
about it, and the publishers, equally crazy, want me to order another 20,000. But the
85,000 have not yet been sold; and there is no reason to expect that no more than 40,000
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at most will go off like hot cakes. So keep calm; and save your window for a beginner’s
book that needs pushing. Anyhow, how could I with any dignity be photographed as a
Cheap Jack touting for buyers? Have you no respect for my white hairs?’
Sept 29 1944, to Sydney C. Cockerell, who had queried about a London monument
honoring Shaw, 724-25: ‘As to Westminster Abbey I have no fancy for it: it is an
extremely miscellaneous Pantheon, but I should probably be more welcome there than in
St Patrick’s cathedral in Dublin, where Swift flourishes his epitaph. But the matter will
not be in my hands. The instructions in my will are that (a) I am to be cremated, (b) that
my ashes are to be mixed with those of my wife, now in custody at Golders Green with
that in view, and (c) that the mixture is to be scattered in the garden here unless in the
opinion of the Public Trustee (my executor) a more eligible disposal of them be available.
I have requested that no inscription on any monument to me shall imply that I belonged
to any established religious denomination, my own belief being in Creative Evolution,
and that the monument itself shall not take the form of a cross, or any other instrument of
torture…. What I should like as a London monument is a replica on the Embankment of
the full length statue of me in my platform pose as an orator by Troubetskoy, which is
now in the National Gallery in Dublin…. P.S. My nationality is confused by the fact that
out of my 88 years, only 20 have been lived where I was born. Correctly, I am an Irish
Londoner; but I retain my Irish citizenship and nature, and am still a foreigner with an
objective view (invaluable) of England, that “distressful country” in whose public service
I am a missionary.’
Oct 10 1944, to Edith, about Shaw’s Irish property, 198 in Somerville: ‘I am giving my
property to the Carlow municipality to start a Voluntary Civic Improvement Fund,
making it easy for all public spirited citizens to follow suit. Charlotte left her property,
subject to my life interest, to All Ireland to promote artistic culture there; but she had
better have left it to Cork and included in its specified objects the transformation of old
dwelling houses planned when the wage of a thorough servant was £8 a year into modern
fully equipped labor saving houses. That attracts servantless ladies who know nothing of
Art. Charlotte’s Ireland and yours and mine is dead and gone; but your proposal shows
that we can still give a useful hint or two to the New Order of Dev. the Great.’
Nov 1 1944, to Edith, 199-200 in Somerville: ‘My apparently invidious selection of
Carlow is like your selection of Cork. My property is there. I possess one shop in
Wexford; and I have given it to Wexford. To give a Wexford house to Carlow or a
Carlow estate to Cork would provoke a civil war. I had no choice. I am giving it to the
town as the first subscription to a Voluntary Civic Improvement Fund, open to all
contributors, and administered by the municipal authority (the Urban District Council) ex
officio. I had to invent this method of municipalization, as nobody knew how to
municipalize property simply and legally. If you give a property to a rating authority
unconditionally, it will let it to tenants in the usual way, and use the rents to reduce the
general rates, thus in effect simply dividing up your private property among the
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remaining landlords and doing no good with it whatsoever. My plan earmarks the
revenue of the state for improvements. The improvement may be the straightening of a
street, the establishment or provision of a municipal concert hall or theatre, or the
reconditioning and electrification of the dwelling houses for people who have motor cars
but cannot get servants. Part of my estate when I inherited it was the old Assembly
Rooms. I gave it to the town earmarked for technical education, with very little hope that
anything better than typewriting and shorthand would be taught there. But it is now a
flourishing School of Art, apparently a complete success from every point of view.
Whatever happens to my present gift of the rest of my Irish property I shall be satisfied if
my invention of a Voluntary Civic Improvement Fund sets an example and provides an
easy way for public spirited citizens or people who, like myself, have seen generations of
Irish gentry demoralized by waiting for dead man’s shoes, or by mortgaging themselves
into destitution whilst their estates crumbled into ruin. I am supposed to have inherited
my estate as one of the landed gentry of my country. As a matter of fact I inherited
nothing but a bundle of mortgages, pawn tickets, and poor relations, which I had the
privilege of redeeming and supporting. When I married Charlotte I found that her Irish
property was costing her £600 a year English money out of pocket. Yet, when I
persuaded her to get rid of it, people who lived and worked on if found they did well
enough with it.’
Nov 1 1944, to John Araben, who was writing a biography (never published) of Dr Henry
R. Parker, headmaster from 1867-71 of the school that Shaw attended, 726-28: Shaw
supplies details of his early education, including variants of caning and other
disadvantages. A sample: ‘The classes were too large: the teachers, untrained in
pedagogy (they had never heard of such a word) were mostly young men waiting for a
ministry. There was really no teaching. Latin and Greek were the only subjects that were
taken seriously: history, geography, arithmetic and Euclid, were in the curriculum; but
education meant Caesar, Virgil, and Homer. The method of teaching was never to teach,
but to set lessons and sums without a word of explanation.’
Nov 1 1944, to Douglas, 186-87 in Douglas: ‘If miracles are your test of religion, then
you are no more really religious than the Italian peasants for whom the blood of St
Januarius has to be liquefied every year. You are certainly not a Christian; for when some
soldiers, who had heard of Jesus from John the Baptist, came to Jesus and asked him to
prove himself the Messiah by performing a few miracles for them, he lost his temper and
said, “An evil and adulterous generation seeketh a sign.” In short, he told them to go to
hell; and Mahomet did the same when he too was pestered by people whose notion of
God was an almighty conjurer’ (186). ‘To a true believer the world is full of miracles; but
they do not occur for our amusement, nor [to] be begged or purchased. There is no such
opposition between your religion and mine as that between All Right and All Wrong.
Stalin, they say, is likely to have a chat with the Pope. Why shouldnt he? Is there any
greater Catholicism than “Proletarians of all lands: unite?’ (187).
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Nov 5 1944, to Douglas, 189-90 in Douglas: ‘If anyone tells you that I have eaten fish,
flesh or fowl during the last sixty years, you may contradict him flatly, even if he alleges
that he has seen me do it. This does not mean that I live on green vegetables; I eat no
more of them than you do. I eat butter, honey, cheese and eggs (which I dislike) when I
can get nothing else; and I would drink cod-liver oil if I needed it, which I dont.’
Nov 20 1944, to Cockerell, 141 in Cockerell: ‘Hamlet came to life in the nineteenth
century in the person of that stupid fellow and yet genius, your friend Doughty. Hamlet is
a dramatization of a man who, born into a Corsican morality of blood feuds and vulgar
vengeance, and fully accepting that morality, finds to his bewilderment that he cannot
bring himself to kill his uncle, who has murdered his father, incestuously murdered his
mother, and usurped his crown…. He does at last kill the king in a fit of fury on being
told that the king has poisoned him; but the problem remains unsolved. Why could he not
kill him in cold blood, as his clear duty was, and as his honor demanded. It was simply
because he had evolved from Mosaic Judaism to Christianity. Doughty, a bigoted
Evangelical lout who believed that Mahometans were heathen idolators worshipping an
accursed wretch who had forged a spurious Bible and set up a false god named Allah,
took a revolver with him when he went exploring in Arabia, and kept it loaded up his
sleeve to defend himself against these murderous infidels. But when the knife was at his
throat and a shot would have saved him he found, like Hamlet, that he could not shoot.’
He was saved by a Cadi, ‘but he acted and thought and wrote as before, being apparently
incapable of Hamlet’s self-questioning…. You say that you cannot read Doughty’s epics
with any pleasure, which means that you cannot read them at all. Apparently, then,
Doughty was no artist. Then what the devil was he? That is the problem that intrigues
me.’
Nov 19 1944, to Nancy, 171-72 in Astor, pending Nancy’s unwilling retirement from
Parliament: ‘Both you and your mate [Waldorf] are in a false position as members of the
Conservative Party, or indeed of any Party. You ought to be Independents, like Margery
Fry with her University seat. When Hitler and Mussolini are finally steamrolled there will
be only three parties: the Diehards, the Fascists, and the Communists. The regime will be
Fascist, as Fascism, which is Capitalism established and endowed by the State, is too
firmly established here, and too acceptable to the Trade Unions, to be shaken. The
Opposition will be Communists trying to substitute State ownership for Capitalism
ownership, and State enterprise for Capitalist enterprise. National banking and transport,
municipalization of urban land, and collective farming, will be the Opposition programs
in the rest of the century.... Now that Ireland is disposed of there is going to be a new
split in the Liberal party over my case against legislation by Adult Suffrage (Anybody
elected by Everybody) and against my insistence on a Constitutional Amendment making
half the seats on all public authorities reserved for women only, no matter how they are to
be elected or nominated or coopted or how not.’
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Nov 30 1944, to Douglas, 192 in Douglas: ‘The last time Extreme Unction was described
to me it inspired a great play of mine. Lena Ashwell was telling me all about her father, a
sea-captain who was also a preacher and a captain of souls. Like you he was condemned
to death by the medicos, and Lena had to break their sentence to him and asked him
whether he desired Communion. He consented; but when it was administered he
absolutely refused to eat the consecrated bread without cheese. I interrupted Lena with
roars of laughter; but in that moment Captain Shotover of Heartbreak House was born.
All truly sacred truths are rich in comedy.’
IPS Dec 4 1944, to Molly, with added passages in bold brackets from the original letter
printed in Patricia M. Carter, ‘“Until it was historical”: a letter and an interview,’ SHAW
24 (2004): 10-37, 180-81 in Tompkins: ‘I am a vecchio, nearly eightyeight and a half. I
am also a widow. I was not in the least grieved; for she was only a year younger than I;
and it was time for her to go; but I was very deeply moved. Her four years illness
threatened to have a dreadful end; but a miracle intervened: she suddenly became
younger than I had ever seen her, and incredibly beautiful, and had thirty hours of ecstatic
happiness before she ceased to breathe. It was an unspeakable relief. The hundreds of
letters I got commiserating on my sorrow were all wrong. My health improved so much
that I realised that if she had lived another year she would have killed us all, though we
were not conscious of the strain while we were under it. I have had some offers of
marriage since…. But I have had enough of marriage, and am quite happy alone, as I
inherit from my mother a great capacity for solitude in my own company…. Tell Pete
[her son] that to hoard money, or waste it, or neglect to invest it in socially useful
enterprises, or at least lend it to the State, is a crime of which no Socialist, and certainly
no Shavian, should be guilty. You do not tell me what Pete has been doing or where he
has been all this time. Nor do you say a word about Lawrence’s work. He should be
recognized by this time as a very considerable sculptor. By the way, I hope you two have
had the good sense to marry again; that silly divorce will make no end of trouble later on
unless it is got rid of.’ [‘Did any of your numerous Sunday husbands, of whom I was
certainly the most eminent, really fail to respect Lawrence’s conjugal rights as we did. I
hope he never suspects me of “betraying” him. Yet no consummated love affair ever gave
me greater pleasure.’] ‘Do you keep your good looks still? I can still write a bit, with
many blots and blunders (the book has at least thirty howlers in it); and I can produce a
stage effect of being sound in wind and limb, though a trifle deafish; but really I am a not
very majestic ruin…. Let me have a line occasionally. I could never bring myself to write
a line that could hurt her; but now I can write anything.’ The last revelation came in a
London Times piece by Richard Owen (June 14 2004): one of the ‘consummations’
resulted in a pregnancy, then an abortion which Shaw strongly opposed.
Dec 6 1944, to Cockerell, 143 in Cockerell: ‘Doughty was, technically, an overwhelming
mastercraftsman in epical blank verse. Morris wote one full dress epic and translated two,
but not in blank verse, which was not lyrical enough for him: he classed it as rhetoric, a
halfway house between poetry and prose. I regard it as a quite specific form, all-English,
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and proper to declamatory story-telling: that is, to Homeric epic and to drama. Homeric
epic was Doughty’s specialty; and he was as great a master of it as Milton.’ Jan 23 1945,
146-47: ‘Doughty has the epic qualifications: immense observation and memory in which
he exercises a mania for description, and a gift of landscape composition, not in paint but
in a power of versification that gives you a vision and feeling of anything from a bluebell
to a thunderstorm. And all the time he has no brains, and could no more write a stanza of
Byron’s Don Juan or even Harold than he could fly…. he has no invention. He does
nothing that has not been done before. He does the old things in the old way superbly, as
Napoleon fought his battles.’
Dec 16 1944, to Pascal, 729-30: Shaw discusses the music for the film of Cæsar and
Cleopatra. He urges Pascal to sound out Benjamin Britten for the task.
Dec 19 1944, to James Lees-Milne, IV:43 in Holroyd: After reminding the National
Trust that he will leave it the contents of his home, he quips to Lees-Milne: as for the
Shaw Societies, they ‘will all die of old age in four years at most.’
Dec 30 1944, to Kyllmann, who had paid Shaw £10,000 for sales of Everybody’s
Political What’s What?, 732: ‘Ten thousand pounds! What a magnificent swank! And
you nearly persuaded me that, like Walter Scott and Mark Twain, I should be ruined by
the bankruptcy of my publisher. If you can chuck money about like that I can well
believe that your excess profits are so enormous that the few pounds the Exchequer
leaves you out of Whats- are less than nothing to you. But, damn it, you are on velvet
compared to me. Out of your ten thousand £8619-16-11 has already gone to the Treasury;
and more than the rest will follow it next June. Meanwhile I have paid the cost of
manufacture, and the best part of four years work. Who would be an author on such
terms? Who would not be a publisher?’
Jan 1 1945, to Lady Rhondda, 734-35: ‘By all means write about me; but take care to
exclude the notion that you disagree with me. You dont disagree with me at all about
anything. As to democracy we both agree with Herodotus, who arrived at our conclusions
about democracy three or four thousand years ago…. Just at present there is an
intolerable noise and confusion made by shouting words that nobody thinks of defining.
Fascism is nothing but State financed private enterprise. The capitalists have stolen the
clothes of the Socialists; but, not understanding the transaction, they are shrieking for the
destruction of Fascism, in which we are up to the neck as far as big business is
concerned. We are clamoring for Democracy, by which we mean the British
parliamentary system, under which real democracy is impossible. Democracy means
nothing but running the country for the benefit of everybody, which can be done only
through a natural division of labor, getting government done by the percentage of people
who are capable of it, and who, for lack of specific talent (say for playwriting), have
nothing better [to] do. But nobody understands the job. Think of those duffers in
parliament wasting their time and their tempers trying to reduce the price to be paid to the
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landlords for State purchased land because they were too ignorant of the ABC of
economics to know that taxation falls ultimately on rent, and that the tax collector would
take back from the landlords every penny they were paid.’
Jan 14 1945, to Nancy, 176 in Astor: ‘If your retirement would secure the parliamentary
seat for a woman younger and abler than yourself then I should say that the 25th
anniversary would be a good opportunity for retirement. But if it would reduce the
number of women in the House by one, and substitute some ordinary male duffer, I
should say hold on like grim death.’ April 6 1945, 179: ‘I do not know why you have let
the parliamentary seat go; but gone it is now.’
Feb 17 1945, to Blanche Patch, 738: ‘Wardrop has just burst in on me, with a suit case,
frantic about Loewenstein, and announcing that he had come to sleep here and live with
me to protect his property (ME) against the Jew. He assured me that you entirely agreed
with him. Of course I have packed him back to London after bullying him into
comparative deflatedness if not into sanity.’ Followup, assigned to the same day, 739:
‘[Wardrop] proved impossible. He was too young, too excitable. The slightest
encouragement turned his head. The slightest inattention or suggestion that I have anyone
else to consider than himself amazed and infuriated him. A rebuff prostrated him to the
verge of suicide. He assumed not only the position of my literary agent but of my son and
heir. He lacked neither brains nor devotion, but age, experience, training, and polish….
Meanwhile another candidate has arisen in the person of F.E.L. I began with a violent
prejudice against him because he arrived as the founder of The Shaw Society which
threatened to become a nuisance to me…. But he made good in spite of me. He is fully
matured, twice married with a grown-up daughter and an infant one, university trained
with his head split open in duels and the degree of doctor of philosophy, and a mania for
bibliography which has taken the special form of Shaw bibliography. And at that
abominable drudgery he is now working seven hours a day for five days a week in my
house at Ayot. He has captured the tidying-up job by sheer fitness for it; and we must
both go on with him until it is finished.’
IPS April 20 1945, opposite title page in Rodolfo Usigli, Corona de sombra, ed. Rex
Edward Ballinger (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1962: ‘I have really nothing to
say. If you ever need an Irish certificate of vocation as a dramatic poet I will sign it.
When I was half way through the play, the end came into my head readymade exactly as
it came into yours. Only, Maximilion was visible with the shooting party; and the volley
was heard after the slow fall of the curtain. If the performance takes too long the scene
with the alienist could be omitted, as Carlotta’s mental state is sufficiently established
without it. But it is worth doing for its own sake if there is time for it. The play is pure
tragedy from beginning to end, but never turgid and tiresome. English tragedy is always
adulterated with comedy like the black and white sweets that children call bulls’ eyes; but
the Mexican tragedy is homogeneous through and through, noble through all its variety
and novelty. Mexico can starve you; but it cannot deny your genius.’
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c. June 25 1945, to Eirene Lloyd Jones, 745: ‘As you know, I attach vital importance to
the presence and participation of women on all public authorities. No Government can be
representative or democratic in the absence and disenfranchisemen of women. I have had
the experience of sitting on public committees with women; then, by a change in
legislation, with women excluded; and again, by another change, back again, besides
much experience in private societies with women colleagues; and I know what I am
talking about when I say that men cannot be trusted to behave themselves properly in the
absence of women when the interests of their better halves are concerned. I gave great
offence to the wilder suffragettes of forty years ago by saying that their war cry of Votes
for Women, if attained, would keep women out of Parliament—as it did at first
completely, and still does to the extent that the present proportion of men to women there
is 600 to 14, instead of as it should be to make it representative of the country. My own
remedy for that monstrosity is to make the electoral unit not One Man One Vote plus One
Woman One Vote, but a man AND a woman—a Coupled Vote: all votes for a single
candidate being invalid. This, and this alone, will secure the representation of men and
women in equal numbers.’
June 17 1945, to Edith, 201 in Somerville: ‘Note that the executor and trustee of
Charlotte’s will is the National City Bank in College Green, which I take to be different
from the National Bank. The business of relinquishing and releasing my life interest in
Charlotte’s estate still drags on, complicated by the necessary provision for certain
annuities bequeathed by her. Heaven knows when it will be finished. Until it is, the Bank
will have no funds to operate with. When it has it will be bombarded with demands from
every quarter that can make any pretence of being a cultural institution or a school of
manners. Not only a “National Theatre” but a dozen of them will claim. In my opinion
nothing more deadly can happen to the existing ventures than waiting for Charlotte’s
shoes. The Bank will probably hold that Eire already has a State endowed National
Theatre in Abbey St!’
June 30 1945, to Maurice Ernest, III:34-35 in Holroyd: The world was being tragically
mismanaged, Shaw thought; ‘My conclusion was that we need very urgently a sound
anthropometric method to guide and limit the present adult suffrage, and that even the
discovery of such a method would only make it clearer that we must live longer (say 300
years) if we were to solve the social problems raised by our huge modern population and
developments of powers of communication, transport, destruction and slaughter.’
July 13 1945, to Edith, 200-201 in Somerville: ‘Never say another word against Dev [de
Valera]. He has risen to the occasion and in passing a new Act, practically invented and
dictated by me, enabling the Irish counties to establish Voluntary Civic Improvement
Funds open to all contributors. Misuse of the funds to reduce rates is expressly barred.
And the county managers and auditors will protect the funds from jobbery and snobbery.
This is a great advance in provision for public spirit. But it leaves a gap to be filled.
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Charlotte left her property, subject to a life interest for me, to endow fine art culture in
Ireland. But as Ireland has no national organ for any such purpose, she had to leave the
property, which is bringing in a gross income of £8,000, in trust to the executors’
department of the National Bank: a pretty poor makeshift; but the best available. I have
undertaken to renounce my life interest and hand over the property at once; but I am
calling attention of the Taoiseach to the need for a National Trust in Ireland to accept and
administer bequests like Charlotte’s and gifts like mine. So we must still agitate for this
as a necessary complement to the present Bill. It would have taken thirty years to get an
Act into and through Parliament in England or under Dublin Castle. Eamon [de Valera],
to whom I am personally a stranger and a bloody Protestant, got it through in thirty hours
or so. What a man!’ July 26, 201: ‘I can do nothing in the matter of Charlotte’s bequest
but renounce and release my life interest in it. It will then go to the National Bank’s
executors’ department, which, knowing nothing about Art Culture, will be open to
suggestions. Its simplest and easiest plan will be to establish scholarships in the
Hibernian Academy, the Academy of Music, and any Art Schools that may be available
throughout the country, and perhaps to institute a prix de Rome. But if you have any
alternatives to press on the bank it may be only too glad to know of them, as its mind will
probably be blank on the subject.’
July 27 1945, to Harold Laski, professor of political science at the University of London,
749: ‘Morris was in one respect in the same position as myself in the movement. We
were both Aestheticists having to work with hopeless Philistines. I was the worse off
because Morris had a circle of artist friends acquired in his early days or attracted by his
reputation as a poet…. He held on paying the way of the [Socialist] League because the
Fabian middle-class Philistinism was unendurable to him.’
Aug 14 1945, to Kyllmann, 751: ‘Even if the Whatswhat is finished, there is the Geneva
volume to be printed, and the preface to it has been knocked to pieces by the atomic
bomb and must be rewritten. Also I have begun a new play.’
Oct 22 1945, to Harriet Cohen, 754-55: ‘The Music Cure is no use: put it out of your
head. Even if it were not quite obsolete, it would have to be done by a popular actress,
with the music played on a record intensified by the microphone to a thunder which no
pianist could produce from the bass octaves in the A flat polonaise. So you are out of it
anyhow.... Years ago I told Walter Rummel that a pianist ought to be a lecturer at home
and abroad as far as his or her knowledge of languages would go. For instance:— …
Several of you will want to know what a sonata is. Well, before Beethoven changed it it
used to be a pattern; and a pattern in sound is like a pattern on paper: it is an ornamental
design in which the parts repeat and balance another like the lyre under the piano where
the pedals are. They are what you call tunes. They are like lines of verse, where the
rhythm—the ringle-jingle—appeals to your taste for beauty, for symmetry, for
danceability…. A sonata is only a more elaborate pattern. It has no philosophy, no drama,
no meaning: it is a straight and simple appeal to your admiration of a beautiful design in
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sound pattern. Roughly it consists of two tunes called the first and second subjects, a
centre section called the free fantasia in which the composer plays all sorts of pretty or
amusing tricks with scraps of the two tunes, and finally a repetition of the tunes….
Mozart was such a mighty genius that he could compose sonatas in his childhood without
being taught. He grew up into being a dramatist, a poet, a thinker; and he put his drama,
his poetry, and his thought into sonata form as far as that was possible; and with him all
things were possible in music. Then came Beethoven. All the musicians thought him mad
because he used the sonata form not to present agreeable sound patterns, but to express in
music his moods, which were gigantic, sometimes stormy to hurricane force, sometimes
uproariously jolly to the pitch of buffoonery, sometimes pastoral, often lovely. You listen
to Beethoven to share his mighty or magic moods, not to enjoy sound patterns and royalty
ballads.’
Oct 26 1945, to Sidney, after the atomic bomb and end of the war, 756-57: ‘The war and
the atomic bomb have produced a situation which is far beyond the political capacity not
only of our new rulers but of mankind. I seriously think that unless the term of the human
prime of life can be extended to 300 years, and political careers begin instead of ending at
our age, which is biologically possible, we shall be supersed[ed] by some superFabian
species capable of behaving decently.... My last remaining tooth is to be extracted
tomorrow.’
Oct 28 1945, to Jackson, 142-44 in Jackson: Shaw discusses stage techniques he and
others learned from Ristori et al.: ‘I learned the business from Barry Sullivan, Salvini,
and Ristori. Forbes Robertson learnt it from [Samuel] Phelps. Coquelin was, within his
limits as a comedian ... , a master of it. Your job will be to get Stratford back to it and let
your pictorial taste and ingenuity rip with the machinery that has never yet been fully
exploited. If you succeed you will be the first really competent Shakespeare manager that
this generation has seen.’ (More of this on Nov 5, 145.)
Oct 30 1945, to Molly, 184 in Tompkins: ‘I have just received your letter, with its
proposal to come across the ocean to live with me. The same idea has occurred to other
women. Put it out of your very inconsiderate head at once and forever, as they have had
to. No woman shall ever live with me again in that sense. I am a Great Man, living in
dignified retirement in a village in a house which I have given to the National Trust to
keep as a memorial of my life here with Charlotte and my death in a solitude which let
nobody dare profane. It is kept for me by a treasure of a stern Scottish housekeeper who
is quite indispensable to me. If you arrived and proposed to settle in for a single night she
would leave me instantly; and our devoted Irish housemaid would follow her and make
the house uninhabitable. The scandal in the village, the degredation to Literature, the
insult to Charlotte’s memory would be such that I should be justified in shooting you if
there were no other way of preventing you from crashing my gates…. There are worse
places to live in than a barge. Let me know sometimes how you are getting on; but no
more atomic bombs, please.’
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Nov 23 1945, to Blanche Patch, 758-59: ‘You are Shawproof; but you are not in the least
stupid. That you are sober, honest and industrious and have been for countless years in
your present post goes without saying. You are intelligent, sensible, self-reliant, kindly,
useful, competent, and almost unbelievably even-tempered and self-controlled. You are
the least vain and touchy woman in the world. The trouble you have NOT given me, and
the help you HAVE given me are immeasurable. And no man knows your value better
than I do. It has been a great advantage to us both that you have been completely
unaffected by my doctrine and my philosophy, and held your own against it…. But it has
one drawback. You have mistaken my philosophy for mere fun and malice. I am
horrified, and beg you to reconsider the malice. Now let us come down with a crash to
your salary, which has nothing to do with your merits…. I could not go on raising your
salary for ever. I stopped when you had enough for comfortably ladylike life, with a
pension that would leave you rather more after my death. For emergencies and luxuries
you always could depend on me for a grant-in-aid…. I now intend to relieve you and
myself of all the licensing business by handing it over to the Collection Bureau of the
Society of Authors: all you will have to do is to enter its settlements twice a year in the
cash book…. If you are pressed for money you have only to suggest a grant. Will that
satisfy you? If not, what will?’
Dec 1 1945, to Brockway, who wanted Shaw to become a sponsor to help free dependent
territories from imperialist control, 226-27 in Brockway: ‘Imperialism is a form of
Internationalism, and Nationalism of Isolationism. Starting an Anti-Imperialist movement
now will only add to the confusion, and be taken as Anti-Russian. When does a
Commonwealth become an Empire? And vice versa? Are we to back the tribes who kill
every stranger against ourselves in North-West India? Against Russia in North Persia? As
we backed the Danakil savages of Abyssinia against Italy? Every case is different.
Slogans are useless. My advice is “Drop it.”’
c. Dec 3 1945, to Dodd, Mead, 210 in Publishers: ‘The fact that for a new book I have a
fan circulation which makes loss on it impossible at any price has the effect that my
books are never advertized, as the publisher naturally spends all his advertising money on
books that do not sell unless they are pushed. What I need, however, is not press notices,
but simply distribution, which means the free distribution of a million copies or so on the
principle that if a reader can be induced to read me once he (or she) will come again and
pay. During the war I gave the British and U.S. governments carte blanche to use my
copyrights for loans of books to the troops without any payment to me. And I am now
Penguinizing for a royalty of a farthing (half a cent) a copy. This will react favorably on
editions at higher prices, but on editions at one dollar much better than two and a half.’
Jan 5 1946, to William Rowbottom, a veteran contemplating killing his children and
himself, 763: ‘Killing yourself is a matter for your own judgment. Nobody can prevent
you; and if you are convinced that you are not worth your salt, and an intolerable
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nuisance to yourself and everyone else, it is a solution to be considered. But you can
always put it off to tomorrow on the chance of something interesting turning up that
evening. As to killing the children, it would be the act of a madman or a murderer….
They may be born to greatness: the children of good-for-nothings (Beethoven and Isaac
Newton for instance) have grown up to be geniuses…. Have you consulted a
psychologist? Soul torment is not a philosophy: it is a disease, and usually cures itself
after a time. A quick medicine for it may be discovered tomorrow…. Life, happy or
unhappy, successful or unsuccessful, is extraordinarily interesting; and children left
destitute by their parents do not die of starvation but are taken care of in Bernado homes
or public institutions or adopted. These are sometimes more wisely and kindly treated
than they would have been at home, especially if their parents are morbid patients who
think it would be kind to kill them. In short, dear sir, dont be a damned fool. Get
interested in something.’
Jan 6 1946, to Lane, 211 in Publishers: ‘The experience of fifty years contradicts you
violently. In every return of sales during that half century the Unpleasants have been
markedly below the Pleasants. The crisis in which my stuff ranked as unpleasant is long
past and forgotten: the adjective is now a senseless stinking fish, utterly unintelligible to
the Penguin public. However, the venture is yours: do as you please. But you will lose
sales on any book you label Unpleasant. As a matter of fact they are not unpleasant to the
present generation. Old fashioned and sentimental yes; but prudishly pleasant after Lady
Chatterley.’ Jan 10 in Lane: ‘Well, have it your own way; but dont ask me to add that
you are fifty years out of date, and that nobody nowadays would dream of calling them
Unpleasant. Three Plays for Prudes would be nearer the mark.’
Feb 22 1946, to Preger, who had apparently queried about Edward Aveling, I:154 in
Holroyd: After an undated note about Aveling to an unnamed addressee in which Shaw
describes him as a man inflicted with ‘a hopeless and incorrigible deficiency in ordinary
moral fibre’ who would have ‘gone to the stake bravely rather than admit that Marx was
not infallible or that God existed,’ Shaw tells (unidentified) Preger, ‘He seduced every
woman he met ... and borrowed from every man.’ One of these women was Marx’s
daughter Eleanor, who agreed to live with him until his wife died. ‘Though no woman
seemed to be able to resist him, he was short, with the face and eyes of a lizard, and no
physical charm except a voice like a euphonium.’
March 26 1946, to Sidney (final letter), 280 in Webbs: ‘if anyone had asked me what I
owed to you I should have said my entire education. The truth is that we complemented
each other.... I can also say that I never met a man who combined your extraordinary
ability with your unique simplicity and integrity of character.... When we met, you knew
everything that I didnt know and I knew everything that you didnt know. We had
everything to learn from one another and brains enough to do it. And I hope we have
been a pair of decent useful chaps as men go; but we have had too short a lifetime to
qualify for real high politics. What goes on at present is like the chattering of monkeys.’
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March 26 1946, to Murray, in Murray (forthcoming): ‘You cannot imagine what a treat
it is for me to get another translation from you of one of the Greek plays of the great
Greek period. You should never touch anything else: the Latin rubbish is a wicked waste
of your time. What you have achieved is not a translation among so many unreadable
ones, but a collaboration in which two dramatic poems are compounded into one,
producing something greater than either, and unique as far as I know.... You have brought
the whole national drama to life again and added a music of your own to it without being
in the least dwarfed by its greatest. In this last play your ear has not failed for a syllable.
Sophocles-Murray is more than Sophocles, not Sophocles adulterated with the reigning
Regius professor and spoilt.’
April 26 1946, to Dorothy Eagle, IV:133-34 in Holroyd: ‘the Reverend William George
[Carroll] was a man of conspicuous character, ability and scholarship. My father told me
he would have been a bishop if only he had been able to control his temper. But as
bishops are allowed, & even expected, to have dominant tempers the real reason was that
he was a Republican and an Irish Protestant clergyman holding such views was then a
monstrosity never before regarded as possible, and out of the question as a bishop.’ I:14:
Prepared to be baptized by Carroll, his sponsor ‘arrived drunk and incapable, and the
sexton was ordered to take his place exactly as he might have been ordered to put coal on
the fire.’
c. May 1946, to F.E. Loewenstein, III:286 in Holroyd: Prompted by Churchill’s enmity
toward Ghandi: ‘India should be free to manage her own affairs. If she chooses to divide
herself into fifty Pakistans and fight it out in fifty civil wars that is her business: not
ours.’
c. May 1 1946, to Don Bateman, a journalist who asked for a statement on the
anniversary of V-E Day, 768: ‘I shall take no part in the celebrations. Victory is very far
from being won yet; I am deadly tired of the war. The atomic bomb scare, which
produced the second armistice, is nothing to be proud of! However, any excuse is good
enough for a spree; so let those rejoice who feel like it. Sprees are not in my line.’
May 31 1946, to William Maxwell, on the National Book League’s celebration of Shaw’s
ninetieth birthday, 769-70: ‘Do not succumb to the Shaw influence. The 26th July has not
the smallest importance beyond that of any other day in the year. I shall spend the day as
usual in solitary work and meditation. Nothing will induce me to take part in any of the
celebrations with which I am threatened…. I have refused to receive a delegation from
Dublin to present me ceremonially with the honorary freedom of the city with its crowd
of photographers and journalists and speechmakers. If I yield an inch I shall simply be
killed with kindness, well meant but lethal.’
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June 2 1946, to Mrs A. W. Tuke, 138 in Chappelow: Shaw regrets having missed a call
from her; ‘I wanted to ask why you had changed your mind and decided to sell the
Rectory instead of letting it for six months: a change of considerable consequence to me
as a neighbor…. In the third week in July I shall have to uproot myself violently and go
to London, not to celebrate my 90th birthday, of which I am heartily sick, but to let my
people here have a holiday. I really must learn to cook and fend for myself; for my world
contracts to my garden as I grow older. London offers me nothing but taxis and buses to
run over me and exhibitions which have no novelty for me, anciently a professional critic.
This letter needs no answer. I get 20 every day and have come to hate people who write
letters that must be answered.’
June 6 1946, to Annette Curnen Burgess, member of the Academy of Political Science,
770: ‘You must never think of me as speaking or writing with my tongue in my cheek. I
did not get my reputation by playing the fool, though I may clown a bit occasionally for
fun, as laughter is good for me and for everybody. But I abhor insincerity, and believe
what I preach. When I spoke at the Opera House [in New York in 1933] I had no
suspicion that the men I was criticising were all sitting on the stage behind me. I found it
out at supper with them afterwards. What they got from me was the straightforward truth
as far as I could ascertain it. The truth is sometimes the funniest joke in the world until it
is thoroughly found out.’
July 30 1946, to Laurentia, four days after Shaw’s birthday, 274 in McLachlan: ‘For the
past week I have had over 100 congratulations a day. But for two strong men who have
worked hard tearing them up for me I should never have been 90. Saving your reverence
I do not give a damn for congratulations. But prayers touch me and help me. It is good for
me to be touched. Stanbrook prayers must have some special charm; for I never forget
them.’
IPS July 31 1946, to Charles Hamilton, 135 in Hamilton, Collecting Autographs and
Manuscripts (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1961): ‘Try all the creeds, and
believe as much of them as suits you. If you find the rituals agreeable, you can attend
them and pay your way by putting sixpence (or what you can afford) into the collection.
Do not expect any of them to explain the universe to you. None of them can. But all of
them may be good for your soul, more or less. I do not myself belong to any
denomination but I find a cathedral a good place for contemplation. I can even endure the
service if the music is good and the preacher has something to say and says it well.’
c. August 1946, to Winston Churchill, 777-78: ‘No man of action has any chance of
being a British prime minister until a war frightens the electorate out of its chronic dread
of government interference and preference for guaranteed fanéants like Ramsay and
Baldwin and their like. But the worst of military glory is that the electorate,
understanding only the glory and the fear of defeat, forces their leader … to keep feeding
them with it…. The alternative is to keep the electorate excited by programs so popular
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that the Blimps and reactionaries in general cannot withstand them. In short, Disraeli’s
invention and your father’s creed: Tory Democracy; for since Socialists have failed to
carry out the Fabian program worked out for them by Webb and Shaw, partly through
incompetence … and partly because the Socialists, having a program but no money, had
put themselves under the thumb of the Trade Unions, which had money but no program
except to exploit the Cobdenist system exactly as the financiers and employers were
doing, believing that Trade Unionism could beat them at that game…. What, then, is the
situation you are confronted with. Socialism has become Fabianism since Lenin
announced his N.E.P. [New Economic Policy] quarter of a century ago. The N.E.P.,
forced on the Bolsheviks by bitter experience, proved that I was right when I warned the
world of young Socialists against their notion of Capitalism in full swing on Monday,
revolution on Tuesday, and Communism in full swing on Wednesday, and established
Webb’s Inevitability of Gradualness as the only alternative to civil war. There is no
longer any issue between Cobdenism and Socialism: Cobden as a world architect is dead
as a door nail; but he will come to life again when Socialism has gone far enough to raise
the question of individual freedom for leisure. Meanwhile the Communist basis of all
possible civilization must be accepted by all parties and leaders who know what they are
talking about. From the police station in the next street to the Cabinet, the Treasury, the
War Office, the Admiralty, the Air Force, the Bench and the Crown, the rock foundation
of all possible systems is pure Communism…. You have never been a real Tory: a
foundation of democracy and a very considerable dash of the author and artist and the
training of the soldier has made you a phenomenon that the Blimps and Philistines and
Stick-in-the-Muds have never understood and always dreaded.’
IPS Aug 13 1946, to Eamon de Valera, 31-33 in Brad Kent, ‘Two Unpublished Letters to
Eamon de Valera.’ SHAW: The Annual of Bernard Shaw Studies, 30 (2010): 27-35: In
response to birthday wishes: ‘Among the deluge of letters which half killed me and half
gave me the novel sensation of being A Great Man, were two that I felt I must answer.
One was from you, and the other from Winston Churchill, with whom I hobnobbed at
Lady Lavery’s, and whose American mother I knew pretty well. The Shaws of Bushy
Park, with their retinue of eleven second cousins of whom my father was one, Protestants
of the very bloodiest, were all convinced that they came of a chosen race; that the
glorious pious and immortal King William was a much greater historical figure than
Charlemagne; and that all Catholics went to hell as a matter of course when they died.
Invincible Ignorance could go no further. But their intense respectability was subject to
certain eccentricities. Some of them drank, some went mad, and all of them played easy
tunes on musical instruments “by ear”. It happened, however, that my mother was a
serious musician, and, though an amateur, a leading concert singer in Dublin. And in the
course of this activity we her children made the astonishing discovery that God had
unaccountably given some of the best voices to Catholics, and that they were nicer people
than the Protestant snobs of the Shaw persuasion. My mother actually sang in Catholic
churches. This so upset our religious training that we gave up believing in anything. I was
no more than ten years old when I deliberately gave up praying and became “an infidel”
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and sympathized with the Fenians. In my teens the scientific wave was headed by the
Irishman Tyndall, who declared in Belfast that he saw in Matter the promise and potency
of all forms of life. I was steeped in religious controversy until, at a lecture by Henry
George, I was switched over to economics. Karl Marx finished me. I became a
Communist, and, in the course of preaching Communism for 12 years on every possible
platform, from the street corner to the British Association, became something of an
orator. With Sidney Webb I worked out the Fabian policy which rescued Socialism from
the barricades and futile heroics, and made it quite respectably constitutional. Now a
Communist is a Catholic; and a Catholic is an Internationalist: the two words mean the
same thing. To me the difference between Protestant and Catholic is as negligible as it
was in the operatic quartets and quintets in which the soprano was my Protestant mother
and the tenor a Catholic whose pious old mother’s kindness to me in my early boyhood I
have never forgotten. At present we seem to be all going to hell together; but you, the
half Spaniard, have kept Ireland out of that race-to-ruin, and have always stood out from
the mob whose political ignorance and incompetence I know so well. But we must all
face the fact that there can be no civilization without a Communist base, which, from the
nearest police station kitchen to your Council Chamber, must super hanc petram [upon
this Rock]. It was an awful thing for St Peter to strike Ananias and his wife dead for
treating a few shillings as private property; but he had to do it, and thereby made Christ a
Marxist. Not until on that basis we have gained enough leisure, which is the only reality
of liberty, will it be possible to assert individual rights against Catholic duties. There is
still hope for Democratic Aristocracy, my latest slogan. If our civilization collapses as all
previous ones have done, we must try again; and if all our efforts come to nothing, the
Power that created us and that has scrapped so many failures, can create something abler,
perhaps in Ceylon, perhaps in Ireland. Excuse all this: in my dotage I am like a Russian.
Russians always inflict autobiographies on their hosts and correspondents.’
Aug 15 1946, to G. H. Sanders, 152 in Elliot: ‘I have not eaten fish, flesh or fowl for 65
years past. I eat eggs very seldom and not much milk; but I do not bar butter, cheese,
honey from my diet. Of late years I eat vegetables uncooked and shredded—but I have
my potatoes baked. I do not smoke nor drink tea, alcoholic stimulants and narcotics: but
lately I have taken a little mild coffee, at breakfast—I claim nothing for this diet except
that it has kept me alive quite as effectively as a meat diet which costs more and involves
an enormous slavery of man to animals and much cruelty and suffering, though the
animals owe their lives to it.’
Aug 24 1946, to Murray, whose wife Mary had suffered a thrombosis, or stoppage of a
small blood vessel in the brain, in Murray (forthcoming): ‘Sidney Webb had the same
experience a few years ago. It destroyed his very bold and legible handwriting; and he
says he can neither write nor think. And his Scottish nurse goes out with him lest if he
fell he would not get up unaided. But he reads enormously, and talks as he always did,
and is as happy and companionable. Wells (his son tells me) was in one of his blithe and
active moods all the morning. After lunch he lay down as usual for a nap, went to sleep,
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and presently died without waking, quite peacefully. Mary is not for me like anyone else.
I must think of her happily.’
Oct 1 1946, to Nancy, 193 in Astor: ‘on Wednesday the 9th, at 2:30, the St Pancras
Borough Council is to make a grand parade of making me its first Honorary Freeman.’
Oct 3 1946, to Peter Watts, who produced Man and Superman on the B.B.C., 779-80:
‘What has become of the music in the hell scene of Man & Superman? It is needed as a
blessed relief to the cackle as well as for its proper effect…. If you cannot add it to the
record you must get the theatre orchestra to stand by. At the entrance of the statue the two
first chords of the overture to Don Giovanni must crash out fortissimo in the broadest
measure. When the devil appears the opening staves of La Veau d’Or, the song of
Mephistopheles from Gounod’s Faust, rattles out. At the end, when Ann cries “A father
for the Superman” the band bursts out with “unto us a child is born” from Handel’s
Messiah, and makes a resounding and triumphant finish…. The reading of my stage
directions at full length is damnably stupid…. Only at the beginnings of the acts are their
descriptive passages needed; and even then they should be drastically cut…. Do not treat
my printed text with blindly superstitious reverence. It must always be adapted
intelligently to the studio, the screen, the stage, or whatever the physical conditions of
performance may be.’
Oct 26 1946, to Fannie Holtzman, III:306 in Holroyd: ‘I do not write for the people
intelligent and instructed enough to share my views, ... but to startle and wake up readers
of the H[earst] P[ress].’
Oct 29 1946, to Emmeline Pethick-Lawrence, following up on a letter of July 4 1933,
783: ‘I got into trouble with the movement over Votes for Women by saying that the
effect of it would be to keep women out of Parliament; and sure enough not a single
woman got in at the first election under Adult Suffrage. First rate candidates like Mary
MacArthur and Margaret Bondfield were defeated by male nobodies. The enfranchised
women voted against them. And now, after a quarter of a century, in Parliament, instead
of an equal proportion of women and men, there are 40 women and 600 men. Votes for
Women has been much worse than a failure: it has guaranteed an enormous masculine
majority, as I foresaw. I maintained that what is needed is a constitutional amendment
making the electoral unit, not a man OR a woman, but a man AND a woman. No vote for
a man to be valid until coupled with a vote for a woman. I call this The Coupled Vote.
What do you think of it? It will at least give the defeated women a sensational program
and bring it back into life and topicality.’ (Lady Pethick-Lawrence replied on Nov 6: ‘I
am astonished at the boldness of your suggestion and consider it a great sign of your
amazing youth and optimism’ [endnote].)
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Oct 29 1946, to L. D. Kelsey (via F. E. Loewenstein), I: 86 in Holroyd: ‘My objection to
meat is that it costs too much, and involves the slavery of men and women to edible
animals that is undesirable.’
Nov 18 1946, to Roy Limbert, soon after Shaw had finished Buoyant Billions, 784-85: ‘I
finished the new play for the 1947 [Malvern] Festival (if it ever comes off) yesterday. It
is so bad that I ought to burn it; but it will serve your turn for a few performances. It is
shortish, and will perhaps leave room for another short one in the same performance.
Could you persuade Sybil Thorndike to play Great Catherine? There are 12 characters
and 3 scenes, costing more than they are worth.’
Nov 28 1946, to Laurence Irving, who was writing a biography of his grandfather Henry
Irving, 785-89: Shaw compares Irving to ‘by far the greatest actor of his day,’ Barry
Sullivan, ‘who wrote no letters and delivered no lectures, simply had no national
publicity, only about a dozen local reputations which never became metropolitan’ (78687). ‘London publicity is a perfectly legitimate part of an actor-manager’s business; and
H.I’s talent for it is all to his credit. What was wrong with him was that he was as much
out-of-date as Burbage would have been in his plays. When I first saw him … in The
Two Roses, I felt “This is the man for me”: he seemed born to play ultra-modern parts. A
combination of Irving and Ellen Terry and Ibsen seemed to have been sent by Providence
to revive the rotting theatre of that day. When at the Lyceum, instead of following up his
success in The Bells with modern plays he went back to the Barry Sullivan repertory in
which, lacking Sullivan’s extraordinary physical and technical qualifications, he could
not act the big parts, and had to depend on his queer personality, which fascinated the
public, I was disappointed. I remember saying to Alexander Bell, the author of the
Standard Elocutionist, who was pleased with H.I’s studied articulation, that he reminded
me of nothing but a boiled silk hat’ (787). ‘Now the older an actor grows the more
dependent he becomes on moving with the times and producing plays in the latest
fashion. And this is just what an actor cannot do; for as he is on the stage every night, and
can never “go to the play,” he ends by knowing nothing of the contemporary theatre.
When H.I. should have been playing Ibsen and Shaw he could not get beyond Wills and
Traill and the Laureate Tennyson, whose genius was not dramatic. Shakespear was
always ready to his hand; but he mutilated the plays so horribly to make them one-partplays instead of galaxies of characters, that all the connoisseur critics were disgusted; and
the reporter critics who had never read Shakespear could not make head or tail of the
stories of the plays and were bored’ (788).
IPS Dec 4 1946, to Tunney, in ‘G.B. Shaw’s Letters to Gene Tunney,’ Collier’s, June 23,
1951, p. 52: ‘I have just picked up your address from a letter you wrote to the Bakon
Yeast Man, Curt Freshel, about H. G. Wells; and I feel I must give you a hail to shew that
I have not forgotten our old happy contacts. As I am abominably old, having overstayed
my reasonable time so long as to have passed my 90th birthday, you may write me off as
a deader. I have only some scraps of wit left and shall soon forget the alphabet and the
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multiplication table and be unable to walk more than a hundred yards without two sticks.
Still I am alive enough to drop you a line. Charlotte died in 1943. Among her portraits of
famous friends was yours. I hear that you and your lady are prosperous and well, and
have three sons and a daughter. Keep them off the stage and out of the ring if you can. I
have just received a most barbarously-written biography of [Harry] Greb, which
describes him vividly as the foulest fighter on earth, who instructed you so thoroughly in
all the tricks of the trade that he never afterwards had a chance against you. All his
opponents seem to have liked him, though he never fought them fairly. Is Joe Louis the
wonder they say he is? I tried to see H. G. Wells in his last year; but his baroness put me
off every time. We were very good friends: he had Greb's art of keeping all of them
though in controversy or under criticism he made Greb appear an angel in comparison.
On paper he died in despair; but I cannot believe that his gaiety ever deserted him. He
and I ended as Great Men, and you began as one. Have you found congenial work? But I
must stop asking questions, as you must not bother to answer until you have nothing
better to do; and meanwhile I shall take silence to be a friendly wave of the hand.’
c. Dec 16-18 1946, to William Maxwell, printer of Shaw’s books, 252 in Chappelow:
‘So the great printing firm of R. & R. Clark is 100 years old; and I am only 90! It seems
to me to have been ordained by Providence to be ready for me when my time came. At all
events, ever since it printed my first plays, Pleasant and Unpleasant, in 1898, it has been
as natural a part of my workshop as the pen in my hand. It has given me no trouble, nor
complained when I have given it a good deal, holding up its type sometimes for years. I
have not had to think about my printing: I have left it to do itself, which means that R. &
R. Clark had to do it. I recall the day when I first visited your castle in Edinburgh (in
Scotland printers have castles, not mere “works”) as one of the luckiest in my life.’
Jan 8 1947, to J. W. Robertson Scott, writer and activist on rural affairs, 790-91: ‘The
temperance tract is excellent. But the question is a puzzling one and needs deeper
scientific study. I have found by experiment on myself that a single glass of wine
reduces, not my selfcontrol, but, as you also have noted, my selfcriticism to such an
extent that when writing drunk I let ten sentences pass as final where when sober I should
have only two. I find this out when proofs come to be corrected. I conclude that in all
artistic work, only a teetotaller can produce the best work of which he is capable…. I
wrote many years ago that drink is the chloroform that enables the proletariat to bear the
painful operation of living. I am still convinced that, as the failure of Prohibition in
America proved, simple abstinence is not the remedy, we must get at the troubles that
drive men to drink, and produce a state of life in which the taste of alcohol is disagreeable
and the influence uncomfortable.’
IPS Jan 8 1947, to Mrs. Stobart, who had told Shaw that the Reverend Dick Sheppard
would like him to revise the Prayer Book; 24 in ‘Dead Letter File,’ Shaw Bulletin 2 (May
1958): Shaw replied that he found the book “so saturated with the superstition of the
Atonement that even after the most drastic excision of the savageries you quote it
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remained intolerably obsolete and mischievous.” Then he suggests that if the rulers of
Europe were again to believe in hell it might be better for the world.’
Feb 5 1947, to F. J. Kelly, on his changed opinion of Brahms, I:243 in Holroyd: ‘the first
performances of Brahms’s Requiem in London were dreadfully and insincerely mocksolemn and dull. Now that I know the work, its frugal bits and march music amuse me;
and its one Mendelssohnic chorus is a favorite of mine.’
Feb 13 1947, to Margaret, 138 in Wheeler: ‘What you say about the function of women
in the world, and their future if they have any future, is exactly mine. My latest fad is to
make the political woman face the fact that I foretold (mostly to their indignation):
namely that the effect of Votes for Women [gained in 1928] would be to keep them out
of Parliament, and that what they should go for was a Constitutional Amendment to the
effect that every public authority should consist of men AND women 50-50, and not men
OR women 600-40. There is something for you to go on with now that I am too old.
Lately I have proposed The Coupled Vote; no man without a woman, votes or no votes.’
Feb 17 1947, to Lady Kennet, on his liver extract treatments for pernicious anaemia,
III:363 in Holroyd: Shaw insists he is not adding liver to his diet: he allows the doctors
to squirt the injections into his ‘lumbar regions.’
Feb 19 1947, to an autograph-seeker, 38 in Elliot: ‘It is against my rule to give my
autograph to collectors who misspell the word presumptuous and make it sound
prezumpchis.’
March 22 1947, to Margaret, 144-45 in Wheeler: ‘All that you say about the political
incapacity of women is true; but it is more true of men, because the idlest woman has to
do some scrap of mothering and housekeeping, budgeting and shopping, whereas men,
with everything at home done for them by their squaws, and 95% of them in their
businesses doing what their managers tell them, or simply doing what was done last time,
are routineers and gossips, following their party leaders, and never dream of thinking for
themselves or anyone else. Politics to them means nothing but electioneering. Women are
much more practical. I have worked with both; and I know’ (144). ‘Most of our social
evils and the failure of our democracy occur because, as we know no method of testing
the ability of the candidates, we let everybody vote for anybody; and, as born rulers are
dreaded and hated, nobody will vote for them; and we elect goodnatured mediocrities or
ambitious actors or religious fanatics. We need to confine our choice to panels of tested
persons; and we dont know how to test them. But we can do something, were it only to
guarantee that candidates can read and write and have some grounding in law, economy
and science’ (145).
June 4 1947, to Jayanta Padmanabha, 795: ‘I am much indebted to you for sending me
the articles on Florence Farr. They have astonished me. I thought that Yeats and I knew
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her through and through, as far as there was anything to know. I now see that we did not
know her at all. Your great-uncle, of whom we had never heard, opened her mind and
developed the real woman. I should have said she was the last woman on earth to become
the authoritative head of a college, or to break her way out of the little cliques in which
she figured in London, and find a spiritual home in philosophic India. I was wrong. I was
the wrong man for her, and I am deeply glad that she found the right one after I had
passed out of her life.’
c. June 9 1947, to J. C. Trewin, drama critic who asked Shaw to send him examples of
Frank Harris’s ‘earthy manner of speech,’ 796: One of several examples: ‘X. By the way,
do you know Lady C.C. F.H. DO I know that fat arsed bitch! ! !’ Shaw’s comment: ‘No
typing or printing can convey the effect of F.H’s resonant voice, audible to everyone
within a range of hundreds of yards indoor or out, and of his perfect elocution. No man
could express scorn as he could in the language of a buccaneer but with the bearing of a
prophet. He could not understand why publishers would not commission him to write a
Life of Christ, whom he regarded as the nearest thing to himself that humanity had ever
produced.’
June 28 1947, to Harold White, printer, 280 in Chappelow: ‘In printing I am a disciple of
William Morris, whom I knew when he was making the Kelmscott Press. His rule was
No Mutton Quads [square em spaces] at the end of the sentences; they make white
patches on what should be a solid block of color. No leads [used to space out between
lines]. Print solid in the largest face you have room for. He was the greatest printer on
earth. Correct accordingly.’
July 4 1947, to Trebitsch, 441 in Trebitsch 1: (On what became Buoyant Billions.) ‘I
have changed my mind about the new play. I am writing an additional act, and altering
the title to A World Betterer’s Courtship: A Comedy of Manners. Do not make this
public; for I may change my mind again, or die, or put the play in the fire…. I have not
yet the least notion of how it will end.’ March 11 1948: ‘“World Betterer” is my
translation of Weltverbesserungswahn [world-reforming madness] invented by Tolstoy’s
children to describe his politics.’
July 23 1947, to Murray, in Murray (forthcoming): ‘What a relief and delight to have
you back to the Greek again! Heracles is as good as ever, old as we are. A fashion has
sprung up lately to describe me as the Shakespear de nos jours. But anyone with ears
should transfer that honor to you; for Shakespear’s magic now lies in the magic of his
English hardly ever failing. Yours never does.... Sophocles has always raised the question
with me whether his arrant conventionality was put on for the market, or was really a
quality of his mind. Apparently he would have thirdrated us two because we have never
killed anybody, nor appalled the world with wholesale cruelties. But neither did he; yet
he ranked himself as a great dramatic poet. I conclude that he really did believe that “the
Lord is a man of war”. In the Capital Punishment Symposium in the Police Gazette
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nobody has got rid of the obsession of punishment except you and I. Without this
riddance judicial killing can be nothing but vulgar and cruel revenge. The Intellectual Cooperation Committee is an imposing title; but it never meant anything but Gilbert Murray.
I have just written to Roy Limbert, manager of the Malvern Festival Theatre, that when
the Festival is resumed next year he should produce Heracles, as yours is the only name
and reputation that can give his program the dignity that Shakespeare gives to Stratford.’
Aug 13 1947, to William J. Pickerill, 797-98: ‘It is impossible to foresee how any story
will do as opera. One would not suppose that The Flying Dutchman and Parsifal would
suit the same composer equally well. There is no promise in Figaro of Don Giovanni; but
Mozart must have discovered Handel’s organ concerto in G minor in between; and lo! the
statue music. Any good story will make a good opera if the composer is competent. You
will notice that I use the word opera, not music drama. I do so because you say in your
letter that there will be no arias nor cadenzas. Let me implore you on the contrary to
compose nothing else. Tristan is famous; but we are all sick of the wamblings
[wobbliness] it started…. Composers for the last fifty years have been writing
Beethovenian mood music on the assumption that their moods are as interesting as those
of Beethoven or Sibelius; and Wagner’s unprepared 13ths are old hat. The word is now
Back to Handel and Mozart, to dramatic recitative, good tunes, and lovely arias, but
without the old sonata-form repetitions. Even Back to Rossini and Meyerbeer! anything
rather than shapeless moody wambling and dreary ugliness by way of profundity.’
Aug 18 1947, to I. J. Pitman, 799: ‘No: I never contemplated designing the alfabet
myself. There must be no amateur work in the job: the designing must be done by a
professional artist-calligrapher. The difficulty is to find one able to invent as well as
write. Your own inventions are excellent; but calligraphy as a handicraft is not your
profession.’
Sept 12 1947, to Harold Laski, 801: ‘You share the popular delusion that I am a
millionaire. I have not a rap to spare over and above my expenses: the Exchequer sees to
that. Anyhow what use is research to Fabians? We have solution enough for the next 20
years. Our business is to preach, push, and permeate, not to hunt up history, of which we
know more than enough. The old Essays [Fabian Essays in Socialism], to which I have
just contributed a new one, are still in advance of the situation. You will find it hard to
say much more. The Labor Cabinet is hardly yet ready for sixth form schoolbooks.
Anyhow you may write me off as a dried up well, especially as to my imaginary
millions.’
Sept 15 1947, to Maurice Evans, who played Tanner in Man and Superman, 227 in
Theatrics: ‘Somebody has told me that at the end of Man and Superman you altered my
stage business by making Ann sit down and distract the attention of the audience from
yourself, thereby stealing the end of the play from you. She and everybody else on the
stage should not stir a finger during your speech about the wedding presents and be
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entirely forgotten until she gives you the cue for the last word “Talking!” If you really
made such a blunder you are hopeless as a producer. Engage a competent specialist, and
stick to acting, which is your job.’
Sept 19 1947, to P. J. A. Scott-Maunsell, of the London branch of the Anti-Partition of
Ireland League, 802: ‘I take no sides in Irish party politics, and have repeatedly declared
my conviction that Ulster Protestant Capitalism, which will never yield to Catholic
Republican agitation, will undo Partition when it is outvoted by organized Labor, and can
fortify itself against Socialism only by an alliance with the agricultural proprietors of
Eire.’
Sept 24 1947, to Margaret, 165-67 in Wheeler: On the Life Force: ‘You can take it or
leave it; but if you are going to occupy yourself with philosophy you will have to come to
some conclusion about it, even if it is only that it beats you, and that you simply dont
know. The L.F. is not new. The old name was Providence. But it was assumed that
Provvy is omnipotent, omniscient, infallible and beneficent; and this is contradicted by
the existence of evil, vice, poison, disease, and all other mischiefs. The Devil had to be
invented to account for them.... The novelty about the Life Force is that though, like the
Holy Ghost, it is impersonal and quite unaccountable, yet it is fallible, and proceeds by
trial and error, leaving the world full of its well meant failures as well as its well meant
successes, and thereby creating evil as well as good without intending it.... You are right
in refusing to tolerate the idea of a force that has mankind at its mercy. But that is not a
life force: it is Neo-Darwinian Natural Selection.... The Life Force is not something
outside humanity: on the contrary, mankind is its highest organ, agent and instrument yet
created; and the chief evidence of its existence is that certain men and women have
dreams of perfection, and will sacrifice their comfort and risk their lives in the pursuit of
knowledge as a step towards the achievement of power over their circumstances. This
pursuit used to be called progress: it is now called Evolution; and to distinguish it from
the false use of the word by the Darwinian determinists, it is called Creative Evolution.
Of course the L.F. is only a hypothesis; but it fits the facts as far as we yet know them,
and enables us to think without fairy tales. It gives you a credible “frame of reference”
without which reasoning is impossible.... Note that the Life Force hypothesis gets rid of
Original Sin and the Atonement: both of them pernicious nuisances.’
IPS c. Sept 26 1947, to Trevor Royle, who wanted to visit Shaw and sent a brief poem,
74-75 in Royle, James & Jim: A Biography of James Kennaway (Edinburgh: Mainstream,
1983): ‘Would you, by Gum! I’m sorry / But many thousands more / Are in the self-same
hurry / So I must bar my door. // I have not tea enough for you / Nor teacakes in my
larder / And so send this rebuff to you, / Dear lad from Auchterarder.’
Sept 27 1947, to Clara M. Kennedy, who cited Shaw in a debate on missionaries, 803:
‘You have wasted your ink. The Black Girl is in no sense an attack on missionaries as
such; and if you publish a statement to the contrary you will discredit your own cause, as
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9 out of 10 readers will conclude that if I am against missionaries as such there must be
something gravely wrong with them. I am myself a missionary. Fifty years ago half the
Free Churches had already become Voltairean and renounced what they called “the
commercial theory of the atonement.” The black girl’s search led her to this goal; and her
search is the subject of the book, not an attack on anybody.’
IPS Oct 14 1947, to Kingsley Martin, editor of the New Statesman, 131 in C. H. Rolph,
Kingsley:The Life, Letters and Diaries of Kingsley Martin (London: Gollancz, 1973): ‘I
heard your broadcast. Webb was not the founder of the Fabian Society. It was founded by
a Rosminian philosopher named Davidson and was excessively unfabian, dreaming of
colonies of Perfect Lifers in Brazil, and discussing the abolition of money and the
substitution of pass-books, and constitutional anarchism and all sorts of nonsense, in each
others’ lodgings. It split into a poltical section led by Hubert Bland, calling itself the
Fabian Society, and a Fellowship of the New Life, with Perfectionist views. The Fabian
section had one working man member named Phillips; and it managed to get out a tract
entitled Why Are the Many Poor? This tract came my way. I, being a newly converted
Marxist looking for a political shop, saw that the title Fabian, obviously educated, was an
inspiration. I joined it and found a handful of hopeless amateurs needing above all things
Webb, whom I had picked out as a political genius, and on whom I had forced my very
uncongenial acquaintance, I being all artist and an incorrigible actor, and he the simplest
soul and ablest youth in the world. I roped him into the Fabian; and his knowledge,
ability, and administrative experience as an upper division civil servant at once swept all
the nonsense and Bohemian anarchism out if it, and made it what it finally became.’
Nov 4 1947, to Harold White, who was printing Bernard Shaw Through the Camera, 281
in Chappelow: ‘I am sorry to have made such a mass of corrections in the preliminary
pages [Loewenstein’s preface]; but our friend does not yet know the rules, which are, (a)
cut out everything that the reader already knows, (b) cut out everything that the reader
does not want or need to know, (c) cut out all superfluous adjectives, pronouns,
conjunctions, prepositions and interjections. [Loewenstein] spends half his time filling in
superfluities. For instance, instead of writing, “Jones, a waiter, saw what happened,” he
would write, ‘Henry St Michael Phillimore Jones, who was a waiter on duty at the time,
and lived at 36 Store Street in Stepney, was the third witness, and deposed that from his
position at the table near the window he witnessed the occurrence from beginning to
end.” I am afraid most of the stuff will have to be set up again, as correction on
Monotype printing does not pay. I am now at work hunting up photographs to replace the
pages I have ruthlessly cut out, and which I send in a separate bundle. But the book as it
now stands is quite thick enough.’
Nov 7 1947, to S. K. Ratcliffe, three weeks after Sidney Webb had died, 805: ‘I saw
Webb only two or three times after his stroke. It altered his handwriting for the worse,
and put an end to his work though not to his omnivorous reading. He walked as usual but
not without a nurse, as he was not sure that if he fell he could get up again. His speech
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was so very slightly affected that only very intimate old friends noticed it. In short, quite
presentable. As a public speaker he had long become impossible. Practising it as an art
was not in his extraordinarily simple character. Part of his immense efficiency was due to
his never doing anything better than was necessary: a limit fatal to fine art on the
platform.’
IPS Nov 9 1947, to Basil Dean, 296 in Dean, Mind’s Eye: An Autobiography 1927-1972
(London: Hutchinson, 1973): Having rejected a proposal to present a Shaw play at St
James’s Theatre, Dean made a second appeal, to which Shaw said bluntly, ‘There is
nothing to reconsider. My plays are always on tap for repertory: you have only to send a
postcard. For the moment The Devil’s Disciple is not the best choice. The elections have
just shown that America is not popular. And you need not go back 50 years for a play.
Try On the Rocks [Shaw’s italics], with Stephen Murray as Chavender if you can get
him.’
Nov 12 1947, to Alan S. Downer, who had written on Barker, 243 in Meisel: ‘My
technique is that of the first circus clown cheeking the first ringmaster, a technique
rampant in Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme. Barker’s was that of the first strolling poet who
lived by reciting his verses at the street corner. These primitive techniques have
developed. The solitary mendicant tragedian and the circus couple have combined and
made Twelfth Night possible.’
Nov 13 1947, to Betty Pritchard, 806: ‘You may punctuate as you please, and you must
let me punctuate as I please…. In my own practice of conjunctions a semicolon comes
when the nominative changes or is repeated, and a comma when it does not. He was
drunk, but not disorderly. He was drunk; but his brother was sober. The Bible translators
sometimes followed this purely grammatical rule, but were apt to substitute a colon,
which I use artistically and not grammatically. I use the semicolon when the nominative
is changed or when it is repeated. “Thou shalt not take the name of the Lord thy God in
vain; for the Lord will not hold him guiltless that taketh His name in vain.” Punctuation is
mostly idiosyncratic: there are childish simple rules such as “but is always preceded by a
semicolon.” It may be preceded by any stop or no stop. So may any other conjunction.
But it is admissible that a writer’s practice should be consistent, so that anyone reading it
aloud at first sight should know how the sentence is going to turn. Playwrights especially
must see to this, as their lines are meant to be spoken.’
IPS Dec 9 1947, to Werner Krauss, 220 in Wolfgang Goetz, Werner Krauss (Hamburg:
Hoffmann & Campe, 1954): ‘All civilizations are kept in existence by the masses who
collaborate with whatever governments are for the moment established in their country,
native or foreign. To treat such collaboration as a crime after every change of government
is a vindictive stupidity which cannot be justified on any ground.’
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Dec 25 1947, to the actress Ellen Pollack, 200 in Elliot: ‘I have half a dozen pullovers
and I never wear them. Yours is the richest in color in the collection. If you cannot
restrain this mania for making presents, exchanging money which everyone wants for
things that nobody wants, you should do it at unexpected moments and not at Xmas when
all the other people do it and smother your gift under a pile of cards and rubbish. I must
cure you of this lunacy. Let me think of you as a fellow-artist, not as a mental case. Drop
it, Ellen.’
Jan 6 1948, to Margaret Wheeler, 811: ‘What makes my plays unlike others is that my
characters say what they feel and would not say in real life. Hence the description of B.B.
[Buoyant Billions] as a comedy of no manners.’
IPS Jan 16 1948, to J. B. Priestley, regarding the Committee of Authors, 257 in Vincent
Brome, J. B. Priestley (London: Hamish Hamilton, 1988): ‘I am glad to know that you
have not forgotten this old crock; but as to the conference I have nothing to contribute but
a hollow laugh. I dare say the young ones will enjoy it and I think they are doing
something important; though nothing can or will be done except spend your far too
generous gift. There is not even an agenda, much less a program. If there was they
wouldnt agree on a single item. For ten years I was on the Society of Authors and did all I
could for them; and they hated me for it. At 91½ I have too little time left to waste any
more of it on them. I was in at the birth of the Authors’ League of America. It was a great
effort, boiling with high hopes; and all they did was to give away right after right to the
managers and publishers, including their new and enormously valuable film rights. You
are too young to grasp their ignorance in law, and incompetence in business, which
makes them unemployable in any other occupation than sitting alone in a study and
indulging their imagination.’
Jan 21 1948, to Alan S. Downer, drama professor at Princeton University starting in
1946, 812-13: ‘I cannot sufficiently urge you to repress your impulse to write a chronicle
of the English theatre. That has been done and overdone many times and to do it over
again would not only involve hours of dry-as-dust research for you, but bore your readers
(if you had any) to such a degree that they would never read another book of yours….
What there is for you to do is to take up the subject of theatre economics, of which there
are two phases to be recorded. First, why did Barry Sullivan, after his early successes in
America, Australia, and in London, shake London’s dust from his feet, and play only in
the English provinces, Ireland, and Scotland? It was because his forerunners all finally
exhausted their London vogue there in a few years and were driven back to the road….
Second, the tremendous economic change made by the cinema. When I began, the
running expenses of a peformance at a fashionable London theatre were at least £80, and
the greatest possible total receipts £300: a terrific gamble. For a big success it was
necessary to sell 100,000 seats…. Compare cinema figures. The film of my play Caesar
and Cleopatra cost £600,000. The art of the theatre never changes; but a play on which
such a sum can be spent profitably is very different to one by an author limited to £2000
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or less…. Holding a mirror up to nature is not a correct definition of a playwright’s art. A
mirror reflects what is before it. Hold it up to any street at noonday and it shews a crowd
of people and vehicles and tells you nothing about them…. Shakespear’s mirror was for
the actor, to teach [him] not to saw the air and look like nothing on earth. The playwright
has more to do than to watch and wave: the policeman does that much; but the playwright
must interpret the passing show by parables. My stage directions are explained by yet
another change for you to deal with. When I began no publisher would touch a play….
As I could not get my plays performed and could not offer them to managers because I
was a critic, I had to get them published. I had to make my stage directions practicable
without ever mentioning the stage, and as readable by novel readers as by prompters and
property men. Read them in that light. Now plays are published as freely as novels. My
doing.’
Feb 13 1948, to Emil Ludwig, biographer, 814-15: ‘Before Freud was ever heard of I
dismissed all the standard books on Psychology as worthless, because, as I declared,
genuinely scientific work on the subject would be so indecent that nobody could possibly
print it or even write it. I did not then believe that a human being so utterly void of any
sort of delicacy as Freud could exist. But apparently I created him; for I have lived to see
him come not only into existence but into vogue. I am now expected to explain that I was
never carnally in love with my mother, nor ever hated by father nor wanted to murder
him. Still the fellow was of some use, if only by making the scientific discussion of sex
possible by making the unmentionable mentionable.’
Feb 21 1948, to Lord Kennet (Hilton Young), about Kathleen Scott, widow of Robert
Falcon Scott, II:374 in Holroyd: She is ‘a wonderful woman, first rate at her job,
adventurously ready to go to the ends of the earth at half an hour’s notice with no luggage
but a comb with three teeth in it, and always successful.’ Feb 28: ‘We got on together to
perfection.’
c. March 1948, to Malachi Leonard, on James Joyce, III:199-200 in Holroyd: ‘I have
tried to read Finnegan but found it would take more time to decipher than it seemed
worth.... I might have persevered when I was 20; but at 93 time is precious and the days
pass like flights of arrows.’
IPS March 12 1948, to Henry Irving’s grandson Laurence, who was writing his
biography, 87-88 in John H. B. Irving, ‘Shaw Settles His Quarrel with Sir Henry Irving,’
SHAW 29 (2009): 79-91: ‘As far as I know there is no evidence that H. I. and E. T. [Ellen
Terry] had sexual relations. They never lived together: his address in London was Bond
Street and hers Barkston Gardens. But she was credited—or, when she was blackballed at
the Forum Club, discredited—with five Husbands: Watts, Godwin, HI, Wardell and
Carew. She never disclaimed this list. But then she never claimed it. I accept it as others
did, but I never discussed it with her. But as to H. I.’s sex history, I know one fact.
Winifred Emery [actress] was so extraordinarily pretty that no man could resist her sex
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appeal and this made her extremely cynical about men in general. H. I. fell a victim like
the rest and pressed her so hard (he was on the irresistible side himself) that she married
Cyril Maude to escape from him. I learnt this from Florence Farr, who was a close friend
of Winifred. This was when E. T. grew too old for the juvenile leads at the Lyceum and
Winifred was H. I.’s choice of a successor. It shows that the collapse of his marriage did
not leave him sexless. He left a third of his property to Mrs Aria, who took charge of him
in his last years; and this infuriated his widow, who would have prevented his burial in
the Abbey if I had not silenced her by convincing her that she was throwing away a Civil
List pension…. I met her only once at the Bancrofts in Brighton. Within a few seconds of
our introduction she was abusing H. I. to me with a hatred of which only an Irishwoman
could be capable…. to quarrel with him was as impossible as to quarrel with a child when
you found out how simple and genuine he was. Kate Terry denounced him as an egotist;
but the ego part was his simplicity. He was not ill-natured. He missed his chance with me
and Ibsen, sacrificed Ellen’s great possibilities, and cut Shakespear to pieces in perfect
good faith. He did not know.’
April 5 1948, to M. Baxter, secretary of the H.G. Wells Memorial Fellowship Scheme,
817-18: ‘A Wells Fellowship for the promotion of his ideas is recommended; but what
were his specific ideas? Those which took any practical form, the division of our absurd
local government areas into planned regions, the tank, the radio-active bomb, need no
promotion.... He chalked up many ideas, but ran away from them when anyone proposed
to put them into practice. He attacked his best friends at home and abroad furiously,
denouncing Fabianism and Marxism, the Webbs and Stalin, recklessly. Finally his spleen
made him, though once the most readable and hope inspiring of authors, almost
unreadable and very discouraging. In short, he was a great author and should be
commemorated, but the last man on earth to be the subject of propagandist lectureships,
or indeed of any permanent organization. What we need is money, a sculptor, and a site.’
May 4, 1948, to Jackson, 176-7 in Jackson: Shaw discusses William Poel.
June 11 1948, to Eric Bentley, author of Bernard Shaw: A Reconsideration, 822-24:
Shaw lauds the book as ‘by far the best critical description of my public activities I have
yet come across.’ Then: ‘Let me tell you a few things you have missed. Wide as was the
range of the Webb interests, there was one sort of human animal they had never met, and
indeed had never been able to conceive as possible until they met me. That animal was
the Irishman. Webb was ready for anything or anybody: he had a very few personal
dislikes which he never indulged by doing an injury to their objects; but he had no
hatreds nor even prejudices, and he took me on cheerfully as all in the day’s work, and
actually liked me in spite of my novelty, and valued the new light I threw on all his
readymade beliefs. Besides, as we had the same frame of reference, there was nothing to
puzzle him in my mental methods. Beatrice was full of hatreds and class prejudices. She
could not bear people whom she could not class. She despised the poor middle class, and
was for a long time kept aloof from the Fabians by social and intellectual snobbery…. I,
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an Irishman, a genius, and a born and incurable actor, was trebly abhorrent to her; and it
is enormously to her credit that instead of detaching her husband from me …, she forced
herself to receive and tolerate me because I was Sidney’s loyal friend and had dramatized
him as the ablest man in England: a thing he was utterly incapable of doing for himself.
When she found that I was no trouble in the house, and very useful in literary work, she
put herself quite at her ease with me by classifying me as a Sprite, and we became
thorough friends: in fact until I married I was practically a member of her household’
(822). ‘All this time I was writing 2000 words of art criticism every week and arguing
every sentence down to its final point with the analytical faculty that was my special gift
as a critic…. With my springing on the Fabians of the case for equality of income, and
the reduction of it to a basic income sufficient to make all the classes intermarriageable
and Carnegie, Rockefeller, and Caruso fortunes negligible, the Webbs had nothing to do:
they were as much surprised by it as anybody; but they saw its soundness and accepted it.
The Webbs’ anti-Marx phase and subsequent conversion is a fable. It was I who, though
a confirmed Marxist, was determined that Fabianism should be presented as entirely
British…. Webb had come to Socialism through John Stuart Mill. So had Morris.
Beatrice was a Socialist self-made. Olivier was a Comtist. Henry George had converted
thousands to Collective Thinking. So had Ruskin. That is why Marx is not even
mentioned in the Fabian Essays. I alone postulated that an English movement must be
conducted in the English language. I was myself an artist in literature’ (823).
June 16 1948, to M. Digby, on Horace Plunkett, II:312 in Holroyd: ‘He devoted his life
to the service of his fellow-creatures collectively; and personally he disliked them all....
He kept open house at Foxrock for all visitors of any note, rich or poor, to Ireland; and he
hated all his guests. He remained a bachelor for the sake of Lady Fingal, and was
unquestionably in love with her; yet I never felt convinced that he quite liked her.’
July 4 1948, to Georgina Musters, 824: ‘My hand writing is now so slow and tiresome to
me that I have fallen back on doing a good deal of my own typewriting; but I note that
you will be available in July [to substitute for vacationing Blanche Patch]. I once met
Krishnamurti. He was the most beautiful human creature I had ever seen. Both his beauty
and the attempts of Mrs Besant and the Star-in-the-East group to make a Messiah of him
would have turned the head of any ordinary mortal; but he kept his wits about him and
defeated them all. I have never read anything of his doctrine that I disagree with.’
July 8 1948, to Trebitsch, 825: ‘I have revised B[uoyant] B[illions] drastically, cutting
out Thirdborn altogether as he has no character and says nothing that cannot be said by
the others. Also I have greatly improved the mathematician, and deleted much
superfluous dialogue.’
July 22 1948, to Diana Watts, 2 in Pharand: Reflecting on the prolific Honoré de Balzac,
92-year-old Shaw reflects: ‘I have been intending to read Balzac (I have all his books)
ever since I read one of them sixty years ago, but I have not time now and never shall
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have.’ Same letter, after Anatole France called Saint Joan a ‘pile of literary rubbish, 190:
‘Anatole France I used to relish (I read French as easily as English, though I am a very
poor linguist); but I cannot forgive his silly little gaffe about Joan of Arc.’
Aug 5 1948, to Trebitsch, 449 in Trebitsch 1: ‘You may be an epic poet; but nothing will
ever make you a playwright. You think a play is a string of splendid sentences and
epigrams, with every speech a poem that Goethe might have been proud of. You could
not make a greater mistake. You might string a thousand splendid sentences and exquisite
poems together without making a play. On the stage every speech must provoke its
answer and make the audience curious to hear it. Every word that digresses and breaks
the chain of thought, however splendid, must be ruthlessly cut.’
Aug 8 1948, to Harry Higgs, after Clara had died of breast cancer, 79 in Chappelow: ‘So
now we are widowers, both of us. Well, it was bound to come. We are having a good
long day of it, and must not grieve or complain: we shall soon join her. Will you allow
me to put up a little monument to her and to you (your date can be filled in later) in the
churchyard? I will send the inscription for your approval.’ The next day, 79: ‘I send you
by this post the design I have had made for Clara’s monument. You must excuse me for
putting my own name so prominently on it: but there is no other way of making it one of
the sights of the churchyard, and having it kept in order, after we have gone.’
Aug 17 1948, to Laurentia, 274-75 in McLachlan: Shaw narrates his first meeting with
Gene Tunney and the ‘miracle’ that occurred on an island in the Adriatic: Tunney had
been a devout Catholic, but ‘dropped all that’ when he became a professional boxer. ‘His
young wife was attacked by the very rare complaint ... of a double appendicitis. Nothing
but a major operation could save her; and there was on the island only one old and
useless doctor. Death within ten hours was certain. Gene[,] helpless and desperate, could
only watch her die. Except one thing, to go back to his faith and pray. He prayed. Next
morning very early there landed in the island the most skilful surgeon in Germany, the
discoverer of double appendices. Before ten o’clock Mrs Tunney was out of danger and
is now the healthy mother of four children. Protestants and sceptics generally see nothing
in this but a coincidence; but even one coincidence is improbable, and a bundle of them
as in this case hardly credible in a world full of miracles. The prayer, the timing of the
surgeon’s arrival, his specialization for the rare disease, were so complicatedly
coincidental that if they had been reported to me from China about strangers I should not
have believed the story. As it is I do not doubt it; and it goes to confirm the value I
instinctively set on your prayers.’
Aug 26 1948, to Murray, in Murray (forthcoming): ‘A few weeks in hospital will
probably do Lady Mary a lot of good; but I wish she hadnt had to pay so painful a price
for it. My own unbroken legs are none too serviceable. Otherwise my age doesnt bother
me much. I am lucky in having for my housekeeper an able and formidable Scotswoman,
and for my office boy a German Jew, Doctor of Philosophy, bibliographer, and devoted
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Shaviomaniac. I live on chopped raw vegetables, having concluded that the conventional
vegetarian diet of beans, maccaroni, cereals ad lib, cheese, eggs &c, produces protein
poisoning, and am interested in a Russian woman, a vegetarian athlete who is
experimenting in living on air, which Einstein regards as a form of matter. I enclose a
final revision of my latest completed play. I have pretty nearly drafted another, which I
call provisionally FARFETCHED FABLES or Shawsop’s Fables. I am greatly delighted
at you doing The Birds. The best thing Swinburne ever did was his translation ‘Come on
then ye dwellers by nature in darkness and like to the leaves’ generations Who are
fashioned of dirt and are moulded in mire, unenduring and shadowless nations’. (I quote
recklessly from memory). The combination of Swinburne’s ear with the brains of
Aristophanes was ideal; but you will be able to supply the best of both.
Aug 31 1948, to Symon Gould, I: 87 in Holroyd: ‘To-day people are brought up to
believe that they cannot live without eating meat, and associate the lack of it with
poverty. Henry Salt, a champion vegetarian, said that what was needed in London were
vegetarian restaurants so expensive that only the very rich could afford to dine in them
habitually, and people of moderate means only once a year, as a very special treat, as in
Paris, where British tourists brag of having dined at So and So’s with a European
reputation for high prices and exquisite cookery. What you have to rub in is that it is
never cheap to live otherwise than as everybody else does; and that the so-called simple
life is beyond the means of the poor.’
Sept 6 1948, to Tunney: ‘It may amuse you to hear that when Jo L. [Joe Louis] arrived
here it was announced that the only people he wished to visit were myself and
Winston Churchill. The whole British press made a rush for me (probably also for
Churchill) to learn the date and place and hour and minute of the visit. I said I had not
heard from Mr Louis; but two comparatively unknown persons like myself and Mr
Churchill could not but feel flattered by a visit from a world-famous head of his
profession. This redoubled the clamor for the date. I repeated that 1 had not heard from
the champion; but that he and Mrs Louis would be welcome in my house after his tour,
when there could be no question of advertizing ourselves. It would be strictly private:
no photographers, no reporters, no interviewing, only we three for the pleasure of
meeting one another. And that was the last I heard of it. I have no reason to believe that J.
L. knew about the stunt at all, or had ever heard of me or of Winston. I am told that the
tour was a failure, and am not surprised; for exhibition spars in soft gloves draw no gates
here: they are out-of-date and forgotten; and our sporting crowds know nothing about
boxing. What they pay for is bashing. Louis got his $100,000 (reputed) for nothing.’
Sept 18 1948, to Jawaharlal Nehru, who had asked permission to visit Shaw, 828: ‘I was
greatly gratified to learn that you were acquainted with my political writings; and I need
hardly add that I should be honored by a visit from you, though I cannot pretend that it
will be worth your while to spend an afternoon of your precious time making the journey
to this remote village, where there is nothing left of Bernard Shaw but a doddering old
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skeleton who should have died years ago…. Though I know nothing about India except
what is in the newspapers I can consider it objectively because I am not English but Irish,
and have lived through the long struggle for liberation from English rule, and the
partition of the country into Eire and Northern Ireland, the Western equivalent of
Hindustan and Pakistan. I am as much a foreigner in England as you were in Cambridge.’
Oct 3 1948, to Robert Williamson, press officer for a bicycle show, 829: ‘I remember the
bone shaker and the penny farthing very well, but, being by profession a man of genius,
could not afford a bicycle until I was 40, by which time both had been superseded by the
safety bicycle with pneumatic tires. I rode this until 1908, when I took to motoring. I had
ten years of it. Bicycling is like the other exercises as far as bodily health is concerned:
that is, harmless if you dont do too much of it. It is the effect on the mind of the extension
of the day’s travel from a few miles to a hundred that gives the bicyclist such an
enormous advantage over the pedestrian, to say nothing of the saving in boot leather.
When a ride of fifty miles and upward is undertaken the cyclist must walk all the hills for
the first hour, and postpone all heavy eating until the ride is over. A beefsteak is almost
disabling. A thin slice of brown bread with currant jam and a cup of tea or a glass of
shandygaff is quite enough. To learn biking try to stand a penny on its edge. Impossible
when the penny is stationary, easy when it is rolling. Jump off or fall off when it stops.
Keep on at this until you suddenly find that you can balance. Do not expect to improve
with practice. You wont. The change from hopeless failure to complete success is
instantaneous and miraculous.’
IPS Nov 12 1948, to Nehru, who apologized for not visiting Shaw during his busy visit to
England, 519-20 in Nehru, A Bunch of Old Letters Written Mostly to Jawaharlal Nehru,
and Some Written by Him (New York: Asia Publishing House, 1958): ‘I was not
disappointed. I knew quite well when I wrote that you would be in such demand during
your stay in London that you would not have a whole afternoon to spare for a visit to this
inaccessible village. At the same time I wanted to make it clear that if you could come
you would be a most welcome guest. Your participation in the Conference was a great
success for you personally. Your broadcast was a very conspicuous item in its contrast to
the platitudes of the others; and your later speeches established you as the only Asiatic
equivalent to Stalin. Your assurance that there is no immediate possibility of war was the
right thing at the right moment. Our Cabinet Ministers are not idiots; but they do not
know what they are talking about.’
Nov 15 1948, to Flora Robson, who was contemplating a British tour as Lady Macbeth,
831-32: ‘Most Lady Macbeths imagine that the sleepwalking scene is the great scene. It
isnt. Anybody can play it. It plays itself. The scene that takes out of you all that you have
in you is the one in the first act (I suspect Mrs Siddons primed herself for it with a pint of
porter); for all star Macbeths try to steal it by swaggering instead of cowering in a chair
and crying piteously “I prithee peace. I dare &c” in the desperation of henpecked man,
while she towers over him, storming and raging and dominant. But if he will not play
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down you must play up and let yourself go for all you are worth; for you must get on top
at all costs; and that will pretty well finish you for the evening. But the other big scene
(the dagger one) is yet to come. The difficulty here is to shew that she is drunk without
making the audience laugh. The rest is easy: you may be exhausted after the termagant
scene; but you have not to let yourself go out again: anyone can say “Give ME the
daggers.” She is still the dominating shrew, but only contemptuous this time. I must stop.
When I start stage managing I am apt to go on for ever.’
Nov 30 1948, to J. R. Till, who queried Shaw about an exam question comparing his and
Shakespeare’s treatment of Antony and Cleopatra, 833: ‘A stupid question: the themes
are not the same. The shallow romantic soldier Antony and Cæsar the genius are as
different as possible. The real contrast is between the Shakespear-Plutarch Cæsar, a
megalomaniac with his head turned by popularity, and the Shaw-Mommseson[sic]Goethe great man. If I had been foolish enough to touch the fullblown Cleopatra after
Shakespear I should have been bothered as to how to reconcile her splendid end with her
flight from Actium. But I daresay I should have found a way out. I always do when it
comes to the point: never sooner.’
c. late Nov 1948, to a man from Poland whose life went abruptly downhill at 86, 145 in
Elliot: ‘My experience is that second childhood or gaga passes and is followed by what
athletes call Second Wind. Gaga occurs in the 8th decade. Second Wind in the 9th, with a
notable improvement in body and mind. Centenarians are much clearerheaded than
octogenarians.’
Dec 13 1948, to F. W. Blowey, neighbor who proposed a bus service, 121-22 in
Chappelow: ‘Your proposal of bus is most opportune. I will of course give it any support
I can. But if it is to stay and pay the service must be from St Albans to Welwyn Garden
City via St Peter and St Lawrence. St Peter is impossible as a terminus. Also, as there is
to be a divvy instead of profits, we should make it not a Club but a Co-op. As such it
might develop into a big business.’
Dec 23 1948, to Lionel Ames, 157-58 in Chappelow: ‘I did not forget your interest in
those horrid obstructions called Ruin Cottages, nor that of Mrs Harding, who, I
understand, lets them furnished. But now that the village has been found out, with the
Rectory and its big squash rackets court in the hands of I.C.I., six new dwellings built, an
eighty-three foot water tower about to be erected, the Northmet electricity in full blast,
and the wireless lifting us into the middle of London, it is all up with the quiet old 14th
century village which we remember. We two are only the oldest inhabitants…. By
modern pre-fab standards the two cottages are unfit for human habitation. No sanitation,
no water supply, no fridges, none of the gadgets that every woman expects as a matter of
course. They will be condemned when the tenants can be rehoused; and their removal
will improve the village amenity enormously…. The water tower, if stuck in the village
street opposite your house, will spoil it and spoil the village. The gigantic mushroom they
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usually put up is ugly only because it looks dangerously top-heavy. If placed in the
middle of the church meadow with a colonnade round the stalk and apparently supporting
the top, it would be a great addition to the amenities. By the way, I dont know where the
water is to come from. Do you?’
c. 1949, to the Rev. H. Cotton-Smith, a Trinity College, Dublin graduate who questioned
Shaw’s use of split infinitives, 834: ‘Only from T.C.D. could come the obsolete and
illiterate notion that “split infinitives” are not idiomatic and classical English. They are as
correct as “split indicatives.” If you must pontificate, reserve your encyclicals for misplaced “onlies,” which are irritatingly prevalent.’ Follow-up, also c.: ‘Your job (hobby?)
is to make grammar logical. By all means go ahead for all you are worth. But what is
grammar? Usage. Whose usage? The usage of the best masters of the language. I am one
of the best ten now living: Salmon, Mahaffy, Dowden etc. are not in the same street with
ME. What I write goes.’
Jan 5 1949, to Ivo L. Currall, a Shaw collector who was conveying legal problems with
Stephen Winsten’s Days with Bernard Shaw to Shaw through Loewenstein, 836-37: ‘I
did not read a word of the book you write about. I was assured by him and by the
publishers that it contained no copyright matter of mine and was within their statutory
privileges. I infer from your letter that this was a blazing lie; but what can I do? The book
is out; and W. has had advances on his royalties. To take proceedings would cost me
endless time, which is in my case money. Besides, the Winstens are a remarkable and
talented family, the only people in the village I can talk to or can talk to me…. I try to
bully them into business habits…. P.S. I have since looked through the book and found
such blunders in it that I must write to The Times Literary Supplement about it.’
Jan 6 1949, to Sinclair (who had written the post-A-bomb play A Giant’s Strength in
1948), 70 in Sinclair: ‘The story about my having written A Giant’s Strength (my
unproduced play) means only that the action of the last two plays I have written takes
place in the post-war future. There is no other resemblance. The first is called Buoyant
Billions, and described as a comedy. The other is entitled Farfetched Fables. The notion
that they continue the biography of Lanny Budd is a baseless as most paragraphs are. I
receive L. B. regularly from Werner Laurie; but what can you and I say to one another
about our books? We are in the same boat on the same tack. What we have to say has
been said again and again for at least 8000 years, apparently without producing the
slightest effect: still, there are little groups of Shavians and Sinclairites everywhere,
whose influence, though imperceptible, counts for something. Hardly a week passes but I
get letters instructing me how to live forever or how to achieve the millenium in an
afternoon. My first necessity is a waste paper basket.’
Jan 18 1949, to Laurence Irving, 838: ‘I am not surprised to learn that Janet [Achurch]
borrowed money from him [Henry Irving]: she borrowed money from everybody she
could get into any sort of touch with. If the £100 loan had come from anyone else than
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H.I. it would have been an act of extraordinary generosity and a tribute to Ibsen; and it
was very generous of H.I. anyhow. But I cannot believe that it had anything to do with
Ibsen. It was part of H.I.’s mixture of policy with sardonic humor to buy everybody. He
liked to see them selling themselves and bought them partly to gratify that taste. He knew
he was being robbed; but would not sack the robbers because it put them in his power and
at his command. He tried to buy me, and believed I had come to sell myself. But he did
not always buy the right people, and, being as I think, both kindly and princely, he spent
too much at the game and ended his Lyceum run penniless.’
Jan 31 1949, to Norman Collins, Controller of BBC Television, who had asked Shaw for
a new play to broadcast, or at least one that has never been, 135 in Conolly: ‘Say that
there are about 50 plays of mine that have not been televised. I can only treat a request
for a new one as evidence that the applicant lists me as a recent beginner. This is a
mistake. I am in my 93rd year, and am fairly well known.’
Feb 3 1949, to Molly, 187-88 in Tompkins: ‘you must make Lawrence remarry you. If
he cannot do without a wife and a model he should pay the market price for them. If he
died where would you be? Strike for a wedding ring and a settlement.’ March 26 1949,
189: ‘What you say on the remarriage question would be all right if you were living apart
and the marriage were an abandoned failure. But it is nothing of the sort. You are in daily
intercourse as much as if you were married; and there is no excuse whatever for either of
you refusing or even hesitating to regularize the situation for the sake of Peter and his
children as well as for your own sake in the event of Lawrence’s death. And Lawrence
will die of the unsettlement and worry of his present position, though he is not conscious
that it is killing him. So let me have no more nonsense about it; but do as I tell you, both
of you.’
Feb 16 1949, to Trebitsch, 453 in Trebitsch 1: ‘The Malvern Festival will begin in
August with Buoyant Billions…. Farfetched Fables is a series of six short plays to be
performed by the same half dozen players in different costumes and characters in postwar
ages. It is suitable only for little groups of amateurs, and is useless to regular commercial
theatres…. There is a marionette theatre in Malvern. The puppetmaster sent me two
puppets representing myself and Shakespear, and asked [me] to write one of my famous
plays for them [Shakes versus Shav], to last ten minutes in performance. I did so. It took
me two days.’
Feb 25 1949, to Elizabeth Corbett, reacting to the Atlee government’s proposal that
public schools be reduced in number and eventually abolished, 841: ‘If you have no such
resources [as ‘an income of at least four figures’], and are living from hand to mouth in
the best house you can afford, then to stint your expenditure to put your children through
the university routine would be senseless snobbery, both for you and for them. The first
thing to do for them is to give them the best furnished home you can afford, with books,
pictures, a piano, and an atmosphere of culture, a garden if in the country with pets, so
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they may not grow up afraid of dogs and cats. Bicycles of course. This comes before
everything else in education. With it children without any schooling will grow up
presentable human beings with both intellectual and artistic possibilities. Without it
neither Eton nor Oxford can leave them any better than sporting barbarians. But the
common Elementary School and the Grammar School are available, and a great relief to
their mothers.’
March 3 1949, to I. J. Pitman, who was promoting a Spelling Reform Bill, asked Shaw
for a letter he could read in the House of Commons, 842: Enclosing the desired letter,
Shaw responded: ‘This is the best I can do in the way of a letter that will not tire the
house and may amuse it…. There must be free competition between the old and the new.
[Mont] Follick’s demands for compulsion will wreck the Bill unless you support it only
to be amended. He is a schoolmaster, not a politician’ (headnote). The letter follows on
842-43.
March 28 1949, to Ruari McLean, book designer, queried Shaw about his early interest in
typography, 843: ‘My acquaintance with Morris led me to look at the page of a book as a
picture, and a book as an ornament. This led to a certain connoisseurship in types and
typesetting. I chose old face Caslon as the best after Jensen. I discarded apostrophes
wherever possible (dont, wont, cant, shant &c but not Ill shell hell for I’ll, she’ll, he’ll)
and banished mutton quads between sentences because they made “rivers” of white in the
black rectangle of print. I was particular about margins…. For my Standard Edition I
changed from Caslon to Plantin because the small type I had to use in Caslon was very
troublesome to keep clean. I fought linotype and monotype for some time because it
would not justify as well as hand set could be made to do; but at last, as always happens,
the machine outdid the hand, and got all the best types on it.’
March 30 1949, to Patrick O’Reilly, an Irish dustman who wanted a plaque erected on
Shaw’s Synge Street house which read: ‘You gave your services to your country
unlimited, unstinted and without price,’ 844: ‘Your inscription is a blazing lie. All my
political services have been given to the British Labor movement and to International
Socialism. And I have lived less than 20 years in Ireland and more than 78 in England.
And for all you know I may be hanged yet. I am sending Mr Sawier a proper design and
inscription: the only one I will consent to.’ It was: ‘Bernard Shaw, author of many plays,
was born in this house 26 July, 1856.’
April 1 1949, to Dodd, Mead & Co., 216-17 in Publishers: ‘as to publishing my letters.
There are billions of them; and I am adding to them every day. Not until my death can
any collection of them be described complete; and their collection, classification and
selection would be the work of years by some fanatical Shavian, and quite out of the
question as a commercial job. It has been proposed over and over again; but nothing has
ever come of it. Put it out of your head.’ c. 1950, 221: ‘Since all I can say fails to
convince you that a selected collection of my letters will be the work of a lifetime and is
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now commercially impossible, let me now say finally, flatly, positively, pigheadedly,
irrevocably, and inexorably that I will not let you attempt it, and that letters from you
containing any mention of it will be hurled in the basket with the most profane oaths I
can command. If you come in the fall to continue the discussion I will set all the dogs of
Ayot Saint Lawrence on you. You will be welcome only when the subject is barred.’
c. April 8 1949, to B.B.C. Head of Plays Department (Val Gielgud), 845: ‘Please destroy
the Candida record: it is a hopeless failure; its broadcasting has probably killed the play
for the next few years. It is underplayed all through; and the end completely sacrificed by
[the] delivery by Morell as a casual remark of “D’you mean me, Candida?” instead of the
thunderstruck “Do you mean M E, Candida” which is the climax of the play, and the
explanation of the finish. Such a blunder shews that neither the actor nor the producer has
the least notion of what the play is about…. You must not broadcast my plays until you
get an experienced Shavian producer. You have one on hand in Esme Percy.’
April 21 1949, to Margaret, 222-23 in Wheeler: ‘Why all this nonsense about
Undershaft? Who has ever qualified him as a saint? His message is that poverty is the
worst of crimes, socially or individually. He was a miserable nuisance to himself and
everyone else until he said “Thou shalt starve ’er I starve” and then he became an Earthly
Providence to the hundreds he exploited.’
April 22 1949, to Julius Gold, music theorist, 846-48: ‘We dont disagree on anything that
matters; but your hobby is nomenclature; and you make ends of the verbal tools that to
me are only means. The text books in my time were Day, Ouseley, and Stainer. Day’s
pseudo-scientific nonsense was tried later by Scriabin and Bartok but produced nothing
that could be called music; and they had to drop it. Ouseley was pedantic, and made no
real advance on Logier’s Thoroughbass, which Losier himself knocked into my mother.
Stainer was simple, sensible and historically sound, and was the man for me.’ Shaw then
traces the progress of musical structures from Monteverde to Mozart, then Beethoven to
Schubert and Weber, then Wagner to relative chaos: ‘the result has been that many fools
began composing so execrably that we are now glad to switch them off…. Oscar Wilde
used to say that we should never dress in the latest fashion because it will be out of date
in six months…. All this is not theory: it is history; and my language is quite correct in
terms of it. My numbering from triads to thirteenths is a necessary part of it. You regard
it as moral delinquency because your passion for nomenclature drives you to give a
different name to every numerable item…. The snag in your system is that a student
forced to learn all the names instead of listening to music and learning only its notation
and how to decipher a figured bass, hates music all the rest of his life unless his vocation
is irresistible, in which case, like Bach and Elgar, he needs no teacher, knows nothing of
names, and everything of sonorities.’
May 8 1949, to Nancy, 848: ‘You must positively not come on the 13th. If you will not
let me manage my work and my household in my own way you must not come at all. I
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have arranged with Mrs Laden that there are to be no visits for the next three weeks; and
no visits there shall be. All this nonsense about my having to be looked after, and the job
bequeathed to you by Charlotte, is a worn-out joke which you are beginning to believe in
yourself. Let me hear no more of it. You need looking after far more than I do; and
nobody knew this better than Charlotte, except perhaps your unfortunate secretaries. You
must upset your own household, not mine. I write in great haste, and am rather angry
with you for forcing me to put my old foot down and make you understand that in this
house what I say, goes. As the keeper of a mental patient you are DISCHARGED. Quite
unchanged nevertheless.’
May 9 1949, to Daniel G. Day, 849: ‘I have no “view” of death: it is a fact like the rising
of the sun every morning and has simply to be faced, not argued about. The dread of it
does not trouble me in the least (quite the contrary) though it has corrupted all the
religions with escapist fables of immortality which comfort even murderers on the
scaffold.’
May 9 1949, 221 in Hardwicke: ‘Of course if you will undertake a Broadway production
of Cæsar for a regular run you have every claim to my most friendly consideration. But
you must make me a proposal before you engage a company or commit yourself in any
way. I have nothing to do with your engagement of anybody but yourself as Cæsar….
But you must not produce as well as act. You can of course tell the producer all about the
original stage business; but producing is the ruin of an actor: instead of thinking about his
own part he watches the others all the time and ceases to be an actor. That is what
happened to Granville-Barker.’
May 27 1949, 231 in Hardwicke: ‘I am sending by the same mail as this a shattering
letter to Richard Aldrich to say that I will have nothing to do with financiers who make a
poor mouth of a golden opportunity like a revival of C & C. People who cannot put up
$100,000, and ask me to reduce my extremely reasonable terms because they must
underpay their actors and skimp production with a few dollars they can beg from door to
door are of no use to me or you. A revival of C & C with you as Cæsar is the nearest
thing to sure fire in the market; and after the huge success of the film (between ourselves
a bad one which had made nothing of Cæsar) and the sensational success of Maurice
Evans’s revival of Superman, I’ll pay no attention to backers who think I stand where I
did fifty years ago. I strongly advise you to take the same attitude.’
June 1 1949, to Eleanor, 295 in Robson: After several requests to see Shaw, Eleanor
reminds him that he wrote Major Barbara for her, and he replies: ‘Of course I remember,
and am, it seems, remembered. But it will shock you to see a very old man instead of the
brilliant author of Major Barbara. I cannot honestly advise you to come: I am no longer
worth the journey…. I shall be free after 4 o’clock on Sunday.’
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IPS June 10 1949, to Arnold Wesker, asking for advice on playing Marchbanks, 219 in
Bill Homewood, ed. Theatrical Letters (London: Marginalia Press, 1995): ‘It is a curious
part, clever experienced actors fail in it. Novices succeed in it. Take care to make your
lines heard. Leave the rest to luck. Advienne que pourra.’
July 12 1949, to Roy Limbert, when rehearsals had begun for the Malvern Festival
production of Buoyant Billions, 850-51: Shaw comments on music, scenery, and the
appropriateness of costume to character.
July 14 1949, to Ada Tyrrell, 851-52: ‘That portrait of me with my cheeks in my hands
was not meant to suggest grief. You are quite right in believing that I am not a griever.
When I was a very small child in Synge Street and news came that my mother’s Aunt
Ellen was dead I went out into the garden and cried, broken hearted, for a long time (it
seems to me at least half an hour), and was terrified by my belief that I should go on
crying all my life. But to my astonishment I cried away all my grief in that half hour; and
I have never grieved since. This taught me that people who cry and grieve never
remember. I never grieve and never forget.’
July 26 1949, to Ervine, on Shaw’s 93rd birthday, 852: ‘My first experience of
addressing a public assembly occurred when I was still so small that when my father took
me for a walk he had to carry me in his arms when I tired. One evening we were caught
in a heavy shower at the quay. We made a rush for the portico; and all the passers-by did
the same. I was carried. The building with the portico had been plastered all over with
advertisements by the bill stickers. Seated on my father’s shoulder I began to read the
advertisements aloud. The sensation I created was immense. The Southern proletariat
mostly could neither read nor write; and to see and hear an infinitesimal child read print,
hard words and all, was miraculous. But I was not shewing off. It seemed to me that
when I was confronted with print I was expected and bound to read it aloud like a lesson.’
July 26 1949, to M. Elizabeth Barber, 854: ‘Has the Society [of Authors] yet discussed
the new and difficult developments in television? I already have a proposal to allow an
actual stage performance of Pygmalion to be televised on full sized screens all over the
world. Authors’ fees for such a performance must be fabulous compared to anything now
being charged. Audiences of many millions paying nothing at the doors, and next to
nothing for their licenses and receivers, are something new that requires the most careful
consideration. Has anything been done?’
Sept 2 1949, to Laurentia, 276 in McLachlan: ‘I got your letter on my 93rd birthday: the
only one that was not hurried into an overloaded waste paper basket with very unseemly
objurgations. So many people in Ireland kept sending me ... presents that many of them
could ill afford, that I had to declare publicly that ... I asked only for their unpurchasable
prayers. Since then I have been so overwhelmed with prayers that I am in danger of my
Eternal Judge exclaiming “Damn this fellow that I am being pestered about: to hell with
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him.” ... For some inexplicable spiritual reason I put Stanbrook prayers into a class by
themselves, and have no fear of their getting on heavenly nerves.... I am horribly old (93)
and cannot walk much. Happily my wits are livelier than my legs; but I cannot in the
course of nature last much longer.... Do not dream of having to answer this: it is only to
let you know that I am still faithful, though Stanbrook is too far for me to travel.’
Nov 5 1949, to Murray, in Murray (forthcoming): ‘One of the differences between our
retrospect of the nineteenth century is that you still accept the Whig view that it was a
period of prosperity and happiness, hideously broken up by the wars of the twentieth. My
outlook was much the same as yours until at the beginning of the 80ties Marx changed
the mind of Europe and, for me, snatched the lid off hell and convinced me that the
Manchester School, with its dreams and dogmas of Free Trade, Liberty, Equality and
Fraternity, which satisfied Macaulay and Gladstone, blinded them to the horrors of the
nineteenth century as the most damnably wicked and ruinous episode in human history. I
had been quite pleased with Gladstone’s Midlothian speeches, and admired those of John
Bright. I was full of Mill’s Essay on Liberty, Spencer’s Data of Ethics, and Darwin. I was
intensely anti-clerical; called myself publicly an Atheist at a meeting of the Shelley
Society; and mistook that reaction for genuine Freethinking. The moment Marx got his
knife into me, all this faded into an obsolete past; and I was henceforth hated by the
Liberals whom I discarded as fossils, and, with Sidney Webb, made the old Socialism,
with its Liberal barricaders, constitutional by Fabianism, which is now, by the way,
Stalinism in Russia. The revolutionary change in my Anschauung makes what difference
there is between you and me. You are pre-Marx in my estimate of the nineteenth century;
but as you are not also pre-Plato or pre-Euripides, we get on pretty well together.... PS
There is a radical contradiction in Whig Liberalism. It is founded on the Deism of
Voltaire and Adam Smith, who believed that God, always watching and guiding human
affairs, would overrule all mankind’s sins and mistakes for good. Hence Laissez-faire:
all’s well that ends well. Yet it is Atheist, Agnostic, Rationalist, Broad Church, and anticlerical: in short, godless. My god, the Life Force, proceeds by Trial & Error.’
Nov 13 1949, to Sylvia Beach, 858: ‘I tried Finnegan’s Wake, but had to give up after a
page or two because I had not time to interpret it. I might have persevered when I was 20;
but at 93 time is precious and the days pass like flights of arrows.’
Dec 13 1949, to Frances Day, 858: ‘You want to come down here and play with me. To
flirt with me. When one is still an elderly youth of 70 romance is still possible with Old
Men’s Darlings, Shunamite women, Bettinas and the like. But for old skeletons of 90
they are unnatural, abhorrent, unbearable. The word is “keep off. Get out.” But our sacred
professional calling continues. It is my business to spot histrionic genius, and encourage
it. It is your business to read all the best plays in search of parts that you feel you could
play and would like to play. That is why I was glad to send you the books, though I never
try to shove my works down people’s throats by making presents of them.’
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Jan 10 1950, to Cedric Hardwicke, on his production of Cæsar and Cleopatra, 234 in
Theatrics and 226 in Hardwicke: ‘Lord bless you, the Ra prologue was never meant to
be played with the original version. I never dreamt of such a thing. It was a pièce
d’occasion written to enable Forbes-Robertson to omit the first scene and the third act.
But the difficulty of getting a big enough actor for Ra, and the success of the third act in
Germany, where it nearly killed the rest of the play, scrapped all that; so everything is in
order.’
Jan 10 1950, to T.C.P. (Shaw’s doctor), 293-94 in Chappelow: The doctor had sent Shaw
a scholarly article about eminent authors who were ‘undoubtedly psychopathic.’ Shaw’s
reaction: ‘There is not much to be said about Russell Brain’s essay that the editor of the
B.M.J. [British Medical Journal] has not said. At the end of the nineteenth century Max
Nordau wrote a book entitled Entartung (Degeneration) to prove that all artists are
degenerates. It was accepted as gospel science by the Press all over Europe and America
until a criticism by me which is still in print, and entitled “The Sanity of Art,” knocked
the stuffing out of Max, who, I am told, was himself converted and admitted that his book
was all nonsense. The only difference between Nordau and Brain is that Nordau knew
nothing about art and had only picked up from Lombroso (then much in vogue) a jargon
of phobias, lalias, oses and otics, which sounded scientific to people who knew nothing
about science; whereas Brain knows what there is to be known about his subject. But his
thesis is as vulnerable as Nordau’s because neither he nor anyone else can yet measure
life, mental capacity nor even simple consciousness. To measure abnormality we must
have a norm; to have a norm, we must, as the B.M.J. editor says, have an arithmetic
mean. He should have added that as human qualities and faculties cannot be reduced to
figures, an arithmetic mean is impossible; and so Brain’s diagnoses are worthless. All this
talk about two sorts of doctors, psychiatrists and g.p.s is poppycock. We have a mass of
g.p.s of whom, say, 10% are duffers who simply prescribe chalk and opium (the old
mixture) for diarrhoea and digitalis for heart complaints, 80% of whom can learn by
experience and get along with an occasional consultation, and 10% of consultants. The
country doctor is far more resourceful and independent of consultants than the London
one with Harley Street next door. But the notion that g.p.s never observe nor consider the
state ot their patients’ minds, and that psychiatrists never do anything else is quite false. I
once asked Sir Almroth Wright why, as an examiner, he let so many duffers through. He
replied: “You should see the fellows we dont let through.’
Feb 3 1950, to Brockway, who had rejoined the I.L.P., was standing for Labour in Eton
and Slough, 213 in Brockway: ‘You have done and suffered so much more personally in
the Labor cause than I have that if your own merits do not carry you to the top of the poll,
mine cannot. No candidate in the country has been more thoroughly tested than you. But
Slough and Eton are inhabited largely by political nitwits who read nothing but betting
pools, and simple-souled stick-in-the-muds who dread reformers more than serpents and
dragons. The wiser few must do their utmost to outnumber them on the forthcoming Day
of Destiny.’ Brockway won a large majority of the votes. Feb 25 1950, 213-14: ‘My
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coupon and my advice has secured you the one Independent triumph of the election in an
impossible constituency. I was right. You must know that it was not the Labor vote that
did the trick, but the votes won from the Conservative and Liberal malcontents. And you
tell me I was wrong. Yah!’
March 13 1950, to F. E. Loewenstein, I:13 in Holroyd: Shaw says he was born ‘fifty
years too soon.’ Letter continued in IV:135: ‘As I was born without a watch I cannot tell
the exact hour at which I emerged; but I have been told that it was after dark.’
c. mid-March 1950, to Chappelow, 3 in Chappelow: ‘An old skeleton of 93½ is all that is
left of me. Better leave well alone…. In any case I have warned off all visitors until the
hours are longer, as I am never free until 4.0., by which time the lanes here are dark, the
way hard to find, and the fogs dangerous at all times.’
April 10 1950, to Cockerell, 862: ‘I have little time for reading now; but I have somehow
contrived lately to read Peter Quennell’s life of Ruskin and Doughty’s life of Rossetti.
The revelation of Ruskin as a lifelong monster milksop is astounding, and hardly
bearable. Millais alone ticketed him accurately, having the advantage of being married to
the quondam Mrs Ruskin, who divorced him for an entirely false impotence, the truth
being that he was abnormally sexed. I gather that you did not come across him until he
was a violent dotard, with sane intervals which you were lucky enough to hit on. The
Rossetti book is so spun out with repetitions that it is hardly possible to read it straight
through; and on the whole D.G.R. comes out of it, in spite of his charm and talent, as a
socially impossible and unpleasant untrustworthy and dishonest modern Casanova.
Morris comes into both books as the biggest man of the lot, in spite of his epileptic rages,
his gout, and his final tuberculosis.’
May 6 1950, to Sean O’Casey, 864-65: ‘Eileen, still lovely as ever, gave me a photograph
of the lot of you which pleased me so much that I have had it framed and look at it quite
often. Your marriage has been a eugenic success: the Heir Apparent is a stalwart who
must count me as a Struldbrug, which is what I actually look like. I keep my wits about
me much better than my legs: that is the best I can say for myself…. In the old days we
were the first flower of the earth and the first gem of the sea…. Now we are an
insignificant cabbage garden in a little islet quite out of the headlines; and our Fianna Fail
Party is now The Unionist Party and doesnt know it. I have nothing to tell them except
that the Ulster capitalists will themselves abolish the Partition when the Labor Party is
strong enough to threaten them with an Irish 1945 at the polls, and they must have the
support of the Catholic agricultural south to avert it. But all they do is to send me medals
of the Blessed Virgin, guaranteeing, if I say a novena, that she will give me anything I
ask from her, to which I reply that the B.V. needs helpers and not beggars.’
May 6 1950, to Murray, in Murray (forthcoming): ‘if my lot were cast as a parish priest
in Ireland I would not preach Creative Evolution to my peasant flock, but give them what
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they were capable of, elevating the Host, binding and loosing, confessing and absolving,
teaching the women to form their characters on the Blessed Virgin, and impressing on
them that Holy Writ was handwritten by a god in the image of man, all of which, though
incredible to me and leading such as I straight to atheism, would be better for them than
no religion at all, which would make them quite ungovernable. I witnessed the defeat of
your brother ... by a man half his weight and girth, named Anthony Diamond. Diamond
... had a lightning straight left, which nobody was quick enough to get away from or duck
and counter. It hit you and he was out of reach in the hundredth of a second. Your brother
was too much of a gentleman and too little of a ruffian to tackle him effectively. He
should have charged in, ducking to “ride” a possible counter, and just murdered him by
sheer weight and savage hammering. But he was too amiable and sportsmanlike to do
this, and put up a classic defence, which was useless, instead of “in fighting” like ten
devils. I am for the moment tormented, not by reminiscences, but by a ghastly bout of
lumbago. I have to go to the hospital every day to be Radiant heated.’
June 13 1950, to Paul Robeson, now vice-chairman of the Progressive Party, 867-68: ‘If
you connect my name and reputation with your campaign, and invite me to speak for you
in the U.S.A…., you will gain perhaps two thousand votes, ten of them negro, and lose
two million. The rest will ask (if they ask or care anything at all) “Who the hell is
Bernard Shaw?” In the U.S.A. an enormous majority of those who know that I exist,
know me as an Irish foreigner, a Red Communist, a friend and agent of Stalin, an Atheist,
and in literature a joker who thinks himself a better playwright than Shakespear and made
a reputation by calling black white. Keep me out of it; and do not waste your time
courting the handful of people whose votes you are sure of already. Play for Republican
votes and episcopal support all the time; and when you get a big meeting of sorts, dont
talk politics but sing Old Man River.’
July 7 1950, to Mrs Lionel Ames, neighbor, 152 in Chappelow: ‘Chalky water has no
terrors for me: I have a softening plant that cost me £70. It paid its way long ago in soap
saving. The lumbago is much better; but recovery is slow at 94; and I walk worse every
minute.’
July 12 1950, to Esmé Percy, 869: ‘Farfetched … Fables is not a regular play. It is a
string of short scenes in which all the characters can be played by the same little group of
half a dozen amateurs changing their dress and makeup between each. They represent
different people in different periods. There are corresponding changes in the scenery. The
piece is not intended for professional production, but for amateurs with unlimited time for
rehearsal, making their own dresses and painting their own scenery. Also shifting it.’ July
19: ‘What is this production of F.F. going to be? I did not bargain for a regular West End
first performance; and it must not be announced as such. The Gate must call it X
performances to celebrate my birthday, making it clear that what is in hand is a special
limited run at a coterie theatre. Another fiasco like that of Buoyant Billions would
damage me seriously.’
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July 19 1950, to Ervine, 871: ‘Do not let yourself be trapped into the silly cliché that The
Importance is Wilde’s best play. It’s a mechanical cat’s cradle farce without a single
touch of human nature in it. It is Gilbert and Sullivan minus Sullivan. The other plays …
have the conventional woman-with-a-past plot of their day; and the feeling of which they
are full is a bit romantic: but the characters are all human, and their conversation the most
delightfully brilliant in the annals of the English stage, knocking Congreve and Sheridan
into a cocked hat…. A week from now I will be 94. Yet the day before yesterday I began
a new play: a very little one [Why She Would Not]. I cannot write big plays now. I could
if my old big ones had left me anything to say; but they havnt: my bolt is shot.’
July 27 1950, to Cockerell, the day after Shaw’s 94th birthday, 872: ‘Yesterday was
simple hell. The Times statement that I was “resting” elicited a yell of rage from me. The
telephone and door bell never stopped. The lane was blocked with photographers all day.
None of them would take NO for an answer. Fortnum & Mason made huge profits on
giant cakes, gorgeous and uneatable. The Post & Telegraph services staggered under their
burdens.’
Aug 17 1950, to Jackson, 195 in Jackson: After finishing his last play, Shaw composes
an equivocal epitaph on himself as a dramatist: ‘I am dead as a playwright. On my
birthday I managed to send off to the printer a half length attempt at a little comedy [Why
She Would Not]; but it is a pitiful senile squeak. I shall probably burn it. My big plays did
not blaze a trail to greater heights: they reaped the harvest and cut down the trees, leaving
nothing but a desert with a silly old stage trying to browse in it. Still, I am content to have
said my say and shot my bolt. I have done a good day’s work; and now I must put up the
shutters.’
Aug 23 1950, to Trebitsch, 468-69 in Trebitsch 1: ‘The news of your health is very
distressing. There must be something wrong with your habits and diet. Do you still eat
meat? If I were to eat it, my evacuations would stink; and I should give myself up for
dead. They are entirely odorless. Are yours? They ought to be. Why not try my diet? I
learnt only lately that the original performance in German of Man & Superman included
the Hell scene and that the whole play was cut to pieces to get it within the ordinary time
limit. That most not occur again. The third act must be omitted, and the other three
played uncut. That is how it is played in England, and how I intended it to be played.’
Aug 25 1950, to M. Schiller, 874: ‘I strongly advise you not to spend much time
persuading [P. A.] Touchard to produce Saint Joan at the Français. If you succeed it will
probably be on such conditions that I shall refuse to authorize it. He has already said that
he thinks it should be in the hands of Madame Pitoeff, which shews that he has the same
false notion of the play as a Porte St Martin melodrama with Joan in tears all the time and
half burnt already on her first entry, like all the other French Joans.’
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Sept 4 1950, to Lionel Ames, a neighbor at Ayot, 875-76: ‘I thought of you very
sympathetically on Saturday when the west wind was smoking you out. You will have
your revenge when the wind goes south and smokes me out. I know of no remedy for the
autumn bonfires, which have smoked for all my 94 years and thousands of centuries
before that. I have had to lop my two giant elms, as they were dangerous, and my ash,
which died a natural death last winter. This makes the smoke a bit worse this year; but it
will soon be over. Every log worth saving from the fire will be carried away. I shall be
burnt up myself presently; but the fumes will get no further than Golders Green.’
c. Oct 1950, to Harold White, who had sent Shaw a booklet on John Bunyan, 276 in
Chappelow: ‘Many thanks for Bunyan’s England. The letterpress is out of date. It is
now, I think, established that B. served in the Royalist, not in the Parliamentary Army.
Calling him a tinker is as silly as calling Shakespear a poacher. A tinker is a vagrant. B’s
parents were citizens and master-tradesfolk. He never tramped about with a budget
[leather bag] and a soldering iron. He and his people were respectable and literate.
“Author and Preacher” is correct.’
c. Oct 1950, to White, on Bernard Shaw’s Rhyming Picture Guide to Ayot Saint
Lawrence, 278-79 in Chappelow: ‘Now that I have given my mind to this job I see that
we must cut out Ellen Terry altogether. She never lived at Ayot and had nothing to do
with it. And the present generation knows nothing of her; and her inclusion would only
confuse the book and puzzle the readers. It would get worse as the years pass.’

End of Chronology
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